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PREFACE 

One of the original objectives of the NDT-CE (Non-Destructive Testing in Civil Engineering) 
symposium is to provide an opportunity for discussing current issues and future perspectives of 
NDT and for promoting mutual understanding among engineers and researchers. This 
symposium is organized as SEIKEN SYMPOSIUM No. 26, sponsored by Institute of Industrial 
Science, University of Tokyo. 

The idea of holding a symposium for exchanging information and views on NDT was realized 
in 1991, and the first international symposium on NDT-CE was held in Berlin, Germany in 
1991. With that as a start, four symposiums were organized; the second in Liverpool, UK in 
1993, the third in Berlin, Germany in 1995 and the fourth in Liverpool, UK in 1997. Following 
these symposiums hosted by European countries, the fifth symposium will be held in Tokyo, 
Japan. 

Asia is one of the key regions for further developments of NDT. The symposium in Japan will 
be a good opportunity not only to exchange technical information on NDT, but to promote 
worldwide friendship between engineers in the Asian countries and other nations of the world. 

This volume contains 70 papers including 5 keynote papers from the worldwide range of 20 
countries. They provide the most recent research results and findings. The papers are grouped 
under the following areas: 1) keynote papers, 2) magnetic/electric, 3) steel structures, 4) 
integrated test, 5 )  moisture, 6) strength, 7) acoustic emission, 8) various tests, 9) ultrasonic, 10) 
impact echo, 11) radar, 12) quality and 13) corrosionhover. The writing format of the paper 
varies from author to author, because the proceedings were produced by offset printing from the 
manuscripts provided by the authors. However we believe that the authors are able to get their 
message across to the readers. 

We would like to express our gratitude to all the key note speakers, International Scientific 
Committee members, Organizing Committee members, Executive Committee members, co- 
sponsoring organizations and financial supporters for their efforts and commitments. I would 
like to send my sincere thanks especially to Dr. K.Tateishi, the chairman of the executive 
committee, and Mr. M. Yoshizawa for arranging the symposium in details. 

Taketo UOMOTO 
Chairman, Organizing Committee 
Professor of University of Tokyo 
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MAINTENANCE OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES 
AND 

APPLICATION OF NON-DESTRUCTNE INSPECTION IN JAPAN 

Taketo Uomoto 

Professol; 

Center for Collaborative Research, Universiiy of Tokyo 
7-22-1, Roppongi, Minato-Ku, Tokyo, 106-8558, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

Japan has been producing a large amount of concrete structures throughout our country since 1950’s. 

The important structures such as Shinkansen, Highways etc. have been used for more than 35 years, 

and it is now becoming an important problem to maintain the existing concrete structures. The 

normal maintenance methods is to inspect the structures periodically, and when the degree of 

deterioration exceeds certain limit, repair or strengthening of the structures is performed. 

To inspect existing concrete structures, visual inspection is the easiest and the most 

fundamental method. But this method may not be applicable for inspecting defects 

which does not appear on the surface of concrete. For such defects, non-destructive 

inspection is the only method which can be applied. This paper explains briefly the 

background of the problem, how the maintenance of concrete structures are being done, 

and introduces some new applications of NDI techniques in Japan. 

Keywords: maintenance, non-destructive inspection, civil structures, concrete, evaluation 

INTRODUCTION 

A large amount of concrete structures have been made in Japan since 1950’s. Especially, just 

before 1964, when Olympic game was held in Tokyo, not only the facilities for the Olympic games 

but also traffic facilities such as “Shinkansen” (rapid train railways), “Shutokousoku-doro” 

(metropolitan express way), and “Toumei kousoku-doro”(high way connecting Tokyo and Nagoya) 

had been made. Many projects has been proposed and numerous facilities has been constructed 

since then, using concrete. Recently, three huge bridges connecting Honshu island and Shikoku 
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island (Honshu-Shikoku Renraku-kyo) have been made and people can travel to 4 main islands 

(Hokkaidou, Honshu, Shikoku and Kyusyu) by land. 

Although there are still many structures to be made, one of the most important works to be done by 

the civil engineers today is to maintain these structures to be used. Such as Shinkansen and 

Shutokousoku-doro have been in use for more than 35 years and without these important facilities, 

the economy of Japan can not be maintained. 

Recently, spalling of concrete fiom concrete structures, such as bridges, tunnels, etc., has become a 

big problem in the field of mass media. Although the spalling of concrete may not be a big 

problem considering the load carrying capacity of the structure, they may cause traffic accident when 

cars or trains run underneath at a high speed, such as in the case of Shinkansen which runs at the 

speed above 210kmh. In 1999, a block of concrete h t  Shinkansen in Fukuoka tunnel, and the top 

of several cars were damaged partly. The ministry of transportation and port and harbor organized 

a special committee to investigate the causes, and concluded that a part of the concrete lining spalled 

off due to insufficient consolidation at the time of construction and formation of inner cracks fiom 

the early age. Since then, many engineers and researchers brought a keen interest on non- 

destructive inspection of existing structures. 

1. Change of Durability Problems 

Before 1970’s, concrete structures are believed to possess high durability compared to steel 

structures. The main durability items considered in design and construction at that time were: 

fatigue, freeze-thaw deterioration, abrasion, permeability and chemical attack. As can be easily 

estimated from these items, the concrete engineers were proud of using concrete as construction 

material compared to steel. They did not have to consider about corrosion of reinforcing steel bars, 

whch was a big problem in case of steel structures. The steel structure engineers have to consider 

the rate of corrosion in different environment even at the stage of design. 

From 1965 to 1974, due to rapid growth of economy, tremendous amount of structures has been 

constructed. The construction engineers were too busy to check the quality of materials to be used, 

design methods, construction procedures, etc., and also due to the lack of river sand and gravel, large 

amount of sea sand and crushed stone were used as aggregates. Although there were regulations on 

chloride content, people did not realize the importance of the limitation. To facilitate the casting of 

concrete and to increase the strength of concrete, not only water content but also cement content was 

increased. At that time there were no special regulations on reactive aggregates and amount of 
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alkali content in cements. As a result, many newly constructed concrete structures deteriorated 

abruptly within 5 to 10 years which was unusual up till then. 

M e r  the investigations of these deteriorated concrete structures, the following items were 

considered important from the durability point of view. Additionally to fatigue, freeze-thaw 

deterioration, abrasion, permeability and chemical attack, corrosion of reinforcing steel, alkali 

aggregate reaction, acidic rain, biological attack, etc., were decided important to increase the 

durability of Structures. Not only JSCE (Japan Society of Civil Engineers), AIJ (Architectural 

Institute of Japan), and JCI (Japan Concrete Institute) recommended many important aspects of the 

problems but also the Ministries related took prompt counter measures to cope with the situation. A 

large amount of researches has been done related to the durability of concrete structures. Recently, 

the concrete committee of JSCE, etc. have been working hard to propose new standards considering 

the performance based design, construction and maintenance. 

2. Methods for Inspection and Evaluation of Concrete Structures in General 

The maintenance of concrete structures are done by the owners of the structures. In case of public 

structures, the ministries, etc. maintain the structure as soon as they are completed. For the time 

being, the methods for the maintenance differ according to the owners of the structures. Although 

there are some differences, the main concept of the maintenance can be summarized as in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 Flow chart for maintenance of concrete structures 
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2.1 Periodic inspection 

Periodic inspection is essential in most cases. The inspectors inspects the structures visually, 

sometimes with the help of binoculars, once a year or once in several years according to the 

importance and the time after the structure is completed. In some cases, sonic inspection is carried 

out along with hammers. The inspectors are mostly trained engineers with experiences. 

The periodic inspection covers not only the degree of deterioration but also the estimated main cause 

of the deterioration. For example, when a crack was found at the comer of openings and increased, 

the inspector may estimate the main cause as drymg shrinkage with restraint. As shown in Tablel, 

in most cases, the appearance and crack formation may offer good data for the inspector. In our 

laboratory, we developed a system using handy type computers estimating the possible causes and 

degree of deterioration[l]. The system is composed of sample photographs and questionnaire to be 

answered by the inspectors by looking at the inspecting concrete structures, and the answers are 

stocked as individual data to be transported to the main computer kom any place within Japan. This 

system runs with expert system eliminating the personal errors of the inspectors. 

In some cases, visual inspection is also used to decide whether further inspection is needed or not. In 

Tables 1 and 2, an example of the actual visual evaluation making criteria is briefly shown. From 

Table 1 Evaluation of deterioration degree by periodic inspection (example) 

Degree of deterioration Steel bar corrosion Cracks Svallina 

0 none 
~ 

none none 

1 Some stains on partial none 

concrete surface cracks 

2 Stains are observed Some Partial rise 

Partially cracks at surface 

3 Fair amount of 

Stains observed 

Fair amount Partial spalling 

of cracks(width observed 

Several mm) 

4 Fair amount of Large amount Fair amount 

Rusts observed of cracks (width: of rise and 

several nun) spalling 

5 Large amount of 

Rusts observed 

Large amount 

of rise and 

spalling 
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Table 2 Evaluation for detailed inspection and need for repair(examp1e) 

Deterioration degree Detailed inswction Need of reDair 

0 no no 

1 no no 

2 Yes no (may need) 

3 Yes Yes 

4 Yes Yes 

5 Yes yes(may strengthen) 

these evaluations, when the structure is ranked equal or above 2, careful inspection or detailed 

inspection of the structure is performed. According to the table, for the sake of simplicity, the items 

to be inspected are limited to cracks, stains and spallings. 

2.2 Detailed inspection 

The detailed inspection is done when the estimated degree of deterioration exceeds certain limit, or 

when some new phenomenon is found during the periodic inspection. The inspection is done 

normally by using non-destructive tests or taking core samples out from the inspected structure. 

The purpose of the inspection is to decide the cause of the deterioration and also to evaluate whether 

repair and/or strengthening is needed or not. In Table 3, the available non-destructive inspection 

methods being used are listed with some comments of the indwidual methods. 

In case of large concrete structures, such as bridges, tunnels, dams, buildings, etc., the structures are 

too large to be inspected in details. To overcome the problem, the following methods are being 

used. 1) Overall inspection techniques, such as using digital still camera, thermography, radar, 

sonic and laser technique are often used to sweep the whole area to be inspected and find out the 

distribution of defects within the structure. Then, 2) other techniques, such as X-ray, ultra-sonic, 

natural potential, acoustic emission, etc. can be applied to get more detailed information. 

Some movable inspection cars and trains have been developed for the overall inspection 1). In case 

of tunnel linings, an inspection train mounting both heating facility and thermograph has been 

developed to obtain the crack distribution and spalling portions for the subways. To inspect the 

voids at the back of tunnel linings or pavements, radar mounted cars have been developed for 

railways, waterways and highways. To digitize the surface cracks of reinforced concrete slabs, 

laser mounted car has been developed by the Technology Center of Metropolitan Expressway. 

These techniques are important for obtaining inspected data without any personal errors and can be 

used to check whether the deterioration advanced since the previous inspection. 
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Table 3 Application of NDI for existing concrete structures [4] 

For detailed inspection, many new techniques have been developed. Photographs 1,2 and 3 are the 

examples being developed using radar, X-ray and natural potentials. The details of the technique can 

be found in the references [5] , [6] ,  and [7]. 
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2.3 Prediction and Evaluation of Deterioration 

The evaluation is one of the most difficult thing to be done. The engineer must predict the 

remaining life time of the structure if the siructure is kept un-repaired. To predict the life time, not 

only the mechanism of the deterioration must be clarified but also accurate calculation and enough 

data is needed. Although the data is limited, JSCE and JCI committees have been trying to propose 

an accurate and practical prediction method to avoid big mistakes in the prediction[2]. 

The decision, whether the structure can be used as it is or whether repaidstrengthening is needed, 

can be done by the engineers with above mentioned prediction method. But whether to demolish 

and construct a new structure, must be done considering engineering, social and economical views. 

Up till now, none of the important structures, such as Shinkansen, highways, Honshu-Shikoku 

Bridges, etc., deteriorated to a dangerous level but sooner or later we may encounter such a problem 

in the 21* centmy. It will become especially important in Japan how to decide such a problem 

obtaining consensus of the public. 

3. Repair and Strengthen of Deteriorated Structures 

3.1 Repair of concrete structures 

To repair or strengthen the existing structures, design and selection of saicient materials are 

important. The design and the selection are different according to the cause and the degree of 

deterioration. For an example, if the cause is alkali-aggregate reaction and the amount of reactive 

aggregate is large, the only method to be applied is to reduce the rate of reaction. The most 

practical method is to apply coatings on the surfaces of concrete to avoid water getting into concrete. 

In the future, better methods may be developed, but for the time being this method is the only 

method to reduce the reaction rate. If the concrete contains a large amount of alkali and could not 

stop the reaction, the structure may be deteriorated in the near future. The structure must be 

demolished and a new structure must be constructed. 

The most popular repair method against corrosion of steel bars due to carbonation is as shown in 

Figure 2. If the cracked portion of steel bar is not corroded to large extent and the depth of 

carbonation is less than the cover to reinforcing steel bars, application of coating to the surface of 

concrete is valid to avoid carbon dioxide penetrating into concrete and to prevent corrosion of the 

bars. If the carbonation depth at the crack is larger than concrete cover, injection of epoxy resin in 

the crack is needed. But in case of steel corrosion due to chlorides from the surrounding 

environment, the highly concentrated portion of concrete must be taken out, anti-corrosive treatment 

is to be applied to the surface of the bar, and polymer cement mortar is generally used to repair the 
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concrete before coating the concrete surface. 

Figure 2 Repair of concrete by applying coating on the surface of concrete 
(Corrosion of steel bars due to carbonation of concrete cover) 

3.2 strengthening of concrete structures 
Strengthening of concrete structures is needed when the load bearing capacity of the structure 

become lower than the designed value, or when larger loads are going to be applied. Recently in 

Japan, due to the change of the live loads (cars) from 20tons to 25tons, many beams, slabs and 

columns were strengthened. The cause was not the deterioration but social need. 

After the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, it was clarified that the shear strength of the columns 

designed before 1980’s were not enough. As can be seen in Figure 3, the allowable shear stress of 

concrete was reduced tremendously in the standard specification of JSCE in 1980 and 1984[3]. As 

a result, the existing structures do not possess enough shear strength according to the specification 

today. Considering the evidence, many bridge piers etc. were strengthened by external 

reinforcement as shown in Figure 4. The concrete committee of JSCE has published the 

recommendations for designing of concrete structures for strengthening in general [8] and by using 

FRP sheets [9]. 

Reinforced concrete piers for important highways and railways which were constructed using the 

design standards before 1984 were all strengthened by using either steel plates or FRP sheets after 

the earthquake. For buildings, some of them are still existing as it was, without any special 

repairhtrengthening. This is mainly due to the problem of owners who can not deal with the fee for 

repairhengthening . 
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Figure 3 Change of allowable shear stress for concrete by JSCE[3] 

Figure 4 External reinforcement for concrete columns 

Concluding Remarks 

Engineering is not always complete, and further research works are needed. To set up a good 

system for maintenance of existing concrete structures, there are still many things to be done: not 

only researches but also education to the students and engineers about durability and maintenance of 

concrete structures. I hope this paper may become a help to the concrete engineers and NDI 
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engineers who are involved in maintaining the existing concrete structures 
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ABSTRACT 

Nondestructive testing plays an important role for quality evaluation. Among nondestructive testing methods, 
automatic ultrasonic testing is focused in this paper. A brief history of automatic ultrasonic testing systems 
will be described. Application for evaluation of blow holes in the corner joints of truss chords, detection of 
fatigue crack from the blow holes will be introduced. Some studies on applicability of automatic ultrasonic 
testing systems by comparing between radiographic testing and automatic ultrasonic testing will be introduced. 
Recent collaborative researches on automatic ultrasonic systems aiming to performance and quality based design 
will be mentioned. 

KEYWORDS 

nondestructive testing, automatic ultrasonic testing system, weld, detectability, performance based design 

INTRODUCTION 

The application of thicker plates has been increasing in the bridge construction in Japan. Sometimes plates of 
up to 100 mm thick are used as the flange plate of bridge girder. Welded joints are more suitable remarkably 
than bolted joints as field joints. However, radiographic testing (RT) cannot be applicable for the welded joints 
of thick plates. In addition, the application of RT is unfavorable in site. Instead, automatic ultrasonic testing 
(AUT) will be applied for inspection. 

AUT systems were developed and started to apply to the inspection of bridge members in the 1980s. AUT 
systems were applied for evaluation of blow holes in the corner joints of truss chord members of Set0 Ohashi. 
It was the first time of application of AUT systems. Since then, AUT systems have been applied for not only 
corner joints but other types of joints such as field welded joints of orthotropic bridge deck and field welded 
joints of steel bridge piers. The history of development and application of nondestructive testing, particularly 
AUT. is reviewed. 

REVIEW OF AUTOMATIC ULTRASONIC TESTING SYSTEM UNDER THE HONSHU-SHIKOKU 
BRIDGE PROJECT 
Quality evaluation of corner joint of truss chord members of Seto Ohashi 

The construction work of Set0 Ohashi was completed in 1988. The concept of permissible sizes of weld defects 
had been introduced in the quality control program of weld coupling with fatigue design. A .large number of full 
scale and large size fatigue tests were conducted. It turned out that  blow holes in corner joints of truss chord 
members might affect the fatigue performance [l]. Fig.-1 shows a blow hole and fatigue crack in a corner joint. 
The permissible size of blow holes was determined for 100 year service. 

The members were categorized three types such as AA, A and B based on required fatigue performance. 
Permissible size of blow holes in each category is shown in Fig.-2. Therefore, nondestructive testing systems 
were required to detect defects of sizes shown in Fig.-2. Since those members had closed section, RT could not 
be applied. Instead, AUT would be applied. It was the first time that  AUT systems were developed [2]. 
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Fig. 1: fatigue strength of corner joint 
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Fig. 5: types of defects of steel deck plate Fig. 6: difference of estimation of defect size 

Detection and characterization of fatigue crack in the corner joint of truss chord member 

Fatigue cracks would be initiated from blow holes in the corner joint of truss chord. Applicability of AUT 
systems was investigated to detect fatigue cracks from blow holes. AUT systems were the same as those used 
for evaluation of blow holes. 

Fig.-3 shows a test specimen used in that investigation. This specimen simulates corner joint of truss chord. 
The specimen was V-groove partial penetration weld. This specimen contained 11 artificial defects modeling 
blow holes. As shown in Fig.-3, holes were made by a drill. Diameters of artificial blow holes were 1.5, 2.5 and 
3.5mm. During fatigue tests, ultrasonic tests were conducted. 

The tip echo method was applied in ultrasonic testing. 19 fatigue cracks could be detected out of 44 fatigue 
cracks by tip echo method. Fig.-4 shows a tip echo on cathode ray tube (CRT). Tip echo is indicated by arrow. 
Fig.-4 also shows an illustration of a crack initiated from a blow hole. In such case, reflecting points are (A)tip 
of the crack, (B)blow hole and (D)corner of crack and blow hole. In that study, the minimum size of detection 
of fatigue cracks by tip echo method was about 8mm, while it depends on the width of incident ultrasonic beam. 

Application of Automatic ultrasonic test for steel deck plates 

Quality evaluation of field welded joints of steel deck plates had been carried out by RT. AUT systems for truss 
chord members were applied to steel deck plates of 3 bridges of Set0 Ohashi in mid 1980s. 

Thickness of deck plates are usually 12mm to 14mm. One side submerged arc weld is applied for field weld 
of steel deck plates. Fig.-:, shows weld defects which can be seen in steel deck plates [3]. Among those weld 
defects, hot cracks often can be included. In case of one side weld, cracks caused by the constraint at the end 
also can be included. 

Comparison of testing results between RT and AUT was made. RT was carried out where an unacceptable weld 
defect was found. The result of comparison is shown in Tab.-1. From Tab.-1, difference of length of defects 
between radiographic testing and ultrasonic testing was calculated. Fig.-6 shows over- and under-estimation of 
defect size of AUT judging from RT. The difference of estimation of defect size is f. 2mm. 
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result of radiographic testing result of ultrasonic testing 
type . length I class class 1 echo height. length 
crack-- 24mm 1 4  4 1  50% 25mm 

Tab. 1: comparison between automatic ultrasonic testing and radiographic testing 

difference 
(RT-UT) 

-1mm 

APPLICATION OF AUTOMATIC ULTRASONIC TESTING SYSTEMS TO BUTT WELDED SPLICE 
JOINTS 

In 1990, specifications for highway bridges in Japan were revised [4]. It was described that ultrasonic testing 
could be applied for quality evaluation of welded joints instead of RT. RT takes time to expose the films. On 
the other hand, testing results can be obtained instantaneously by ultrasonic testing. 

In the early 199Os, applicability of AUT for butt welded joints was investigated [5]. As the first step, survey 
of defects formed in butt welded joints was carried out. Fig.-7 shows results of RT of butt welded joint in a 
certain shop. Type 1 is volumetric defects such as blow holes. Type 2 is cylindrical defects such as pipe and 
slag inclusion. Total number of pieces of film recorded from 1985 to 1992 was about 48000. No defect could be 
detected from 97.9% of 48000. Type 1 defects were detected from 1.45%. Type 2 defects were from 0.24%. Most 
of those type 1 and 2 defects were classified in class 1 and 2. If welding condition is controled sufficiently, few 
type 1 defects of class 3 or 4 can be formed. Defects of class 4 are larger and may cause damage to the structure. 
Incomplete penetration and crack are classified as class 4. Although the number of incomplete penetration and 
crack is small, these defects can be formed. Therefore, it is necessary that incomplete penetrasion and crack 
should be detected by nondestructive testing. 

As the second step, comparisons between RT and AUT for some types of welded joints were made. Tab.-2 shows 
one of the results. Defects of classes of 3 and 4 are unacceptable. The total number of defects detected either 
AUT or RT was 403. Agreement between AUT and RT could be seen 66% out of those 403 defects. There were 
66 defects (16%) which were judged unacceptable by AUT and acceptable by RT. On the other hand, there were 
76 defects (18%) which were judged acceptable by AUT and unacceptable by RT. Most of the defects disagreed 
were planar defects such as crack and lack of fusion. It was also pointed out that detectability of planar defects 
were different from each of the AUT systems. Detectability of planar defects by AUT needs to be investigated. 

AUTOMATIC ULTRASONIC TESTING SYSTEMS TO FIELD WELDED BUTT JOINTS 

In recent years, for economical reason, simplified girder bridges have been constructed in Japan [6]. The number 
of main girders are decreased two or three. Thickness of flange plate is sometimes more than 80mm. Welding 
joints of main girders are adopted in order to reduce dead weight of the girder. Weld of main girders would 
be conducted in site. Fig-8 shows details of one of the site welding joints. In this type, both upper and lower 
flanges are welded by flat position. 
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Fig. 7 welded defects in a shop evaluated by radiographic testing 
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Tab. 2: comparison between ultrasonic testing and radiographic testing 

ultrasonic test (JIS Z 3060) ()manual ultrasonic test 
total data 403 (detected by either RT or UT):403 
accepted by RT and UT : 135 264 (66%) 
unaccepted by RT and UT: 129 

Upper flange (T40)  

-25 0 25 
Location 

Fig. 9: distribution of defects in welded section 
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Tab. 3: type of defect in site welded joint 

Correctness of volumetric defect = (20+4+39)/(21+58) = 70.5 % 
Correctness of planar defect = (1+12+3+17)/(1+21+135) = 85.6 % 

BH: blow hole IP: incomplete penetration 
SI: slag inclusion LF: lack of fusion 
C :  crack 

Fig. 10: tandem array transducer Fig. 11: test specimen 

Site welding joints of thick steel plates have never been applied before. Details of welding are different from that 
of in the past. It is possible that different types of defects would be formed in site welded joints. It is necessary 
to investigate type of defects, distribution of defects in welded section and distribution of defects along seam 
line. Fig.-9 shows distribution of defects in welded section. Most of the defects can be found in the first welding 
layer. Tab.-3 shows type of defect. Tab.-3 is comparison between presumed defect type by manual ultrasonic 
testing and real defect type. Lack of fusions were found most of all the types of defects. Slag inclusion is the 
next. 

Nondestructive testing also has to be conducted in the field. AUT will be applied because RT may do harm to 
the surroundings. AUT systems should have performance which is never required before. 

NEW TANDEM ARRAY AUTOMATIC ULTRASNIC TESTING SYSTEM 

Detection of planar defects such as lack of fusion and crack is important. At planar defects, incident waves 
will be reflected specularly. Reflected waves sometimes cannot be received by a probe, when one probe is used. 
Only tip diffracted echoes can be received by the probe because tip diffracted echoes have no directivity [7, 81. 

Planar defects can be detected, if reflected waves with strong directivity can be received. It is made' to be 
possible if more than one probes are used. Tandem probe technique is effective to detect planar defects [9]. In 
tandem probe technique, two probes are mounted in the same direction. Comparing with one probe technique, 
tandem probe technique needs more calibration and skill of scanning. The system have to be more complicated. 
In order to avoid complicated scanning process, tandem array transducer was developed. Fig.-10 shows tandem 
array transducer. The transducer consists of 10 probes aligned. As total, 100 patterns of combination of 
transmitter and receiver are possible, 10 as the transmitter and 10 as the receiver. 

Experiments were carried out with the transducer. The specimen is shown in Fig.-11. The specimen contains 
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Fig. 12: B-scope displays of lack of fusion by tandem array transducer (a)simulated one probe technique, 
(b)tandem probe technique 

a lack of fusion. Fig.-12 is B-scope displays of the lack of fusion. In 10 out of 100 patterns of combination 
of transmitter and receiver. the transmitter and the receiver is the same probe. One probe scanning can be 
simulated by those 10 patterns. Fig.-l2(a) means simulated one probe scanning. Comparing with Fig.-12(a) and 
(b), more echoes are plotted in Fig.-12(b). This means that tandem probe technique has higher detectability 
than one probe technique. 

FATIGUE PERFORMANCE-BASED QUALITY CONTROL DESIGN 
Fatigue tests of butt welded joint containing various embedded defects 

A feasible quality control program should be established due to recent changes in steel bridge construction such 
as field welded joints of thicker plates. Butt welded joints has to satisfy Class D JSSC specifications. The degree 
of significance of weld defects may vary with the type, size, shape, location of defect and joint geometry. The 
fatigue performance of butt welded joints containing various embedded defects was examined experimentally. 
Based on these test results, permissible limits of defects would be determined. In this section, some of the test 
results are described. 

Fig.-13 shows the shapes and sizes of test specimens. The specimens simulate field welded joint of main girder. 
The thickness of the specimens was 25mm, 50mm and 75mm. The steel of the specimens was JIS SM490. 
The specimens were fabricated by a Cot  gas shielded arc welding process. The shape of the groove is a single 
V-groove. A pair of wide plates was welded together. The condition of welding was changed intentionally. Weld 
defects were made. The locations and sizes of defects in the weld were examined by RT after welding. Based 
on the results of RT, specimens were cut out from the welded plates such that each defect was located at the 
center zone. 
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Fig. 14: fatigue test results and failure surface 
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Fig. 15: test specimen of round robin test 

Fig.-14 shows the fatigue test results as an S-N diagram. Typical failure surfaces are shown in Fig.-IQ. The 
number beside each plot in Fig.-14 indicates the length of defect in the specimen measured along the failure 
surface. Some of the fatigue cracks initiated from the surface of the weld toe. Some of the fatigue cracks 
penetrated through the entire section of plate, regardless of the existence of weld defects. The open symbol 
indicates that the specimen has failed by growth of a fatigue crack that initiated from the weld toe. In such 
cases, the number beside plot is the maximum size of defect in that specimen. Some fatigue tests are still 
on-going. The acceptable size of weld defects will be discussed and determined after the fatigue tests. 

Round robin test for automatic ultrasonic test 

Requirement for AUT systems may change according as the acceptable size of weld defects. Round robin test is 
conducted as part of a collaborative research project. One of the purposes of the round robin test is to examine 
the performance of newly developed and existing AUT systems. Sixteen companies ?re involved in this test 
program. Specimens used in this program are shown in Fig.-15. Those test specimens simulate field welded 
joint of main girder. The specimens contains artificial and natural weld defects. The thicknesses of those plates 
are 40mm, 60mm, 80mm and 100mm. Fig.-16 shows the round robin test. 

Another purpose of the test is to establish a manual for nondestructive examination techniques for welded 
joints. The manual will include methods for approving ultrasonic automatic examination systems and methods 
for confirming the performance of on-site ultrasonic automatic examination systems. Differences in existing 
ultrasonic automatic examination systems are transducer characteristics such as frequency, angle and size of 
crystal, the number of transducers, scanning systems, echo data recording system, imaging system such as A, 
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Fig. 16: round robin test of automatic ultrasonic test 

B, C scope and synthetic aperture method. The round robin test is conducted at the laboratory of the Public 
Works Research Institute and still under way. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, historical review of automatic ultrasonic testing systems was described. Some studies on ap- 
plicability of automatic ultrasonic testing in shop and site were introduced. Recent trend of steel bridge was 
mentioned. Round robin test and fatigue test for performance based design were introduced. 
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Figure 1: Aerial view of BAM headquarters in Berlin-Lichterfelde 

ABSTRACT 
A special group for non-destructive testing in civil engineering was established at BAM in 1990. 
The tasks od this group, the background for the research and the links between the different dis- 
ciplines are outlined. The main areas of research, the activities in standardisation, information 
and confernces are outlined. Examples of recent research results are presented and discussed. 

KEYWORDS 
Ultrasound, radar, impact-echo, LIBS, compendium 

BAM: Federal Institute for Materials Research and Testing 
BAM is an institute of the Ministry of Economics and Technology with 150 year tradition in ma- 
terials testing and research. The staff is approx. 1200, with more than 800 scientists working in 
all areas of materials research. The profile of BAM is described by: 

The mission to promote the development of German economy 
the function as materials-technological and chemical-technological national institute 
the guideline safety and reliability in chemical and materials technologies 
the activities research and development, testing, analysis, approvals, consultation and informa- 
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tion 
the tasks in the interacting fields of materials - chemistry - environment - safety 

BAM has 10 departments 

I 
I1 
I11 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
S 
Z 

Analytical Chemistry; Reference Materials 
Chemical Safety Engineering 
Containment Systems for Dangerous Goods 
Environmental Compatibility of Materials 
Materials Engineering 
Performance of Polymeric Materials 
Safety of Structures 
Materials Protection; Non-Destructive Testing 
Interdisciplinary Scientific and Technological Operations 
Administration and Internal Services 

The Department VII - Safety of Structures - consists of 4 Divisions: 

VII. 1 Building Materials 
VII.2 Building and Structures 
VII.3 
VII.4 Corrosion and Corrosion Protection 

Building Diagnosis; Non-Destructive Testing in Civil Engineering 

The Division VII.3 Building Diagnosis; Non-destructive Testing in Civil Engineering was estab- 
lished as a link between civil engineering and the NDT laboratories in the department VIII. The 
main research areas presently are: 

Ultrasound (Pulse Echo) 
Impact-Echo 
Radar 
LIBS (Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy) 
Thermography 
Moisture Measurements 

ULTRASONIC 
PULSE ECHO 
The research in Ultrasonic 
Pulse Echo has the goal to 
determine the inner geomet- 
rical structure of concrete 
specimens. As opposed to 
the transmission velocity Figure 2: Ultrasound techniques: Transmission (left), Bistatic pulse echo (mid- 

can be used with one sided 
access. The method measures the transit time and intensity of ultrasound reflections at inner scat- 
ter centres. 

measurements, this method dle), pulse echo array (right) 

US-PE: Principle 
Transmission (velocity measurement) 
Pulse Echo (mono- and bistatic) 
Pulse Echo (array) 
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In medical applications, ultrasound is a very powerful imaging tool with resolution in the milli- 
metre range. This technique is based on arrays of high frequency focusing transducers and cannot 
be easily applied to concrete. The problems are: 

High frequencies -> short wavelengths 

The transducer diameter must be much larger than the wavelength to focus the ultrasound, 
e.g. at 100 KHz and a velocity of vL = 4 km/s the wavelength is h = 4 cm, resulting in a 
transducer diameter of more than d > 15 cm! 
Large diameter transducers cannot be used in practical applications (coupling to surface) 

(a f =  v) 

A-Scan 

In A-scans (intensi- 
ty vs. time) the sig- 
nal is hidden in the 
surface waves 
which arrive at the 
receiving trans- 
ceiver earlier than 
waves reflected in- 
ternally (see figure 
3). Coupling of the 
transducers to the 
concrete surface is 

- 5oc c 5co 1003 l 5 i cO 203c 5500 

and highly Figure 3: Typical ultrasound A-scan from concrete specimen 
influences the in- 
tensity of the sig- 
nal. 

Phase Corrected Superposition 

The phase correct- 
ed superposition 
technique was ap- 
plied to obtain a S/ 
N-improvement 
through the super- 
position of single 
measurements with ..__ ,..,-- 
varying transducer SiDalTrarzsit Len@hx 

.. ~.. ....... ....... 

XI 

distances. Any sig- 
nals originating 

t 

from random scat- ma~e ComaedSuperposdion (TIIIE of mat) 
terers are statisti- +r---j 

not. The more 
measurements are ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & & c l t y  t 

taken, the better the 
S/N-ratio. There- 
fore multiple meas- 

cal, true reflections PSurnrnJf) - $ P , [ f * 3 ]  c 

N Number of Meammenfs 

Figure 4: Principle of phase corrected superposition of ultrasound pulse echo experiments 
on concrete specimen. 
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urements are required for this technique. 

Figure 5: Result of synthesis of 
phase corrected signal for a range 
of thicknesses. At the true thick- 
ness of the specimen (50 cm), an 
amplification of the backplane re- 
flection takes place. 

An example of a phase cor- 
rected superposition of 
measured signals for dif- 
ferent thicknesses is shown 
in figure 5: the absolute 
values of calculated syn- 
thetic curves are shown as 
a function of the corre- 
sponding slab thickness for 
which the calculation was 
performed. At the true 
thickness of the specimen, 
an amplification of the sig- 
nal is observed. 

Figure 6 Photograph of the BAM ultrasound 
array of 10 transducers 

The experiment can be time con- 
suming when many readings must 
be taken in sequence. The position 
of the transducers must be recorded 
and the waveforms stored for post- 
processing. To overcome these 
problems, a transducer array is used 
and the transducers employed in 
both transmitting and receiving 
mode. In this way, the measurement 
time can be reduced to less than 5 
minutes. The coupling of the trans- 
ducers is done once and must not be 
repeated for each single measure- 
ment. An array of 10 transducers 
collects 90 readings which are 
enough for most applications. 

Applications 

The thickness measurement with phase corrected superposition has been used in a number of ap- 
plications on site. It was found that the reinforcement influences the test. For this reason, rein- 
forcement localisation is typically done before, to position the transducers between the 
reinforcing bars and to minimize interference. 
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Figure 7: 
Thickness measurement of a highly reinforced concrete foundation (left: reinforcement position, right: amplitude of 
phase-corrected reflection signal over thickness). 

Figure 8: Localisation of an empty pipe in a highly reinforced 
concrete tunnel wall. The transducers of the array have been 
positioned between the reinforcement positions to obtain bet- 
ter signal. 

3D-SAFT Reconstruction and automized measurements with a laser vibrometer 

One step further goes the 3D-SAFT (Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique) reconstruction of 
a volume under the surface. For this analysis, that part of each A-scan which may originate from 
a given voxel is calculated and averaged into the voxel. The result is a three dimensional data 
array, where the values represent the intensity of the reflected ultrasound at this voxel. 
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Figure 9: Photograph of Laboratory 
setup for automized ultrasound tests 
with 2D aperture and scanning Laser 
vibrometer 

A large number of measure- 
ments must be taken for such 
investigations, typically more 
than 1000. Such measure- 
ments are best automized with 
a laser vibrometer. This very 
sensitive device measures the 
vibrations of a surface in the 
direction of the laser beam, 
which is pointing onto the sur- 
face. 

3D-SAFT Reconstruction to locate voids in duct 
Figure 1 0  Localization of two ducts in a concrete 
beam. H1 - H8 indicate the position of intentional 
and unintentional voids. (Reconstruction by FhG- 
IZFP, Saarhriicken, specimen: BASt). 

The localization of voids in and around 
the duct is possible with this time con- 
suming technique which requires many 
measurements to be taken. Nevertheless 
it is the only one known which is able to 
detect voids in metal ducts having a con- 
crete cover of more than 10 cm. 
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IMPACT-ECHO 
Typical tasks for Impact Echo measurements are the same 
as for ultrasonic echo measurements: 

Thickness measurements of concrete elements with 

Localization of voids 
Localization of delaminations 
Investigation of ducts 

one sided access 

The Impact-Echo principle is based upon the measurement 
of multiple reflections between the surface and an inner re- 
flector. The sound impulse is generated by a mechanical 
impact whilst the acoustical intensity is measured with an 
accelerometer/displacement transducer. 

From the measured signal (intensity over time) the fre- 
quency components are calculated by a Fast Fourier Trans- 
formation. The depth of a reflector is then given by the 

formula d = - v: Velocity of sound in the specimen, f 

measured frequency) 

To exactly determine the depth of an object, the velocity of 
sound must be known. This is typically obtained by calibrations measurements on a core. 

Impact Echo research at BAM was triggered by the fact that three research groups could not cor- 
rectly measure the position of a duct in a concrete specimen during a round robin test in Germany. 
The size of the specimen was 2000 x 1500 x 500 mm3, the duct being covered by one layer of 
reinforcement and having a concrete cover of 10-12 cm on the near side. The diameter of the duct 
was 12 cm. 

V 

2f 

Figure 12: Example of an Impact-Echo B-scan on a concrete 
plate with a large delamination 

The BAM research proposed and established an au- 
tomized Impact-Echo with a scanning system to 
avoid any influence from the operator and to get re- 
producible results. The advantage of the scanning 
IE becomes immediately apparent when the data is 
plotted in a B-scan image, where the amplitude of 
the frequency function is displayed color coded 
over position and depth (frequency). 

It becomes then very obvious that geometrical ef- 
fects play an important role at specimens of limited 
size. Surface waves can mask signals from the inte- 
rior of the specimen. In single point measurements, 
there is no possibility to visually distinguish be- 
tween true reflections signals from the specimen and signals caused by the geometry of the sur- 
face. Therefore, scanning E has several advantages but is more time consuming. It also requires 
other software for data acquisition and analysis. 
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Applications of Impact Echo Testing 

The length of a prism (10 x 10 x 40 cm3) can 
be measured very easily with IE as shown in 
figure 11. From a clear signal when the wave 
velocity is known, the length is determined 
with high accuracy. Such clear signals are not 
typical for IE testing in concrete structure ap- 
plications. 

Figure 13: Measurement of the bonding between sleeper 
and substructure. Geometry effect can he identified in 
scan mode. 

The localization of a duct which has a concrete cover of more than a few centimetres was one 
task which proved to be more difficult than reports in the literature have indicated. It was not pos- 
sible to unambiguously identify direct reflections from the duct (10 cm diameter, 12 cm concrete 
cover) in point measurements. Therefore automatic measurement with a planar aperture (27 x 90 
points, 3 measurements averaged at each position, 1 cm distance between points in Y-direction, 
5 cm in X-direction) were carried out. 

The individual B-scans have been combined in a 3D-data array for data visualisation. No direct 
signal from the duct was identified, but an indirect indication of the presence of the duct can be 
seen: the signal from the backside of the wall shows an apparent greater thickness at the position 
of the duct. By visualizing the signal amplitude in the plane of the wall backside, the duct shows 
up as an area of smaller amplitude. 
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LIBS LASER INDUCED BREAKDOWN 
SPECTROSCOPY 
LIBS is a technique for the determination of the ele- 
ment content in solid (building) materials. It is based 
on the fluorescence spectroscopy from laser-vapor- 
ized material: a laser pulse is focused onto the surface 
of the target where the energy density becomes so 
high that a plasma is formed. The molecular bonds 
are broken and the atoms are highly excited. When 
the plasma is cooling, the atoms relax into their 
ground state and emit their energy as fluorescence. 
The wavelength of the spectral lines are characteris- 
tic for the element, the intensity is proportional to the 
abundance of the element. 

Figure 15: The focused laser beam hits a concrete specimen 

Figure 16 LIBS- 
Setup in the labora- 
tory 

The LIBS set-up 
consists of a 
NdYAG infra- 
red laser and a 
fibre optic to 
collect the emit- 
ted fluores- 
cence into a 
monoc hroma- 
tor. The light at 
the exit slit of 
the monochro- 
mator is detect- 
ed with a multi 
channel optical 
analyser and 
stored in a com- 
puter for post 
processing. The sample is positioned on a table which can be moved in the plane perpendicular 
to the laser beam. 

A typical spectrum measured on a concrete sample shows of course the strong lines of the main 
elements (Si and Ca, 0 2  cannot be detected in this spectral region) as demonstrated in figure 17. 

With the equipment at BAM, four measurement types can be performed: 

Point measurements 
Line scans 
Area scans 
Depth profiles 
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Figure 17: Typical spectrum of a 
concrete sample. The spectral lines 
of characteristic elements are la- 
belled. The inset shows the interest- 
ing UV-region around 200 nm with 
lines of the elements C and Al. 

Point Measurement 
For point measurements a spectrum is collected at one point 
on the sample.The wavelength range depends on the meas- 
urement task. An example is shown in figure 18, where the 
presence of Lead was detected in a sample. 

Figure 18: Example: Proof of the presence of Lead in concrete (h = 405,78 
nm) 

Line Scan 

Figure 19: Example for a line scan: the intensities are visualized color coded as a function of position and wavelength 
(left). The intensity of selected wavelengths are plotted as a function of position (right) 

By moving the sample during the measurements, spectra can be collected point by point along a 
line. Taking the intensity of a selected line (actually the intensity is processed to be corrected for 
several effects), a concentration profile can be plotted along the measured line (see figure 19). 
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Area Scan 

An area scan is done line by line, taking a spectrum at each point. It can be used to visualize the 
spacial distribution of a selected element over an area. 

Figure 20: Example for an area scan. The image shows the distribution of Ca (left) and Si (middle) of a broken concrete 
sample. The picture on the right is a photograph of the specimen. 

Depth Profile 

A depth profile is collected by shooting with the laser on 
one point continuously and acquiring data. The intensity of 2 
a selected spectral line is then plotted against the depth 
(number of laser shots) 

Figure 21: Example of a depth profile: Sodium concentration profile in 
brick 

Metal 

The concentration of Lead in mortar was measured with LIBS and the standard laboratory meth- 
od AAS (Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy). The result gives a calibration curve for the determi- 
nation of Lead in concrete by LIBS. 
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Figure 22: Plot of tbe relative 
amount of Lead found by LJBS vs. 
Lead found by AAS 

Characterisation of 
Cement 

LIBS can be used to char- 
acterize concrete by iden- 
tifying the composition 
of the material and visu- 
alizing the result in a 
Rankin diagram. In this 
diagram, the different 
types of cement can be 
distinguished by their po- 
sition as shown in figure 
23 (top left). If cement 
paste only is measured, 
the result is visualized in 
figure 23 (top right). The 
bottom side of figure 23 
shows the result from two 
concrete samples. Natu- 
rally, in concrete the ag- 
gregates are composed of 
Si02 causing the results 
to be distributed along a 
line from the Si-comer to 
the cement point' Differ- 
ent COnCrete COmposi- 
tions result in different on the broken surface. 
slopes of the line. The red 
values are collected on 
the smooth side of the concrete, where mainly cement paste covers the surface and only few ag- 
gregates can be hit directly by the laser. 

Figure 23: Rankin diagram for cementous materials (top left). LIBS results on 
cement paste samples (top right). LIBS result from two concrete samples (bot- 
tom). The red values are collected on the smooth side of the samples, the blue ones 
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RADAR 
BAM participated in an European Radar Project with eight partners from four countries: Eng- 
land, Italy, Norway and Germany. In this project, dealing with radar applications for the building 
industries the dielectric properties of building materials were measured for a large variety of con- 
ditions. Also, a high frequency antenna was developed, which proved to give very good results 
when compared to the ones which are commercially available. 

Figure 24: Comparison of GSSI antenna 
(1.5 GIIz) to BAM antenna (1.8 GHz) in 
two polarization directions.The speci- 
men (HochTieO is shown in the photo- 
graph. 

In figure 24, a comparison be- 
tween the GSSI 1.5 GHz antenna 
(top right) and the BAM antenna 
(top left) is shown for both po- 
larisation directions. The speci- 
men (from HochTief) was used 
for comparison of radar systems 
in their ability to detect ducts be- 
low rebars. This specimen is 
shown in the photograph. 

Most radar applications at BAM 
deal with the location of ducts, voids or other structural elements in concrete. It is one of the most 
often used tool for non-destructive testing of concrete and masonry structures. It also proved to 
be valuable in determining the moisture content in historic buildings. 

COMPENDIUM ON NDT-CE METHODS 
In 1991 BAM published a compendium on NDT-CE methods, describing more than 80 different 
methods and techniques. The compendium was designed for easy update and expandability: key- 
words, classifications and a scheme for the description was used for all methods. The content and 
the links were stored in a database, allowing to produce the compendium through a set of data- 
base queries and formatting programs. 

The original compendium was soon sold out and in 1998 the compendium was put onto the in- 
ternet for worldwide free access (www. bum. de/a~vii/vii~3/kompendium/welcome. thml). 

Presently, the compendium is under revision and many new method descriptions will be inciud- 
ed. A translation into English is planned in cooperation with the FHWA. 

The figures show some pages of the NDT-CE compendium on the internet, using Impact-Echo 
as an example. 
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Figure 25: Introductory page of 
the NDT-CE Compendium with 
table of content. 

Figure 26: NDT-CE Compendi- 
um: page 1 of Impact-Echo de- 
scription with keywords, short 
description and classifications 
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NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING IN THE UK 

J H BUNGEY 
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Liverpool 

Liverpool, L69 3G0, United Kingdom 

ABSTRACT 

A large range of non-destructive testing techniques are employed for a wide variety of 
applications within Civil Engineering. Whilst the majority of these applications may be regarded 
as structural they also include site surveying and highways problems. Testing may be used 
during planning and construction phases, but the majority of applications are concerned with 
troubleshooting, maintenance and repair. The current situation in the United Kingdom is 
reviewed with reference to some recent developments and research programmes. 

KEYWORDS 

Non-destructive, Testing, Civil Engineering, Structures, Radar, Thermography, Ultrasonics, 
Dynamic Response. 

INTRODUCTION 

Specialist high risk areas such as nuclear and offshore structures, and gas and oil pipelines, make 
extensive use of Non-Destructive Testing of metallic components during manufacture and 
construction as part of quality assurance procedures as well as during routine maintenance 
inspections to detect cracking and corrosion. Radiography and ultrasonics are most widely used 
for checking of welds, although eddy current and magnetic methods are also available. 
Alternating current field measurement techniques permit non-contacting crack detection and 
sizing in welded joints both in air and underwater. 

The focus of this paper concentrates on mainstream civil engineering activities, where the extent 
of N.D.T. usage varies considerably. Examples include assessment of ground conditions and 
piled foundations, location of buried or hidden features, and appraisal of highway or airfield 
pavements, sewers, and structures of steel timber, masonry or concrete. Recent developments 
and the broad scope of current usage in these areas will be outlined, together with relevant 
research known to be recently completed or in progress. Insitu testing of masonry and concrete 
structures are particular areas of interest within the U.K. at the current time, together with 
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pipeline detection and assessment of filled, derelict or contaminated land. 

ASSESSMENT OF GROUND CONDITIONS AND LOCATION OF BURIED FEATURES 

Sub-surface radar has been used for many years in geophysical surveying along with sonic pulse 
testing, to detect buried changes in rock strata. There has recently been a surge of interest in 
the use of scanning pulsed radar systems with frequencies up to 500MHz applied to a much 
wider range of circumstances. These include the location of 

- 
- 
- 

variations in thichess of compacted soil layers 
contaminated land, including pipeline leakage 
poor compaction or voids below ground slabs 
buried water courses or wet zones 
buried caverns, tunnels, tanks or foundations 
buried pipelines, ducts or services - 

At least two major British organisations have developed their own specialised radar equipment, 
in competition with that already commercially available from the U.S.A. and elsewhere. 
Computerised signal processing and enhancement techniques have been developed with colour 
displays which can be atered and amplified to assist interpretation of results and identification 
of features of interest. Such packages are readily available commercially, whilst some 
companies have developed their own software to meet their particular requirements. 

Ini?a-red thermography is another valuable and widely used technique, frequently using 
helicopter surveys for investigation of landfill sites, tips and contaminated land [I]. Particular 
features which can be identified include methane generation and/or escape, leachate escape, sub- 
surface fires and pollution of watercourses. Surveying from the air enables significant areas to 
be covered cost-effectively, and permits the development of integrated monitoring programmes. 
The technique can also locate gas leaking from pipework or shallow land drains. 

Other insitu tests which are in routine use for assessment of localised soils parameters are 
radiometric measurement of density, and measurement of moisture content by microwave 
absorption techniques. These are both used during highway and dam construction, for testing 
soils and rolled concrete. Combined equipment is available permitting either surface zone 
backscatter measurements or direct readings with the aid of a drilled hole up to 300mm deep. 
Three recent developments include: 

1. A self-driving pressuremeter which will measure existing horizontal stress, shear 
modulus, and strength of soils and weak rock in relatively undisturbed situations since no 
predrilled hole is required. 

2. A swinging hammer impact apparatus for testing subgrades and pavement foundations. 
Analysis of the signal from an accelerometer in the hammer head can yield an apparent 
modulus of the material. When l l l y  developed it is hoped that this wiU be an alternative 
to more tedious soils testing methods which often require sample extraction. 

3. A hand-held portable impact tester (working on similar principles) to monitor 
compaction performance in trench reinstatement after pipe or cable laying. 
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TESTING OF HIGHWAY AND AlRFIELD PAVEMENTS 

A wide range of dynamic tests have been in use for many years to assist condition assessment of 
bituminous pavements. These include vehicle towed bump integrators, beam deflectographs and 
deflectometers which measure elastic surface response to a known load [2 ] .  There are also 
localised tests for surface regularity, texture and skid resistance. Of particular interest is a high 
speed laser based non-contacting system for measuring longitudinal surface roughness, with 
computer based data storage. 

Surface scanning radar is being increasingly used for condition surveys of highway pavements, 
and considerable success is being reported from comparative applications to both bituminous 
and concrete pavements when used in conjunction with a limited number of trial boreholes or 
excavations. Data storage and handling is a major problem, and computerised systems are 
essential in conjunction with vehicle mounted operation which may be at speeds up to 7 0 M  
and involve multiple antenna arrays. Applications include detection of variations in thickness of 
pavement slab and surfacing layers, as well as underslab voids or deterioration of foundation 
layers. This has also been extended to location of cracks in concrete pavements [3]. 

Dynamic response systems have also been developed for testing pavement slabs in which an 
accelerometer is used to obtain a frequency response function resulting from impact with an 
instrumented hammer at a grid of predetermined test points. Results are processed to develop 
mode shapes and natural frequencies for concrete slabs, which can be used to locate cracking 
and non-uniform support conditions [4]. Practical application has been limited, but research in 
this, and other non-destructive approaches to assessment of structural maintenance requirements 
of pavements continues. 

TESTING STRUCTURES 

It is in this area that many recent developments have been concentrated, largely resulting from 
an increased need to examine modern concrete structures which are experiencing deterioration 
and older masonry structures which are still in service. The latter range fiom historic buildings 
to bridges carrying loads far in excess of those anticipated in design. Maintenance inspection of 
the structural condition of masonry and concrete lined sewers and tunnels is included in this 
category of testing. 

OVERALL STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY 

Dynamic response testing, involving either cyclic vibration or single impulse loading, has grown 
in popularity and reported applications range from steel and masonry bridges to precast concrete 
large panel multi-storey buildings. For masonry bridges, single impact loading may be used to 
assess arch integrity, spandrel wall condition and backfill s t f iess  [ 5 ] .  The approach has also 
been applied to masonry sewers. Response is measured by accelerometers located at key 
positions and signal processing permits modal analysis and development of a dynamic signature 
for a structure. This may be related on a comparative basis to structural integrity and 
performance, and may be particularly usefid for monitoring changes with time or following 
repairs. A range of similar methods are also commercially available for testing piles which are 
widely used and well established for routine use during construction. 
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Long term monitoring of structures, including glued segmentally constructed prestressed 
concrete bridges, by means of strain gauges has been performed in some instances both to assess 
performance and enhance design data concerning secondary effects. Optical fibres are 
increasingly being used for this purpose and there is interest in the development of ‘smart 
structures’. Laser interferometry techniques for remote monitoring of dynamic performance of 
structures and elements have also been developed at the Building Research Establishment. 

The identification of river bed scour around bridge piers is another area in which radar has been 
succeshdly used [6] offering advantages over sonar which cannot detect backfilled holes. The 
nuclear industry has specific problems associated with the inspection of thick concrete elements, 
often heavily reinforced with a steel liner, and accessible fiom one face only. These present 
particular challenges which are currently being addressed, with considerable interest in the use 
of tomographic methods. 

Interest in structural integrity in the UK is considerable, and a major national Structural Integrity 
and Damage Assessment (SIDA) network has recently been established to bring together 
engineers fiom a range of different disciplines. 

LOCALISED INTEGRITY 

Localised cracking, delamination, or voids are identified by a range of established techniques 
which includes ultrasonics, pulse-echo, thermography and radar. The use of Acoustic Emission 
methods for masonry and concrete is also under investigation and these are being actively 
pursued for steel bridges [7]. Most practical ultrasonic applications are based on through 
transmission, although a ‘thickness gauge’ for concrete has been developed requiring access to 
only surface. Several theoretical and experimental studies of ultrasonic wave propagation in 
concrete, timber and masonry have been undertaken as well as the development of improved 
transducers for reflected wave studies on concrete. Multiple transducer equipment for 
tomographic studies is now available. Research to improve transducer design for ultrasonic 
weld testing, has also been undertaken whilst laser coupled ultrasonic wave generation, and 
signal processing of pulse attenuation measurements in concrete has been investigated but not 
yet developed beyond the laboratory [ S ] .  

The need to identlfy inadequate grouting of post-tensioned construction, and consequent 
corrosion of steel tendons, has led to work on guided wave ultrasonics seeking to direct a signal 
along the length of a tendon as well as the establishment of a ‘Spongeometer’ pressure test for 
use during construction. This latter test now forms part of routine acceptance testing and will 
identlfL the presence of voids in fieshly grouted ducts. 

Simple, hand-held equipment to quantlfy pulse echo results associated with surface tapping has 
not been widely accepted but may nevertheless be usefd in a comparative role. Commercially 
available Impact Echo techniques have similarly not, as yet, become widely used. Portable 
impact equipment has however been developed for the commonly recurring problem of 
soundness assessment of sandcement floor screeds, and this is in widespread use. Infra-red 
thermography has continued to grow in popularity for a wide range of applications, including 
location of voids, dampness and poor thermal insulation as well as confirming integrity of 
fjnishes and location of services within a variety of structures [9].  The application of thermal 
pulse video systems to concrete has also been examined. Radiography, which is well-established 
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in testing metallic structures, is used for checking the standard of grouting in prestressing ducts, 
but is slow in operation and d e r s  fkom practical difiiculties including the need for extensive 
safety precautions. Recently available equipment however has reduced exposure times and 
safety distances with real time imaging capacity. 

Radar has attracted considerable interest for its ability to locate and comparatively assess 
construction features ranghg from poor compaction, voids, reinforcing bars, and cracking. 
Resolution is improved as the frequency increases and lGHz is typically used for concrete or 
masonry elements up to about 400mm thickness. Applications also include identification of 
unknown construction features (e.g. nature of bridge beams, masonry piers, masonry/concrete 
wall thicknesses), and location of hidden leakage zones (e.g. in bridge decks). Whilst the 
potential of this technique is recognised as being considerable it does have limitations, especially 
where small or complex features located close to the surface are being examined. Major 
research programmes have been undertaken to study applications to both masonry and concrete, 
much of this work being under the auspices of a recently completed BRITE-EUlWM European 
Project [lo]. 

Work has included a study of basic materials dielectric properties to aid interpretation, coupled 
with physical testing of laboratory specimens and on-site testing. Partners from Germany, Italy 
and Nomay have been involved with UK organisations in this project which has also 
incorporated studies of antenna characteristics and development of a specialised high fkequency 
radar system, numerical modelling, and neural networks. Results have been published in a 
number of technical papers and research is continuing at present in many of these areas. 

Electromagnetic covermeters are widely used to locate the position and depth of embedded 
reinforcing steel in concrete and there have been significant improvements in equipment in 
recent years, whilst non-calibrated eddy-current devices are used to locate wall-ties in masonry 
construction. Some apparatus may be used to estimate bar size, and automatic logging facilities 
are available. An approach for accurately locating and assessing the structural condition of 
embedded dowels or reinforcing bars has also been examined based on measurement with flux 
gate magnetometers of the residual magnetic field of the bars. 

MATERIALS PROPERTIES 

Developments of insitu testing techniques for this purpose have largely been conhed to 
structural concrete. Three main areas may be identified: 

Strength 

Ultrasonic pulse velocity and rebound hammer measurements are well established techniques for 
comparative strength assessment. Partially destructive surface zone strength measurement 
techniques have recently become more firmly established, especially pull-out and pull-off 
methods for which considerable research and development has been undertaken. Pull-out 
testing can be used on concrete with cube strengths up to about 140N/mm2 both during and 
after construction. Interest in this technique for early age testing and later age strength 
prediction has been stimulated by work on the ‘European Concrete Building Project’ at 
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Cardington in the U.K. related to fast-track construction methods. Pull-off testing with partial 
coring is increasingly used for checking bond integrity of patch repairs. 

Monitoring strength development during construction by maturity measurements or temperature 
matched curing has also been the subject of research, but industrial usage has generally been 
limited to a few specialised circumstances (e.g. cooling towers). 

Permeability 

Permeability is recognised as being the principal factor influencing durability and much attention 
has recently been concentrated in this area. The only British Standard test for use on in-place 
concrete is the long established Initial Surface Absorption Test (ISAT) which was revised in 
1997 as BS 1881 Part 208. This is sometimes used as part of specifications for ‘prestige’ 
structures when high durability is required. A range of other methods are available, some of 
which are essentially pressurised versions of the ISAT, such as the commercially available 
‘CLAM’ and ‘AUTOCLAM’. Other methods involve testing within a small surface drilled hole, 
such as the ‘Figg’ air and water tests which have been combined in the form of the commercially 
available ‘Poroscope’. Recent research has focused on member conditioning and the effects of 
insitu moisture content upon interpretation of such tests. 

All the insitu permeability tests suffer from the problem of dependency upon the (unknown) 
insitu moisture content existing in the concrete. This limits quality classification to very broad 
bands. The moisture content is not easy to assess accurately, and development of a reliable and 
simple quantitative method of surface zone moisture measurement must be considered a high 
priority. Currently available methods require a drilled hole and are relatively slow, although a 
chilled-mirror Relative Humidity meter is particularly usefd. Laboratory work on Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) testing [ 1 11 has not yet extended to site. 

Abrasion Resistance 

A simple, mechanical accelerated wear rotating plate apparatus has been developed which is 
particularly valuable for assessing the quality of floors to industrial warehouses. It has also been 
shown that the Initial Surface Absorption Test is sensitive to abrasion resistance and may 
provide a use l l  basis of classification. 

Materials Condition 

Whilst not strictly assessing materials properties, it may be of interest to note that a method 
(based on localised strain-gauging and coring) has been developed to permit the insitu 
measurement of stress within existing concrete structures. A ‘stifhess damage’ test has also 
been developed for use on cores to asses the condition of concrete which, for example, has been 
subject to extreme temperature cycling. 
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Causes and Extent of Deterioration 

Causes of deterioration of a concrete matrix can only be Mly identified by a combination of 
chemical and microscopic analysis. Nevertheless, there is scope for comparative testing by 
ultrasonic methods to assess the extent and degree of deterioration insitu. This has been applied 
extensively to High Alumina Cement Concrete and also to Alkali-Silica reaction damage. 

The principal cause of deterioration of structural concrete is that resulting fiom reinforcing steel 
corrosion. Major developments have taken place in the use of both half-cell potential and 
resistivity methods. In both cases extensive research has examined theoretical and practical 
factors (including carbonation layering, element dimensions, reinforcing steel, temperature and 
moisture conditions) which affect measurements. Portable non-damaging equipment has been 
developed, incorporating computerised data storage and processing facilities. These methods, 
especially hall-cell potential, are widely used on site to locate zones of high corrosion risk with 
great success. Recent research has focused on linear polarisation techniques in the effort to 
accurately measure insitu corrosion rates. Further techniques to detect localised corrosion in 
reinforcing bars based on a magnetic flux exclusion approach and high frequency ultrasonics are 
also being studied. 

DOCUMENTATION 

Most techniques identified in this paper are described in detail elsewhere by the Author [12], 
whilst the principal established methods are covered by British Standards. Standards relevant to 
concrete were updated some years ago and extended to take account of developments in 
equipment and improved understanding of interpretative procedures. BS 1881 part 201 ‘Guide 
to the use of NDT for hardened concrete’ was first published in 1986 and outlines a total of 23 
different methods, as well as giving guidance on test selection and planning. BS 1881 part 207 
‘Near-to-dace strength tests for concrete’ was published in 1992 and BS 1881 part 130 on 
Temperature Matched Curving in 1996. A wide range of European Standards are also at 
various stages of development. The Concrete Society has published authoritative reports on 
core and permeability testing as well as analysis of hardened concrete and use of Radar [3]. A 
major programme to update the core testing report is nearing completion. C.I.R.I.A. has also 
published substantial documents on pull-Off testing [13] and on Testing Concrete in Structures 
[ 141 which reviews available equipment and suppliers. 

PHILOSOPHY OF TESTING 

With the exception of specialised situations identified previously, routine use of non-destructive 
testing during construction is limited by the reluctance of industrial companies to accept the 
additional costs and time involved, despite potential long term performance benefits. Efforts are 
in hand, especially in the concrete industry, to move towards performance based specifications, 
but progress is slow. The majority of current applications and developments of non-destructive 
testing within civil engineering are thus directed towards on-site trouble-shooting related to 
appraisal, maintenance and repair, or the development of marginal sites. 

Testing is frequently only used following observation of faults or deterioration, although 
incorporation into routine maintenance inspections of major structures and highways is 
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increasing. Many engineers are increasingly interested in lifetime prediction, based upon the 
results of insitu testing and monitoring [15] and this provides the justification for current 
research programmes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Use of N.D.T. for quality control during construction is not extensive, apart fkom a limited 
number of specialist areas. Principal applications are thus primarily of a trouble-shooting 
nature. Recent developments have tended to concentrate principally on aspects of integrity and 
durability rather than materials properties, and it is in these areas that research continues. More 
extensive usage of many test approaches is hampered by the difXculties of correlation between 
measured value and desired property or feature, which has led to scepticism amongst some 
engineers. Nevertheless, there has been sigmficant growth of awareness of the potential scope 
and capabilities of N.D.T. within the civil engineering industry, and usage of some methods has 
expanded rapidly. The principal scope for sigmficant fhture expansion lies during construction, 
although research into the use of knowledge based systems in conjunction with non-destructive 
maintenance testing is underway. Education and training, supported by authoritative 
documentation, hold the key to a successll fbture for N.D.T. [ 111 
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ABSTRACT 

In Japan, geophysical methods have been mainly employed for civil engineering applications. In 
civil engineering applications, exploration targets vary in a wide range and very high resolution in 
exploration is required. To meet these requirements, various high-resolution geophysical methods 
have been developed in this decade. In the seismic method, tomographic analysis is applied to 
seismic refraction data to obtain higher resolution and more reliable subsurface image. High 
frequency portable vibrator source has been developed for shallow to very shallow high-resolution 
seismic reflection. In the electrical method, measurement and analysis using high dense electrode 
configuration has been employed for obtaining detailed subsurface resistivity image. An electrical 
measurement system using non contact type electrodes has been developed for a more cost- 
effective survey. GPR (Ground Penetrating Radar) is one of the most commonly used geophysical 
methods. Because of very high-resolution (less than several tens of cm) and very easy-to-use 
method, GPR has been used very frequently for detection of near surface cavities, buried pipes 
and unexploded objects and defects in a concrete. Micro-gravity survey which can delineate very 
shallow density anomaly has been developed very recently and applied to detection of shallow 
subsurface cavities and to characterization of an active fault. In the future, geological and 
geotechnical interpretation techniques of geophysical exploration results are necessary to be 
developed for making geophysical methods much more practically useful. 

KEYWORDS 
Geophysical method, civil engineering applications, shallow subsurface, high-resolution. 

INTRODUCTION 

In site characterization for civil engineering applications in Japan, drilling at a specific location is 
first conducted for obtaining geological information of the site and then laboratory tests using 
drilling cores and in situ mechanical and/or hydrogeological tests are conducted in case that 
physical and/or hydrogeological properties of the ground are required. However such information 
obtained at a drilling location is only the information at a specific point in the site. If more areal 
geological and structural information of the site is required, much more drillings in the site must 
be conducted, which results in much more cost. In that case, geophysical exploration can be used 
to interpolate and extrapolate geological and structural information obtained at the drilling points 
between and/or around boreholes. In addition, geophysical exploration should be used to 
determine the optimum locations of drilling points for making the investigation more cost- 
effective. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the present status of utilization of geophysical methods in Japan [ 11. Figure 
1 shows the objectives of geophysical exploration which was used in one year of 1994 in Japan. 
Main feature of the statistics is that 70% of the total objectives are occupied by those for civil 
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engineering applications. In Japan, exploration for natural resources such as oil, gas and minerals 
occupies only a very small portion. Figure 2 is the statistics of geophysical methods which were 
employed in one year of 1994 in Japan. This diagram shows that the seismic method occupies 
around a half of the total numbers. The electrical and electromagnetic method is the second. In 
Japan, magnetic method is mostly employed for detection of buried metal pipes and unexploded 
objectives like bombs. Velocity logging, especially S-wave logging is almost always conducted in 
the investigation for an earthquake resistant design of a high-rise building. Therefore these 
methods occupy a relatively large portion. 

Conventionally geophysical exploration has been mainly used for site characterization before the 
construction of tunnels, dams and large plants like nuclear power plants. However recently 
utilization of geophysical methods for diagnostics of existing constructions, environmental 
assessment and solutions and disaster prevention has been rapidly increasing. 

In the civil engineering applications, exploration target depth is usually very shallow, which is at 
most 100m. However the resolution for the exploration target required is very severe, which is 
often less than lm. Therefore high-resolution geophysical methods are required in civil 
engineering applications. On the other hand, the method used should be cost effective, because 
the budget of the investigation for the project is usually limited. The author’s group has therefore 
tried to develop high-resolution and cost-effective geophysical methods for civil engineering 
applications in this decade. This paper introduces these newly developed high-resolution methods 
together with several field examples which can demonstrate the usefulness of these methods. 

SEISMIC METHOD 

The seismic method is the exploration method which uses various attributes such as traveltime 
and amplitude of seismic waves artificially generated to estimate elastic properties of the ground. 
Through the estimated elastic property distribution, subsurface geological structure can be 
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inferred. The seismic method can be classified into several methods based on the wave type and 
observation geometry used in the measurement. The seismic refraction and reflection methods are 
most commonly used methods. The seismic refraction method makes use of the seismic wave, so 
called the refracted wave, which is artificially generated on the ground surface and refracts back 
to receivers on the surface, in order to determine seismic velocity structure of the ground. The 
seismic reflection method uses the seismic wave, so called the reflected wave, due to the surface 
seismic source which reflects back to surface receivers from subsurface layer boundaries, in order 
to determine subsurface geological layering and seismic velocity structure. In the following 
sections, newly developed seismic refraction and reflection methods are described. 

High-resolution Seismic Refraction Method 
In the conventional seismic refraction method, seismic refraction data have been acquired and 
analyzed assuming that the underground consists of almost horizontal layers. Therefore the 
method can not be applied to the site which has complicated subsurface structure. The newly 
developed seismic refraction method, called as the high-resolution seismic refraction method, can 
exclude this horizontal layering assumption by modeling the ground as a grid-based velocity 
model through which tomographic inversion algorithm can be applied [2].  The main features of 
the method are as follows; 1) the earth is modeled as a grid-based velocity model, that means this 
method allows vertical and lateral heterogeneity, 2) the final velocity model is obtained by using 
tomographic inversion with a ray-tracing method, 3) completely automatic analysis can be done, 
4) quality check of the data and the final result can be done by using a quick ray-tracing method. 

Figure 3 demonstrates the performance of the new method as compared to the conventional 
method. In this example, the seismic refraction method is applied to tunnel route investigation. In 
Japan, P-wave velocities obtained with the seismic refraction method are used for design of the 
support of the tunnel. During excavation, at two locations indicated in the figure, tunnel faces 
were collapsed. The velocity profile obtained with the conventional method (upper figure) does 
not clearly show indications for the collapses. On the other hand, the velocity profile obtained 
with the new method (lower figure) clearly shows the indications for collapses as low velocity 
zones on the tunnel formation. The new method can employ the data acquired in a borehole as 
well as on the ground surface to determine more accurate velocity profile in a complex subsurface 
structure. Figure 4 shows the comparison of velocity profiles for conventional and new methods. 
Including the borehole data, high velocity thin lava layer is delineated in the velocity profile 
obtained with the new method. 

Fig.3 Comparison of 
seismic refraction 
images of (a) 
conventional and 
(b) new methods. 
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Fig. 4 Comparison of seismic refraction images (a) without and (b) with borehole data. 

High-resolution Shallow Seismic Refection Method 
For obtaining high-resolution seismic reflection image, high frequency seismic source is required. 
We have therefore developed portable P-wave and S-wave electromagnetic vibrators which can 
generate seismic energy with the frequency of higher than 1 KHz on the surface [3,4]. These 
vibrators can compensate high frequency energy loss of the seismic waves during propagating in 
the earth by enhancing high frequency energy in generation. 

Figure 5 shows an example of the seismic reflection profile using P-wave portable vibrator on a 
reclaimed ground near the seashore. The exploration objective in this survey was to delineate 
subsurface lithological features. The profile clearly shows lithological boundaries between fill, 
alluvial silty clay, diluvial clayey silt and a bed rock, which are indicated with symbols A, B and 
C ,  respectively. 

Fig.5 Shallow seismic reflection image using a P-wave portable vibrator. 
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An example of S-wave portable vibrator reflection profile is shown in Figure 6. The purpose of 
this survey was to locate the active fault and to describe the deformation of sediments around the 
fault due to faulting. In this figure, geological interpretation of the profile is also presented. This 
very high-resolution seismic profile whose resolution is less than 50cm clearly shows the fault 
location and deformation of the Quaternary sediments in both sides of the fault. 

Fig.6 Shallow seismic reflection image using a S-wave portable vibrator. 

ELECTMCAL METHOD 

There are many kinds of electrical methods. Among them, the direct current (DC) electrical 
method has long been used mainly for exploration of mineral resources and ground water. In this 
decade, the method has been aggressively used for civil engineering applications in Japan. In this 
method, electrical potential data generated with artificial current through electrodes on the ground 
surface are analyzed to obtain subsurface resistivity distribution. Resistivity is related to various 
parameters of the ground such as water content, porosity, mineral composition and grain size. 
Therefore resistivity distribution obtained with the electrical survey allows us to estimate these 
subsurface parameters which can be used for civil engineering purposes. 

Resistivity Image ProjZing 
The Resistivity Image Profiling [5] is one of the DC electrical exploration methods. In this method, 
many electrodes are laid out along a measurement line on the ground surface to generate current 
and measure electrical potential data with any combination of electrodes. The observed electrical 
potential data are analyzed to obtain subsurface resistivity model using many kinds of inversion 
techniques. 

Figure 7 shows an example of a resistivity image profile which was conducted for tunnel route 
investigation [6] .  Along this tunnel route, there were many fracture zones due to faulting. These 
fracture zone might cause ground water eruption during excavation. In the investigation before 
excavation, electrical exploration was conducted to define the location of fracture zones and 
ground water. In the resistivity profile, low resistivity zone can be interpreted as water saturated 
fractured andor altered zones which are potential zones of groundwater eruption. 
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Fig.7 Resistivity image profile for a tunnel route investigation, 
(a) resistivity image profile, (b) geological interpretation of the profile. 

IP (Induced Polarization) Image Profiling 
The resistivity image profiling can provide only resistivity of the ground. Induced polarization 
method, another electrical exploration method, can provide another physical property, 
chargeability, in addition to resistivity. In this method, not only the electrical potential but also the 
decay response of the potential after shutting off the current are measured for obtaining two 
properties above. Chargeability is a property of the material such as an electrical capacitance, 
which is known to vary with mineral composition, clay content of the soil and so on. Figure 8 
shows an example of the resistivity and chageability distribution obtained with the D? image 
profiling, which was applied to characterization of an active fault [7]. At the fault plane, there was 
fault gauge (clay) which was detected as a low resistivity and high chargeability zone in the 
profiles. 

Fig.8 IP image profile at an active fault, (a) resistivity image, (b) chargeability image. 
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Rapid resistivity image profiling system using multi-channel capacitive electrodes 
In civil engineering applications, quick and cost-effective survey is often required. In the usual 
electrical exploration method as mentioned above, many electrodes should be set up on the 
ground surface. This time consuming procedure prevents a rapid survey. The author’s group has 
developed a new electrode which does not need direct contact with the ground. The principle of 
the new electrode called as a capacitive electrode is shown in Figure 9 [8]. Using the system with 
multi-channel capacitive electrodes, very shallow (up to 6m) resistivity image profile can be 
obtained within a reasonable time even for a very long profile such as a profile for investigation of 
a river embankment. The profile as shown in Figure 10 is such an example. 

GROUND PENETRATING RADAR 

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is one of the electromagnetic methods which makes use of 
propagation of the electromagnetic (EM) wave to probe the ground. In a GPR survey, EM 
reflected waves are used to delineate a geological boundary and buried materials in the ground. 
As the wave length of the electromagnetic wave is very short (usually several tens of cm)in the 
ground, very high resolution exploration can be conducted. Penetration of the EM wave into the 
earth, on the other hand, is very limited. Therefore GPR is usually employed for very shallow 
exploration (up to around 3m) for detecting buried pipes, cavities in the ground and/or for 
detecting defects in the concrete. 

Figure 11 shows an example of GPR survey for detection of buried pipes under the road. There are 
three pipes detected in this example. GPR has been widely used for detection of defects in the 
concrete and cavities behind the concrete on the tunnel wall. Figure 12 shows an example of 
detection of a cavity behind the lining concrete of a road tunnel. A cavity as well as many steel 
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supports behind the concrete are detected as diffractions of EM waves. GPR surveys are also 
widely used in archeological applications mainly for detecting ancient residential traces. Such an 
example is shown in Figure 13. In this case, GPR profile shows several clear reflections which 
correspond to a trace of an ancient house and soil boundaries [9]. 

Fig.11 An example of GPR profile in which 
three buned pipes are detected. 

Fig.12 An example of GPR profile in which 
cavity and steel supports behind the 
concrete are detected. 

Fig.13 An example of GPR profile applied to archeological deposit detection. 
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GRAVITY METHOD 

Gravity method is a passive survey method unlike the methods mentioned above, which means 
that no artificial source is used in exploration. Gravity method has been conventionally used for 
delineating large scale subsurface structure like a several tens to hundreds of km wide 
sedimentary basin. However recently very easy-to-use and very accurate gravimeter has been 
developed. The new gravimeter makes gravity exploration much easier than before and provides 
us with enough accuracy for shallow exploration. Using the new generation gravimeter, the 
author’s group has tried to develop so called micro-gravity exploration technique for civil 
engineering applications. In civil engineering applications, gravity method has been mainly 
employed for detection of various scale of cavities or voids in the ground, for characterization of 
an active fault and for delineation of a bed rock for earthquake resistant design. Figure 14 shows 
an example of gravity survey for characterization of an active fault [lo]. The Nojima earthquake 
fault which caused the Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake in 1995 was clearly detected in both shallow 
and very shallow explorations. 

Fig.14 Gravity anomaly maps detectin an active fault location 
(a) in shallow exploration and 6) very shallow exploration. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In civil engineering applications in Japan, geophysical exploration methods, especially seismic 
refraction and electrical methods have long been used for design for various kinds of 
constructions and for ground water investigations. Recently demand for geophysical methods as 
non destructive testing methods for the ground has been rapidly increasing in applications for 
diagnostics of existing constructions, environmental assessment and solutions and disaster 
prevention. In civil engineering applications, there are many kinds of exploration targets and very 
high resolution is required in exploration. To meet these requirements, we have developed many 
kinds of geophysical methods which can provide high-resolution subsurface images. Field 
examples shown in this paper demonstrate that newly developed high-resolution geophysical 
methods can be feasible for civil engineering applications. In the future, geological and 
geotechnical interpretation techniques of the results of geophysical exploration should be 
developed for making geophysical methods more practically useful in civil engineering 
applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

Estimates of the stress level in the loaded condition are valuable for the safety assessment of 

steel bridges. We developed a unique instrument that can measure the stress using a magnetic 

anisotropy sensor and applied this method to a steel bridge. In this paper, we introduce this 

new system, which can easily measure the dead load stress of the steel bridge without contact 

or destructive measures. The experimental results verified close agreement between the 

results of this system and strain gauges and demonstrated the usefulness of this system for 

safety assessments of steel bridges. 

KEYWORDS 

Stress measurement, safety assessment, magnetic anisotropy, magneto-strictive effect 

INTRODUCTION 

Estimates of the stress level in the loaded condition are valuable for the safety assessment of 

steel bridges. The strain gauge method is the most popular stress measurement technique. 

However this method requires destructive measures to relieve stress, so it is undesirable for 

steel structures that are in service. Thus, we have been interested in a unique stress measuring 

method based on the magneto-strictive effect and developed instruments and application 

systems[ 11. 
In this paper, we introduce the result of a model experiment to examine the possibility of 

applying this method to steel structures. We then introduce the newly-developed "Magnetic 
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Stress Measuring System for Steel Bridges" and present the results of on-site experiments 

using this system for a steel bridge under construction. 

PRINCIPLE OF MAGNETIC STRESS MEASURMENT 

When stress exists in a ferromagnetic material, the magnetic permeability changes. This 

phenomenon is called the magneto-strictive effect [2]. Figure1 shows the principle of stress 

measurement by the magnetic method. In this case, the magnetic permeability in the direction 

of tensile stress, " y x", is slightly increased compared to " ,u y" in the orthogonal direction, 

which causes an anisotropic magnetic field. 

In the magnetic method, the stress level and stress direction are measured using a magnetic 

anisotropy sensor [3]. The sensor is assembled with two cores, an excitation core and a 

detector core. Each core is a wound coil. The excitation coil is connected to a power supply 

that supplies alternating current. The detection coil is connected to a specialized voltmeter. 

When the sensor is placed over the object to be measured, most of the magnetic flux emitted 

from El of the sensor travels directly to E2. However, some travels along the path indicated 

by the arrows because the magnetic permeability between El  and D1 is larger than between 

El and D2. Thus, magnetic flux is induced in the detection core, resulting in a current and 

voltage. 

The voltage V is expressed by the following equation (1) 

V=Mo. ( P X X - ~ L Y )  
Where: 

w: Constant determined by excitation condition, magnetic 

fi  x : Magnetic permeability in the direction of X-axis 

y y : Magnetic permeability in the direction of Y-axis 

characteristics, etc. 

Anisotropy " y x- y y " of the magnetic permeability is proportional to the stress difference 

I' u x- u y", so equation (1) can be written as equation (2). 

V=M, * ( a x - u y )  

Where: 

MI: Constant determined by excitation condition, magnetic 

u x : Stress in the direction of X-axis 

u y : Stress in the direction of Y-axis 

characteristics, etc. 
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Accordingly, once the proportionality constant "M,"(magnetic sensitivity) is calibrated, the 

stress difference can be estimated by the output voltage of the sensor. Moreover, the direction 

of principal stress can be determined from the output voltage by rotating the sensor on the 

surface of the object because the direction of maximum output voltage is the direction of 

maximum principal stress " u l", and the direction of minimum output voltage is the direction 

of minimum principal stress " 0 2". 

Advantages of this method include: 

(1) Measurements can be made without contacting or damaging the object. 

(2) Measurements are possible over anti-corrosion coatings. 

(3) Operation is quick and easy. 

(4) Equipment is small and lightweight. 

M a g n e t i c  p e r  m e a b i l i t y  

P X  > P Y  
Amount of m a g n e t i c  f l u x  

( E l  - + D l  +D2 +E2) > ( E l  +D2 +D1 -+E2) 

Fig. 1. Principle of magnetic stress measurement using magnetic anisotropy sensor 

MODEL EXPERIMENT 

Experimental method 
The magnetic method has several advantages, although some problems were anticipated in its 

application to steel bridges because of their complexity. So, we conducted a model experiment 

to confirm the applicability of this method. The model simulates a twin plate girder bridge 

that is built up by welding. The model was loaded under three point bending, and the stress on 
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the surface of the web and flange were measured at several locations by the magnetic and 

strain gauge methods. Figure2 shows an illustration of the experiment, and Fig.3 shows an 

example of the stress measurement points. 

ng J ig  

Fig2 Illustration of model experiment 
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Fig.3 Illustration of stress measuring points: (a) for web plate; (b) for flange plate 

Experimental Results 

Figure4 shows an example of the experimental results. These are plotted by the principal 

stress difference It u 1 - u 2" in the direction of maximum principal stress " G 1". The 

measured data from the magnetic method was converted using magnetic sensitivity calibrated 
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in another test. The magnetic results show a stress level of nearly lOOMPa even in the no- 

loaded condition because of the residual stress of welding. The stress difference and the 
direction of the maximum principal stress changes with increasing load, although this is not 

clear from Fig.4. Figure5 shows the results of subtracting the loaded condition from the not- 

loaded condition (subtracting Fig.4 (b) from Fig.4 (a)). The close relationship between the 

results of the magnetic method and those of the strain gauge method are very clear from the 

result. 

Magnetic Gauge Magnetic 
Method Method Method 

- 
20 MPa 

Magnetic Gauge Magnetic 
Method Method Method 

Fig.4 Distribution of stress difference " u 1 - u 2" 

: (a) no loaded condition; (b) loaded condition 

Magnetic Gauge Magnetic 
Method Method Method F: I/, , , , , , , , , , , ' ,  , , , , , , , , , , , , , -150 

-150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150 
u x -  ay(Gauge Method) MPa 

Fig.5 Distribution of stress difference Fig.6 Relationship between magnetic 

method and strain gauge method 'I u 1 - u 2" after subtracting 
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The following conclusions were drawn from the experimental results. 

(1) There is high level residual stress caused by welding that can exceed 1 OOMPa. 

(2) The difference in stress and the direction of the principal stress change by increasing the 

load, even in the parts with a high level of residual stress 

(3) Subtracting the data under load from the initial data without load provides a close 

correlation between the magnetic method and strain gauge method. 

(4) The deviation of results in both methods is about 1 OMPa . 

ON-SITE EXPERIMENT 

Experimental Method 

The model experiment demonstrated the usefulness of the magnetic method, even for a 

complex structure like a steel bridge. Thus, we carried out further studies using a real 

structure on site. The structure is a steel bridge for a viaduct constructed by the Metropolitan 
Expressway Public Corporation in Yokohama-City. The viaduct consists of four box girders. 

We set many measuring points on the lower flange and web of these girders and determined 

the measured sections by considering the distribution of bending moment in the bridge. 

We also researched the residual stress from shop assembly. However in this paper, we 

estimated the dead load stress by subtracting the data for erection on site, which included the 

weight of steel girders, a concrete slab and scaffoldings, from the residual stress data after 

completion of assembly in the shop. We also set strain gauges on girder "G2" to verifl the 

result of the magnetic method. The number of measuring points by the magnetic method was 

300 and by strain gauge was 42. 

Figure7 shows an overview of the experimental object and the sections measured. In this 

experiment, we used the newly-developed measuring system "Magnetic Stress Measuring 
System for Steel Bridge" that can easily collect extensive stress data on site. A portable 

computer controls the overall system, so measurement data can be analyzed into the stress 

difference and direction of principal stress, correcting the magnetic sensitivity for the distance 

between the sensor and the object being measured. Figure8 shows a view of the system, and 

Fig.9 shows measurements being taken on site. 
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Fig.7 An overview illustration of experimental object and measuring sections 

Fig.8 An appearance of the system Fig.9 An appearance of measuring 

Experimental Results 
As an example, Fig.10 shows results of the strain gauge method, and Fig.11 shows results of 
the magnetic method. These are plotted as the stress difference " u 1 - u 2" in the direction of 

maximum principle stress " u 1". From these charts, it is clear that the distribution of stress on 

the flange is quite uniform, and the direction is nearly longitudinal. The distribution of stress 

on the web indicates that there is a bending moment in the girder. The distribution of stress 

measured by the magnetic method is almost same as that measured by the strain gauge 

method. 
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Fig.10 Distribution of stress difference " u 1 - u 2" measured by strain gauge method 

Web 

Fig.11 Distribution of stress difference " u 1- u 2" measured by magnetic method 

Figure12 shows the relationship between the stress levels measured by the strain gauge and 

magnetic methods. The figure clearly shows close correspondence. Figure13 shows the 

relationship between the stress level measured by strain gauge method and the calculated 

stress. Figure14 shows the relationship between the calculated stress and that measured by the 

magnetic method. Table1 shows a statistical analysis of the deviation between the X and Y 

values in Fig.12, Fig.13, and Fig.14. The statistics indicate that the relationship in the two 

independent groups of data can be expressed by the following equation (3). 
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Fig.13 Relationship of the stress level 
between strain gauge method 
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Fig.14 Relationship of the stress level between 
calculated value and magnetic method 

Tablel. Statistical analysis of deviation between X andY value 

Case (1) Case (2) Case (3) Case (1) 
+Case (2) 

Average -4.4 -4.8 3.4 -9.2 
Standard Deviation 15.0 6.5 15.2 16.3 

Notes: d w  = 16.3 



_ _ _  
x, + x, = x, 
s,'+s; =s,' 
Where : 

2 : Average value, S : Standerd diviation value 

(3) 

CONCLUSIONS 

This is a frst study in applying the magnetic method for estimating the stress in steel bridges. 

We obtained several useful conclusions. 

(1) The level and the direction of stress measured by the magnetic method closely correspond 

to the results of the strain gauge method. 

(2) The level of stress measured by the magnetic method appears to be nearly correct because 

of the close correspondence to the calculated results. 

(3) In the magnetic method, we could measure the stress over anti-corrosion coatings with a 

thickness of over 500 p m. 

(4) In the magnetic method, we could measure the stress very easily and quickly, the required 

time to measure taking less than one minute. 

(5) The magnetic method is very useful for safety assessments of steel bridges for long term 

maintenance. 
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ABSTRACT 

Forward modeling and inversion algorithms for borehole magnetic data were developed to 
estimate the depth of a pile. The conventional forward modeling scheme for surface geometry 
was modified to calculate three components of magnetic induction in borehole geometry. The 
adaptive simulated annealing algorithm was adopted to relax ill-posedness of conventional 
inversion scheme for borehole magnetic data. By applying the developed forward modeling 
and the inversion schemes to synthetic data, it is verified that magnetic anomalies are 
accurately calculated and the depth of a pile is effectively resolved. In addition, this inversion 
algorithm gives reasonable results for more practical data including random noise, effects of 
adjacent pile, or surface structure. Therefore some criteria for field survey was obtained. 
Finally, the applicability for field data was shown through inverting real data successfully. 

KEYWORDS 

Pile, forward modeling, borehole magnetic survey, inversion, simulated annealing, depth 
estimation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Estimating the depth of a pile in subsurface structures is very important to investigation of 
construction site and maintenance investigation of structures. There exist some methods for 
this purpose such as the parallel seismic method, the borehole electromagnetics, the borehole 
magnetic gradient method and so on. The parallel seismic method uses the contrast of velocity 
between concrete and ground. For good estimation of the depth of a pile, source energy must 
reach the bottom of a pile. But this condition is not always satisfied with respect to the 
,structural shape of a pile. Other methods could not provide satisfactory information about the 
depth of a pile because of difficulties of data acquisition and interpretation. 
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Over the past few decades a considerable number of studies have been made on the application 
of the magnetic survey. widely used in mineral exploration, to engineering and environment 
problems and it is known that the magnetic exploration is effective in detecting metallic objects. 
The followings are good examples: detection of buried drums in saddy soil [l], locating 
abandoned oil and gas wells [2], locating underground storage tanks [3] and so on. 

For reasons already stated. borehole magnetic survey was used for estimating the depth of a 
pile in subsurface structures, and modeling and inversion algorithms were developed. The 
developed algorithm was applied to several synthetic data and field survey. data. 

NUMERICAL METHODOLOGIES 
Forward modeling 
The forward modeling of magnetic field has been studied by Bhattacharyya [4], Talwani [5], 
Barnett [6], Kunaratnam [7] and so on. Because the main objective body of this study is the 
pile in subsurface structures, the method of Bhattacharyya [4] that corresponds to the purpose 
of this study was used. It was modified to calculate 3-component magnetic anomalies due to 
prism-shaped bodies with arbitrary polarization at any position. Through this forward modeling 
algorithm, magnetic anomalies for a prism at surface and borehole were calculated with 
variation of a prism’s length (Figure 1). In Figure 1, magnetic anomalies at borehole show 
significant changes with respect to a prism’? length but magnetic anomalies at surface do not. 
So it can be deduced that borehole magnetic survey is more effective than surface magnetic 
survey for estimating the depth of prism-shaped body. 

Inversion 
It is well known that inversion result of magnetic data is not unique. So, the objective function 
(RMS error) used in inversion was calculated about some parameters and local minima were 
found. For the reason of non-uniqueness, simulated annealing among global optimization 
techniques was used as inversion scheme in this study, which have been actively applied to 
geophysical inverse problem. Global optimization techniques have some merit as below. They 
need not partial derivative information, are independent of initial model and can restrict the 
range of inversion parameters. Dittmer et al. [8] successfully applied the simulated annealing 
algorithm to inversion of magnetic data. ASA (Adaptive Simulated Annealing, Ingber [9]) 
among simulated annealing algorithms was used in this study. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

It is difficult to measure x and y component of magnetic field accurately, because a borehole 
magnetometer rotates horizontally. So, only vertical magnetic field was used for examination 
of the applicability of borehole magnetic survey for the depth of pile in this study. 

The developed inversion algorithm was applied to one prism model (Figure 2 (a)). The solid 
line in Figure 2 (b) indicates the magnetic anomalies due to one prism model and the dashed 
line indicates the magnetic anomalies including 10% random noise. Figure 2 shows that the 
depth of a prism can be roughly estimated from the point (the arrow in Figure 2 (b)) in the 
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x(m) 
v(m’l 

curve of vertical magnetic anomalies. Table 1 and Table 2 illustrate inversion results about 
each data. X1 y, width, z, and z2 in Table 1 and Table 2 were illustrated in Figure 2 (a). Error 
indicates the percent error of the length of a prism between model and inversion result. They 
illustrate that the depth of a prism was accurately estimated. 

- 0.01 - 0.010 
3 3.000 

Table 1. Inversion results of synthetic data for one prism model. 

.\ I 

width(m) 
z, (m> 
z2(m) 

error(%) 

J 
0.02 0.020 

6 6.000 
10 9.999 

0.01 1 

Table 2. Inversion results of synthetic data for one prism model 
including various random noise. 

error(%) 
model 

6.072 9.946 3.164 
10 6.089 10.105 4.861 
30 6.344 10.051 9.883 

From the inversion results in Table 1 and 2, it was verified that the depth of a prism could be 
estimated within 10% length error about the data including 30% random noise through 
borehole magnetic data by the developed inversion algorithm. 

A pile is made up of many reinforcing rods and concrete, so it was tested whether a pile can be 
assumed as a prism by comparing magnetic anomalies for the models in Figure 3 (a) and (b). 
Figure 3 (a) illustrates a pile that is made up of nine reinforcing rods and Figure 3 (b) illustrates 
the simplification of it. The magnetic anomalies fot each model are shown in Figure 3 (c) as 
solid and dashed line and they are almost same. The followings are the inversion results about 
data for the model in Figure 3 (a): z, = 5.997 (m) and z, = 9,996 (m). Through these results, it 
was deduced that a pile that is made up of many reinforcing bars can be assumed as a prism. 

If structures at surface, another piles and so on are located adjacent the objective pile, these 
adjacent bodies may affect inversion results. To check the effects by these adjacent bodies, the 
vertical magnetic data for the models in Figure 4 (a) and Figure 5 (a) were calculated and are 
shown in Figure 4 (b) and Figure 5 (b). In Figure 4, vertical magnetic anomalies show 
significant changes. So, these effects must be considered in inversion algorithm. In the case of 
ignoring the adjacent pile for the model in Figure 4, the inversion result of z, is 5.672(m). In 
the case of considering, the inversion result of z2 is 6.008 (m). Comparing these results, 
accurate depth of a target pile could be obtained when the adjacent pile was considered. In 
Figure 5, vertical magnetic anomalies show significant changes near the surface but show little 
changes about the bottom of a pile. Because data near the bottom of a pile is important for 
estimating the depth of a pile, it can be deduced that structures at surface give little effects on 
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inversion results. 

The developed inversion algorithm was applied to field survey data (Figure 6). Vertical 
borehole magnetic data was obtained in Jan. 1998, using KBHMAG-1 developed by KIGAM 
(Korea Institute of Geology, Mining & Materials) and Subsurface Information Technologies 
Inc. and the target of survey is the depth of a pile in a bridge pier. They contain 75 vertical 
magnetic field samples. Figure 6 (a) shows a schematic diagram of borehole magnetic survey 
for the pile in a bridge pier. Figure 6 (b) shows the field survey data (solid line) and 
reconstructed magnetic anomaly data after inversion (dashed line). The reconstructed data was 
well matched with the field survey data especially below ]Om, where the bottom of a pile is 
expected to exist. The inversion result of z2 is 10.9 (m). It was verified that the developed 
algorithm in this study could be applied to field survey data. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Through the developed forward modeling, the applicability of borehole magnetic survey for 
estimating the depth of a pile was verified and an inversion algorithm using global 
optimization technique was developed. The developed inversion algorithm was tested with 
synthetic magnetic data. Through these tests, it was verified that the developed inversion 
algorithm can provide the depth of a pile within 10% error about data including 30% random 
noise. It was deduced that a pile, which is made up of reinforcing bars, can be assumed as a 
prism. The field applicability of the developed algorithm was verified by field survey data. 
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Fig. 1. Vertical magnetic anomalies in borehole survey with variation of a prism's length. 
Total earth magnetic field is 49500(nT) and the inclination and the declination of 
earth magnetic field are 53(degree) and Xdegree), respectively. 
The inclination and the declination of magnetization are equal to that of the earth magnetic field. 
(a) configuration of borehole magnetic survey 
(b) vertical magnetic anomalies for (a) 
(c) configuration of surface magnetic survey 
(d) vertical magnetic anomalies for (c) 

Fig. 2. Vertical magnetic anomalies (b) without and with 10% random noise for one prism model in (a) 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the vertical magnetic anomalies of one prism(a) 
with that of set of nine small prisrns(b). 

Fig. 4. Comparison of the magnetic anomalies of one pile with that of two piles. 
(a) plan view of a target pile with an adjacent pile 
(b) vertical magnetic anomalies of two models 
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Fig. 5 .  Effect of surface structure on the magnetic anomalies for a subsurface pile. 
(a) geometry of model 
(b) vertical magnetic anomalies 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of field survey data and reconstructed data after inversion 
(a) a schematic diagram of boerhole magnetic survey 
(b) field survey data and reconstructed data after inversion 
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ABSTRACT 

Two kinds of dielectric relaxation measurements were performed to study the water structure 
and the compressive strength of cement paste and mortal. Dielectric relaxation spectra 
obtained for cement paste and mortal show that the relaxation time of the process due to the 
orientation of structured water clearly depends on the curing time. The free water content 
obtained from the dielectric relaxation measurement represents the porosity of mortal cured in 
water. The compressive strength was expressed by the dielectric constant obtained from the 
measurement. These results suggest that the dielectric method is applicable to non- or less- 
destructive test for concrete structures. 

KEYWORDS 

Dielectric relaxation, time domain reflectometry (TDR), hydration, free water, structured water, 
porosity, compressive strength, calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H), cement 

INTRODUCTION 

A consolidation process of cement developed by hydration is explained by the fact that the gel- 
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like matrix of calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) interpenetrates the region between the adjacent 
cement grains [ l ,  21. The structure of C-S-H gel has been studied by X-ray analysis [l],  
transmission electron microscopy [3, 41, dielectric spectroscopy [5], and nuclear magnetic 
resonance [6]. However, it is difficult to observe directly the water behavior in the cement 
paste by these conventional methods. 

Developments on the microwave dielectric measurement techniques via time domain 
reflectometry (TDR) have made it possible to observe water structures in moist materials [7], 
such as watedalcohol mixtures [S], water/oligomer mixtures [9], water/polymer mixtures [lo], 
polymer gel [ l l ] ,  emulsion [12], and skin [13]. Molecular clusters in the pure water exhibit a 
dielectric relaxation process around 1SGHz at 25°C [14]. Generally, in the case of mixtures, 
water molecules behave rotational diffusions with small solute molecules, or large solute 
molecules hinder water molecules as expected from the free volume theory. These 
interactions affect the relaxation time of the relaxation process due to free water and bring 
about its concentration dependency. This kind of water is called free water. 

Recently, we applied the TDR measuring system for the hydration process of portland cement 
paste [15], and found a high frequency relaxation process due to the orientation of free water 
around 10GHz. The relaxation strength decreased rapidly as the curing time increased during 
the first three days. The free water is taken into C-S-H and is transformed to structured water. 
The lower frequency relaxation process due to the orientation of structured water in C-S-H was 
observed at 1M-100MHz [15, 71. The similar behavior of water was observed for 
biopolymers, such as DNA [16], Collagen [17], and globular proteins [lS]. Water molecules 
are bound to the surface of these biopolymers via hydrogen bonding and form the network 
structure. However, the peak 
frequency of dielectric loss curve for cement paste continues to shift to the lower frequency 
during the curing process. Then the time dependency of the curing process should be 
confirmed more precisely for a long period. 

There have been some empirical expressions to evaluate the strength of concrete. Lyse [19] 
suggested that the compressive strength of concrete, u, is related to the cement:water ratio of 
the cement paste as 

This water called bound water is observed around 100MHz. 

o = A , - +  CW B , ,  
WW 

where C, and W ,  are weights of cement powder and water in the concrete, and A, and B, are 
constants determined from experimental results. More general expression was also proposed 
by Talbot [20] as 

where C, is the volume of cement, W, is the volume of void filled up by air and free water in 
the concrete, and A ,  and B,  are constants determined from experimental results. It is expected 
that the compressive strength of concrete can be evaluated from the total pore space:cement 
ratio. 

In this work, we performed wide frequency dielectric measurements using TDR measuring 



system (100k-10GHz) and LCR meter (20-1MHz) to conform the hydration process of 
specimens of cement paste and mortal. We also performed TDR measurements for mortal 
which had been cured in water to evaluate the free water amount corresponding to the total 
pore space, and compared results with the compressive strength obtained from the mechanical 
measurements. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Sample preparation 

Three samples of cement paste and mortal with different curing times were used for dielectric 
measurements. The portland cement was obtained from Chichibu-Onoda Cement Co. (Tokyo, 
Japan). Distilled water was added to the cement at a water:cement ratio of 0.4(grams of 
waterlgrams of cement). This sample is used as cement paste with the curing time of 33days. 
Two samples of mortal were prepared respectively with the ratio of 1:2:0.65 for cement, sand, 
and distilled water. Details of these samples are listed in Table I. 

Table I. Samples used for dielectric measurements on the curing time dependency. 

sample curing time cement sand sand:cement water:cement 
(g/g) (g/g) 

cement paste 33days portland cement - 0.40 
mortal 8 months portland cement 200p-300pm$ 2.0 0.65 

(3. 16g/cm3) (2.60 g/cm3) 
mortal 4 years rapid hardening < lmm$ 2.0 0.65 

portland cement 

Six samples of mortal with different water:cement ratio between 35% and 60% were prepared. 
The portland cement was obtained from Taiheiyo Cement Co. (Tokyo, Japan). Details of the 
preparation are listed in Table 11. Samples were removed from the cast (4cmx4cmx16cm) 
and had been cured in the water at room temperature until dielectric measurements. The 
particle size of sand used here is 0.15mm-5mm. 

Table 11. Samples used for dielectric measurements on the water:cement ratio dependency. 
The density of portland cement was 3.16g/cm3. The fineness modulus and the density of sand 
is 3.19 and 2.60 g/cm3. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of TDR measuring Fig. 2. Scheme of the flat-end probe. 
system. 

Dielectric Measurements 

Dielectric relaxation measurements were performed by the TDR measuring system 
(mainframe: HP54121A+B, Hewlett-Packard) in the frequency range of 100k-20GHz and the 
LCR meter (HP4284A, Hewlett-Packard) between 20 and 1MHz. 

A block diagram of the TDR system is shown in Fig. 1. An incident pulse with the rise time 
of 35ps is generated by a pulse generator and passes through a 5Oohm coaxial line. The pulse 
is reflected from the top of the line, where a flat-end probe is attached. A scheme of the cell 
is shown in Fig. 2. A flat-end probe with the outer conductor diameter 5.0mm was employed. 
The electric length was 0.31mm. The flat end of the probe was attached on the surface of the 
sample. Pulses reflected by the unknown sample and the standard sample are respectively 
digitized and saved. Dielectric relaxation spectra are analyzed using the Fourier Transform. 
Details on procedures of analyses to obtain the dielectric relaxation spectra were shown in the 
previous paper [IS]. The surface of the sample was polished to prepare the better contact 
with the probe. 

A three-terminal cell with the parallel-plate condenser and the guard ring was made for LCR 
meter measurements. The sample with 2mm thickness used for this electrode was cut out 
from the original mortal block. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Dielectric spectra in the curing process 

Figure 3 shows the curing time dependency of dielectric spectra. Dielectric dispersion and 
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log ~(Hz) Fig. 4. Dielectric relaxation spectra 

Fig. 3. curing time dependency of for mortal cured in the water after the 

dielectric spectra for the cement paste with pvaration at water:cement ratio of 

various curing time. 40%. 

absorption curves observed by the TDR system for the cement paste in 33 days after curing at 
room temperature clearly show at least two relaxation processes. The higher frequency 
relaxation process for which the maximum loss obtained above lOGHz is due to the orientation 
of free water. Structured water taken into C-S-H is observed as the lower frequency process 
observed around 1MHz. Furthermore, it seems possible to discriminate the middle frequency 
process as shown in the previous paper [15] around lOOMHz which is corresponding to bound 
water observed for biopolymers. Thus the complex dielectric constant is described by [21] 

where E, is the high frequency limit of the dielectric constant, AE the relaxation strength, and T 
the relaxation time. Shape parameters a and f3 describe the relaxation time distribution. 
Subscripts, 1, m, and h denote the low, middle, and high frequency processes, respectively. 

Dielectric dispersion and absorption curves were also observed in LCR meter measurements 
for mortals in 8 months and in 4 years after curing at room temperature. The peak frequency 
of dielectric loss for structured water was found to shift to the lower frequency side still in 4 
years after curing. We don't analyze precise relaxation parameters in the present paper. 
However it can be clearly concluded that the present result suggests a possibility to evaluate 
the compressive strength and the aging of concrete from dielectric properties. 

Dielectric relaxation spectra and compressive strength 

Figure 4 shows four dielectric relaxation spectra for mortal cured in water after setting at 
water:cement ratio of 40% in 14days. We averaged 32 spectra for each spectrum. The 
fluctuation reflects the inhomogeneous distribution of sand on the surface and water existing 



between the flat-end of the probe and the rough surface of mortal. Figure 4 means that 
averaging of 32 different measurements for each sample is enough for the present purpose. 
Error bars shown in following figures indicate the fluctuation estimated. 

Figures 3 and 4 indicate that the frequency, lGHz, is just the middle between the high and the 
middle frequency processes. Then the dielectric constant at lGHz, E',,,, is expressed as 

If the water structure of free water in mortal is the same as that of pure water, the relaxation 
strength, A&,, is expressed as 

where c, (in unit of g/cm3) is the amount of free water per unit volume, c, (-lg/cm3) is the 
density of pure water, and AE, (=73) is the relaxation strength of pure water. Substituting Eq. 
(5) in Eq. (4), we obtain 

The E',,,, value can be a measure of free water amount. 

It is considered that the water amount filling up pores in mortal corresponds to the 
water:cement ratio, W J C ,  since the larger ratio induced the larger total volume of pore space 
in mortal. In this case, following Talbot's idea, the compressive strength reasonably depends 
on the dielectric property. Then we tentatively describe the dielectric constant as 

where A, and B, are constant. Figure 5 
shows the cement:water ratio dependency of 
the reciprocal of the dielectric constant, 
E',,,,. The straight line obtained from the 
least square method suggests that values of 
A, and B, are 4 . 6 ~ 1 0 . ~  and 4.8x10-'. The 
correlation coefficient is 0.89. 

Plot of compressive strength measured in 
28days after the preparation against 
cement:water ratio is shown in Fig. 6. 
Equation (1) represents the straight line 
shown in Fig. 6. The values of A, and B, 
were 24 and 9.5, respectively. The 

Fig. 5 The cement:water ratio 
dependency on the reciprocal of dielectric 
constant &IlGHz. 
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correlation coefficient was 0.91. 
present range of the cement:water ratio. 

This value means that Eq. (7) was satisfied enough in the 

The cement:water ratio is obtained from Eq. (7) as 

Substituting Eq. (8) in Eq. (1), the compressive strength is written as 

1 
(9) 

Eq. (9) suggests that we can obtain the compressive strength from the dielectric measurement 
for unknown samples. The relationship between the compressive strength and the dielectric 
constant is simply expressed as 

Figure 7 shows plot of compressive strength against the reciprocal of cJIGw The straight line 
obtained from the least square method gives values of A and B as 4 . 9 ~ 1 0 ~  and -2.2x102, 
respectively. This value of the correlation coefficient is 
quite better than those obtained from conventional non-destructive test, for example, by the 
Schmidt concrete testhammer (0.719), or by the ultrasonic measurement (0.457). Therefore 
dielectric measurements can be one of the most effective candidates in non- or less-destructive 
test for concrete. 

The correlation coefficient is 0.90. 
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CONCLUSION 

Dielectric relaxation spectra obtained for cement paste and mortal show that the relaxation time 
of the relaxation process due to the orientation of structured water clearly depends on the 
curing time. Furthermore compressive strength of mortal cured in water depends on the 
porosity determined from dielectric measurements on free water. These results of dielectric 
measurements suggest that those dielectric methods are applicable to non- or less-destructive 
test for concrete. 
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ABSTRACT 

Much interest has been focused on testing technology for structural architectures since 
Hanshin-Awaji earthquake. The elastic wave method with hammering has been applied for 
these tests so far. However, less stability of hammering and its response make it difficult to 
detect deterioration and crack accurately. The other ultrasonic method with piezoelectric 
device also has its limit in the inhomogeneous materials because the ultrasonic wave 
attenuates rapidly in them. A low frequency measurement in frequency domain will be a 
solution to this, though it has been thought to be difficult because it requires large 
dimension of oscillator. 

A metal magnetostrictive material, whose magnetostrictive driving force is large, was 
employed and processed. The material has almost same level of Young's modulus with 
steel. Utilizing its strength we apply additional compression stress on the device to 
enhance oscillating efficiency extraordinary, which enabled to generate wide bandwidth of 
elastic wave even in low frequency in small size. Accordingly, it has become possible to 
measure the structures with continuous elastic wave or pulse by controlling its frequency 
and power. 

To these days tunnels, piles, and roads have been measured and tested successfully by this 
new method, which is expected to be applied for various types of structures and materials. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Conventionally for nondestructive testing of concrete structures, hammering and ultra 
sonic methods using elastic wave have been used frequently to date. 

The hammering method is one that an operator hammers the surface of the concrete and 
senses the response of it by his ears and/or transducers, such as microphones or pickups, to 
analyze and evaluate defects. While these methods are convenient, portable, and easy 
operational, the property of the elastic waves obtained depends considerably on his 
experience or technique he carries, and it is still required to employ a trigger mechanism if 
he wants to drive hammer quantitatively[l]. 

On the other hand, ultra sonic wave is a method that drives over several hundreds of kHz 
pulsive waves onto the surface of the concrete structure, and detects the delay of 
propagation to measure distance to the reflection events. Generally acoustic velocities of 
the concrete material locate around 4000 m/s, then the wavelength of these elastic waves 
are several cm or less, almost same size with the aggregates in concrete. Consequently, 
they suffer dispersion and scattering at aggregates, and it results in difficulty to penetrate 
deep in the structure and to discriminate internal defects. 

Although it will be an answer to use elastic waves less than several hundreds of Hz to 
avoid the affect from aggregates, custom piezo electric devices can not produce such a low 
frequency elastic wave efficiently. 

2. LOW FREQUENCY OF ELASTIC WAVE MEASUREMENT 

As reviewed above, higher frequency acoustic wave has its constraint in propagation in 
inhomogeneous matrixes. Inversely, lower frequency wave penetrates deep with less 
scattering and attenuation, because interaction between aggregates and long wavelength is 
not so critical. 

For evaluating civil constructions, it is essential for a tool to be able to measure large scale 
of structure. In addition to generating low frequency wave, there are two more issues to 
complete the mission. These are effective injection of energy and the detection of it. 
Although low frequency extremes in less attenuation, measuring of large scaled 
construction requires appropriate energy to return from the target. Thus the key issues to 
measure them are summarized as follows. 

A) Generation of low frequency acoustic energy efficiently and freely 
B) Effective injection of acoustic energy into the target 
C) Detection of low frequency acoustic energy efficiently 

4. A NEW METHOD USING MAGNETOSTRICTIVE DEVICE 
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4.1 Magnetostrictive Device 

For solving the issues above, we have introduced a magnetostrictve device which had been 
developed for low frequency transmitter. The device stretches and produces strain 
accordingly with the intensity of the applied magnetic field. Inversely, it changes its 
internal magnetic field, when it receives stress from outside. The first phenomenon comes 
from Joule effect, and second one from Villari effect. 
The device can be well controlled at lower frequency according to the Joule effect[2]. 

The material we have employed is a polycrystallized magnetostrictive metal, named as 
Permendur[3] (alloys of iron-cobalt with Vanadium). We are using a specially processed 
material for our devices. The strain of it is approximately E = 120 x almost three (3) 
or four (4) times larger than custom magnetostrictive material. The Young’s modulus of it 
is as the same level with the steel. 

The device is so strong enough to be compressed with heavy mechanical weight that it can 
be used even in quite high stress and shock. Using this property, the magnetostrictive 
device for the receiver is built in its outer casing in a quite high stressed structure, which 
enhanced receiving sensitivity almost ten (10) times greater than that without it. A 
laminated layer of thin metal structure is also employed to avoid eddy loss in the device. 
This extended performance in higher frequency domain to almost tens of kHz. Fig.1 shows 
the outline of the oscillator and receiver. 

4.2 Control Scheme of EMH System 

Fig.2 shows the control block diagram of the developed system. The system consists of 
magnetic oscillator/receiver, named as EMH (Electro Magnetic Hammer), and its control 
system. 

The system has the following control modes. These are: 

A) Impulse drive control 
B) Frequency sweep drive control 

The first one is a kind of impact hammer using EMH. Accurately controlled acoustic pulse 
is emitted into the object in this mode. The mode is useful when we need time domain 
response. 

The second mode is a frequency sweep of the sinusoidal wave, which sweeps its frequency 
from the lower one to the higher one. We use mainly from 1 kHz to lO/or 20kHz in range. 
After receiving the raw data in time domain, FFT starts to transform the data into 
frequency domain. Thus, we get a spectrum of amplitude vs. frequency. The response 
signals carry the information of target structures or vibration modes determined from 
acoustic velocity. We can estimate the depth or internal structure by analyzing them. The 
characterized peaks in the spectrum show that there are reflections come from. These are 
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cracks, separation, and voids /or vacancy. 

The system also has a current control scheme for keeping the output level constant. This 
contributes to quantize the response quite well. In fact we can memorize the change of the 
levels at the same point in different time accurately. This shows the possibility to detect 
and prospect the growth of the defects precisely, such as crack growth in concrete. 

4.3 Property of EMH System 

A property of the new EMH system was evaluated comparing with hammer. Fig.3 shows 
waveform and the frequency response of EMH and the hammer. In this case a concrete 
block with 600mm x 6QQmm x 200mm was measured as a target model. 

The hammering curve shows strong and low frequency dominant property less than 6 kHz. 
Though a frequency peak which stands for the thickness of the model was expected to 
appear near 10 kHz assuming the velocity of the concrete is 4000m/s, we can not find it 
because the property does not cover this band well. 

Conversely, the property curves of EMH shows that its response extends to higher 
frequency near to 20 kHz. As a result we can see a peak at about 9.6 kHz to show the 
thickness. The difference of EMH from hammering resides in comparably higher 
frequency property, where EMH shows wider and flat sensitivity than hammering. 

It is one of outstanding tendencies that recent constructions consist of complicated 
structure, and often contains internal defects due to its structure. The property of EMH 
discussed above has its advantage in measuring comparably complex matrixes which 
contains defects inside. 

The other point of the system is repeatability of measurement. Using the frequency sweep 
control of EMH, we evaluated repeatability as Tab.1. The table shows the data when the 
system measured the floor. In this evaluation the measurement was done 10 times, and the 
deviation of the amplitude was 0.035mV, where the average of the amplitude is 2.5 mV. 
Also the deviation of the peak frequency is 2.1 Hz, while the average frequency is 7403 Hz. 
So it can be said that considerable level of repeatability was achieved by the EMH system. 

Tab.1 Stability of Measurement 

5. PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD 

The method mainly uses reflection occurring on the interface where different acoustic 
impedance meet. Fig.4 shows the schematic block diagram of measuring scheme. Acoustic 
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signal flows as described in the Fig.4. 

As is stated above recent constructions have complicated structure, and are often difficult 
to access from both ends. This requires measurement from one side or from the surface. In 
case of hammering impact shock generates surface wave on it which interferes with the 
receiving signal from reflectors. For this problem frequency sweep method here suffers no 
interference from this. This figure shows the case of measurement from the surface only. 
The receiver is placed adjacent to the oscillator. 

When the reflection occurs at the distance L, then the delay time of propagation is given as 
At = 2 * L I v , then, the peak frequency is given by f = 11 A t .  Thus we obtain, 

V 
f=- 

2 x L  

The dominant frequency, which appears as peak, gives the acoustic velocity when the 
depth is already known. On the other hand it shows depth when the acoustic velocity is 
already given. In the case when the reflections occur inside the concrete by the existence of 
defects, then we acknowledge the location of them by the same equation. 

6. TESTING AND DATA EVALUATION 

6.1 Evaluation of the method 

Here, we are going to show some data from case studies. 
To evaluate performance of the method, we constructed a large concrete structure seen in 
F i g 5  The model is a kind of wall structure, which is 3000mm(W) x 2500mm(H) x 
730mm(D) in dimension. No steel is reinforced. 

To confirm the reliability of measurement we measured the velocities in different 
directions, the first one was in width, and the other one was in depth. The velocities were 
determined by propagation times triggered by pulse drive. 

The EMH oscillator and receiver were placed on both side (right and left) of the wall. The 
acoustic signal was injected into the wall along with the traverse line. The waveform 
received by the EMH receiver is shown in Fig.6- (b). The delay time of wave propagation 
was 740 p s. Then the velocity is calculated by the Eq.1 as below using the width of it is 
3000mm. 

When the acoustic signal was injected into the wall along with the depth of 730mm, the 
delay time of signal propagation was measured as 180 p s shown in Fig.6- (a). 
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The calculated data from both measurements meet in quite high accuracy. 

Next, using this velocity, we confirmed validity of sweep response. Both of the EMH 
oscillator and receiver were placed on the front surface. The frequency was swept from 1 
kHz to 10 kHz. The peak of elementary frequency seen in Fig.7 is 2.70kHz. From the Eq.1, 
the depth of the wall is calculated as follows. 

D =  4055[rni%x 2.70[kHz] - - 751[rnrn] 

The difference between the calculated depth and the real one is evaluated to be 21mm, 
approximately 3% accuracy. 

6.2 Measurement of Road Tunnel 

Fig.8 shows the data of a road tunnel measured at the surface of the concrete liner. The 
peak of elementary frequency was 5.20 kHz. Assuming the velocity of concrete is 4000m/s, 
we got the depth of it as 385mm, where the designed thickness was 400mm. 

7. DICUSSIONS 

The method is also under evaluation in other constructions. Generally wide and deep plane 
structure spreads propagating energy so wide and the response levels comes to low. 
Nevertheless it is true, EMH permits pressed measurement of the heads on the target due 
to its stiffness. We are expecting this will bring itself in deeper measurement available. 
We are accounting the range of it will extend to around 4 m even in flat structure. 

In the real application it is often the case that the structures were not completed as 
designed. If we have only access from one side, such as the case from the surface only, 
then we need to know both of the location of internal reflections and the velocity inside. In 
most cases the velocities of the concrete are assumed to be approximately 4000 m/s, and 
it’s enough for many applications. For precise application to measure both of them 
simultaneously, we are now trying to employ multi sensory system. Though the system 
works in low frequency, we are estimating to establish resolution well using amplitude and 
phase information combining mutually with them. 

8. CONCLUSION 

Thus we have concluded as follows: 
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A) A newly developed low-frequency, frequency-sweep method (EMH system) has 
realized highly accurate measurement of concrete structure. 

B) A metal crystallized magnetostrictive oscillator and receiver show higher 
controllability in low frequency and proved its high performance for measuring large 
concrete construction. 

C) EMH system has enabled to realize stable and high repeatability in measuring, which 
has brought about capability to measure time dependent changes in object structures. 

Using a magetostrictive devices and its frequency sweep measurement, a possibility to 
inspect large concrete construction has been opened. As reviewed in this paper, not only in 
a wall, floor, tunnel or other structures, but the system will also be applied in more 
complicated structures and will find its usefulness in more applications. We are now trying 
to establish a well organized sensory system to inspect wide area in a time. We expect the 
method will contribute the inspection technology greatly soon. 
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Fig.2 Control block diagram of the EMH system 
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Fig.3 Frequency response of EMH system and Hammering 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper deals with the remanent magnetism method (RM-method), a non-destructive method 
that allows to identify unsafe prestressed structures by localising fractures of the prestressing 
steel. The method identifies fractures of single wires even in post-tensioned tendons. The 
magnetic field of externally magnetised tendons, measured at the concrete surface, is used. 
The parameters which determine the characteristic fracture signal have been studied. The 
knowledge of these parameters allows to draw conclusions from the characteristic fracture 
signal to the degree of damage or the number of fractures in a cross-sectional area. 
The method has been successfully applied on full size units [ 13. 

KEYWORDS 

Magnetic Method, leakage field, prestressed concrete, prestressing steel, steel fracture, bridges 

THE PHENOMENON AND THE CAUSES OF STEEL FRACTURES 

The reasons for the fractures of prestressing steel bars that led to collapses of prestressed 
concrete girders are of different nature: 
- All types of prestressing steels are at risk to fracture if corrosive media penetrate to the 

prestressing steel wires. This happens, if e.g. the sealings of bridge decks are not watertight 
and chlorides depassivate the prestressing steel wires or if the grouting of tendons is 
insufficient and water can penetrate the wires. Sometimes grouting mortars, which were 
used in the past, got on behalf of frost resistance high contents of chlorides. In this case, a 
penetration of moisture may start the corrosion process. 
Many heat-treated prestressing steels are so sensitive concerning stress-induced corrosion 
that steel fractures had been found even if the wires had been embedded in alkaline mortar 
in high quality grouted ducts. The most probable reason for these fractures is, that the 
corrosion already started before the grouting works were executed. The transportation and 
storekeeping of the steel between production and placement in the ducts could have been 
one decisive factor. Last results turned out that probably a too long period between 
placement in the ducts and grouting work is the main reason for the fractures of the 
prestressing steel wires. 

In almost any case there were no visible signs at the concrete surface for the fractures of the 
prestressing wires. The failure of prestressed concrete members often happens abruptly. 

- 
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THE DETECTION OF FRACTURES OF PRESTRESSING STEEL 

The Different Methods 

Until now three possibilities exist to detect fractures of prestressing steel wires, these are: 
1. Visual inspection after the opening of the concrete 
2. Application of the X-ray-method 
3. Application of the Remanent-Magnetism-Method 

Visual Inspection 

The main disadvantage of the visual inspection after the opening of the concrete is the 
limitation to a local inspection zone. A further disadvantage lies in the fact that after the metal 
sheathing has been opened only a part of the surface of the wires in the outer layer with three 
or four wires of a strand containing 16 up to 48 wires can be inspected visually. 
After this destructive examination the building is in need of repair. The repair could be the 
starting point for a corrosive attack. 

The X-Ray-Method 

The X-ray-method was supposed to be appropriate to locate fractures in prestressing steel 
wires. The method requires a detectable fracture width. The fracture is not detectable with the 
X-ray-method, if it is screened by other steel wires. Other steel wires must not cover the 
fracture. As concrete is a shielding material against x-rays, the method needs high x-ray- 
energy, long exposure time and focussing to small areas. 

The Remanent-Magnetism-Method 

The magnetic method is coping with the mentioned difficulties. Ducts can be tested almost 
along their whole length. The characteristic magnetic leakage field is not screened by other 
wires or by the metal sheathing. The magnetic leakage field occurs even if the fracture width 
tends towards zero. 
Important results of the laboratory work and experiences of the examinations of full size units 
are presented in the following. More details are reported in the research report [2], the 
proceedings of the international symposium “on-Destructive Testing in Civil Engineering 
Berlin 1995’ [3], [4] and in the doctor thesis ‘Spannstahlbruchortung an Spannbetonbauteilen 
mit nachtraglichem Verbund unter Ausnutzung des Remanenzmagnetismus’ [ 5 ] .  

THE PHYSIC& PRINCIPLE 

The magnetic field resulting from a magnetised tendon or a magnetised steel wire is 
comparable to the magnetic field of a bar magnet. In the region of a fracture a magnetic dipole- 
distribution is forming and accordingly a magnetic leakage field in the surrounding. The 
transverse component, measured at the concrete surface is shown in Fig. 1. The characteristic 
leakage field allows to draw the conclusion to one or more fractures of a prestressing steel wire 
(Fig. 1). 
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Transverse component of the magnetic flux density 

Fig. 1.  At the concrete surface a characteristic magnetic signal is measurable, which indicates 
the location of the fracture. The transverse component of the magnetic flux density is shown 
schematically. 

THE TECHNIQUE OF MAGNETISATION 

Necessity of Magnetisation 

In order to draw unequivocal conclusions from the magnetic flux density measured at the 
concrete surface to potential fractures, the first step to be taken is the magnetisation of the 
prestressing steel up to a magnetic state where all irreversible magnetisation processes are 
completed. This is indispensable in order to extinguish the unknown magnetic history of the 
steel. Without this magnetisation the measured magnetic signals could be caused by various 
former magnetisations (e.g. transport with lifting magnets). 
The magnetisation of the tendons is performed from the concrete surface with an 
electromagnet. A remanent magnetisation of the tendons is achieved up to a concrete cover of 
300 mm. 
To magnetise the prestressing steel bars before they are built in order to measure the magnetic 
flux density later without repeated magnetisation does not lead to satisfactory results because 
the magnetisation is destroyed partially and locally variable by the mechanical impacts during 
the building process. This can result in signals like fracture signals in absence of a fracture or 
to a demagnetised steel in the surrounding of a fracture, so that no fracture signal would 
appear. 

Suppression of the Disturbing Signals 

Different magnetic material properties of the mild reinforcement and of the prestressing steel 
lead to different degrees of magnetisation after the multistage magnetisation procedure has 
been performed. While the magnetisation of prestressing steel is increased by the 
magnetisation procedure up to remanence (the maximum residual magnetisation), the 
magnetisation of the mild reinforcement decreases to small values. The disturbing signals 
caused by the mild reinforcement are suppressed in this way. Mild reinforcement is a magnetic 
soft material compared to prestressing steel. Even small external fields change the sign (or the 
direction) of their magnetisation while the magnetisation of the tendon is not influenced 
considerably. These properties are taken as an advantage of the magnetisation technique. They 
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allow to create various magnetic states which exclusively differ in the sign of the magnetisation 
of the mild reinforcement. Signals caused by the prestressing steel can clearly be distinguished 
from the signals caused by the mild reinforcement by comparison of the measurement data that 
represent these particular states. 

THE FRACTURE SIGNAL 

The Peak-Peak-Amplitude 

The magnetised tendon has a magnetic field similar to that of a bar magnet. Fractures of single 
prestressing wires out of a bundle of wires inside the metal sheathing are detectable by 
characteristic leakage fields. 
Fig. 2 shows the transverse component (relative to the direction of the steel wire) of the 
remanent magnetic field. At the location of a fracture the measurement curve of the transverse 
component shows a turning point. 
As a measure for the strength of a fracture signal the peak-peak-amplitude of the transverse 
component of the leakage field is used (Fig. 2). 

Influences on the Fracture Signal 

In order to locate the position of steel fractures in tendons and to evaluate the extent of damage, 
various influences have to be considered, e.g. 
- concrete cover of the prestressing steel wires, 
- area of the prestressing steel wires, 
- number of prestressing steel wires in the tendon, 
- number of fractures in one cross-section of a tendon, 
- bonding between the prestressing steel wires and the grouting mortar (fracture width), 
- disturbing signals caused by ferromagnetic built-in units especially mild reinforcement, 
- magnetic and magnetoelastic material properties of the type of prestressing steel. 
Most of the experiments, of which the results are being presented next, were performed with 
tendons consisting of 16 heat-treated prestressing wires (type: Sigmastahl), round ribbed, 
diameter: 7.2 mm. To simulate fractures the steel wires were cut, flat ground and glued. Hall 
generators were used as sensors for the magnetic flux density. 

Quantification of the Influences 

The peak-peak-amplitude of the transverse component of the leakage field (Fig. 2) for a certain 
tendon depends on 
- the number of fractures in one cross-section, 
- the concrete cover, 
- the fracture width (distance between the fracture surfaces), 
- the degree of prestressing. 
Fig. 3 shows the peak-peak-amplitude App of the fracture signal as a function of the number of 
fractures in one cross-section and the concrete cover in-a remanent magnetised tendon of 16 
steel wires. The fracture surfaces were in contact. 
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Fig. 2. The peak-peak-amplitude of the transverse component as a measure for the strength of 
the leakage field. 

Mathematical formulas for the peak-peak-amplitude as a function of the concrete cover 
(Fig. 3), the number of fractures (Fig. 3) and the fracture width (Fig. 4) are given in former 
publications, e.g. [5,6].  
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Fig. 3. Peak-peak-amplitude of the transverse component of the leakage field as a function of 
the distance to the tendon (with 16 prestressing steel wires) for different numbers of fractures 
in one cross-section. The fracture surfaces were in direct contact. The fractures were located in 
the bundle opposite to the concrete surface. (+: 5 broken steel wires; V: 4 broken steel wires; 
0 :  3 broken steel wires; A: 2 broken steel wires, B: 1 broken steel wire). 

Figure 4 shows the influence of the fracture width on the peak-peak-amplitude. The data points 
are results of calculated fracture signals [5] .  The calculation is based on the measured 
divergence of the magnetisation of the prestressing steel wire in the vicinity of a fracture. 
The most important fact is that the peak-peak-amplitude does not tend towards zero if the 
fracture width does. The distortion of the structure is sufficient to cause the leakage field. That 
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means that even partial fractures are detectable. The fracture width depends on the effective 
bond length, which in turn depends on the bonding between the prestressing steel and the 
grouting mortar and also on the friction between the steel wires. A fracture width of about 
1 mm is a realistic mean value. On the other hand fractures that were not visible, that means, 
the fracture surfaces were in contact, had been found too. 
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Fig. 4. Relative peak-peak-amplitude of the transverse component of the leakage field as a 
function of the fracture width w for different concrete covers c. 

The physical reason that the peak-peak-amplitude does not tend to zero with a zero fracture 
width and the reason for the relative weak decrease of the amplitude with increasing concrete 
cover c ( App(c) oc c-’ 75 ) is that a fracture causes a distribution of ‘magnetic charges’ which are 
dropping exponentially with increasing distance from the location of a fracture. These 
‘magnetic charges’ are not exclusively located on the fracture surfaces. The distribution of the 
magnetic charges also effects that the influence of the fracture width on the peak-peak- 
amplitude decreases with increasing concrete cover (Fig. 4) [5]. 
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Fig. 5. The peak-peak-amplitude of the leakage field is strongly influence by tensional stress. 
In the case of cold-drawn steel (left) it decreases with increasing stress. Each line belong to a 
single steel sample. In the case of heat-treated steel (right) it increases with increasing stress. 
Each line belong to a single steel sample. 
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The peak-peak-amplitude is strongly influenced by the degree of prestressing. The remanence 
of cold-drawn steel and heat-treated steel is almost the same if they are not stressed, but the 
remanence of cold-drawn steel decreases with increasing degree of prestressing (Fig. 5 left) 
while the remanence of heat-treated steel increases. The peak-peak-amplitude of prestressed 
heat-treated steel is up to three times higher compared to the unstressed state (Fig. 5 right). The 
value for cold-drawn steel decreases up to one third in the prestressed state. 

NUMERICAL OPERATIONS TO SUPPRESS THE DISTURBING SIGNALS 

Measuring path (an) 

Fig. 6. Effect of FFT filter smoothing. The measurement curve shows small peaks caused by 
the residual magnetisation of stirrups. The smoothed curve shows the significant fracture 
signal, but the stirrup peaks are filtered out. 

The disturbing signals caused by the mild reinforcement and other ferromagnetic built-in units 
are strongly suppressed by the applied magnetisation procedure. Besides that there are still 
remaining disturbing signals. To diminish these signals and to separate them from fi-acture 
signals, the following data processing can be applied: 
- Simple addition of two measurement data arrays: 

Two arrays with the magnetic flux density data of the system in different magnetic states, in 
which the residual magnetisations of the mild reinforcement have different signs, but not the 
residual magnetisations of the prestressing steel wires, are added. The signals caused by all 
kinds of mild reinforcement decrease, whereas the signals caused by the prestressing steel 
increase. 

The signals with a small width compared to the width of a fracture signal are filtered out. 
FFT filter smoothing suppresses signals caused by transverse reinforcement (e. g. by 
stirrups), if their distances do not vary too much. It also filters the signals of ferromagnetic 
built-in units with a small width compared with the width of the fracture signal, e.g. nails, 
binding wires etc.. Noise with a frequency v > 5 s-' (depending on the measurement speed) 
is also filtered out. Fig. 6 shows a measurement curve and the resulting FFT filter smoothed 
curve. 

- Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) filter smoothing (Fig. 6): 

- Deconvolution of the (smoothed) curve with fracture signals. 
- Calculation of the cross correlation h c t i o n  of the (smoothed) curve and fracture signals. 
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APPLICATIONS ON FULL SIZE UNITS 

The method has been applied on full size units. The installed measurement device is shown in 
Fig. 7 under a girder for inspection. This device is used to inspect tendons from the underside 
of structure elements. 

Fig. 7. The measurement device under a girder for inspection. 

The examination of tendons can also be performed from the lateral surface (Fig. 8 left) or from 
the upper side (Fig. 8 right). Girders of bridges, fabrication halls, indoor pools, tendons of 
bridge slabs and tangential tendons of oil tanks have been inspected. 
Some concrete members had fractures others had not. Even in the same building some tendons 
had several fractures while others were completely intact. 

Fig. 8. Left: Measurement from the side surface of a girder. The magnet is suspended mobile 
on a flexible support system to follow the trace of the tendon inspected in the girder. Right: 
Magnetisation and measurement from the upper surface. 
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One of the latest applications of the methods was the examination of post-tensioned girders in 
factory halls built in the fifties in Germany. By chance a completely corroded tendon was 
found in one of the girders, when installation works were carried out. A chemical analysis of 
the grouting mortar resulted in a chloride content higher than 0,s up to 3,9 percent related to 
the mass of cement. A typical difficulty in the examination of girders in a factory hall lies in 
the accessiblity. Different attachments, like conveyor systems, crane ways and pipes 
complicate the examination works (Fig. 9). 

Fig. 9. The accessibility to the girders in this factory halls is complicated by crane ways and 
pipes. 

Fig. 10. The measurements could not be performed from the underside but from the slope of 
the bottom chord after the auxiliary construction had been modified (photo on the left). Each 
outer tendon could be checked together with the medium tendon in one working step (sketch 
on the right). 
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Some of the attachments had to be removed, but the most problems were avoided by 
performing the measurements not from the underside but from the slope of the bottom chord 
(Fig. 10 left) after the auxiliary construction had been modified. Each outer tendon could be 
checked together with the medium tendon in one working step (Fig. 10 right). The required 
large spot check could be realised. One of the examined girders was at risk to collapse. It could 
be supported for stabilisation. About 40 % of the other girders had single fractures of 
prestressing steel wires. The structural stability of these girders is still ensured. They will be 
examined again after two years to get more information about the damage process. 

OUTLOOK 

Especially in prestressed bridge slabs prestressing steel wires of transverse tendons are broken 
relatively often. The reason for the fractures is chloride induced corrosion. It is planned to 
increase the measurement speed by magnetising the tendons in one step using an appropriate 
large mobile magnet and by scanning the magnetic flux density on the entire surface of the 
bridge deck. A research project at the Technische Universitat Berlin to develop the 
appropriated devices is supported by the building authorities of Berlin and carried out. 
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ABSTRACT 

An acoustoelastic velocity-ratio method for estimating an axial-stress in high-tension bolts was 
studied to check adaptability in a field measurement. An acoustoelastic velocity-ratio constant 
was almost constant for some bolts forged by various factories and was independent of bolt 
temperature. Although a velocity-ratio was slightly dependent on both production factory and 
bolt temperature, this dependence was smaller than those by other acoustoelasticity methods 
were. These facts indicate the effectiveness of the present method for nondestructive bolt axial- 
stress measurement without demanding any preparatory checking at an initial stress-free state. 

KEYWORDS 

Acoustoelastic velocity-ratio method, acoustoelasticity, bolt axial-stress, bolt axial-force. 

INTRODUCTION 

High tension bolts take an important roll in civil engineering and are mainly applied up to 95% 
in amount for field construction of steel bridges. In fastening work high-tension bolts are 
fastened and adjusted their axial-forces by using a torque wrench. It is very important to 
control fastening force, because bolt loosing is caused by insufficient fastening, or because bolt 
neck breaking is caused by too tight fastening. Accident such as bolt neck breaking is 
improved by exchanging F13T bolts for FlOT bolts. 

In periodic inspection, bolt fitness is usually checked by hammering test. This checking is 
insufficient and impossible to obtain a bolt axial-force (ix. residual force, or residual stress). 
Some studies of the bolt axial-stress measurement were done by using acoustoelasticity 
techniqie [ 1-71. The acoustoelasticity stress analysis is based on the phenomenon that 
ultrasonic wave velocity changes with stress-state in medium. 

In bolt axial-force measurement equipment on the market, longitudinal ultrasonic waves 
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traversing along an axis are usually applied, and transit time in a round trip is measured. A 
change in the transit time is measured and then the axial-force is calculated by using an 
acoustoelasticity constant. However the transit time at a stress-free state is not constant due to 
both variations of bolt length and of material heterogeneity. Therefore, in the measurement it is 
claimed to measure in advance a transit time at a stress-free state. Furthermore, ultrasonic wave 
velocity changes depending on medium temperature, then the reliability of measurement 
declines unless the bolt temperature can be checked. 

In the present paper, an acoustoelastic velocity-ratio method for the estimation of bolt axial- 
force was studied to overcome these difficulties. [8] We checked the feasibility test to measure 
bolt axial-force without knowing the transit time at a stress-free state and bolt temperature as 
well. 

Also in order to check its adaptability in a field measurement, we prepared some various bolts 
made of different factories and some of them were kept unfinished on both surfaces of top and 
bottom. 

ACOUSTOELASTIC VELOCITY-RATIO METHOD 

When being fastened, a bolt is elongated. According to this elongation, the transit time of 
ultrasonic wave traversing along an axis of bolt increases. Furthermore, as wave velocity 
decreases in proportion to the applied tensile stress due to an acoustoelasticity effect, the transit 
time increases again in addition to the one by elongation effect. The increment of transit time 
by acoustoelasticity effect is dominant and becomes from 3 to 4 times the one by the 
elongation effect. From a point of view large change in transit time, the acoustoelasticity 
method seems to be advantageous. 

The transit time in each bolt varies widely according to both the scatters of bolt length and 
material heterogeneity. Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate bolt axial-force from only once in- 
situ measurement using conventional acoustoelasticity method without knowing transit time at 
stress-free state. 

We proposed in previously a new method named acoustoelastic velocity-ratio method, which 
makes possible to evaluate bolt axial-force by once in-situ measurement. The principle of the 
acoustoelastic velocity-ratio method is as follows. 

In this method, both longitudinal- and shear-waves are used. Each wave is transmitted from a 
top surface of a bolt head. As each wave propagates just the same path length along axis of the 
bolt, the transit time-ratio calculated from two transit times just corresponds to the velocity- 
ratio, which is independent of scatter of bolt length. 

Acoustoelastic velocity-ratio law is given by eq.1. 

Where, R is velocity-ratio and R, is velocity-ratio at stress-free state. N is bolt axial-force. p 
is an effective ratio of loaded length. This is defined as the ratio of stretched part length (Lo) to 
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Table 1. Factories and treatments of Bolt specimens 

No. Steelmaker of Factory of Treatment of 
raw material bolt forging end surfaces 

No.1 A 
No.2 B 
N0.3 C 
No.4 D 
No.5 E 
No.6 A 
No.7 A 

No.8 A a 

Unfinished 
Unfinished 
Unfinished 
Unfinished 
Unfinished 
Finished 
Plated with zinc 
(thickness70 f i  m) 
Coated with paint 
(thickness250 fi rn) 

Bolt axial-force measure- 

ment equipment 

Fig.1 Block diagram of measurement system 

Fig.:! High-tension Bolt 
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total bolt length (L). V, and V, are longitudinal- and shear-wave velocities, respectively. KL and 
K, are longitudinal- and shear-wave acoustoelasticity constants, respectively. C, is 
acoustoelastic velocity-ratio constant. A, is the cross section area of the bolt. 

As directly measurements of each wave velocity are difficult, each transit time are measured. 
Transit times of longitudinal- and shear-wave velocities are related to each wave velocity by 
eqs.(2) and (3), respectively. 

Where, T, and T, are transit times of longitudinal- and shear-waves, respectively. E is Young's 
modulus of bolt material. VLo and V, are longitudinal- and shear-wave velocities at stress-free 
state, respectively. 

In eqs.(2) and (3), the first- and second-terms are transit times in stretched region and in stress- 
free region, respectively. Using eqs.(Z) and (3), eq.(l) can be transformed as eq.(4). 

TS N 
Tt. A, 

R~ = - = x.+a R,(EL, -K)-  

Where, R, is transit time-ratio defined as ratio T,/T,. 

From eqs. (1) and (4), an acoustoelastic velocity-ratio law can be given by eq.(5). 

N R ~ = R = R ~ + C # ~ -  
A,  

(4) 

An acoustoelastic velocity-ratio at stress-free state (R,) is not affected by scatter of bolt length, 
but affected by material, shape, factory, and temperature of bolt. Therefore, both validity and 
adaptability of this method heavily depend on the magnitude of scatter of R,,.  

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

Method of measurement. Block diagram of the method of measurement is shown in Fig.1. A 
high-tension bolt was settled in bolt axial-force measurement equipment. This equipment was 
used to compare our estimated forces with real forces. Longitudinal- and shear-type 
transducers were used. Transmission and receiving of ultrasonic waves are done by a single 
probe technique. 

Frequency and size of each transducer are 5 MHz and 0.5 inch diameter, respectively. The 
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transducer was attached to the top surface of the bolt head by couplant of base ingredient of 
Araldite adhesive, and it was pressed about 20 N force against the surface by a spring. Transit 
time measurement was done using the sing-around method. In transit time measurement, the 
first echo from a bottom of bolt was selected and was gated in a circuit. To check an influence 
of bolt temperature, experiments were done in a room with temperature adjustable facility. 

It is practical sense that velocity measurement of a bolt is difficult and low precise, because a 
traversing path is much longer than a lateral distance, and further the lateral wall is zigzag 
surface, which makes strong back-scattering and disturbs the echo. However, in this 
experiment, measurements were rather stable and repeatable. 

Bolt specimens. We prepared eight bolts of types FlOT and M22. Each bolt was forged by 
different factories using material rods drawn by different steelmakers (see Table 1). Shape and 
dimensions of the bolt are shown in Fig.2. Thickness of the flange put between bolt head and 
nut was 47mm. Then, an effective ratio of loaded length was calculated as B =0.69. In this 
calculation, We proposed that stress distribution is triangular along the axis in the area of both 
the head and the part of axis covered with the nut. 

In order to check effects of the end surface condition on measurement, we prepared bolts with 
various kinds of end surface. Their end surfaces were unfinished, finished, plated with zinc, or 
coated with paint. In each bolt, there was a carved seal on a top surface of bolt head. Position 
of carved seal was at the periphery of top surface in almost all the bolts, but was just at a center 
of top surface in only No.5 bolt. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

For No.5 bolt, experiment could not be executed, because a center carved seal interrupted 
transmission of ultrasonic. We show the experimental results obtained for other seven bolts. 
Figure 3 shows the relations between the velocity-ratio and the applied axial-force. These data 
were obtained at a constant temperature of 25-deg.C. In all bolts, velocity-ratio varied almost 
linearly with the applied axial-force, and their gradients were coincident with each other. The 
acoustoelastic velocity-ratio constant was within (4.2k0.1) X tonf'. Only result for bolt 
No.4 were separately from ones for the other bolts. No.4 bolt has a concave surface at bottom 
and this data separation seems to be caused by irregular reflection at the concavity. 

For No.8 bolt with coat of paint of 250- b m thickness, echo signals were a little smaller than 
ones for other bolts, and data were a little separately from ones for the other bolts. For other 
five bolts except No.4 and No.8, velocity-ratios at stress-free state almost converged into a 
value and scatter of them was within *0.0013. This magnitude of the scatter corresponds to a 
estimation error k3 tonf (30 kN). 

Next, we checked an influence of bolt temperature. Experimental results obtained at various 
temperatures are shown in Fig.4. This experiment was done using bolt No.6 with finished both 
ends. Experimental temperature was changed from 10- to 55-deg.C. 

Figure 4 shows that the acoustoelastic velocity-ratio at stress-free state changed a little, but that 
acoustoelastic velocity-ratio constant was almost kept constant. Both longitudinal- and shear- 
wave acoustoelasticity constants were also independent of temperature. 

It is well known that acoustoelasticity constants of waves propagating perpendicularly to an 
applied stress direction are dependent on specimen temperature. [9] Therefore, using these 
waves, stress measurements were difficult for the specimen of unknown temperature. However, 
in the bolt axial-force measurement, it becomes easy to estimate stress, even though the bolt 
temperature is unknown. 

Figure 4 also shows that acoustoelastic velocity-ratio increases only 0.002 against temperature 
rise of 45-deg.C. Even when bolt temperature is mistaken by an error of 10-deg.C, the error of 
estimation of bolt axial-force becomes smaller than 1.2 tonf (12 kN). This estimation error 
becomes one third of those by conventional acoustoelastic methods. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

To check the adaptability of the acoustoelastic velocity-ratio method to nondestructive 
measurement of bolt axial-force, we did experiments using eight bolts, which were forged at 
various factories and ends of which were treated with various conditions. Experiments were 
done at the various temperature changed for a range of 45-deg.C. 
Conclusions are as follows. 

(1) The velocity-ratio at stress-free state converged into a narrow range for bolts forged at a 
same factory, and it was little affected by surface conditions at both ends of the bolts. Our 
experimental data are few in amount, it is concluded that the acoustoelastic velocity-ratio 
method can be applied to measure bolt axial-force by only once in-situ measurement without 
demanding a measurement of the velocity-ratio at stress-free state before hand. Bolt axial-force 
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can be measured within an error as small as 3 tonf (30 kN). 

(2) When bolt temperature was changed, the acoustoelastic velocity-ratio at stress-free state 
changed a little, but the acoustoelastic velocity-ratio constant was almost kept constant. Using 
the acoustoelastic velocity-ratio method, the bolt axial-force can be measured within an error 
less than 1.2 tonf (12 kN), even when bolt temperature is mistaken by an error of 10 "c  . 
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FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION MONITORING IN STEEL STRUCTURES 
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ABSTRACT 

Fatigue crack occurrence in steel structure is a common phenomenon that causes several 
catastrophic failures in past decades. In this research nondestructive testing (NDT) is adopted 
as diagnostic tool to analyze and evaluate fatigue crack in several laboratory specimens that 
may apply for real bridge structures and its components. It is shown that ultrasonic scanning 
images and reflection waves from assumed damaged portion give precise information of the 
defect. Several tests under laboratory condition were performed for accuracy improvement of 
the system. Fatigue crack developed by input repeated loading to steel specimen and crack 
elongation were measured by ultrasonic scanning images. Crack propagation, load level, strain 
variation also monitored with fiber optic sensor and conventional electrical strain gages until 
specimen's failure. Some results are compared with numerical analysis and sensor output under 
loaded condition. Long term remote monitoring, applicability of smart sensor for structural 
integrity and fatigue crack propagation assessment by using intelligent monitoring system are 
shown in this paper. 

KEYWORDS 

Fatigue crack propagation, ultrasonic testing, fiber optic sensor, wireless, remote monitoring 

INTRODUCTION 

Fatigue crack is the most common one that causes damage to structure and impairs its service 
life. To achieve proper hnctioning of structures accurate diagnostic method and efficient 
monitoring system is essential for maintenance and management of civil structures. A number 
of researches did in the fracture mechanics field to evaluate fatigue crack propagation [1,2,3]. 
Many techniques of NDE (Nondestructive Evaluation) currently available to diagnose fatigue 
crack in steel components may have several advantages and disadvantages. Without proper 
diagnosis accurate condition assessment of the structure is not possible. Structural health 
monitoring should be considered within the realm of condition assessment [4]. Some 
diagnostic criteria for structural monitoring and evaluation are discussed by Raphael and Smith 
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[ 5 ] .  Those depend upon some logistics and conditions, economic feasibility and applicability to 
the real structure. 

Two types of laboratory specimen considered in this study. One is conjugate with cross rib 
welded at transverse rib of J-type web opening (scallop) and a deck plate as floor beam on it. 
Scallops are subjected to both shear and bending moment. The crosswise ribs on the deck plate 
are subjected to alternating axial stress range of a large magnitude. Other one is V-notched 
specimen for which maximum stress concentrates at notch tip area. So it is worth to calculate 
stress distribution and monitoring of strain change around scallop and notch tip area. 

Recently sensor technology and smart structures emerges in the field of civil engineering. So it 
becomes time demanding to explore the opportunity of accurate defect diagnosis by intelligent 
monitoring systems using smart tools. Crack may occur in structural steel due to various 
conditions during fabrication and harsh environmental effects. Sometime it is difficult to arrest 
crack but information is required for precaution to avoid loss of valuable lives and costly 
structural retrofit. For this purpose monitoring is essential, so that we can alert for preparation 
to replace or strengthen the existing structure. Fiber optic sensor offers a number of advantages 
with respect to electrical sensors and will open up the opportunity for many new systems to be 
developed in smart technology. A number of real scale structure involved with sensing 
technology to measure crack is reported in USA and Canada [6 ,7] .  The lightweight, wide band 
width and small size of fiber sensors are strongly complemented by their strong immunity to 
electromagnetic interference and huge data transmitting capability make its position stronger as 
a tool for structures integrity monitoring. Here by applying these sensors as an integrated part 

Table. 1 V-notched specimen details 

No Angle Width Depth Tip (mm) 
Sp Notch Slit Notch Notch Thickness 

a S d Radius 
(mm) (mm) 

1-2 45" 2 42.414 0.125 25 
2-1 45" 1 41.201 0.110 25 
2-2 450 1 41.201 0.110 25 
3-1 60" 2 41.732 0.150 25 
3-2 60" 2 41.732 0.150 25 
1-2 45" 2 42.414 0.125 20 
8-2 60" 2 41.732 0.150 20 

Fig. 1 Specimen geometry (crosswise rib) 

of structure that will measure internal deformation due to load and environment during service 
are verified on trial basis. In our previous experiments crack propagation in invisible part of 
structure monitored by ultrasonic testing. From ultrasonic scanning images, it was clear that 
crack tip elongated at higher loading cycles and strong reflection gradually appeared from 
crack propagated zone [8]. Some of our results are very promising to apply the diagnostic 
technique for monitoring of practical structures. 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Test Specimens 

Crosswise Ribs. Test specimen of SS400 steel crosswise rib with geometric dimension is 
shown in Fig.1. The crossing point of transverse and cross rib with J-type web opening 
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(scallop) is connected by fillet welding of thickness 7mm. A deck plate welded on the 
crosswise rib and scallop which makes the specimen as a model of the real structure. 

V-notched Y-shape Specimen. A number of compact tensile fatigue test specimens loaded for 
crack propagation monitoring and evaluation. The Y-shaped V-notched specimen is shown in 
Fig.2. Specimens are of about same thickness, size, and shape except notch angle and slit 
width variation. Specimen details with dimension are shown in Table. 1. 

Fig.2 Fatigue test specimen (V-notched) Fig.3 Scanning area and sensor location 

Fatigue Loading 

Fatigue loadings performed with hydraulic equipment of survo-pulser unit that subjected the 
specimens to compressive and tensile repeated loading. The equipment is capable of maximum 
200KN controlled by stroke and displacement. For crosswise rib, repeated compressive load 
range of 16OKN-1KN (max-min) applied with loading frequency 1 O H z .  During loading 
maximum and minimum strain measured for 10 seconds of 200Hz frequency after 2 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  
cycles loading interval. For strain monitoring data measured at same loading amplitude of 
frequency 5Hz. Tensile sinusoidal wave cyclic loading performed under constant load range of 
5.OKN-1.OKN with frequency of l O H z  for crack development and propagation in V-notched 
specimen. During strain monitoring data recorded at lower loading frequency of 1Hz and 2Hz. 
It is observed that for sinusoidal loading strain response for optical sensor is clear at lower 
loading frequency. Due to repeated tensile loading notch tip opens and closes according to 
loading speed. ARer crack initiates the crack tip permanently opens and elongation of crack 
length happens which is sensed by attached sensor. 

Ultrasonic Scanning 

Ultrasonic scanning performed under water with a piezo-electric transducer of 10 Hz 
frequency, 80mm focal length and 9.52 mm diameter all over the experiment. Ultrasonic 
waves emitted from transducer are reflected from the specimen interior received as electric 
signals and amplified by ultrasonic receiver. Water used here as couplant to improve energy 
transfer. Automatic scanning control system has scanning range (mm) of 5OO(W)x 500(L)x 
250@), scanning pitch of 0.005-9.95 mm and 10-150 mdsec scanning speed. C-scan image 
generates from echo amplitude and time of flight data on a 2-D coordinate and is a collection 
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of A-scan that plots time verses echo amplitude data. During scanning the echo height and 
time of flight data stored in memories corresponding to positions of transducer at 
predetermined intervals. The sampling gate is set to receive first boundary and bottom echo of 
the reflection echo. It shows the location of defects, but in the simplest form it does not show 
their depth. 
For crosswise rib specimen angle beam scanning performed. The refraction angle is the key 
parameter for angle beam inspection, which is a fbnction of the material properties and the 
incident angle. Incident angle was 18.9" so that under water refracted angle became 45". 
Scanning image measured area of 2Ox30(mm) with pitch of O.lmm after predetermined 
loading cycles. For V-notched specimen image data measured at transducer normal position of 
area lOxlO(mm) around notch tip. 

Strain Measurement with Attached Sensor 

Good bonding is necessary for measurement accuracy. Proper cautions were taken during 
sensor instrumentation to the specimen. For crosswise rib the sensors attached close to scallops 
(web openings) as shown in Fig.3. For V-notched specimen fiber optic sensor (FOS) and strain 
gage sensor (SGS) attached 3 mm far for notch tip on both side at same position opposite to 

Fig.4 AFSS system and FOS head Fig.5 C-scan images 

each other side. For electrical strain gages output of metal resistance changes with external 
effects amplified and converts data by AID converter to strain output as microstrain. For fiber 
optic sensor the sensor system employs a broadband light-emitting diode (LED) as the optical 
source. A single mode fiber (1 = 1300 qm) is used as the input/output fiber and a multimode 
fiber used as reflector. An air gap is formed that acts as a low-finesse Fabry-Perot cavity. Light 
is sent down the input/output optical fiber to the sensor head where it is modulated by the 
Fabry-Perot cavity inside the EFT1 (Absolute Fabry-Perot Support System). As the test 
material is strained the silica tube and hence the air gap changes in length which causes a 
change in phase difference between the reference reflection and the sensing reflection [9] .  This 
change in the intensity of light and spectral properties that is monitored by a coupler. A simple 
algorithm is used to determine the Fabry-Perot cavity length, s, from the optical signal returned 
from the EFPI sensor head. The absolute measurement system can measure within range 30 to 
300 micrometer, 10% strain range, 1 microstrain resolution and maximum 5 H z  refresh rate. For 
electrical strain gages strain output is directly recorded as microstrain and for FOS measured 
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absolute displacement data converted to strain data as microstrain. When the crack proceeds 
close to sensors sensing zone significant strain variation is observed. 

RESULTS 

C-scan Image Analysis 

C-scan image is obtained by synchronizing flaw or discontinuity signals as the transducer is 
moved across the selected area of the specimen. C-scan images for varying loading cycles are 
shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6. A cracked portions which has a lower density and refractive index 

Fig.6 Scanning images from notch tip area of V-notched specimen: (a) C-scan images of 
A- and B-plane; (b) crack tip contour with 3-D image display of crack tip. 

from the surrounding material. In these C-scan images color is directly proportional to the flaw 
amplitude compared to given amplitude within a certain range. For black and white images, 
echo amplitude data areas where echo amplitude is high with short time of flight are displayed 
in white and areas where echo amplitude is low with long time of flight are displayed in black. 
In the Fig.5 scan image of under deck plate illustrates that at initial loading stages reflection 
waves returned from deck plate plane. At higher loading cycles strong reflection echoes 
gradually observed from cracked plane. Form upper scallop scanning image reflection echoes 
attenuated and scattered in other directions after crack propagated. From Fig.6 (a) crack tip 
clearly propagated for higher loading cycles is clearly observed. The trace of crack propagation 
as well as propagation direction is confirmed from C-scan images. Crack tip contour and 3-D 
image are shown in Fig.6 (b). 3-D images here are two-dimensional array of pixels displayed 
by 200x200 (mm) size of 8 bit per pixel is obtained from P-V Wave graphic software analysis. 

Crack Growth Analysis from C-scan Images of Notched Specimen 

Conventional formulas and theories of fracture mechanics are applied for calculation. Crack 
length measured from C-scan images verses loading cycles plotted as damage accumulation 
curves are shown in Fig.7 (a). The crack opening, crack closure and crack growth behavior are 
discussed in detail by Yamada et al. [10,11]. Constant amplitude loading of stress ratio R= 0.2 
was keep constant in our experiment. At initial stage notch tip opens and closes according to 
loading frequency. When the sufficient number of cycles experienced crack nucleates but still 
tip may closes. ARer certain ranges of plane stress developed causes the fatigue crack to 
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Fig.7 Fracture parameters: (a) damage curves; (b) AK factor verses crack growth rate. 

change into increasing shear. Crack growth rate as a function of stress intensity range is shown 
in Fig.7 (b). Notch tip elongation is always observed in the beginning as after 5x lo4 cycles and 
with further cycling it would propagate rapidly as stress concentration rises towards the plastic 
zone leading to its final collapse. The crack growth behavior is very similar for the specimens 
considered. More experiment with a number of specimens is needed to establish and improve 
accuracy of the measurement technique. 

Fig.8 FEM model for crosswise rib: (a) total specimen; (b) scallop area details. 

NUMERICAL STRAIN CALCULATION FOR CROSSWISE RIBS 

The finite-element model of the crosswise rib accomplished by using MENTAT program of 
MARC analytic tool is shown in Fig.8. 4-nodes bilinear thick shell type elements used for 
analysis. The finite element model has 7857 elements with 7966 nodes. The whole specimen 
model is shown in Fig.8 (a). Size of the elements around scallop area has been progressively 
reduced to get more accurate trace of strain variation. Enlarged portion of the J-type scallop is 

Fig.9 Strain variation due to crack elongation 
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illustrated in Fig. 8 (b). Here elasto-plastic analysis considering monotonic stress-strain curve 
and not changing material properties of model elements near severe stress variation area. 
Boundary condition considered as fixed displacement at nodes of supports. Static loading of 
16320 kg (160KN) as surface load applied at loading point that is equal to actual loading 
during experiment. The modulus of elasticity, yield stress and Poisson’s ratio are taken into 
computations as 210Gpa, 250Mpa and 0.30 respectively. In the Fig.9 strain variation due to 
static loading with crack length elongation around scallop areas are illustrated. From the color 
scale it is observed that higher strain value distributed around scallop area. Calculations done 
for crack shape in FEM model of crack length Omm, 40mm and 80mm with same boundary 
conditions. Due to crack growth and elongation complex strain distribution occurs for changes 
in remaining area. Average strains are measured by stain gages. Results of maximum principal 
total strains are plotted to crack lengths are shown in Fig.12 (b). It is noted that a greater 
percentage of the specimens strained volume remains elastic. The finite element method, 
however, would need a different analytical tool to account for the elastic-plastic response of 
repeated loading. 

MONITORING SYSTEM DETAILS 

NDE techniques can be considered within the framework of structural diagnosis and 
monitoring. The accuracy of the diagnosis depends upon the resolution of the measurement 
system. Layout and detail components of our monitoring system are shown in Fig.10. There 
are essentially four main components for this condition based monitoring system that includes 

Fig. 10 Layout of monitoring system 
Fig. 11 (a) Windows display during 
monitoring; (b) strain responses (SGS). 

sensors, data acquisition unit, data converter and data transmission unit [ 121. An Absolute 
Fabry-Perot Support System (AFSS) used for data acquisition from fiber optic sensor. For 
strain gages we developed signal conditioner for RS232C serial data interface with A/D 
converter. LabView program is used to display in Windows environment for data 
measurement, display and recording. Monitoring software LabAssist can load file of data 
acquisition units and can automatically save measured data from mentioned starting time to 
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ending time. It has a convenient interval time setting capability that can set between 1 minute 
to 24 hour. Within this interval time three data can be record as data at interval time and 
minimum-maximum data during interval. It can also give alarm message when data exceeds 
the given limit or any abnormal change if occurs. Windows display of LabAssist and strain 
responses for loading conditions are shown in Fig. 1 1 (a) and @) respectively. Data tile can be 
download to see previous data and control the computer from site to laboratory or laboratory 
to site by remote control software LAPLINK. A wireless modem mobile DP Card used with 
mobile telephone for download data from anywhere. Dopa service can transmit data at speed 
of 28.8Kbps. The mobile telephone has the operating frequency of 800MHz. Dopa modem 
card has the access to Internet provider for automatic data transfer. 

STRAIN SENSING FOR REMOTE MONITORING 

For Crosswise Rib 

After clear confirmation of crack propagation from C-scan images strain monitoring starts after 
2 5 5 ~ 1 0 ~  loading cycles. The loading amplitude was same as 160KN - 1KN of frequency 5Hz. 
3 strain gages attached at the locations shown in Fig.12 (a). The location choosing criteria 
considered from FEM analysis. Maximum and minimum strain data measured for 1 minute 

Fig. 12 Strain measurement for crosswise rib: (a) sensor locations; (b) FEM results. 

Fig.13 Measured strain data for crosswise rib: (a) strain measurement for 0 -255~10~  
loading cvcles: (b) monitored strain data during 255x1O4-28Ox1O4 loading cvcles. 

Interval till 2 8 0 ~ 1 0 ~  loading cycles. From FEM model strain distribution measured from three 
sensor locations plotted to elongated crack length is shown in Fig.12 (b). Measured strain 
verses loading cycles are illustrated in Fig.13. It is observed that after 2 6 6 ~ 1 0 ~  cycles irregular 
strain response occurred that can verified from FEM strain distribution. No data represents is 
due to interruption or measurement failure during monitoring. After 2 8 0 ~ 1 0 ~  loading cycles 
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Gage4 failed and crack from two scallop area crossed each other and caused the specimen to 
complete failure. From numerical calculation as crack propagates stress concentration also 
varies according to crack length elongates. Sensor location could be chosen from numerical 
calculation and thus design for less sensor attachment will be possible. 
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Fig. 14 Strain monitoring for V-notched specimen 

For V-notched Specimen 

Crack tiplnotch tip expands and contracts in order to loading frequency, then sensor senses this 
fluctuation and average data represents as strain reading of the loading cycles. Monitoring 
status can be verified downloading by remote control software LAPLINK from laboratory to 
site. When the crack proceeds close to sensors sensing zone strain variation is observed. 
Comparison of measured strain for FOS and SGS are shown in Fig. 14. Sometimes negative or 
compressive strain is observed which is may be due to strain response for bond performance 
between sensor and specimen or crack tip deformation nature. Interval time for measurement 
was 2 minutes and applied loading frequency of 2%. After 14x lo4 cycles we set interval time 
of lmin and loading frequency of 1Hz for more detail strain data at near or end of fatigue life 
of the specimen. It is observed in Fig.14 that strain reading gradually increased due to load 
increasing with time. The specimens were loaded for continuous monitoring for more than 100 
hours though SGS failed to data measurement after around 15.2x104cycles loading. It is noted 
that both sensors showed regular performance below 1600 microstrain. Notch tip elongation 
started at the very beginning of around 6x104 cycles and is clearly visualized (from C-scan 
image) after exceeding 10x104 cycles when strain reading is about 1300 microstrain. The 
difference of maximum-minimum strain increases as crack proceeds. Though the protection- 
coating bond of the sensor absorbs some portions of actual strain. The fiber optic sensor 
showed lower value of strain than strain gage sensors but it varied only within 5-10%. 
Sometimes error occurred during measurement of showing abnormal strain reading due to 
program error and data could not measured for file access error in Hardware. Crack clearly 
visualized with naked eye after 15x104 cycles for Specimen No. 7-2 and 1 7 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  cycles for 
Specimen No.8-2. Before that both sensor showed unexpected abnormal strain data or failed to 
measurement. However the strain data is very similar at transition zone for both sensors even 
varying frequency of loading. 

CONCLUSION 

Ultrasonic testing performed with strain sensing for diagnosis and monitoring on laboratory 
specimens. From the damage accumulation curves and C-scan images it is clear that crack tip 
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propagated due to increased loading cycles. Sharp crack tip and rough crack surface affects in 
the energy transmission of transducer and C-scan images. Images are amplified and are 
obtained from varying focal positions, so it may differ in accuracy for actual crack propagation 
length. Material constants considered from reference journals for fatigue crack growth 
calculations. Proper bonding affected on the durability of sensor and measured data. In the 
fiber optic sensor measurement the sensors survived after loading and vibration that proves its 
durability in adverse situation. Crack propagation and strain variation depends upon load 
amplitude and frequency of loading. 

Applicability of strain sensing technique and current motivations of NDE methods to diagnose 
fatigue crack for structural health monitoring have been verified in this paper. Ultrasonic 
testing performed on laboratory specimens that can be used for defect detection on real 
structures. New diagnostic tool for crack detection and evaluation verified in this research. 
Specifically we simultaneously monitored applied loads, crack tip propagation length, wave 
shape change and strain variation for accuracy improvement of ultrasonic testing. Before 
practical implementation numerical model is helpful to locate critical sections and locations. 
Taking these criteria into account the long-term use of fiber optic sensor as integrated 
measuring device for remote online monitoring via wireless, early damage assessment will be 
possible for aging structures. 
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NON - DESTRUCTIVE TESTING BEING ESSENTIAL PART OF 
THE SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF STEEL BRIDGES 

K. BRANDES, J. HERTER and R. HELMERICH 
Federal Institute for Materials Research and Testing (BAM) 

Laboratory for Structural Safety 
D - 12205 Berlin, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

Preservation of old structures for further use generally require a sound diagnosis of the present 
condition state. Together, the margins of safety of load carrying structures like bridges have to 
be verified. Taking into account some damage caused by decades of being in service. 
The big number of steel bridges having been installed about 100 years ago when the 
transportation systems were rapidly developed, which are subjects of doubts about their safety 
caused an extensive R&D project dealing with all safety-related methods of investigation. As a 
result, a big step forward has been reached concerning the rating procedure for old steel bridges 
including non-destructive testing methods. 

KEYWORDS 

Steel bridges, riveted bridges, remaining fatigue life, fatigue resistance, non-destructive 
testing, radiographic inspection, model identification 

INTRODUCTION 

Steel bridges were widely used during the rapid development of railway networks around the 
world. Up to now, many of them are still in service. Some of them are really benchmarks of 
ingenious bridge engineering like the Firth of Forth bridge in Scotland from 1889. 
Also road bridges were made of steel at that time. Steel structures suffer from corrosion and 
from heavy loading repeated frequently and causing fatigue sometimes damage to structural 
members. 

The state of corrosion of steel structures can easily be recognised by visual inspection. 
However, fatigue damage is often hidden inside the structure which is assembled of many thin 
steel plates, fig. 1 .  

Simplifying the real problem, fatigue damage means the initiation and growing of small cracks 
by many stress reversals up to a critical crack length which causes the failure of the respective 
structural member. The initiation and growing of a crack is a function of the level of stressing. 
Therefore, the real stressing of structural members have to be evaluated not only by advanced 
calculation, but by measurement, together, which generates a validation of the structural 
modeling for calculation. 
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Fig. 1. Typical detail of riveted steel bridges where a crack in a covered plate is invisible 

When dealing with an old steel bridge structure, we have to suspect that there are some cracks 
and we have to search for them because they might be dangerous to the structure. There are 
numerous methods of detecting cracks in steel structural elements like Ultrasonic Inspection or 
Magnetic Particle Inspection which can be applied successfully in many cases (not for wrought 
iron !). 

Concerning riveted steel bridges, cracks very often grow in steel plates covered by other ones, 
fig. 1. Under these circumstances, easy detection is impossible. Only radiographic evaluation 
can help, however, it is rather doubtful whether a small crack in a steel plate covered by other 
plates and by heads of rivets can really be detected. In a series of large scale tests on real old 
steel bridges, we confirmed the effectiveness of a radiographic inspection on that type of 
structures. 

PROBLEM 

Corrosion is the one harm to steel bridges, fatigue the other one. Corrosion on the one hand is 
easy to detect, however, on the other hand, damage by fatigue stressing is often invisible. In 
principle, it is possible to have a look inside the structure by radiographic inspection (Gamma- 
ray radiography). However, in reality, it is impossible to inspect all the relevant structural 
elements of a big bridge, fig. 2.  

There is the new approach (new to bridges !) of fracture mechanics dealing with the "life of 
cracks", real ones or, most frequently, hypothetical ones. This approach is new in the field of 
structural engineering and deviates from the "design thinking", however, contributes to the 
safety assessment of existing steel structures. 
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Fig. 2. Viaduct of the Berlin Underground railway system 

Looking at the design procedure for bridges, there are S-N-curves (Stress range - Number of 
cycles - curves) available representing the resistance of structural members with typical 
constructional details to stress reversals, fig. 3. The number of stress reversals (stress cycles) 
amounts to many millions in a life of a railway bridge. The stress range of the cycles is 
different, however, the tests on structural member specimens have been performed on one-step- 
tests with only one amplitude which had been applied until fracture in the respective test after a 
big number of stress cycles. To find a correlation between the test results (S-N-curves) and the 
real stressing of a structural element necessitates the implementation of a "damage 
accumulation hypothesis" which is the so-called Palmgren-Miner rule [ 1 3  

D = E n  / N  (1) 
i i  

with the number of cycles n on that level which is related to N in the S-N-curve. 
D should become 1 , however, there is a certain scatter which results from the scatter in the 
physical reality. 

There is a similar rule for the propagation of a crack under stress cycles (Paris equation), 

da / dN = C [sqrt(n x a )  x do x f(a)]exp(m) ( 2 )  

with physical constants C and m ; da / dN means the extension of the crack of the length a 
with each stress cycle which is about (1 / 1 million) or less, fig. 4. 
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It can be recognised from the equations that the accurate knowledge of the stress level is 
essential when rating steel bridges under heavy loading. Therefore, in most of the cases, the 
real stressing has to be evaluated by measurement and by validating the structural model for 
calculation according to the measured results. 

After that procedure, we have a reliable idea about the stressing of any structural element and 
can identify those parts of the structure which are really endangered to cracking. For these 
parts only, a searching for cracks and a radiographic inspection is reasonable. 

However, the question arises what is the resolution of the radiographic inspection when 
searching for a hidden crack in a plate covered by other ones or by rivet heads ? 

DEVELOPMENT OF ADAPTED RADIOGRAPHIC INSPECTION 

When being confronted with problems of detecting covered cracks, a lot of questions arises: 
How large will a crack become before it is detectable reliably ? What about the old steel 
material with the coarse internal structure ? How is the surface of a crack - is it rough and 
because of that only detectable when becoming very large ? Will be the angle of the crack 
perpendicular to the surface ? Do all cracks really start from rivet holes as experience up to 
now teaches ? 
How to answer all these questions faultlessly and reliably ? The only way was to load real old 
structures until the occurrence of cracks, because we can not wait for the failure of some 
bridges under service conditions. 

During several.years, there were loaded cyclically dismantled large bridge structures on about 
that level they had been loaded by traffic before, fig. 5. 

Fig. 5. Truss girder of the Berlin Underground railway which had been dismantled 
and has been loaded cyclically in the testing hall 
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Fig. 6. Equipment for radiographic inspection applied in the testing hall of BAM on a 
dismantled truss girder. Above: Part of the testing arrangement. Below: Photo- 
graphic trick shots with films of radiographic inspection fastened to the bridge 
taken before the test and after a crack had occurred. 

All the time, the long term tests were accompanied by measurement and, occasionally, by 
radiographic inspection, fig. 6. After detecting a crack, we removed the rivets and investigated 
the crack comparing it appearance with the result of the radiographic inspection result, fig. 8. 
There is needed some more investigation, however, the application for bridges being subject of 
rating is under way. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

During the last about ten years, we investigated a large series of old bridges, and only once, we 
included radiographic inspection in 1999. This was a viaduct of the Berlin Underground rail- 
way system, fig. 7. It was necessary because we knew from tests on similar structures that the 
connecting plates ("gusset plates") were the weakest elements in terms of fatigue resistance. At 
the end of a complicated procedure of rating, we applied radiographic inspection to about 40 
gusset plates of more then 300, to some of them with more then only one exposure. Each expo- 
sure needs about 15 to 25 minutes. Only in one of the nodes, cracks were identified. 
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When recoursing to fracture mechanics for evaluating the propagation of a crack, it was 
possible to refer to the real length of the crack as had been identified from the radiographic 
inspection. Otherwise, we had to refer to some assumption about crack length which is often to 
large and misleading to a very short "remaining fatigue life". 

SUMMARY 

After several years of 
development of advanced 
rating procedures for old 
riveted steel bridges, a 
comprehensive procedure 
has been established 
comprising different 
methods of investigation 
crowned by radiographic 
inspection as a logical 
consequence of a fracture 
mechanics approach to 
fatigue resistance of 
structural members and 
whole bridges. 
The procedure, just now, has 
been approved by practical 
application. 

Fig. 7. Radiographic inspection at a viaduct of the Berlin Underground railway system 
by night in 1999. The radiographic source is indicated on the photograph below 
left, the films of the three exposures are arranged below right 
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DETECTION OF STRUCTURAL DAMAGE BY AMBIENT VIBRATION 

MEASUREMENT USING LASER DOPPLER VIBROMETER 
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ABSTRACT 

In order to detect local damage in structures using vibration measurement, identification of high order 
vibration modes is needed. However, in civil structures, the difticulties of measuring spatial vibration 
and disturbance decrease the identification accuracy of higher modes. Laser Doppler Vibrometer can 
be applied to reliably measure vibration characteristics of spatially large civil structures under 
microscopic vibration such as ambient vibration. In this study, non-stationary and random components 
in measured ambient vibration are eliminated by sweeping the area of interested and stacking the time 
histories recorded repeatedly. In this way, mode shapes can be identified with high accuracy by 
assuming the ambient vibration as a stationary process even without the knowledge of input excitation. 
Then, the measured modal frequencies and mode shapes after damage and measured data before 
damage are compared to inversely solve the location and extent of stifEness change which will indicate 
the degree of damage in the structure. The method is demonstrated by experiments of plate vibration 
with additional mass which simulates local stiffness degradation. 

KEYWORDS 

Laser Doppler Kbrometel; Ambient Mbration, Spatial Kbration Measurement, Mode Shape, 
Damage Detection 

INTRODUCIlON 

The establishment of appropriate maintenance method for enormous infrastructures in Japan is an 
urgent problem [l]. Especially, the maintenance method, which is possible to detect damage based on 
quantitative data and hand down fiial judgments objectively, is expected [2]. 
The change of modal frequencies and mode shapes is considered as one of the indexes that can 
evaluate damage quantitatively [3,4]. Particularly, mode shape possesses the possibility of detection of 
initial damage, because it is changed sensitively for local damage. However it is difficult to identify 
mode shape of large infrastructures by following reasons. 
Spatial vibration measurement is needed. Therefore, current measurement technique using an 
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accelerometer, which is one of the attachment type devices, causes lack of measurement points and 
decrease of accuracy. On the other side, mode shape has to be identified without howledge of input 
excitation such as wind force, traffic load and ground motion due to the difficulties in measurement [S] .  
Considering above things, objectives of this paper are, 
1. The establishment of spatial vibration measurement method using Laser Doppler Vibrometer 
2. The construction of accurate identification method for higher mode shapes without knowledge of 

input excitation 
3. The suggestion of local damage detection method based on change of mode shape 
First of all, the spatial vibration measurement system is constructed by automatically controlling 
irradiation angle of laser beam of Laser Doppler Vibrometer. Next, measured vibration results are 
processed by spatial and temporal averaging. By these processes, non-stationary and random 
components in measured ambient vibration are eliminated, and stationary component is extracted. 
Then mode shape is identified by assuming the ambient vibration as a stationary process. Finally, with 
respect to damage detection, the change of mass and stifhas by damage is quantified. To be concrete, 
measured mode shapes before damage are added the change of mass and stifiess virtually, and the 
mass and the s e e s s  are inversely calculated by minimizing the error between solved mode shapes 
and measured ones after damage. Especially, the damage detection method that is able to directly use 
measured vibration results is suggested to decrease the error caused by idealizing material 
characteristics. Further, to investigate the validity of above methods, experimental verification for each 
method is demonstrated. 

IDENTIFICATION OF MODE SHAPE BY SPATIAL VIBRATION MEASUREMENT 

Laser Llovvler Ebrometer 

Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) is an optical measurement device that is able to detect velocity of 
moving objective using the difference of frequencies between irradiation and reflection laser (Fig.1). 
The features are shown as following, and concrete characteristics are shown in Table.1. 
At first, LDV is able to measure vibration by non-contact method. There is no surface processing such 
as attachment of reflection tape. Second, it possesses extremely high resolution, and capable to 
measure in wide frequency range. Therefore, it is able to accurately measure until high frequency 
vibration component of the spatially large civil structures, which are difficult to set sensors, under 
ambient vibration. Third, LDV can measure spatially many points by controlling irradiation angle of 
laser beam by rotating two reflection mirrors in the sensor head. 

Fig.1. Laser Doppler Vibrometer 
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Table 1. Characteristics of LDV 
Laser twe  He-Ne Laser 

Wave lenah 633nm 
Laser outmt / class 2mw 13A 

Possible measurement distance 1oOm 
Resolution O.SCwn/sec 

0 - 35kHz Measurement frequency range 
Laser irradiation Range -15 - 15" 

S&l Mbration Measurement usinn LDV 

Spatial vibration measurement system that is able to measure vibration at designated points in selected 
range is constructed by controlling irradiation angle of laser beam automatically (Fig.2) [6,7]. 
In identification of mode shape, measured vibration results are needed high accuracy as a matter of 
course. However speckle noise, which is circled in Fig.3, is often contained in recorded time history, 
when optical measurement device is used. Minute response spectrum can not be measured by 
containing much speckle noise, which causes the decrease of identification accuracy. Therefore the 
decrease countermeasures of speckle noise are carried out by both hardware and software side. 
The content of speckle noise is entirely different by microscopic change of irradiation point of laser 
beam. So, changing the irradiation angle per 0.01 degree around the first measurement point each 
repetitive measurement, concentrated contain of speckle noise for a particularly point is prevented. 
Next, the standard deviation of the measured vibration results is calculated, and the response that has 
constant time larger than the standard deviation is considered as speckle noise. Then, in the case that 
contained less than five speckle noise in one measured vibration results, the extraordinary values are 
recalculated by the front and the rear data, and in the case that contained more than five speckle noise, 
the measured vibration results were eliminated when the averaging of the spectrum was carried out. 

Fig.2. Spatial vibration measurement system 
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Time [sec] 

Fig.3. Speckle noise 

Identification Method of Mode Shape without Knowledne of Input Excilation 

The measured vibration results using LDV can not be measured all points at the same time. 
Furthermore ambient vibration that is used as input is random vibration, which possesses 
non-stationary, so usually mode shapes can not be identified. Then following averaging methods are 
canied out. 
At first, the effect of non-stationary in measured ambient vibration is dispersed by getting shorter of the 
measurement time for one point and sweeping the area of interested. Next, temporary averaging that 
random components is stacked the time histories recorded repeatedly is camed out. In these way, 
stationary vibration components are extracted from ambient vibration without knowledge of input 
excitation, and then mode shape is identified by counting peak amplitudes of spectrum. 

Exverimental Erification 

The identification of mode shape for a steel plate (385 x 300 x 2 [mm]), which was fixed at one side, 
was demonstrated experimentally. 
With respect to measurement condition, measurement points were arranged as 20 points along vertical 
direction and 15 points along horizontal direction, and total 300 points were set. Measurement time 
was 2048[sec] per point considering the step size of frequency and the length of measurement time. 
Sampling frequency was decided as 2000[Hz] from objective modal frequency. Then, the measured 
vibration results were recorded into the a personal computer through an AD converter. On the other 
hand, the change of measurement point was controlled by the personal computer through a DA 
converter. In this measurement, the maximum irradiation angle was 4 degrees. 
Based on this measurement condition, measured velocity amplitude spectrum was averaged by 300 
times repetitive measurement. The 5 times standard deviation per each measured Vibration result was 
employed to judge speckle noise. 
Fig.4 shows the comparison of averaged velocity amplitude spectrums between 1 and 300 times 
repetitive measurement. From this figure, noise level was suppressed by the averaging process, and the 
peak of high frequency vibration component was stuck out clearly. 
The identified 6th and 14th mode shapes, which were changed in repetitive number [10,100,300], and 
theoretical analysis results of the plate by Rayleigh-Ritz method [8] are shown in F i g 5  The mode 
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shapes were normalized that maximum value became 1, and the absolute values were plotted. It is clear 
that the identified mode shapes are closely to the theoretical results, as the number of repetitive 
measurement is increased. Therefore it can be considered that non-stationary and random component 
in measured ambient vibration are eliminated by 300 times repetitive measurement. Table.2 shows the 
comparison between identified modal frequencies and theoretical ones. From this table, 10 mode 
shapes until 16th mode were identified in this vibration measurement. 
Moreover, in Fig.4, many peaks except for vibration components are stuck out. These are caused by 
vibration component of LDy electric noise and so on. For example, these peaks are extracted and 
plotted in Fig.6. This shape is not obviously different from mode shape of the plate. Therefore mode 
shapes and the other noise components can be distinguished visually using this proposed method. 
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Fig.4. Comparison of averaged velocity amplitude spectrum: Repetitive number (a) 1; (b) 300 

F i g 5  Comparison of identified mode shapes and theoretical ones: (a) Repetitive number: 1; 
(b) Repetitive number: 300; (c) Theoretical mode shapes (6th mode; above, 14th mode; bellow) 
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Table 2. Identified Modal Frequencies 
Mode order Theoretical Value [Hz] Identified Value [Hz] 

1 12.07 10.74 
2 34.18 - 

3 /U.UI 

4 121.0 
5 135.0 

66.41 
112.8 
137.2 

6 212.7 192.4 
7 234.5 233.9 
8 260.9 

7/; ni 

- 
- 9 336.7 

10 391.6 384.8 
11 417.7 371.1 

- 12 432.5 
13 465.6 - 

14 599.5 580.1 
15 606.0 - 

16 686.4 666.5 

Fig.6. Vibration shape due to noise 

DAMAGE DETECTION BASED ON THE CHANGE OF MODE SHAPE 

Identific&n Method of Channe of Mass and Stiffness Caused bv &mane 

The effect of structural damage comes out as the change of mass and stiffness of structures. So the 
quantitative knowledge of m a s  and stiffness decrease is needed to evaluate damage degradation. 
Hence, the damage detection method based on the change of mode shape before/after damage is 
suggested. The merit of this method is that information of material characteristics, geometrical shape 
and boundary condition is not needed if modal frequencies, mode shapes beforc/after damage and 
mass density are obtained. That is, the damage detection can be carried out by identified modal 
frequencies and mode shapes before/after damage using the spatial vibration measurement method, if 
mass density is obtained. The theoretical procedure is shown as follow. 
At first, it is considered that negative mass and stiffness are added to the objective structure by damage. 
Considering that the structure before damage, additional mass and stiffness arc separated, total kinetic 
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energy : T and potential energy : Vare shown in the following equation [9]. 

. 2  1 '  . 2  T = -  Miqi  + -  2 2 p u ,  

1 J  

2 ,=I 

w i 2 M i q i 2  + - z k . u . '  J l  

In these equations, i is mode order, N is total mode number. M,, K ,  w and qI show modal mass, modal 
stifhess, modal frequency and modal displacement of ith mode, respectively. On the other side, j is the 
number of additional mass and stifiess, J is total number of those. m], k, and u, show jth additional 
mass, stiffness and the displacement at point j respectively. Further 4, u means first derivative of q and 
u with respect to time. However, the amount of J numbers of restrict conditions, which are shown as 
following equation, have to be considered at each additional location j of mass and stifmess. 

N 

z @ , ( j ) q ,  - u J  = O  ( j  =1, ....., J )  (3) 
I =I 

Hence, QLC) is ith mode shape before damage at point j .  Considering the restrict conditions of 
Equation(3), Lagrange function is given by next equation. 

4 is Lagrange's unknown parameter. By Lagrange's motion equation, 

is given, then the following two equations were obtained by expanding Equation(5) with respect to uj, 
the same as qi. 

J 

M,G,  +w,2M,q, - C A J @ , ( i ) = Q  (6) , =I 

mJul  + k , u ,  + A ,  = O  (7) 

Hence, 9, = q<e''" , U ,  = C,e"" , h, = hier',' are substituted into Equations(5),(6),(7), 
I 

- w 2 ~ , q ,  + w t 2 ~ , q L  - Z E , @ , ( j ) = o  (8) 

-w'rn,t ,  + k J Z J  +TI = Q  (9) 

V 

were given. Next equations are derived as z is eliminated by solving equations given by 
Equations(8),(9),(lO). 
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Therefore, the calculation of modal frequencies and mode shapes of the structure after damage is come 
back solving eigen problem given by following equation [lo]. 

I. - w d Z B h  = {0} 

A and B are matriceS(NxN), the components for each matrix are shown by following Equations(l3), 
(14). And w is equal to w, v is the N order vector {?& . . .qN >’ . 

I 

J 

R, = 6 , , ~ ,  + Z ~ , Q , , , ( ~ P ~ W  (m =1, ....., N , n  =1, ....., N )  , =1 

In the above equations, 6 is the Dirac’s delta function. Therefore, ith modal frequency after damage is 
given by w ‘i, mode shapes Qt after damage is obtained by 

hi 

Q d i =  v p j .  8 
So, unknown parameters, which were needed to calculate mode shape after damage, are only 
additional mass, stifhess and location, if the distributed mass of structures and mode shapes before 
damage are obtained. 
mj and lq are identified by minimizing the following evaluation function(l6), that is the difference 
between the mode shape : Y and modal frequency : a after damage measured by spatial vibration 
measurement and ones obtained analytically is minimized. 

Y, ( k ) - Q d ,  ( k )  

P is the total number of measurement points. 

Identification Experiment of Additional Mass 

The experiment to identify location and size of damage was demonstrated by adding a mass to the 
plate used in the previous section. A magnet was employed as an additional mass. The additional 
location and size are shown in Fig.7(a). The spatial vibration measurement were carried out both plates 
before/after adding mass, the additional location and size were identified by the suggested method. In 
this case, 4 in Equation(l3) could be ignored, because identification object was only the change of 
mass. In the same figure, identification result is shown. However it is able to verify little error with 
respect to both location and size. Especially, identification result about additional mass size was 
obtained as 3OO[g], for exact value was 376[g]. This reason was caused by that non-symmetry mode 
shapes before additional mass could not be measured. Therefore, it was considered the mode shapes 
after additional mass as before condition, another mass, which possesses different mass size, was added. 
The identification result are shown in Fig.7@), it is able to venfy that identification accuracy of 
additional location and size are increasing. 
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Fig.7. Identification results: (a) casel(designed 376[g], identified 3OO[g]); 
(b) case2(designed 118[g], identified: 15O[g]) 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. 

2. 

Spatial vibration measurement method was constructed by controlling automatically irradiation 
angle of laser beam of LDV. 
Identification method of high order mode shapes was constructed without knowledge of excitation 
by eliminating non-stationary and random component measured ambient vibration with repetitive 
vibration measurement. 
Damage detection method that was possible to identify local damage directly using only spatial 
vibration measurement results was suggested. 

3. 
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RADAR AND SEISMIC TOMOGRAPHIES ON GYPSUM PILLARS 

x. DEROBERT, 0. ABRAHAM 
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44340 Bouguenais, France 

ABSTRACT 

A combination of ground penetrating radar and seismic tomographies has been done in a 
gypsum quarry in western Europe. The objective was to localize the main cracks, and the 
damaged areas inside pillars which presents some indication of stress limits. 

The GPR tomography has been designed, from classical profiles with GPR processes and 
an home made imaging processing s o h a r e  for PC. The seismic tomography is obtained from 
travel time measurements, which are inverted by a SIRT technique in order to give a map of 
seismic velocities. 

The two techniques are compared on different pillars, by presenting the similarity and the 
complementary aspects revealed by the tomographies. Indeed, the seismic tomography gives a 
map of velocities, related to the state of the internal stress of the pillar, and the radar data 
localize the main fractures. 

KEYWORDS 

Ground Penetrating Radar, Seismic, Data processing, tomography, Imaging, Fractures, 
Damaged zones. 

INTRODUCTION 

A gypsum quarry in western Europe has revealed stability problems which require local 
reinforcement. For this purpose, a non destructive technique (NDT) campaign has been 
carried out. The objective herein was to localize the weathered areas inside these pillars, 
which correspond to high levels of stress, along with the main cracks. Two complementary 
techniques were employed : seismic tomography and radar investigation. 

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is a very useful technique for carrying out geological NDT, 
which detects dielectric contrasts at the boundary planes by the reflection of electromagnetic 
(em) pulses measurements. In general, the rock's dielectric attenuation is very low, thereby 
suggesting several meters of radar investigation [1,2]. Although this technique is quick and 
easy to use, its major limitation lies in its inability to yield information on the state of stress in 
the structure. 

For this reason, a secondary aim of seismic tomography is to produce a map of objects' 
internal mechanical properties in a non invasive fashion. By measuring the travel times of the 
compression wave between source and receiver points around the object, it is possible to 
calculate a map of the compression wave velocity. In the case of an a priori homogeneous 
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material, the appearance of a zone of lower velocity indicates that the material has weatliered 
locally. 

RADAR INVESTIGATION 

The GPR system is a SIR-IOA, manufactured by GSSI, and is associated with a 500 MHz 
shielded antenna. The range has been selected in order to ensure rising the backs of the pillars. 
We took measurements (4 GPR profiles) at a height corresponding to the minimum section of 
the pillar at which point the horizontal seismic tomography was conducted (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. Shape of a pillar under test. 

Successive GPR processing steps have been employed in order to localize cracks and 
damaged zones from the different sides. After a vertical high-pass filter (over 250 MHz) on 
the profiles, the first step consisted of normalizing the surface. Afterwards, frequency 
bandpass filters were applied in order to remove all noise. The next step involved the use of a 
time migration to focus the electromagnetic energy and establish a relation between time and 
distance; these measurements take into account the possibility of errors due to the 3D shape of 
the pillar. Following this step, we concluded with the Hilbert transform in order to present the 
reflected energy (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2. Processing applied to GPR data. a) Untreated data; b)GPR data after the Hilbert 
transform. 

This last GPR processing step then provides the basis for the radar imaging. Since these 
profiles were already migrated and surface normalized, the four maps can be superimposed in 
order to represent the pillar by a radar image. The dark plots are then added, thus increasing 
the darkness, with the assumption that the result is correlated with a high damage level. This 
last step is accomplished by means of an image processing software for PCs called 
"PICTURE", which has been designed and developed at the LCPC laboratory by J.M. Moliard 
(see Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Radar tomography by image processing. 

The borders of the pillars are drawn over the radar tomographies in order to localize the 
damaged areas, to avoid taking into account the gray values beyond the pillars, and to allow 
paying special attention to those areas located very close to the borders. We consider that the 
dark plots have been correctly added, due firstly to the fact that the surface normalization gets 
corrected by the half-wavelength of the radar pulse, and secondly because visual investigation 
showed only vertical, or sub-vertical, external cracks on the pillars (no 3D migration 
corrections needed). 

SEISMIC TOMOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATION 

Even though the geometry of a pillar is essentially 3D, we carried out our measurements in 
2D. As the major zone of interest is around the pillar's smallest section, where are located the 
highest stressed zones, the seismic velocities are also highest, keeping the ray paths in the 
horizontal plane. 

We located 9 equidistant sourcelreceiver points on each side. Afterwards, a surveyor provided 
us with all of the NGF (French geographic standards) coordinate points. A Krenz data- 
acquisition system of transitory signals (the TRC 4000 and TRC 401 1 model), with sampling 
frequencies of up to 1 MHz on 10 channels (1 0 bits), was used to collect and store the seismic 
signals on a microcomputer. The arrival times and the coordinates were then fed into the RAI- 
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2D algorithm for inversion. The tomography algorithm used in this paper, RAI-2D, was 
developed by the LCPC laboratory [3]. RAI-2D has been inspired by the SIRT method [4]. 

Fig .4. a) Seismic tomography on pillar 1. b) Ray curve density. 

The seismic tomography reveals a large damaged zone inside the section extending 
downwards (see Fig. 4a). The rays tend to travel around this damaged area. Apart from a small 
zone in the upper right-hand part, the pillar is quite damaged. Its mean velocity (3,811 m/s) is 
well below the average velocity of mechanically sound pillars at this level (around 4,500 d s ) .  

COMPARISON AND INTERPRETATION 

As previously discussed, these two geophysical techniques provide complementary 
information. The first classical means of combination therefore is to superimpose the cracks 
detected by GPR onto the seismic tomography displaying the velocities. But the major 
problem concerns the human factor on the cracks’ pointing. So, the automatic GPR imaging 
process avoids any interpretation error due to arbitrary choice : an absence of cracks signifies 
a homogeneous area. 

Fig. 5. Radar and seismic imaging on pillar 1. 
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Figure 5 presents both tomographies simultaneously for Pillar 1. GPR imaging is carried out 
to focus the presentation not only on the cracks but also on the difiacting areas. However, we 
must take into account the em energy resulting from the main cracks, which can locally 
increase the apparent em damage level. For this reason, it is useful to include the information 
from the presentation of the cracks into the radar imaging. 

Similarly, the damage zones are localized by low seismic velocities (plotted in dark). Pillar 1 
therefore appears to be a good example of a non-homogeneous pillar, in which most of the 
damaged zones are detected either by GPR or by seismic imaging. Both the left and center 
parts of the pillar display lower seismic velocities and higher densities of em reflected energy 
at the same locations. 

CONCLUSION 

This work has been conducted in order to compare two kinds of tomographies, using 
electromagnetic and seismic waves, as well as to propose to geologists a radar imaging 
technique for quarry pillars. 

Seismic tomography presents the tremendous advantage of providing direct information on 
the soundness of surveyed structures or pillars. The main limitations herein stem from the 
impossibility of detecting major cracks in a homogeneous material, and the overall cost 
implied. 
GPR has been proposed as a complementary technique. This paper has thus presented an 
automatic processing technique which enables constructing a damage-related radar image that 
can support the superimposed drawing of main cracks. GPR profiles are filtered, surface 
normalized, migrated, Hilbert transformed and, at last, added in order to present an image of 
the reflected energy. 

Comparative experiments have been performed on some pillars; results suggest some strong 
analogies. This observation will have to be confirmed under other test conditions and on other 
materials in order to accurately determine the limitations of this analogy. 
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ABSTRACT 

In order to investigate applicability of non-destructive inspection to evaluate the strength 

degradation of reinforced concrete structures, static and dynamic load test were carried out 

with reinforced concrete beam specimens. Throughout the fatigue test, from the initial stage 
until the destruction stage, measurements were carried out by Acoustic Emission, Ultrasonic 

and Impact Acoustic method, and the crack was recorded with a digital still camera. It has been 
investigated whether the measured data and data recorded by strain gauges affixed to the 
reinforcement can be used as indicator of strength degradation of concrete beam. 

KEYWORDS 

Reinforced concrete beam, acoustic emission, ultrasonic, impact acoustic, digital still camera 

INTRODUCTION 

Various non-destructive inspection techniques such as the ultrasonic method, infiared methods 
and impact acoustic method are proposed to detect the flaws and damages in the concrete 

structures. However, each non-destructive inspection is studied individually, and studies on 

relations between those non-destructive tests are very few. 
In this study, reinforced concrete beam specimens were tested under static and dynamic loading 

and some non-destructive inspections were executed in the degrading process of the beam. The 
measurement results of each non-destructive inspection were compared, and applicability of 
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Fig. 1. Specimen of reinforced concrete beam 

Table 1. Mixture proportion of concrete 

65 48.5 165 254 888 970 20 250 0.004 8.5 4.6 

Table 2. Properties of concrete Table 3. Properties of reinforcement 
Compressive Static modulus Dynamic modulus 

strength of elasticity of elasticity 
(Mpa) (GPa) GPa) 

Yield Tensile 
point strength 
( m a )  W a )  

37.4 24.6 31.4 DlO(upper) 377 569 

D16(lower) 358 514 

each non-destructive inspection technique was examined. 

EXPERIMENTS 

Test specimen 
Fig.1 shows a schematic representation of load tests. Dimensions of specimen are 3600mm in 
length, 300mm in height and 250mm in width. Mixing of concrete and the material properties 

of beam specimen are shown in Table 1,2 and 3. 

Test Load 
Beam specimens were loaded statically and dynamically. The beam has clear span of 3300 mm 
and subjected to two points load shearing span of 1250 mm with electric oil pressure servo 
type loading machine. Strain gages were affixed to the embedded reinforcing bars and concrete 

surface, and the deflection of the beam was measured by laser displacement gauge at the mid- 

span of the beam (Fig. 1). 
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Table 4. Static loading pattern Table 5. Dynamic loading pattern 
Step Load (kN) 

1 0 - + 2 0 - + 0  
Step Cycle 

1 0 ---t 25,000 
2 0-,40+0 
3 0-+60-+0 
4 0-+80-+0 

2 --$ 50,000 

4 --f 4sn.nnn 
3 -+ 400,000 

5 0 ---f 90 5 -+ 478.000 

Static load test 
Static test was carried out with load applied in increments of 20 kN and unloaded in each step 

as shown in Table 4. 

Dynamic load test 
In dynamic test, load was applied at frequency of 0.8 Hz with maximum load of 50kN and 
minimum load of 5kN. In dynamic test, non-destructive test data were recorded between each 
load step under unloaded condition (Table 5). 

INVESTIGATION METHOD 

Digital still camera 
In taking a picture by the digital still camera, it was set to magnification of taken pictures 

became the angle of view of the width of 60 cm on the specimen, and took a picture of the 
crack which occurred in the specimen were taken. Afterwards, effects of misinterpretation and 
aberration according to the lens and flap and magnification when taking a picture were 
corrected. This was synthesized in the panorama, and the panorama image of the entire 
specimen was made. Cracks of specimen were traced on this panorama image using personal 
computer and the crack chart was made. 

Acoustic Emission method 
Four AE sensors were installed on the specimen as shown in Fig.1, and AE generated by 

loading was measured. The AE sensor analyzed the parameter of the AE event by the AE 

analysis system with a sensor built-in the preamp of 50 kHz resonance frequency and 20 dB 
amplification factor. 

Ultrasonic method 
By installing the transmitting and receiving sensor on both ends of the specimen, test data were 

recorded under unloaded condition in both static and dynamic load tests. 
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Impact Acoustic method 
Impact Acoustic data were measured with the microphone at an end of specimen applying 
impact by hammer at another end of the specimen. Test data were recorded under unloaded 
condition. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Static load test 

Measurement of displacement and strain. The results of measuring the displacement of the 
specimen and the strain of the tensile reinforcement in a-a cross section are respectively shown 
in Fig.2 and 3. From Fig.2, there was a phenomenon in which the load did not increase in the 
80kN loading stage, and at Fig.3, it was judged that the specimen yielded at this time, because 

the strain of the reinforcement rapidly increased in this loading. 

Digital still camera. As Example, the image recorded by the digital camera of which the cracks 

were traced is shown in Fig.4. Cracks were first generated in the loading of 20 kN along the 
stirrup. And though they grew with the loading of 40 kN and 60 kN in the length direction, the 
cross-direction growth was hardly confirmed. It was confirmed that the width of the crack 
opened to about 0.06 - 0.1 mm in the loading. However, since the crack closed and the width 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 

Displacement (mrn) Strain (u ) 

Fig.2. Relationship between load and Fig.3. Relationship between load and 
displacement strain of reinforcement 

Fig.4. The image of which cracks were traced (after failure) 
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Fig.7. Relationship between velocity of Fig.8. Relationship between propagation 

elastic wave and load velocity and load 

became about 0.01 - 0.04 mm in unloaded condition, it was not possible to confrrm the crack in 
the image recorded that time. 

Acoustic Emission method. The relationship between AE event number and testing time is 
shown in Fig.5, and the relationship between AE energy and testing time in Fig.6. It was 
remarkable to generate AE at sensor Ch2 installed near the a-a cross section in which the 
specimen was finally broken. Especially, it was proven that number of generation of AE event 
number in the loading of 60kN was large. In this experiment, there was the Kaiser-effect to the 

60 kN loading stage, and there was no the Kaiser-effect after the 80 kN loading. From this fact, 
it seemed to generate large damage near the a-a cross section, when it put on 60 kN load. 

Impact Acoustic method. The relationship between velocity of elastic wave and applied load is 

shown in Fig.7. Though velocity of elastic wave lowered with the increase of the loading, it 
was not possible to catch the sign of the destruction without observing the rapid change of 
velocity of elastic wave in the 80 kN loading near the destruction. It was not possible to 

measure velocity of elastic wave after the destruction. 
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Ultrasonic method. The result of measuring the propagation velocity of ultrasonic wave in 
axial direction of the specimen is shown in Fig.8. In the 20 kN loading, there was hardly the 
change on the propagation velocity. And, there was the rapid lowering of the propagation 
velocity in the 40 kN loading, and it tended to gradually lower to the destruction afterwards. 

b 
I 

Consideration. Fig.9 shows the result obtained by Impact Acoustic method and Ultrasonic 
method as a lowering rate (value of how to lower for the initial value). In the 80 kN loading 
near the destruction, lowering rate by Impact Acoustic was about 19 %, and by Ultrasonic 
method about 27 %. In the loading process, too, the different tendency was shown that the 

lowering rate by Ultrasonic method rapidly increased in the 40 kN loading, while it by Impact 
Acoustic method gradually increased. Though, in AE method, it seemed to generate large 
damage in the 60 kN loading, there is the change at 40 kN in Ultrasonic method. 

Therefore, the time, in which measured value changes with the increase in the damage, seems 
to be different in each test method. 

I I 

0 20 40 60 80 100 
Load (kN) 

Fig.9. Transition of lowering late by Impact 
Acoustic and Ultrasonic 
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Fig.11. (1) Relationship between strain of 
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Fig. 10. Relationship between displacement 
and loading cycle 
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Fig. 11. (2) Relationship between strain of 
reinforcement (right) and cycle 
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Dynamic load test 

Measurement of displacement and strain. The relationship between dynamic displacement of 

the specimen and cycle of the loading is shown in Fig.10. At about 480,000 cycles, a tensile 
reinforcement broke in the part in which the crack was arose near the b-b cross section, and the 

specimen was broken. Though the displacement increased to 400,000 cycles a little, it was 
almost fixedly about 8.3 mm and it was about 30 % high value further than in static loading 
test. However, it began to increase after 400,000 cycles, and the displacement increased further 
than it in the static loading at about 60 % (about 10 mm). 

The result of measuring strain of the tensile reinforcement (left and right side) in the a-a cross 
section are shown in Fig. 11 (1) and (2). The strain of the reinforcement was also almost fixed 
to 400,000 cycles as well as the displacement. And, there was the change of the strain of the 
reinforcement after 400,000 cycles in which the displacement began to increase. This tended to 
be similar even in the b-b cross section. 

Fig.12. Relationship between AE energy Fig. 13. Relationship between AE energy 
and cycle (25,000 - 50,000) and cycle (450,000 - failure) 

Acoustic Emission method. The relationship between AE energy and loading cycle from 25,000 
cycles to 50,000 is shown in Fig.12, and from 450,000 cycles to the destruction in Fig.13 Since 
the initial stage, there was the generation of AE of large energy at the Ch4 installed near the b- 
b cross section, and there was generally the increase of the energy after 450,000 cycles. 

Impact Acoustic and Ultrasonic method. As well as the static loading test, the relationship 

between lowering rate by Impact Acoustic and Ultrasonic method and cycle is shown in Fig. 14. 
Though velocity of elastic wave by Impact Acoustic lowered a little in the effect of generated 

crack in the loading initial stage, it was almost fixed to 400,000 cycles, and it rapidly lowered 

at 450,000 cycles near the destruction. The tendency though was shown that the propagation 

velocity gradually lowered in the first half of the loading, it was almost fixed after middle stage, 
and there was no change even after 450,000 cycles. 
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Fig.14. Transition of lowering late by Impact 
Acoustic and Ultrasonic 

ANALYTICAL. RESUTLS 

Test results of displacement of beam specimen and strain of reinforcing bars were compared 

with FEM analysis (TNO DIANA) using plane strain smeared crack elements and embedded 
reinforcement elements. Fig.15 shows the results of static load test and numerical analysis 
concerning the relationship between displacement and applied load. Good agreement between 
test and analysis has been verified. 

80 

h 5 60 

3 40 
% 

20 

0 

- . _____ ~ 

Test 
-Analyst 

0 5 10 15 20 
Disdacement(mm) 

Fig. 15. Beam mid span displacemnet 

Fig.16 shows strain distribution of cross section at applied load of 20 kN and 40 kN, 
respectively. Location of neutral axis in cross section moves up to beam top surface as load 
increases. Although alteration of section performance expects changes in measuring results, 

data which denote alteration of section performance was hardly identified from the test. 
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Fig.16. Strain distribution of cross section 

Fig.17 shows the relationship between applied load and stiffness of beam K=,P/, 6 (,P : 
load increment, , 6 : displacement increment) . 
Damage of beam seemed to progress at load of 60 kN from the fact that the value of K 
decreased at that point, though degradation of K was not confirmed Gom analysis result. This 
seemed to be a specific phenomenon of the beam uses for this test from the fact that the K 
value increased again at next load step. And large AE energy measured at this load step seemed 
to respond the decrease of K or progress of damage of beam specimen. At applied load of 

20kN, most test results showed some changes from the initial data. Changes in data at applied 
load of 40 kN was detected only by ultrasonic method measurement. 

0 '  J 
0 20 40 60 80 

LoadkN) 

Fig. 17 Relationship between applied load and K 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this experiment, by the degree of the damage of the specimen, the timing in which the 

change of the measured value of each non-destructive inspection appears was different. It is 
considered that this is because the condition (condition, effect) of the member subject which 

affects measured value of each inspection differs. 
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ABSTRACT 

Advanced nondestructive testing (NDT) is investigated to obtain practical and quantitative 
information on cracks in reinforced concrete (RC) members by using ultrasonic testing (UT) 
and acoustic emission (AE) methods. The UT method is well-known as a method for 
evaluating the crack depth, while the AE method can detect the cracking process. In cases 
where the UT method is applied to RC members, it is found that arrival times are affected by 
the presence of reinforcement and the configuration of crack surfaces. Thus, specimens with 
surface opening cracks which were created artificially and with flexural cracks which were 
induced by flexural load were tested. Empirical relations were determined to compensate 
these effects. 

In order to distinguish the growth of tensile and shear cracks, AE events were measured in 
concrete members under flexural and shear loading. The cracks were classified from AE 
parameters. On an RC pier of a bridge in which cracks were observed in situ, AE observation 
was conducted under live loading. Then it is confirmed that these AE parameters can give 
quantitative information on cracking in the pier. 

KEYWORDS 

NDT, ultrasonics, acoustic emission, concrete members, crack depth, type of crack 

INTRODUCTION 
A variety of concrete structures were built in a rush to establish infrastructure during the 
period of rapid economic growth in Japan. With the maturity of the society and the revelation 
of various environmental problems, maintenance of these existing concrete structures has 
turned out to be an important problem, requiring urgent development of simple techniques to 
evaluate the structural integrity of concrete [l]. 

The current study first investigates the effects of the presence of reinforcement and the width 
of cracks in the measurement of ultrasonic testing (UT) on the depths of cracks in reinforced 
concrete (RC) structures. Next, acoustic emission (AE) method is investigated as a means to 
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evaluate cracking processes. A simple technique is developed to identify crack types utilizing 
the characteristics of AE waves generated while tensile and shear cracks develop inside 
concrete. The evaluation technique is finally applied to an existing concrete pier. 

CRACK INVESTIGATION BY ULTRASONICS 
Experiment 
It has been previously pointed out that the UT method may not accurately estimate the depth 
of surface cracks in RC structures when elastic waves are affected by the presence of 
reinforcement or the width of cracks [2]. 

In the current study, a crack depth estimation technique based on the difference in longitudinal 
(P) wave propagation is investigated to empirically understand how the accuracy of crack 
investigation is affected by various conditions including the presence of reinforcement and the 
width of cracks. The conditions of the UT measurement are schematically shown in Fig.1. The 
crack depth is determined from Eq.1. 

where d: crack depth, L: distance between the transmitting and receiving sensors, Tc: P wave 
propagation time through the crack, and To: P wave propagation time through intact area. 

A two-sensor technique was employed for the measurement [3]. Ultrasonic waves were 
generated by a pulse generator with a rise time of 20 ns and a maximum voltage of about 300 
V. These waves were detected by two types of AE sensors, R1.5 (15 kHz resonant) and R6 
(60 kHz resonant), amplified by 40 dB, and recorded by a waveform measurement system as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig.2 Sensors location and measurement system 
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Model specimens 
Two types of specimens were prepared. One with an artificial crack introduced by inserting a 
0.3 mm thick steel plate during concrete casting is shown in Fig.3 . The other with a flexural 
crack caused by bending is shown in Fig.4. All specimen were made of ready-mixed concrete 
with a 28-day compressive strength of 30 MPa, a slump of 15 cm and a maximum aggregate 
size of 20 mm. 

In the specimen of the flexural crack, a notch was first made at the center of the specimen to 
induce cracking. The specimens with two different thickness, 150 mm and 200 mm, were 
prepared. 

Fig.3 Specimen of artificial opening-crack 

Fig.4 Specimen of flexural cracking 

Effects of reinforcement on the estimation of crack depth 
The RC specimens of artificial cracks were tested. As shown in Fig.5, the horizontal distance 
(HJ from the sensors to the reinforcement varied from 0 to 150 mm. Measurements were 
carried out with two types of AE sensors, R1.5 and R6, at three different distances (L) from 
the transmitter to each receiver, namely 150,200 and 300 mm. 
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Artificial crack 

1,400 J 
Hs : Horizontal distance between sensors and reinforcement (m) 

Fig.5 Sensor locations on the specimen of artificial opening-crack (mm) 

Figure 6 shows the experimental results. The estimated values matched the actual values when 
the distance (HJ from the sensors to the reinforcement was almost equal to or larger than the 
crack depth. The average of the estimated values measured right above the reinforcement 
(distance to the reinforcement: 0 mm) was about 25 mm, which was equal to the cover 
thickness over the reinforcement. The differences in sensor type or in sensor distance (150, 
200 and 300 mm) resulted in no major differences. 

I ' I ' I ' I  

-Actual crack depth - 

1 . I . I . l  

0 50 100 150 0 50 100 150 0 50 100 150 

Horizontal distances from reinforcement (mm) :Hs 
Fig.6 Effect of reinforcement location on the estimation of crack depth 

To study these findings theoretically, two paths were assumed for P wave propagation as 
shown in Fig. 7, and the shortest lengths were used for individual paths. Ultrasonic waves are 
diffracted at the tip of a crack (depth: d,) in Fig. 7 (a), while the waves are reflected at the 
reinforcement on the crack surface (depth: d,) in Fig. 7 (b). Therefore, the measurement is 
formulated, 

where d,: model analysis depth value, d,: analytical depth value from an ultrasonic wave 
reflected at the reinforcement, d,: analytical depth value from an ultrasonic wave diffracted at 
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the tip of the crack, H,: cover thickness, and H,: horizontal distance from the sensors to the 
reinforcement. 

Fig.7 Model of reflected waves on the crack 

The depths analyzed is in good agreement with the estimated values as shown in Fig. 8. The 
results from this model successfully explains the changes in the estimated values due to the 
presence of reinforcement. This model, when applied to existing structures, could provide the 
conditions for crack depth estimation on reinforcement location and cover thickness. Any 
estimated values smaller than d, in Eq. 2 can be free from the effect of the presence of 
reinforcement. 

Fig.8 Estimated crack depth in the experiments and relations of d,  and d 

Effects of the crack width on the estimation of crack depth 
The width of the surface crack was changed from 0.1 mm to 0.5 mm by applying a load to the 
specimen as shown in Fig. 9. The averaged value on the sides of each specimen was used as 
the actual crack depth. From the results, it was found that the larger the crack width on the 
concrete surface, the better agreement between the actual crack depths and the measured was 
observed. Since this tendency was thought to be related with the angle at which the crack 
opens (crack opening angle), the relationship between the crack opening angle (9 = crack 
width/crack depth) and the accuracy ratio (estimated value/actual value) was examined. 

Figure 10 shows the results, where a unique relationship is found between the crack opening 
angle and the accuracy ratio, irrespective of the crack depth. This is probably because the 
configuration of crack surfaces is dominated by the crack opening angle, rather than by the 
surface crack width. Within the range tested in the current experiment, the crack depth can be 
estimated without the effect of the crack surface configuration when the crack opening angle 
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exceeds 0.0015 rad. 

Fig.9 Test method and transducer location (mm) 
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Fig.10 Angle of crack and relative ratio 

IDENTIFICATION OF CRACK TYPES BY AE METHOD 
Experiment 
Cracks in concrete structures are classified largely into two types: tensile cracks and shear 
cracks. In order to take appropriate repair or strengthening measures, precise identification of 
the prominent characteristics of each crack is in demand. Therefore, concrete specimens were 
tested under a single flexural load and a double shear load, and then the analog parameters of 
the AE waves indicated in Fig.ll were analyzed [4]. 

AE measurement 
AE sensors were attached to specimens with adhesive tape, using silicone grease as the 
couplant. AE waves were recorded by the AE measurement system after being amplified by 
40 dB. Three types of sensors with different resonance frequencies (R3: 30 kHz resonant; R6: 
60 kHz resonant; and R15: 150 kHz resonant) were used to check the influence of the sensor 
type on estimation results. The threshold level for AE measurement was set to 45 dB so that 
environmental noise was eliminated. The measuring system was essentially the same as given 
in Fig.2. 
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Fig.11 Elastic waveform analogue parameters 

Testing method 
Single flexural loading was carried out in accordance with JIS A 1106 [5], and double shear 
loading was in accordance with the JCI-SF6 [6], respectively. Three specimens were prepared 
for each condition. Figure 12 shows the sensor locations and loading method. Cracking 
positions were controlled by making a notch of about 10 mm in length at the center on the 
bottom of the flexural loading specimens and at the right below one of the shear planes on the 
bottom of the double shear loading specimens. 

Fig.12 Test method and sensor location 

Cracking conditions and AE parameters 
Figure 13 shows typical AE waveforms and frequency spectra obtained during the single 
flexural loading and the double shear loading as classifying into a tensile crack and a shear 
crack [7].  Typical AE waves under the single flexural load and of tensile cracking contain 
high frequency components higher than 200 kHz. Under the double shear load, shear cracking 
was prominent, of which waves contain almost no peaks in the same frequency range and the 
longer rise time. These two patterns were analyzed using the RA value (rise time/maximum 
amplitude) and the average frequency (counts/duration). These AE parameters are illustrated 
in Fig. 11. The rise time was divided by the maximum amplitude as RA value. The average 
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Fig.13 Typical AE waveforms and frequency spectra 

To obtain more distinct feature on tensile cracking and shear cracking, the parameters of 100 
AE events in the flexural specimens detected prior to the maximum load and of 100 AE 
events in the double shear specimens after the maximum load were analyzed. Figure 14 shows 
the averaged values of the parameters under different conditions. It is found that AE waves 
observed under flexural load where tensile cracking was thought to be prominent have the 
smaller RA values and the larger average frequencies, irrespective of the sensor type. 
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Fig.14 Relationship between crack pattern and AE parameter values 

Application to an existing RC structure 
The evaluation technique by AE method was applied to an existing concrete pier where 
cracking had been actually observed. The tested structure was an RC pier of a bridge of a 
cylindrical shape 2 m in diameter and 5 m in height, as shown in Fig.15, two longitudinal 
cracks were observed on the surface of the pier symmetrically with respect to the center of the 
section. The width of the cracks was 20 mm at the top and about 5 mm at the bottom. 
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AE sensors (R6) were attached along the crack in a line longitudinally from the top of the pier 
as shown in Fig. 15. AE events generated at the crack due to traveling vehicles were recorded 
by the AE measurement system for two hours. The threshold level for measurement was set to 
50 dB to eliminate environmental noise. RA values and average frequencies of the AE waves 
measured on the pier are shown together with the results of the laboratory experiment in Fig. 
16. 

Fig.15 RC Pier of a bridge and test set-up 

AE waves detected by ch.1 and ch.2 placed in the upper part of the pier had larger RA values 
and smaller average frequencies, which could be classified as the shear type. AE waves 
detected by ch.3 and ch.4 near the tip of the crack had smaller RA values and larger average 
frequencies, which was characteristic of the tensile type. 

These results imply that tensile cracking is in progress at the tip of the crack due to the repair 
using the inadequate prestressing bars. While AE occurred still in the upper part. This is 
because the crack confined by the prestressing bars results in generating displacement under 
live load. 

I 
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Fig.16 AE parameter values under live loading 
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CONCLUSION 
(1) The range where the presence of reinforcement affects crack depth estimation was 

obtained quantitatively in UT. Based on information of the cover thickness and the 
reinforcement location, if an estimated crack depth is smaller than the estimation limit 
(d,) determined from the minimum horizontal distance (H,) and the cover thickness (HJ, 
the value estimated is confirmed to be not affected by the presence of reinforcement. 

(2) The range where the configuration of crack surfaces affects crack depth estimation was 
obtained quantitatively in UT. Based on the surface crack width (w), if an estimated crack 
depth is smaller than w/0.0015, the value estimated is confirmed to be not affected by the 
crack configuration. 

(3) Larger RA values (rise time/maximum amplitude) among the AE parameters imply 
growth of cracking where the shear type is prominent. Larger average frequency values 
(countdduration) among the AE parameters imply growth of cracking where the tensile 
type is prominent. The crack evaluation technique based on these AE parameters was 
applied to an existing RC structure. Thus, the types of cracks in progress were identified 
successfully. 

Consequently, the combined technique of UT and AE methods with a common measurement 
system was found to be promising for evaluation of cracks in RC structures. 
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ABSTRACT 

Many different kinds of non-destructive inspection (NDI) methods have been developed to 

investigate existing concrete structures such as sonic ultrasonic acoustic emission, radar 

X-rays, thermography, natural potentials etc However it seems that the use of these different 

methods Jointly has not been done so often to obtain more reliable evaluation In this paper 

several non-destructive inspection methods were carried out to evaluate existing reinforced 

concrete brides in service for both cars and trains The results show that combination of 

different NDI methods can evaluate existing structures in more reliable manner than single 

NDI 

KEYWORDS: 

Non-destructive inspection, combination of NDI, reinforced concrete bridges, evaluation 

INTRODUCTION 

Various NDI techniques have been developed throughout the world to detect defects of existing 

concrete structures. These individual inspection methods are especially important to evaluate 

the service life of the structures. However, since all NDI methods have advantages and 
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disadvantages, the combined application of several inspection methods may offer the data 

which can not be obtained by a single inspection method. 

In this paper, various non-destructive inspection (NDI) methods were carried out to existing 

reinforced concrete slabs, beams and columns in service bridges in order to obtain basic data, 

and applicability of combined NDI method. 

INSPECTION OUTLINE 

The inspections were carried out on the reinforced concrete slab of a road bridge and a railway 

bridge. About 28 years and 35 years have passed since construction, respectively. 

In case of the road bridge, after about 8 years of use, vertical 

girders were added for the reinforcement of the slab. In this 

viaduct, two panels, partitioned by main girders and horizontal 

beams, panel A and B which are connected in the bridge axial 

direction were chosen and inspected. 

Appearance of each panel are respectively shown in Fig. 1 and 

2, and bar arrangement of the slab is shown in Fig 3 The panel 

A has a portion where free lime appeared on the surface, and it 

has been evaluated by the visual inspection: "though it must be 

repaired, the urgent repair is not needed'. In case of the panel 

B, it has been evaluated: "degree of damage must be recorded", 

and the damage of the panel A is greater than that of the panel 

B. Acoustic emission, thermography, impact acoustic, radar, 

natural potentials, and photography by digital still camera were 

carried out for the panels. 

In case of railway bridge, the bridge was used without any 

additional reinforcements after use. The same inspections 

were performed on a reinforced concrete slab, beams and a 

column as in the case of the road bridge as shown in Fig.5. 

Although several cracks can be observed, the viaduct is 

evaluated by visual inspection as "degree of damage must be 

recorded". 

Fig. 1. Panel A 

Fig.2. Panel B 
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Fig.5. Arrangement of Railway Bridge 

INSPECTION METHOD 

Digital Still Camera Inspection 
The surface of one panel was divided into several parts. These parts were individually recorded 

with the digital still camera (1,300,OO pixels) from under the viaduct. And then, the image of 

the whole panel was made by connecting them. 
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Acoustic Emission Measurement 
In case of the road bridge, two sensors on one panel, sum total of 4 pieces, were installed on 

the surface of the slab. The sensor Chl, 3 (the odd number channel) were installed in rolling 

stock passage side, and Ch2, 4 (the even number channel) in the median strip side (Fig.4). 

Measurement was carried out for about 2 hours. 

Thermography 
In case of the road bridge, it was recorded by thermography installed in just under of the panel 

(about 8m heights to the slab) every one hour in the whole day and night (24 times). 

Impact Acoustic Measurement 
In case of road bridge, the measuring points were set grating-like of 400 mm by 500 mm, as is 

shown in Fig.4. The points were struck with impulse hammer and the stroke sounds were 

recorded by a microphone and a recorder installed near the points. 

Natural Potential Measurement 
The natural potential measurement was carried out on the surface of slabs on 200mm by 

200mm grating-like measuring points. 

Radar Inspection 
The radar inspection was performed on slabs, beams and columns to inspect both degradation 

and bar arrangement using lGHz wave radar system. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. Road Bridge 

Acoustic Emission measurement 
AE hit number and AE energy value of each channel detected during all measurement periods 

are shown in Fig.5, and 6, respectively. AE hit number detected by sensor Chl, 3 and 4 were 

almost equal, but the value by Ch2 was larger than others for about 15% (Fig.6). AE energy 

detected by Chl and 3 measured in the rolling stock passage side showed the values over 10 

times to  the values by Ch2 and 4 measured in the median strip side (Fig.7). Although the 

detected AE seemed to be originated mainly from the live load, the value of Ch3 installed in 

the panel A is larger than that of Ch3 in the panel B. The difference may be originated from the 

difference of the damage of each panel. (The damage of panel A is larger than that of that B.) 
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Fig.6. AE hit amount of each channel 
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Fig.7. AE energy amount of each channel 

Fig.8. Aging variation of temperature of concrete slab 

Thermography measurement 
In Thermography measurement, the following four parts were recognized: “1 :Sound portion”, 

“2:Water leakage portion”, “3 :Underneath the median strip“ and “4:Portion supposed to have 

internal defects“. The variations of the temperature at different measuring times are shown in 

Fig.8. And the aging variations of infrared image of the whole panel A are shown in Fig.9 0 
- 8. From these figures, the low-temperature region was obtained where free lime was 

observed. The portion 4 in Fig.8, which could not be detected by visual inspection, has lower 

temperature than the surrounding portions, as can be seen in Fig.9 @ and 8. In addition, the 
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temperature gradient between sound portion and this portion was about 1 degree at the 

maximum (Fig.8). 

Impact Acoiistic measurement 
The waveforms of impact acoustic measured in the panel A and B are shown in Fig.10. The 

undulate amplitude value of the panel A was larger than that of the panel B, and low frequency 

wave is contained in case of panel A. 

Fig.9. Aging variation of infrared image 

Panel B Panel A 

Fig 10. Waveform of the stroke sound 
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Generally, amplitude of a slab which is damaged by fatigue load increases, since the rigidity of 

the slab reduces. Amplitude ratio, the ratio between amplitude value of impulse hammer and 

that of stroke sound obtained by measurement, is shown as contour diagram in Fig. 11. Since 

the amplitude ratio of the panel A was larger than that of the panel B, the damage of the panel 

A seems to be larger. 

Fig. 11. Contour diagram of amplitude ratio of stroke sound 

Examination of superimposed image 
The superposition of the image of the measurement result of panel A was examined. 

Fig. 12 shows the superimposed image recorded by the digital still camera (original image), the 

image tracing the crack by personal computer (crack image) and the bar arrangement drawing 

investigated by the radar. Fig.13 shows the superimposed crack image and infrared image on 

the original image. Similarly, Fig. 14 shows the superimposed crack image and contour 

diagram made from natural potential measurement and Fig. 15 shows the superimposed crack 

Fig. 12. Superimposed image of original, crack and bar arrangement 
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image and contour diagram of impact acoustic ratio. In the crack image, the crack over 0. lmm 

was traced. Comparatively wide cracks were observed in the portion where free lime was 

observed. 

In Fig. 12, looking at the bar arrangement, the portion with whitish straight lines indicates the 

measured radar results were slightly out of order compared to other portions. It was estimated 

that there must be some defects around the portion and water has been accumulated in this 

portion. 

Fig. 13. Superimposed image of original, crack and infrared image 

From Fig. 13, the low-temperature portion measured by thermography was close to the portion 

where crack width was wide and free lime was leaching. In Fig. 14, since the portion with low 

values of the natural potentials were close to the portions where crack width is wide and free 

lime was leaching, it is estimated that corrosion of the reinforcement may occur. 

Fig. 14. Superimposed image of original, crack and natural potential 

Looking at Fig.15, the superimposed image with impact acoustic ratio does not fit well with the 

distribution of cracks nor free lime leaching portions. Since there is a good correlation 

between amplitude ratio and internal defects, the portions with high values of amplitude ratio 

Fig. 15. Superimposed image of original, crack and impact acoustic 
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may contain internal defects. 

2. Railway Bridge 

Examination of superimposed image 
The superimposed images of the measured result of slab and beams were examined 

Fig. 16 shows the superimposed image of the slab recorded by the digital still camera (original 

image), the image tracing the crack by personal computer (crack image) and the bar 

arrangement drawing investigated by the radar. Fig.17 shows the superimposed image of the 

beam with cracks and bar arrangement. In the crack image, the cracks over O.lmm width 

were traced. 

Both figures shows that most of the cracks are flexural cracks, but there are also some cracks 

which may be caused by some other causes such as shrinkage, etc.. Although natural potential 

measurements is not indicated in the figures, the values were large and it seems that there is no 

corrosion of the steel bars. Considering these results, it can be said that the deterioration 

degree of the inspected railway is much smaller. compared to the road bridge mentioned above. 

Fig. 16. Superimpose image of the Slab with crack and bar arrangement 

Fig. 17. Superimpose image of the Beam with crack and bar arrangement 
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CONCLUSIONS 

It is necessary to inspect concrete structures not only by the visual inspection but also by using 

NDI technique to evaluate the structure. As shown in this paper, visual inspection can not 

offer enough information on internal defects, such as internal voids and corrosion of the 

reinforcement, etc. 

In this paper, various non-destructive inspections were carried out for reinforced concrete slab, 

beam and columns of a road bridge and railway bridge. Although individual inspection method 

gives important information, combination of several NDI results may offer hrther detailed 

information. By utilizing superimposed images mentioned in this paper, it may be helpful for 

civil engineers to find out not only the deteriorated portion but also the cause of the 

deterioration. This enables the engineers to carry out reliable evaluation of existing concrete 

structures. 
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ABSTRACT 

The drying process of moist building materials is connected with a demand of desorption 
enthalpy for the evaporation of the moisture. In most cases the corresponding amount of heat 
flows through the surfaces into the moist material. The relation g=qdrp, (rpc: specific 
desorption enthalpy of water, in Ws/kg) between the desorption rate g (in kgm".s") and the 
needed heat flux density qIat (in W/m2) exists for an one-dimensional geometry as well as for a 
given temperature. Under non-uniform thermal boundary conditions the heat flux density must 
be substituted by the net amount Aq of all participating fluxes. The total moisture loss can be 
calculated by integration of the heat flux densities over the time. 
The expression given before is the basis for a non-destructive investigation of the moisture 
decrease by help of heat flux measurements. For this purpose heat flux meters are to fix onto 
the surfaces of the building material. 
The described method has been tested successfilly for different materials (brick, porous 
concrete, concrete) as well as boundary conditions (steady-state, transient field). The results are 
in a good correspondence with simultaneous gravimetrical measurements. 

KEYWORDS 

Drying process, heat flux density measurements, moist building materials, desorption enthalpy . 

INTRODUCTION 

The estimation of the drying state of building materials or building components is important 
for subsequent construction processes as well as for the assessment of the building climate. 
Various moisture measurement methods are common in civil engineering. Many of  them 
require a partially destruction of the building material (e.g. NMR, gamma-ray or gravimetrical 
methods) or at least a drilling hole (e.g. microwaves, needle probes, lithium chloride-sensors, 
capacitive sensors or chemical methods). However in many cases a non-destructive 
measurement is desirable. 
The described moisture-measuring method by means of heat flux sensors combines the 
advantage of being a non-destructive method with a continuous moisture monitoring. It is the 
aim of this paper to give a proof of the method for various practical cases with different 
boundary conditions and materials. 
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MODEL OF THE HEAT AND MOISTURE TRANSPORT 

The drying process of construction materials is connected with different heat and moisture 
transport processes. In this paper two main cases of boundary conditions are represented. The 
first case is the drying under non-isothermal boundaries in an one-dimensional geometry. A 
practical example is the drying of an external wall with different temperatures on the surfaces. 
The second case is the drying under isothermal boundaries, for instance a construction material 
indoor. 
In the first non-isothermal one-dimensional case the following heat transport processes occur. 
The main amount is heat transport due to heat conduction of the moist material: 

with 
qc - 
h -  

9 -  
u -  

2 
heat flux density, W/m 
thermal conductivity of dry material and sorptive bounded water, W/(m.K) 
moisture content, m3/m3 
temperature. 

Additional heat transport is caused by moisture transport. The capillary fluid water transport 
gives following heat flux density: 

with 
c, - specific heat capacity of water, Ws/(kg.K) 
pw - mass density of water, kg/m3 
aw - moisture diffusivity, m2/s. 

Under real circumstances this heat transport amount is less than one percent and therefore 
negligible. The heat flux density due to water vapour diffUsion is: 

with 
cp,, - specific heat capacity of water vapour, Ws/(kg.K) 
D, - diffusion coefficient of water vapour within air, m2/s 
p - water vapour diffusion resistance coefficient 
R, - gas constant of water vapour, J/(kgK) 
p. - partial pressure of water vapour, Pa. 

This amount is far less than one percent of the overall heat conduction too. Finally a latent heat 
flux density is to take into account: 

with 
4klt = r p c z  (4) 

rPc 
g 

- specific phase change (desorption) enthalpy of water, Ws/kg 
- mass flux density of desorbed water, kg/(m2-s). 

In formula (4) qIat is the heat flux demand for the desorption of water during the drying process 
and corresponds therefore with the actual moisture loss of the construction material. This 
allows to measure the drying process by heat flux measurements pointed out in the next 
chapter. 
Contrary to the non-isothermal case for the isothermal state only the latent heat according to  
formula (4) is to consider. 
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MEASURING TECHNIQUE 

A heat flux transducer consists of many thermocouples within a thin (about 1.5 mm) plate of 
epoxy resin. Typical sizes of the area of the plate are circles of 33mm diameter or rectangles 
of 3x10 cm2 to 25x25 cm2. The bigger the temperature difference between the transducer 
surfaces the bigger is the heat flux density across the transducer. Therefore the heat flux 
transducer gives a thermo voltage proportional to the heat flux: 

q = C U  ( 5 )  

with 
c - calibration factor W/(m*.mV) 
U - thermo voltage (mv). 

The calibration factor is about 80 W/(m2-mV) for the 33mm diameter transducer and about 
10 W/(m2.mV) for the 12 x 12 cm2 transducer. Using formulas (4) and (5) and assuming 
rp,=2454 H/kg (20°C), c=80 W/(m’.mV) and a resolution of the voltmeter of AU=O. 1 pV one 
gets an estimation of the heat flux transducer resolution Ag for the mass flux density of 
desorbed water: 

This mass flux density resolution is far more less than one percent of the mass flux densities of 
real drying processes (see following chapters) and therefore rather precise. 
The heat flux transducers are applicated onto the surface of the moist test material with acryl 
adhesive. Different types of measurements are suited to different boundary conditions. 
In the case of non-isothermal and one-dimensional conditions of a drying wall on both surfaces 
a heat flux transducer is to adhered. The transducer on the warm side gives the heat flux 
densities due to heat conduction (according to (l)), moisture conduction (according to  (2) and 
(3)) and the latent heat flux density due to desorption of water within the wall (according to 
(4)). The transducer on the cold side only measures the first three contributions. Therefore the 
latent heat flux density qlat is the difference between the warm side and the cold side heat flux 
density. 
Under isothermal conditions the application of only one transducer on the surface is sufficient, 
because all entering heat flux is consumed by water desorption in this case. 
An important question to clear up is the influence of the heat flux transducer on the drying 
process itself as the transducer represents a water vapour diffusion barrier. Indeed in a first 
short time period of the test the heat flux transducer is not able to measure the latent heat flux 
density if the moisture content of the material is in the over-hygroscopic humidity range. In 
this range the evaporation of water and therefore the phase change heat demand mainly occurs 
at the material surfaces. The transducer is able to measure the latent heat flux density reliable if 
the desorption and therefore the heat sink moves to deeper material layers [ 11. The time period 
after getting sufficient precise measurement results depends on the transducers area, the initial 
moisture content of the material and the material itself. For quantitative values of this time 
period caused by the “cover effect” of the transducer see the measurement examples in the next 
chapters. 
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MEASUREMENTS 
Brick 
Difference climate. A first validation of the method was performed on a small scale non- 
plastered brick wall with an area of 0.6 m x 0.5 m and a thickness of 7.1 cm. This wall was 
built up into an indoor climate chamber with definite climate boundary conditions with a 
temperature of 25°C and a relative air humidity of 29 YO rh on one side and 5°C and 80 YO rh on 
the other side. The wall edges were isolated with polystyrene foam. The heat flux density as 
well as the temperature were measured on both wall sides. It was possible to determine the 
actual moisture content by means of weighing a special prepared detachable brick of the wall. 
The measurement results are shown in fig. 1 and 2. 
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Fig. 1. Heat flux densities -brick wall Fig. 2. Heat flux difference and mass flux 
density - brick wall 

The entering heat flux density (see fig. 1: warm side) is determined by the two phase drying 
process [l]. The escaping cold side heat flux density corresponds to this behaviour. It is 
increasing with the decreasing demand of desorption enthalpy during the second drying phase. 
Both curves converge to a common value, representing the end stage of the drying process. 
According to the explanations before the difference between the heat flux densities on the 
warm and cold side corresponds to the heat demand due to drying. Figure 2 illustrates this 
good coincidence. A numerical integration of the heat flux density difference curve and using 
formula (4) yields a mass loss of 0.229 kg for the detachable brick during the test time. The 
overall mass loss for this brick by weighing was 0.248 kg. These results confirm the possibility 
to measure the drying process by heat flux measurements in this non-isothermal and one- 
dimensional case. Furthermore one gets the specific phased change (desorption) enthalpy of 
water rpc with formula (4) by plotting the mass flux density against the heat flux density 
difference (see fig. 3). The obtained value of rpC=2.170-1O6 Ws/kg is about 10 % less than the 
theoretical value. The main reason for this error were deviations from the ideal one- 
dimensional geometry. In this case also heat fluxes from the wall edges enter the test wall. 
These fluxes were not recorded by the heat flux transducers on the surfaces. 
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Fig. 3 .  Mass flux density against heat flux density yields the specific phased change enthalpy 

Isothermal conditions. With the same material the drying test under indoor isothermal 
boundaries was performed. The test brick had a size of 24 cm x 11.5 cm x 7.1 cm and was 
surrounded also with polystyrene foam too on the smaller edges for a good thermal insulation. 
The residual moisture exchanging areas of 24 cm x 11.5 cm were exposed to 21OC. The results 
are visible in fig. 4. Because of the fact, that the test conditions are not ideal one-dimensional, 
the heat flux transducers detect a heat amount smaller than necessary for the evaporation of the 
mass lost. It is however possible to distinguish the two drying phases and to evaluate the drying 
process qualitative. 

time, days 

Fig. 4 Brick- isothermal conditions 

Porous concrete 

The next two examples describe measurements on porous concrete. First there are a test on a 
porous concrete wall with plaster within a difference test chamber. The second test with this 
material was performed on a single brick, exposed to natural climate. 
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Difference climate. A whole porous concrete wall was built up into a difference climate test 
chamber. The test wall had an area of 2.3 x 2.3 m2, a thickness of 15 cm and an initial moisture 
content of 18 ~01%. It was plastered on both sides. One side of this wall was exposed to a 
temperature of 7°C and a relative humidity of air of 80 %, the other hand side to 25°C and 
50 % rh. The heat flux densities were measured on both the warm and the cold surface. To 
minimize the “cover effect” small 3 x 10 cm2 heat flux transducers were used. Eventually the 
moisture content of the wall was determined during the whole drying process of the wall by 
weighing a detachable drawer. This drawer was representative as it consisted of the same 
material layers as the wall. The test lasted 1 1  months. The measuring results of the heat flux 
transducers are shown in fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. Heat flux densities - porous 
concrete wall 

As explained in the chapter measuring technique the warm side heat flux density initially 
exceeded the cold side flux. The latent heat due to the drying process within the wall is again 
the reason for this phenomenon. This latent heat is only detectable by the warm side heat flux 
sensor. Therefore the signal difference between the warm and cold side heat flux transducer 
gives the latent heat. Zero difference indicates the final stage of the drying process. 
Furthermore a decay of the cold side transducers signal curve in fig. 5 is apparent. This 
behaviour is according to formula (1)  because the thermal conductivity h(u) decreases with 
decreasing material moisture content u [l]. Therefore the decay ceased at the end of the drying 
process. This instant relates to the zero signal difference of the heat flux transducers. 
Figure 6 shows the difference of the heat flux densities along with the mass flux density due to 
drying. It is obvious, that already about 20 days after the test start the difference heat flux 
density corresponds with the latent heat flux density and the drying mass flux density 
respectively. 

Fig. 6. Heat flux difference and mass flux 
density - porous concrete wall 
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Fig. 7. Mass flux density against heat flux density yields the specific phase change enthalpy. 

The plot of the drying mass flux density g against the heat flux density difference Aq (see 
fig. 7) is another good proof of the reliability of the measurement method under the actual 
conditions. According to formula (4) the reciprocal slope is the specific phase change enthalpy 
rnc. Due to the better one-dimensional conditions in relation to the case of chaDter brick. the r- 

value of rp,=2460 kUkg is in a very good coincidence with the theoretical value of 2454 kUkg 
(20OC). 

Natural climate. Yet another drying test was performed on porous concrete under the influence 
of real climate. It was intended to examine, whether the good results of the test chamber 
measurements are transferable with sufficient precision to a real drying process of a building 
material. The porous concrete test brick had a size of 0.22 m x 0.17 m x 0.16 m and was 
exposed to natural climate from may until august. To prevent repeated wetting the brick was 
protected from rain by a roof The measurement results are shown in fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Drying of porous concrete under natural climate 

Also under natural climate it is apparent, that the heat flux density measurement results follow 
the drying tendency in principal. However the real heat flux density values are less than the 
heat flux density required for the gravimetrically measured drying mass flux density. This 
behaviour arises from the heat flux transducers property to be very sensitive to deviations from 
the ideal one-dimensional hygro-thermal field in this real case. The integral mass determination 
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by weighing is independent from this deviations however. According to this fact, the heat flux 
transducer responds faster to fluctuations of the climate boundary conditions. Therefore it is 
not meaningful in this test to compare momentary values of heat and mass flux density. 

Brick with plaster 

Changes in the capillary structure of the building materials or altered exchange conditions on 
the surfaces are essentially modifying the dynamics of the drying process. Then the distinction 
of two drying phases like visible in fig. 1 and fig. 2 is often impossible. In the case of 
unplastered brick already the shape of the heat flux density curve gives suficient information 
on the current drying phase whereas in the case of plastered or rather salt containing brick this 
information lacks. Bear in mind, that the plastered brick case is also connected with some 
hydration heat in the very early drying phase. Therefore the heat flux density measurement 
values in this time period might be to small if the plaster layer is considerable thick (2  - 3 cm). 
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Fig. 9 . Heat flux densities - plastered and unplastered brick 

Figure 9 shows the heat reception while a drying up of a plastered (plaster thickness 1 cm) 
moist brick in comparison to a brick of the same geometry but without plaster. The brick sizes 
are similar to the test case of chapter brick. The small heat fluxes entering the plaster indicate a 
distinct slower drying process. A seeping flow of water through the capillaries as characteristic 
for the so called 1. drying phase is apparently impeded. 

Building materials with salt content 

A brick (size and test conditions see also chapter brick) wetted with a salt solution (35g NaCI, 
5g Na2S04 and 15g NaNO3 in 1 litre H20) shows a similar behaviour like the plastered brick 
explained in the previous chapter. The reason for the diminished drying velocity is but another. 
Due to the salt content the water vapour saturation pressure is reduced within the brick. 
Therefore the water vapour pressure gradient to the ambient air and consequently the water 
vapour flux decreases. Consequently this lower water vapour partial pressure is responsible for 
the diminished heat flux density of the salt brick in comparision to the saltless brick under the 
same test conditions (see fig.10). In addition to this reason the block of capillaries by salt 
crystals can cause a slower drying [3]. 
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Fig. 10. Heat flux densities - salt containing 
brick and saltless brick 

Fig. 1 1 .  Total mass loss - salt containing 
brick and saltless brick 

Concrete 

In the case of fresh concrete or gypsum for an estimation of the drying state it is not sufficient 
to take into account only the heat flux entering the material from the ambient air. In addition to 
this energy also the hydration heat produced within the material is to consider for the energy 
balance. The latter amount is divided into two parts. One part evades through the material 
surfaces, whereas the other part is consumed by the drying process already since the test begin. 
In fig. 12 this is noticable on an example of fresh concrete with heat flux transducers on the 
surfaces. 
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Fig. 12. Heat flux density - concrete 

This concrete sample during the first day delivers heat to the surroundings (negative values in 
fig. 12) and subsequent heat flux due to drying enterings the concrete (positive values in 
fig. 12). The begin of the drying process already in an early period is proved by the total energy 
balance. In the present case an estimated hydration heat of about 132 H was produced and 
from the 2d until the 7& test day 71.7 kJ were accepted by the sample from the surroundings. 
Consequently a total heat of 203.7 kJ was available. Initially a part of 79.8 kJ of this amount 
was delivered to  the environment. The residual part of 123.9 kJ would be sufficient to 
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evaporate 0.05 1 kg water at 20°C. A gravimetrically measurement yields an evaporated mass 
of 0.062 kg. This result confirms the deliberations with respect to the precision of the value of 
the hydration heat in this case. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The introduced test method for the evaluation of the drying process of building materials and 
components was proved on several test examples with different materials and boundary 
conditions. If there are good one-dimensional and isothermal test conditions formula (4) holds 
and one gets a satisfying correspondence between the desorption rate of water and the needed 
heat flux density. Under non-isothermal boundary conditions the net amount of desorption heat 
of all participating heat fluxes is to take into account for the calculations. Then a quantitative 
estimation of the drying behaviour is also possible. 
The method has a high sensibility. This feature enables to evaluate drying processes in the 
range of over-hygroscopic moisture content down to the moisture equilibrium. 
In the case of deviations from the ideal one-dimensional geometry the measured heat flux is 
often less than the theoretical demand due to the water desorption. However one gets 
qualitative information about the drying state and dynamics. 
The utilization of the method is not limited to homogeneous materials. It provides also an 
evaluation of the drying progress in the case of multilayer systems, salt containing bricks or 
under hydration conditions. 
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ABSTRACT: 
The adaptive modeling of chemical attack for the prediction of durability and for the quality 
control of concrete structures requires the assessment of the moisture content. A sensor is 
presented to determine the permittivity which is related to the moisture content. The simple 
and compact sensor requires a microwave refection measurement. It consists of a coax- 
iaWcircular waveguide discontinuity, where the circular waveguide is filled with the unknown 
material. From the measured refection coeficient of the discontinuity the dielectric constant 
of the material can be extracted by means of a full wave analysis. This procedure was vali- 
dated by determining the known dielectric constants of Tefon and 1 -propanol. To monitor the 
moisture content of concrete the sensor is filled with a porous material that is in contact with 
the surrounding concrete. For calibration the permittivity is determined under direrent 
specified moisture contents. 

KEYWORDS: moisture, microwave, permittivity, measurement, concrete. 

INTRODUCTION 
The assessment of the moisture content is required for the adaptive modeling of the chemical 
attack on concrete. This is essential for the prediction of the durability and for the quality 
control of concrete structures [l]. A waveguide-sensor with coaxial excitation was designed to 
determine the permittivity which, in turn, is related to the moisture content. Based on a nu- 
merical description of the coaxial/circular waveguide discontinuity a model of the sensor was 
developed. For practical moisture determination the correspondence between permittivity and 
moisture must be established. First results of a practical measurement on a test-building under 
natural weathering conditions are presented. 

THE SENSOR 
The absorption of water affects a characteristic 
electrical property of a material, namely the per- 
mittivity (&r=&i-j&:). This parameter can easily be 
determined at microwaves, either in transmission 
or reflection measurements. Resonant sensors of- 
fer an increased sensibility at the expense of 
bandwidth [2]. In order to obtain a maximum of 
information (bandwidth) and for simplicity a re- 
flection-type sensor was chosen here. It is based 
on a circular waveguide of small enough diameter 
for operation below cutoff in the considered fre- 
quency range (Fig. 1). One end is left open so that 
the porous filling (test-material) is in contact with Figure 1: Model of the sensor 
the moist surrounding material to be characterized. The waveguide has to be sufficiently long 
to prevent microwave leakage through the open end, a possible source of measurement errors. 
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The other end is connected to a standard coaxial line for the measurement of the reflection 
coefficient S 11. 

The sensor performance relies crucially on the choice of a suitable test-material. For a high 
sensitivity the permittivity must strongly depend on the moisture content [2]. Therefore, po- 
rous materials, particularly like cement or concrete, are well qualified. But also porous ce- 
ramics or polymers are imaginable. In any case the relation between the moisture in the test- 
material and the moisture in the concrete under investigation must be specified. This can be 
achieved by measurements or with suitable models [l]. 

ANALYSIS 
To determine the relation between the reflection coefficient S11 and the material parameter cr 
the discontinuity between the coaxial line and the circular waveguide was analyzed using a 
mode-matching approach [3]. The eigenmodes in both guides are assumed to be terminated 
with their characteristic impedance. Because of the coaxial arrangement of the sensor only a 
part of the whole mode spectrum can be excited [4]. This greatly simplifies the analysis. At 
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some distance of the discontinuity the evanescent higher order modes on the coaxial line are 
sufficiently attenuated so that only the fundamental mode needs be considered. Hence, the 
discontinuity can be described by a (normalized) impedance Z which is a function of the per- 
mittivity of the test material. Spurious reflections and losses of the coax or the connector are 
included in the scattering matrix S,,,,, which can be determined from a calibration with three 
known terminations (e.g. a short, air and a liquid). 

The infinite set of eigenmodes needed for an exact description of the discontinuity has to be 
truncated in practice. This results in a numerical error. The convergence is illustrated in Figure 
2 which shows the phase error (absolute value) of the reflection coefficient versus the number 
of modes for different values of &,I at 5 GHz. The following parameters were used for the 
coax: radius of the center conductor = 1.5 mm, radius of the outer conductor = 3.5 mm, = 
2.03-jO.0004. The radius of the circular waveguide was 3.5 mm. The value of S11 obtained 
with 50 eigenmodes was taken as reference. For more than 30 eigenmodes the calculated 
phase error is smaller than the uncertainty of commercially available measurement instru- 
ments. The convergence is better for smaller &,I, E;', and radius of the circular waveguide. The 
magnitude of $1 behaves in a similar way [5]. 
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EXTRACTION OF THE PERhTXTIVlTY 
The permittivity is obtained numerically by comparing the theoretical value of S11 with the 
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measured one. Figure 3 shows, as a typical result, the convergence of E; for the same data as 
in Figure 2. A synthetic reflection coefficient obtained from the analysis with 50 eigenmodes 
was taken as the "measured" value. An inspection of the results shows the expected behavior. 
The convergence of the imaginary part, not shown here, is very similar. A detailed numerical 
investigation of the sensitivity using statistically altered input data shows that the algorithm is 
stable against disturbances that remain on the order of typical measurement errors. The un- 
certainty increases with E ~ '  and the radius of the waveguide [5]. 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE SENSOR 
Two types of sensors were used. The first one (test-sensor) consists of a commercially avail- 
able APC7/SMA precision connector. The SMA-part is replaced by a circular waveguide (ra- 
dius: 7 mm). Because of the precise manufacturing, losses and reflections within the connec- 
tor can be neglected; a calibration is therefore not required. A detailed report on its properties 
can be found in [5]. For practical applications the construction of the sensor was modified. A 
semi-rigid cable (0.250") provided with a connector at one 
end and a circular-waveguide at the other a simple, cheap 
and variable sensor (prototype) was realized (Fig. 4). Due 
to the larger losses and reflections of this structure a cali- 
bration is now necessary. Three standards, for instance a 
short, an open and a load (such as a well-known liquid) 
are needed for this purpose. The properties of this sensor 
will be discussed in the following. 

VERIFICATION 
The measurements of the reflection coefficient were done with a vector network analyzer in 
the frequency range 30 kwz - 6 GHz (HP8753D) and 1 GHz - 17 GHz (HP8510C). To verify 
the validity of the model, the functionality of the sensor and the accuracy of the extraction 
algorithm well known materials (TEFLON, various liquids) were characterized. To this end 
the circular waveguide was filled with the material to be characterized. Figure 5 depicts the 
extracted permittivity of TEFLON. The real part shows a very good agreement with the value 
known from literature (~,=2.03-J 0.0004). The very small imaginary part is more uncertain. 
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This is a typical feature of non-resonant sensors in general and of reflection-type ones in par- 
ticular. In the case of higher losses, as for instance in concrete, the sensor operates well. This 
is demonstrated in Figure 6, which compares the pemttivity extracted from a measurement 
on 1-propanol with the theoretical predction accordmg to the Debye-model [2]. For calibra- 
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tion the waveguide was filled with air, acetone and methanol, here. These and numerous other 
experiments show that a matenal with ~,">0.1 can be characterized with sufficient accuracy 
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sensor. Therefore this sensor should be suited for moisture measurements in 
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MEASUREMENT RESULTS 
For optimum moisture transport the sensor should be filled with a test-material that is identi- 
cal to the surrounding material. This could lead to the following problems: Large aggregates 
in the concrete could result in non-reproducible inhomogeneities, which cannot be taken into 
account by the model and would therefore falsify the measurements. Hence, there are some 
requirements on the test-material: 

sensitivity to moisture, 
long-term stability, 
homogeneity. 
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In the following the study of two different test-materials will be presented. The measurements 
were performed with the test-sensor and no calibration was used. 

Cement: The first test-material was a cement (CEM I 32.5 R, w/z=0.4). The measurement 
results for five simlar samples are presented in Figure 7. The relation between the relative 
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humidity at 25°C and the permittivity follows from a calibration procedure: Different satu- 
rated aqueous solutions of inorganic salts were used to define constant relative humidity levels 
in an- tight boxes and the pemttivity of probes placed in these boxes were specified [6].  
When stating the relative h u m d t y  level the temperature dependence must be taken into ac- 
count. Although in the experiment reported here the stationary condition was not fully reached 
the moisture depend- 
ence of both the real 
and the imaginary 
part is obvious. This 
broadband measure- 
ment provides a large 
degree of redundancy 
which decreases 
measurement uncer- 
tainty. The curves in 
Figure 8 were ex- 
tracted from these 
results and show the 
increase of the sensi- 
tivity with relative 
humidity at 4 GHz. 
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Cemrnic: A porous ceramic test-material was investigated next because of its good mechani- 
cal and chemical properties, its reproducibility and its homogeneity. However, sensors 
equipped with this kind of ceramic showed only little sensitivity for a relative humidity under 
90%. A strong effect on the permittivity can only be seen when soaking the ceramic (Figure 
9). In this experiment the material was placed a fairly long time in distilled water. To quantify 
the relative moisture content under these conditions gravimetrical measurements are needed. 
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In the following only the permittivity of the sample was monitored during the drying process. 
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A clear decrease (increase) of E: (&,I1) with time can be observed. The plot of E:' hints at a 
resonance above 6 GHz. This was confirmed by a another measurement over a wider fre- 
quency range (Figure 10). For an optimum sensitivity this sensor should be operated on the 
slope of the resonance, i.e. around 5-6 GHz in this case. To improve the sensitivity of this 
sensor expenments with ceramics of different porosity are planned. 
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APPLICATION 
Figure 11 shows two sensors mounted in a prestressed test- 
building, which is exposed to the natural environment (humiQty, 
temperature, etc.). The sensors are filled with cement as a test- 
matenal and placed with their tip 2 cm beneath the surface. The 
first measurement was made two days after construction. Figure 12 
shows a typical result. The real part of the permittivity and accord- 
ingly the moisture content decreases with time during the first few 
weeks (drying process). The different peaks in the diagram (e.g. 
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after 70 days) correspond to measurements done after strong rainfalls (humidification). The 
other sensor mounted in the test-building behaves in the same way. 
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
The presented results show the qualification of the presented sensor in determining the mois- 
ture content of concrete. With the determination of the permittivity a sensor independent pa- 
rameter can be calculated and the comparability with other sensors is simplified. For practical 
operation and to improve the sensibility, accuracy and reproducibility additional experiments 
with emphasis on 

the temperature dependence, 
additional test-materials, 
and gravimetrical measurements of the relative moisture content 

are needed. 
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ABSTRACT 

In order to assess the condition and evaluate the reliability of buildings and structures, it is 
essential to establish the moisture condition of structural elements of the building. NDT- 
methods are increasingly being used for such moisture measurements because they do not 
cause any damage to the building under investigation. Microwave transmission is one of the 
NDT-methods that has been in use for several years. 

The equipment used in this research has been developed at BAM over the last few years. The 
method requires two parallel boreholes in the specimen in which two microwave antennae can 
be moved. The moisture content in the material can be calculated from the microwave 
intensity transmitted between the two boreholes. Moisture profiles along the boreholes can be 
obtained by moving the antennae in steps along the length of the boreholes and taking 
measurements at each step. 

The microwave frequencies used in the laboratory measurements ranged from 8 to 16,5 GHz in 
steps of 0,5 GHz. The diameters of the antennae were between 7 and 9 mm, and of the 
boreholes between 8 and 12 mm. The moisture content measured by the microwave technique 
was verified by the moisture content determined by weighing. 

The microwave method produced measurement uncertainties between 0 and 2 % by volume 
for all the materials studied in this report. In some measurements and materials the differences 
were so small that they could be neglected. The accuracy of the results can be improved by 
eliminating some of the uncertainty factors. Special parameters for the quality of the material 
and the aggregate size were introduced in the moisture calculations. When these factors were 
determined for each material, it was possible to obtain comparable results for the microwave 
and weighing measurements. 

KEYWORDS 

Construction materials, moisture transport, moisture meter, microwaves, concrete, sand, wood. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Moisture measurements in buildings must be applicable to many different kinds of building 
materials. A building element may be composed of different materials, and different moisture 
levels may exist. Only in a few cases destructive methods can be applied. In most cases non- 
destructive or quasi-non-destructive testing methods should be preferred. 

The most common and most accurate method is the drying method, where specimens are 
removed from the investigated construction and dried in an oven. 

Microwave moisture measuring method has shown early good results with materials such as 
brick, mortar or sandstone. Only two boreholes with a diameter of 8 or 12 mm are required, 
and the method can therefore be considered a quasi-non-destructive-testing method. The depth 
of the moisture measurement depends only on the length of the antennae and the boreholes in 
the construction. The moisture is measured between the two boreholes along their length and 
therefore the measurement can be made through different layers. 

In Finland, constructions made of composites of different thin layers are much more common 
than massive constructions. The materials investigated in this report are concrete, sand, wood 
and their composite constructions. 

THE MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION METHOD 

The basic principle 

Figure 1. Arrangement of the antennae in the material and the microwave circuits /I/. 

Moisture measurement with microwaves is based on the propagation of electromagnetic waves 
in the material. These waves pass through the material between two antennae, a transmitter and 
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a receiver. Moisture absorbs part of this energy transmitted between the antennae. The 
moisture content can then be calculated from this energy loss according to a model with a 
numerical data analysis programme. 

Low moisture levels 

There are some additional measurement uncertainties for low moisture contents, e.g. change in 
the bond structure of the water molecules to the matrix and the scattering of the microwaves 
due to inhomogeneities. 

The shape of the function describing the attenuation of microwaves in relation to the moisture 
content shows two linear ranges (see Figure 2) .  Even material like brick that seems to have no 
aggregates attenuate the microwaves at zero moisture level and high frequencies. This 
influence of small aggregates brick and sandstone has not yet been included in the model. The 
attenuation depends on the size and distribution of the aggregates. 

The first segment AB with a lower inclination corresponds to water physically bound to the 
interior surfaces of the pores. Therefore, the segment AB depends on the pore size distribution 
in the material. The segment BC represents liquid water in the pores. The dielectric properties 
of water bound to the interior surfaces and of free water are different. Point B describes the 
water content where the bonding of additional water molecules changes. For material with 
small interior surfaces, point B is found at values of about 1,5 vol-% (gravel). For material 
with larger inner surfaces (e.g., quartz sand), it can be as high as 8 vol-%. Clay and silica gel 
have much higher values. The functions shown in reference /6/ give only a qualitative picture 
of the behaviour of different building materials. 

When measurements are performed at low moisture levels, the kind of material should be 
known, so that the scattering parameters and point B can be corrected accordingly. 

8,-C,: large pores 
B,-C,: medium pores 

.... B,-C,: small pores 

Attenuation (dB) 

. . .. 
BS 

..... 

Figure 2. 

I 

0 I Moisture  (vol-%) 

Principle of attenuation in relation to moisture content /l/. 
OA - attenuation due to scattering on aggregates 
AB - attenuation due to physically bound water 
BC - attenuation due to free water 

Measurement and calculation of moisture in inhomogenous materials 

Microwave moisture measurements in inhomogeneous materials involve some difficulties as: 
- the internal structure of the materials to be examined produces scattering effects; 
- some materials contain only a very small amount of water. The absolute measurement 

uncertainty should therefore not exceed & 1,5 vol-%; 
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- the reinforcement may cause deflections or interferences of the microwaves. 

Figure 3. Transmission of microwaves through a concrete specimen. The dielectric constant of 
the aggregates is &k, of the cement, Ec and of water, E ,  

The dielectric constants change and cause reflections at the interfaces between the cement 
matrix and the aggregates. Each aggregate produces scattering with its maximum scattering 
cross section at its resonance frequency 12, 3,4/. 

The scattering caused by an aggregate with a diameter a depends on the wavelength h. There 
are three classes of scattering ranges 1.51: 

class 1: 0 <= a <= W30 no scattering 
class II: 
class III: h/8 <= a scattering according to ME’S law, 
a and I, in millimeters. 

W30 <= a <= W8 scattering according to RAKEIGH’s law 

The energy losses occur even in dry material. Microwave measurements generally show higher 
moisture contents compared with those obtained by drying and weighing. This is due to the 
imaginary part of the dielectric constants for building materials. The function for the dielectric 
constant in the presence of scatterers may have the following form: 

Scattering is proportional to the aggregate size a. The relationship between the frequency range 
and the extent of scattering is mainly given by thef law of the Rayleigh-scattering /I / ,  which 
means c2 = 4. Because there are always some Mie-scatters, a small frequency dependence 
remains. The value c/  is only weakly influenced by the frequency. 

The values for cI and c2 are calculated from the measurement of the dry specimen. The 
dielectric constant E~ was introduced in the data analysis programme as a frequency-dependent 
term. The moisture content of a dry concrete specimen was measured and calculated, and 
verified by weighing. In the data analysis, the coefficients c( and c-, were varied until the 
calculation showed zero moisture content for the dry specimen. Of course, this method is also 
subject to other uncertainties in the measurement process. Table 1 shows the constant values c/ 
and c-, for some specimens in the formula ( I ) .  
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Table 1. Constant values of some specimens in the formula (1) 

VTTO 1 VTT02 VTT03 

11,5 

LABORATORY TESTS 

Specimens 

The following materials were used in the laboratory tests: 
- eight concrete specimens (max. aggregate size 12 mm) 
- four concrete specimens (max. aggregate size 8 mm) 
- two wood specimens (glue-laminated pine) 
- sand (max. aggregate size 4 mm, standardized sand) 

One composite specimen made from the above-mentioned materials were measured. 

Test programme 

A series of measurements was made at different moisture levels. The initial test was done after 
exposing the specimens to normal indoor room climate for a longer period of time. The 
concrete specimens were then dried in an oven at 103-105 "C, and the wood material at 65 "C. 
weeks, with the process slowing down considerably at the end of the drying period. 

After the measurement the dried specimens were submerged in water 

The microwave frequencies used ranged from 8 to 16,5 GHz in steps of 0,5 GHz. Since only 
six different frequencies could be used during one measurement scan, three subsequent sweeps 
had to be made to collect data at all the frequencies. 

RESULTS OF LABORATORY TESTS 

General 

The moisture contents of the specimens were calculated from the central part of the 
measurement path. In the data analysis, the values measured at a distance of 20 mm from the 
surface were discarded because of the disturbing effects of the interface. The results obtained 
in this area are not reliable enough. The constants cI  and c2 (see eq. 1) derived from data of the 
specimen VTT02 were mostly used for the moisture calculations of concrete. 
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Concrete specimens 

In figures 4 to 5, the moisture values determined by the microwave technique (M-mw) are 
plotted against those measured by weighing (M-grav). The line represents the points where 
both values are identical. 

Specimens VTTOl-WTO8. The results of the moisture measurements of specimens VTTOl- 
VTT08 are plotted in figure 4, where the microwave results are plotted against those measured 
by weighing. The two methods give similar results, but the microwave values tend to be higher 
at low moisture levels and lower at higher ones. The absolute differences between the values 
obtained by both methods are between -2,O and 3,8 vol-%. 

MOISTURE 
VTTOl -VTT08 

0,O 3.0 6,O 9.0 12,O 15,O 

M-grav (vol-%) 

Figure 4. Moisture measurements in the specimens VTTO1-VTT08. The moisture varied 
between 0,O and 14,6 vol-% measured by weighing. 

Specimens VTTO9-VlT12. The specimens VTT09-VTT12 were thinner than VTTO1-VTT08, 
and made of concrete with a maximum aggregate size of 8 mm. The results are again 
comparable with two exceptions for specimen VTT09: the microwave values of 14,7 and 16,4 
vol-% contrast with values of 10,08 and 12,13 vol-% obtained by weighing. A possible 
explanation could be the presence of cracks in the specimen and the use of the "scattering 
coefficients" of VTT02 adjusted for the correct aggregate size. The microwave method 
produced higher values than those obtained by weighing. 

In the specimen VTT12, boreholes with a diameter of 8 mm were drilled with an impact 
drilling machine. This drilling method produced breakouts at the opposite surface. 
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MOISTURE 
VTTO9-VTT1 2 

0 VTTO9-VTT11 

18,O 

15,O - + 12,o - 
0 - 9,0 
3 
E 
f 6,O 

3,O 

0,o 

x VTTI 2 
(BROKEN AREA) 

0,O 3,O 6,O 9.0 12,O 15.0 18,O 

M-grav (vol-%) 

Figure 5. Moisture measurements in the specimens VTTOPVTTI2. The moisture varied 
between 0,2-12,7 vol-% measured by weighing. 

Sand and gravel 

The moisture values in sand were calculated using the same parameters as for the concrete 
specimens. The microwave measurements in concrete gave higher values when the concrete 
was dry and lower values when it contained more water. The differences were similar to those 
for sand, but when the sand was very wet the microwave method again gave higher values than 
the weighing method. 

MOlSTU RE 
SAND 

MOlSTU RE 
SAND 

0,O 5.0 10,O 1 5 0  20,O 25,O 30,O 

M-grav (vol-%) 

Figure 6. Moisture measurements in standardized sand, maximum aggregate size 4 mm. 
The moisture varied between 0,l-24,4 vol-% measured by weighing. 

Wood 

The differences between the microwave and the gravimetric methods were very small in the 
moisture range below 18 vol-%. In wet specimens the microwave method produced smaller 
moisture values than the gravimetric ones. 
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The directions of the annual rings had no influence on the moisture values determined by the 
microwave method. Also, some small cracks appeared in the wood specimens during the 
drying process. These kinds of cracks are very typical in solid wood material. Presently, the 
influence of the cracks on the moisture results is not completely understood. 

MOISTURE 
WOOD01 -WOOD02 

0,O 5,O 10,O 15,O 20,O 25,O 30,O 

M-grav (vol-%) 

Figure 7. Moisture measurements in two different glue-laminated pine specimens. The cross 
section of the specimens was 99 x 99 mm2. The moisture varied between 0,l-26,s 
vol-% measured by weighing. 

Composed structures 

The composite specimen represents a typical floor construction used in Finland, mostly in 
small houses. This kind of floor system consists of layers of different materials with different 
thicknesses. The effect of the interfaces between the different materials is the same as in tests 
of separate materials. Small air gaps were located on both sides of the insulation material, 
figure 8. 

MOISTURE 
COMPOI 

-Microwave 

Microwave 
average 

By weighing 

_ _ _  

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 

DEPTH (mm) 

Figure 8. Moisture measurements in a composed structure of concrete, polystyrene 
insulation and standard sand. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The microwave technique has been applied to historical buildings made of brick and sandstone 
for several years, already. In this paper also the applicability of this method to concrete, sand 
and wood was tested. In addition, the moisture content in composite specimens made of the 
above-mentioned materials was measured. 

Special formulae were developed for calculating the moisture content of materials containing 
specific aggregates. Two constants were introduced to allow for the influence of the scattering 
of electromagnetic waves at the aggregates. These formulae were used for concrete and sand, 
which are not homogeneous - in contrast to sandstone and brick -which are considered to be 
homogeneous with regard to electromagnetic wave propagation in the given frequency range. 

The differences between the measured moisture values are much smaller, when E "  (the 
imaginary part of the dielectric constant) is a function of the microwave frequency and the 
aggregate size distribution in the specimen. Two contents CI and cz for each material must be 
introduced to achieve a better accuracy. In these measurements only one set of constants, 
derived from specimen VTT02, was used. 

In order to improve the accuracy of the measurement results, it is essential to determine 
accurate data for the parameters CI and cz describing the amplitude of scattering in 
inhomogeneous materials. 

At low moisture levels the microwave measurements still produce slightly higher moisture 
contents than those obtained by weighing, whereas the values determined at higher moisture 
levels tend to be lower than those determined gravimetrically. In very wet sand, however, the 
microwave results were higher. 
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ABSTRACT 

For measuring the moisture content in building materials and components a reliable, non- 
or less-destructive moisture meter for repeated measuring is demanded. For developing such a 
moisture meter, a dielectric measuring method seemed to be most suitable. A systematic inves- 
tigation into the dielectric properties of building materials proved, that at microwave frequen- 
cies there is a good correlation between the real part of the complex relative permittivity and 
the moisture content. Based on these results a microwave method and a prototype of a measur- 
ing instrument for measuring the moisture content of building materials were developed and 
tested in laboratory and in situ as well. As the imaginary part of the complex relative permittiv- 
ity depends on the moisture and salt content of the material, the measuring method was ex- 
panded for measuring not only the moisture content of the probe but also the salt content. 

KEYWORDS 

Microwave measurement, moisture content, salt content, building materials 

OBJECTIVES 

In Europe, many damages in buildings are caused by moisture, penetrating into components, 
for example through leaks of the foundation or the facade of a building. The damaging effect of 
moisture is increased by salt, which is solved by the water and transported to the surface of the 
components. The moisture can evaporate, the salt however remains at the dying areas. Because 
of the hydroscopic behaviour of most salts further damages are nearly unavoidable. To find out 
the reason and the extent of a damage and to determine a measure for repair, measurements of 
the moisture and salt content are necessary. 

For precise measuring of the moisture content of building material and components only classic 
destructive methods are disposable. Samples of building materials have to be taken out de- 
structively, and the moisture content is determined accurately by applying the oven-drying 
method in laboratory or less accurately by chemical methods like the Calcium-Carbide method 
in situ. A continuous observation of the moisture content is impossible. The salt content of 
building material can only be determined by laboratory analysis. 

For a long time scientists have been trying to develop a method for non- or less-destructive 
measuring of the moisture content of building materials. Up to now, no reliable measuring in- 
strument is available for this purpose. 
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Table 1 Table 2 
Properties of an ideal moisture meter Possibly suitable measuring methods for 

developing an ideal moisture meter 

Measurement 

Non-destructive or less-destructive 

Independent of structural parameters 
of the sample 
Independent of solved salts in the 
sample 
Continuous and repeatable at the 
same position 

Determining the moisture profile 

Save in view of injuring radiation 

Measuring methods 

Thermometric 

Hygrometric 

Nuclear 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

Electric, radio frequencies 

Electric, microwave frequencies 

In Table 1 the demands are shown which a moisture meter for application in civil engineering 
should meet. The methods which in principle may be suitable for this purpose are shown in 
Table 2. Comparing the advantages and disadvantages of the different techniques it resulted, 
that an electrical method seemed to be most suitable for developing a moisture meter meeting 
the requirements shown in Table 1 [I] .  This paper reports on investigations which were carried 
out by the author, his collaborators and the partners in co-operation 1)2)3) to develop a moisture 
meter by evaluating electric parameters. Furthermore, a method for in-situ and less-destructive 
measuring of the salt content of building materials will be presented. 

DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF BUILDING MATERIALS 

According to MAXWELL’S theory the electromagnetic properties a dielectric material can be 
expressed by the complex relative permittivity E(O) = E’ - jd’. In this relation E’ is the dielectric 
constant, E” the loss factor and o the angle frequency. For dry building materials &’=3 ... 6 and 
E”=O are found, for pure water up to frequencies of some GHz ~’=80 and &”#O. Measuring at 
wet building materials, both parameters, the dielectric constant and the loss factor as well, can 
be used to measure the moisture content of the materials. However, there was only fragmentary 
knowledge of the dependence of the dielectric parameters on the structural, mechanical and 
chemical properties of the building materials. Therefore a detailed investigation into the di- 
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electric properties of building materials was made in the frequency range from 50 Hz to 4.000 
MHz [2][3]. Samples were made of different sorts of brick, sandstone, sand-lime brick, lime 
mortar and cement mortar. The moisture and salt content of the samples were systematically 
varied and determined absolutely by classic methods. By means of a network analyser different 
electric signals were measured and the complex permittivity was calculated. The measuring 
arrangement depended on the frequency range. At frequencies up to 1 MHz a modified capaci- 
tor was used, at frequencies from 1 MHz to 1.000 MHz a dilated co-axial guiding and at fre- 
quencies above 1.000 MHz wave guides were applied. Evaluating the measurements it results, 
that different frequency ranges have to be distinguished. 

Frequencies below about 100 MHz 
At frequencies below 100 MHz a precise measurement of the moisture content is impossible. 
At low frequencies contact and dielectric transition problems are dominating. In general a sepa- 
ration of the influence of water and salt on the dielectric parameters is impossible, as the per- 
mittivity depends in the same way on the moisture content as on the salt content of the probe. 

Frequencies between about 100 MHz and 1.000 MHz 
At frequencies above 100 MHz the dielectric constant and the loss factor depend in different 
ways on the moisture content and the salt content of the probe. Thus, the influence of water and 
salt on the dielectric parameter can be separated by measuring the real and the imaginary part of 
the permittivity. 

Frequencies between about 1.000 MHz and 4.000 MHz 
At frequencies above 1.000 MHz the influence of the salt content on the real part of the per- 
mittivity becomes very low. Regarding the ISM-Band, e. g. at a frequency of 2.450 MHz, the 
moisture content of building material can be determined, independent of the salt content, by 
measuring the real part of the permittivity only. The imaginary part of the permittivity however 
is still depending on the moisture and salt content of the material and can be used to determine 
the salt content. 

It results, that a moisture measurement at building materials can be realised at Microwave fre- 
quencies of about 2.450 MHz by determining the dielectric constant. Regarding the dielectric 
loss, also a determination of the salt content is possible. 

THE MICROWAVE SENSOR SYSTEM FOR MOISTURE MEASUREMENTS 

A first application of microwave methods for measuring the moisture content of structural ele- 
ments was realised by WATSON in the sixties [4]. He used two horn antennas, measuring the 
transmission loss of a wall. Since that time microwave technique and microwave components 
have changed a lot. Especially the progress of the commercial satellite transmission and TV 
accelerated the development of very efficient, small and nevertheless cheap microwave compo- 
nents. 

To achieve the aims mentioned above, especially to determine the moisture profile of compo- 
nents, a sensor is necessary penetrating into the building material. The displacement of the sen- 
sor enables the detection of the moisture content depending on the depth of the component. In 
general, it is possible to <<look>> from outside into the building component by applying the 
Time-Domain-Reflectometry. However, usual inhomogeneities inside the component cause 
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wave reflection and diffraction, so a distinguished analysis of the reflected signal is nearly im- 
possible. 

Suitable is a measuring system that requires two parallel bore holes, each for the transmission 
and the receiving aerial. A laboratory measuring system based on two-borehole-method was 
developed by WIGGENHAUSER et. al. [5].  More comfortable in application is a system, which 
requires only one bore hole for one aerial, while the other aerial is positioned in front of the 
building component. A measuring system using this method was developed by the co-operation 
partners (see footnote, page 2 of this paper) and is schematically shown in Fig. 1. A plane mi- 
crowave field (frequency about 2.450 MHz) is radiated by a patch antenna into the building 
material. The electric field is detected by a small dipole antenna within one bore-hole of 16 mm 
diameter. The detected signal is analysed by a network-analyser. The electric circuits (oscilla- 
tor, network-analyser etc.) and the mechanic parts (step motor for moving the antenna) of the 
measuring system are controlled by a Personal Computer [2][6][7]. 

The dielectric constant E’ cannot be measured directly but calculated via the wave propagation 
constant y. It can be shown that the wave propagation constant can be calculated by differenti- 
ating the electric field intensity twice and relating this to the original electric field intensity. By 
applying mathematical methods such as signal processing the problem of the differentiation 
could be solved [8]. 

Comparing the results of the dielectric measurements to moisture measurements with the clas- 
sical oven-drying method, a linear equation was found empirically to calculate the moisture 
content off the real part the permittivity, the dielectric constant E’. It resulted, that there is no 
difference in the dielectric behaviour of most mineral, capillary porous building materials like 
sandstone, brick, lime-brick and lime mortar, except those which have a cement bond like ce- 
ment mortar and concrete and also except those which don’t have capillary porous structure 
like sand and soil. So, for cement bound materials, for sand and for soil different equations are 
valid [9] .  

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the system for measuring the moisture content of building mate- 
rial 
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Fig. 2. Moisture measurement at a brick wall of an old building in Hamburg after an exposure 
to driving rain (from the right hand side). Dielectric measurement at 2.450 MHz in comparision 
to classical oven drying method. 

The measuring system was tested in laboratory and in situ as well. At first the quality of the 
applied algorithms was tested and improved by measuring at plates of PVC. Then, under labo- 
ratory conditions, moisture profile measurements were carried out at samples of sand-lime 
bricks with different moisture content. Last not least a lot of outdoor measurements were made. 

In Fig. 2 the results of moisture profile measurements at brick wall of an old building are 
shown. The wall had been exposed to driving rain from the right hand side for some time. The 
microwave measurements are compared to samples analysed by the classic oven-drying 
method, and a good accordance is given. It can be concluded, that the developed measuring 
system is suitable for determining the moisture content and moisture profiles of building mate- 
rials and structural elements. 

THE MICROWAVE SENSOR SYSTEM FOR SALT MEASUREMENT 

The Microwave Sensor System, which had been developed for measuring the moisture content 
of building materials can also be used to measure the salt content. The investigation into the 
dielectric properties of building materials had proved, that at a frequency of about 2.450 MHz 
(i) the real part of the complex relative permittivity is correlated with the moisture content of 
the specimen and is fairly independent of the salt content of the material, and (ii) that there is a 
relation between the imaginary part of the complex relative permittivity and the moisture and 
salt content of the material. Thus it is possible at least to determine the moisture content and 
the salt content of the specimen as well by calculating the real and the imaginary part of the 
permittivity. Investigations have shown, that in fact a separation of different salt contents is 
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possible by analysing both parts of the complex permittivity [ 3 ] .  These results were confirmed 
by an investigation of MAIERHOFER et. al. [9]. 

Comparing the results of the dielectric measurements to salt measurements with the classical 
laboratory method, an equation was found empirically to calculate the salt content off the 
imaginary part of the permittivity, considering also the real part. These investigations were car- 
ried out up to now only for mineral, capillary porous building materials like sandstone, brick, 
lime-brick and lime mortar which show the same dielectric behaviour. 

In Fig. 3 a profile measurements of the salt content at a wall of lime-sand bricks built inside the 
laboratory is shown. The wall had been exposed to a salt solution from the right hand side for 
20 hours and than rested for about 4 days. The results of the dielectric measurements are com- 
pared to the results of a classical photometric salt analysis. The peak of the dielectric deter- 
mined salt content at a depth of 190-200 mm is caused by wave scattering and will be discussed 
lateron. 

It is to notice, that a salt determination is only possible at a presence of water. A dry salt has got 
approximately the same dielectric properties like a dry building material, so a separation of its 
influence is not possible. 

SOME MORE MEASUREMENTS 

The measuring setup enables to measure the moisture and salt content in dependence of the 
depth of component. The measurement can be repeated at the same position. 

Fig. 3 Profile measurements of the salt content at a wall of lime-sand bricks. Dielectric meas- 
urements in comparison to classical photometric salt analysis. 
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Fig. 4. Dielectric measurements at an old, not water-tight brick wall after exposure to driving 
rain. The real part of the permittivity indicates the water content, the imaginary part the salt 
content. 

In Fig. 4 dielectric measurements at an old, not water-tight brick wall are shown. Driving rain 
had found its way (from the left hand side) into the component, obviously solving some salts. 
The water began to move through the capillaries to the dry side (right hand side). After the rain, 
the wall began to dry at the wet side (see real part of the permittivity), leaving behind the salt 
(see imaginary part of the permittivity). However, for a qualified diagnostics some more meas- 
urements are necessary. 

In Fig. 5 the drying process of porous concrete is shown. The first measurement was made, 
after a probe of porous concrete had sucked water from the right hand side for 2% hours. Then 
the probe could dry under room conditions, and the measurements were repeated 4 times, for 
the last time after 32 days. Though porous concrete has got a different porous structure than 
other mineral building materials, the drying process can be observed very well. 

LIMITS OF THE PROCEDURE 

To calculate the permittivity of a component, plane wave propagating perpendicular to the pla- 
nar antenna and a reflected wave with opposite direction are assumed. At inhomogeneities like 
hollow spaces or solid stones a three-dimensional wave scattering is possible. As these scat- 
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Fig. 5. Dielectric measurements at porous concrete, observing a drying process. The real part 
of the permitivitty indicates the water content. After having sucked water for 2?h hours (from 
the right hand side), the probe could dry under room conditions. Measurements were made at 
five different times. 

tered waves cannot be simulated by the one-dimensional system, the calculation of the permit- 
tivity becomes faulty. 

As the procedure to calculate the permittivity deals with a error estimation, it is possible in 
general to indicate and to eliminate single measured points of the profiles which obviously 
show an error. Furthermore, the Microwave Sensor System was improved by a rotating an- 
tenna. Another paper of the authors to be presented at this conference deals with this subject. 
[lo1 

If there is a high moisture content, a high attenuation of the microwave signal will result and 
the measurement of the moisture content inside a wall may be difficult at a depth of more than 
about 25-30 cm. However, to protect the staff from injuring radiation the Microwave output 
power of about 100 mW cannot be increased without limits. 

The moisture content can be calculated off the measured dielectric data from a saturated state 
down to a moisture content of 0 Vo1.-%. Salts however can only be measured when solved in 
water. Dry salts behave like a dry building material and cannot be separated from this. That 
means, that a measurement of the salt content is only possible in the presence of water. Practi- 
cally, for the determination of the salt content of building materials a moisture content of about 
4-5 Vo1.-% is necessary. Taking this fact into account, it results that building diagnostics and 
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control will not be possible without classical salt determination by laboratory methods. How- 
ever, the Microwave Sensor System is well suitable to observe a drying and desalination proc- 
ess after a redevelopment. 

SUMMARY 

A new Microwave Sensor System for measuring the moisture and salt content in building mate- 
rial and structural elements has been developed. Tests in laboratory and in situ as well confirm 
that this system is suitable for this application. 

All demands on an <<ideal>> moisture meter, shown in Table 1, could be achieved. The measur- 
ing system has been evaluated for measuring the content of solved salt as well. Further advan- 
tages of the developed Microwave Sensor System are, that no physical contact between anten- 
nas and building material is necessary and that the application of microwaves at the public fre- 
quency of 2.450 MHz does not require a permission or special admission. 

Daring an outlook, it can be expected that applying small and cheap microwave components of 
the satellite communication technique, it will be possible in the near future to develop a small 
and comparably cheap moisture and salt meter. 
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ABSTRACT 

A developed Microwave Sensor System makes it possible to measure moisture and salt pro- 
files of building materials and components by using a two-antenna system. 
Inhomogeneities like hollow spaces can cause a scattering of the wave and disturb the meas- 
ured profiles that way. The influence of inhomogeneities on the dielectric measurements was 
investigated by measuring several inhomogeneous components. By use of the unmodified 
Microwave Sensor System, hardly disturbed profiles were measured at several kinds of 
bricks, that contented hollow cavities. At other inhomogeneous samples, like sand with artifi- 
cially added scattering centres and brickwork, only partially disturbed profiles were meas- 
ured. 
To reduce the influence of inhomogeneities, the measuring setup was improved, developing a 
special antenna system. By using a turnable system of transmitting and receiving antenna the 
position of the radiation lobe and the polarisation of the wave can be varied. The intensities of 
the disturbances caused by the scattering centres is related to these two parameters. A minimi- 
sation of the disturbance’s intensities can be realised by the development of special evaluation 
algorithms. 
Improvements of the measurements achieved by this antenna system will be presented. 

KEYWORDS 

Microwave Sensor System, turnable antenna system, scattering phenomena. 

THE MICROWAVE SENSOR SYSTEM 

A Microwave Sensor System working at a frequency of 2,45 GHz for the repeatable meas- 
urement of moisture profiles at components was developed within the scope of a co-operation 
project, financed by the foundation of the Volkswagen Company [l], [ 2 ] .  Further investiga- 
tions has shown, that the device can also be used for the measurement of salt profiles in com- 
ponents at the same time [3], [4]. 
A microstrip patch antenna transmits an approximately plane wave into the component. The 
receiver is a short dipole antenna, that is moved into a borehole of 16 mm diameter by a step- 
motor. 
By use of a network analyser, the local attenuation and the phase shift of the wave are meas- 
ured. The data-acquisition and the step-motor are controlled by a computer. The data is used 
to calculate the real part E’ and the imaginary part E” of the local dielectric constant numeri- 
cally. 
Investigations in dielectric properties of mineral building materials had proved, that the real 
part E’ of the dielectric constant at 2,45 GHz is quite independent of the salt content. There- 
fore, a moisture measurement can be realised by determination of E‘. A linear relation between 
real part E’ and the material’s moisture content could be found, that is applicable for a great 
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variety of building materials. The imaginary part &” of the dielectric constant at 2,45 GHz is 
still dependent on moisture- and salt-content. By additional determination of E”, the salt con- 
tent can be measured [5].  
The evaluation algorithm of the measurement deals with an estimation of errors of the calcu- 
lated profile points. Faulted sectors of the profile can be recognised that way [6].  

MEASUREMENTS AT INHOMOGENEOUS MATERIALS 
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Inhomogeneities like hollow spaces can cause a scattering of the approximately plane wave. 
The resulting multipath propagation cannot be simulated by the evaluation algorithm, and 
disturbances of the measured profiles can occur. For that reasons, first measurements of di- 
electric profiles had been made at homogenous building materials. The influence of inhomo- 
geneities on the dielectric measurements was investigated later, using inhomogeneous materi- 
als like sand and soil with artificially added scattering centres and concrete [7] .  Further meas- 
urements were made at brickwork containing inhomogeneities and at bricks with hollow 
cavities. 

Figure 1: Structure of a porous brick 

Figure 2: 
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Profiles were measured at the porous brick, that can be seen in Figure 1. It shows the structure 
of the brick’s cavities and the direction of the profile measurements. The brick has got a 
thickness of 230 mm. Figure 2 shows moisture profiles, that were measured with the Micro- 
wave Sensor System. The first one was detected, when the stone’s moisture content was in 
equilibrium with the air’s moisture content. The second profile was measured after the stone 
had been sucking in water for 5 hours. The profiles are strictly related to the structure of the 
stone (Figure 1). Comparing these results to gravimetrically determined moisture profiles, a 
good correspondence results. 
Thus it is possible to measure dielectric profiles in these inhomogeneous bricks with the un- 
modified Microwave Sensor System. 
Another example for successful measurements at inhomogeneous materials can be given for 
lime-sand-bricks with hollow cavities. The structure of these stones and the direction of the 
measurements can be seen in Figure 3. The bricks have got a thickness of 180 mm at the lo- 
cation of the measurement. 
An example for the measurement of dielectric profiles can be seen in Figure 4. 

Figure 3: Structure of a lime-sand brick with hollow cavities 
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Figure 4: Dielectric profiles in lime-sand-brick with hollow cavities 

Figure 3: Structure of a lime-sand brick with hollow cavities 
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Figure 4: Dielectric profiles in lime-sand-brick with hollow cavities 
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The brick had been sucking in a saline solution for 19 hours. After that there was a period of 2 
days of redistribution of the salt- and moisture-profiles. The saline solution contented 17g 
HCl, 31,5g NaZS04 and 7g NaN03 per litre of water. The profiles are strictly related to the 
stone’s structure (Figure 3). The material section on the left, that has got a thickness of 20 
mm, seems to be reduced due to damages done to the brick when boring the hole. Further- 
more, the profiles show the hollow cavity of 80 mm thickness and the material on the right 
hand side with thickness of 80 mm, that contains the main part of moisture and salt, because 
the brick had been sucking from that side. 
The dielectric profiles can be used to calculate salt- and moisture-profiles by use of relations, 
that had already been documented [4], [S]. The calculated profiles can be seen in Figure 5. 
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As expected, the part of the stone, that had been sucking, contents the highest moisture con- 
tent. The calculated salt profile is nearly homogenous in the inner part of this section and the 
amount is rising at its surfaces, the zones of evaporation. In Figure 5, the salt-profile deter- 
mined by photometry can be seen. To detect this profile, the collected boremeal in steps of 20 
mm was analysed. The salt content in the inner material shows good correspondence of the 
two profiles. The amount of the photometrically determined profile doesn’t rise near the sur- 
faces. The steps of 20 mm could be too big to detect a accumulation of salt at the surfaces. 
After showing successful measurements at inhomogeneous components with the unmodified 
Microwave Sensor System, two examples of measurements shall be given, that contain errors 
due to scattering phenomena. The first example was measured at sand, that had a moisture- 
content of 4,1 m.%. The moisture content had been homogenised by mixing the sand, the 
material was put into special boxes made of PVC. These boxes contain three tubes made of 
PVC with a diameter of 16 mm, that cross the box rectangularly and pass through holes in the 
sidewalls. During a measurement, the receiving dipole is moved through these tubes. Hollow 
tubes made of PVC with a diameter of 16 mm and with a length of 120 mm were put into the 
sand perpendicular to the direction of the measurement to act as scattering centres. Figure 6 
shows a measured profile of the real part E’ of the dielectric constant, that is proportional to 
the moisture content. In the middle of the profile, a disturbance can be seen, that is induced by 
one of the scattering centres in the sand. In this case, it is impossible to measure an undis- 
turbed profile with the unmodified Microwave Sensor System. 
The second example is a profile-measurement made at a brickwork of lime-sand bricks, that 
was put together without mortar. Due to the alternating orientation of the bricks, the brick- 
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work contains gaps filled with air between parallel stones. A side view of the brickwork's 
structure can be seen in Figure 7a. Figure 7b shows measured profiles of the real part E' of the 
dielectric constant, measured at dry brickwork and at the same brickwork containing mois- 
ture. While the profile measured at dry brickwork is widely undisturbed, the profile of the wet 
brickwork contains disturbances in the region of the second brick. 
The detected profiles of these two measurements at inhomogeneous components are partially 
disturbed. The disturbed regions can be recognised by the evaluation algorithm. A measure- 
ment of salt- and moisture-content failed in these regions. 
In those cases, the unmodified Microwave Sensor System can only detect incomplete profiles. 
A measurement with improved quality can be realised by modification of the transmitting 
antenna. The turnable antenna system, that is introduced in the following chapter, is an exam- 
ple for a modified system. 

path in mm 

Figure 6: Measurement at sand containing tubes made of PVC as scattering centres 
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Figure 7a): Side view of the brickwork made of lime-sand bricks 
Figure 7b): Dielectric profiles of the dry and the wet brickwork 
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THE TURNABLE ANTENNA SYSTEM 

The measuring setup can be improved to reduce the influence of inhomogeneities. A special 
antenna system was developed, that enables the variation of several parameters of transmis- 
sion. An antenna system with a displaceable radiation lobe was first introduced by MENKE 
and KNOCHEL [9], a system of turnable transmitter and receiver was proposed by 
HAUENSCHILD [ 101. 
By using a turnable system of transmitting and receiving antenna the position of the radiation 
lobe and the polarisation of the wave can be varied. The intensities of the disturbances caused 
by the scattering centres is related to these two parameters. The influence of the scattering 
centres on the received signal depends on its location. This influence also varies when the 
radiation lobe is displaced. By variation of the wave’s polarisation, the influence of aniso- 
tropic scattering centres can be varied. 
The front view of the developed turnable antenna system can be seen in Figure 8. The trans- 
mitting 4-patch antenna can be seen, the receiving dipole is located in the middle of the sys- 
tem. The antenna is turnable in steps of 30°, so each profile is measured up to 12 times under 
variation of the parameters of transmission. 

Figure 8: Turnable antenna system, front view. 

The influence of the scattering inhomogeneities varies for these different profiles. A minimi- 
sation of the disturbance’s intensities can be realised by the development of special evaluation 
algorithms. These algorithms can use the estimation of errors of the calculated profile points, 
that is part of the evaluation algorithm of the unmodified Microwave Sensor System. Two 
different ways of evaluation have been tested already [ 1 I]. The result of the first one is the 
profile with the lowest amount of the integral over the error estimation of the whole profile. 
The result of the second one is a profile, that is composed of single points of the 12 measured 
profiles, that have got the lowest error estimation under variation of the parameters of trans- 
mission. Though these algorithms are not optimised yet, an improvement of the characteristics 
of the measurement is obvious. The improvement of the algorithms for the turnable antenna 
system is subject of investigations presently. 
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To demonstrate the improvements achieved by using the turnable antenna system, the meas- 
urements made at sand and brickwork, which are shown in Figures 6 and 7, were repeated by 
use of the new system. 
Figure 9 shows the measurement at sand with embedded tubes of PVC. 
The resulting profile is hardly disturbed, the disturbance in the middle of the profile (Figure 6) 
could be completely eliminated. The profile's slight fluctuations are resulting from fluctua- 
tions of density and moisture inside the sample. 

0 1 0 0  200 300 
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Figure 9: Dielectric profiles measured at sand with embedded tubes (to compare with Fig- 
ure 6) 

Figure 10: Dielectric profiles measured at brickwork with unmodified antenna and turnable 
antenna system (to compare with Figure 7) 
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The profile measured with the turnable antenna system is much better than the one that re- 
sulted from measurement with the unmodified system. There’s only one small distortion in a 
depth of about 190 mm. 
In both cases it was possible to suppress distortions caused by scattering phenomena by use of 
the turnable antenna system, though only simple evaluation algorithms were applied. Better 
algorithms have to be developed. The antenna system itself can be modified to obtain a 
maximum of efficiency. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The developed Microwave Sensor System enables the measurement of moisture and salt pro- 
files of building materials and components. 
Though inhomogeneities like hollow spaces can cause a scattering of the wave and disturb the 
measured profiles, it is possible to measure profiles in inhomogeneous components with the 
unmodified system. In case of porous bricks with hollow cavities and in lime-sand-bricks with 
hollow cavities, we are able to present hardly disturbed profiles. At other inhomogeneous 
components like sand with embedded tubes and a brickwork made of lime-sand-brick, the 
resulting profiles content local disturbances, which admittedly can be recognised by the esti- 
mation of errors of the evaluation algorithm. At disturbed profile-locations, no detection of 
salt- and moisture-content is possible. 
The measuring setup has been improved to reduce the influence of inhomogeneities. A special 
antenna system was developed. By using a turnable system of transmitting and receiving an- 
tenna the position of the radiation lobe and the wave’s polarisation can be varied. The intensi- 
ties of the disturbances caused by the scattering centres is related to these two parameters. 
Though only simple evaluation algorithms were applied, the characteristics of the profile 
measurement was improved significantly. So undisturbed measurements at the same samples 
were possible, that led to partially disturbed profiles when using the unmodified system. 
By further investigations, the evaluation algorithms and the construction of the antenna itself 
shall be improved. 
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ABSTRACT 

It is already widely accepted that quality control is a part of the production process and that 
high-quality products require a high level of quality control. The estimation of concrete 
strength in building Portland Cement Concrete pavement by Non Destructive Tests (NDT) is of 
considerable interest to engineers. Several national and international standards recognize the 
various NDT methods as suitable. Basically, most test methods measure some others properties 
of concrete than its mechanical strength. However, the evaluation of insitu concrete strength is 
carried out by means of an established correlation of these properties with strength. Therefore, 
the reliability of assessing the concrete strength primarily depends upon the precision of the 
established calibration 

In the non destructive tests used to determine the compressive strength of concrete, the 
relationship between the NDT measured result, mechanical or physical, and the strength is 
generally not unique. This arises from the diversity in the existing relations between the 
measured characteristic and the factors making up concrete strength, among others: cement 
contents, type of aggregates, bond between cement: paste and aggregates and water cement 
ratio. 

In order to improve the significance of the NDT x Concrete Strength correlation the coarse 
aggregate strength may be introduced as an independent variable. Another way of improving 
the concrete strength estimation consists in combining two different non destructive testes. 

The aim of the present is to check the validity of pulloff, pin penetration and ultrasonic pulse 
velocity for assessing concrete strength, that are widely used in quality control system. The 
NDT are compared on basis of sensitivity of measurements and scatter of results. The 
advantage deriving from the aggregate strength used as a variable is also examined. 
An extensive series of tests was carried out to obtain a correlation of the NDT results with 
compressive strength. Nine concrete mixes for each three different coarse aggregate strength, 
of 19 mm max. size, were tested. 

KEYWORDS 

Concrete; NDT; pulloff test; penetration test; UPV. 

INTRODUCTION 

The reliability on the standard compressive test came as result of experience gained in 
extensive development work conducted during the last 100 years throughout the world. 
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However, concrete placed in a structures to pavement has different compaction and curing 
conditions to concrete tested using the standard compressive test. Hence, the standard 
compressive test reflects a strength potential but not necessary the in situ strength. 

Nondestructive tests (NDT) , such as pulse velocity, pin penetration and pulloff, provide 
indirect data that can be empirically related to compressive strength by calibration with 
strength measurements from a number of cast specimens. 

NDT measurement technique has been used for more than two decades for concrete quality 
evaluation and assessing concrete compressive strength. During this period, the advantages of 
its use and the factors influencing the test results have been widely reported. According to 
Castro [ l ]  age, mix proportion, watericement ratio, cement type, aggregate type have an 
influence on the pulses velocity test results and its relationship to concrete compressive 
strength. 

Using different concrete mixes, but with the same materials Castro [2] showed a comparison 
between NDT trough their relationship with compressive strength of cast cylinder specimens 
and concrete strength by extracted cores. 

Structural inspection to repair or reinforce structures is probably the main application for 
combine NDT. Measurement of NDT at points on a regular grid on the surface of concrete 
structures provides a reliable method for assessing the homogeneity of the concrete as shown 
by Ludwig and Castro [3]. 
An experimental program, consisting of nine series of mixes, was carried out. The variable 
assessed were: (1) concrete strength at different mix proportion with a range of 15 to 40 MPa 
to duplicate strengths found in practice; and (2) coarse aggregate of different crushing strength. 
The effect of these parameters on the relation between compressive strength by cast specimens 
and the nondestructive tests results was measured. 

PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION AND EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
In most of the development of nondestructive test methods for concrete attempts have been 
made to correlate the measurement with concrete compressive strength measured on 
standardized test specimens under standard conditions of mechanical loading. This approach 
has often been linked to an assumption that compressive strength test results are of primary 
importance and represent a basic standard by which nondestructive tests may be judged. One 
results of this has been that limited confidence has emerged among engineers in the NDT 
results, since they are always correlated with standard compressive strength test results and the 
regression curves are disturbed by the influence of a large number of factors which are 
encountered in practice. 

Portland cement (CP-I1 F40), complying with the ABNT - NBR 11578 / 91 [4], and natural 
sand were used in all mixes. Crushed coarse aggregate of three different origins were used in 
the research work. They were named after their crushed strength (kN) 95, 120 and 180. Nine 
series of mixes was carried out for each coarse aggregate origin. The aim of the mixes set was 
to minimize: ( I )  the internal variables, keeping the same materials but the coarse aggregate; (2) 
the external variables, keeping the same workability 

Therefore the mixes set used have the same: (1) Portland cement; (2) sand / aggregate ratio; (3) 
coarse aggregate maximum size of 19 mm; (4) and admixture proportion. The mixes used for 
the test series are shown in Table 1. 
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TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
All test results were adopted as the mean of three individual test results, apart from 
compressive strength by cylinders which were mean of two. Also, all test results are 56 days of 
age, hence test date. NDT were carried out on prismatic specimens, as shown in Fig. I .  

The development of the pulloff test device is described in Miranda [ 5 ] .  The pulloff test is a 
partial non destructive test. The steel plate of 75 mm diameter is fixed to the concrete surface 
by epoxy. Applying an axial pulloff force to the bolt by means of a torque wrench and bearing 
system results in a vertical force on the plate, which eventually leads to the fracture of the 
concrete. 

The penetration test was introduced in Brazil by Pontes Vieira [6]. Thus, pin penetration tests 
were carried out according to the Brazilian tradition: smooth 55 mm long pin of 6.4 mm 
diameter and a short cartridge 22, medium powder potential. Test results were measured by 
using a caliber and referred to millimeter. 

UPV (54 kHz) measurements by direct transmission arrangement were used in the present 
research program. 

Table 1. Mix characteristics and test results 
Prismatic Specimens 

W/C CACS* Fc** (230x230~340 mm) 
Ratio (kN) (MPa) Pulloff UPV Pin*** 

Mix Mix Proportion ID . ,  . , 

(N.m) ( W S )  (mm) 
1/95 1 : 2.53 : 3.53 0.60 18.7 14.7 3.41 14.8 
2/95 1 : 2.42 : 3.64 0.60 26.3 16.3 3.71 19.0 
6/95 1 : 1.58 : 2.67 0.42 95 28.7 18.2 4.00 25.7 
7/95 1 : 1.41 : 2.50 0.42 32.6 23.3 4.12 26.6 
8/95 1 : 1.24 : 2.35 0.39 38.2 22.3 4.09 29.4 
9/95 1 : 1.17 : 2.21 0.37 31.8 23.2 4.07 27.9 

11180 1 : 2 5 3  3 53 060 29.5 20.7 4.22 23.7 
21180 1 : 2 42 . 3.64 0.60 35.3 14.5 4.29 33.9 
31180 1 . 2.20 : 3.14 0 54 2 4 7  14.8 4.19 28.2 
41180 1 : 1.95 2.97 0.49 32.8 183  4.28 30.8 
51180 1 1 7 5  , 2 7 5  0 4 5  180 34.5 14.5 4 30 28 7 
61180 1 : 1.58 . 2.67 0.42 34.8 22.0 4.36 24.5 
7/180 1 : 1 41 ' 2  50 0.42 41.9 19.7 4.30 35.5 
81180 1 .  124  235  039  26.3 19 7 4 39 26 7 

Notes: 
w 
*** ErposedLength. 
0 

*Coarse Aggregate Crushed Strength: **Compressive Strength from Cylindrical Specimens (15Ox3Wmm) at testing date; 

Outlier mixes due to test results: 3/95. 4/95, 5/95, 11120, 61120 and 9/180. 
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Fig. 1. Prismatic specimens: NDT location. 

The tests results of the present investigation were previously analyzed to figure out which were 
the outlier results for each test. Whenever a mix proportion has more than two outlier results 
from different non destructive tests, all NDT results for that mixes were excluded. Therefore, 
the analysis and conclusions are based on tests results, shown in Table 1, obtained in the 
present research, which are limited by the number of mixes materials and procedure employed. 
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The number of test used to develop the models is small. However, statistical test were carried 
out. The first test was to verifl whether the NDT results and compressive test result fitted to a 
Gauss Distribution. The Henry straight line test shows all test fitted to Gauss Distribution. 

Just as a frequency distribution can be described diagrammatically by a frequency polygon, so 
can a cumulative frequency distribution be represented by a curve called ogive. The ogive 
curves for the experimental test results are shown in Fig. 2. The pulloff test results produced an 
ogive close to the concrete compressive test results. Actually the mechanical measurement of 
the two tests results can be assumed as the main support for that close behavior. Note that 
pulloff test measure the tensile strength of the concrete. 

0 1  

I 2 3 4 

Class Interval 

, 
5 6 

Fig. 2. Ogive for the test results of the experimental program. 

UPV and pin penetration test results produced an ogive significantly different from the 
compressive strength test results. This statement is supported by hypothesis test carried out to 
ogive area at 5% risk. The effect of the coarse aggregate crushed strength on the pin test result 
can be assumed as a parameter for that behavior. The density of the coarse aggregate can be 
related to the crush strength. Therefore, the effect of the coarse aggregate origin is assume to 
explain the UPV ogive behavior. 

Regression analysis is an useful tool to evaluate the relationshp between concrete tests. 
Statistical parameter are first used to evaluate the fit of the chosen regression curve. However, 
when comparing models obtained for different test types, the regression curves parameters 
should be carefully used. Table 2 shows regression models, correlation coefficient and standard 
errors obtained for the experimental program. Fig. 3, 4, and 5 show one independent variable 
models. Assuming coarse aggregate crushed strength as a second independent variable, models 
shown in Table 2 can be plotted as presented in Figure 6. 
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Table 2. Regression models 

CACS 
(W) 

NDT Regression Curves 
Correlation Standard 
Coefficient Error 

95 fc = 1.101 B' loo R2 = 0.792 3.660 

120 fc = 13.005 e0.046.B R2 = 0.856 3.021 

180 fc = 1.763 B R2 = 0.694 5.934 

All with C fc = 1.346 B o.667 C o.242 R2 = 0.466 4.559 

Pulloff 
Test 

All results fc = 0.049 B2 - 0.776 B + 27.849 R2 = 0.379 4.961 

95 fc = 0.435 V3.0S3 R2 = 0.896 2.936 

120 fc = 94.644 V - 362.647 R2 = 0.705 4.018 

UPV 180 fc = 0.437 V2 948 R2 = 0.069 5.804 

All results fc = 1.304 V2.222 R2 = 0.394 5.138 

All with C fc = 1.4 15 V3 070 C".263 RZ = 0.463 4.734 

95 fc = 1.825 R2 = 0.910 2.486 

120 fc = 0.674 P + 10.112 R2 = 0.257 1.994 

Penetration 180 fc = 0.819 P + 8.713 R2 = 0.386 4.689 

All with C fc = 3.876 Po 771 Ca0.09' R2 = 0.437 4.790 

Pin 

Test All results fc = 12.782e0 03' R2 = 0.635 3.493 

Note: fc -- Concrete Strength; B - Pulloff Test Results; V -  UPV Test Results: 
P - Pin Penetration Test Results: C - Coarse Aggregate Strength 

The tests in this research measure different properties of the concrete and the results were 
correlated with compressive strength. The standard errors of these correlation is the statistical 
parameter used as basis of comparison between tests: it has the units of MPa. 

Although the correlation coefficient shows the extend to which the non-destructive test results 
and the compressive strengths are related, the effectiveness of compressive strength evaluation 
cannot be obtained from this parameter. The residuals standard deviation is the measure of the 
accuracy in evaluating the compressive strength hence the measure of the model's 
effectiveness. 

Gross model violations, when present, are often exposed by an appropriate graph of the 
residual, When the model is correct, the standard residuals tend to fall between 2 and -2 and 
are randomly distributed about zero. The standardized residuals were plotted as the ordinate 
against the model value. The normal pattern fits into two parallel straight lines. The figures 
patterns means that the variance of the observations may be increasing with the magnitude of 
compressive strength or the test results. 
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Fig. 3. Pulloff: one independent variable regression models 
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Fig. 4. UPV: one independent variable regression models. 
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Fig. 6. Pulloff regression model: coarse aggregate crushed strength as second independent 
variable. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The main aim of this research was to analyze the effect of crushed coarse aggregate on NDT 
relationship to concrete compressive strength. The approach for assessing that effect was to 
introduce aggregate crushed strength as an independent variable to the correlation models. A 
laboratory program was developed using data collected from different mixes and three coarse 
aggregate of different origin. A set of variables (age, aggregate grading and size, curing 
procedure, etc) considered to influence the NDT - compressive strength relationship was 
excluded. 

The procedure used for analyzing data included one variable statistic and regression analysis 
by least squares method. An analysis of residual variation was undertaken to evaluate the effect 
of the aggregate origin on the tests relationship. 

The present NDT test results confirms that a crushed strength effect is present, i. e., coarse 
aggregate crushed strength has an influence on NDT - concrete strength relationship. 
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ABSTRACT 

Pullout test, which is classified one of non-destructive testing methods, has been investigated 

to estimate the strength of concrete [l] .  Many types of pullout test method are developed to 

examine the concrete structures. In the case that the pullout test is applied, it is required that 

test surface is smooth and plane, and that the pullbolt is pulled straightly in the bolt shaft. But it 

is difficult to set the equipment appropriately to the existing aged structures that usually have 

rough and deteriorated surface. A new pullout testing method, which a shallow round groove is 

cut to install the bearing ring in, is developed to apply such structures. Some experiments were 

took place to examine the applicability of the proposed method. As a result, good results were 

obtained even in the rough concrete surface condition. 

KEYWORDS 

Pullout test, Compressive strength, Shotcrete, Variation, Roughness of the surface 

INTRODUCTION 

I t  is very important to estimate the strength of concrete when the performance and durability of 

the existing structure is evaluatcd. The Schmidt Hammer test [2] is the most famous and the 

simplest method to estimate the compressive strength of concrete, but the deterioration of the 

concrete surface, that is usually observed in the aged structure, influences on the obtained 

results seriously. 

Pullout test is another method for estimating the strength of concrete. The principle of the 

method is that the force required to pull a bolt embedded in the concrete has a correlation with 

concrete strength. So, many types of pullout test method have been developed to examine the 
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strength of existing structures. Comparing with the Schmidt Hammer test, i t  is more certain 

method as in-situ test because it is not influenced by the surface condition and the results are 

obtained by breaking the inside of the concrete. 

In spite of this, i t  is not popular in Japan. One of the reasons why it is not spread widely in 

Japan seems that it takes more time and the cost is higher than the Schmidt Hammer test. The 

other reason seems that it is difficult to apply this method to the existing aged structures, for 

example, 

1 )  Although the test surface of the structure must be smooth and plane, the aged structures 

usually have rough, dirty and deteriorated concrete surface. 

2) It is necessary to pull the pullbolt straightly in the bolt shaft, so that the pullbolt must be 

perpendicular to the wall, but it is difficult to set it accurately. 

A new test method is developed to solve these problems and to estimate compressive slrength 

of concrete more correctly. The uniqueness of this method is that a shallow round groove is cut 

to install the bearing ring. By using the groove, bearing ring is able to be set perpendicular to 

the pullbolt certainly, and the roughness or the deterioration of the test surface is canceled in 

the proposed method. In this work, some basic experiments were carried out to clarify the 

applicability of this method to the test specimens including the shotcrete specimen which has 

very rough surface. 

TEST PROCEDURE 

In this method, the pullbolt, of which the diameter of the 

bottom is extended by hammering, is used. Figure 1 shows the 

form of the pullbolt. 

The test is carried out as follows: 

(1) Drill a hole in the concrete and clean out it. 

(2) Extend the bottom of the hole with the length of more than 

8cm by the undercutter and clean the hole again. 

(3) Insert and hammer the pullbolt, then the bottom of the 

pullbolt expands and the pullbolt is fixed in the concrete. 

(4) Attach the shaft to the top of the pullbolt, and cut the 

shallow circular groove with the diameter of lOcm by the 
Fig.1 The shape of pullbolt 

core drill until the base of the drill touches the tip of the shaft. Here, i t  is possible to keep 

the distance 7cni from the bottom of the groove to the head of the pullbolt. 

( 5 )  Put the bearing ring around the pullbolt and insert it  in the groove. Then bearing ring is 

certainly set perpendicular to the axis of the pullbolt regardless of the concrete surface 

condition. Replace the shaft with the pull rod and mount the hydraulic rani on the bearing 
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ring and connect it to the pull rod. 

(6) Load at a uniform rate until pullout rupture occurs. 

(7) Record the maximum value of the force and check the form of pullout cone. 

The procedure is shown in Fig.:! 

Fig.2 Procedure of proposed method 

EXPERIMENTS 

The pullout force is influenced mainly by the shear strength of concrete [3]. However, the 

coarse aggregates randomly exist in the shear fracture zone around the pullout cone and they 

may influence on the pullout force. Therefore, the problem of the variation of pullout forces 

exists in the pullpout test. 

An experiment was took place firstly in order to clarify the variation of the pullout forces. 

Table 1 shows the mix proportion of the specimen which has 20mm size coarse aggregates. 
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Tablel. Mix proportion of specimens 

s/a = Sand aggregate ratio 

Pullout test was carried out 54 times in one specimen 

at the age of 3 days and the variation of pullout forces 

was evaluated statistically. Typical shape of the cone 

pulled out is conical which is shown in Fig..?. The 

cumulative frequency ratio of the pullout forces is 

described in Fig.4. Normal probability distribution 

curve, which was calculated from the average of the 

pullout force 61.4kN and standard deviation 5.6kN, is 

also shown in this figure. Comparing the distribution 

of pullout forces with normal probability distribution 

curve, it is clear that they almost agree with each other. 
~ i ~ , 3  ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ l  shape of the 

It means that the variation of 

pullout forces distributes 

normally. 

Using these data, a more 

statistical analysis was carried 

out to determine the number of 

times of testing at one 

specimen. The t-distribution 

gives us information about the 

relation between the average 

of sampling data and the 

population. Regarding the 

distribution of 54 data as the 

distribution of the population, 

the average and the standard 

deviation of the data can be 

- t e s t  

. standard deviation 5.61kN) 
- 

0 9  - average 6 1 . 4 ( k N )  

0 8  

0.7 - 
0 .  

0 6  - 
L .  

0.5 - 

._ 

.- . 

0 .  
-Calculated normal probability 

di8tiibUsion curve 
Test results 

45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 

Pullout force (kN) 

Fig.4 Variation of pullout forces 

used in the analysis. Fig5 shows the t-distribution of the obtained data. The distributions of the 

average when the sampling number is 2 to 5 are shown in this figure. This figure indicates that 

accuracy increases with the number of sampling, but the accuracy is not so improved when the 

sampling number increases. Table 2 shows the 95% confidence interval of each sampling 

number. In the case that the number of sampling is 3. it seems to be better that 9S% of averaged 
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The number of sampling 

1 

n o  I 

95% confidence 
interval 

50.1 - 71.6 ( k N )  

31.40 41.40 51.40 61 -40 71.40 81.40 91 40 

Pullout force (kN) 

Fig.5 T-distribution of pullout forces 

2 
3 
4 
5 

data are in the range of 90% to I 10% of the average of population. 

53.4- 69.3 (kN) 
54.9 - 67 9 (kN) 
55.7 - 67.0 (kN) 
56.3 - 66.4 (kN) 

IN the next experiment, a shotcrete 

specimen was produced to evaluate the 

applicability of the method to the concrete 

with rough surface. Mix proportion is 

shown in Table 3 and production process is 

shown in Fig.5. The shotcrete specimen has 

considerably rough surface with no 

treatments. Pullout forces are compared 

with compressive strength estimated by the 

standard pullout test [JSCE-G561] at the 

Grnax W/C s/a W C S.A G.A 

(mrn) (%) (%) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) ~ 

13 50 59 205 41 0 990 71 9 

13 56.9 60 205 360 1031 719 

I ~I 

90- 110% of the average 
of the population 

55.2 - 67.6 (kN) 

age of 3 hours and 24 hours and standard compressive test [JIS A 11081 at the age of 7 days. 

Test results shown in Fig.6 which shows the quite linear relationship between pullout forces 

and compressive strength. It explains that the proposed method can also estimate concrete 

strength. 
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CONCLUSION 

It has been clarified that the 

proposed pullout test is able to 

apply to rough surfaces and the 

compressive strength can be 

estimated from the pull force. It is 

also clarified that the pullout test 

at one time on one specimen 

should be done three times in 

order to obtain the range from 

90% to 110% of the mean value 

of the population. As there are 

various types of degraded 

surface conditions such as 

freezing and thawing, it is 

necessary to apply the 

proposed method to many 

structures. 
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Evaluation of the Strength Characteristics of Building Materials 

Dr. Shkolnik, LE. I; Dr. Aktan H.M.'; Dr. Wu H.C.'; Dr. Russell D.A.2 

Introduction 

The possibility to predetermine the strength of building materials such as concrete at different strain 
rates and cyclic loading is studied. The purpose of the study is to evaluate the toughness of infrastmcture in 
service. Therefore, particular emphasis is placed on describing the methods of nondestmctively evaluating 
the strength of concrete at static loading and its dynamic strength kom results of static loading The NDE 
methods that are explored in this article are nonlinear stress wave techniques at ultrasonic frequencies. Other 
stress wave techniques such as, the Pulse-Echo utilizing kequencies within sonic range shows significant 
promise. 

Physical Basis 

One approach to solving this problem is based on by making allowance for the kinetic nature of 
fracture. Kinetic nature of fracture postulates that the failure of building materials (metals, glasses, polymers, 
composites, etc.) undes loading is not a critical event but rather is the result of a process of nucleation, 
accumulation, and the development of damage elements. At the atomic-molecular level, this process is 
controlled by events of breaking of interatomic bonds by thermal fluctuation. New diagnostic methods are 
based also on the fact that the nonlinearity of deformation of concrete is an integral microstructure-sensible 
parameter, which characterizes their behavior up to the point of failure at static and dynamic loading [1,2,3]. 

The presence of non-lmear dependence between stress and deformation has been derived from basic 
provisions of modem theory of solid bodies and is stipulated by the nature of interatomic forces. Different 
tlaws in structure (dislocations, micropores, microcrevices) have a significant influence and predetermine the 
non-linearity of deformation diagrams. From the point of view of non-linear ultrasonic diagnostics of 
materials, the most important condition is that within awiderange ofstrain ( lod - 10.' ) the relation between 
stress ( i~ ) and strain ( E  ) is described by one equation [4]: 

cr=EOE-bbg2 t l )  

where, E, : Young's modulus, b : parameter of non-linearity deformation [ b / E ,  -the relative value of the 

parameter of noii-linearity deformation). 

From (1) it follows that the strength is defmed as: 

and the coefficient ' b given below characterizes the change of elastic property at loading: 

' Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48202, USA 
' Kettering University, Flint, MI 48504, USA 
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or 

One can see from (2) and (3), strength increases with reduction of, the non-linearity parameter, coefficient 
' b  '_ 

The thermofluctuation theory, based on the view of lattice anharmonicity and overwork of 
intermolecular connections, and the non-linearity of deformation leads to the following dependence between 
strength at dynamic (R,  ), cyclic ( R, ) and quasi-static (R, ) loading for concrete [3]: 

= K,  = 1 + 0.09061og 
R, 

R 
-L= K ,  =0.914+0.006010g f -0.090610gN 
R, 

(4) 

(5) 

where E, , &, - strain rates at quasi-static and dynamic loading, .f - loading frequency, and N -number of 

loading cycles. 

Equations (4,5) are well established for many traditional materials. However, based on the 
thermofluctuation theoty and non-linearity of deformation, this fact requires experimental verification for 
concrete and other composite materials (graphitelepoxy, carbon/epo?cy, glass-fiber reinforced, etc.). 

Comparison with Experimental Results 

In order to estimate the dynamic strength from the results of quasi-static tests, the dynamic 
coeflicient K, and cyclic coe!?icient K, given in equations 4 and 5: were calculated for concrete 
corresponding to tensile, compressive and flexural failure modes. 

Table 1 contains comparison of K ,  with the experimental results of many investigators compiled 
in reference (5) for tensile strength of concrete. The comparisons shown in Table 1 are between the following 

equation for dynamic coefficient K, , which is based on these experimental results given in reference ( 5 )  and 

theoretical expression for K ,  shown in equation 4: 

K ,  =1.770+0.2190log&, + 0.0154(log~,)~ ( 6 )  

In describing the dynamic strength the strain rate ratio was varied by an order of seven, and the 
quas-static strain rate that appears in equation 4 was 5 10.' I/S 

Table 1 shows that the relative error between the experimental expression (6)  and theoretical 
expression(4)(inthiscase K, = 1.570+ 0 .0906 log~~)d idno~e :~ceed  1 I"%. 

Table 2 shows the experimental values of K, for the compressive strength of plain and steel fiber 

reillforced concretes [6].  The values of K, calculated using equation (4) are: K, = 1.18 12 for 

~,=10000p/s, &,= IOOp/s; K, = 1.2244 for gd = 30000p/s, C, = iOOp/s (p - miaostrain ). 
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One can see from Table 2 that the experimental values of compressive strength were less than the 
average value calculated &om Eq. (4) and the relative error did not exceed 17%. 

Thus, the results presented in Tables 1 and 2 show that the dynamic strength of concrete under 
tensile, and compressive loading can be determined if its static strength and the parameter of non-linear 
deformation is known. 

Table 1. Dynamic Coefficient K, for Tensile Strength of Concrete 

Strain rate, (1k) K, ReWI K, ReWI Relative error, (“h) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

1 o - ~  0.94 0.99 +5.0 

1 o4 1.03 1.01 -2.0 

1 o - ~  1.12 1.06 -6.0 

1 o4 1.21 1.14 -6.0 

10” 1.30 1.25 -4.0 

1 o-* 1.39 1.39 0.0 

1 oo 1.57 1.77 +11.0 

lo-’ 1.48 1.57 +6.0 

Table 2. Dynamic Coefficient KI for Compressive Strength of Concrete 

Ki 

Ooo0 Relative error Ed=30000 Relative error 

(mis) YO (m/s) % 
(1) (2) (3 1 (4) ( 5 )  

Mix 1-control 1.130 -4.4 1.240 1.3 
Mix 1-A 1.015 -16.4 0.991* 
Mix 1-B 1.077 -9.7 1.074 -14.0 
Mix 1-C 1.071 -10.3 1.092 -12.0 
Mix 2-A 1.070 -10.4 1.106 -10.7 
Mix 2-B 1.056 -12.0 1.157 -5.8 

Mix 3-C 1.143 -3.3 1.105 -10.8 
Mix 3-A 1.220” 1.315* 
Mix 3-B 1.100 -7.4 1.070 -14.4 

Mortar 0.095* 1.083 -13.1 

Mix 4-A 1.055 -12.0 1.123 -9.0 

Note: * excluded with reliability 95%. 
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In Tables 3 and 4 the values of K ,  obtained &om equation 5 are compared with experimental 
results for cyclic loading that are presented in references [7,8]. As follows from column 1 of Tables 3 and 4, 
the average value of the fmt coetficient in experimental expressions of K ,  equals to 1.1346 and the average 

value ofthe coefficient of logN equals to 0.081 0. 

The experimental relations for K ,  shown in the fust colunm of Tables 3 and 4 compare veq well 

with the theoretical relation shown in second column obtained by substituting the cycle characteristics (p) 
and load frequencies given in third and fourth columns. 
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In recent years fiber reinforced concrete has become increasingly popular for use in structures 
subjected tp severe environmental loads and conditions. Therefore, it is very important to know if it is 
possible to use the theoretical relation presented in equation 5 for fiber concrete mixtures. The relations 
given in Table 5 maluated using the experimental data &om reference [9] are compared to the relation 
evaluated form equation 5 by substituting a frequency of lHZ, given below: 

K ,  =1.075-0.090610gN (8) 

A statistical analysis of the coefficients of the experimental relation showed that with reliability of 
99% the fust coeficient in the experimental expressions is (1.0881* 0.06) and the coetficient of logN is 
(0.1039+ 0.0242). These values show excellent correlation with the coefficients for K2 in equation 8. 

Based on their experimental resvlts Hsu and Su [ 101 presented equation 9 describing the cyclic 

coefiicient. Table 6 contains the comparison of K ,  from equations 8 and 9. 

Table 6. Cyclic coeEcients Kz for concrete 

K2 K2 Relative error LogN 
Re991 Ref [8] (%) 

0 1.170 1.074 +8.0 
1 1.007 0.980 +2.2 
2 0.849 0.893 -5.0 
3 0.724 0.803 -1 1 .o 
4 0.652 0.712 -9.3 
5 0.606 0.621 -2.6 
6 0.568 0.531 +6.0 

7 0.534 0.440 +17.5 

These equations compare well when considering the relative error between the two equations for 
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various number of cycles that is shown in Table 6 didn't exceed 17.5% 

A number of cases for different kinds of concrete, different kind of stress, dfferent investigators in 
different countries) compared in Tables 1 through 6 clearly demonstrate that the strength of concretes at 
diEerent strain rates and cyclic loading may be predicted from the results of static tests. 

Ultrasonic Stress Wave Techniques for Evaluating KI 

It is logical to suppose that non-linearity of deformation reflecting a reaction of StTUctnre to external 
force, may be measured under very low load levels by increasing the measurement accuracy. Based on this 
premise three ultrasonic methods of measuring deformation non-linearity parameters were developed: 
spectral, phase and frequency [2]. 

The spectral method is based on measuring the oscillation amplitude of the double frequency-the 
second harmonic-which appears in material with "local nonlinearities" (e.g. micropores, microcrevices). An 
ultrasonic wave of known frequency, f; SOKHz, was applied across a sample. The energy wasted by 
scattering when the wave "stumbles" upon inner defects is proportional the energy spend on forming the 
second harmonic, f=l OOKHz.  Consequently, in the amount of energy lost, observed by the decrease in 
amplitude of the input wave output of the input wave indicates the level of quadratic dependence of the given 
specimen. The ratio of llie second harmonic to the first one was within a few fraction lo one percent in signal 
passing through concrete (Fig. 1). 

12/02/39 12: 50:  28  

Figure 1. Spectral Analysis Showing Amplitudes of the 1" and 2"' Harmonics 

In phase method the non-linear parameter is determined from the phase change in  a specimen due to 
changes in the speed of propagation at dfferent amplitudes of excitation. The experiment consisted of 
driving an ultrasonic emitter at 50KHz with two voltage levels, 1 Ov and l O O v  (non-linear distortion in the 
driver was small), on several concrete specimens. In each test the phase of the response relative to the driver 
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signal was measured, and the phase dillerence, cp, for the two levels was found. The phase method and 
equipment enabled us to solve a problem of testing concrete strength for high grades (more than SOMPa) [2] 
It was found that the following relationship between strength and non-linear parameter: R~66.5-6 .849 ,  
the main quadratic error of the definition of strength didn’t exceed 10% in the investigated range satisfying 
the practical requirements (Fig. 2 ) 

Figure 2. Dependence ‘phase shift (A?) - strength ( RT)’ for concrete 10-cm cubes: a-age o f  
concrete-3 days, 0-age of  ~wncrete-28 days. [3] 

In the frequency method, the non-linear parameter is determined from the resonant frequency sliili 
in a specimen due to am increase in the acoustic excitation amplitude. For cylindrical steel bars (length 450 
nuii, and diameter 10 mm) the relative change in resonant frequency shift was about decinial fraction of 
percent due to mcrease UI the excitation amplitude by five times When the excitation aniplihidl: wasdoublcd 
the relative climge in resonant frequency sliili w a s  for brick betwcai 0.1 % ~ 2 % ,  a id  for concrete samples 
with dimensions 40 by 40 by 160 mm between 0.5%- 1% (Fig. 3). Physical basesofthis method also allow 
the use of inipact-echo method for predicting the strength characteristic of concrete in situ by nieasurmg the 
shift of resonant kequency with an increase in the amplitude ofimpact loading. 

Figure 3. Spectrograms of acoustic oscillations, (a) cement-sand solution (b) concrete [ I ]  
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Summary and Conclusions 

A method for predicting the dynamic strength of concrete is presented. The laws of dynamic 
fracture of concrete correspond to the general kinetic ideas about fracture as a process of accumulation of 
damage and are governed by themofluctuational and breaking of interatomic bonds due to overstress. The 
paranieters of non-linear deformation reflect the response of structure of external forces at static loading and 
may also be used to predict the behavior of concrete at different strain rates and cyclic loading. The model 
suggests a simple way to predict the dynamic characteristics f?om the results of static tests. 

The basic understanding of knowledge on nonlinearity, and improvements in technology providing 
better measurement resolutions lead to new practical applications in determining properties of building 
materials. The methodology presented here is such a use of ultrasonic methods for the prediction of the 
strength characteristics of materials utilizing the fundamentals non-linear behavior and the influence of 
insignificant stresses, created by the stress wave. 

New ultrasonic methods presented here are easy to implement, do not require special and expensive 
equipment that are required for cyclic and dynamic tests. The ultrasonic methods discussed here also 
demonstrate the possibilities to improve existing methods of NDT. 
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ABSTRACT 

Shotcrete is recognized as a significant support element in NATM because of its quick strength 
development. It is necessary to investigate the real strength development of shotcrete at surface 
of tunnel lining for safety's sake and designing support structure. Conventionally, however, the 
strength testing methods are almost destructive methods using specimens. Therefore, a new pin 
penetration test using air pressure is proposed as a simple in-situ test. At first, pins are driven 
on the surface of shotcrete by an ordinary pneumatic nailer. Then, compressive strength of 
shotcrete is estimated from the pin penetration depth. In this study, the applicability of this 
method was verified through laboratory and field tests. There are close relationships between 
the pin penetration depth and the compressive strength in the range from 1 to 30 N/mm2. 
Therefore, it is found that the newly proposed testing method is effective for estimating the 
shotcrete strength. In addition, the merits of in-situ testing method serve the purpose of 
proposing a new control method on shotcrete strength. 

KEYWORDS 

compressive strength, in-situ test, pin penetration test, pneumatic nailer, shotcrete 

INTRODUCTION 

One of required functions of shotcrete for mountain tunnels constructed by the new Austrian 
tunneling method (NATM) is its mechanical role as a support structure after application. 
Qualities contributing to this role include strength-developing properties in terms of 
compressive strength, bond strength, stiffness and so forth. Strength development up to the age 
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of 24 hours is much more important for shotcrete than for concrete placed in formwork. In 
order to rationalize support structures and ensure safety during tunneling, there have been 
demands for adequate assessment of ground, a higher strength of shotcrete and reinforcing with 
fibers. Establishment of an efficient method of evaluating early strength of shotcrete is 
anticipated as well. 

In this study, authors applied a “pin penetration testing method using a pneumatic nailer” 
(pneumatic pin penetration method) on the evaluation of early strength development of 
shotcrete as a simple in-situ test method. Laboratory and field tests were then conducted to 
verify the applicability of this method. A control method of shotcrete strength was also 
developed making the most of this in-situ test method. 

THE RANGE OF EARLY SHOTCRETE STRENGTH TO BE CONTROLLED 

The tunneling cycle requires shotcrete to develop sufficient strength for withstanding the 
mechanical and explosive vibrations resulting from subsequent rock-bolting of the span and 
excavation of the next span. These operations are normally carried out within a few hours after 
shotcreting. The compressive strength to withstand the vibration of blasting is empirically 
known to be from 0.5 to 1.0 N/mm2 [l]. 

From the aspect of the ground-supporting function, the strength of shotcrete to resist the 
ground pressure at the age from 1 to 2 days is important in the early strength range [l]. 
Recently, high-strength shotcrete that develops a compressive strength of over 20 N/mm2 at 1 
day have been put into practical use for the purpose of rationalizing support structures. 

Accordingly, the ranges of early shotcrete strength to be controlled are considered to be 
between a few hours and 2 days in age and between 1 and 25 N/mm’ in compressive strength. 

CONVENTIONAL TEST METHODS 

Generally, indirect test methods have been adopted for the early strength of shotcrete. This is 
because it is difficult for shotcrete to be made into cylindrical specimens as those normally 
used for compressive strength control and the early strength of shotcrete is insufficient for 
drilling cores. Moreover, direct compression tests require a compression test machine, which is 
not suitable for field use. 

It is true that indirect test methods can lead to a lower accuracy than direct methods. However, 
early strength of shotcrete is known to vary relatively widely depending on such factors as 
accelerator dosage. Simple and indirect methods, which may be less accurate, are therefore 
preferable for this kind of testing in which quick judgement is paramount. 

Generally employed methods are introduced below with their characteristics described: 
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Pull-out method 

The “pull-out test” is the most widely used method standardized in the JSCE (Japan Society of 
Civil Engineers) Standard and the JH (Japan Highway Public Corporation) Standard. In this 
method, concrete is sprayed onto forms or ground on which draw bolts are attached beforehand. 
The draw bolts embedded in the sprayed concrete are then pulled out together with truncated 
cone specimens, and the compressive strength of the concrete is estimated using its shear 
strength calculated from the pull-out force. Shotcreting on forms is mostly employed rather 
than on the ground for convenience. And the relevant strength range is from 1 to 30 N/mm2. 
The shortcomings of this method are as follows: 
1) Strength of concrete sprayed on forms does not directly represent the strength of shotcrete 

2) When using forms, molding and conveyance of specimens require substantial labor. 
3) When testing directly on the ground, the area around the bolt ought to be finished smoothly 

after shotcreting. This is not suitable for shotcrete, which quickly develops strength. 

applied to the ground. 

Austrian guidelines 

The Austrian Concrete Society established Guideline on Shotcrete, in which test methods are 
specified in detail. The “penetration needle method” and “bolt driving method” specified in this 
guideline for strength testing within the age of 24 hours are explained as follows: 

Penetration needle method. In this method, a needle is penetrated to a specified depth (1 5 mm) 
using a proctor penetrometer according to ASTM C 403. The force required for this operation 
is measured and converted to compressive strength. Either a flat-tipped needle (dia. 9 mm) or a 
pointed tipped needle (dia. 3 mm) is used depending on the strength. The compressive strength 
range estimated by this method is from 0.1 to 1 .O N/mm2. 

Bolt driving method. In this method, a bolt screw is driven into shotcrete with a constant 
driving force, and pulled out immediately. The compressive strength of the shotcrete is 
estimated from the ratio of the pull-out force to the penetration depth. This method covers a 
compressive strength range of from 2 to 12 N/mm2. 

Windsor probe method 

Though the Windsor probe test (ASTM C 803) is not usually applied on early strength of 
shotcrete, it is applied as a simple in-situ method for testing concrete strength. In this method, a 
probe is driven into concrete with a specified penetrating force, and the concrete strength is 
estimated from the penetration depth. An explosive of an adjusted amount produces the 
specified kinetic energy for penetration. This method provides a relatively high estimation 
range from 10 to 40 N/mm2. Whereas mortar strength determines the compressive strength of 
concrete, type and hardness of coarse aggregate are said to affect the penetration depth by this 
method, as the probe penetrates through mortar and coarse aggregate. 

Problems of conventional test methods 

The Windsor probe test is difficult to apply to daily operations, as the use of explosives is 
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strictly regulated in Japan [2]. Also, the applicable range of each conventional method is shown 
in Fig. 1. The pull-out method is currently the only method available that covers the range from 
1 to 25 N/mm’ required for early strength control of shotcrete. A simple in-situ test method to 
replace this is anticipated. 

Fig. 1 Applicable range of each conventional method. 

PNEUMATIC PIN PENETRATION TEST 

Test procedure 

Shotcrete is proportioned to contain less coarse aggregate than conventionally placed concrete, 
and the maximum aggregate size is relatively small at 15 mm. While the strength has not fully 
developed, the coarse aggregate is not fully confined by mortar. It is therefore unlikely that 
coarse aggregate inhibits the penetration of pins into shotcrete at early ages. Therefore, 
methods using penetration resistance as an index, such as the Windsor probe method, are 
considered to be effective in estimating early strength of shotcrete. However, the Windsor 
probe method requires official permission for using explosives. Moreover, it can involve a risk 
of injury during testing, and requires a skilled testing operator familiar with explosives to 
adjust the penetrating force by the powder amount. 

The authors propose a pneumatic pin penetration test, in which air pressure provides the energy 
required for driving pins. As shown in Fig. 2, pins are driven into shotcrete using an ordinary 
pneumatic nailer. The concrete strength is estimated by the pin penetration depth. This method 
is characterized by the constant penetrating force easily obtained from an ordinary pneumatic 
nailer and the ability to adjust the penetrating force by varying the air pressure. 

Equipment specifications 

The air pressure is basically set at 1.47 MPa (1 5.0 kgficm’) in consideration of the equipment 
specification and the driving reaction. In order to enable the testing operator to easily check the 
air pressure, a digital manometer is attached at the connection between the equipment and air 
hose. The pins are shown in Fig. 2. Pins A and B have different diameters, leading to different 
resistance values when they penetrate into concrete. The use of these two sizes can widen the 
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range of strength estimation. The qualities of pins including material, strength and surface 
finish conform to JIS A 5529 (Pins and studs for powder actuated tool). The pin penetration 
depth is measured with a depth meter attached to a dedicated jig. 

The pin-driving capability of pneumatic nailers has been elucidated based on penetration tests 
into polyethylene. The following have been confirmed: 

The stability of the penetrating force. The pneumatic nailer used in this study provides a 
constant penetrating force, with the standard deviation of penetration depth into a 
homogeneous material being 0.8 mm. 

The effect of penetrating direction. The penetrating energy of the pneumatic nailer is large 
enough to eliminate the effect of gravity on the penetrating force. Therefore, tests can be 
conducted at any point on tunnel walls. 

The relationship between the air pressure and the penetrating force. The pin penetration depth 
is proportional to the air pressure at a ratio of approximately 38 mm/MPa. In the controllable 
air pressure range of +/-0.01 MPa, the penetration depth by the pneumatic nailer varies by only 
+/-0.4 mm. 

Fig. 2 State of pneumatic pin penetration test and specification of pins. 

VERIFICATION OF APPLICABILITY TO SHOTCRETE STRENGTH EVALUATION 

Laboratory and field tests were conducted to verify the applicability of this method to early 
strength evaluation of shotcrete. The pull-out test was employed to determine the strength 
development, as it is a standard method for early strength testing and capable of measuring the 
shotcrete strength from immediately after application. The changes in the penetration depth 
were measured, while the strength developed, to elucidate the relationship between the 
penetration depth by the proposed method and the compressive strength estimated by the pull- 
out method. The relationship between the pin penetration depth and the uni-axial compressive 
strength of cylindrical specimens was then determined from the relationship between the uni- 
axial compressive strength of cylindrical specimens and the compressive strength estimated by 
the pull-out test simultaneously conducted in the laboratory. 
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Mix proportions for  experiment 

In order to elucidate the effects of the diversifying mix proportions of shotcrete on the pin 
penetration depth of this method, tests were conducted with various parameters: normal/high- 
strength proportions, presenceiabsence of steel fiber reinforcement, maximum aggregate size, 
etc. When selecting the proportions, those normally used and those expected to be used in the 
future were taken into account. Table 1 gives the mix proportions selected for the laboratory 
and field tests. 

Table 1 Mix proportions for experiment (laboratory tests and field tests) . 
No. Mixture type Fiber content Maximum size of Slump W/C Cement Water Fine aggregate Coarse aggregate 

(~01%) aggregate (mm) (cm) (“4 ( kg/m3) ( kg/m3) ( kg/m3) ( kg/m3) 
I shnrstnw tack 
-11-.1.-. , .I._.- 

P-10 Plain - 10 10.0 47.5 392 186 807 874 
15 18.0 44.0 455 200 903 756 P-15 Plain - 

F-0.50 Fiber reinforced 0.50 15 18.0 44.0 478 210 1030 567 
F-0.75 Fiber reinforced 0.75 15 18.0 440  500 220 1074 471 
F-1.0-1 Fiber reinforced 1 .oo 15 18.0 44.0 512 225 1053 461 
F-1.0-2 Fiber reinforced 1 .oo 10 18.0 45.0 450 203 1114 481 
Field tests 

10 8.0 56.8 380 216 1126 610 
N-15 Normal strength - 15 8.0 57.5 360 207 1036 700 
H-10-1 High strength - 10 18.0 45.0 450 203 1040 603 
H-10-2 High strength - 10 18.0 450  450 203 1035 610 
H-15 High strength - 15 18.0 45.0 450 203 991 673 
F-I 0-1 Fiber reinforced 0.75 10 1 8 0  45.0 467 210 1146 498 
F-10-2 Fiber reinforced 0.75 10 18.0 45.0 450 203 1076 546 
F-10-3 Fiber reinforced 1.0 10 180  45.0 450 203 1114 481 

N-I0 Normal strength - 

Laboratory tests 

Fig. 3 Test procedure (laboratory tests and field tests) . 
Field tests 

Test procedure 

In the laboratory tests, specimens were prepared by placing concrete in forms for pull-out 
testing with attached side frames as shown in Fig. 3. Pull-out tests were conducted on these 
specimens, followed by pneumatic pin penetration tests on the same specimens. Eq. 1 was used 
for estimating compressive strength by the pull-out method in accordance with the JH Standard. 
Uni-axial compression tests were also conducted on cylindrical specimens 100 mm in diameter 
and 200 mm in length at the same ages. 

where D= compressive strength (N/mm2) 
T = shear strength (N/mm2) 
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In the field tests, specimens were prepared by shotcreting onto forms for pull-out testing as 
shown in Fig. 3, and then subjected to pull-out tests and pneumatic pin penetration tests as in 
the laboratory. Pins were driven on uneven shotcrete surfaces to simulate in-situ testing. 

Results and discussion 

Compressive strength estimated by pull-out method. The relationships between the uni-axial 
compressive strength of cylinders and the compressive strength estimated by simultaneous 
pull-out tests are shown in Fig. 4. The strength estimated by pull-out tests tends to be higher in 
the range below 18 N/mm2, whereas it tends to be lower in the higher strength range. This 
relationship is approximated by Eq. 2 in the uni-axial compressive strength range of up to 33 
N/mm2, with the coefficient of correlation being 0.96. 

35 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

Uni-a%al compressive strength (N/mm2) 

Fig. 4 Relationship between the uni-axial compressive strength and the compressive strength 
estimated by pull-out method. 

Fp = 2.297 Fc (2) 

where Fp = compressive strength estimated by the pull-out method (N/mm2) 
Fc = mi-axial compressive strength (N/mm2) 

Results of pneumatic pin penetration tests. The relationships between the pin penetration depth 
and the compressive strength estimated by pull-out test are shown in Fig. 5. 

In the laboratory test with the lager diameter Pin B, no appreciable effect of proportioning 
parameters, such as fiber content and maximum aggregate size, is observed. The penetration 
depth of Pin B sensitively changes from 55 to 35 mm responding to the increase in the 
estimated strength from 5 to 7 N/mm’. In the strength ranges above and below this range, the 
penetration depth decreases more moderately. The relationship between the penetration depth 
and the compressive strength estimated by the pull-out method of all mix proportions is 
approximated to a curve of 3rd degree equation. The coefficient of correlation is as high as 
0.95. In the strength range of over 15 N/mm2, the pin penetration depth remains around 20 mm, 
showing no appreciable reduction. 
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In the laboratory test of the smaller diameter Pin A using only one mix proportion, the 
penetration depth decreases more linearly than that of Pin B as the compressive strength 
increased from 3 to 25 N/mm2. No sensitive changes as with Pin B are observed. This 
relationship using Pin A is also approximated to a curve of 3rd degree equation similarly to Pin 
B, with the coefficient of correlation being around 0.94. 

In the field tests, the decreasing tendencies of the penetration depth are evident with both pin 
types as the strength developed. Despite of shotcreting on uneven surfaces, the results nearly 
coincide with the approximate curves obtained from the laboratory tests. The curve of Pin A 
agrees particularly well, as the same mix proportion is used both in the laboratory and in the 
field. With Pin B, the curve agrees well in the penetration depth range of over 27 mm (in the - 
strength range of less than 12 N/mm2). 

Laboratory tests 
30 
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Pin penetration depth (mm) 

Field tests 

AH-10-1 OH-10-2 
AH-15 OF-10-1 
mF-lo-2 xF-10-3 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Pin penetration depth (rnm) 

Fig. 5 Relationships between the pin penetration depth and the estimated compressive strength 
(laboratory tests and field tests) . 

Discussion. Being uneven, shotcrete surfaces have to be finished smooth before testing by such 
methods as the Schmidt hammer test, in which the surface hardness is measured [3]. By the 
proposed test method, however, the relationship between the pin penetration depth and the 
estimated compressive strength obtained from laboratory tests was reproduced by field tests in 
which the pins were driven into uneven shotcrete surfaces. This suggests the applicability of 
this method to strength evaluation of shotcrete. 

As for the ranges of strength estimation, Pin B, which is sensitive to strength changes, is 
effective for the low-strength range up to 12 N/mm2 in terms of compressive strength estimated 
by the pull-out method. Pin A is effective for a higher strength range of 12 to 25 N/mm2 
estimated by the pull-out method. 

The relationship using estimated compressive strength shown in Fig. 5 is modified to a 
relationship using uni-axial compressive strength by Eq. (2), which is the relationship between 
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uni-axial compressive strength and estimated compressive strength. This is then approximated 
to curves of 3rd degree equation as shown in Fig. 6. A compressive strength of 12 N/mm2 
estimated by the pull-out method corresponds to a uni-axial compressive strength of 10 N/mm2. 

These results have proved that a wide range of compressive strength can be evaluated by the 
proposed method by using pins with different diameters for different strength ranges. In other 
words, early strength of up to the age a few hours can be estimated using Pin B, whereas Pin A 
can be used for a higher compressive strength range, such as 1-day strength. 

35 

5 

0 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

Pin penetration depth (mm) 

Fig.6 Modified relationships between the pin penetration depth and the compressive strength. 

PROPOSAL FOR A STRENGTH CONTROL METHOD 

Evaluation ofsupport structure by In-situ Tests. Conventional control using specimens, such as 
the pull-out method, has a shortcoming of being unable to assure the strength of concrete 
actually sprayed onto the ground. The application of the proposed method enables in-situ tests 
and easily grasping the strength of shotcrete applied to the ground. 

Strength control by tests at short intervals. By the application of the proposed method, which is 
simpler than conventional methods, tests can be conducted more frequently as required, and the 
strength development at any age can be grasped more easily. In order to ensure safety of 
tunneling, a rational method can be realized by establishing the required strength development 
of shotcrete in consideration of the time of tunnel excavation cycles and selecting mix 
proportions meeting the strength requirements. 

Evaluation of nonuniformity of support structure. The dosage of accelerator, which determines 
the early strength development of shotcrete, is not necessarily constant, as it is normally 
adjusted by the operator taking into account the state of rebound and the ground condition, 
such as water inflow. The variation of accelerator dosage results in nonuniform strength 
development of concrete sprayed to tunnel walls, posing problems for the evaluation of 
shotcrete as a support structure. The proposed method enables the evaluation of concrete 
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strength at any point including the crown and walls. The nonuniformity evaluation of shotcrete, 
therefore, becomes possible, contributing to the improvement of safety and quality of support 
structures. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The authors investigated and verified the applicability of a pneumatic pin penetration method 
on strength control of shotcrete. The following findings were obtained: 

1) The ordinary pneumatic nailer employed in the pneumatic pin penetration test exhibits 
constant penetrating force not affected by the pin direction. This will provide a high accuracy 
of strength evaluation and make possible in-situ testing of concrete sprayed onto tunnel walls. 

2) The applicability of this method was investigated by laboratory and field tests. The 
laboratory tests revealed that the relationship between the pin penetration depth and the 
estimated compressive strength could be approximated to curves of 3rd degree equation with 
a high coefficient of correlation. The field tests led to results that nearly agree with the 
approximate curves obtained from the laboratory tests, suggesting the applicability of this 
method as a test method for early strength of shotcrete. 

3) Proportioning parameters were selected in consideration of the proportions currently 
employed and those expected in the future. In this study, these parameters produced no 
appreciable effects on the pin penetration depth. 

4) By using Pins A and B having different diameters, a wide range of compressive strength 
from 1 to 30 N/mm2 can be evaluated by this method. In other words, this method covers the 
entire range of early shotcrete strength to be controlled. 

5) By making the most of this method as a simple in-situ test method, a strength control 
method can be proposed. This will enable the evaluation of strength development required by 
tunneling cycles and nonuniformity of shotcrete as a support structure. 

6 )  In this study, proportioning parameters were selected in consideration of mix proportions 
that are generally employed and those expected to be used in the future. Separate 
investigation may therefore be necessary for special proportioning parameters, which are not 
included in this study, such as sprayed mortar. 
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ABSTRACT 

Methods of soundness test for concrete in structures by small core specimen have been proposed in 
many papers this paper deals with a boring method of small core specimen from structure, 
compressive strength test method and physical properties test of small core specimen etc. As a 
result, an evaluation test methods of concrete in structures with small core specimens is discussed. 

KEY WORDS 

Small cores specimen, Concrete in structure, Boring method of concrete core, Compressive strength 
test, Density test, Water absorption test. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many papers have been made to evaluate the soundness of concrete in structures with small core 
specimens of 20-50 mm in diameter. 
These test methods possess following features compared to the method using core of 100-150 mm 
in diameter. 
Advantages 

* Reduction of the damage to structures. 
- There are little restrictions in the selection of the test spots. 
* Increase the number of test pieces. 
* Ease of repair and low repair cost. 

Disadvantages 
Special attention to the sampling (boring) spots. 

- Small core specimens have a tendency of lack of homogeneity. - The test results have a large variation, this defect could be solved by increasing number of 
specimens. 
To solve the above-mentioned disadvantages, it is required to establish a “Standard method of test 
for small core specimen” e. g. boring core specimen and evaluation method of homogeneity etc. 
In this paper, referencing the past literatures, a tentative method is presented regarding to the boring 
method of small core specimen, compressive strength test and other physical properties tests with 
small core specimen. 
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BORING METHOD OF SMALL DIAMETER CORE SPECIMEN 

When boring core specimens, deterioration factors such as high temperature and excessive vibration 
should be avoided. Method of boring small specimens is as follows. 

(1) Rotation speed of core bit and boring speed 
The quality of core is affected by the rotation speed and boring speed of core drill. A systematic 
experimental research was done by Hiraga et al. [1] already on the effect of number of rotation per 
minute (e.g. rotation speed of core bit) and boring speed of specimen on the compressive strength of 
6 100-200 mm core specimen. As a result, the following boring conditions are recommended, the 
speed of bit (number of rotations per minute X length of circumference) about 600 m/min, boring 
speed of specimen 7.5 cm/min, maximum cutting torque 1.8 kg*m. Although the small specimen 
has longer circumference relative to the sectional area of specimen than ordinary specimen, hence 
the small specimen is influenced largely by boring rather than ordinary specimen. 
In case of 6 5 0  mm specimen, speed of circumferences of drill will be 94-157 m/min, and to 
spread this test method to engineers a appropriate boring method of specimen will be needed that is 
to make boring speed slower and to decrease torque. 
In the recent report [2], there are no significant differences in the strength of each small core 
specimens, when the number of rotation of core drill: 600, 1100, 1300 r.p.m. and boring speed are 3, 
1.5, 1 cm/min. 
From the results mentioned above, the number of rotation of drill 600-1000 r.p.m. and boring speed 
of 2 cmimin are recommended for boring the small core specimen.. 

(2) Diameter of core specimen 
After the JIS 1107 (Method of obtaining and testing core and sawed beams of concrete), the 
diameter of core specimen should be three times larger than the maximum size of coarse aggregate, 
and not to be less than two times. 
However, in another test, the following the cases are pointed out. In the estimation of cement 
concrete in concrete, the diameter of core specimen has been recommended to be 1.5 times larger 
than the maximum size of coarse aggregate 13, 41. For the compressive strength test, the ratios of 
the diameter of core specimen to the maximum size of 20 mm coarse aggregate of 0.9 to 1.2 times 
[2,5, 61 and 1.25 to 1.65 times [6] where examined in the several papers. 
From these papers, the difference of compressive strength according to the diameter of specimen 
are available, though the concrete strength in structure can be estimated by increasing the number of 
specimens and applying correction factor. Although the more investigation is needed to the 
influence of diameter of core specimen to the compressive strength. Commercial size of core bit is 
25, 29, 32, 40 and 52 mm in diameter, so actual the diameter of core will be 20, 23, 29, 34 and 46 
mm because they are reduced diameters by the trickiness of bit. 

(3) Age of sampling specimens 
T. HIRAGA et al. [1] reported when the core specimen is bored after the age 28 day. There 
recognize few difference in the strength of concrete between the core specimen and the ordinary 
specimen, though sampled more younger age, the strength of core specimen is a few smaller than 
that of ordinary concrete specimen. 
In the JIS A 1107, the boring age of core specimen is prescribed be after 14 day or more. Above 
mentioned paper [l], the boring age of specimen of lightweight aggregate concrete needs 14 day or 
more, and the ordinary concrete needs 28 day or more. In general, estimation of strength of concrete 
in structure should be done after the age of 28 day or more. 
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(4) Boring spot of specimens 
When specimens are taken from horizontal members, e.g. floor slab and beam, the affects of 
bleeding is small. However from a vertical member, e.g. wall and column, the specimen is affected 
by bleeding, so when boring specimen from vertical member, it is better to boring from three spots, 
upper spot, middle spot and lower spot. 
Fig.1 is the authors result, it is based on the relationship between the pore-size distribution of 
concrete and the compressive strength [8, 91. The near-surface concrete has less strength than that 
of inner concrete, because the former is dried earlier than the latter. 
Miura and e t  al. tested the hardness of mortar pa r t  of small  concrete core specimen 
with a specific needle a n d  converted it into the  compressive strength as shown in Fig.2, 
which shows the  damage of freeze and thaw effects on concrete [lo]. 
The test result of the difference in compressive strength according to the placing direction of 
concrete is very few, so more tests are needed. 
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Fig. 1 Distribution of compressive strength 
estimated by porosity of concrete 
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Fig. 2 Distribution of compressive strength 
of concrete after 180 cycles of freezing 
and thawing test 

STRENGTH TEST OF CONCRETE IN STRUCTURES WITH SMALL CORE SPECIMEN 

There are many sort of strength of test for the concrete in structures, compressive, tensile and so on. 
We will discuss the compressive strength test as the most important. 

(1) Relation between the compressive strength of small core specimen and that of ordinary sized ( 6  
100 X 200 mm) core specimen 
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After the test of Tanigawa et al., strength of the small core specimen is a little larger than that of the 
ordinary sized core specimen ( 6  100x200 mm). To make the strength difference of both size clear, 
the strength difference is better than the strength ratio (refer to Fig.3 [5]). 
The author’s recent tests indicate that the strength of small core specimens bored at the age of 28 
day shows smaller strength than that of ordinary core specimen (Fig.4). 
(2) Shape and size of specimen. 
How should be the size of diameter of core specimen? From the results mentioned in references [4, 
5, 6, 71, diameter of specimen 30 mm or so can be recommended. The length of specimen may be 
recommended to be twice as much as the diameter. For ordinary size specimen, when the ratio of 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Compressive strength of cb 10 X 20 cm 
core specimen (N / mm2> : u 0 

Fig. 3 Relation between the strength small core specimen 
and that of 6 10 X 20 cm core specimen 
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Fig. 4 Relations between the core diameter and compressive strength 
corresponding to water-cement ratio 
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height per diameter is varied, the correction factor is shown in Table 1 as designated in JIS A 1107. 
But, there are no particular correction factors for the small core specimen. 

(3) Number of specimens 
Wakabayashi and Tanigawa reported that the appropriate number of specimens are 3 or 4 at one 
spot [5], and the author’s results implied a need of more pieces, for fear of breaking at boring and 
polishing of end plane and for improvement of confidence of compressive strength. The proper 
number of specimen will be investigated considering an engineering factors. 

(4) Treatment of ends 
There are several treatment methods for the ends e.g. no-treatment, polishing, capping (sulfur, 
gypsum and metal) and un-bond capping, the polishing and sulfur capping were tested. 
Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the relation between the ends treatment and the average of compressive 
strength and variance of them by the authors [7]. 

Table 1 The ratio of height per diameter 
of ordinary sized-specimen (JIS A 1107) 

Ratio of height per diameter h/d Correction factor 

0.89 

Fig. 5 Relations between the ends treatment and the breaking pattern 
and the average of compressive strength 
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Fig. 6 Relations between the ends treatment and the breaking pattern 
and the standard deviation 

In case of sulfur capping with 33 mm in diameter, the average strength is small about 2.0 MPa and 
variance is large, reason is not clear, the ends treatment should farther be investigated. 
The ends should be perpendicular to the axial direction of specimen, as close as possible, but when 
the angle a little inclined, a correction factor may be necessary. 
(5)  Moisture content of core specimen at testing 
It is widely known that the compressive strength becomes smaller when the specimen contains 
much moisture. In JIS A 1107, concrete specimens kept in water for 40 to 48 hours before test to 
control moisture content. For the small core specimen, the time of immersion in water will be 
shorter, but the time to reach equilibrium of moisture should be investigated. 
(6) Loading method of compressive strength 
Study on the following items has not always been made sufficiently - Specification of spherical load bearing - Loading control method (loading ratio control type or deformation control type) 

* Loading speed 
More investigation of the loading method for the small core specimen is needed. 
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(7) Breaking pattern of specimen 
Tanigawa et al. classified the breaking pattern of small core specimen. Fig.7 shows the authors’ 
results, Breaking pattern are classifies into 0 Cone shape breaking, @ Shearing breaking of 
mortar, @ Shearing breaking at mortar / coarse aggregate interface, @ Compressive breaking of 
mortar. More investigation needed. 

Fig. 7 Classification of breaking pattern and those occurrence ratio 
(Ends treatment polishing) 
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PHYSICAL TEST OF SMALL CORE SPECIMEN 

The small core specimen has a tendency to vary the composition in each specimen by specimen. 
In the compressive strength test, distribution of coarse aggregate in a specimen affects the results 
significantly. Before preliminary tests, the physical tests should be done to evaluate the 
homogeneity of specimen. 

(1) Density test 
The density test may be done according to JIS A 1100 (Method of Test for Specific Gravity and 
Absorption of Coarse Aggregate). After the core specimen is immersed in water for 24 hours, the 
volume of the specimen can be measured by the Archimedes's methods. The saturated surface-dry 
density and dry density are then calculated by dry and saturated surface dry masse / volume of 
specimen. 
In case of lightweight aggregate concrete, density (in wet condition) is varies according to the 
duration of immersion in water. As far as, the homogeneity of specimen is evaluated, even 
lightweight concrete can be tested in the same way applied to the ordinary concrete. 

(2) Absorption test 
The absorption can be tested according to JIS A 1110. When the drying temperature is too high, the 
bound water will be released and hair-clacks will be occurred, so the drying temperature shall be the 
range from 40 to 60"C, and drying duration should be determined by preliminary tests, it will be 
shorter because the size is very small. 
The drying temperature and drying time should be determined according to the purpose of the 
subsequent test. 

(3) Moisture content 
It is possible to evaluate the homogeneity of core specimens by the moisture content immediately 
after boring. 
In general, a core specimen with high amount of mortar shows high moisture content. When coarse 
aggregate is rich in a specimen, the moisture content becomes smaller. 

(4) Distribution of coarse aggregate 
When the composition of aggregate and that of cement are almost the same, the variation of the 
results of chemical analysis may be small, but the strength is much affected by position and 
distribution of coarse aggregate. 
When a large size coarse aggregate is appeared at the side of a core specimen, the strength much 
influenced and decreased usually. 
The distribution of coarse aggregate can be transferred to a tracing paper or firm [ll]. Then the area 
of coarse aggregate can be determined with an image processing or so. From the ratio of area of 
aggregate, it will be evaluated a few characters of core specimen. The evaluation method of 
distribution of coarse aggregate needs more investigation. 

(5) Appearance ratio of coarse aggregate and the maximum size of aggregate 
The distribution of coarse aggregate affects the breaking pattern and strength, so the appearance 
ratio of coarse aggregate (ratio of the coarse aggregate length intersected by a test line) will be 
applicable as specified in JIS A 5411 (Pre-cast terrazzo). 
In case of core specimen, a base line is set to a center of appearance of maximum aggregate in the 
axial direction and the six or eight lines are settled in equal distance on circumference of core side 
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and measure the length of coarse aggregate on the lines are calculated. 

x (Agl  9 Ag2, ' "Agf3) 
(1) Ag = 

(6 or 8).h 

h:length of specimen 

The appearance ratio of coarse aggregate (Ag) is can be given by follow. 
Measurement of appearance ratio of coarse aggregate can not only evaluate the homogeneity of 
each specimen, but confirm the ratio of the maximum size of aggregate to the diameter of core. 

OTHER TEST OF CONCRETE WITH SMALL CORE SPECIMEN 

(1) Estimation test of mixture proportion 
An estimation test of mixture proportion of concrete with small core specimen was presented by the 
authors [3]. The influence of core size and number of specimens are already studied. 

(2) Chloride content test 
The chloride content is tested with small core specimens in site will be done conveniently. The 
paper is presented in this symposium [12]. 

(3) Neutralization depth test 
Neutralization depth test is usually done with small core specimen. Recently NDI established NDIS 
3419-1999 (Method of test for neutralization depth of concrete with drilling powder). This paper is 
also presented in this symposium [13]. 

CLOSING REMARKS 

The several test method with the small core specimens are refined with the past papers, there are 
many items to be investigate for the development of method of small core specimen. If the test 
using the small core specimen is once established, it can be a convenient and almost nondestructive 
test for concrete in structures. 
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ABSTRACT 

The waveform analysis of acoustic emission (AE), SiGMA (Simplified Green’s functions for 
Moment tensor Analysis) is applied to estimated damaged reinforced concrete (RC) members 
due to corrosion. AE waves are detected from RC members under cyclic loading. The 
reinforcing bars of RC members are corroded by an accelerated corrosion test. Crack locations 
and orientations are determined by SiGMA. To remove the noise from AE waves and to pick 
up the first motions automatically, the auto-regressive (AR) model is studied. Further, an 
applicability of the wavelet transform is investigated. 

KEYWORDS 

Acoustic emission, reinforced concrete, corrosion, crack, waveform analysis, moment tensor, 
noise reduction, auto-regressive model, wavelet 

INTRODUCTION 

The phenomenon of acoustic emission (AE) is the propagation of elastic waves generated from 
a source, which is a micro motion caused by rapid dislocation of mass in an elastic material. 
The most typical AE source is the release of internal energy due to propagation of an existing 
crack. In addition, contact of the faces and friction at the existing crack surfaces are regarded as 
sources of AE. Thus, AE behaviour, activity and waveforms contain data on source 
mechanisms and the conditions of the medium during propagation. Accordingly, it is expected 
that the existence and degree of damage can be evaluated using AE! measurement and analysis. 

The AE technique enables real-time and comprehensive monitoring of structures without 
interfering with their service. In addition, the behaviour of structure can be observed under 
dynamic loading. In view of these advantages, the AE technique has been actively developed to 
diagnose condition and behaviour in the field of civil engineering [l]. 

In this study, AE activity in reinforced concrete (RC) beams, some undamaged and some 
damaged by electrolytic corrosion, were subjected to repeated-static bending and monitored. 
The experimental application of moment tensor analysis was attempted on these real AE 
waveforms to identify and classify the micro cracks occurring in the cyclic-dynamic bending 
tests of the RC beams. The result showed the onset of damage with the progress of fatigue 
quite clearly. Moreover, to remove the noise from AE waves and to pick up the first motions 
automatically, the auto-regressive (AR) model is studied. An applicability of the wavelet 
transform is also investigated. 
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RC MEMBER BENDING TEST DETAILS 

RC Beam Specimens 
The configuration of test specimens is shown in Figure 1. These were designed to bear 44.1 kN 
static bending in the tests. The specimen had a square section of 100 mm and a length of 400 
mm. Type A contained a single deformed steel bar, type D10, which had a diameter of 10 mm 
approximately. A normal steel bar of 10 mm diameter was embedded in the Type B specimen. 
Each bar was arranged at a covering depth of 20 mm. Air entrained concrete was used and the 
compressive strength of concrete aged 28 days was 31.4 MPa. 

h 400 d 

Plan View i - I -  
Re i n fo icemen t 

370 20 

Fig. 1. Configuration of RC beam specimen 

A damaged RC beam specimen (Type A’) was created using a galvanic corrosion by 
introducing a 30 mV direct current for 6 days. This electrolytic corrosion of the reinforcement 
in the Type A’ beam caused a crack at the center of the bottom surface in parallel with the 
reinforcement direction. 

Bending Test and AE Measurement 
The experimental set-up of the four-pointed bending test is shown in Figure 2. For comparison 
the AE activities between the non-damaged (Type A) and damaged (Type A’), loading and 
unloading was statically repeated five times whilst increasing the peak load to 10, 20, 30, 40 
kN and then yield. 

Fig. 2. Experimental set-up of bending test 
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For the observation of the fatigue process under bending, cyclic-dynamic loading from 0.98 kN 
to 22.05 kN was automatically applied one hundred times to another Type A (deformed 
reinforcement) and Type B (normal round reinforcement) beam. The loading speed of the ram 
was set to 10 mm/s. 

AFi BEHAVIOUR OF RC BEAM UNDER BENDING 

Figure 3 shows the relationship between cumulative number of AE events and bending load in 
a non-damaged RC beam (Type A), together with the load-displacement curve. Figure 4 like 
Figure 3 shows the AE and displacement behaviour under bending in a damaged RC beam 
(Type A'), which has corroded. 

0 2000 4000 6000 
AE Hit Number Displacement (mm) 

Fig. 3. Displacement (left) and AE (right) behaviour in a non-damaged RC beam 
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Fig. 4. Displacement (left) and AE (right) behaviour in a damaged RC beam 

There is no significant difference in yield load and bending stiffness except for early tangent 
modulus until second time loading between Type A and Type A'. The difference in 
displacement between these two emerged in early AE behaviour. In the case of Type A, even if 
first loading was applied up to 10 kN and removed, the AE event was hardly recognized. The 
occurrence of the AE was noted over 10 kN load at the second bending. Otherwise, in the case 
of Type A', AE events increased as the load increased. 
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FATIGUE PROCESS OBSERVATION USING AE SOURCE INVERSION 

AE-SiGMA Analysis Procedure 
The AE wave is emitted in a variety of radiations patterns [2]  depending upon micro cracking 
at its location. To identify the AE source kinematics [3], that is location and crack-type, an AE 
inversion method of quantitative AE waveform analysis was proposed [4]. 

Fig. 5. Micro crack model and AE observation 

Crack kinematics at the point y is modelled using the crack motion vector b(y, t )  and the unit 
vector n normal to the crack surface F as shown in Fig. 5. The vector b is known as Burgers 
vector and represented as b(y)lS(t), where b(y) is the magnitude of crack displacement, 1 is the 
direction unit vector of crack motion, and S(t) is the source time function of cracking. The 
integration on the crack surface F is expressed using the second-tensor m on the crack 
kinematics, which is moment tensor: 

where Cpykl is the tensor of elastic constants and m i s  the crack volume which is product of the 
magnitude b(y)  and the crack area A F  or AV= b(y)-AF. 

In an isotropic material, the moment tensor is derived, 

where h and p are Lame constants, and 6 is Kronecker’s delta symbol. 

Referring to the generalised theory [3] of AE based on the elasto-dynamic field on the 
boundary element method (BEM), the elastic displacement u(x, t )  due to the crack motion b(y ,  
t )  represents AE wave, 
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Moreover, the amplitude A (x) of the first P-wave portion at observation point x in the far field 
is simply represented, 

where Cs is coefficient containing the relative sensor sensitivity calibration. R is the distance 
between the source and the sensor. Ref(s, r) is the reflection coefficient associated with the 
sensor sensitivity directions s and direction of wave incidence r from the source. When the 
source location and the amplitudes of the first motion are known, the independent six 
components of the moment tensor can be determined by solving the simultaneous equations of 
Equation (4) at each observation point. 

Applying eigenvalue analysis to the determined moment tensor, the crack kinematics can be 
obtained. A quantitative classification of the crack types into shear mode, tensile mode and 
mixed mode is developed. The eigenvalues of the moment tensor are decomposed into a shear 
component X ,  a deviatric component (CLVD) Y, and a hydrostatic component Z [S]. Three 
eigenvalues are normalised and uniquely decomposed into three ratios X ,  Y, and Z, 

(the maximum eigenvalue e2 /the maximum el) 1.0 = X + Y + Z , 
the intermediate eigenvalue e2 /the maximum el = 0 - 0.W + Z , (5)  

the minimum eigenvalue e3 /the maximum e, = -X - 0.57 + Z . 

Intermidiate 

t 

Shear ( X )  CLVD (Y) Hydrostatics ( Z )  

Fig. 6. Eigenvalue decomposition of the moment tensor 
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From the unit eigenvectors el = I t n, e, = 1 x n and e, = 1 - n corresponding to three 
eigenvectors, the vectors I and n can be recovered from the following relations, 

Fig. 7. Crack orientations and eigen vectors of moment tensor 

AE Source Inversion on Fatigue Tests of RC Beam 
Figure 8 shows the implications of AE source locations and crack types in a concrete beam 
reinforced by a single deformed steel bar (Type A) under cyclic loading. Figure 9 shows the 
results in a RC beam reinforced by a normal bar (Type B). In these figures, the arrow symbols 
(e) indicate the micro-cracks resulting from tensile motion and its tensile directions. 
Otherwise, the cross symbols (x) indicate the micro shear cracking. Propagation of the visible 
cracks on the surface are also showed by the dotted lines in these figures. 

In the case of Type A, micro-cracks are generated by compressive stress at the upper part at the 
15th loading. Some micro-cracks created near the reinforcement indicate either the loss of bond 
or the slipping off. Most micro-cracks are generated along the visible cracks after the 15th 
loading. In the case of Type B, before the 16th loading, the propagation of the visible cracks is 
hardly observed. However, some of micro-cracks are scattered across a wide area from the 
visible cracks. This means that the fracture process zone is spreading out gradually. At the final 
stage, the area, where the micro-cracks are generated, spreads out further. Thus, it was found 
that the shape of the deformed bar contributed significantly in preventing damage. 

From the above results, the difference in the damage processes resulting from the shape of 
reinforcement is clearly observed. In Beam type A, the visible cracks propagate only a little 
and a few micro-cracks are produced at the tip of the notch. In contrast, the visible cracks in 
Type B grow and almost reach the top of the specimen. The micro-cracks have a wide 
distribution around the visible cracks. Thus it was confirmed that Type B was already severely 
damaged at this early stage. 
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Front View 

Mixed-mode or Shear Crack 
% Tensile Crack 

Figure 8a Results of Type A at 1st loading Figure 9a Results of Type B at 1st loading 
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Figure 8b Results of Type A at 15th loading 
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Figure 9b Results of Type B at 15th loading 
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Figure 8c Results of Type A at 100th loading Figure 9c Results of Type B at 100th loading 
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AE SIGNAL PROCESSING FOR AE-SIGMAANALYSIS 

Noise Reduction by Numerical Calculation 
In precise AE waveform analysis, practical problems on noise and start point of true signal 
must be discussed incessantly. Figure 10 shows the typical waveform data contains nose and 
AE signal that was recorded in the testing. In also AE-SiGMA, it is necessary and important to 
pick up the arrival point of AE signal from the record. 

200 

0 

-200 

0 0.0002 0.0004 0.0006 0.0008 0.001 

Fig. 10. Example of AE signal record 
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Fig. 11. Smoothing by method of moving averages (left) and polynomial approximation (right) 

Figure 11 shows the initial part of original waveform (gray line) and the results of noise 
reduction using the method of moving averages (left) and polynomial approximation (right) 
setting the number of smoothing points as 5 .  In case of the method of moving averages, the 
noise is almost reduced and the arrival point of AE signal can be identified. However, strong 
waveform distortion is recognised. In contrast, the polynomial approximation inhibits the 
waveform distortion but the nose reduction effect is decreased down slightly. 

Application of AR Model to Signal Detection 
Assuming the signal data is in stationary state before and after the arrival of AE signal, a 
dividing method of time series data using auto-regressive (AR) model. Fitting the AR model to 
a time series data: x,, x, ..., xi, * I * ,  x ~ . ~ ,  x, ; an arbitrary term x,,, is expressed as follow by the 
backward date: xl, x2, ..., X~.,, xi ; 

x, =a,x, +a2x,-, +...+ a,_,x2 +a,x, +Ez. (7) 
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Here, the regressive process order is i .  a,, az, - * * ,  a,.,, a, are regressive coefficients and E, is the 
distraction term on a normal distribution base on average value 0. Akaike’s Information 
Criteria (AIC) [6] can be used as a goodness-of-fit index of AE model. When the regressive 
order is i ,  AIC value is defined as 

M C = n  (logo’ + log2.7~ +I)+ ~ ( i  + z), (8) 

where u2 is the error variance on fitting of AR model to the data, n is the number of data. When 
the AIC value approaches to minimum, it is regarded as that the AR model fits at most 
goodness. To detect the AE signal arrival point from the record, an AR model application is 
considered. First, divide the waveform data: x,, x2, * * * ,  x,, * * * ,  x,,.,, x, ; to two parts: x,, xz , * . - ,  x, 
and x,,,, xkt2;--, x,; at a proper point k. Next, calculate a goodness-of-fit index defined as 

AIC,+AIC, =klogo,’ +(n -k)logo,’ + n ( l o g ~ n + 1 ) + z ( n + 4 ) ,  (9) 

where 0,’ and 022 are the error variance at the backward part and the forward part respectively. 
Subsequently, seek the point where the value of the equation (9) minimises varying the divide 
point to ktl (or k-1). 

Application of Discrete Wavelet Analysis 
Nowadays, wavelet analysis [7] extremely becomes popular in engineering field. A (mother-) 
’wavelet’is a short-term waveform as a unit for sampling from a continuous waveform data. In 
this study, a mother wavelet corresponding to B-spline function of 4-rank, which is shown in 
the figure 12, is used and the discrete wavelet transformation is carried out. The discrete 
wavelet transformation of a function f(x) using a mother wavelet function ~ ( x )  and inverse are 
defiied as follows. 

Fig. 12. Amother wavelet (4-ranked B-spline) 

The results of wavelet transformation are shown in the figure 13. From the result on j = -5, AE 
signal arrival point is clearly noted as an abnormality. Further, the results on j = -1 and j = -2 
show the noise components of original waveform. From these results, wavelet analysis shares 
the advantage of possible to reduce the noise and detect the AE signal arrival simultaneously. 
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Fig. 13. Result of wavelet analysis 

CONCLUSIONS 

AE measurement experiments and analysis were performed under controlled laboratory. AE 
activity in undamaged and electrolytic corrosion damaged RC beams was observed under 
repeated bending. Different AE behaviour was noted between them. In order to monitor the 
fatigue process, moment tensor analysis was performed in the RC beams under the cyclic- 
dynamic bending. The result clearly showed the clustering and distribution of micro cracks 
depending upon the progress of fatigue. The influence of deformed bar against the fatigue was 
confirmed. To remove the noise from AE waves and to pick up the fiist motions automatically, 
the auto-regressive (AR) model is studied. In case of the method of moving averages, the noise 
is almost reduced and strong waveform distortion is recognised. In contrast, the polynomial 
approximation inhibits the waveform distortion but the nose reduction effect is decreased down. 
For detecting of AE signal arrival, an incremental calculation to seek arrival point using 
Akaike’s Information Criteria based on AR modelling is considered. Further, an applicability of 
the wavelet transform is investigated for noise reduction and AE signal arrival detection. 
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ABSTRACT 

Applicability of acoustic emission (AE) technique for evaluation of fatigue damage in 
reinforced concrete (RC) slabs under cyclic loadings is studied in both laboratory and a 

structure in service. The fundamental test performed in laboratory shows that cracking 
process can be practically monitored by the measurement of AE signals. Analysis of 
relationship between loading phase and AE activity indicates that the final stages of the 
fracture process can be evaluated by detecting AE signals generated near the minimum 
loading phase. Comparison of the result from the structure and that from the laboratory 
specimen demonstrates that AE energy can be an effective parameter for evaluation of 
fatigue damage in RC slabs in service. 

KEYWORDS 

Acoustic emission, non-destructive evaluation, fatigue loading, reinforced concrete slab 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years the deterioration and cracking of concrete structures such as bridges and 
buildings has been a significant problem. Proper techniques for the inspection of damaged 
structures are important in making rational decisions regarding rehabilitation, repair or 
replacement. Thus, the development of techniques to evaluate degradation of concrete 
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structures in long-term service has been one of the most important issues for an effective 
maintenance program. 
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Acoustic emission (AE) is a term named for elastic waves generated by sudden changes 
which occur locally in materials due to deformation, cracking, transformation and so forth. 
At present, this term is used as an inspection technique for non-destructive evaluation. 
Since AE is very sensitive to the initiation and the growth of cracks in the materials and 
structures, it has been widely utilized for materials studies in laboratory. In concrete 
engineering, the applicability has been intensively studied in both materials [11 and 
structures [2 - 51. 

In the present study, AE is monitored from the initial loading to the final failure under 
fatigue loadings in a laboratory test using a model reinforced concrete (RC) slab. AE 
monitoring is also carried out in a structure (RC slabs) under active loads due to traffic in 
service. Applicability of AE technique for evaluation of fatigue damage is discussed by 
comparing the results obtained from the structure and those from the laboratory test. 

TEST PROCEDURE 

0 0 

z Laboratory fest 

Reinforced concrete slabs shown in Fig. 1 
were prepared for model tests in laboratory. 
Dimensions of the specimens are 2,000 mm 
in width, 1,500 mm in length and 160 mm 

2000 I 
Fig. 1 RC model slab for laboratory test. in center thickness, respectively. Mix 

proportion and mechanical properties of the 
concrete are given in Table 1. 
cyclic loadings at the center with a frequency of 0.7 Hz by a servo-type fatigue machine. 
The tests were performed under seven different conditions. 

The specimens were subjected to sine-wave compressive 

The result obtained in the case where water was filled on the top side of the specimen is 
reported in this paper. The maximum load of the cyclic loadings was increased from 150 
kN to 200 kN, 225 kN, 250 kN, and 270 kN in a step-wise manner. Photo 1 demonstrates 

how the test was performed. 

Table 1 Mix Drooortion and mechanical DroDerties of the concrete. 
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Structure 

AE measurement was conducted in two RC 
slabs (A and B) which had been in service 
for about 27 years. Figure 2 schematically 
illustrates the structure and the location of 
AE sensors. The dimensions of the slabs are 
4.8 m in length, 3.4 m in width and 180 mm 

in thickness. Asphalt pavement of 60 mm in 
thickness is placed on the surface of the 
slabs. A median strip covers almost half 
part of the upper side of the slabs. AE 
signals were monitored continuously for two 
hours under active fatigue loads in service. 

AE instrumentation 

PAC MISTRAS 4 channel AE! system was 
used for the test. AE signals detected by 

PAC R61 (60 kHz resonant) integral-type 
sensors were input into the MISTRAS 
system for digital signal processing. AE! 
features such as hit, count, energy and 
amplitude were extracted and waveform 
analysis as well as frequency analysis was 
performed in necessary cases. Four AE 
sensors were attached to the specimen at 
each corner in laboratory test as shown in 
Fig. 1, while two sensors were attached to 
each slab in service as indicated in Fig. 2. 

RESULTS 

Laboratory test 

Cracking process and AE behavior. Shown 
in Fig. 3 is a relationship between number of 
loading cycles and crack density defined as 
crack length per 1 square meter. Four stages 
are clearly observed in the cracking process. 

Stage I corresponds to the region in N 

4.8 

4.81 

Photo 1 The test setup. 

Median Strip 

, :  
Strinaer i j 

3.4m 

Fig. 2 Schematic ilustration of 
the tested structure. 
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(number of loading cycles) = 0 - Id, where 
early cracks initiate and grow very rapidly. 
Stage I1 corresponds to the region in N = 10' - 
4.0 x los, where no significant crack growth is 
observed, showing a stable state. Stage I11 .g 
corresponds to the region in N = 4.0 - 7.9 x 
16, where the crack density increases almost 
linearly at a constant rate. Stage IV gives the 

density increases rapidly to the final failure. 

Shown in Fig. 4 are histories of AE hit rate, 
amplitude and the maximum load as a function 
of number of loading cycles. High AE activity is observed in the early time of Stage I due 
to the initiation of early cracks. However, it diminishes rapidly and then increases again as 
the crack density increases. In stage 11, the activity slowly increases showing some 
instability, while it becomes stable in Stage 111. In Stage IV, it starts to increase rapidly 
from N = 8.8 x 16, i.e. just before the final failure (N = 9.17 x 10'). It is thus shown that 
the process of the final failure (the transition from Stage 111 to Stage IV) under fatigue 
loadings can be predicted and evaluated by monitoring AE signals. The initiation of the 
final failure corresponds to the time when the AE activity increases rapidly from the stable 
state in Stage IV. 

10 

.. 
8 

+ 

-r 

2 
0 

0 
region after N = 7.9 x 16, where the crack 0 200000 400000 600000 800000 1000000 

Number o f  C y c l e  (N) 

Fig. 3 Relationship between number of 
cycles and crack density. 

Fig. 4 Histories of AEi hit rate, amplitude and the maximum load. 
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(a) N=2.5 x lo’ (b) N=4.5 x 10’ (c> N=7.9 x lo’ 

Fig. 5 Visual observations of surface cracks. 

0 400 8w 120016002ooo 0 400 800 120016002ooo 0 400 800 l 200160020oO 
x (mm) x (mm) x 

(a) Pm,z=150kN (b) Pmax=200kN (c) Pmtx=225kN 
0<~<2 .5  10‘ 4.6 x 10S<N<5.0 x lo5 6.25 x 10S<N<7.9 x lo5 

Fig. 6 AE source location. 

RE source location. The results of visual 

observation of the surface cracks at N = 
2.5 x lo’, 4.5 x los and 7.9 x 10’ are 
given in (a), (b) and (c) of Fig. 5, 
respectively. The results of AE source 
location obtained during 0 - 2.5 x lo’, 4.6 
- 5.0 x 10’ and 6.25 - 7.9 x lo5 are 
exhibited in Fig. 6. Comparison of Fig. 5 
and Fig. 6 shows that the locations of the 
surface cracks roughly correspond to the 
area covered by AE event locations. 
Therefore, cracking area can be roughly 
evaluated by AE source location analysis. 

Relationship between loading phase and 
AE activity. Numerous studies have been 
made of relationship between cracking 
process and AE behavior in metallic and 
composite materials [6, 71. Figure 7 
schematically illustrates relationship 
between loading phase and AE activity, 

in air 
I 0 Aka.6 -115  

0.2 

0 

Crack extension t -  

I -c--c 
Closure AE Opening AE 

Fig. 7 Relationship between loading 
phase and AE activity. 
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obtained from these results. It has been reported that the AE activity detected near the 
maximum load is mainly due to main crack extension and called Peak Load AE. 
Meanwhile the AE activities observed during unloading and re-loading are considered to be 
from mechanical sources such as frictions due to closure and opening of the crack faces and 
called Closure and Opening AE, respectively. 

10 /r Peak Load AE 1 
c) 

f 4  150 

'Load (kN) w 2  
4 0  

0 10 m 
N (cycleX103) 

Closure AE i 

240 

w m  00 
4 0  Load(kN) 

0 10 20 

(a) Pmax = 150kN 
o < N < 2.5 x 10' 

,I--- Peak Load AE ---, 

(b)Pmax = 150kN 
3.0 x lo5 < N < 4.0 x lo' 

(c) PmaX = 250kN 
7.9 x 10' < N < 8.4 x 10' 

(d) Pmax = 270kN 
8.4 x 10' < N < 9.17 x los 

Fig. 8 Relationship between loading phase and AE activity. 
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Relationship between loading phase and AE activity has not been studied in RC specimens 
so far. In the present research, this relationship has been intensively studied by using the 
method applied to metallic materials. Experimental results obtained in this work are given 
in Fig. 8. Hear Peak load AE is defined as the AE signals detected in the loading phase 
above 90% of the maximum load, while all the signals detected in the other phase are 
defined as closure AE. 

Figure 8 (a) demonstrates the results obtained during the loading cycle N = 0 - 2.5 x 10' 
(Stage I ) .  It is seen that Peak Load AE is mostly detected in the early time of Stage I, 
while its activity decreases after this. This is because the crack density increases rapidly in 
the early time due to the micro-crack initiation but the crack extension rate starts to slow 
down after this. Accordingly, it is quite obvious that the Peak Load AE has a strong 
correlation with the crack extension in the RC slab under the fatigue loads. The AE source 
in this case should be attributed to the main crack extension. 

The results obtained during the loading cycle N = 3.0 - 4.0 x lo5 (Stage 11) are given in Fig. 
8 (b). Some activities are 
observed only during N = 3.8 - 3.9 x los. This implies that the Peak Load AE is due to 
crack extension and the low activity corresponds to the fact that no significant crack growth 
was visually observed in Stage 11. However, closure AE gives high activity all through the 
stage in the loading phase above 50 kN. Mechanical sources such as closure or opening of 
the cracks should contribute to this high activity. 

The activity of Peak Load AE is quite low in this stage. 

Figure 8 (c) gives the results obtained during N = 7.9 - 8.4 x 10' (from the end of Stage 
I11 to Stage IV). More Peak Load AE is observed as the crack density increases 
significantly during the transition from Stage I11 to Stage IV. However, the number of the 
detected closure AE signals are almost one order of magnitude greater than that of the Peak 
Load AE. This is because large number of closure AE is generated by mechanical frictions 
due to opening and closure of the exhisting cracks in the slab during loadings and 
unloadings. 

Shown in Fig. 8 (d) are the results for N = 8.4 - 9.17 x 10' (Stage IV to the final failure). 
The most distinct fact seen here is that the activity of closure AE increases very rapidly at 

low load levels as the cracking process approaches to the final failure. This is because 
many AE signals due to mechanical causes were detected since many cracks already existed 

in the specimen at this stage. This result suggests that the process of the final failure can be 
practically monitored by detecting the closure AE observed near the minimum load. 

AE monitoring in a structure 

AE hit increased almost linearly as a function of time during continuous monitoring for two 

hours in CH1. The same tendency was observed in CH2, CH3 and CH4 sensors. Other 
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AE features such as energy and count gave 
the same kind of history. Therefore, it is 
thought that there was no significant 
change in active loads due to traffic during 
the monitoring and AE measurement was 
carried out under a stable condition. 

Figure 9 indicates cumulative number of 
AE hits (a) and AE energy (b). The 
number of detected hit is almost the same 
in CH 1, 3 and 4 (about 8 x lo4) but it is 
about 50 percent greater in CH2. In 
contrast, AE energy exhibits about lo6 in 
CH2 and CH4, while 2.6 x lo' and 3.0 x 
10' are detected in CH1 and CH3, 
respectively. Thus more than one order of 
magnitude larger AE energy is seen in 
CH1 and CH3 than in CH2 and CH4. 

40 

Number of AE Channel 

(b) 
"06 501 

Number of AE Channel 

Fig. 9 Cumulative number of AE hits (a) 
and AE energy (b) . 

This is because CH1 and CH3 sensors detected AE signals generated by active loads due to 
the traffic since the sensors were attached under the traffic lane. However, AE signals due 
to indirect causes such as vibration of the structure were thought to be detected in CH2 and 
CH4 because the median strip was on the area where the sensors were attached. 

Comparison of AE energy in CH1 attached to Slab A and that in CH3 attached to Slab B 
indicates that it is about 15% greater in CH3 than in CH1 although AE measurement was 
made under the same traffic condition. Visual observations of crack density found that the 
damage level of Slab A corresponds to mid Stage I shown in Fig. 3, while that of Slab B 
corresponds to late Stage I. Accordingly, the difference of the detected AE! energy between 
CH1 and CH3 should be attributed to the difference of damage levels between the slabs. 

DISCUSSION 

In the laboratory test, AE was monitored from the initial loading to the final failure. 
However, it should be very difficult to carry out continuous monitoring of structures in 

service. Figure 10 indicates history of AE hits detected during 100 loading cycles at every 
10' cycles. The shape of the AE hit rate history shown in Fig. 4 is in good agreement with 
the result given in Fig. 10. Therefore, it is good enough to perfom periodic AE monitoring 
for evaluation of damage levels in structures instead of performing continuous monitoring. 

Shown in Fig. 11 is AE energy detected during 100 loading cycles at every 10' cycles in the 
laboratory test. The four stages of the cracking process resulted from the visual 
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observations are also indicated for reference. As described before, the results of the AE 
measurement from the slabs in service under the active loads showed that the AE energy in 
Slab B is 15% greater than that in slab A under the same loading (traffic) condition. This 
is because Slab B has greater damage than Slab A, confirmed by the visual observations. In 
Fig. 11, it is seen that high AE energy is detected particularly at the very early time in Stage 

I. However, the energy decreases immediately and then increases continuously almost at a 
constant rate as the damage progresses. The visual observations of the cracking process 
showed that the damage level of Slab A corresponds to mid Stage I indicated in Fig. 11, 
while that of Slab B corresponds to late Stage I. Therefore, it should be possible to evaluate 
damage levels of slabs in service by measuring AE energy periodically under active loads 
due to traffic. 

10000 I 
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~ 10000 
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M 
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Y 
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0 200000 400000 600000 800000 1000000 
Number o f  C y c l e  (N) 

Fig.10 History of AE hits detected Fig.11 History of AEi energy detected 
during 100 loading cycles. during100 loading cycles. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the present study, AE was monitored from the initial loading to the final failure in a 
model RC slab under fatigue loads in laboratory. AE monitoring was also carried out for 
two hours in RC slabs in service under active loads due to traffic. From these results, the 
following conclusions can be drawn : 

(1) Comparison of crack density history and AE activity history showed that cracking 
process under fatigue loadings can be predicted and evaluated by monitoring AEi signals. 

(2) Comparison between visual observations of cracking process and AE source location 
analysis indicated that damage area due to the cracking can be roughly identified by the 
AE source location. 

(3) The analysis of the relationship between loading phase and AE activity found that the 
AE signals detected near the maximum load have strong correlation with crack 
extension. It was also shown that the cracking process to the final failure can be 
practically monitored by detecting AE signals emanated near the minimum load. 

(4) AE monitoring for two hours in the RC slabs under active loads due to traffic 
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confirmed that the detected AE energy is about 15% greater in the slab with greater 
damage than the one with less damage. 

(5)  It was demonstrated that fatigue process of structures in service can be practically 
evaluated by periodic AE monitoring. 

(6) Comparison of AE activities detected in a structure and in laboratory test showed that 
damage levels of RC slabs under active loads in service can be evaluated by monitoring 
AE energy. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the present study, fracture processes were investigated quantitatively in four different kinds 
of concrete specimens by applying improved b-value (Ib-value) analysis. It is observed that 
the variation of the Ib-value well corresponds to fracture process of specimen during each 
loading stage, independent of dimension, shape and reinforcement of the specimen. The 
results of the Ib-value analysis are in good agreement with those obtained from the moment 
tensor analysis. It was found that in case that the moment tensor analysis may not be 
applicable, the fracture process of the specimen can be evaluated by applying the Ib-value 
analysis. It is shown that the Ib-value analysis is a very useful method for quantitative 
evaluation of the fracture process. 

KEYWORDS 

Acoustic emission, b-value, concrete, fracture process, structural integrity 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, it has been recognized that concrete structures deteriorate under various 
service environments. Especially, during the 1995 great Hanshin earthquake, many reinforced 
concrete (RC) structures were severely damaged due to strong ground motions. With this as a 
start, it is strongly expected to establish a non-destructive inspection method with which the 
deterioration of concrete structures can be evaluated quantitatively in the early stages. 
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Acoustic emission (AE) is a term used for elastic waves generated by sudden changes which 
occur locally in materials due to deformation, cracking, transformation and so forth. At 
present, this term is used as an inspection technique for non-destructive evaluation. Since AEi 
is very effective to monitor the initiation and the growth of cracks in materials and structures, 
it has been widely utilized for materials evaluation in laboratory. In concrete engineering, the 
applicability has been intensively studied in both materials [l] and structures [2-51. 

To analyze AE data acquired, parameter analysis is widely and frequently employed, which 
analyzes AE activities based on the measurement of such AEi parameters as hit, count, energy, 
amplitude and so on. Among these parameters, in particular, the AE peak-amplitude is 
considered to be closely related to the magnitude of fracture. For this reason, many 
researchers have studied b-value and m-value determined from a negative gradient of the 
peak-amplitude distribution. Recently, in order to apply the b-value analysis for fracture 
evaluation of slope failure, a calculating method of the b-value has been improved by using 
statistical values of amplitude distribution [6,7]. 

In this paper, four different kinds of concrete specimens are evaluated by applying the above 
mentioned improved b-value (Ib-value) analysis. Comparison was made for the results 
obtained from both the Ib-value analysis and the moment tensor analysis [S]. 

ANALYSIS 

AE peak-amplitude distribution, b-value and improved b-value 

Concept of the b-value. The b-value is a parameter defined by Gutenburg and Richter. It is 
calculated from the earthquake magnitude: M and its frequency: n(M). The total number: 
N(M), calculated from magnitude greater than M, is given by, 

N ( M )  = Ji n(M)dM 

Because the frequency distribution n (M) obeys the exponential distribution, the following 
equation is obtained, 

logN(M) = A - bM ( 2 )  

in which A and b are constants. Because the magnitude, M ,  is defined by the logarithm of 
amplitude, then Eq.2 becomes, 
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(3) 

where a is the peak-amplitude in decibel. 

The coefficient b in Eq.3 is well known as the b-value. The b-value is given as a gradient of 
linear descending branch of cumulative frequency distribution. In the process where micro- 
fracture occurs superior to macro-fracture, the b-value tends to increase. While in the process 
where macro-fracture is superior to micro-fracture, the b-value tends to decrease. 

Improved b-value. The b-value is given by a negative gradient of the amplitude distribution 
corresponding to a straight line. However, in most cases, AE amplitude distributions do not 
express one straight line. Different ranges of amplitudes may give different lines. Thus, it is 
necessary to search for the amplitude range which can stand for one straight line. Although 
appropriate ranges of amplitude might be determined by advance studies, AE waves 
practically detected are affected by conditions of sensor coupling, existence of unexpected 
cracks and so forth. As a result, derived amplitude may not be distributed in an expected 
amplitude range. Then in order to determine the amplitude range, the following method was 
proposed [6,7]. 

The amplitude range is obtained from mean value of the distribution (p) and standard 
deviation (a). It was reported that in the amplitude range from p - CT to p + a, the amplitude 
distribution can be represented by one straight line [6]. Then the formula for improved b- 
value is given as follows: 

logN(p - ale) - logN(p + ap) 
Ib = 

(a1 +a& 

where Ib is the improved b-value, a, is a coefficient which determines lower value of 
amplitude and a, is a coefficient which determines fracture level. In the present study, a1 =O 
and a, =1 were adapted. 

Sampling number of amplitude data used for Ib-value calculation. To determine the proper 
number of sampling data necessary for calculating p and a, correlation coefficient between 
the logarithmic cumulative frequency and AE amplitude is given in Fig. 1. It is shown that in 
all the different specimens, the relations between the logarithmic cumulative frequency and 
AE amplitude give a straight line when the number of sampling data becomes larger than 50. 
Moreover, in laboratory and field model slope failure tests, Shiotani and his group [6] have 
shown that AE amplitude data with samples from 50 to 100 gives reasonable result. Hence, in 
this study AE amplitude data consisting of 50 samples are used to calculate the Ib-value. 
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Fig. 1. Correlation between the logarithmic cumulative frequency and AE amplitude. 

Moment tensor analysis [8] 

Moment tensor analysis using a SiGMA (Simplified Green’s function for Moment tensor 
Analysis) code is a method developed for quantitative AE waveform analysis based on the 
measurement of very first P-wave arrivals. Quantitative information on AE sources is 
analyzed by applying theoretical treatment to the waveform sets recorded from a multi- 
channel transient recorder with more than six sensors. The procedure can give quantitative 
information on three-dimensional location of cracks, crack types, crack orientation and 
direction of crack motion. It has been shown that the moment tensor analysis is very effective 
to analyze fracture processes of concrete members. 

In this paper, results of the moment tensor analysis are compared with those obtained from 
Ib-value analysis. 

SPECIMEN AND TEST METHOD 

Cyclic flexure test of reinforced concrete beam 

A four-point flexure test was conducted as shown in Fig. 2. Locations of six AE sensors 
(Sl-S6) are also given in the figure. A reinforcing bar of 19mm in diameter was inserted 
below the center of the specimen. The specimen was loaded and unloaded cyclically in five 
stages. At the first and the second stage, the maximum load was 49kN. In the other three 
stages, it was increased in a step-wise manner. 
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Fig. 2. Reinforced concrete specimen in flexural test and AE sensor locations. 

L-shaped rigid frame 

A sketch of a L-shaped RC rigid frame and arrangement of reinforcements are illustrated in 
the left side of Fig. 3. Tensile force was applied to expand a corner of the L-shape model and 
six AE sensors were attached as shown in right side of Fig. 3. In the experiment, cyclic 
loading was applied to the specimen in a step-wise manner. 

100 

i: AEsensor 

Fig. 3. Sketch and AE sensor locations for the cyclic loading test of "L" shaped rigid frame. 

Center notched concrete beams with and without FRP sheet reinforcement 

Center notched concrete beams with and without FRP sheet reinforcement were subjected to 
three-point flexure load. Figure 4 gives a sketch of the specimen. The coordinates system and 
sensor locations are also shown in the figure. In the FRP reinforced specimen, one ply of 
CFRP sheet was bonded on the bottom corresponding to the tensile zone. 
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x-y-z: A€ sensor coordinations 
d=100mm for specimen without reinforced FRP sheet 
d=lOmm for specimen with reinforced FRP sheet 

Fig. 4. Details of three-point flexure tests for concrete specimen with a center notch. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

To apply the moment tensor analysis, six sensors were used for AE measurement. In this 
paper due to the page limitation, typical results of the Ib-value analysis from one channel data 
will be reported in each experiment. 

Cyclic flexure test in reinforced concrete beam 
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Fig. 5. 
result of Ib-value analysis). 

Results of cyclic flexure test in reinforced concrete beam (left: loading history; right: 

In this experiment, results of the Ib-value analysis are explained with regard to CH5 AE 
sensor, which is placed below the center of the specimen. Results of Ib-value analysis and the 
loading history are shown in Fig.5. In this figure, the maximum load of each stage is 
represented by a dotted line. In stage I and stage 11, the load was applied up to 49kN and then 
unloaded. After that, it was increased in a step-wise manner to the final load, 120kN. 
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In stage I, the Ib-value decreased first and then increased just before the maximum load. This 
change of the Ib-value is considered to be the initiation of fracture. In stage 11, the Ib-value 
decreased slightly, at the maximum load, however the change is not large. For the stage 111, 
the Ib-value begins to increase at the load a little lower than the maximum load of stage II. 
The Ib-value increases sharply one and then decreases. In this stage, it is considered that 
large-scale failure began to take place just after the occurrence of small-scale failure. In stage 
IV, the change of Ib-value started at a load much lower than the maximum load of stage 111. 
The repeated decrease and increase of Ib-value in this stage is considered to be due to the 
propagation of large-scale failure and initiation of small-scale failure in the process zone 
ahead of the main cracks. Finally in stage V, it is observed that the Ib-value begins to increase 
corresponding to the load over about 50% of the maximum load of the stage IV and then 
decreases. The moment tensor analysis showed that 8 events, 2 events, 32 events, 25 events 
and 9 events were detected from stage I to stage V, respectively. Except stage V, stages where 
the AE events are detected by the moment tensor analysis correspond to the stages in which 
the Ib-value changed dramatically. In stage V, only 9 events were obtained by the moment 
tensor analysis, while the Ib-value changed remarkably. To perform the moment tensor 
analysis, waveform sets consisting of at least six readable waveforms are required. However, 
at latter periods of fracture there are a lot of cracks generated in the specimen, accordingly, it 
was very difficult to obtain waveform sets with six effective waveforms. This is the main 
reason why the moment tensor analysis was not applicable in the later periods of fracture. 
Unlike the moment tensor analysis, the Ib-value analysis is able to evaluate fracture process 
occurring in heavily damaged materials. This is because it does not require readable and 
meaningful waveforms necessary for the theoretical treatment but requires only amplitude 
information from each AE sensor. 
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result of Ib-value analysis). 

Results of cyclic loading test in L-shape rigid frame (left: loading history; right: 
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Here, the results from CH1 sensor is given as an example to interpret the Ib-value analysis. 
As demonstrated in Fig. 6, loading process is divided into eight stages with the increasing 
step-wise maximum loads. In each stage, the maximum load is marked by a dotted line. 
Slight change of Ib-value can be observed from stage 111. In stage IV, V and VI, the change of 
Ib-value becomes remarkable. In all of the three stages, the Ib-value shows the same level of 
variation. In stage VII with the load increase, more remarkable changes of the Ib-value are 
observed. Up to this stage the Ib-value repeats rises and falls at a region above 0.6. In the last 
stage, the specimen failed at a load less than the maximum load of stage VII. In this stage, 
changes of the Ib-value are quite remarkable and it is observed that the Ib-value dramatically 
falls to the region below 0.6, which implies that the macro-fracture becomes dominant. 
Meanwhile, among the total 1024 sets of waveforms, only 19 sets were applicable to the 
moment tensor analysis. To perform moment tensor analysis waveform sets of six readable 
waveforms are necessary as mentioned before. In this experiment the specimen is relatively 
large in size and with a quite complicated shape. Therefore, it was difficult to get waveform 
sets consisting of six readable waveforms. This is the reason why most of the waveform sets 
data were discarded. On the other hand, by applying the Ib-value analysis it is possible to 
evaluate the fracture processes of such a structure, since the Ib-value is obtained from the 
amplitude information for individual AE sensors. 

Center notched concrete beams with and without FRP sheet reinforcement 

Loading history and test results of the Ib-value analysis for center notched concrete beams 
reinforced with and without FRP sheet are given in Fig. 7. In this case, the data from CH1 is 
given as a typical example for the results of Ib-value analysis. 

As observed in Fig. 7 (left), in the case of concrete beam without FRP reinforcement, the Ib- 
value increased first at about 80% of the maximum load. Then at the maximum load, the Ib- 
value decreases dramatically. The increase may be caused by nonlinear deformation, while 
the decrease may be due to catastrophic failure. On the other hand, the fracture process of the 
specimen could be divided into two stages by moment tensor analysis [9]. The first stage was 
observed until the maximum load. The cracks in this stage occurred only at a narrow area 
near the notch tip. After the maximum load, as the second stage, cracks grew rapidly upward 
and the specimen failed right away. The results of Ib-value analysis were in good agreement 
with the one obtained from the moment tensor analysis. 

Regarding the concrete beam reinforced with CFRP sheet, the fracture process can be divided 
into three stages, demonstrated by the moment tensor analysis. As shown in Fig. 7, the first 
stage corresponds to the loading level before point A, where cracks are generated only within 
the area close to the notch tip. This is the same behavior observed in the first stage of the 
concrete beam without CFRP sheet reinforcement. Therefore, the loading point A can be 
regarded as functional maximum load of this structure. The second stage (stage 11) is 
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Fig. 7. Loading history and Ib-value analysis results for center notched concrete beams (left: 
concrete beam without FRP sheet reinforcement; right: concrete beam reinforced with FRP 
sheet). 

determined between loading point A and loading point B, where the main cracks ahead of the 
notch tip grew rapidly. It was shown by the moment tensor analysis that in this stage, an 
inclined crack initiates from the bottom of the specimen toward the notch tip and a bottom 
crack propagates near the interface between the CFRP sheet and the concrete. After loading 
point B, the third stage is observed, where the propagation of the main crack has completed 
and only cracks in the bottom of the specimen continued to propagate towards the supports. 
Therefore, it could be considered that the main crack has reached the upper surface of the 
specimen in the second stage. Meanwhile it is shown in Fig. 7 that the Ib-value begins to 
change at about 80% of loading point A in the first stage. After loading point A, the change of 
the Ib-value becomes remarkable and the same tendency continues all through the second 
stage. When the load approaches to the point B, the most considerable change of the Ib-value 
is observed. This remarkable change of the Ib-value is considered to be resulted from the 
rapid propagation of the main crack to the upper surface of the specimen. Thus, the fracture 
process can be evaluated by applying the Ib-value analysis. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Fracture processes in four types of concrete specimens were evaluated by the Ib-value 
analysis. Comparing the results with those obtained from the moment tensor analysis, the 
followings are concluded: 

1. It was shown that the Ib-value analysis can evaluate fracture process of concrete 
specimens with different dimensions, shapes and reinforcement arrangements. Thus, the 
Ib-value is a useful feature to characterize fracture process in concrete structures. 
It was demonstrated that fracture process can be evaluated by the Ib-value analysis 
when the moment tensor analysis is not applicable due to specimen size and shape. 

2. 
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ABSTRACT 

The use of an ultrasonic array system is described, which can be used combined with 3D recon- 
struction calculations. In this way ultrasonic reflection and backscatter from the inside of con- 
crete members can be imaged and interpreted. The application of the system is demonstrated for 
two examples: Measuring the concrete cover of utility pipes in a tunnel and the examination of 
transversal ducts in a bridge plate. 

KEYWORDS 

Ultrasonic echo, array technique, S A F T  (Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique), tunnels, re- 
inforced concrete, prestressing ducts. 

INTRODUCTION 

Ultrasonic echo methods are nowadays often used for analyzing the internal structure of con- 
crete members and buildings [ 1-71. The enormous progress, which has been achieved in the last 
decade to overcome the difficulties characteristic of testing concrete is mainly due to the devel- 
opment of new types of broadband transducers operating in the frequency range of 50 to 250 
1<Hz and to the application of the principle of synthetic aperture. The latter means, that ultrason- 
ic measurements are carried out at many points of the surface and are evaluated by means of 
reconstruction calculations, which show the location and distribution of acoustic reflectors and 
scatterers in the volume of the concrete member tested. 
Briefly summarized, the state of the art is as follows: 
Thickness measurement and localization of construction features having a diameter of about 
100 mm and larger are feasible aims by means of single A-scan interpretation, when the site 
conditions are not too difficult. This means, that the maximum aggregate size is 16 mm or less 
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and the non prestressed reinforcement is not too dense (e.g. mesh size of 1.50 mm). Additionally 
the concrete porosity has not to be too excessive [8]. 
In many cases these conditions are not fulfilled. Concrete with a maximum aggregate size of 
32 mm is widely used, the mesh size of the rebars is often 100 mm or less and the rebar diameter 
is 24 mm or 32 mm. Under these conditions many A-scans must be collected at different points 
on the surface and reconstruction calculations have to be performed. 
This is also important, when ducts in prestressed concrete have to be analyzed. For this aim a 
scanning laser interferometer can successfully be used to localize injection faults in tendon 
ducts. 
In this contribution, the principle and the application of an ultrasonic array are described. It con- 
sists of an ensemble of broadband transducers which are successively used as transmitters and 
receivers and permit fast data acquisition. Thus large data sets can be collected and reconstruc- 
tion calculation by means of SAFT (Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique) is applicable. 

The ultrasonic array used for data acquisition 
consists of an array of ten broadband transducers 
(diameter 50 mm, frequency range of about 50 to 
250 kHz). In most cases the transducers are po- 
sitioned on the concrete surface using a tem- 
plate, as shown in fig. 1. They are used in a 
transmit-receive configuration using an elec- 
tronic multiplexer. The principle of the configu- 
ration is shown in fig. 2. In case of transmitter, 
the pulse amplified to typically 1000 V produced 
by an arbitrary function generator is sent to the 
transducer. In the case of receiver, the signal is 
guided to an oscilloscope/averager, in order to 
suppress low frequency vibrations and high fre- 
quency noise, a band pass filter is used. The 

Fig. Array of broadband transducers measurement and data acquisition is governed 
by a portable PC. In this way, 45 pairs of trans- 
mitting-receiving positions - that means 90 dif- 
ferent A-scans - are registered in a short time 

and can be used for reconstruction calculations. The equipment can be installed in a van and 
cables up to 25 meter length are used. 
The use of broadband transducers allows to optimize the frequency band for the exciting pulse 
which is programmed in the function generator. In order to have a good depth resolution, usu- 
ally frequencies of 150 to 200 kHz are used (corresponding to the wavelength (h) of 27 mm to 
20 mm in concrete with cl = 4000 d s ) .  If the attenuation of the waves is too high, lower fre- 
quencies can be chosen (80 kHi => h = SO mm). 
A typical excitation pulse and the result of the phase-corrected superposition (see below) of 100 
A-scans is shown in fig. 3 (left). It is the result of the thickness measurement of a concrete plate 
made with maximum aggregate size of 32 mm. The (normalized) transmitting pulse and the re- 
ceived pulse (showing a phase shift due to the reflection at the interface concrete/air) can be ob- 
served in this figure. 
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Fig. 2 Principle sketch of the array equipment. 
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Fig. 3 Measurement of a concrete specimen (0.50 m thick) with a maximum aggregate size of 
32 mm. Lef: Time-of-flight corrected superposition of 100 A-scans. to: expected arrival t h e  
of the echo signal. Right: pulse energy vs. calculated thickness for the integration interval 
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When an imaging of the internal structure of the concrete member is planned, a data set may 
consist of many different positions of the template. Depending on the desired resolution, the 
template is moved in steps between 10 mm and 100 mm over the surface. In this way data sets 
of several thousands of A-scans can be recorded in a relatively short time. The coupling of the 
transducers to the concrete surface is a difficult point for the ultrasonic measurements. A good 
coupling of every transducer of the array has to be carefully realized for each location of the 
template. For horizontal surfaces liquid coupling agents as glycerin or water may have an ad- 
vantage. 
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For the ultrasonic non-destructive applications described in this paper, the array technique was 
used for data acquisition. During earlier examinations of ducts positioned rather deep below the 
surface, adjacent areas of the surface were scanned by a laser interferometer working as an ul- 
trasonic detector [9]. In this way a continuous scanning of the surface was obtained with only a 
few locations of transmitting transducers. For the applications discussed in this paper ducts were 
expected to have a concrete cover of only 80 mm to 120 mm. In this case it seemed to be more 
convenient to move the whole array over the surface, rather than changing often the location of 
the ultrasonic sending transducer and readjusting the laser interferometer. 

RECONSTRUCTION CALCULATIONS 

When the desired resolution for an experimental measurements is not to pretentious, for exam- 
ple for thickness measurement or localization of large construction elements, a time-of-flight 
corrected superposition of A-scans at one or few positions of the template is performed. It re- 
sults in the distribution of the reflectedenergy vs. depth for the volume below the template (usu- 
ally a surface of 250 mm x 350 mm). This is realized by integrating the square of the ultrasonic 
intensity during the pulse length. An example is shown in fig. 3 (right) for the thickness mea- 
surement of a concrete plate. 
When a better resolution of the reconstruction calculation is necessary, for example for the ex- 
amination of ducts in prestressed concrete members, a three dimensional version of the SAFT 
method (Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique) is applied [lo]. This evaluation method was 
already successfully used for analyzing injection and compaction faults during a round robin 
test [9,11]. Briefly described it is an integration of the time-of-flight surface in the x-y-z-t data 
field for each voxel of the specimen. It results in a three dimensional representation of the 
backscatter intensity from the inside of the specimen. To interpret such data fields, projection 
planes are presented, which are the well known B-scans (ultrasonic intensity along the scan-axis 
vs. depth; perpendicular to the surface) and C-scans (ultrasonic intensity parallel to the surface 
in an adjustable depth). 
With this method an axial and depth resolution in the order of one wavelength can be achieved. 
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Fig. 4 Result of measuring the concrete cover of a duct for utility installations. Left: Re- 
flected ultrasonic energy vs. depth indicating a clear maximum at 360 111111. Right: Corre- 
sponding time-of-flight corrected superpositions of 90 A-scans for the depth of 360 mm, 
to: time-of-flight for the reflected pulse for that depth. 
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EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS 
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Fig. 5 Reference measurement near the ele- 
ment joint over the bore hole with a known 
depth. 

In this chapter two examples of the appli- 
cation of the array system and the recon- 
struction calculation are described. 
Measurement of the concrete cover of util- 
ity pipes 
The task was to localize and measure the 
depth of ducts for utility installations in the 
wall of a tunnel. The ducts (diameter 200 
mm) that should have been installed at 
20 cm depth were instead installed to- 
wards the outer side of the wall (at 40 cm 
depth in a wall thickness of 0.8 m). It be- 
came visible at an element joint. At anoth- 
er part of the tunnel the ducts had to be 
localized in order to know, if the fault con- 
tinued. At the element joint new holes 

were placed having the correct depth for the tubes. At this point a reference measurement was 
performed. 
The measurement was strongly influenced by dense non prestressed reinforcement (diameter 
28 mm, mesh size about 100 mm). For this reason the reinforcement was first localized using a 
scanning magnetic device, and the transducers of the array were manually placed between the 
rebars on the surface. Two different location of the array (180 A-Scans) were used to obtain a 
data field for the time-of-flight corrected superposition. Figure 4 shows the reflected ultrasonic 
energy vs. depth indicating a clear maximum at 360 mm. In the range between 100 and 200 mm 
disturbing reflections caused by the reinforcement are visible. The corresponding time-of-flight 
corrected superposition for the depth of 350 mm is shown at the right side of fig. 4. The multiple 
reflections caused by the reinforcement have been suppressed by digital filtering prior to the 
evaluation. 
Figure 5 shows the reference experiment over a core with a known duct cover of 180 mm. The 
depth measurement (150 mm) is very clear, the error of 30 mm is caused by the fact, that cal- 
culations were performed with an estimated velocity and by the overlap with reflections and 
stray signals from the rebars. The knowledge of the exact ultrasonic velocity was not necessary 
for the described question, because the measurements had only to estimate, if the ducts were 
placed about 200 mm (correct position) or 400 mm (wrong position) below the surface. 
Using the ultrasonic array it could be clearly demonstrated, that the ducts were wrongly placed, 
deeply below the surface. 

Examination of transversal ducts in a bridge plate 
Prior to a planned site application on a bridge deck it was to be verified, if transversal ducts can 
be investigated with the system described combined with 3D-SAFT reconstruction calculations. 
As mentioned above the ducts to be analyzed had a concrete cover of only 80 mm to 120 mm. 
In order to test the principal function of the array system and the 3D-SAFT reconstruction, a test 
specimen with a step in thickness and a steel tube (diameter 40 mm) was constructed (fig. 6) 
The array was scanned in steps of 30 mm over the surface using glycerin as coupling agent. The 
B- and C-scans resulting from the 3D-SAFT reconstruction are presented in fig. 7 and fig. 8. In 
the B-scan the step in the thickness is clearly seen, whereas the tube is not represented in the 
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Fig. 6 Test specimen for the application of 3D-SAFT reconstruction. 

reconstruction. As expected, at the border of the aperture the intensity is small, because the outer 
regions of the specimen are not homogeneously irradiated by the ultrasonic waves. 
The signals below the surface reflection are partly due to disturbing pulses produced by the 
transducers and multiple reflections. The C-scan shows that the reconstruction of the back wall 
is relatively homogeneous indicating that the system can be used for imaging plain surfaces. 
The variations of about 6 dB are due to the inevitable changes in the coupling conditions. It can 
be seen that for imaging ducts the aperture in the direction of the ducts has to be larger. 
In order to test the system for imaging ducts, a second test specimen was constructed. It contains 
three ducts having the depth expected at the bridge deck. Figure 9 represents the B-scan of an 
empty duct (diameter 40 mm, concrete cover: 100 mm). The back wall and the duct are clearly 
represented. The slight bowing of the duct of about 20 mm towards the center'of the specimen 
corresponds with the real situation in the specimen. The additional signals about 80 mm below 
the duct and the back wall, respectively, are due to the wave mode conversion from longitudinal 
to transversal waves. This can be proved by a reconstruction calculation taking into account the 
corresponding velocities. 
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Fig. 7 B-scan from array measurement and SAFT reconstruction of the test speci- 
men shown in fig. 6. 

Fig. 8 C-scan from array measurement and S m  reconstruction of the test speci- 
men shown in fig. 6. 

The change in the intensity of ultrasonic reflection from both, the duct and the back wall is ev- 
ident: Although the measured surface was very smooth, the reason is probably the changing of 
the coupling conditions. The existence of the clear back wall echo can help in this interpretation. 
Assuming that the concrete quality does not strongly depend on the location, a normalization to 
the back wall intensity was performed. The result (fig. 10) shows a relatively constant reflection 
intensity of the empty duct except in the region around x = 0.8 m. Here an anomaly of the con- 
crete quality is assumed which will be examined later. 
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Fig. 9 Imaging of an ungrouted duct in a concrete plate: B-scan from 3D SAFT recon- 
struction. 

Fig. 10 Imaging of an ungrouted duct in a concrete plate: B-scan from 3D SAFT recon- 
struction. Same data as fig. 9, the intensity is normalized to the back wall reflection. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The use of an ultrasonic array system is described, which consists of 10 broadband transducers 
working each one successively as transmitter and receiver. The practical application of the sys- 
tem on site shows that it is possible to measure the concrete cover of large constructions ele- 
ments even behind dense reinforcing bars. To do this the data are evaluated by means of time- 
of-flight corrected superposition. 
It is demonstrated, that the array system together with 3D-SAFT reconstruction calculation can 
be used for the examination of transversal prestressing ducts having a concrete cover of about 
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100 mm. The change of the coupling conditions can be compensated by a normalization, so that 
the analysis of grouting and compaction faults in and around the duct can be performed by con- 
sidering the reflection intensity. The system has already been used on site successfully. 
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Abstract: 

In this study, the ultrasonic elastic waves propagation (hereafter referred as UEWP) behavior in 
concrete was investigated through the experimental and theoretical approach, mainly focusing on 
the influence of aggregates. The experimental factors were the maximum size, the volume 
percentage, and the acoustical impedance of aggregates. The velocity and the frequency 
characteristics of the UEWP through concrete were examined. For calculating the scattering of 
elastic waves by aggregates, Mason's method was adapted. 
The main conclusion is "The maximum size of aggregates influences the frequency distribution, 
however, is not a key factor for the velocity. On the other hand, the volume percentage of 
aggregate is very influential on both the frequency distribution and the velocity". 
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Concrete, Aggregates, Elastic Waves, Velocity, Frequency, Scattering 

INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, non-destructive evaluation techniques got to attract attentions. Especially, the 
technique utilizing the UEWP is very effective. For example, the technique is used to estimate 1) 
the depth of crack, 2) the compressive strength [l], 3) the material deterioration of concrete, and 
so on. These purposes can be achieved only if the UEWP in concrete is satisfactory understood. 
However, a lot of unclear parts are left unanswered. Therefore, it cannot help saying that the 
evaluation result from the UEWP lacks the trustability. 

The the authors considered there were three major factors (1. characteristics of aggregates, 2. 
matrix properties, and 3. existence of microcracks) and in this paper especially the influence of 
aggregates on the UEWP is reported. 

This investigation is constituted in two parts. In the first part, the authors manufactured 
specimens with model aggregates to clarify the basic influence of aggregates on the UEWP, and 
in the second part, the authors confirmed the influence of the aggregates in the actual situations. 
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION WITH MODEL AGGREGATES 
In the experimental works, the main factors under consideration were the diameter, the volume 
percentage and the acoustical impedance of model aggregates. In this study, glass balls and steel 
balls were used as model aggregates. Also, a theoretical analysis was conducted to verify the 
experimental results. 

Experimental Outline 
Specimens. 
The specimens were made of the cement paste and model aggregates. The size of the specimens 
was 100x100x200(mm). The water to cement ratio of the cement paste was 0.30. 
The properties of model aggregates are shown as follows. 
[ Size 3 The diameters of glass ball were 12,20, and 30mm, and that of steel balls wasl2mm. 
[ Volume Percentage ]The volume percentages of the glass balls were 10, 25, and 35% and that of 
the steel balls was 25%. 
[ Acoustical Impedance ] The acoustical 
impedance of the glass balls is 
13.1x106kg/m2s (density; 2.5g/cm3 , and 
velocity; 5.60km/s), and that of steel balls is 
46.8 x106kg/mZs. The range for normal 
actual aggregates are between 10-15 
x106kg/m2s. The acoustical impedance of the 
cement paste is 9.58 x106kg/mzs. Accordingly, 
the ratio between the impedance of cement 
paste, glass balls, and steel balls were 
1:1.36:4.89. In the case of investigating the 
influences of the acoustical impedance on the 
UEWP, the diameter and the volume Fig. 1 Elastic Waves Measurement System 

percentage were set to be constant as 13mm 
and 25%, respectively. 

Outline of UE WP Test. The ultrasonic waves measurement system is shown in Fig. I .  A pulse 
was produced by a wide-range ultrasonic transducer and received by a wide-range AE sensor 
after propagating through a specimen. The width of the pulse is 0.8 ,u sec, and the input voltage is 
65V. The analog data of the received waves was converted to the digital data in a AD converter 
with the sampling frequency of 2MHz. Finally, the velocity and the frequency distribution of the 
elastic waves were calculated and evaluated. The frequency distribution was obtained from the 
FFT procedure. 

The surface of the specimens was grounded and greased, and the moisture condition was 
controlled to be the saturated surface dry. 

The waveform of the transmitted waves through a aluminum plate and its frequency distribution 
are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3, respectively. From Fig.3, it was confirmed that the transmitted 
waves in this study had a very wide frequency distribution of 0-500 kHz. 
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Experimental Results and Discussions 
Influences of Size and Amount of Model Aggregates on Elastic Waves Velocity. In Fig.4, the 
influence of the diameter, in Fig.5, the influence of the volume percentage, of model aggregates 
on the velocity are shown respectively. From these figures, the influence of the volume 
percentage of model aggregates is much larger than the diameter. 
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Fig.4 Influence of Diameter Fig.5 Influence of Volume Percentage 
on Elastic Waves Velocity on Elastic Waves Velocity 

Influences of Size and Amount of Model Aggregates on Frequency Characteristics. In Fig.6, the 
influence of the diameter, in Fig.7, the influence of the volume percentages, of model aggregates 
on the frequency distribution are shown respectively. From these figures, the larger the diameter 
or the volume percentage of model aggregates, the decrease of the high frequency component is 
getting larger. 
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This attenuation is especially clear in the frequency range of 200-400kHz, which is equivalent to 
the waveslength as much as the model aggregates’ diameter. From this fact, the attenuation of the 
elastic waves is supposed to be due to the scattering of waves by model aggregates. 
To compare the influences of diameter and volume percentage of model aggregates on the 
attenuation, an index called “average frequency, Fave” is defined by formula (1). 

I f  .S(f)df 

Fave = JS(f)llf 

(Note, f : frequency, S(f) : spectrum intensity at f )  

This Fave becomes smaller when the high frequency ingredient attenuates. In Fig.8, the influence 
of the diameter, in Fig.9, the influence of the volume percentage, of model aggregates on this 
index “Fave” are shown respectively. Comparing these two figures, it is recognized that the 
influence of the diameter is larger on the frequency characteristics. 
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Influence of Acoustical Impedance (Differences Between Glass Balls and Steel Balls). The 
elastic waves velocities through the specimens with glass balls and steel balls (in the case the 
volume percentage is 25%) are 4.42 W s e c  and 4.60 W s e c ,  respectively. 
Concerning to the attenuation in the high frequency region, the attenuation with steel balls is 
larger than that of with glass balls. Also, the reason is related to the acoustical impedance. 

Theoretical Considerations 
Examination about Elastic Waves Velocity. 
calculated in the following formula. 

Theoretically, the elastic waves velocity can be 

(Note, E : elastic modulus, p : density, Y : Poisson's ratio) 

In this equation, the elastic waves velocity can be obtained from the data set of E, p , and Y of 
the material considered. In the calculations, the specimen used is assumed to be a 2-phase 
material [2]. 

Table 1 Values used for C a l c m  

Materials Density (g/cm') Velocity (Ws)  Poisson's Ratio 
Cement Paste (W/C=0.3) 2.21 4.33 0.242 
Glass Balls 2.50 5.60 0.200 
Steel Balls 7.86 5.95 0.300 
Cement Paste (W/C=0.5) 1.97 3.72 0.265 
Aggregates 2.61 5.63 0.200 

There are four equations which relates K, &, K,, G, Go, GI, E, and 

K r - = 1 +  
KO 3(1-r)Ko KO 

I- 

3K0 +4G0 ' K, -Ki 

P- r u 
-=1+ 
Go 6( l - r ) (Ko+2G,)  G o  

I 

- +- 
5 3K0+4G0 G I - G o  

E K=- 
3(1- 2v) (5) 

(6) 
E G=- 

2(1+ v) 

(Note, K, G : volume elastic coefficient and stifTness of 2-phase composite material, &, 
Go : those of cement paste matrix, K,, GI : those of inclusion, r : volume ratio of inclusion) 
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So, if the K,,, K,, Go, GI,  and r are given, E and Y of the 2-phase composite material can be 
calculated from equations (3) to (6) .  To calculate &, K,, Go, and GI for each material (cement 
paste, glass balls, and steel balls), the longitudinal waves velocity Vp (usually referred as elastic 
waves velocity V), p , and Y should be known. Then, with the formula (7) as shown below, 
the shear waves velocity (Vs) can be calculated. Then with the values of Vp and Vs, the K and G 
can be known with equations (8) and (9). Hence, the elastic waves velocity through the specimen 
with model aggregates can be calculated by the equation (2), by using the values of V, p , and Y 

for each ingredient. 

-- -p.Vp2 3K + 4G 
3 

G = p . V,’ 

The relationship between the calculated values with this 
method and measured ones is shown in Fig.10. From 
this figure, the validity of this theory is confirmed and 
also the larger influence of the volume percentage on 
the velocity is confirmed. Consequently, the concrete is 
considered to be treated as a 2-phase material in which 
the particles dispersed randomly in a uniform matrix. 
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(9) 

Examination about Frequency Characteristics. To investigate the influences of the diameter and 
the volume percentage on the UEWP through concrete, a model of the scattering of the elastic 
waves, as shown in Fig. 11, was introduced. In this case, the ratio of the amplitude of the scattered 
waves at P to that of the incident waves, 6 r/ 6 a, is theoretically given by Rayleigh [3] as shown 
in the formula (10). In this formula, it is assumed that the matrix is uniform and the waveslength 
is smaller than the diameter of the inclusion. 

(Note, A :waveslength, p : density of matrix, p , : density of inclusion, K,, : 
acoustical impedance of matrix, K, : acoustical impedance of inclusion, T : volume of inclusion) 
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With this formula, the attenuation coefficient of the elastic waves can be given by Mason [4] as 
shown in the formula (1 1). In this formula, the effect of multi scattering is neglected and the 
particles are randomly arranged in a three-dimensional space. 

2 n ; 3 r . ~  K,-K, 
a = 7 ( 7 )  

(Note, r : volume ratio of inclusion) 

By using this formula, the influences of the diameter, the volume percentage, and the acoustical 
impedance are calculated and shown in Figs. 12, 13, 14, respectively. From these figures, the 
influence of the diameter is the largest of the three factors. And, the difference in the frequency 
distribution due to the acoustical impedance can be explained as follows. The larger the 
acoustical impedance, the larger the value of K as reference to formula (8) and (9). The larger 
value of K causes the higher attenuation in the frequency distribution, especially in a higher 
~equency range, as shown in formula (1 1). 

It can be concluded that the experimental results are well explained by theoretical considerations. 
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INFLUENCE OF ACTUAL AGGREGATES ON ULTRASONIC ELASTIC WAVES 
PROPAGATION IN CONCRETE 
In this chapter, the results with model aggregates will be confirmed through the investigation with 
actual aggregates. 

Examination about Maximum Size of Aggrega tes 
Outline of Specimens. The used specimen was 100~200~200(mm) prism. Three specimens were 
employed in each testing condition. The mixture proportions of the specimens are No.1 and No.2 
in Table 2. The W/C of cement paste was 0.50, and the ordinary Portland cement was used as a 
binder. River sand and gravel were used as actual aggregates. The maximum sizes of the 
aggregates were 0.6, 1.2,2.5,5, 10,20(mm). 
The volume percentages of aggregates were controlled to be 54% ( in the case the maximum size 
of aggregates was 0.6, 1.2, 2.5, 5 (mm), namely, mortar ) and 68% ( in the case the maximum size 
was 10 and 20 (mm), namely, concrete ). The specific gravity, the water absorption ratio, and the 
fineness modulus of the river sand are 2.59, 1.41%, 2.26. Those of the gravel are 2.60, 1.67%, 
6.68. 

of Concrete 

. .  
No. Slump Air W/C Va*l nit We1 e u / m 3 )  

1 
2 8k2.5  ?zi ::% 2; % % %38' 680 
3 8k2.5 1311 0.50 68 190 380 783 984 
4 8k2 .5  1311 0.50 55 272 544 636 783 2.7*2 
5 8 f 2 . 5  1+1 0.50 78 127 254 911 1122 2.1*3 
* 1 Volume percentage of Aggregates 

(cm) (%) (%) w c G' Ad 

*2 Segregation Reducing Agent *3 Superplasticizer 

Experimental Results and Discussions. The relationship between the maximum size and the 
elastic waves velocity is shown in Fig.15. As mentioned above, the volume percentages of mortar 
and concrete are different, so in this figure, the measured data is separated into two groups. And, 
the two dotted lines indicate the theoretical waves velocity for each material, calculated as the 
previous chapter, assuming complete bonding between the matrix and inclusions. 

From this figure, little influence of the size of aggregates on the elastic waves velocity can be 
seen, and there is a tendency that the measured velocity is smaller than the theoretical one, 
especially the smaller the maximum size. The reason is assumed to be the existence of interfacial 
transition zones (hereafter referred as ITZ). Since the porosity of ITZ is higher than the bulk of 
cement paste matrix, the mechanical and physical properties of ITZ is said to be worse. The 
amount of ITZ can be calculated by formula (12) with the assumption of the thickness of ITZ is 
50p  m [5]. 

(Note, S : specific surface area, p : density of aggregates, d : diameter of aggregates) 

As the maximum size of aggregates becomes smaller, the amount of ITZ becomes larger. The 
existence of ITZ is one of the reasons why there is a difference between the measured velocity 
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and the calculated one. 

In Fig.16, the relationship between the maximum size of aggregates Fave, is shown. From this 
figure, it is clear that the larger the maximum size of aggregates, the value of Fave becomes 
smaller, and this tendency is quite the same clarified with model aggregates. 
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Fig. 15 Influence of Maximum Size Fig.1 6 Influence of Maximum Size 
of Actual Aggregates on Velocity of Actual Aggregates on Fave 

Examination about Volume Percentage of Aggregates 
Outline of Specimens. In this section, the volume percentages were selected to be 55%, 68%, and 
78% and the influence of this factor was clarified. Then, the WIC was 0.50, and the maximum 
size of aggregates was 20mm. The shape and dimensions of the specimens was 
100~200~200(mm) prism. The mixture proportions are shown in No.3-5 in Table 2, and the 
material used for mixing were the same as those of the previous section (2). 

Experimental Results and Discussions. The relationship between the volume percentage and 
the elastic waves velocity is shown in Fig.17. It can be seen that the lager the volume percentage, 
the larger the velocity. The tendency is similar in the case of model aggregates and the theoretical 
calculations. And, this variation of the velocity is larger than that due to the difference of the 
maximum size, as mentioned in (1). 

The elastic waves frequency distribution in each volume percentage are shown in Fig.18. It can 
be seen that the reduction of the spectrum intensity in the frequency range greater than 200kHz is 
recognized clearer as the volume percentage of aggregates becomes larger. This is because the 
scattering of waves became remarkable with the increase in the amount of aggregates. These 
results are also the same in the case of model aggregate. 

From these results, the volume percentage of aggregate influences the frequency characteristics 
of the elastic waves propagating through concrete as well as the velocity. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
As results of the investigations with model aggregates and actual aggregates, conclusions are 
made as follows; 

(1) The maximum size of aggregates is very influential on the frequency characteristics of the 
UEWP through concrete, especially within the frequencies larger than 200kHz. However, this 
factor is not influential on the velocity. 

(2) The volume percentage of aggregate i s  a decisive factor for both the velocity and frequency 
characteristics of the elastic waves propagating through concrete. 

(3) The results mentioned (1) and (2) are confirmed by theoretical calculations. 
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ABSTRACT 

In spite of the fact that new technologies and materials are developing in the field of civil 
engineering, such traditional materials as concrete still secure their important place in 
infrastructure construction. Bridges, tunnels, dams, highways, offshore structures etc. are the 
main consumers of concrete. Destructive and nondestructive testing (NDT) methods provide 
means for quality testing and control of concrete structures. Destructive methods are applied 
for testing of strength and modules of plasticity and elasticity of standard concrete specimens. 
Application of NDT methods also requires destructive testing of standard specimens for 
calibration. The task of testing data transfer from specimens to real structures contains several 
problems. Ultrasonic testing by differential approach can solve problems connected with 
identification and classification of properties of concrete in structures. This approach is based 
on ‘‘point by point” surface sounding of cylindrical specimens and real concrete structures. 
The dry point contact transducers were used for “point by point” ultrasonic testing. The 
obtained experimental data is considered as stochastic space rows. It gives the opportunity to 
use modem statistical analysis and elements of artificial intelligence. The described approach 
allows improving reliability of estimation of strength and homogeneity of concrete. 

KEYWORDS 

Civil engineering, concrete, nondestructive testing, ultrasonics, strength. 

INTRODUCTION 
Destructive and nondestructive testing (NDT) methods provide means for quality testing and 
monitoring of concrete structures. Destructive methods are applied for testing of strength and 
modules of plasticity and elasticity of standard concrete specimens. Application of NDT 
methods also requires destructive testing of standard specimens for calibration. Some standard 
ultrasonic methods are applied for estimation of concrete properties [l]. The standard 
methodology of ultrasonic application is based on the “integral approach to ultrasonic 
testing. That means that ultrasonic pulse is propagating through the body of a concrete 
specimen evaluating all mechanical properties on cross-section of the testing sample. Practical 
application of this method is based on traditional ultrasonic equipment using plate surface 
transducers. As a rules, ultrasonic transducers for concrete applications are low frequency 
plate surface transducers (25-60 kHz) with considerable diameter of contact plates [2]. These 
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1 
24 Hours 

k 0.5 hours or 
2.1% 

transducers cause some problems for standard calibration method of testing concrete cylinder 
specimens. 

2 3 4 5 
3 Day 7 Day 28 Day 90 Day 

2.8% 3.6% 3.0% 2.2% 
k 2 hours or k 6 hours or k 20 hours or f 2 days or 

STANDARD REQUIREMENTS (ASTM) AND CURING STUDY 
Standard test method for cylindrical concrete specimens is covered by ASTM C 39-96 
Standard [3]. This document regulates size of test specimens, procedure of compressive load 
testing and contains requirements to the machine design, and its accuracy (1%). Individual 
diameter of specimens should not differ from any other diameter of the same specimen by 
more than 2%. The time-table of the standard tolerances is given in the Table 1. 

The single operator precision of compression tests of cylinders with size 6 by 12 inches (1 50 
by 300 mm) made from a well-mixed concrete and cured in a laboratory environment and 
under normal field conditions. The requirements of this standard are very strict and hard to 
accomplish in practice. There is also influence of human factor, when an operator can 
contribute to inaccuracy. If it possible to describe these uncertain factors as z -factor (current 
errors in-situ) the following formula is used for evaluation of strength of concrete cylinders 
R(z) : 

where P,, (z) - fixed maximum pressure on cylinder (that also has some variations) ; D(z )  - 
diameter of concrete cylinder, E(z) = ZE. -sum of errors produced by other I -factors 

Modeling of time related concrete curing could be realized as regression fimction, for 
example: 

r 

R(t,z) = { [ A .  R (z)( ")I + E*(z)) 
1 - In(t) 

where A, B -  experimental coefficients and E'(z) -standard error of fitting regression line. 
Selection of regression function could be made by minimum dispersion or data variance. 

That is why, standard procedure of compressive testing of concrete cylinders for strength 
estimation should be considered as stochastic model, which requires adequate statistical 
instruments for analysis. 
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Though destructive testing of cylindrical concrete specimens is recognized as the main test 
method for strength estimation of concrete, it has a number of disadvantages: problems 
connected with inaccuracy of strength estimation described above, economical problems 
connected with considerable consumption of time, labor, and material resources and energy. 
But the most important problem is connected with necessity of translation of destructive 
testing results from specimens to real structures. Special approaches have been searched to 
make this translation reliable and effective. Differential approach to ultrasonic testing is 
proposed as a “bridge” between estimation of strength of concrete specimens and structures. 

ULTRASONIC TESTING OF CONCRETE CYLINDERS 
There are many problems connected with estimation of strength of cylindrical concrete 
specimens by ultrasonic testing: 
- Strength of concrete is not fimctionally connected with modules of elasticity, but has a 
regression relation; 
- Modules of elasticity calculated on the base of ultrasonic measurement data are dynamic 
modules and require special coefficients for recalculation to standard static modules of 
elasticity; 
- Estimation of dynamic modules of elasticity by ultrasound require identification of the wave 
types for correct choice of formula for calculation of modules depending on the wave 
velocity; 
- Measurements of velocity of different wave types require special techniques and apparatus. 

Some of the problems are considered below. 

Ultrasonic wave propagation on cylinder specimen 
In order to keep uniformity of ultrasonic measurements of cylinder specimens and real 
structures it would be recommended to use surface testing. Different types of surface waves 
are used for these purposes depending on the location of transducers on the testing surface. In 
the case of “vertical” surface testing of cylinders Rayleigh and sub-surface longitudinal waves 
are used [4]. In case of “horizontal” surface testing bulk (longitudinal and shear) waves are 
used. Usage of ultrasonic velocity values of each pair of waves allows to calculate all 
effective elastic dynamic modules: E -  Young module, G -  ahif3 module, K - volume 
module, p,R-  Lame constants, m -  Poisson ration, l,m,n- modules of the third degree 
(Murnaghan) [S]. Poisson ratio is calculated as 

Relation between velocity of longitudinal V, and shear V,  waves is the following 

2(1- 0) v, =v,. ___ i (1 - 2 0 )  (4) 

Connection between velocity of shear waves V,  , module of elasticity E ,  Poisson ratio m , and 
density p of material could be described 
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Dependency for shear module G 

gives solution for velocity of sub-surfaces longitudinal waves [6] 

Vss E [1.425 + 0.2990 + 4.092aZ]. - 8 (7) 

Then it is possible to calculate coeEcient k ( a )  connecting velocity of sub-surface Vss and 

longitudinal V, waves 

(8) VSS k ( o )  = - 
VL 

Calculated values of coefficient k(o) are shown in the Fig. 1 

POISSON RATIO 
Fig. 1. Calculated values of coefficient k(o )  . 

DPC transducers and dij-erential approach to ultrasonic testing 
The DPC transducers are new tools of ultrasonic testing of concrete. Their application have 
brought new features to the methodology of materials evaluation as they allowed to increase 
accuracy of ultrasonic data measurements. High repeatability of measurements and point-by- 
point testing have opened doors for application of differential approach to ultrasonic testing 
r71. 

Differential approach is based on “point by point” surface testing of cylindrical specimens and 
real concrete structures. The obtained experimental data is considered as stochastic space 
rows. It gives the opportunity to use modem statistical analysis and elements of artificial 
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intelligence. The described approach allows improving reliability of estimation of strength 
and homogeneity of concrete. 

Experimental Set-up 
Experimental set-up was in accordance with the ASTM C39-96 [3]. Three types of hard 
concrete were used of planned strength R(t)  = 4.5, 9.0, and 12.0 m a .  The schematic of the 
experimental set-up is given in Fig.2. 

4,s MPa 9,O MPa 12,O MPa 

E 

~ b 1 9 

10 lsu;’ 17 16 13 

15 14 

Fig. 2. Experimental set-up for ultrasonic testing of concrete cylindrical specimens. 
A) “vertical” testing: a - concrete cylinder; b -the DPC transducers; c - pre-amplifier; 
d - interface; e - ultrasonic equipment UK-14P. B) Scheme of the “horizontal” testing. 

Experimental results 
Testing of the cylindrical concrete specimens were carried out using the differential approach 
that gave the opportunity to receive representative quantity of measurement data. The results 
of “vertical” testing are presented in the Fig. 3 and the results of “horizontal” testing are 
presented in the Fig. 4 as histograms of ultrasonic velocity values. 
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Fig. 4. Histogram of ultrasonic velocity values of “horizontal” testing 

Statistical evaluation of coeficient k(a) 
The obtained experimental data allowed to make statistical evaluation coefficient k ( o )  equal 
to relation between statistical means of sub-surface V, wave velocities (“vertical” testing) 

and longitudinal V, wave (“horizontal” testing) velocities as 3-D regression surface is given 
in the Fig. 5. Curing time t and strength R(o) were used as parameters. 

Fig. 5. Evaluation of coefficient k(o) using “vertical” and 
“horizontal” ultrasonic testing. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The described research demonstrated a new vision of the problems of the standard strength 
testing of concrete, where application of ultrasonics could build a bridge between the 
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laboratory testing data and properties of the material in real structures. A new differential 
approach is proposed based on utilization of the DPC transducers. The advantages of the new 
techniques are shown and some problems are analyzed. 
Experimental data received on cylindrical concrete specimens bare stochastic character and 
require special instrumentation for processing. Some statistical parameters, such as mean of 
velocity of different types of ultrasonic waves give good convergence with theoretical 
premises. 
The proposed approach could serve as a base for creation of a new standard for estimation of 
strength of cylindrical concrete specimens. This standard could unite destructive and 
nondestructive concrete testing for practical tasks of civil engineering with improved accuracy 
of the material strength estimation. 
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MEAS- OF THICKNESS AND CRACK DE2TH 
IN CONCRETE BY ULTRASONIC METHODS 

TETSUO YAMAGUCHI and TATSUO YAMAGUCHI 
Tqyoko E l m  Co;Ltd, Tokyo, Japan 

An ultrasonic reflectedwave method and apparatus developed for the thickness 
measurement of concrete is presented in this paper. Fourier spectra analysis 
of received waves is employed to separate low amplitude reflected waves from 

large amplitude useless direct waves. NDT by this method is also discussed. 

Another ultrasonic measurement of crack depth by the diffracted waves which 

proceeds in the direction of right angle to that of the direct waves at the 

edge of crack in RC structures is also shown. By setting the direction of 
two probes in oblique angle to that of bars, disturbing waves diffracted 
from the bars passing through the cracks, are eliminated and the crack depth 

is measured. 

KEYWORLS 

Ultrasonic Measurement, Thickness, FFT analysis, Crack Depth Measurement 

It is important to apply the non-destructive testing of thickness as well as 
internal defects in concrete structures. Principle of an ultrasonic 
reflected wave method and apparatus developed €or the object is discussed 

in this paper [I]. An improved right angle diffracted wave method by 

oblique angle set in order to measure the depth of cracks which passing 

through reinforcing bars is also discussed[2,3,4]. 
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Ultrasonic meter 

Fig.1 Measurement of thickness and armmalies for a slab 

PRINCIPLE OF TIIIcKffESS EA!%@Z%m 

Thickness measurement of concrete by reflected-wave method is not so easy. 
The arrangement of the method is shown in Fig. 1. The received direct waves 
including near by diffracted waves from the transmit probe, are very high 

amplitude and last for a long time during the arriving times of reflected 
waves. But the needed reflected waves are very low amplitude. In case of 

50Omm thick concrete, the amplitude of received waves are only 1/ 100 to 

1/ 50 in the direct waves. Fourier spectra analysis of received waves is 

employed to effectively separate low amplitude reflected signal waves from 
large amplitude 

is given by the equation 

the arrival time of reflected-wave. The thickness d is given from the 
frequency f that is reciprocal of arrival time S .  

useless direct waves. In this measurement, the thickness d 
Zd/c=s=l/f , where c is the pulse velocity, s is 

Heavy dam@ short pulse probes with wide frequency range, are used to avoid 
the interference error of waves on the thickness measurement. The thickness 

is measured by single pulse , but not the resonance frequency of multiple 
reflection, although FFT analyzer is used. The apparatus can measure the 
reflection from a tilt surface of internal crack. The existence, extent and 

degrees of internal defects is measured by this method as illustrated in 
Fig.1. 
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Received waves Received waves 

Pig.2 The h . 1  and Ao.2 method of thickness measurenenf 

Three different types of method are prepared. In the No.1 method, illustrated 

in Fig.Z(A), transmitted pulses are of a low repeating frequencies f0 such as 
1 k k .  All of periodical received waves mostly consisting of useless direct 

waves, is Fourier analysed as one phenomena. In the figure of spectrum there 

is no spectrum in the region at low frequencies , and from a frequency of fl, 
many spectra appear to higher frequencies. Among m y  received waves in a fl 

at slab measurement, the spectrum of lowest frequency fl =1/ s is for the 

thickness, corresponds to highest 
of reflection than from thickness. The immediately analyzed FFT spectrum of 

the received waves give approximate values of the thickness. The resolving 

pOwer of fl is not so good as the frequency of thickness fl=l / s  is the 
higher factor of f0 in Fourier spectra. But the immediate expression of 

approximate thickness in FFT analyzer is useful for field measurement. 

s", because there is no more far distance 

the 
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No.2 Method 

In the N0.2 method, illustrated in Fig-Z(B) , the repeating frequency of 
pulses are increased so higher as to make the arrival times of reflected 
waves coincide with the period of the repeated pulses. The method is similar 

to that of the pulse echoes overlap method in case of the measurement of 

pulse velocity, in which the received waves are feed backed to the input of 

sending pulse, although the two probes are set at the opposite side of 
measuring materials. By increasing the repeating frequency of fO in Fig.Z(B), 

a single spectrum corresponds to the repeating frequency, moves toward to 

higher frequencies and at the frequency fO=fl , the spectrum indicates the 
maximum value superposing on the amplitude of reflected waves. Thus, the 
accurate frequency fl to evaluate the thickness is obtained from the maximum 

spectrum position. Two methods are used together in field for the reliability 

of the result. 

Center 

Actual 
202mm 

0.2v 0.05V 

0 20 
(kHd 

0 2v 

0 20 

0.osv 
(WrZ)  

0 OdIZ) 20 
No.2 method No.1 method 

(A) (B) 

Fig.3 Effect of beam spread on thickness measurement near the edge of a slab 
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No.3 Method 

In the No.3 method, summed average spectra of pulses in No.1 method are 

obtained on FFT display, by changing repeating frequency f0. The frequency fl 
to evaluate the thickness is taken from the maximum point of summarized 
spectrum. Thus the resolving power of f on Fourier spectra in No.1 method 
is improved by just pushing the scan switch on the instrument. The example is 

given in Fig.3(C). 

Sometimes, the phenomena of beam spread effect of pulses appear in this 

measurement. If the thickness is measured near the edge of a slab as is shown 

in Fig.3 , useless small reflected-waves from the bottom corner is received 
as well as that from needed bottom surface. The useless waves of lower 

frequencies than fl of thickness, lead to confusion on the thickness 

measurement. The measured results are shown in Pig.3, comparing with No.1 

method. -rials in Fig.3(A) in parentheses indicate the measured 
distances by N0.2 method which corresponds to the diagonal distance from the 

probes to the corner. It is advisable to measure at the 5 h  position from 
the edge, rather than at an angle of 45 degrees from the bottom corner. 

Fig. 4 Thickness measurement for uneven wall in tuonel 
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When the thickness is measured at uneven wall on the top of a tunnel in rock, 

2-3 peaks of spectrum line were observed as a result of tilt surface of the 
reflection. The maximum peak was used in this measurement as for thickness. 
The relationship between actual and tested thickness is shown in Fig. 4. 
The pulse velocities of core cut samples are used as the velocity c of wall. 
Owing to the uneven thickness of wall, accuracy of the thickness is about 20%. 

Surface of internal tilt cracks originated from sheer stress in a highway 

slab is detected by moving the position of the probes, as is shown in Fig. 1. 
Thickness measurement for sloped surface of retaining wall is applyed in the 

same way. 

Thickness of many construction such as slab, wall, tunnel, pillar, pipe, 

separation of walls, are measured by the method. The accuracy depends on that 
of estimated pulse velocity c. Pulse velocity of longitudinal waves 

surface of concrete is measured by changing the probes distances such as from 
400 to lOOOnan or to 150Omm . The pulse velocity for the concrete in 

thickness direction is estimated from an idea of the relationship 

between distances of two probes and pulse velocities c. Spectra of thickness 

measurement on the floor is given in Pig.5. 

on the 

curve 

................................................ RCL 
Mfit4U 
l i t 1  
Y 32 

*l 

................................................ 

................................................ 

................................................ x l  

No. lmethod 

8B52 1 1 6 3 m O a B  ............................................... 
............................................... 

1 i n  ............................................... I r  4. 1. 1 ............................................... 

No. 2loethod 

Fig. 5 Spectra of thickness measurement on the floor 
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Sound pad Defects are detected by 

thickness measurement (Pig. 1). 

The thicknesses 450-70Gmm were 

measured as shown in Fig. 6, Joint 
at the construction joint of 

many pillars . Defects were 
detected as apparently thicker 

parts than sound parts. 

The ratio of over 5% of two 

parts corresponded to defect 

from cut tests. The defects 

consisted of finger size 

hollows around the bars. 

Attached box 
for probes 

Suction J 

Echo 

...---..--- 

Fig. 6 Defect detection at the joint 

Using the reflected wave No.1 method, it is possible to detect the invisible 

deep cracks on the back of wall. The probes are set on the measuring surface 

separating as shown in Pig.7. Propagation routes of pulses are intercepted 
by the crack that depth is over 1/2 of wall thickness and the 
disappears. Many tests were carried out on the walls under the ground. 

spectrum 

Shade part from reflection 

Crack in back surface 

Fig. 7 Detect of back crack by reflected nave method 
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The principle of the measurement of crack depth by diffracted wave in right 
angle to the direct waves is illustrated in Fig.8. 
measurement of the crack which crossing steel bars, had been studied. 

Using the method, 

First wave 

Propagation of longitudinal wave 

Movement of surface 

Move surface 

b d  I m e  surface 

.. , > 

upmrd wave 
v of right angle 

diffracted wave 

Downward wave 
by sheer force 

Direct wave of 
first wav , , 

Measurement of crack depth p 

Pig.8 Illustration of the principle of diffracted wave nethod 

In case of parallel set of two probes to the bars, as is shown in Fig.S(A). 
disturbing waves diffracted from the bar in a solid right angle are received, 
simultaneously with the needed waves from the bottom edge of the crack. The 
phenomena are similar to the case of contact in a crack as shown in Pig.S(B). 
When the contact is measured in the process of increasing the distances of 

two probes, two depths correspond to contact and crack depth are obtained 
separately. 

In case of steel bars, in order to separate the two waves from the bar and 
crack depth, oblique set of probes had been studied using many test blocks 

including the crack depth of 4 0 h .  By setting the center 0 of two probes at 
the middle of two bars as shown in Fig.lO(A), the disturbing waves were not 
detected at all. I f  the center of two probes 0 in Fig.lO(B) located on the 
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(A) Parallel set to steel bar (B) Contact in a crack 

Fig.9 Depth measurement of crack in parallel set of probes 

(B) Set at over the bar 

I I 

(C) Bar  existing i n  a crack 
Fig. 10 Depth measurement of 

(D) Many parallel bars 
crack in oblique set of probes 
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bar, small disturbing waves diffracted from the bar was detected only 
temporary. By ignoring the temporal waves,the depth was measured from the 
last diffracted waves. 

Natural cracks formed by bending a slab of 25Omm thick, 2000 X 4000 ma 

surface, were measureed by this method. Most of the cracks existed in the 
same surface of reinforcing bars as shown in Pig.lO(C), as illustrated a part 

of the slab. By ignoring the temporal waves,the depths were measured again in 
this case. 

Deep depth of cracks in field, were measured on the vertical surfaces of 
pillars 

Pig.lO(D). Probes of 

bars appeared several times before arrival of the last waves for the crack 
depth. The red and blue lamps system on the apparatus indicating the arrival 
of diffracred waves were useful for the measurement. The last lighting of red 
lamp was for the depth. The measured depths were 

results were confirmed by drill holes. 

in section 2000 X 4 0 0 b  ,with many parallel steel bars as shown in 
5Wz were used. The temporal diffracted waves from many 

from 30Onmn to 150Omm. The 

Many tests of depth measurement had been carried out by the oblique set of 

probes in field. Most of the results were seemed to be successful, except for 

random cracks or filled cracks in the structure. 

It was found that analyzing the received waves was useful for the ultrasonic 
measurement of thickness by FFT analysis as well as crack depth by wave form 
detection in nondestructive testing of concrete. 
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BASIC STUDY FOR AN ULTRASONIC TESTING 
METHODS OF PC GROUTING CONDITION 

NSATO 
Sankyo Co.,Ltd. 

2-12-10 Minami-Ohi,Sinagawa-ku,Tohyo,Japan 

ABSTRACT 

Prestressed concrete bridges (PC bridges) with long and short spans have been constructed 
for 40 years in JapmManagement for the arrangements and prestressing of PC cables, and 
grouting in sheaths has been paid at construction.Neverthe1ess there were some accidents, for 
example, destruction of transverse steel rods for PC, untilled grout in the sheaths which 
could be checked by cutting.The unfilled grout causes decreasing friction strength between 
the grout and a steel bar or a wire for PC, weakening the effect of rust protection and 
destruction with for corrosion due to the water flowing from anchor points to the sheaths.The 
accidents by the unfilled grout were mainly related to the insufficient management. 
The authors have carried out the ultrasonic testing to establish the confirming inspection for 
grout condition of constructed and constructing bridges to protect destruction of the steel 
rods for PC. 

KEYWORDS 

Grouting condition, Maintenance,PC cable,Sheaths,Sound speed,Resonance wave 

INTRODUCTION 
It is important for management and maintenance to check grouting condition for constructed 
structures. 
The following testings to conform the grouting condition have been used; 
OX-ray testing 
@Strike vibration testing 
@Fiber scope testing 

The X-ray testing has reliance till 40cm width concrete and can clearly conform the grouting 
condition by a monitor.If the testing is used for long span bridges, it will take much time, 
and cost and be not practical.The strike vibration testing judges the grouting condition by the 
differences among natural frequencies and excellent frequency bands due to the filling rates 
of the grout. The testing has difficulty to get stable results because of the change of striking 
strength and also needs indoor analysis. 
The authors have studied to establish a judging criteria by stable data without complicated 
indoor analysis and improve the workability. 
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1.Test piece 
Sizes of test pieces, material and number of sheaths are almost same as actual condition. 
The outline of the test pieces and the grouting condition of each cables arc shown in Fig. 1-1 
and Table 1-1 respectively. 

covered concrete 

\sheath @ 45 

3000 09 

Side B Side A 

Fig.1-1 The outline of the test piece 
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INPUT 

Table 1-1. Grouting condition of each cables 
Cable No. Grouting condition(%) Remarks 

1 0 Curved cable 
2 100 Curved cable 
3 60 Straight cable 
4 25 Straight cable 
5 50 Straight cable 
6 80 Straight cable 

Input voltage 
Power voltage 
Gain 

2.Equipment 
A low-frequency ultrasonic measuring equipment is used. Its characteristics are shown in 
Table 2-1. 

OUTPUT 

Table 2-1.Characteristics of Ultrasonic equipment 
Input frequency 1-2ooKHz 

Sumpling time 0.1 ,Ll s 
Pulse voltage DC 320V 
Pulse time 5,10,20,50,100,200,500 f l  
Connector BNC 

0 - f  12v 
0-fO.5V 

2,3,5,7,10,20,30,40-600 

3.Measurement 
The waves are measured the sensors set between the anchor point A and B on different 
grouting condition cables ( Case 1 to 6).The girder has lOOmm width and is covered with 
concrete. 
The posting sensor at the anchor point B and the receiving sensor at the A are used for 
measurement. 

OUT 

[: 
sensor 

Fig.3-I 

A 

3 
sensor 
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mls - 
- 

5000 - - 
- 
- 
- 

4500 - - 
- 
- 
- 

4000 - 

4.Result of measurement 
The waves have apparent differences due to the filling rates of the grout, the sound speeds 
and the characteristics. 
4-1.Filling rate of grouting and sound speed 
Fig.4-1 shows the relationship between the killing rate of grout and the sound speed which 
are got by the ultrasonic testing to the bridge girder direction. 
Transmitting sound speeds of the unfilled grouting cables are almost same as the ones of 
copper wires and steel rods. The sound speeds are in inverse proportion to the filling 
rates.The difference of the sound speed between 100% filling rate and 0-50% ones is about 
20%. 
The deference causes as follows; 
The sound speeds are near the propagation speeds of metal as inverse proportion to the 
filling rates in considering propagation roots of longitudinal resonance waves on the cross 
section with the diameter 45mm sheath. 

0 

0 
I I I I I I I I 

0 0 

0 
0 

0 50 100 9% 

Fig.4-1. Filling rate of grouting and sound speed 

4-2. Filling rate of grout and characteristic of wave 
The original ultrasonic waves measured by cable No.1-No.6 are shown in Fig.4-2. 
Resonance waves having high amplitude reach after the first wave reached at the cable 
No.1,4 and 5, which are less than 50% filling rate of the grout.And then the resonance waves 
converge at the period of about 1300fl s.On the other hand, The resonance waves appear at 
400fl s later after the direct actual wave reached at the cable No.2,3 and 6, which are more 
than 60%) filling rate of the grouting. The reaching periods of the resonance waves are 
among 400 to 500 fl s because the natural frequencies of steel wires increase due to stopping 
thier vibration by grouting. 
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5.Conclusion 
Thc sound speeds and characteristics of waves dilfer according to the filling rates. 
The authors can not make clear from the testing how they influence the tension forces of PC, 
so we continue studying to set a threshold value with many data and practical diagnostic 
methods by experiments and analysis. 
The vibration testing is used lor only the transverse steel bars for PC at construction sites 
because it is same as semi-transplant testing. 
As the testing can also make clear the difference on curved cables, it may be also used to 
check grouting condition of main cables. 
Engineers can simultaneously grasp the sound speeds and characteristics of waves by using 
the compact equipment. 
Although testing based on the sound speeds and characteristics of waves had not been 
presented, if a judgement standard with the ultrasonic testing is established by theorizing in 
the future, the testing will be expected as the one of the easiest inspection. 
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ULTRASONIC NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING METHOD FOR HEAVY PLATE 
BUTT WELDS USING LOW FREQUENCY BROADBAND ANGLE PROBE 

AND SYNTHETIC APERTURE FOCUSING TECHNIQUE 

S. WADAKA, M. KOIKE, T. KIMURA, S. KAMEYAMAandY. MANOME 

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, 
5-1 -1 O_firna, Kamakura, Kanagawa, 247-8501 Japan 

ABSTRACT 

An ultrasonic testing method is presented, which uses a low frequency broadband angle probe 
and the synthetic aperture focusing technique to improve the probability of detection of planar 
flaws and to provide high resolution. The method presented in this paper, furthermore, uses 
the mirror region of a test object with regard to the bottom surface of the test object, in addition 
to the region of the test object itself, as an image reconstruction region. Using the 
reconstruction region and taking into consideration of wave propagation paths, difference in 
reconstructed images between volumetric flaws and planar flaws is predicted, and a method for 
classification of flaw types is proposed based on the difference. The predicted difference in 
reconstructed images is demonstrated by experiments. 

KEYWORDS 

Ultrasonic nondestructive testing, Low test frequency, Broadband angle probe, SAFT, 
Volumetric flaws, Planar flaws 

INTRODUCTION 
In the conventional ultrasonic testing of welds, the test frequency of 5 MHz has been widely 
used. However, it has been reported that the lower test frequency, 2 MHz, has the possibility 
to give better performance in the probability of detection of planar flaws such as cracks [ 1,2]. 
However, decreasing the test frequency to 2 MHz increases time duration of ultrasonic pulses 
and also increases ultrasonic beam divergence, resulting in reduction in range resolution and 
lateral resolution, respectively. 
In this paper, a testing method using a low frequency broadband angle probe and the synthetic 
aperture focusing technique (SAFT) [3] is presented. The broadband probe gives short time 
duration of ultrasonic pulses and so improves the range resolution. The synthetic aperture 
focusing technique provides remarkable improvement in the lateral resolution in reconstructed 
images. The method presented in this paper uses, furthermore, the mirror region of a test 
object with regard to the bottom surface of the test object, in addition to the region of the test 
object itself, as an image reconstruction region. Using this image reconstruction region, and 
also taking into consideration of wave propagation paths involving reflection at the bottom 
surface of a test object as well as the direct wave propagation path between an angle probe and 
a flaw, difference in reconstructed images between volumetric flaws and planar flaws is 
predicted, and a method for classification of flaw types is proposed based on the prediction. A 
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new display method named "modified B-scan" is introduced, which is applicable to display of 
reconstructed images in the image reconstruction region including the mirror region of a test 
object, and is effective for reduction of the amount of acquisition data for SAFT. The 
predicted difference between volumetric flaws and planar flaws is demonstrated by 
experiments using side drilled holes and slits made in thick steel plates as models of volumetric 
flaws and planar flaws, respectively. 

METHOD FOR CLASSIFICATION OF FLAW TYPES 
A method for classification of flaw types is proposed. Four wave propagation paths between 
an angle probe and a flaw [4] is taken into account. In image reconstruction using SAFT, the 
mirror region of a test object with regard to the bottom surface of the test object is added to the 
region of the test object itself as an image reconstruction region. 

Propagation paths 
An angle probe is supposed to be used for both transmission and reception of ultrasonic waves. 
Figure 1 shows the four wave propagation paths between the angle probe and a flaw. The path 
I involves only one time reflection at the flaw. The paths I1 and 111 involve one time reflection 
at the flaw and one time reflection at the bottom surface of a test object. The path IV involves 
one time reflection at the flaw and two times reflection at the bottom surface of the test object. 
Hereinafter, an echo signal related to the path I is referred to as a direct echo, that related to the 
paths I1 and 111 is referred to as a comer echo, and that related to the path IV is referred to as a 
double traverse echo, for the sake of simplicity. 

Probe 
T y t  surface 

Path I 

Bottom Test object 

m Path m 

A m Path II 

Kl 
Fig. 1.  Wave propagation paths. 

Difference in reconstructed images 
A volumetric flaw scatters ultrasonic waves in all directions almost uniformly, and so all of the 
direct echo, the comer echo and the double traverse echo will be detected by the probe. It is 
supposed hereinafter that image reconstruction using SAFT is done including the mirror region 
of a test object as described above. Images of the volumetric flaw will be reconstructed by 
SAFT at three points, as shown in Fig. 2. The images A, B and C in Fig. 2 are reconstructed 
by the contribution of the direct echo, the comer echo and the double traverse echo, 
respectively. The intensities of the three images A, B and C will be almost the same. On the 
other hand, a planar flaw scatters ultrasonic waves in a particular direction strongly. When the 
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planar flaw is inclined in the reverse direction of the probe as shown in Fig. 3(a), the direct 
echo will be primarily detected by the probe, and so the intensity of the image A will be 
dominant. When the planar flaw is inclined toward the probe as shown in Fig. 3@), the double 
traverse echo will be primarily detected by the probe, and so the intensity of the image C will 
be dominant. When the planar flaw is vertical with regard to the bottom surface of the test 
object, the comer echo will be primarily detected by the probe, and so the intensity of the 
image B will be dominant. Such difference in the reconstructed images shown in Figs. 2 and 3 
will give the information of flaw types and will be able to be used as an index for classification 
of flaw types. Experimental results demonstrating such difference in reconstructed images will 
be presented later. 

/' Probe Test,surface + / 
I I Test object Image A 

Flaw-- fl Bottom 
U\ 
- \  

0 

: Test object AImage B! ; (Mirror) Image C ; ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Fig. 2.  Prediction of images of a volumetric flaw. 

Ultrasonic Ultrasonic 

Bottom Flaw Bottom 

(a) Inclined in the ~VerSe (b) Inclined toward the probe 
direction of the probe 

Fig. 3. Prediction of dominant images of planar flaws. 

Ultrasonic 
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v, 
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(c) Vertical 

MODIFIED B-SCAN 
In order to include the mirror region of a test object in an image reconstruction region and also 
to optimize the amount of acquisition data for signal processing using SAFT, a new display 
method named "modified B-scan" is introduced. It will be explained using Fig. 4. Figures 4(a) 
and (b) show the conventional B-scan display and the modified B-scan display, respectively. 
Figure 4(c) is the one for explaining Figs. 4(a) and (b). As shown in Fig. 4(c), an angle probe 
is scanned on the test surface, and flaw echoes are detected at each probe position on the test 
surface. In the conventional B-scan display shown in Fig. 4(a), the horizontal axis is the time 
of flight and the vertical axis is the probe position. The flaw echoes appear along an oblique 
line on the display as shown in Fig. 4(a). In the modified B-scan display shown in Fig. 4(b), 
the origin of time base is varied depending on the probe position, so that the flaw echoes 
appear along an almost vertical line, that is, they appear at nearly the same position on the 
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f B  
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horizontal axis, regardless of the probe position. In order to achieve this, the origin of the time 
base is shifted at each probe position by (Ysin 133 I VS, where Y is the distance shown in Fig. 
4(c), Of is the angle shown in Fig. 4(c), and VS is the shear wave velocity in the test object. 
The distance Y varies depending on the probe position. The angle 8/ is a predetermined one 
and is chosen to be a fixed value near to the so called angle of refraction of the probe. The 
displayed area on the modified B-scan display shown in Fig. 4(b) corresponds to the area 
bounded by the bold rectangle in Fig. 4(c), and the bold line in Fig. 4(b) corresponds to the 
position of the bottom surface of the test object. The modified B-scan can be used not only to 
display flaw echoes directly but also to display images reconstructed by SAFT, and it can be 
seen from Fig. 4(c) that images reconstructed in the mirror region of a test object can be 
displayed, in addition to images reconstructed in the region of the test object itself. Moreover, 
the amount of echo data for signal processing using SAFT can be reduced and optimized by 
acquiring echo data only after the origin of the time base at each probe position, provided that 
the area of interest is restricted to the area near the bottom surface of a test object. 

Bottom, Au 
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v) 
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f 3 q  Bottom , 
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TOF (origin of time base: shifted) 

(b) Modified B-scan 

I 
1 Test object : (Mirror) 
I 

Display area 
in Modified B-scan 

I 
I 
I 
I 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Fig. 4. Modified B-scan. 
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Figure 5 shows an example of the modified B-scan display. A side drilled hole in a steel plate 
is used as a model of volumetric flaws. The thickness of the plate is 60 mm, and the hole with 
the diameter of 2 mm is made at the distance of 7.5 mm above the bottom surface of the plate. 
An angle probe with the frequency of 2 MHz, described later in detail, is used. The echo 
signals received by the probe are directly displayed, that is, signal processing using SAFT is 
not done. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that echo signals appear at nearly the same position on the 
horizontal axis. The direct echo, the comer echo and the double traverse echo can not be 
distinguished in Fig. 5,  because the lateral resolution is not satisfactory. In order to improve 
the lateral resolution, signal processing using SAFT is applied in the following. 

TOF (origin of time base: shifted) 

Fig. 5. An example of modified B-scan. 

TIME DELAY USED IN IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION PROCESS 
In image reconstruction process using SAFT, time delay between an angle probe and an image 
reconstruction point is needed. The time delay is given, in this paper, based on the geometrical 
optics approximation [5]. The expression of the time delay will be explained using Fig. 6. The 
point 0 is the center of the transducer, and the aperture size of the transducer is denoted by b. 
The medium 1 and the medium 2 correspond to a wedge constituting an angle probe and a test 
object, respectively. The point R is the image reconstruction point. The bold line connecting 
the points 0, T and R is a sound ray. The point T is the saddle point. The angle of incidence 
of the sound ray passing through the saddle point T is denoted by a , and the corresponding 
angle of diffraction by 8 . The distance between the point 0 and the point T is denoted by roi, 
and that between the point T and the point R by r02. The time delay -r between the probe and 
the image reconstruction point R is given in the far field by 

where VW is the longitudinal velocity in the wedge and VS is the shear wave velocity in the test 
object. The time delay given by Eq. (1) is used in image reconstruction process using SAFT. 
In Fig. 6, the angle a o is the so called angle of incidence of the probe, and the angle 8 o is the 
so called angle of refraction of the probe. The point I is the so called probe index. It should be 
noted that the angle a is different from the angle a o and also that the angle 8 is different 
from the angle 8 0. The angles a and 13 vary depending on the location of the image 
reconstruction point R. 
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R 

Fig. 6. Geometrical optics approximation. 

Signal processing using SAFT is applied to the echo data shown in Fig. 5. Figure 7 shows the 
reconstructed images. Comparing Fig. 7 with Fig. 5,  it can be seen that the lateral resolution is 
remarkably improved in Fig. 7. The image A contributed by the direct echo, the image B 
contributed by the comer echo, and the image C contributed by the double traverse echo can be 
clearly distinguished in Fig. 7. 

\ 

\70mm 
\ 

~ _- 

. Area to be tested 

(origin of time base: shifted) 
z (depth direction) 

Fig. 7. Images reconstructed by SAFT. 

EXPERIMENTS 
Experimental set up 
The equipment used for experiments consists of an ultrasonic test instrument, an angle probe, a 
scanning mechanics, and test objects. The pulse compression ultrasonic test instrument UI- 
1000 [6] is used. The angle probe is fabricated using a wedge made of acryl. The size of the 
transducer is 12 mm x 20 mm (b=12 mm in Fig. 6). The so called angle of incidence (I o 
shown in Fig. 6 is set to be 54.6 , and so, the so called angle of refraction e o is about 74' . 
The distance between the center 0 of the transducer and the probe index I in Fig. 6 is set to be 
20.17 mm. The measured center frequency and the fractional bandwidth of the fabricated 
probe are 2.1 MHz and 98 %, respectively. The probe is excited by a tone burst signal of one 
cycle long, generated by the ultrasonic test instrument. The carrier frequency is set to be 
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2 MHz. The probe is scanned by the scanning mechanics shown in Fig. 8, and echo data are 
acquired at intervals of 2 mm. Figure 9 shows the test objects. A steel plate with the thickness 
of 60 mm is used as a model of heavy plates. The side drilled holes shown in Fig. 9(a) and the 
slits shown in Fig. 9@) are used as a model of volumetric flaws and that of planar flaws in butt 
welds, respectively. In Fig. 9@), 6 s is the inclination angle of each slit. 

Fig. 8. A photograph of the scanning mechanics. 

(a) Side drilled hole 
( # =2,4) 

Fig. 9. Test objects. 

Experimental results 
Reconstructed images of side drilled holes 
Figure 1O(a) shows the reconstructed images of the side drilled hole with the diameter of 
2 mm, and Figure 1O(b) shows those of the side drilled hole with the diameter of 4 mm. It can 
be seen from these figures that all of the image A contributed by the direct echo, the image B 
contributed by the corner echo, and the image C contributed by the double traverse echo are 
reconstructed as predicted in Fig. 2 and also that they are distinguished from each other. The 
positions of the holes are estimated by using the images A, B and C, separately. The 
estimation error in the depth direction is less than 0.57 mm in the case of the images A, that in 
the case of the images B is less than 0.43 mm, and that in the case of the images C is less than 
0.76 mm. 
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Fig. 10. Reconstructed images of the side drilled 
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Reconstructed images of inclined slits with 6 s > O  
Figures 1 1 (a), (b) and (c) show the reconstructed images of the inclined slits with 6 s = 10" , 
15," and 30" , respectively. It can be seen from these figures that the image A contributed by 
the direct echo is reconstructed in all cases as predicted in Fig. 3(a). However, the image B is 
also reconstructed in the case of 6 s = 10" as shown in Fig. 1 l(a). This results from that the 
comer echo is detected in addition to the direct echo since the slit is near vertical. The image C 
in Fig. 1 l(c) is considered to be reconstructed by the double traverse echo reflected from the 
lower side of the slit, since the slit has the width of 1 mm as shown in Fig. 9(b). The 
estimation error of the position of the slits is less than 0.78 mm in the case of the images A, 
and that in the case of the image B in Fig. 1 l(a) is 0.8 mm. 

Reconstructed images of inclined slits with 6 s < O  
Figures 12 (a), (b) and (c) show the reconstructed images of the inclined slits with 6s = -10" , 
-15," and -30" , respectively. It can be seen from these figures that the image C contributed 
by the double traverse echo is reconstructed in all cases as predicted in Fig. 3(b). However, the 
image B is also reconstructed in the case of 6 s = -10" as shown in Fig. 12(a). This results 
from that the comer echo is detected in addition to the double traverse echo since the slit is also 
near vertical. The image A in Fig. 12(a) is considered to be reconstructed by the direct echo 
reflected from the upper side of the slit, and the same as for the image A in Fig. 12(c). The 
estimation error of the position of the slits is less than 2.95 mm in the case of the images C, and 
that in the case of the image B in Fig. 12 (a) is 0.33 mm. 

Reconstructed image of vertical slit 
Figure 13 shows the reconstructed image of the vertical slit, that is, 6 s = 0" . It can be seen 
from this figure that only the image B contributed by the comer echo is reconstructed as 
predicted in Fig. 3(c). The estimation error of the position of the slit is 0.58 mm. 
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Fig. 11. Reconstructed images of the slits inclined in the reverse direction of the probe. 

Fig. 12. Reconstructed images of the slits inclined toward the probe. 
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Fig. 13. Reconstructed image of the vertical slit. 

CONCLUSIONS 
An ultrasonic testing method using a broadband angle probe with the frequency of 2 MHz and 
SAFT is presented. The method has the potentiality to increase the probability of detection of 
planar flaws, and also provides high resolution. The method, furthermore, is combined with a 
new display method named "modified B-scan", which uses the mirror region of a test object in 
addition to the region of the test object itself as an image reconstruction region. Using this 
reconstruction region and taking into consideration of wave propagation paths, difference in 
reconstructed images between volumetric flaws and planar flaws is predicted, and a method for 
classification of flaw types is proposed based on the difference. The predicted difference in 
reconstructed images is demonstrated by experiments. 
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SIMULATION FOR ULTRASONIC EVALUATION OF A WELDING 
DEFECT IN A THICK PLATE 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a numerical method to simulate ultrasonic wave scattering by a defect 
in a thick plate. The method is a combined method of a ray method and a boundary element 
analysis, in which the ray method is used to evaluate a free field without a defect, while the 
boundary element method is employed to calculate a scattered wave field by a defect. Pulse- 
echo tests with angle beam probes are simulated numerically and some of the computed 
results are compared with experimental data in both time and frequency domains. 

KEYWORDS 

BEM, ray theory, SH-wave, thick plate, ultrasonic testing, welding defect 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently, steel bridges with small numbers of main girders have been constructed to reduce 
the construction cost. For the bridges of this kind, steel plates tend to become thicker and 
the thickness sometimes reaches 5 to 10cm. Therefore] it is necessary to inspect welded 
joints of thick plates in a nondestructive manner. However, a conventional X-ray test is no 
longer applicable to thick plates. That is why an ultrasonic testing (UT) is recently given 
attention as an alternative way to the X-ray method. 

Unlike an X-ray, the ultrasound can go deep into a specimen and exhibits eminent wave 
phenomena such as diffraction or scattering. These are attractive features of the ultrasound. 
However, the interaction of an ultrasound with defects sometimes makes echo patterns quite 
complicated. Without knowledge based on a wave propagation theory, complicated echo 
patterns may cause false acceptance or false rejection of joints being tested. Therefore, to 
establish a UT system with high reliability, a quantitative testing method based on under- 
standings of a wave propagation theory must be developed. 

To achieve this end, many UT simulations have been carried out numerically. A boundary 
element method(BEM) is one of the most frequently used techniques for this purpose. In 
the BEM analysis, boundaries of a medium are divided into a finite number of elements. 
Although discretization is required only over the boundary, computational time becomes 
unacceptably large if the wave path between transmission and reception points becomes 
large compared to an incident wave length. From this reason, a more efficient numerical 
method has to be developed for the UT simulation of a thick plate model. 

This paper presents a numerical method to solve reflection and scattering problem in a 
thick plate. The method developed here is the one that combines a BEM with a ray theory, 
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B. 

incident wave u In 

Fig. 1. Two dimensional elastic plate of a laterally infinite extent. 

aiming to exploit advantages of each method. An integral equation formulation for the 
combined method is shown for a 2 D  timeharmonic SH-wave. For simplicity, SH-waves are 
considered here, but the way to combine the two methods is basically the same as for other 
types of waves such as SV- or P-wave [l]. In the following, two numerical examples which 
simulate pulse-echo tests are given after an integral equation formulation for the combined 
method. Then, some of them are compared to experimental data. 

FORMULATION 

Basic Equations 

Let D be a twedimensional infinite elastic plate of thickness h in which a timeharmonic 
SH-wave with the wave number propagates. A cavity of an arbitrary shape is assumed to 
be embedded in D near the upper surface, see Fig.1. It is also assumed that h is sufficiently 
large compared to the wave length, namely k& >> 1. The governing equation of the problem 
is the well-known Helmholtz equation. 

V2u(z) + k;u(z) = 0 z E D. (1) 

When the incident wave is generated by a given surface traction distributed over a portion 
of the lower surface (Bs) and the rest of the surface is free from traction, the boundary 
conditions may be given as follows: 

t ( z )  Z E B S  
0 otherwise 

where p is the shear modulus. In the following, the boundary of a cavity, the upper and the 
lower surfaces of a plate are denoted by S, B1 and B2 respectively. 

Definition of the wave Jields 

In scattering problems the total field is usually expressed as a sum of the incident field and 
the scattered field. In case of scattering in a plate, there also exists the reflected wave from 
the upper and the lower surfaces. Therefore the total fields can be written as 

(3) 71 = uin + ur + U B C ,  t = p + t r  +- t S C  

where superscripts in, T and sc mean the incident, reflected and scattered fields, respectively. 
As the incident and reflected fields compose the total wave field in the absence of a defect, 
the sum of them will be referred to as the free field in the following and denoted by the 
superscript f. 

(4) u f  = uin + ur = u - q y c ,  t f  = ti* + t r  t - t " C ,  
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Combined method of BEM and T ~ Y  theory 

The boundary integral equation for scattered fields can be formulated as[2]: 

(5) 
1 
p s c ( y )  = L+B{lj(z, y ) t s c ( z )  - ~ ( z ,  y)u"c(z))ds, y E s or B 

where U ( z ,  y) is the fundamental solution for an unbounded medium given by &Hf ' (b r ) ,  
and T ( z ,  y) = p w .  Here, Hf) is the 0th order Hankel function of the first kind and 
T is the distance between x and y. 

The scattered waves are mainly distributed in the neighborhood of the cavity. If y in 
eq.(5) is on S or B1, therefore, the contribution from the scattered field on B2 to the integral 
over S and B1 on the right hand side of eq.(5) may be negligible. Hence neglecting the 
integration over Bz, q.(5)  can be written as 

Substitution of eq.(4) into eq.(6) yields the following integral equation: 

To solve eq.(7), it is necessary to know the free fields on S and B1. On the assumption of 
b h  >> 1, they can be evaluated by the ray theory, which gives the high frequency (or far field) 
approximation. Eq.(7) has the integration over the free surface B1 of an infinite length. In 
the numerical integration, therefore, the surface B1 must be truncated at appropriate points. 

After solving q.(7) for the total fields on S and B1, the wave fields observed at the 
receiver are calculated. To this end, the boundary integral equation derived with the aid of 
the Green's function G(z, y) for a plate can be used as follows 

~ ( y )  = L { G ( ~ ,  y ) t s c ( z )  - ~ ( 5 ,  y)u~c(z)}ds, y E D or B (8) 

where H is the traction component of G. It's worthy to note that the integrations over B1 
and B2 disappear from eq.(8) since the traction free boundary conditions on B1 and B2 are 
satisfied by H ( z ,  y) and P C ( z ) .  Obtaining the rigorous expression of G(z, y) and H ( s ,  y) 
is generally very difficult, but they can be approximated by the ray theory when T = 1% - yI 
is large because G(z, y) and H ( z ,  y) are nothing short of the displacement and traction of 
the free field at 2 due to a point force at y. 

NUMERJCAL EXAMPLES 

The combined method proposed in the last section is applied to the numerical simulation 
of pulseecho testings to show the applicability and efficiency of our method for various 
types of defects and probes. Types of probes considered here are angle beam probes with 
the dominant incident angles cy of 90 and 45 degrees. The angle beam probe with the 90- 
degree incidence produces the strong amplitude along the surface. Therefore, this probe 
is sometimes called a surface SH wave probe though it doesn't actually generate a surface 
wave. 
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surface 

Fig. 2. (a) Numerical model for an angle beam probe and (b) the directivity of incident 
fields obtained by setting 0, = 45" and 90". 

Fig. 3. (a)Time variation of traction and (b)its power spectrum. 

Nu.merical model for an  angle beam probe 

Neglecting a propagation process inside a probe, the probe is modeled as a distributed 
traction applied on a contact surface between the probe and the specimen. The directivity 
of an incident field is emulated by varying the time delay or phase of the traction forces on 
the contact surface. This technique is in principle the same as the phased array transducer. 
The time delay of the traction force is determined so as to form a plane wave front as shown 
in Fig.2(a). In the frequency domain, the time delay is given as a phase shift. Referring to 
Fig.2(a), the phase at a local coordinate 7 is advanced by h 7 s i n a  to have the directivity at 
the angle 19, = (7r/2-a). As for the amplitude, a parabolic distribution is assumed expecting 
that the strongest and no traction forces are excited at the center and the edges of a probe, 
respectively. Using the abovementioned assumptions, the far field amplitudes of the incident 
waves are calculated and plotted in the polar coordinate system as shown in Fig.Z(b). It 
clearly shows the maximum amplitudes appear at the expected angles of 0, = 45" and 90". 

In order to obtain time domain solutions, the inverse Fourier transform is applied to the 
frequency domain results. In the numerical examples shown in the sequel, it is supposed 
that the time variation of the traction is given by the Ricker wavelet as shown in Fig. 3. 
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S: cylindrical cavity 
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Fig. 4. Numerical model for a pulseecho test with a surface SH wave probe. 
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Fig. 5 .  Time variation of displacement waveform at (-32.5a,O). 

Surface SH wave probe 

The numerical model for a pulse-echo test with a surface SH-wave probe is illustrated in 
Fig. 4. As a simple model of a subsurface defect in a welded joint, a cylindrical cavity of 
radius 1.5a is in an infinite plate of thickness 30a, where a is a unit length. In Fig.5, the 
displacement waveform at z = (-32.5a,O) is shown as a function of the nondimensional 
time cTt/a. In evaluating the free field appeared in eq.(7), reflections on the upper and 
lower surfaces are considered up to two times. In Fig.5 , three small echoes can be seen after 
the first arrival of the large echo. These echoes are due to the multiple scattering between 
the cavity and the upper surface. Although there ought to be more than three echoes, 
subsequent echoes may be too small to be seen. Noting that the lower surface neglected in 
the BEM analysis is much far from the cavity than the upper surface is, it can be deduced 
that the interaction between the cavity and the lower surface does not have a significant 
effect on the results. The second group of echoes seen after *t/a = 90 corresponds to the 
waves which return to a probe after reflected once on the upper or lower surface on the way 
from or to the cavity. It can be seen that they still have large amplitudes. 

45-degree angle beam probe 

The second numerical example is a pulse-echo test with a 45-degree angle beam probe. An 
infinite plate containing a cavity is considered again, but the cavity is located near the 
bottom surface and its shape is ellipse. The probe is located on the top surface and moved 
at an interval of 2a from x=-47a to -27a to emulate a scanning operation. Fig.7 shows 
displacement waveforms observed at various probe positions. From this figure, we can easily 
see which one is the echo from the cavity. The waves whose arrival times are not affected by 
probe positions are apparently the waves traveling back and force between top and bottom 
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Fig. 6. Numerical model for a pulseecho test with an 45degee angle beam probe. 
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Fig. 7. Time variations of displacement waveforms calculated for various probe positions. 

surfaces. The waves that change their time of flight are of course the echoes from the cavity. 
There are two groups of waves from cavity. The first bigger ones are the waves which directly 
go to and come back from a cavity with no reflection on the plate surfaces. On the other 
hand, the second echoes are the backscattered waves which are reflected once on the upper 
or lower surfaces while propagating between the probe and the cavity. 

If an ordinary numerical simulation like FEM or BEM is applied to the same problem, 
the calculation for the whole region including a probe and a scatterer is required for each 
probe position. In the combined method, on the other hand, the wave propagation process 
between a probe and a scatterer is evaluated by the ray theory and only the scattering 
process in the local area is analyzed by the BEM. Therefore both ray theory and BEM in 
the combined method require little additional computational time even in the calculation 
for various probe positions. Hence the combined method may have great advantage when 
numerous simulation data are necessary in an imaging technique or a reconstruction of a 
defect in a thick plate. 
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COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Numerical solutions calciilated by the combined method are compared with the experimental 
results of a pulseecho test using a surface SH-wave probe. Since echoes from natural welding 
defects such as lack-of-fusion or blowhole are quite complex and difficult for quantitative 
comparison with numerical analysis, an aluminum test block with an artificial cylindrical 
cavity is used for the pulseecho measurement as shown in Fig.8. Two types of aluminum 
blocks are prepared with a cylindrical cavity at the depth d = 3.5- or d = 6.5mm. The 
surface SH-wave probe used here has a central frequency of 5MHz. During the measurement 
a probe is kept fixed at the position indicated in the figure. A corner echo is also measured 
by setting the probe at the distance of 25mm away from the rectangular corner point. 

Power spectra 

Fig.9 shows the power spectra of the measured waveform data. However, the power spectra 
can not be directly compared with the numerical solutions, because experimental data are 
affected by the unknown characteristics of transducers and other measurement equipments. 
In order to eliminate undesirable effects, the experimental signals have to be preprocessed 
using a reference signal. 

Using the linear system theory in the frequency domain, the whole pulseecho system may 
be represented as 

O(zc,w) B(w)Er(w)D(s,w)Et(w)l(w) (9) 
where O ( s , w )  and I ( w )  are the frequency components of the output signal and the input 
voltage, respectively. Also, Er(w), D ( z , w ) ,  E,(w) and B ( w )  are response functions of the 
transducer reception, the wave characteristics in the specimen, the transducer transmission 
and the other electric equipment, respectively.[3] It is noted that D ( s , w )  corresponds to the 
numerical solutions shown in the previous sections. 

A corner echo from a rectangular corner observed by the same measurement system is 
taken as a reference signal. Then the reference signal may be expressed as 

where D-(z,w) denotes the response function representing the reflection from the corner 
point. For the SH wave propagating along the free surface, the corner echo can be easily 
computed as the wave from the image point with respect to the vertical surface at the corner. 
Hence D-(s,w) can be calculated analytically. From eqs.(9) and (lo), we have 

O ( ~ , w ) / o c o r ( v J )  q z , w ) / a m ( z , w ) .  (11) 

persona1 mrnputer osclllosmpe 

6 65fortypeB 

6 =3 
width 50mm Aluminum . . 

Fig. 8. Experimental setup and dimensions of test blocks. 
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Fig. 9. Power spectra of measured A-scope data. 
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Fig. 10. Normalized power spectra((a)type A specimen, (b)type B specimen) 

The left hand side of the above equation is obtained experiment and the right hand side is 
calculated numerically. In this way, the experiments can be compared with the numerical 
solutions. 

The absolute values of O(s, w)/Ocm(s,w) (measured) and D ( s ,  w) /D-(s ,  w )  (computed) 
are shown for two types of specimens in Fig.lO(a) and 10(b), respectively. In Fig.lO(b), com- 
puted results for the model of d=6.0 is also shown. For both types of specimens, numerical 
simulation fails to predict the shape of spectra. However, computed results show periodic 
variations as a function of frequency, and similar variations can be observed in experimental 
results. 

As the intervals of the maxima and minima appeared in the power spectra are obviously 
different between two specimens, it is expected that the depth of cavity can be deduced 
from the frequency periodicity (Af [Hz]). Fig. 11 shows Af as a function of the depth of 
cavity d. It is shown that Af obtained from numerical results decrease monotonically as d 
increases, and a good agreement between computation and experiment is obtained for the 
type B specimen. Considering the sensitivity of A f to the change of d, this relation may be 
used for the estimation of a depth of a subsurface defect. 

A-scope waveform 

In the numerical examples shown in the previous section, the time variation of the traction 
on the probe contact surface is prescribed by the Ricker wavelet. In experiments, however, 
it is very difficult to determine the real time variation of the traction. In this section, the 
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d (depth of the cavity) [rnrn] 

Fig. 11. Relation between depth of cavity(d) and period(Af). 

unknown time variation of the traction is determined indirectly by using the reference corner 
echo to simulate A-scope waveforms measured in experiments. 

The response function D-(z, w) for the reference corner echo may be expressed by 

D-(z,w) = u ( 2 , w )  = 2 L3;  U(y ' ,z ,w)t(y ' ,w)ds, ,  (12) 

where U(y',z,w) is the fundamental solution in an unbounded medium and Bk and y' are 
the image boundary and the image point of Bs and y with respect to the vertical palne at 
the rectangular corner, respectively. Aside from the phase delay kTAs(y'), the distributed 
traction is assumed to have the same time variation everywhere on the probe contact surface. 
Then t (y ' ,w)  may be expressed by 

t(y', w )  = exp( -ikTAs(y'))T(w). (13) 

Substituting eq.(13) into eq.(12) yields Dm(z,w)=o,,(z, w ) T ( w ) ,  where 

D,(s,w) = 2 U(Y',Z,W) e~p(-ikTA~(y'))d~,,. (14) Jn: 
Using eq.(lO) based on the linear system theory, the unknown characteristics of the time 
variation and measurement equipment may be represented as follows: 

T ( w ) B ( w ) E , ( w ) E t ( w ) l ( w )  = O-(z, 4 / L ( z ,  w). (15) 

The response function D(z ,w)  for the specimen with a cylindrical cavity has the same 
form as D-(z,w), i.e., 

where D ( z , w )  represents the numerical solution obtained by the combined method with the 
assumption of T ( w )  = 1. From eqs.(9), (15) and (16), the frequency components O ( s , w )  of 
the observed waveform can be evaluated in the following form 

D ( z , w )  = D ( z , w ) T ( w )  (16) 

O ( 5 , w )  = o - ( ~ , w ) ~ ( S , w ) / D c o r ( ~ , w ) .  (17) 

The A-scope waveform o(z, t )  in the time domain can be reconstructed by applying the 
inverse Fourier transform to O(z, w). 
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(")type A specimen and (b) type B specimen. 

12. Comparison between observed A-scope waveforms and simulated ones for the 
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Fig.12 compares measured and computed A-scope waveforms. Their amplitudes are nor- 
malized with respect to their maximum value. For the type A specimen, the phases of the 
measured and computed wave forms show relatively a good agreement, but some differences 
are observed at  the initial part of the big echo around 2lpsec. For the type B specimen, 
the first big echoes of numerical and experimental results fit well, however, the phases of 
subsequent small echoes are not reproduced well by the numerical simulation. 

I p  Type A (d=3.5mm) , 

CONCLUSIONS 

(b) 2 
1 0 .  - 
z :  
6 .  

-1 

An efficient numerical method which combines BEM with ray theory was developed to sim- 
ulate an ultrasonic testing of a thick plate. The method can save computational time by 
reducing the number of boundary elements used in BEM analysis, and particularly useful 
when many transmission points are need to be considered. Numerical examples which simu- 
late pulseecho tests with SH-wave probes were shown and the results for a surface SH-wave 
probe were compared with the experimental data. Although agreements between numerical 
results and experiments are not fully satisfied, it was shown that the periodicity appeared in 
power spectra may be used to evaluate the depth of subsurface defects. Since all numerical 
results shown in this paper were based on a simple probe model, a more appropriate modeling 
technique will be necessary to have better agreement between numerical and experimental 
data. 

~ measured r P _ _ _ s  ....... computed (d=6.5mm) . 

1 '  Type B (d=6.5mm) - 
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ABSTRACT 

The use of surface waves for the survey of pavements and sub-surface soils is becoming more 
and more widespread in the civil engineering community. In this paper we present, through 
our ongoing research work on the subject, two recent field applications of Non Destructive 
Testing (NDT) methods for concrete using surface wave: the mechanical characterisation of 
surface damaged concrete structures and the determination of the depth of an opening crack. 

In the first example, rather than using the common SASW (Spectral Analysis of Surface 
Waves) set-ups, we use multiple filter and phase velocity analysis as used in Earth physics and 
here applied to a large number of sensors. This multiple filter and phase velocity analysis is 
combined with seismic refraction methods to characterise three 3mx4mx0,8m concrete slabs 
with, on top, a layer of light weight concrete with three different thicknesses (0.05m, 0. lm  and 
0.2m). 

In the second example, the depth of opening cracks is recovered using the crack low pass filter 
effect on surface wave propagation. 

For both cases numerical results obtained with the boundary element method (IBEM) are also 
presented. 

KEYWORDS 

Surface waves, concrete, dispersion curves, IBEM, crack depth measurement 
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INTRODUCTION 

The use of surface waves to study the mechanical characteristics of the sub-surface is 
becoming more and more widespread in the field of civil engineering. The study of surface 
waves can provide information on the shear wave velocity as a function of depth which is 
necessary to calculate G profiles. Surface waves have the advantage that they do not require a 
shear source. Thus it is an interesting alternative approach to methods that use shear wave 
propagation. Furthermore [l] evaluated that a point force, in a homogeneous half space, 
radiates 67% of the energy as a Rayleigh wave, while 26% is carried by the shear wave and 
7% by the compressional wave. Moreover, surface waves propagate radially along circular 
wave fronts on the surface. Consequently, surface waves dominate over the body waves at the 
surface and are therefore easy to excite and to record. 

The main characteristic of surface waves that is used in the following is the fact that their 
penetration depth depends on their wavelength. The longer the wavelength, the deeper is the 
penetration depth of the medium. Thus a medium having characteristics changing with depth, 
will modify the surface wave propagation. If the mechanical properties vary with depth 
surface wave velocity will vary with frequency. This phenomenon is called dispersion; it is 
described by dispersion curves, i.e. the values of the surface wave velocity as a function of 
frequency. On the other hand, if an obstacle exists in the near surface, surface waves will react 
differently depending on their wavelength compared to the obstacle geometry. 

These two aspects are discussed in the following. 

APPLICATION OF SURFACE WAVES FOR MECHANICAL CHARACTERISATION 

To determine the velocity dispersion curves, the experimental set-up and data processing often 
rely on the well documented SASW method (Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves) [2,3]. 
SASW has the advantage of requiring only two sensors but it has several disadvantages: 

0 the experimental procedure is fastidious, 
0 with two sensors it is not possible to separate surface wave modes, 

The body waves, above all the shear waves, add noise to the results, 
the sensors are in the near field in the standard experimental set-up, even though, in the 
inverse problem, it is a far field forward model that is often used [4]. 

In our present research work, we are currently evaluating Non Destructive Testing (NDT) 
methods that combines surface waves study as well as seismic refraction using several 
sensors. This objective has lead us to carry out both numerical and experimental studies. 

Indeed, when it is possible, the data collected during a seismic refraction survey [4,5], can be 
judiciously used for the determination of the surface waves dispersion curve as the 
compression wave velocity (with the density) are parameters that intervene in the a priori 
model and forward modelling of the inverse problem. Furthermore seismic refraction can be 
used to determine the thicknesses of the layers. In refraction set-ups data from several sensors 
are collected (currently 24) at one time. There is no need with this type of set-up, as opposed 
to the SASW, to move source and sensors from one point to another depending on the 
wavelength one expects to measure. In addition, multi-sensors recording set-ups will 
overcome most of the problems listed above [5]. 
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Numerical results and signal processing 

The signal processing technique for the multi-sensor recordings is composed of three steps : 

1. the determination of the group velocity dispersion curve, 
2. the selection of one mode of the surface wave, 
3. the determination of the phase velocity dispersion curve. 

Figure la  shows the seismogram obtained numerically for a undamaged concrete half space 
that is overlaid by a layer of 0. lm which is indicative of damaging. For the calculation of the 
synthetic seismograms we chose to use a boundary element method (IBEM) because it is very 
easy to introduce an impact at the surface and it has the advantage of making possible an 
ondulating geometry (cf. the second example) of the layer - half space interface [6] .  In the 
IBEM, the full wavefield is calculated so the complexity of interfering waves in the near field 
is taken into account. Figure l b  gives the theoretical dispersion curves computed with [7] for 
three different overlying thickness layer and Figure l c  shows the phase velocity dispersion 
curve calculated with the seismogram presented Figure la  according to the three steps 
mentioned above. 

Fig. 1. Numerical results obtained with IBEM for an half space (Vp=415Om/s, Vs=25OOm/s, 
p=2.34t!m3) overlaid by a layer of lower mechanical impedance (Vp=23OOm/s, Vs=14OOm/s, 
p=1.37t!m3) (a) seismogram for a O.lm layer (b) dispersion curves for three different 
overlying layer thicknesses (0.05m, O.lm and 0.2m) (c) phase velocity computed from the 
seismogram (la) with the corresponding theoretical curve superimposed. 

In [4] we show that dispersion curves calculated from sensors located in the far field (Figure 
1 c) better match the theoretical dispersion curves that ones calculated in the near field. 

In the following, we show our first experimental results obtained on two layer concrete test 
slabs. 
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Experimental results 

Figure 2a shows the seismogram recorded on a 3mx4m concrete test slab of 0.75m thickness 
overlaid by a 0. lm layer of light concrete whose mechanical characteristics are assumed equal 
to those used for the numerical computation. The sensors are Bruel & Kjaer n04393 
accelerometers. The source, located near one edge of the slab, is a steel ball with a diameter of 
0.02m that was selected because its frequency content matches the ffequency band where the 
dispersion curves vary (below 12kHz) without approaching the resonance frequency of the 
accelerometers. 

Fig. 2. Experimental results obtained for a two layer concrete test slab (a) seismogram (b) 
experimental group velocity calculated in the window shown in figure (a) in thick line is 
superimposed the theoretical dispersion curve (c) experimental phase velocity dispersion 
curve. 
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Note that the seismogram is more complex that the numerical one mainly due to the finite 
geometry of our propagating medium. The reflections of the surface waves on the three edges 
are clearly visible. Note also that we must work with wavelengths smaller than the thickness 
of the slab so that frequencies below 2.5kHz should not be taken into account. 

Figure 2b shows the group velocity in a time window selected before the first reflection and 
Figure 2c the phase velocity obtained with a multiple filter techniques [7,8]. Even though their 
global trend corresponds to a medium with a velocity that increases with depth, the 
experimental dispersion curves do not match the numerical ones. The same discrepancy is 
obtained for two other slabs with overlying layers of 0.05m and 0.2m. Our current work is 
focused on the explanation of this phenomenon which might be due to: 

concrete segregation while curing, 
0 a source frequency content not as adequate as expected, 

the influence of the soil even for wavelengths of the order of but smaller than the thickness 
of the slab. 

For the last possible explanation quoted numerical work is required to calculate the dispersion 
curve from synthetic seismograms as the current modelling technique we are using [7] cannot 
cope with system having high velocity layers above the half space. 

APPLICATION OF SURFACE WAVES FOR GEOMETRY CHARACTERISATION 

Introduction 

The determination of the depth of an opening crack in concrete, even though described in 
official state norms [9], is often not obvious and can lead to a underestimation of the depth 
when the crack is partially closed [lo]. We propose an alternative approach [ 10,111 using 
surface waves to measure the depth of an opening crack. In the steel NDT community, surface 
waves are used in the time domain to reach this goal. The principle can be explained with 
Figure 3 which shows a seismogram calculated with the IBEM [6] for a crack of 0.09m depth 
in concrete. The surface waves arriving on the crack is diffracted by its tip and the time that 
separates the directly transmitted surface wave and the diffracted one is directly proportional 
to the depth. 

Fig. 3. Synthetic seismogram calculated with IBEM for a crack of 0.09m. 
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Unfortunately, as concrete is not a homogeneous medium with regards to the wavelengths we 
are considering and because our source signal is not as sharp as that used in numerical 
calculations, it is difficult to work in the time domain with experimental data. A solution is to 
work in the frequency domain as described below. 

Frequency domain approach 

As the depth penetration of surface waves depends on the wavelength, the low frequencies of 
the surface wave train incident on a crack, will be less affected that the high frequencies. A 
large amount of the low frequency energy will be directly transmitted below the crack whereas 
the main part of the high frequencies will be reflected back. The crack can therefore be viewed 
as a low pass filter whose cut off frequency is related to the depth of the crack [lo]. 

The filter role of cracks can be characterised with the computation of the spectral ratio of the 
transmitted signal (Ut) divided by the incident signal (Ui). The mean of this ratio, calculated 
with several sensors located before and after the crack, is presented for three crack depths in 
Figure 4. Experimental and numerical (obtained with IBEM) results are superimposed. The 
relation between the depth of the crack h(cm) and the wavelength corresponding to the cut off 
frequency h(cm) obtained by analysis of the synthetic seismograms [lo]: 

h (m)  = h(cm)/2.46-1.4 

The cut off frequency is determined using the slope of the spectral ratio Ut/Ui. This slope is 
almost equal to 1 in the low frequency range and decreases quite abruptly towards zero+0.075. 
We define the cut off frequency as the frequency for which the slope is equal to -0.075 after 
this minimum. 

a b C 

Fig. 4. Experimental (solid line) and numerical (dotted line) results obtained for three crack 
depths (a) 0.04 m (b) 0.0% (c) 0.16m 

The experimental results were obtained on artificial cracks of 0.005m width in a concrete slab 
of 6mx4m. The experimental cut off frequency is 8.37k0.8kI-I~ for the depth of O.O%, that is 
0.097+0.019cm. For the depth of 0.16cm the measured cut off frequency is equal to 
5.67kOSkHz which gives a depth of 0.16+0.034cm. In the case of the crack of 0.04m depth, 
the experimental results do not match the numerical ones mainly because the cut off frequency 
expected is near the resonance frequency of the accelerometers and because of the damping of 
high frequencies due to the high level of heterogeneity in the concrete. 

The method was applied on numerical and experimental seismograms to cracks filled with 
water and cracks partially closed. It is shown in [ 101 that surface waves yield information of 
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point 1 

Doint 2 

the overall depth of the crack. In the case of partially closed cracks, the nearest contact from 
the surface can be measured by analysis of the body waves [9] and an estimation of the whole 
crack depth obtained by analysis of the surface waves as presented here. The two methods are 
therefore complementary. 

We illustrate the method described in [9] and our method on a last example (Figure 5) where 
measurements were carried out on a real crack on a bridge [lo]. In the second location (point 
2), the depth of the crack measured according to [9] is equal to 0.19f0.035m (Figure 5a) and 
the surface waves give a value of 0.15f0.027cm thus confirming the previous result (Figure 
5b). On another location (point l), the depth measured using surface waves method is 
significantly higher than with technique [9] (Figure 512). This is confirmed by a visual 
inspection of the crack on one side of the concrete so we concluded that the crack is partially 
closed at this location. 

according to [9] surface waves 
21,7 f 4,9 cm 

15.0 f 2.7 cm 

8 f 3 3  cm 

19 f 3,5 cm 

a 
150 

time 
(PI 

0 

/ . * *  100. 
0 )  

distance (cm) 

b 

frequency (kHz) 
C 

Fig. 5. Results obtained on a bridge (a) according to the method proposed in [9] for location 1 
(b) with the surface waves method for location 1. Results above 1 OkHz should not be taken 
into account as the signal to noise ratio is poor due to experimental condition (c) table 
summarising results from two locations. 

CONCLUSION 

Concrete test slabs were built to carry out experiments for the use of surface waves in the 
mechanical and geometrical characterisation of concrete structures. Preceding our 
experimental work we currently perform numerical calculations with the IBEM to design new 
Non Destructive Methods and study all the parameters that influence their efficiency and 
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precision. In the case of mechanical characterisation this procedure has led us to couple 
seismic refraction and the study of the dispersion of surface waves. In the case of geometry 
characterisation, more precisely the determination of open crack depth, a frequency domain 
method has been elaborated and evaluated. 
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FRACTURE MECHANICS APPROACH TO CRACK DEPTH DETERMINED 
THROUGH ULTRASONIC METHOD 
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ABSTRACT 

In general, the evaluation of crack depth in concrete members through the ultrasonic method 
is carried out by using the propagation time of the ultrasonic pulse diffracted at a crack tip. 
However, it is well known that the fracture process zone (FPZ) with a large number of 
micro-cracks exists around and ahead of the main crack tip. Therefore, it is important to 
clarify the influence of cracks on the propagation of ultrasonic pulses in order to confirm the 
validity of the ultrasonic method for crack depth determination. In this study, the crack depth 
determined through the ultrasonic method was compared with those measured by dyeing and 
estimated by finite element analysis (FEM Analysis) with a tension softening diagram. 

KEYWORDS 

Ultrasonic method, concrete, crack depth, fracture process zone 

INTRODUCTION 

The quantitative evaluation of crack depth and width is important for the diagnosis of the 
structural integrity of the concrete structures. The cracks inside the concrete members cannot 
be recognized with the visual observation, but can be detected with the ultrasonic method. 
Many reports [l-31 have been given for evaluating the crack depth by the ultrasonic method. 
In these works, testing methods using the propagation time of ultrasonic pulses diffracted at the 
crack tip have been adopted. A large number of micro-cracks are produced in the fracture 
process zone (FPZ), which develops around and ahead of the main crack tip [4,5]. The 
influence of cracks on the propagation of ultrasonic pulses should be clarified. In this study, 
the crack depth under the loading and unloading conditions was predicted through the 
ultrasonic method, and was compared with the measured crack depth after dyeing. In 
addition, the crack depth was estimated by finite element analysis (FEM Analysis) with a 
tension softening diagram, and the results were compared to those obtained through the 
ultrasonic method. 
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Table 1. Mixture proportions of concrete 

G,, WIC Unit content (kglm’) 
(m) (%> Water Cement*’ Fine agg.** Coarse agg.13 Ad.*4 

15 50 172 341 787 1029 1.024 

*1 : High early strength portland cement (specific gravity: 3.12) 
*2 : Fine aggregate (specific gravity: 2.58, fineness modulus: 2.93) 
*3 : Coarse aggregate (crushed stone, maximum size: 15mm, 

*4 : Admixture (AE water reducing agent) 
specific gravity: 2.62, fineness modulus: 6.72) 

10 

I 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 
CMOD (mm) 

Fig. 1. Measurements of ultrasonic velocity 

OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENTS 
Specimens 
The size of the specimen was 100 X 100 X 400 mm. 
shown in Table 1. 
carried out for 28 days, and the four-point bending test was performed. 
specimen, a notch (depth: 20 mm) was made by a concrete cutter before the loading test. 

The mixture proportions of concrete are 
Water curing was 

At the center of the 
The maximum size of coarse aggregate was 15 mm. 

Detection of Crack Depth Using Ultrasonic Method 
The propagation time of the ultrasonic pulse was measured by the two-probe transmission 
method at O.Olmm intervals of CMOD (crack mouth opening displacement) as shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2 shows the location of the probes. When the applied load was removed to nearly 0 from 
CMOD of 0.02, 0.06, 0.11 and 0.17 mm, the measurement was carried out. Therefore, the 
measurement was done twenty-one times in all. The crack depths were calculated from the 
pulse propagation times by using the Tc-To method [3] as the ultrasonic crack depths. 
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Fig. 2.  Test setup 

Fig. 3. Mesh for FEM analysis 

Fig. 4. Tension softening diagram for FEM analysis 

Detection of Crack Depth by Dyeing 
The crack surfaces in eleven specimens were dyed with red ink after being unloaded. Three 
specimens were adopted for each unloading from CMOD of 0.02, 0.06 and O.llmm, and two 
specimens for unloading from CMOD of 0.17mm. The ratio of the dyed section area to the 
cross section area of a specimen was calculated by image analysis. The averaged crack depth 
was named the dyed crack depth. In addition, the maximum and minimum depths of the dyed 
cracks were also measured. 
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Fig. 6. Dyed and ultrasonic crack depths 

Determination of Crack Depth through Analysis 
FEM analysis combined with a fictitious crack model [6] was carried out to determine crack 
depth. Considering the symmetry of the specimen and the loading geometry, a half of the 
specimen was analyzed as shown in Fig. 3. The tension softening diagram (Fig. 4) obtained 
from the experimental load-CMOD curve was adopted as a constitutive model for tension. 
The tip of the analytical crack was taken to the point, where the stress agrees with the tensile 
strength, that is, the initial tensile stress of the tension softening diagram. 

EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
Ultrasonic Crack Depth and CMOD 
The ultrasonic crack depths versus CMOD are shown in Fig. 5. The crack depths after 
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Fig. 7. Cross section of specimen and dyed section 
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Fig. 8. Maximum and minimum dyed crack depth 

unloading were also plotted with CMOD values not before but after unloading. The 
ultrasonic crack depth after unloading became smaller than that before unloading. After 
unloading, the propagating path of the ultrasonic pulse seems to become shorter due to closing 
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Fig. 9. Ultrasonic and analytical crack depth 
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Fig. 10. Ratio of ultrasonic crack depth to analytical one 

of cracks in FPZ. 

Ultrasonic Crack Depth and Dyed Crack Depth 
Fig. 6. shows the relation between the ultrasonic crack depth and the dyed one. Good 
agreement between these two kinds of depth was observed, when the crack depth was less than 
40 mm. When the depth was over 40 mm, the dyed crack depth was larger than the ultrasonic 
crack depth. One of the reasons of this difference may be that the ultrasonic crack depth was 
determined from the propagation time of the pulse passing through the shortest path in the 
specimen. The depth of the dyed 
cracks in the specimen was not constant [7]. The maximum and minimum depths of the dyed 
cracks in each specimen are shown in Fig. 8. As the CMOD became larger, the difference 
between the maximum and minimum crack depths became large. 

Examples of dyed fracture surfaces are shown in Fig. 7. 
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Ultrasonic Crack Depth and Analytical Crack Depth 
Fig. 9. gives the relation between the ultrasonic and analytical crack depths. The ultrasonic 
crack depth was about 70% of the analytical one, as shown in Fig. 10. Although the 
analytical crack was assumed to be in constant depth, and to be open up to the crack tip, 
however, the depth of the real crack was not constant, as shown in Fig. 7. The ultrasonic 
crack depth was measured only at the center in specimen width. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The crack depth obtained through the ultrasonic method was compared with the analytical 
crack depth and the dyed crack depth, and the following conclusions were obtained: 

The ultrasonic crack depth measured after unloading became smaller than that before 
unloading. The propagating path of the ultrasonic pulse seems to become shorter due to 
closing of cracks in FPZ. 
Good agreement between the ultrasonic crack depth and the dyed one was observed when 
the crack depth was less than 40 mm. When the depth was over 40 mm, the dyed crack 
depth was larger than the ultrasonic crack depth. This difference may be caused by that 
the ultrasonic crack depth depends on the shortest pass in the specimen. 
The ultrasonic crack depth was about 70% of the analytical one. The main reason of 
this difference may be that the analytical crack was assumed to be in constant depth and 
to be open up to the crack tip. 
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DETECTION OF ULTRASONIC PULSE ECHO THROUGH 
STEEL BAR IN CONCRETE CRACK DEPTH MEASUREMENT 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of improving the reliability of an ultrasonic crack depth survey of reinforced concrete 
structures, the authors proposed a method of eliminating the effect of reinforcement near the 
surfaces of concrete structures and investigated the effect of ultrasonic frequency employed for 
such a survey. As a result, a possibility of detecting reinforcement near concrete surfaces was 
indicated. It was also found necessary to select an ultrasonic frequency suitable for crack depth 
measurement. 

KEYWORDS 

Ultrasonic measurement, concrete crack depth, frequency, reinforced concrete, waveform 

INTRODUCTION 

In Japan, the lessons learnt from the 1995 Hyogoken-Nambu earthquake and the issue of 
concrete deterioration in structures constructed in the 1970’s have led to a demand for 
evaluation existing concrete structures [l]. With such a social demand as a background, 
nondestructive testing has been acquiring importance as a technique for maintaining existing 
structure [2] .  

The authors took up the subject of crack depth measurement by ultrasonic testing from among 
techniques for examining cracking, one of the indices to deterioration of concrete structures. 
Thanks to its safety and simplicity, ultrasonic testing has accumulated a substantial track record, 
but generally speaking, its reliability has not been rated high as a tool for crack detection of 
reinforced concrete structures. This may not only stem from ultrasonic nondestructive testing 
instruments, but also from the nonuniformity of reinforced concrete structures and the 
complexity of crack configurations. 

Accordingly, the authors explored a method of eliminating the effect of reinforcement 
embedded near the surfaces of reinforced concrete structures on the ultrasonic crack depth 
detection, with the aim of improving the reliability of such a detection technique. Basic 
investigation was also conducted on the effect of ultrasonic frequencies employed in the test. 
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Fig.1 Modified BS method Fig.2 Right angle diffracted wave method 

MAJOR ULTRASONIC MEASURING METHOD AND PROBLEMS 

The Tc-To method and modified BS method (Fig. 1) are typical examples of the “time of flight 
difference” method, in which a transmitting probe and receiving probe are set across a crack 
and the crack depth is determined from the propagation time of pulses diffracted near the crack 
tip. The problems of these methods are as follows: 
1) When cracks surface touch in the concrete or when reinforcing steel bars crosses a crack, 

pulse echoes through the cracks touch surface or the reinforcing steel bars are received 
instead of the diffracted wave near the crack tip, leading to underestimation of the crack 
depth. 

2) The calculated ultrasonic velocity varies depending on the distance between the probes. 

Another simple method of measuring crack depth in concrete is the method using right angle 
diffracted wave (Fig. 2) proposed by Yamaguchi et a1 [3,4.5], in which diffracted waves 
propagating in directions perpendicular to the travelling direction are measurcd. The problems 
of this method arc as follows: 
3) Since Poisson’s ratio of concrete is not constant, the diffraction angle may not be 

4) Measurement is made where the diffracted waves reverse, but the location may vary 
pcrpendicular depending on the concrete conditions. 

depending on the sensitivity of the probes. 

Moreover, crack configurations may be complicated, such as two or more cracks close to one 
another or one crack ending and thc other beginning from nearby. Also, the minimum crack 
width measurable by these methods is unknown. These encumber crack depth measurements of 
concrete in  actual structures. 

PROPOSAL OF A METHOD OF ELIMINATING THE EFFECT OF 
NEAR-SURFACE REINFORCING STEEL BAR 

Most reinforced concrete structures encase reinforcing steel bars within 100 mm from the 
surfaces. When measuring the depth of a crack crossed by a reinforcing steel bar located near 
the measuring point, ultrasonic pulses propagate or arc diffracted through the bar as shown in 
Fig. 3, instead of a round the crack tip. This  reduces the propagation time, resulting in  
underestimation of the crack depth. This phenomenon can cause a gross error in the evaluation 
of crack depth, being onc of the major factors impairing thc reliability of crack depth surveys 
by ultrasonic testing. The authors therefore propose a method of measuring crack depths while 
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Fig.3 Diffracted wave by way of 
reinforcing steel bar 

Fig.4 Investigate of the steel bar position 

Turning angle : 45" : .  

Fig.5 Turning of the probes 

judging if the received ultrasonic echoes come through a reinforcing steel bar and eliminating 
the effect of the reinforcing steel bars. 

The measurement procedure and the mechanism of detecting reinforcing steel bars are as 
follows: Begin by placing the transmitting and receiving probes near and across a crack to 
measure the depth. Move the probes along the crack maintaining the distance between each 
other while guessing the reinforcing steel bar line as shown in Fig. 4, until they reach a position 
where the propagation time is shortest and the ultrasonic echo is highest. This brings the two 
probes right above a surface reinforcing steel bar. These steps are unnecessary if the positions 
of surface bars are known by means of other nondestructive tests, such as the pulse reflection 
method using one probe or the reinforcement radar method. When the location of the surface 
bar is found, employ the right angle diffracted wave method. Progressively widen the distance 
between the two probes from near the crack to find the distance at which the rise of the echo 
sufficiently reverses. This right angle diffracted wave method is very convenient for grasping 
the diffraction depth of longitudinal ultrasonic waves, Finally, at the position where the rise of 
the echo is sufficiently reversed, turn the two probes by 45O around the intersection point of the 
crack and the straight line connecting the probes, while maintaining the distance between the 
probes constant as shown in Fig. 5. If the pulse propagates or is diffracted through the bar, then 
the propagation distance is extended, the rising time of the echo is delayed, and the rise of the 
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echo decreases as the probes are turned. If the pulse is diffracted a round the crack tip, then the 
propagation distance does not change, resulting in no delay in the rising time of the echo nor 
any appreciable loss in the height of the echo. This operation can therefore raise the possibility 
of judging the effect of reinforcing steel bars. 

When the presence of reinforcement is recognized, widen the distance between the probes while 
maintaining the angle of 45" to the reinforcement line to find the positions where the rise of the 
echo is reversed, at which the crack depth is measured by the right angle diffracted wave 
method. It is considered preferable to measure the crack depth accurately by such methods as 
the modified BS method at positions out of the effect of right angle diffracted waves. 

TEST PROCEDURE 

Ultrasonic rejlectoscope 

The recent trend of nondestructive testing has been towards the use of the frequency 
components and phase information of ultrasonic signal waves. The measurement of test 
frequency becomes more and more important also from the aspect of improving the 
reproducibility of the ultrasonic test results. This type of digital ultrasonic test instrument was 
therefore used in these tests (Photo 1). The principal performances of the instrument are given 
in Table 1. Digital ultrasonic test instruments have strong points as given below when 
compared with analogue instruments. It should also be taken into consideration that different 
instruments, including probes, could lead to different test results. 

1) Errors resulting from visual reading of scales are minimized. 
2 )  Test conditions and results can be electronically logged and easily reproduced. 
3) Digital instruments also have other functions, such as measurement of echo frequency, 

facilitating data processing. 

Photo. 1 Digital ultrasonic test instrument (TR-300) 
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Pulse voltage (V) 
Pulse width (ysec) 
Pulse form 

Table 1. Principal performance of digital ultrasonic test instrument 
-350, -700 

5,10,20,50,100,200,2000 
Rectangle wave 

Sampling length ( ysec) 
Sampling time( ,u sec) 
Interface 

1600 
0.1 

RS-232C Output 

Probes 

Type 
Active element ingredient 
Band type 
Active element diameter (mm) 
Near field length (mm) 

Four types of circular normal incidence probes with a frequency of 50, 100,200 and 500 kHz 
were used in the tests. The performances of the probes are given in Table 2. When the 
longitudinal ultrasonic velocity through concrete is constant, the wavelength decreases as the 
frequency increases. In concrete with a longitudinal sonic velocity of 4,000 to 4,500 m/s, the 

Circular normal incidence probe 
PZT PZT PZT PbNbO, 

Narrow Narrow Narrow Broad 
35 40 40 40 
3.1 8.1 16.2 41.3 

Table 2. Performances of txobes 

-6dB echo angle of beam 
spread in concrete (degree) 

Freauencv (kHz1 I 50 100 200 500 

35.8 17.9 7.0 82.3 

198.6 86.3 43.1 19.4 Angle of beam spread in 
concrete (degree) 

Concrete (vebci:45Wec) 
Steel Nebcitv518Lhv'sed 

1 

10 103 lax 

Frecluency W) 
Fig.6 Frequercy and waveletgth 
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Fig.7 Concrete Specimens 

wavelength of a longitudinal wave ranges from 10 mm to 100 mm in the frequency range of 50 
to 500 !dIz shown in Fig. 6. Ultrasonic waves with a short wavelength generally have a good 
resolution and are suitable for detecting small defects. However, an excessively short 
wavelength is prone to attenuation by Rayleigh scattering at aggregate particles, being unable to 
propagate through concrete. An increase in the frequency of probes increases the near field 
distance, in which the sound pressure does not diminish monotonically with the distance, while 
decreasing the angle of ultrasonic beam spread. 

Specimens and measuring method 

Four types of specimens were prepared with artificial cracks as shown in Fig. 7. Two types of 
mixture proportions were adopted as given in Table 3. The crack depths were measured by 
bonding probes with surfaces of specimens smoothed with a sander using a glycerin-based 
couplant. Measurements were made by three methods: the symmetrical permeation method, 
right angle diffracted wave method and modified BS method. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Detection of near-surface steel bars 

Measurements for detecting steel bars near the surfaces of concrete were made using Specimens 
A and B and 100-kHz probes were employed. There is a artificial crack of the depth 41mm in 
Specimen A, and D13 steel bar is  going through the artificial crack of the depth 124mm in 
Specimen B. By applying the right angle diffracted wave method, the probes were brought to 
the points where the rise of the echo is reversed for the first time, and were turned around the 
point of intersection of the crack and the straight line connecting the probes (see Fig.5). The 
measurements during this process are shown in Fig. 8. When the pulse is  diffracted through a 
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Specimen A Specimen B 

Depth: 48mm 

Turned angle 15 

Diffracted wave by way 
of reinfgrcing steel bar 

Turned angle 30 Turned angle.30' 

V 

Turned angle.45 

V 
0 20 40 50 80 1m 0 20 40 60 80 1w 

Time( 1.1 sec) Time( 1.1 sec) 

Figs. Waveformes by turning of the probes 

reinforcing bar, the rise of the echo was delayed and the echo height was reduced as the rotation 
angle of the probes increased. When the pulse is diffracted round the crack tip, no delay was 
observed in the rising time, despite slight scatter in the echo height. Accordingly, reinforcing 
steel bars encased near concrete surfaces are considered to be detectable by this measuring 
method. 

Effect of ultrasonic wave frequency 

The effect of frequency on the ultrasonic velocity in Specimen D was investigated by the 
symmetrical permeation method using four types of probes with different frequencies. The 
measurements are shown in Fig.9. The effects of frequency on the measured crack depth were 
also investigated by the right angle diffracted wave method and modified BS method. The 
results are shown in Fig. 10. 

No appreciable effect of the frequency of probes was observed, though the ultrasonic velocity 
slightly decreased as the frequency increased. The rise amplitude decreased as the probe 
frequency increased, but the 500 kHz probes could not be measure. This suggests that reduced 
amplitude may not accurately reflect the propagation time, resulting in an inaccurate 
measurement of crack depth. The frequency of the probe should therefore be adequately 
selected. As for the effect of probe frequency on the crack depth measurement, there was no 
clear tendency in the error, but the differences were marginal. 
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Fig. 10 Relationships between measured 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Basic investigation was conducted on the method of eliminating the effect of reinforcing steel 
bars embedded near the surfaces of reinforced concrete structures. The effects of ultrasonic 
frequency to be used for the tests were also investigated. The following findings were obtained: 

1) There is a good possibility of detecting reinforcing bars near concrete surfaces by the 
proposed method. It is considered necessary to define the limits of application of this 
method under various conditions and to refine and optimize the measuring method. 

2) The frequency of the probes to be used for crack depth survey is considered to have no 
appreciable effects on the measurements in the range where the ultrasonic pulse is receivable. 
It was also found necessary to select a frequency in consideration of the attenuation of 
ultrasonic energy in the concrete, as the propagation time cannot be accurately measured 
with an excessively low echo. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents new nondestructive testing (NDT) technologies of welded metal structures 
based on the principels of ultrasonic computerized tomography (USCT). These NDT 
technologies opens a new approach to technical diagnostics, taking into account not only the 
presence of defects, but also the material state in product volume. Especially it concerns those 
products which have the complex inhomogeneous internal material structure caused by 
diverse technological processes. Spatial inhomogeneous material state in a product volume is 
weak-controlled in natural conditions. Among these products, including bridge structural 
elements, there are welded sheet products. 

In paper new NDT technology of welded joints, which uses USCT principles, is presented. 
This NDT technology is a material characterization technology. It allows to determine in real 
time the material characteristics spatial distribution (SD) in a product volume including scalar 
and tensor characteristics. 

Peculiarities of USCT NDT technology which uses a mirror-shady method of US sounding of 
thick-sheet products have been theoretically investigated including numerical simulation. 
Theoretical results allowed to optimize parameters of data collection scheme and propose new 
tomographic reconstruction algorithm, optimal for NDT technology. 

On the bases of theoretical researches a model of the US NDT tomograph had been 
developed. Proposed NDT technology was experimentally investigated on welded specimens. 
A set of restored experimental tomographic images of the material physicomechanical 
characteristics (PMC) SD in the weld and basic material of the welded sheet product is 
presented. It is shown that a real joint weld is characterized by a strong mechanical 
characteristics inhomogeneity in a weld volume. Relative changes of the material PMC, which 
influences the result of the product diagnostics, may reach 30% and more. 

Information about the main technical characteristics and application fields of the developed 
US NDT tomograph have been represented. 
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PROBLEM FORMULATION 

US NDT of welded structures, as rule, employed to determine the defects presence, their 
coordinates, types, dimensions, orientation, and also to estimate the averaged (on US wave 
spread direction) values of the material PMC. In time the same, for welded joints the 
inhomogeneous distribution of the material PMC and material deflected mode (MDM) 
parameters is typically. Namely MDM inhomogeneity determines the predefective material 
state (PDSM). So, material domains with anomalous level of residual stresses are the most 
probable domains for crack-like defects. Therefore one of the ways of improvement of US 
NDT and technical diagnostics (TD), that consists in estimation of the PDSM and forecast of 
product working life, is connected with determination of the material PMC SD and 
inhomogeneous MDM parameters by tomographic methods. 

Application of the tomographic methods in US NDT has some peculiarities, which embarrases 
the use of traditional approaches of transmission tomography. For a guarantee of high testing 
productivity and US tomographic system universality to the controlled product geometry the 
authors propose to carry out data collection by beam projections, reconstruction - by inverse 
projecting, forming of sum image (SI) and SI projections filtration. Besides, SI can serve as a 
searching image on basis of which the anomalous domains, being subject of a more detailed 
testing, are being determined. 

Assesment of the material PMC SD is being fulfilled by determination of the material acoustic 
characteristics (AC) SD (spread velocities and fading of a diversity types of US waves), 
connected by analytic or phenomenological relations with the sought material PMC, and the 
subsequent computation of the material PMC SD on their base. 

A majority of bridge welded structural elements belong to a class of sheet products, access to 
which is one-sided. For sheet product testing with one-sided access a mirror-shady method 
(MSM) is the most adequate and has been selected. However, a limited entry view of 
sounding US signal is a peculiarity of this method. Thus, it is in impossibile to provide a 
complete data collection during tomographic reconstruction. 

It has been shown, that data collection scheme is optimal if beam projections collection is 
carried out by transducer scanning on the product surface at different angles p [ 11. According 
to that data collection scheme, in case of one sounding view for each product volume element, 
all the projections are directed on cone formative with an angle which is equal to US signal 
entry angle. 

Data collection scheme peculiarities and inversion formulae during one-viewed data collection 
(tin conen were not investigated. Selection of US sounding signal entry view and 
establishment of the effective application fields of US tomographic NDT facilities have not 
been also fulfilled. US tomographic facilities for products NDT including welded joints have 
not been developed. Therefore all these problems should be solved. 
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Structural changes 
/we'd in heat affected zone 

Fig. 1. Data collection scheme during testing of welded sheet product. 

THEORETICAL RESULTS. 

An analysis of data collection scheme possibilities can be carried out by a projecting 
theoreme. Final data collection results by beam projections can be represented by parallel 
projections set of the explored volume at diverse projecting directions: 

m 

f ( i , , 6 ) =  -m J g ( i ,  +&)Lit, i, E S i ,  (1) 

where g(7) is sought SD, r i i= (cosqsine, sinqsinS, cosB)' is orth, assigning the 

projecting direction, Snt is plane, perpendicular to rii and passing across the coordinates 

origin. Let G ( 5 )  = 3, { g(7)} - be a three-dimensional Fourier transformation. According to 

projecting theoreme Fourier transformation of projection f (  i, , 6) determines values of 

function G ( 5 )  in section, passing through coordinates origin and perpendicular to 6, i.e.: 

(2) 3, {f(i%,%)} = G(p,),  5% E S ~ .  
Completness of data collection is being provided under condition that rii is being turned in 
some plane from 0 to n. 

Accotding to a mirror-shady scheme of data collection the projecting results can be 
represented as sum of two parallel projections f( i, ,6) and f (  iE, E) : 

s2{f(i*,*)] + ~ 2 { f ( ~ E , 3 }  =G(F,)+G(5,), ,  

where i i=( -cosqs inB,  - s inps inB,  cosB)T.  

During data collection on a sheet product the complete data collection is impossible, because 
of the limited transducer size. The possibilities of data collection scheme are limited by the 
angles change of sounding direction ( 0 5 q 5 x , 0 5 S I S,, ). It yields from the projecting 
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theoreme that one can obtain spectral components G ( 6 )  with an exception of the cone 
/ L  

components y = - - Q,,, (Fig. 2). 
2 

T "  

Fig. 2. Results of data collection by a mirror-shady method. 

For reconstruction of the inhomogeneities SD along a sheet products thickness the sufficient 
high-frequency material PMC SD in the planes, parallel to product surface is needed. The 
welded sheet products have just those properties. 

From a projecting theoreme we draw an important conclusion, that maximum of information 
about the ingomogeneity SD is obtained in case when an entry angle (view) of the US 
sounding signal is maximum. Therefore at that data collection scheme one can choose only 
one sounding view. Thus, a sounding scheme, which is characterized by the sounding angle 
0 5 q 5 ?r , Q, = Omax, is optimal when used in practice. 

Consider reconstruction of the inhomogeneity SD at one-viewed data collection (( in cone)). It 
has been showed [ 11 that SI 

m 

b(F) = {g(F)} = j jg(7 + r7ik)6(%. z4, )dQdk > 
-m(Zii) 

where KP is inverse projecting operator, E,, = (- cos p cos 19, , - sin p cos Q,, , sin 0, ) ' one 

can represent as: 

(3 1 
6(z  sin Q,, - cos~, ,  ,/m) 

b(x,y , z )  = g(x,y ,z)*** 

Inversion formulae one can obtain in spectral domain. From relation (3) it is obtained: 

From relation (4) we can reconstruct only function G' ,  which characterizes the sought 
function with some distortions: 

G(u,v,w), Iwtgy,I < m, 
0, Iwtgy,I 2 Juz+vz G'(u,v,w) = 

From relation (4) we obtain: 
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Relation ( 5 )  shows that operations of three-dimensional Fourier transformation are necessary 
for reconstruction of a sought function in the classical case of tomographic reconstruction. 
Therefore a reconstruction algorithm on the basis of operations of inverse projecting of SI 
projections was proposed: 

NUMERICAL SIMULATION. 

Numerical simulation has been carried out for determination of the effective application of the 
proposed data collection scheme and reconstruction algorithms, for choice of the sounding 
view and estimation of the reconstruction possibilities. The following function have been 
chosen as the model SD: 

where x E[O, L,] ,  y E[O, L,], z E[O, L ; ]  . A controlled domain was being devided into 

voxels. Collection of beam projections was being modeled by calculation of the averaged 
values of function (7) along US signal spread directions during scanning by transducers on a 
product surface. Scanning step along line coordinates and angle p was being chosen with 
consideration of the given function spectrum. Using the calculated beam projections the 
volume SD was being reconstructed. To control this process the vertical sections were being 
visualized. In Fig. 3 the SD (7) in the vertical sections at k ,  = k ,  = 3 ,  kZ = 1 have been 

represented. 

Fig. 3. Model inhomogeneity distribution. 

Estimation of sounding view influence. Data collection was simulated at US signal entry under 
views Q, = 35n;60n;75n. The reconstructed images of a section, showen in Fig. 3, have been 
represented in Fig. 4, which demonstrates that reconstruction quality along product thickness 
is being improved with entry angle 19, increase. 

Simulation results, obtained using data, collected at two views (35' and 60°), have been 
represented in Fig. 5. Comparison of Fig. 4,b and Fig. 5 confirms a conclusion about the 
possibility of use of only one view during data collection. 
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Fig. 4. Result of h c t i o n  reconstruction in the vertical section of a sheet product at the diverse 
entry angles during data collection. 

Fig. 5. Result of function reconstruction in the vertical section of a sheet product at two entry 
angles during data collection Q-35"; 60" 

Estimation of reconstruction possibility along sheet product thickness. One-viewed 
(0, = 60') data collection have been simulated and possibility of the SD reconstruction 
depending on spectral composition of the reconstructing f ic t ion  have been investigated 
(Fig.6). 

Numerical simulation confirmed a possibility of the inhomogeneity SD reconstruction in case 
of the sufficient high-frequency change of inhomogeneity in planes, parallel to sheet product 
surface, that allowed to determine the material PMC SD in welded joints. 
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Fig. 6. Function reconstruction in the vertical section of a sheet product at the various 
relations between the spatial spectral components in a specimen plane. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 

Experimental researches have been carried out with the use of the experimental model of the 
US NDT tomograph, aimed at NDT determination in the thick sheet products of the SD (on a 
product volume) of the material acoustical characteristics (spread velocities and fading of the 
longitudinal and transverse US waves) and the related material PMC, such as elastic (elasticity 
moduli), strength, technological (hardness), structural (grain size, degree of intercrystalline 
corrosion) characteristics and parameters of inhomogeneous MDM (stress tensor, its 
invariants). 

The main US NDT tomograph technical characteristics: 
+ sounding by longitudinal, transverse and surface US waves; 

data collection method: mirror-shady; multiangle viewing; 
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+ measuring parameters: US signal spread time (relative measuring error less than 1 0-4%) and 
amplitude; 
+ data processing method: computerized 3D-tomography with beam scheme of data 
collection; 
+ reconstructing spatial distributions (US images): orthographic (averaged on thickness); 
tomographic (arbitrary oriented sections). 

For illustration of US NDT tomography possibilities the experimental results of the SD 
reconstruction of the material PMC in steel sheet specimen of thickness 28 mm with V-similar 
weld have been represented in the figures below (restored orthographic images - Fig. 7 and 
Fig. 8; restored tomographic images - Fig. 9 and Fig. 10). 

Fig.7. Restored orthographic images of the US waves attenuation change (dB/m) in a control 
plane of the welded specimen at 2.47 MHz (a- transverse wave, b- longitudinal wave). 

Fig.8. Restored orthographic images of the spatial distribution of relative change of Young’s 
modulus 87% and shear modulus 6G% in a control plane of a welded sample at 2.47 MHz. 

Combined image of the spatial distribution of defects and the material PMC is very 
informative and creates new possibilities for technical diagnostics. These possibilities may be 
realized by means of US NDT tomography. For example Fig. 11 represents the restored by US 
tomograph combined image of the spatial distribution of defects and Young’s modulus change 
in the welded plate. 
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Fig. 9. Restored tomographic images of the spatial distribution of grain size D (mm) in the 
vertical sections of the V-similar welded plate across the weld (distance between sections is 

120 mm). 

Fig. 10. Restored tomographic images of the spatial distribution of the ultimate resistance 
(MPa) in the vertical sections of the V-similar welded plate along the weld 

(distance between sections is 5 mm). 
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Fig. 11. Restored combined image of the spatial distribution of defects and Young’s modulus 
change in the welded plate. 

Fields of application of the US NDT tornograph: 
+ material experimental researches, related to spatially-inhomogeneous material structure 
changes and inner stresses: cracking, intercrystalline corrosion, material fatigue, material state 
after mechanical, thermo-mechanical and other types tooling, taking down of residual stresses 
in welded joints, etc.; 
+ ultrasonic NDT of diverse products aimed at the material predefective state determination 
(for example, material degradation in thick-walled pipes of power, chemical, oil and gas 
installations, volume distribution of residual stresses in welded structures, etc.). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Use of the developed ultrasonic tomographic NDT technology and facilities, which allow to 
determine by US NDT methods the spatial distribution of the material physicomechanical 
characteristics in a product volume with a strong inhomogeneous inner structure, have been 
stated and proposed in the paper for NDT of the welded sheet products possibilities of US 
NDT tomographic technologies were theoretically investigated and confirmed by 
experimental results on reconstruction of the spatial distribution of some material 
physicomechanical characteristics (Young’s modulus, grain sizes, etc.) in steel plate with V- 
similar weld. 

The present work was fulfilled in the Karpenko Physico-Mechanical Institute of National 
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine within the frame of Project #612 of Science and 
Thechnology Center in Ukraine. 
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ABSTRACT 

The bridge often damages supports and when the damages occurring around supports. These 

places are blind spots from ground. We often use the staging and the mobile platform when 

inspecting to the bridge. It isn't always possible to confirm that they watch the damage, which 

occurred in the part of superstructure and part of the beam of the pier. It is " The Height 

Elevation Inspection Vehicle " that developed to solve such a problem. The characteristic of 

this vehicle is to have loaded the vehicle rear with the stretch pole system of about 15m of the 

maximum extension. This system consists of stretch pole, which can turn and horizontal arm 

that can stretch from 1.5m to 3m, and this horizontal arm has high sensitive camera 

equipment for the inspection on the arm tip. This report is the introduction of this system. 

KEYWORDS 

Inspection, stretch poles, carbon fiberglass, convex 

Introduction 

Since the Metropolitan Expressway opened to traffic in 1962, It has had to bear a significant 

rise in both traffic load and vehicle size, and its burden of responsibility continues to grow 

every year. Our most important task is to preserve the good condition of structure and make 

improvements. Therefore, maintenance management or the inspection work of the structure is 

important. 80% of the Metropolitan Expressways are overpass. And, many bridges are being 

constructed in the limited space or over the road. So we have to inspect the limited space. We 

inspect structure on foot every year, by mechanical staging every about 5 years, and by on the 

staging every about 15 years. There are blind spots where we can't inspect by on foot with the 

binocular from under the bridges. There are blind spots like supports. There are many 

damages occur in supports or around supports. We had to develop the machine that can cope 
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with limited space, with the mobility for early detection of damage. Therefore, we developed 

the Height Elevation Vehicle. 

System outline 

1) The Height Elevation Inspection Vehicle. 
We made the vehicle as small as possible in order to cope with small features under the 

bridge. In addition, we remodeled the base car by adopting two tons track. The inside of the 

vehicle is divided into driving room, operation room and the hangar. The control machine, 

monitoring system, and recording device are arranged in the operation room, where we work. 

The hanger has stretch poles, generator, and tools. 

2)The mechanism to inspection for high location. 
The mechanism to inspection for high location on the vehicle is composed of the multiple 

step-type pole, which can stretch 15 m long verticality, horizontal arm, which can stretch 3m 

long, and camera equipment for the inspection which is in the tip the horizontal arm. 

We adopted the poles and arms made of Carbon Fiberglass, because these materials need to be 

lighting weight for vehicle. Considering when we store them in the vehicle, the pole is 13-step 

structure, the arm is structure 3-step structure. And we adopted "the steel sheet of curved 

surface" system as stretching drive form. This system is called "Convex" by using this system, 

we can adjust subtle movement when working. The stretch speed of pole is 4m/min, and speed 

of the arm is 6dmin .  As the pole's shafl can turn a full 360", the inspection camera can be set 

up easily by this mechanism, regardless of its vehicle position. The camera for the inspection 

attached to the tip of the stretch arm is 3CCD digital camera with 12 times zoom lens. Light 

and microphone are beside the camera in order to watch things in the dark, and record the 

extraordinary sound. 

3) I m g e  monitor and data record device. 
The image monitor (high resolution 14 inches) in the operation room can offer the real-time 

picture through the camera, and we can remake the picture from record device timely. The 

data record device has two types, which are DV-type and S-VHS type. and we can use each 

of them depending on the purpose. 

Digital data can be possible to print out and access to personal computer, moreover if you 

connect it to the communication machines, you can transmit the data to the office and so on. 
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Examination item 

I )  Stretch poles. 
We adopted the poles and arms made of carbon fiberglass in order to lighten weight themselves. 

We were worried about the action such as deformation and shaking caused by it's character of 

the material, therefore we experiment by using the similar pole on advance through the 

experiment. Through the experiment, we verified the influence of the formation caused by 

deflection of weight, vibration character, and attenuation. We did the confirmation of using 

carbon fiberglass for the pole. 

The Convex form was adopted for the stretch drive of the pole. At first, stretch poles pushed up 

the first-step pole by the Convex. And them do the next-step pole and the next-step until the 

12th-step pole, has done them, extension is completed. 

It is desirable that the Convex stands up to the big shaft power under the straight-line 

condition, and it also desirable to easy to rewind. Take "r" radius of arc, take "t" board 

thickness. If a circular arc-opening angle is fixed, buckling strength is in proportion to r3t, and 

a torque of rewinding is in proportion to rt3. We verified the strength of section by FEM 

analysis and buckling examination. 

A technical countermeasure was necessary in the following point before adopting it in this 

vehicle though the stretch pole itself of the Convex form was existent technology. 

2) Stretch drive device. 
We had to make height of vehicle low as much as possible to enter under the bridge. This 

restriction forced to increase the number of the pole steps, and miniaturize size of drive 

device. Become new matter to consider as the releasing part for "Convex" is narrow, we 

adopted the way to release "Convex" interposing it between a pair of arc-shaped roller. (refer 

to fig-2) 

In the case of these arc-shaped rollers of 1 pair, the surface speed is uneven because the radius 

of the rollers are uneven as for convex roller, as for convex roller, the surface speed is fast at the 

center part, and is slow at the edge. 

While Convex is put between convex roller and concave roller, so, it always cases vertical slip 

and it's possible to wear out them. Therefore, we made various types of rollers and 

experimented. As the result of the experiment, we adopted "the rubber roller have the looser 

curve than circle "which has looser curve than Convex has curve. As the parts of this vehicle, 
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furthermore being the safe side, we also installed the brake to prevent vertical slip 

As for the turn mechanism of the pole, we adopted the way to turn pole in itself by using "rade 

gear" for turning attached to pole base on the vehicle. Because we gave up putting devices for 

turning on the top of the pole due to its limitation of weight and size of hanger. 

The specification of the inspection system (vehicle) 

I )  Vehicle. 
Vehicle's dimension 

Weight of Vehicle 

Vehicle's total weight 

Minimum radius of gyration 

Riding capacity 

Total emission 

2) Loading mechanism. 

entire length 5.13m, full width 1.71m, 

overall height 3.08m (at the time of the poles storage). 

2.0ton 

4.5ton. 

4.6m 

5 persons 

2 , 6 9 3 ~ ~ .  

Poles ............... slide height H=2.90-14.80m. 

maximum diameter 280mm, minimum diameter 1 IOmm. 

Left-right 275" 

Rise speed 4m /min 

Turn speed 8m /min 

each degree of the turn angle. 

A r m s  ............... slide length L=1.5-3.0m. 

maximum diameter 1 lOmm, minimum diameter 73mm. 

Armangle 0" - 20" (manual-operation) 

stretch speed 3m /min, 6m /min 

Pole and arm stretch form. 

Convex drive form (plate strip spring steel). 

The range of camera turn 

angle f 180" tilt angle f 90" 

surveillance camera, supersonic sensor for the contact prevention, 

control device for level. 

Safety device 

3) Measuring part. 
Camera 

Horizontal resolution 750TV scanning line 

IRinch 3 plate charge coupled device(Co1or). 
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Lens 

Microphone 

4) Data recorder 
Recording method 

5) video Display Unit 
During measurement 

During playback 

12 times zoom 

directional microphone. 

digital record, S-VHS. 

real-time video display 

tape rapid feed, a head is provided at the time of the 

regeneration, it functions, image print. 

Summary 

This vehicle is effective when inspecting narrow spot. With this vehicle, we can inspect the 

narrow places at the back of the bridge where we used to have difficulties investigating from 

under the bridge. Moreover, it is also available for investigating features and follow-up. so this 

is very useful as the method of regular inspection, and these inspection devices attach to the 

vehicle, This vehicle has good mobility, and the picture taped by this device can be good 

inspection when examining bridges afterward. So, these features show that this vehicle is good 

for emergency. From now on, we will verify these things on practical field test. 

Figure-1 squint view of convex Figure-2 section of the rotation roller 
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Figure3 veiw support 

unit m 

Figure -4 Height Elevation Inspection Vehicle Figure -5 side appearance figure 
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ANALYSIS OF CONCRETE USING LIBS 

H. WIGGENHAUSER, G. WILSCH, D. SCHAURICH and J. WOSTMANN 
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0-1205 Berlin, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

The application of laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) to determine the composition 
of building materials is shown for concrete as an example. The characterisation of the building 
material is done by measuring the content of the three elements Calcium, Aluminium and 
Silicon. The results are included in a Rankin diagram. 

KEYWORDS 

LIBS, spectroscopy, concrete, chemical analysis, Rankin diagram 

INTRODUCTION 

Measurement of the composition of building materials can be done with high precision using 
the tools of the analytical chemistry. The measurements are done in the laboratory, the samples 
must be prepared, typically dissolved. Direct measurements in the solid phase, e.g. XFA 
(X-ray fluorescence analysis) are not typically available and mobile systems are not available 
for use on site. LIBS is an analytical method which has the potential to accurately determine 
the concentration of selected elements [l, 21. LIBS also can be configured for mobile use on 
site [3]. 

LIBS has successfully been used to measure the distribution of salts in building materials [2], 
such as NaCl in brick specimens. Depth profiles can be measured with high geometrical 
resolution and contamination of material with heavy metals can be detected [2 ,  31. 

The analysis of the concrete composition, the amount and type of the cement, the size and size 
distribution of aggregates, and the measurement of the w/c ratio are some of the testing tasks 
for the assessment of existing structures or for quality control during construction. Because of 
the natural variation of the material composition in inhomogeneous materials such as concrete, 
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Mn,O, 

MgO 

so, 

the exact determination of the values is not always possible, not even with the high precision 
methods of the analytical chemistry. 

0-0.5 0 - 1  0.1-2,5 0.1-0,3 0,l-0,2 

0,5 - 4  0,5 - 5 1 -9,5 1 - 3  1,5-2,5 1.5 2 - 1 3  1 - 3  ca. 2 

2-3.5 2 - 4 1 - 4 3  2 - 3 2,5 - 3 3  2 0 -  3 0.5 - 5 ca. 0,5 

The characterisation of cement in the Rankin diagram is done by measuring the content of 
three (or five) elements (Ca [+Mg], Si, Al [+Fe]) and by printing the values for their oxides in 
the Rankin diagram. 

Using LIBS, the element concentration can be determined point by point on the surface. The 
oxide values are then calculated using stoichiometric relations. 

The composition is determined at each point, while scanning over the surface of the specimen. 
SiO, 
A 

CaO/MgO AI,O,/Fe,O, 

Figure 1: Rankin diagram with cement types 

Plotting each single result into the Rankin diagram, the point distribution visualises the typical 
inhomogeneity of the specimen. 
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Figure 2: Experimental set-up for LIBS experiment 

THE METHOD 

In figure 2 the experimental set-up for LIBS experiment is shown. The excitation source is a 
pulsed NdYAG laser ((A= 1064 nm, energy = 300 mJ/pulse, pulse duration 10 ns, vaporised 
mass approx. 10 pdpulse for concrete). The optical detection system is a monochromator (f = 
250 111111, 2400 L/mm grating, resolution 0.1 nm) with an optical multichannel analyser. The 

Figure 3: Laser vaporisation of concrete and plasma generation 

plasma emission is collected through the open end of an optical fibre and guided to the 
entrance slit of the monochromator. The set-up is mounted on an optical table. A simple lens 
with a focal length of 500 mm focuses the laser light to generate the energy density to vaporise 
the substance. The length of the focus allows to measure samples with an uneven surface, e.g. 
broken concrete. 

The focussed laser beam (energy density in the focus > 2 GW/cm*) vaporises a few 
micrograms of the sample. In the generated plasma (figure 3) the temperature is very high, the 
chemical bonds are broken and the atoms are highly excited. In the following cooling process 
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Figure 4: Typical LIBS spectrum with wavelength indication of Ca, Si, Na, Al, Mg, Fe and 
C. The inset shows a high resolution enhancement of a small wavelength range. 

the atoms emit their characteristic fluorescence while relaxing into their ground state. These 
characteristic radiation is used to identify the elements. The intensity of the radiation depends 
on the abundance of the element and is used for the quantification. 

Measurements are only taken in a time window of a few microseconds, some microseconds 
after the laserpulse. The use of this technique increases the signal to noise ratio and permits 
measurements also at a high background light level, e.g. in daylight. In the laboratory, the 
specimen can be moved in the plane perpendicular to the laser beam using a biaxial frame. 
Line scans are taken when the specimen is moved during the experiment. Several line scans 
can be combined to area scans which can be used to visualise the distribution of one element 
over an area. 
The laser pulse also causes some dust to be emitted which attenuates the laser beam. Therefore 
an air flow system has been installed which removes the dust. 

For each laser pulse a spectrum is recorded (figure 4), typically 10 spectra are averaged. A 
total of 127 spectra can be collected, which are typically taken equidistant along a line, and 
stored for post-processing. 

The spectral range chosen for concrete analysis lies between 190 nm and 215 nm. In this range 
lines of the important elements Ca, Si, Al, C, Mg are present and used for analysis. However, 
the spectral overlap of the Aluminium lines (193.00, 193.24, 193.48 nm) and the Carbon lines 
(193.09 nm) requires a careful separation of lines through curve fitting procedures. Especially 
at carbonated specimens with high intensity carbon lines, this separation of C- and Al-lines can 
be complicated. Special numerical procedures take care of this problem. 

The line intensities are normalised and weighted to get quantitative results. A reference 
specimen with known composition is used to calculate the weighing factors. 
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Figure 5:  Rankin diagram with results from cement paste material made of portland cement 
(PZ), blast-furnace slag cement (HOZ) and blast-furnace slag cement with 30% fly ash 
(HOZ+FA). 

RESULTS 

Specimens made from cement only, without aggregates or added sand, have been analysed to 
test the system. The cements used are portland cement (PZ), blast-furnace slag cement (HOZ) 
and HOZ with added fly ash (HOZ+FA). The results of the quantitative analysis, using a HOZ- 
specimen as reference, are visualised in figure 5. Each measurement is analysed and the 
corresponding value is plotted in the Rankin diagram. The results for each specimen lie very 
close and show, that cement can be distinguished using this analysis. 

Figure 6: Photograph of the cutted surface of a specimen showing traces of measured lines. 
Above: typical spectra at three different points (dark aggregate, left; bright aggregate, middle; 
cement paste, right). 
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Figure 7: Rankin diagram with results from concrete specimen made of Portland cement. The 
results are distributed along a line between the position of pure SiO, and the position for 
cement paste. The star indicates the position of the reference measurement. 

The analysis is more difficult when concrete specimens are used for the investigation. Casted 
surfaces are different from broken or cutted surfaces because they present more cement. 
Instead, the latter ones have more exposed aggregates of different sizes. 

Figure 6 shows a photograph of a concrete surface with aggregates. Above, the spectra 
obtained at three different points along a line are shown to demonstrate the change in line 
intensities for the elements which are used for analysis. Obviously, the "dark" aggregates have 
higher content of Mg and A1 than the other aggregates. 

Depending on the amount of aggregate hit with the laser pulse, the silicon amount varies. 
Then, no longer the silicon value is a measure of the cement type. The values obtained from 
measurements of concrete will vary between the two extremes: pure SiO, and cement paste. 
All points in the Rankin diagram lie between the SiO, comer and the position of the cement 

Figure 8: Rankin diagram with comparison of 
surface (red hashes) and a casted surface (blue crosses). 

measurements taken on a cutted 
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used in the specimen (figure 7). Along the axis of the triangle, the histogram distribution is 
plotted as an additional characterisation of the specimen. 

A comparison between the measurements on a cutted surface (red hashes) and one from the 
casted side (blue crosses) is shown in figure 8. Naturally, the element paste covering the 
aggregates on the casted surface prevents the aggregates to be directly hit by the laser light. 
This results in a shift of the measured values towards the position of the pure cement material. 
In this figure, also the influence of aggregates with an Aluminium content is apparent. The 
points for the cutted side are distributed in a triangle whose corners are given by the value for 
the pure SiO, , the value for the measurement with maximum Aluminium content and the 
value for cement paste. 
The results from concrete specimens which differ only by the concrete type are shown in 
figure 9. Again, on each specimen along two lines across the cutted (crosses) and the casted 

L O 4  I; = d 

Figure 9: Comparison of Rankin diagrams with LIBS results from specimens 
which differ only by cement type. Left: Furnace blast slag cement. Right: 
Portland cement. Measurements were taken on a cutted surface (red hashes) 
and a casted surface (blue crosses) on both specimens. 

(hashes) side, respectively, have been measured. The results from the side with exposed 
aggregates show very little difference. From the opposite side, the values show a distinct shift 
relative to the reference material. Also, the slope of the line along which the values are 
grouped, show a difference in slope as indicated at the bottom of the triangle by the CaO/AI,O, 
ratio. 

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

The experiments and the results show the successful application of LIBS for concrete analysis. 
The element types can be distinguished by visualising the results in the Rankin diagram. The 
scattering of the results is caused by the natural inhomogeneity of the concrete. The difference 
between different concretes can be smaller than the scattering of the results obtained from one 
sample. A methodology how to perform LIBS measurements on building materials is needed. 
The visualisation in a Rankin diagram might be substituted by a different procedure. 

The advantage of LIBS is in the ability to measure samples in the solid phase. Samples must 
not be prepared and can be measured on site with mobile LIBS equipment [3]. 
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The use of new Echelle spectrometers will enable the simultaneous determination of more 
elements and to exclude side effects by cross checking different lines of the same element. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents the successful application of the high resolution seismic reflection imaging 
(HRS) to survey of the shallow subsurface environment. Recent progress in this domain has 
been made both as regards the measurement system, the signal processing and interpretation 
techniques. It is shown that the HRS may be considered as the particular CND technique, 
adapted for detection in ground. Furthermore, it completes the use of the ground penetrating 
radar, for cases where its operation is no longer applicable. The enclosed field examples cover 
the different civil engineering applications, such as the stratigraphy of the shallow subsurface, 
the detection and location of the underground voids and the detection of the collapsed and 
filled-in grounds. It is shown that the HRS may be successfully used for the evaluation of risk of 
cavity collapse, as well as for the verifying the quality of filling of collapsing cavity with the 
cement mixture. 

KEYWORDS 

High resolution seismic, acoustic imaging, voids, detection, shallow stratigraphy, faults, cavities, 
non destructive testing. 

INTRODUCTION 

The seismic reflection method, a powerful geophysical exploration technique, that has been in 
widespread use in the petroleum industry for more than 60 years [l], has been also used since 30 
years for targets shallower than 30 m. Advances in microelectronics have resulted in 
construction of seismographs and microcomputers allowing for cost effective acquisition and 
processing of seismic data, relative to the test drilling have permitted the appearance of the high 
resolution seismic reflection (HRS) technique, adapted for the imaging at shallow depths. The 
HRS may be compared to the ground penetrating radar (GPR), which is in widespread use in 
civil engineering [ 2 ] .  The radar uses the electromagnetic pulse which is radiated into ground, 
propagates to the target, reflects, propagates back and then is detected by the receiving antenna 
(Fig.1.a). In the HRS, the electromagnetic pulse is replaced by the acoustic one and this involves 
the practical differences between these methods: the GPR may operate only in the medium with 
relatively low absorption of electromagnetic waves (i.e. dry, no electrically conducting grounds) 
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Fig.1. Operation of the Ground Penetrating Radar and High Resolution Seismic Imaging; 
(a) output single trace signal; (b) Both systems are equivalent to a point probe, characterised 
by angular resolution 6; (c) Geometry of the acquisition in seismic imaging (d) Synthetic 
aperture of dimension D focused at depth d. 

and detects the targets which display an electric contrast. The HRS may operate in media which 
enable the acoustic waves to propagate and detects the targets which display the acoustic 
impedance contrast. 
The above difference leads to important differences in operational procedure. The GPR is 
commonly a closed shape device enabling the output image to be obtained directly in the field 
and any complicated signal processing is not required in principle. It may be modelled as an 
point probe characterised by angular resolution 6=h& where h, is the electromagnetic 
wavelength and L is the antenna lateral dimension (Fig.1.b) 
At the same time the operation of the HRS is more complicated. The high absorption of the 
ground, which strongly increases with frequency, requires the use of the very law frequencies. 
The spectrum exploited in practice varies from several dozen Hertz (deeper imaging, depths of 
several hundreds of meters) to several hundred Hertz (high resolution shallow imaging, depth of 
dozen of meters). This implies the use of specific seismic sources to generate the acoustic waves 
(explosives, weight-drops, vibrators, [3]) and of the geophones (acoustic velocity sensors) as the 
receivers [1,4]. The use of the synthetic aperture methods for the resolution enhancement 
requires the use of the specific geometry for the acquisition of the data. An example of such 
geometry is illustrated in Fig.1.c. The acoustic field is recorded along the sounded profile by the 
N-channel Ax spaced acquisition array, for the start position S1 of the seismic source. The 
source and the receiving array are moved by Ax and the acquisition is repeated K times. The 
obtained records are then processed in laboratory. The results of processing are equivalent to 
sounding with the point acoustic probe, moving along the profile, focused at a given depth at a 
given position known as CMP point (Common Middle Point). The probe is characterised by the 
angular resolution 6=h JD, where ha is the acoustic wavelength and D 'is the dimension of the 
synthetic aperture (Fig.1.d) used in the processing. The set of traces presented as a function of 
CMP position gives the final output image. The distance between the traces (ACMP) is a 
function of the acquisition geometry. In the light of this discussion, the HRS may also be 
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considered as the particular realisation of the sonar or of the ultrasonic non destructive testing 
(NDT) probe, adapted for the detection in ground. 
In fact the GPR and HRS are similar in concept: both use the reflections from a target and their 
resolution is given by the similar formulas. For both systems, the depth of the target is found by 
using formula d=vtJ2 where to is two-way vertical travel time and v is the propagation velocity 
(Fig.1.a). As well the depth resolution, 6, may be estimated as to be equal to 1/4La,e [5 ] .  In 
practice, the angular resolutions of both techniques are quite comparable, but since the GPR 
exploits much shorter wavelengths, its available depth resolution 6, is at least ten times better. 
The case histories presented in the following sections show the use of the HRS in civil 
engineering, in detecting the ground stratigraphy, faults, voids. 

ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING 

For the all examples presented in this paper the acquisition of the seismic data was carried out 
using a 24 or 48 channel seismograph and 100 Hz geophones which provided the low-cut 
filtering of the seismic data . End-off geometry (as illustrated in Fig.1.c) was applied; the closest 
offset Asg ranged from 1 to 20 m, depending on the position of the optimum offset window [6]. 
The geophone spacing Ax was set in order to fulfill the spatial sampling requirements. 
A silenced "betsy gun" (designed in the laboratory) firing 12-gauge hunting cartridges, similar to 
the one presented by Miller et a1.[3] was used as a source. It performs well for depths less than 
50 meters and can be operated directly at the surface, thus avoiding the drilling of shot-holes 
The processing included the high resolution "optimum offset window'' operations flow [7,8] . 

PRACTICAL EXAMPLES 

Shallow stratigraphy 
The aim of the survey presented in this section is the imaging of the structure of cliff. The 
experiments were conducted on North Sea coast in northern France, along two profiles A and B 
[9]. The obtained seismic sections are shown in Fig.2. Figure 2.c. shows the well-logging data 
of this site and the comparison with the results obtained. ProfileA is located parallel to the cliff. 
Its vertical setting is 7 meters above the limestone layer (P2). Profile B was set perpendicular to 
the cliff at an altitude of about 20 meters above P2. 
As seen in Fig.2, both seismic sections display, as expected, the horizontally layered structure of 
the site, which relates the markers noted as A, B-C, D, F-G, H. It can be noted that practically 
all expected layers are detected. The obtained depth resolution 6, may be estimated as 3 m for 
this survey. Profile A was located between two military post-war bunkers along the path 
covered with filled-in ground. Since the unloaded ground induces high absorption of seismic 
waves and perturbs their spatial correlation, the "bunker" and "path" induced effects limit the 
depth of imaging. The influence of the left bunker is seen in zone 180<CMP<195, where 
reflections F, G, H are disturbed. Note that the depth of imaging obtained for profile B, which 
was realized in better conditions, is nearly two times greater (for the same power of seismic 
source). The deepest marker K-L. is detected only within the narrow interval because, in this 
zone, the design of the acquisition geometry favourised deeper imaging. 
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Fig.2. Seismic stratigraphy of the structure of cliff (ACMP=0.5 m); (a) profile B; (b) profile A;  
(c) well logging data and the interpretation of the results from sections (a) and (b). 
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Mapping of old chalk pits 
This section presents the successful application of the HRS for the indirect detection and 
location of old abandoned chalk-pits, in the north of France. Some positions of these voids, 
which form a network of tunnels are mapped, whereas others are unknown and represent a real 
danger for both population and building activities. The tunnels typically occur in chalk at a 
depth of 8-15 m and are followed by a water table and a chalk layer (Fig.3.c). The detection of 
those cavities has been performed in an indirect way, i.e. by means of the detection of the 
cavity-induced perturbations of the seismic image of the regular geological structure (which 
should be known in advance) [lo]. The detection procedure includes two stages: 
(l).The HRS survey of the profile, respecting the basic principles of this technique. This stage 
reveals two principal markers: the water table (B) and the interface chalwmarl (C). 
(2). Interpretation and classification of the direct and indirect signs of the cavity occurrence. In 
fact, the reflectors B and C, which represent quasi-stationary well-correlated events can be used 
as the reference signals for the observation of the abnormal indirect signs. The numerous 
experiments conducted at the areas with known cavity positions allowed us to construct the 
"cavity symptoms list" including all the signs correlated with the cavity occurrence. These 
symptoms are, respectively, the amplitude perturbation of B (see Fig.6.a), the amplitude drop of 
the high frequency version of B, the spatial correlation drop of B, the spectral modifications of 
B, the masking of reflector C, the spatial correlation drop of C. In most situations the masking 
of reflector C, illustrated in Fig.3, is so seen clearly that cavity can be interpreted directly from 
the seismic section. In other situations, these signs are poorer as they should be considered 
together, so as to improve the reliability of detection. In order to help the interpretation, all 
symptoms are expressed in a binary scale (0 - 1) and their weighted sum is assumed to be equal 
to the risk of the cavity presence (CR). This signal may be plotted directly as a function of 
CMP, thus enabling an easy interpretation and presentation of the results. 

Fig. 3. Tunnel detection by means of "masking effect"; (a) Tunnel map and location of the 
prospected profile; (b) Seismic image of chalwmarl interface (marker C, ACMP=OJ m): 
masking of this marker, well correlated with the tunnel position, is observed; (c) Symbolic 
illustration of the "masking" effect. (d) Geological well logging data in the region of 
experiments. 
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Fig.4. Detection of underground voids (geological conditions as in Fig.3.a) - test for the method 
reliability performed at the site where the presence of tunnels was a priori unknown. The 
obtained Cavity Risk criterion is superimposed over the map of the known tunnels. The results 
obtained by seismic was tested by drilling. 

The successful application of the procedure is presented in Fig.4, which shows the criterion CR 
obtained along four profiles. This work was performed without any a priori knowledge of the 
cavities position. The results obtained were checked by drilling. The figure shows that the 
borehole tests confirm 80% of detections (since the cavities never occupy more than about 75% 
of the surface, these results can be considered as very favourable). Moreover, the precision of 
evaluation of the depth of void is greater than 15%. 

Mapping of collapsed structures andlor of filled- in ground deposits 
Since the unloaded ground induces high absorption of seismic waves and perturbs their spatial 
correlation, the ground collapses and the filled-in ground areas should appear in the seismic 
section as the zones of poor and badly correlated signals. The presence of such grounds in the 
shallow, near surface structures is often the reason of the poor HRS data quality, when the 
imaging aims at the deeper structures (problem mentioned in Fig.2.b). However, as shown in 
this section, this feature may also be useful for the detection of the collapsed ground. 
The experiment illustrated in Figure 5 was conducted along a profile which included a collapsed 
surface, located in the interval CMP<250. The study aimed to check if this collapse was of 
natural origin or was induced by the collapse of an underground tunnel (the second possibility 
was highly probable in the experiment zone [ll]). The observation of the image obtained shows 
that the seismic signals are clearly observed only within the zone CMP (250-273), indicating 
the presence of the intact geological structure. A decay of the signal exactly within the interval 
CMPi250 confirms the hypothesis of a collapsed ground. An additional decay zone is also 
observed for CMP>274. Since this zone is not associated with any collapsed structure observed 
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F i g 5  Examples for the detection of the collapsed and filled in ground; (a) Seismic image 
obtained; ; (b) Position of the profile in relation to the collapsed zone. 

Fig.6. Examples for the detection of the collapsed and filled-in ground; (a) Seismic section of 
profile Q2 (see Figs.3a and 4) showing the marker B and its interpretation: the strong 
discontinuity observed within zone 150<CMP<170 represents the collapsed filled-in cavity; 
(b) The seismic image obtained along the profile crossing the old waste deposit and its 
interpretation 

at the surface, it is interpreted as being related to building activities which involved the filled-in 
ground. 
The second example shown in figure 6.a shows the image of an underground cavity, one of 
those detected during the experiments shown in Fig.4. The image which presents the marker B 
(see Fig.3.a) includes clearly seen discontinuity (150<CMP<170), dominated by coherent noise. 
We emphasize that, as is illustrated in figure 6.a, the whole profile contains the voids, but only 
a part the profile displays such discontinuity. In fact, as was explained by the local inhabitants, 
this discontinuity represents the image of the void that had been collapsed after the bomb impact 
during World War. The cavity was filled in after the war. Note that the non-intact voids which 
around the filled-in zone, do not induce such effects. 
The third example (Fig.6.b) shows the cross section of the old waste deposit, not exploited for 
more than a hundred years. In this case the HRS was used in order to locate the limit of the 
deposit. According to previous interpretations, the limits sought are found by interpreting the 
presence of uncorrelated signals. The image obtained also shows that the location of the deposit 
was associated with the natural dipping structure of the ground. 
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Evaluation of risk of the collapse of an underground cavity 
During the erosion of an underground cavity the parts of the ceiling which are the object of the 
degradation, fall down, thus involving so-called "lifting void" phenomena. When the void 
"approaches" the ground surface and the subsurface layers are not rigid enough, there is a risk 
of the surface collapse. This risk may be evaluated by an estimation of the actual depth of the 
void. 
Figure 7.a. shows the image of the subsurface obtained along the profile located over the old 
chalk pits. The geological structure of this site is shown in Fig.7.d. The voids occur in the chalk 
structure (C), under the sequence of the tuff. The aim of this study was to define the lateral 
limits of the voids and to check for the risk of its collapse. 
The profile (Fig.7.a) reveals zones 60<x<103 m with strong discontinuity of marker C.  This is 
interpreted as the symptom of existence of the cavities (the reflection from the tuffkhalk 
interface interferes with the reflections from void of an opposite sign). At the same time, the 
absence of marker E within zone 70<x<90 m indicates that, in this area, the cavities perturb the 
water table. This shows that the void is rising and reaches (or has already crossed) the depth 
level of 18 m. Finally the 70<x<90 zone was classified as the area of risk [12]. 
The profile also reveals the high quality of the non-perturbed signals which represent water table 
E and chalk C, for x>105 and x<60. Thus, this interval is interpreted as the absence of voids. 
The interpretation of this survey is summarized in Figure 7.c. 
To prevent collapse, the voids were filled with a mixture of sand, cement and water. In order to 
check the quality of this operation, the second seismic survey was conducted along the same 
profile (Fig.7.b). When compared with the previous result, the additional signal R is observed. It 
is difficult to interpret its origin, but its presence may be seen as the confirmation that acoustic 
waves have penetrated the void and that the mixture has filled it completely. 

Fig.7. Evaluation of the risk of collapse of underground void. (a) Seismic image showing two 
main markers E and C ;  ACMP=0.5 m; @) same as (a) but after the filling-in the cavities (c) 
Interpretation of section (a): the discontinuity of E is interpreted as the "lifting void" 
phenomena; (d) well-logging data. 
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Archaeologzcal research 
This example concerns the use of HRS in the archaeological field [9] .  The objectives of this 
study was to find the position of a underground tunnel linking the 15th century castle with the 
12th century keep constructed 500m away (the occurrence of this tunnel is not sure). The 
results of the research are summarised in Fig.8. The tunnel is expected to occur in the sand 
layer, above the sandtclay interface, at a depth not greater then 4 m. According to previous 
discussions, the only expected symptom of tunnel is the masking of marker A. This problem 
would be more suitable for a GPR application, but because the high humidity level of the 
ground, the radar could not be applied at this site. 
In order to increase the reliability of detection the different processing flows are used in this 
case. Two versions of processing are presented in Figure 8. The first one emphasises the marker 
A, even if its signal is relatively weak, thus enabling to follow its continuity. The second one 
emphasises the anomalies of the signal . The results obtained show that the depth of interface A 
varies from 3 to 6 meters. 

Fig.8. Example of use of HRS in archaeological domain. (a) geological structure and the most 
suspected are of tunnel occurrence; (b) Seismic images of marker A for two different signal 
processing . Zones I, 11,111, IV and V have been selected as possible positions of the tunnel. 
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Five perturbation zones, which may be interpreted as the tunnel symptoms, have been selected. 
Zones I and I1 represent the "filled-in ground" symptoms (see Figs 5 and 6) and may be related 
to the construction of a house (which occurs several meters from the profile) but it may not be 
excluded, that those effects mask the existence of tunnel. Note that the filled-in zone occurs 
beyond marker A and therefore masks partially its signal. In fact there is not any reason to 
suppose that A is not continuous there 

CONCLUSIONS 

The high resolution seismic technique completes the use of the ground penetrating radar, for 
cases, where its operation is no longer applicable i.e. in wet, electrically conducting soils and at 
greater depths. 
The seismic imaging proved to be efficient, in particular for the stratigraphy of the shallow 
subsurface, for the detection and location of the underground voids and for the detection of 
collapsed and filled-in terrain. It has been successfblly used for the evaluation of risk of cavity 
collapse as well as for the verification of the filling of this cavity with the cement mixture. 
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ABSTRACT 

The knowledge of the thermophysical parameters of materials and building components is the 
basis of all calculations of the thermal behaviour of a building. The parameters must be 
determined both under natural climatic conditions and under conditions of use. Measurements 
can be carried out on separate components and on buildings in situ. 
The searched parameters are the heat loss coefficient U, the solar heat gain factor g, surface 
temperatures, heat fluxes, the air tightness, the air exchange rate, flow velocities etc. Both at 
measurements in the laboratory and at measurements in situ non-destructive methods are used. 
At laboratory measurements the building component (e. g. the window) should be usable after 
the test. At measurements in situ the building or the building component must not be damaged. 
The methods are infrared-thermography, Blower-Door measurements, tracer-gas measurements, 
flow velocity measurements (heat-wire method and Laser-Doppler anemometry), hot box 
measurements and well-known temperature and heat flux measurements. 
The paper tries to  give a general view of some non-destructive thermal investigations on 
building components and buildings. 

KEYWORDS 

Thermophysical parameters, building components, buildings, heat transfer coefficient, air change 
rate, convection, infrared thermography 

INTRODUCTION 

The calculation of the thermal behaviour requires the knowledge of the thermophysical 
parameters of materials and building components. 
In the planning phase of construction the thermophysical parameters have to be known for 
meaninghl and usehl techniques of energy saving. 
New materials and components are often used in new houses. Investigations of these materials 
and components are necessary to describe the behaviour both under natural climatic conditions 
and under conditions of use. The thermophysical parameters of materials must be determined in 
the laboratory and the behaviour must be investigated on test facades under real climate 
conditions. 
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For the reconstruction of buildings the thermal conditions must be known to apply effective 
methods of heating energy reduction. If the thermal parameters are unknown, they must be 
measured on the building. 
The material parameters can be calculated in many different measurements under laboratory 
conditions. Measurements of the thermal conductivity, the heat capacity or the density of 
materials are usual. These parameters enable the calculation of the thermal behaviour of walls 
and other simple building constructions. 
Difficulties arise for the determination of the thermal behaviour of complete building 
components. The thermophysical behaviour is caused by complex physical effects. The dynamic 
energy transfer is influenced both by thermal conductivity, convection, radiation and by the 
boundary conditions (weather and user conditions). 
All these influences can be regarded separately or the energy transfer of the building component 
and the building can be determined within a complex measurement. 
Non-destructive test methods are especially important. At laboratory measurements the building 
component should still be usable after the test. At measurements in situ the building component 
or the building itself must not be damaged. 
At the Department of Applied Physics at the BTU Cottbus the behaviour of materials, building 
components and buildings are investigated. The thermal and moisture parameters can be 
measured in the laboratory, on test applications or on buildings. Many projects are conducted in 
co-operation with manufacturer of building materials and components. 
Some methods to determine the thermal behaviour of building components and buildings are 
described in the paper. Results of measurements illustrate these methods. 
In the first part of the paper investigations of the thermal behaviour of separate building 
components are presented. 
In the second part some methods for investigations of buildings (In-Situ methods) are 
illustrated. These are methods to determine the heat transfer coefficient of facades, the Blower 
Door and tracer-gas techniques to determine the air exchange rate and the infrared 
thermography. 

MEASUREMENTS ON SEPARATE BUILDING COMPONENTS 
Heat Transfer Coefjcient 

A common method to determine the thermal conductivity of materials is the hot plate method. 
Two plates with different temperatures produce a constant heat flow in the specimen. This heat 
flow can be measured with a heat flow meter or by measurement of the heating power of an 
electrical heating. The heat transfer coefficient of the specimen can be calculated with the 
thickness of the probe. 
The heat transfer coefficient of a building component can be measured in similar manner. Is 
there a temperature gradient on the building component the heat flux q and the temperature 
difference AT can be measured and the heat transfer coefficient (U-value) can be calculated 
with: 

The heat flux can be measured by a heat flux meter. Then the U-value represents the local value. 
Under steady state conditions within a double climate the U-value can be calculated with the 
constant values of the temperature difference and the heat flux. Figure 1 shows the measurement 
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on a roof window. This window with an inclination of 45 O and a pane area of 0.8 m x 0.6 m 
was installed within an insulation frame between two rooms with different temperatures. The 
room temperatures, the surface temperatures and the heat flux were measured continuously. To 
eliminate the fluctuations of the measured data the mean values was calculated. The local heat 
transfer coefficient U in the example is 1.46 W/m2K. 
For the determination of the U-value of used windows (quality control) the building component 
can be disassembled of the building and after the measurement reintegrated in the building. 
A measurement of the overall heat transfer coefficient of a building component is possible with 
the hot box method. At the guarded hot box method the metering box is surrounded by a guard 
box in which the environment is controlled to minimize the heat flow through the metering box 
walls q., and the lateral heat flow in the specimen ql,,. If q., = 0 and ql,, = 0 the total heat flow 
through the specimen will then be equal to the heat input to the metering box. The energy 
transfer through the specimen corresponds to the electrical power of the metering box heating. 
Figure 2 illustrates the measuring principle. 

Figure 1 : Measurement of the local U-value of an Figure 2:  Measuring principle 
of the hot box method inclined window 

The calculated overall heat transfer coefficient of the window (window with frame and reveal) is 
2.94 W K ,  which corresponds to an average heat transfer coefficient of 4.09 WIm2K. This value 
clarifies the influence of the frame and the edges of the window. 
The results of the measurements are the requirement of hrther calculations of the energy 
consumption of the building or of decisions for the exchange of windows in a building. 
Measurements under steady state conditions do not consider the influence of real weather data 
or using conditions. Therefor the dependence of the heat transfer on convection and solar 
radiation can not be determined. This is only possible by means of an outdoor test-site. Thereby 
the investigated building component is an external wall of an air-conditioned room. The outside 
conditions are the weather conditions and the room climate can be controlled to simulate 
different using conditions. The Figure 3 illustrates the cross-section of an outdoor test-cell. 
These (so-called) PASSYS test-cell (PASSYS = Passive Solar Systems and Component 
Testing) includes a well-insulated test room with a floor area of 13.8 mz and a volume of 38 m3 
(Research Project PASSYS [l], Donath et al [2 ] ) .  The south wall of the test room is the 
investigated building component with a size up to 2.7 m to 2.7 m. This is the size of a real 
building facade. Disassembled facades or separate building components can be installed in this 
test room and different thermophysical parameters can be determined simultaneously. The 
PASSYS test equipment contains a weather station to determine real weather data. 
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Figure 3 : Longitudinal cross-section of a Figure 4: Measurements of the heat transfer in a 
PASSYS test-cell PASSYS test-cell 

With these test cells as well local measurements as measurements of overall values of the 
component are possible. The real outside weather conditions and particularly the real solar 
radiation enable the determination of the effective U-values and of solar gains of the building 
component. The energy consumption of the room in consideration of the solar gains can be 
measured. The searched g-value can be calculated by means of a thermal model and parameter 
identification. 
The Figure 4 shows the measurements on a vertical window. The temperatures reflect the 
influence of the outside temperatures and the solar radiation. The inside and the outside heat 
transfer coefficient (hh and but) was measured. The overall heat transfer coefficient of the 
facade is 0.7 W/m2K. 

MEASUREMENTS ON BUILDING COMPONENTS OR BUILDINGS IN SITU 
Heat Transfer CoefJicient 

Measurements of the local heat transfer coefficient are possible in the same way as described 
above. The heat transfer coefficient U can be calculated with Equation (1) if the temperature 
difference between inside and outside and the heat flux are measured. Supposed are 
measurement values within a period of relative constant temperature difference and without 
influence of solar or other thermal radiations. The Figure 5 shows results of a measurement on 
an inclined roof window. 

The local heat transfer coefficient can be 
calculated as mean value with respect to  the 
effect of the solar radiation If there is solar 
radiation on the surface the temperatures of 
the glass panes increase and the heat flux 
decreases. The heat transfer coefficient attains 
very low or negative values (see the beginning 
and the end of the measurement) Therefor the 
correct heat transfer coefficient is calculable 
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Figure 5 :  Measurement on an inclined roof window 
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Convection Measurements 

In many cases the energy losses are influenced by the heat transfer between a surface and air. 
Especially on windows and lower insulated building components the energy transfer depends on 
the convection effects. 
To calculate the heat transfer by convection the velocity and the temperature profile have to  be 
known. Due to the low fluid velocities measurements of the free convection require methods 
with high resolution. An appropriate method is the Laser-Doppler anemometry. By using of a 
Laser-Doppler anemometer one obtain well-located 1-, 2- or 3 dimensional velocity profiles. An 
additional advantage is the possibility of measurements within enclosures, e. g. between glasses 
of a window. 
The Figure 6 illustrates the principle of Laser-Doppler measurements on an inclined roof 
window. The Figure 7 shows the vector plot of the convection on an inclined window inside 
above the window board. The window board influences the velocity profile and thereby the heat 
transfer coefficient. 

Distance from windowsuiface / m m  
o Irn 2m 3m 

Figure 6: Equipment of Laser-Doppler flow Figure 7: Two-dimensional vector plot of the 
measurements flow velocity on an inclined window 

The flow velocities near the surface on a vertical window (Height 1.0 m, Width 0.8 m) in 
different heights are shown in Figure 8. The window was inside of a frame that forms a recess of 
100 mm around the pane. For that reason the convection is different from the free convection on 
a simple vertical plate. From these measurement data can be calculated the local heat transfer 
coefficient. The average heat transfer coefficient between x = 500 mm and x = 900 mm is 
h, = 2.95 W / mz K (Donath [3]). 
An example of a measurement of the convection in a vertical rectangular enclosure shows 
Figure 9 (Width 1.2 m, Height 2.4 m). The results of velocity measurements are the typical one 
for a boundary layer regime in enclosures. The profile is unsymmetric about y = % D due to  the 
variation of viscosity with temperature. A second reason is the convection in z-direction. Hence 
in addition to  the convection between the hot and the cold glass pane there is a secondary 
convection from the centre of the enclosure to the edges. The edges are non-adiabatic and 
therefore there are heat losses to the frame. 
Measurements of the convection can help to calculate the heat resistance of the window (with 
frame) and to minimize the heat losses of the building component. 
Beyond that the correlation between the heat transfer coefficient and the velocity profile 
distribution can be deduced (Donath [ 3 ] ) .  
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Figure: 8: Velocity profile of free 
convection in different heights 

Figure 9: Velocity profile of a 
Double-glassed window 

Inpared Thermography 

Many investigations can be supported by infrared thermography. An example is the investigation 
of the convection in correlation with the effect of solar blinds. Although the air flow is not 
visible the thermal effect on surfaces can be uncovered. The Figure 10 shows the infrared image 
of the inner surface of an inner venetian blind on an inclined roof window. The window is south 
orientated with an inclination of 48 ', The solar radiation on the surface is Is& = 600 W/m2. The 
image shows that the highest temperatures not only occur on the upper edge but also near the 
centre of the window. The reason of this effect is the convection between the inner glass pane 
and the venetian blind. These measurements are used to develop effective solar blinds and 
improve the thermal comfort near windows and solar charged building components. 

Figure 10: Infrared image of the inner surface of a venetian blind on an inclined roof window 

Air Change Rate and Air Permeability 

Infiltration and ventilation in dwellings generally obtain 1/3 to 1/2 of the space conditioning 
energy. As energy conservation improvements to the thermal envelope continue, the fraction of 
energy consumed by the conditioning of air may increase. Air-tightening, while decreasing 
energy requirements, has the tendency to decrease the ventilation. These results in reducing the 
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air quality and increases the risk of moisture problems. Therefor the air change rate and the air 
permeability are defined in standards. The measurements of the real values on building 
components and buildings are necessary to evaluate the quality of a building component or a 
building, to calculate the energy demand of a building or to estimate the thermal behaviour of a 
building. 

Blower-Door-Method. The Blower-Door consists of a variable-speed fan, mounted in an 
adjustable panel that temporarily fits in a doorway. Pressure gauges connected to the fan 
measure the rate of airflow required to maintain the building at a certain pressure. At this 
method the air flow at desired pressure differences between the house (room) and outside is 
recorded. Measurements are taken by controlling the speed of a fan until the pressure difference 
is constant. Typically, testing is done between 10 Pa and 60 Pa. If the room volume is 
considered, the air change rate at 50 Pa can be calculated with n50 = v50 / VR. For higher 
accuracy the average value of measurements at overpressure and low pressure can be 
calculated. In the example is 1150 = 8,7 l/h (see Figure 12). 

Figure 11: Principle of Blower-Door Figure 12: Results of a Blower-Door measurement 
measurements 

The air change rate n5o can be converted in the air change rate at normal conditions (see below). 
Blower-Doors are also usehl for identifjling specific leaks. By forcing air in or out the leaks 
become more apparent. If there are temperature differences between inside and outside the 
thermal effect can be observed with an infrared camera. 
Results of Blower-Door measurements can be used to calculate the coefficient of air 
permeability of joints. The required values of the air permeability of windows are defined in 
standards ([4]). The air permeability describes the volume of air interchanged by joints between 
outside and inside at a pressure difference at 10 Pa. 
The air flow rate is: 

V = a .  1. Apn in m3/h 

with 

V __. air flow rate in m3/h 
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a ... air permeability ofjoints 
1 ... lengthofjoints 
n ... exponent to define the non-linearity between the pressure difference and the air volume 
Ap . . . pressure difference in daPa 

Then the coefficient a can be calculated for the results of 10 Pa measurements as: 

If there are measuring results at different pressure differences the coefficient can be identified by 
fitting to the measuring data. An assumption is the total tightness of the test room (except the 
window to be measured). 

Tracer-Gas Measurements. By introducing of a tracer-gas (e.g. N20) the trend of concentration 
can be measured (e.g. by gas-chromatography). These values are correlated with the ,,natural" 
air change rate. If CO is the concentration at t = 0 the concentration is 

C = Co . exp (+t) . 

fl =(In CO - In C )  / t . 

(3 ) 

(4) 

Then the air change rate can be calculated with 

The tracer-gas measurements quantify the air change rate at normal conditions, that is it gives 
results for the specific weather conditions at the time. An advantage is that the measurement 
does not change the natural pressure and the air flow circumstances in the room or the building. 
Figure 14 shows the time depending gas concentration. By using of equation (4) the air change 
rate is calculable. 

Figure 13: Principle of tracer-gas Figure 14: Tracer-gas measurement in an office 
measurements 

Assuming some simplifications the results of tracer-gas and Blower-Door measurements can be 
compared. A reasonably good estimation of the average infiltration rate at normal conditions 
(and for a typical single-story house) can be obtained by dividing the air change rate at 50 Pa by 
20, that is: 

50 
20 

p=- . (5) 
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This equation ignores many details of the infiltration process, e.g. the influence of wind and 
pressure fluctuations, the conditions of convection and the types of leaks. If the leakage 
exponent or the building height are different from the default assumption corrections must be 
applied (Sherman[ 51). 
In the example above the air change rate of nso = 8,7 l/h results in an air change rate at normal 
conditions of p = 0,44 l/h. The differences between this measurement and the tracer-gas 
measurement indicate the influences of the specific weather and air flow conditions at the time 
of the experiments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The described test methods are suitable to determine the thermal parameters and to characterize 
the energy transfer of building components and buildings. These parameters are the basis of 
calculations of the thermal behaviour of buildings and to develop energy effective building 
constructions. The measurements have to consider the real boundary conditions and user 
conditions. The use of certain methods depends on the concrete problem. The investigation of 
building components in the laboratory is quasi non-destructive. The component can be used 
after the test. The described measurements on the building itself are non-destructive, however 
not free from inconveniences for the occupants. But the measurements are only temporary and 
do not influence the building construction or the building. 
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ABSTRACT 

New measuring method of natural radioactivity of concrete materials was investigated by using 

Imaging Plate(1P). IP is a two-dimensional radiation detectors based on photostimulated 

luminescence, and it has high sensitivity to every kinds of radiations. Fractures in concrete 

were visualized as a radiation image. Radon (Y -ray, including alpha disintegration of thoron 

and their daughter nuclides, were detected by the imaging plate, even though they occurred 

with other kinds of ionizing radiation emanating from the concrete, such as p - and y -rays 

from concrete. Radiation dose through fractures in the concrete, particularly radon emanation, 

was strongly related to fracture surface area. Emanation of radon families from concrete may 

be accelerated, depending on fracture character. Measurement of radon (Y -ray using the IP 
could prove to be a effective non-destructive testing technique to characterize concrete failure 

associated with the development of fractures. 

KEYWORDS 

Photostimulated luminescence, radon, (Y -ray, y -ray, Imaging Plate, fracture, concrete failure, 

non-destructive testing, two-dimensional radiation measurement. 

INTRODUCTION 

Radon(Rn) and Thoron(Tn) are one of the natural radioactive nuclides, and such radioactive 
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noble gases radiate u -ray in the process of their decay. Rn (half life 3.83 day) and Tn (half 

life 55.6 second) are the only gases in radioactive decay series. Rn can easily move in air and is 

able to be dissolved into solution. Due to its high mobility and relatively long half life, Rn has 

been shown to be a good indicator of atmospheric cycling [1,2], to access radiation in living 

spaces [3] and to predict the occurrence of earthquakes [4-61. 

Recently, two-dimension measurement of extremely weak radiation have been carried out by 

using an Imaging Plate, which acts as a visual detectors of radiation based on the principle of 

photostimulated luminescence. If IP is able to detect Rn u -rays emanating from fracture in 

concrete materials, then it has the potential to become an effective non-destructive testing 

technique to evaluate mechanical failure in concrete buildings. However, no systematic 

investigations have until now been carried out to investigate the effectiveness of IP as a Rn 

detector. 

In this paper, a radiation image of a fractured concrete floor was performed using the IP. The 

applicability of IP as a non-destructive testing technique is then described. 

PRINCIPLE OF THE IMAGING PLATE 

Photostimulated luminescence and the Imaging Plate 
The mechanism of photostimulated luminescence (PSL) is shown as follows (Fig. 1): When 

photostimulated phosphors are excited by radiation, electrons are elevated into the conduction 

band and trapped in the unstable energy level. If the phosphors are re-excited by a light beam, 

and luminescence is obtained at a shorter wave-length than that of the incident beam, i.e. 

photostimulated luminescence results. 

The photostimulated phosphors coated on the IP are barium fluorobromide doped with Eu” 

(BaF’Br:Eu?’). The mechanism of BaFBr:Eu2+is described as follows [7, 81 (Fig.2). 

Recording radiation image. Excitation by radiation such as u -ray, /I -ray, y -ray, X-ray, and 

UV light, produces electrons and holes in the crystals of the photostimulated phosphors. The 

holes are caught by Eu” ions which are the detector emitting light in the crystals, and Eu” ions 

are converted into Eu” ions. Electrons are exited to the conduction band and trapped at the two 

levels of F-centers (halogen ion vacancies). It is the F(Br-) and F(F) sites, which form the color 

center under the stable conditions. The radiation image is recorded as a latent image in the IP, 
and in principle the quantity of trapped electrons is in direct proportion to the dose. 

Reading latent i m p .  Using He-Ne laser beams as an incident beam (633 nm), trapped 

electrons are released to conduction band, and then recombine with the holes captured by Eu3’. 

The Eu” ions are reverted to excited EuZf ions and Eu” luminescence is observed as a 

photostimulated Luminescence (390 nm). The latent image of radiation can be seen by 

measuring the position and intensity of photostimulated luminescence on the IP. 
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Fig. 1 Luminescent mechanism of photostimulated phosphors (BaFX:X=Br,I) 

Incident beam 3 90nm 
Photostimulated 
luminescence 

latent image Rn- 0 ray lalent image 

Fig.2 Principle of recording and reading radiation image using the IP; (a) Recording radiation 

image, (b) Reading latent image. 

Characteristics of the Imuging Plate 
The IP is a sheet type detector and visual sensor of radiation. It is coated with PSL phosphors 

(BaFBr:Eu”), which is enable to measure a two-dimensional radiation image. The IP has a 

high sensitivity to all kinds of radiations, including CY -ray, 13 -ray, y -ray, X-ray, ultraviolet 

radiation, heavy ion ray and neutron ray. The IF’ has the following characteristics, as a radiation 

detector [9].  
0 Very high sensitivity 

@ Large detection area (e.g. 20 X 25 cm2 per sheet) 

@ Wide energy range 

@ High position resolution (minimum is 25 ,u m) 

@ Wide dose rate characteristic 

@ High speed reading 
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@ Reusable 

@ Simple to use without a requirement for chemical treatment in a darkroom 

@ Digital image for data processing 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

A trial measurement of Rn, emanating from a fracture in concrete, was performed in a covered 

overpass corridor connecting the second level floors of the main building and annex of the 

Department of Geoscience and Technology, Tohoku University. The floor is made from 

concrete and contains rock aggregates. The floor surface is covered with 2.0 mm thick ceramic 

tiles. Figure 3(a) shows overview of the overpass comdor, which was under repair of outside 

wall in the course of this study. 

The open fracture is observed in the floor. The average aperture of the fracture is 

approximately 3 rnm and the length is 2.72 m extending across the corridor. There is a 

displacement of about 2 mm between the two sides of the fracture. The fracture is considered 

not to extend entirely through the floor, but its depth is uncertain. Figure 3(b) shows 

photographs of the fracture and floor surface. 

Fig.3 Photographs of experimental site; (a) view of covered overpass comdor, (b) floor and 

fracture. 

The IP used here is BAS-SR (Fuji Photo Film Co., 25mm X 20mm). The reading apparatus is 

BAS-2500 (Fuji Photo Film Co.). The software for reading the IP is Image Reader vl.4j (Fuji 
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Photo Film Co.) .  The reading condition of the IF' is as follows: dynamic range of dose lo5, 

latitude level 4, digital image level 16 bits (65536). The resolution is 50 ,u m. The software for 

analyzing the radiation image is Image Gauge v3.0 (Fuji Photo Film Co.). The intensity of 

photostimulated luminescence is expressed by the PSL value, which is arbitrary and is unique 

to the BAS systems. PSL is defined as follow [lo]; 

P = (2/100)* X (4000/S) X 10'yQ/G~1/21t 

where P is PSL value, Z is the resolution, S is the sensitivity, L is the latitude, G is the number 

of gradation, Q is the QL value which is the original digital image data within 16 bits. 

The IP was covered with clean plastic wrap, coated with silicon oil, which was effective in 

capturing Rn gas. The IP was wrapped in a blackout polyethylene bag to prohibit exposure to 

the sun and fluorescent lights. [ 111 
The P, coated with silicon oil and inside the dark bag, is put on the floor, and two types of 

measurement subsequently were carried out. One measurement is with an aluminum absorber 

insetted between the IF' and the floor. The other test is without the aluminum absorber. The 

thickness of the aluminum absorber is 45 ,u m, which means a -rays from concrete buildings 

were completely absorbed. Based on these experiment conditions, the a -ray image could in 

principle be obtained by subtracting the radiation image of the test with aluminum absorber 

from the results for the test that without aluminum absorber. 

Exposure time was 24, 48 and 72 hours. A selected area of 28 X 2mm2, including part of the 

fractured in the floor, was analyzed. 

RESULTS 

Measurement of the fracture 
Figure 4 shows radiation images using IP, without aluminum absorber (Fig.4a) and with 

aluminum absorber (Fig.4b). The fracture is evident as the near-vertical line of dark PSL spots 

on both images of Fig.4(a) and (b). The PSL value, however, when the aluminum absorber was 

used, is lower than that when the aluminum absorber was not used from Fig.4. Even though the 

radiation image of the fracture is weak, such as in the case where the aluminum absorber was 

used, the fracture figure is evident. This fact suggests that the main radiation image of the 

fracture was created by y -rays. 

cy -ray image of the fructuredfloor 
After subtracting the radiation image with aluminum absorber from that without aluminum 

absorber, a -ray image could be obtained. Figure 6(a) shows a selected radiation image of a - 
ray on the fracture, indicating in Fig.5. 

The area size in Fig.6 is expressed by pixel, where 20 pixels are q u a i  to 1 mm. Right side axis 

corresponds to 28mm side in Fig.5, and left one is 2 mm side. 
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Fig.4 Radiation image of the floor including fracture. (a): without aluminum absorber; (b): with 

aluminum absorber. 

High PSL spots can suggest a -ray image due 

to strong stopping power of a -ray compared 

to y -ray. The maximum a -ray range of 

natural radioactive nuclides is approximately 

50 ,U m i n  concrete materials. If a -ray i s  

radiated from surface or inside of the concrete, 

it is considered to be difficult to cause high 

PSL spots because of high energy loss. If Rn 

were absorbed on the surface of IP, a -ray 

disintegration of Rn and its daughter nuclides 

gave high PSL spots. Fig.5 Index map of selected areas for 

Figure 6(b) shows a -ray image of a different analysis 

area without fractures. Comparing Fig.6(a) to (b), the number of high PSL spots of Fig.6(a) 

where is the area on the fracture is larger than that of Fig.6(b). Thus, the main source of Rn, 

indicating high PSL spots, is considered to be Rn emanated through the facture. 

High PSL spots were also recognized in Fig.6(b), even though the number of spots was lower 

than that in Fig.6(a). Rn maybe move through a gap between IP and the floor, and a part of Rn 

maybe environmental Rn as a background. 

Figure 7 shows PSL maps of a -ray under different exposure conditions. Figure 7(a) is 24 

hours exposure, (b) is 48hours which is the same to Fig.6(a), and (c) is 72hours. With 

increasing exposure time, the number of a -ray spots also increased. Figure 8 shows 

relationship between exposure time and the number of a -ray spots. The number of high spots 

is proportional to exposure time. 
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radiation image. (a): area across the fracture, (b): area without the fracture, indicated in Fig.5. 

PSL map of a -ray spots obtained after subtraction of y -ray image from the original 

- 
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- 

Fig.7 PSL maps of a -ray spots. (a): 24hours exposure, (b): 48 hours, and (c): 72 hours. 
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Fig3 Relationship between exposure time and the number of spots 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Spatial distribution of radiation of concrete floor including fracture was measured by using the 

Imaging Plate. The following conclusions were obtained; 

(1) Low-level radioactivity of the concrete materials could be obtained by P, and fracture was 

recognized as a radiation image. 

and the other is without absorber. a -ray image is represented as the high PSL spot map. 

(2) a -ray image was created through subsequent experiments. One is with aluminum absorber 

(3) The main a -emitter indicated by high PSL spots is considered to be Rn which emanated 

(4) The Imaging Plate was developed as a two-dimensional radiation detector, and it is 

through the fracture. 

applicable to new non-destructive testing techniques of concrete materials. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, mortar and concrete specimens with several types of FRP sheets under 
accelerated sewerage and freezing and thawing environments respectively were investigated. 
After 1 month of sulfuric acid solution immersion for the mortar specimen and freezing and 
thawing of 90 cycles for the concrete specimen, SEM observation, element distribution 
analysis, measurements of ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity, dynamic elastic modulus and 
acoustic emission were conducted. Flexural loading and pull-off loading tests were also 
carried out. These nondestructive and destructive experiment results were summarized to 
know the applicability of the non-destructive evaluation methods. Degradation processes of 
repair and strengthening of concrete by the FRP sheet under the accelerated degradation 
environments were also discussed. 

KEYWORDS 

Concrete, repair and strengthening, fiber sheet, resin, FRP, sulfuric acid, freezing and thawing, 
durability 

INTRODUCTION 

Degradation of repair and strengthening by the fiber sheet may be caused by deterioration of 
of concrete, FRP layer and/or interfacial property between them. In order to evaluate the 
degradation of concrete structures with the FRP layer, it is important to confirm applicability 
of various nondestructive inspection methods as well as destructive methods used from 
outside of the FRP layer surface. In this study, several types of the FRP layers using some 
combinations of the fiber sheet and the resin were applied for mortar and concrete specimens. 
A surface with the FRP layer of the mortar specimen were immersed into sulfuric acid 
solution, which was an accelerating environment simulating the sewerage facilities, for 1 
month. Concrete specimens were placed in 90 cycles of freezing and thawing environment. 
After these degradation accelerations, the mortar specimen was investigated by surface and 
cross section observation using scanning electron microscope (SEM) with the element 
distribution analysis and measuring ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity and acoustic 
emission (AE). Flexural loading test was also carried out.. The ultrasonic pulse 
propagation velocity and dynamic elastic modulus were measured for the concrete specimens. 
Pull-off and flexural loading tests were also conducted. These nondestructive and 
destructive experiment results were summarized to know the applicability of the non- 
destructive evaluation methods. Degradation processes of repair and strengthening of 
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Fiber sheet 

Designation 
Tensile strength (kN/mm2) 
Elastic modulus (kN/mm2) 

Elongation (%) 
Weave Density (g/m2) 

Carbon fiber Carbon fiber 

HS HM 
4900 4200 
230 436 
2.1 1 .o 
300 300 

(High strength type) (High modulus type) 

Fiber sheet I Carbonfiber 

EPOXY EPOXY 
(Normal type) (Acid proof type) Resin 

Designation N A 

Elastic modulus (kN/mm2) 2.2 0.98 
Elongation (%) 3.0 8.0 

Tensile strength (kN/mm2) 42.7 25.0 

Glass fiber 
(E-Glass) 

EPOXY 
(Flexible type) 

F 
20.6 
0.88 
20 

Designation 
Tensile strength (kN/mm2) 

Elastic modulus (kN/mm2) 
Weave Density (g/m2) 

C G 
3480 1470 
230 72.5 
200 300 

For Table 1 and Table 2: 
. Types of fiber sheet and resin for mortar and concrete specimens differ from each other. 
. Specimens were named with combinations of fiber sheet and resin used for FRP layer; ex. HS-N, C-N, 

and specimens without FRP layer were named “GO”. 

concrete by the FRP sheet under the accelerated degradation environments were also 
discussed. 

Resin 

Designation 
Tensile strength (kN/mm2) 
Elastic modulus (kN/mmZ) 

EXPERIMENT OUTLINE 

EPOXY EPOXY 
(Normal type) (Flexible type) 

N F 
42.9 13.7 
N/A N/A 

Mortar specimen tesl 

On a side surface of the 40 X 40 X 160mm standard mortar specimen, 1 layer of fiber sheet 
was axially applied. The material properties used in the FRP layer is shown in Table 1. 
Mix proportion of the mortar is shown in Table 3. In order to accelerate degradation, some 
of the mortar specimens were immersed in 20°C 10% sulfuric acid solution for 1 month. 
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Flow 
(mm) 
162 

Table 3 Mix proportion of mortar 

Unit mass (glP) 
W C S 

225 450 1350 

N.M.S. Slump Air WIC sla Unit mass (kglm3) 
(mm> (cm) ("/.I ("/.I (%I w I C I  S I  G 

15 8k1 3.3 55 49 168 1 305 I 861 I 942 

W.R.A. A.E.A. 
(cc/m3) (cc/m3) 

763 610 

Those immersed were applied thick 
epoxy coating on the surfaces other 
than that with the FRP layer. The 
following investigations were 
conducted for the mortar specimens. 
SEM observation and element 
distribution analysis. In addition to 
visual observation, observation of 
surface and cross section by SEM 
(Acceleration voltage: 20kV, Working 
distance: 28mm) was conducted. 
During the SEM observation, element 
distribution analysis of cross section 
in a line of depth direction from the 
FRP layer surface was carried out on 
elemental sulfur (S). Neutralization 
depth of cross section was also 
measured by using the 
phenolphthalein solution. 
Ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity. 
By the symmetric method (the 
radiator and pickup: 50mm diameter, 
SOkHz, 160mm distance), ultrasonic 
pulse propagation velocity was 
axially measured between both end 
surfaces. 
Flexural loading. The loading state 
is shown in Fig. 1. The 
unidirectional monotonic loading, and 
the unidirectional cyclic loading were 
conducted. In the cyclic loading, 
load was applied up to OSP,,, lP,,, 
2P,,, ... (where Per: flexural cracking 
load) and then unloaded down to 
small load every time. Load, FRP 
layer surface strain at span center 
(gauge length: 5mm) and AE (sensor: 

Fig. 1 Flexural loading test (Mortar) 

Fig. 2 Flexural loading test (Concrete) 
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150 kHz resonant type, gain: 40dB for both pre and main amplifier, discriminate level: 1V) 
were measured. In 
addition, Fericity ratio (= PAE/PLAsT, P,,,: last load, PAE: load when AE count increases 
remarkably in the next loading) which shows stability of the Kaiser effect and the 
unidimentional position rating of the AE source were also carried out. 

In the AE measurement, the ring down counting was carried out. 

Concrete specimen test 

On a side surface of the 100 X 100 X 400mm concrete specimen, 1 layer of fiber sheet was 
axially applied. Mix 
proportion of the concrete is shown in Table 4. Average compressive strength was 
37.9N/mm2. In order to accelerate degradation, some of the concrete specimens were given 
90 cycles of freezing and thawing according to ASTM B method. The following 
investigations were conducted for the concrete specimens. 
Ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity. By the symmetric method (the radiator and pickup: 
the same as above, 400mm distance) applied between both end surfaces, and by the surface 
method (100, 200, 350mm distances between centers of the radiator and pickup) applied on 
the FRP layer, ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity was axially measured. 
Dynamic elastic modulus. Measuring the first resonance frequencies of the longitudinal and 
flexural vibration, dynamic elastic modulus was obtained. When measuring the flexural 
vibration frequency, specimens were placed so that the FRP layer came to lower end. 
Pull-off loading. By using a steel attachment of 40X40mm adhesion area, the pull-off 
strength was obtained. 
Flexural loading. The unidirectional monotonic 
loading was conducted. Load, FRP layer surface strain at span center (gauge length: 5mm), 
crack width at span center by a R shape crack gauge (gauge length: 50mm) were measured. 
Ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity was also measured during loading in the same method 
as above. The loading was continued until a generation of the diagonal crack, and then it 
was monotonously unloaded afterwards. 

The material properties used in the FRP layer is shown in Table 2. 

The loading state is shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3 Distribution of sulfur (S) (Mortar, Not immersed) 



Fig. 4 Distribution of sulfur (S) (Mortar, Immersed) 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Mortar specimen test 

SEM observation and element 
distribution analysis. Since the 
neutralization depth was all Omm, the 
mortar was not influenced by the 
sulfuric acid immersion. Visible 
changes such as cracks were not 
recognized by the visual and SEM 
observation in the FRP layer. 
However, infiltration depth of sulfur 
(S) by the element distribution 
analysis increased clearly from those 
without immersion. Therefore, the 
infiltration depth can be adopted as an 
index of influence of sulfuric acid 
environment. While the infiltration 
depth was small in the acid proof 
resin (A), it advanced close to the 
surface of the fiber bundle of the 
carbon fiber sheet in the flexible resin 
(F), as shown in Fig. 3 (not 
immersed) and Fig. 4 (immersed). 
This means that cutoff performance is 
better as the cross-link density of 
resin is larger. The infiltration depth 
is correspondent to reduction of 
tensile strength and weight increase 
tendency [l] after immersion in the 
same resin. 
Ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity. 
Significant differences were observed 
according to the material 
combinations of the FRP layer, as 
shown in Fig. 5. The influence of 
the fiber sheet was more remarkable 
than that of the resin. The velocity 
was also affected by the position of 
the radiator and pickup; that is, the 
velocity increased as they were 
placed closer to the FRP layer in the 
both end surfaces. The reasons may 
be that the fiber sheet itself might 
have high velocity when its high 
elastic modulus is considered, that the 
fiber sheet stiffened the mortar, and 
that the resin fulfilled pores near the 
surface of the mortar. The velocity 
decreased a little after the immersion. 

5.0 

2 
._ 5 4.8 

3 

Y 

0 - 

4.6 

4.4 
0-0 HS-N HS-A HS-F HM-N HM-AHM-F 

Fig. 5 Ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity 
(Mortar) 
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: 
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Fig. 6 Flexural cracking load ratio (Mortar) 
., 0, A: Not immersed, Resin=N, A, F 
0, 0, A: Immersed, Resin=N, A, F 

0 1000 2000 3000 
Tensile rigidity, kN 

Fig. 7. Maximum load ratio (Mortar) ., 0, A: Not immersed, Resin=N, A, F 
0, 0, A: Immersed, Resin=N, A, F 
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Degradation of elastic modulus of the 
resin surface may cause the velocity 
reduction. 
Flexural loading. After a flexural 
crack was generated near the span 
center, cracks due to diagonal tension 
stress generated in both sides of the 
flexural crack. The diagonal cracks 
developed to the FRP layer, and then 
they caused debonding of the FRP 
layer, when the maximum load was 
obtained.. Making the tensile 
rigidity of the FRP sheet to be the x- 
axis, the ratio of the flexural cracking 
load to the non-reinforced specimen 
is shown in Fig. 6, and the ratio of the 
maximum load is shown in Fig. 7. 
Although the flexural cracking load 
was higher in the high modulus 
carbon sheet (HM), the maximum 
load was lower. Since the stress at 
an equal strain is larger due to the 
high elastic modulus, the high 
modulus carbon sheet (HM) could 
restrain cracks. On the contrary, the 
high modulus carbon sheet (HM) 
required large bond strength, so the 
debonding might easily occur. The 
FRP layer surface strain of the high 
modulus carbon sheet (HM) was one 

1.1 1’2 I 

0.7 
0.5 1 .o 1.5 2.0 

PLAST’Pcr 

(a) Not immersed 

1.2 I I I 1 

1.1 

E 1.0 

5 0.9 

u .- 
I 

x 
u 

LL 

I ._ 
._ 

0.8 

0.7 ’ I I I 

0.5 1 .o 1.5 2.0 

pLAsT/pcr 

(b) Immersed 

half of that of high strength carbon 
sheet (HS). The strain was small 
when the flexible resin (F) was used. 
In the case of the flexible resin (F), 

Fig. 8 Fericity ratio (Mortar) ., 0, A: HS, Resin=N, A, F 
0, 0, A: HM, Resin=N, A, F 

slip might occur in wide area. After 
the immersion, the flexural cracking 
load decreased as much as 15% when the the flexible resin (F) was used. Degradation of the 
resin may be the reason. However, the maximum load reduction and the strain reduction at 
the same load were not significant. 
AE measurement inflexural loading. With increase in the precedence load, the Fencity ratio 
decreased, as shown in Fig. 8. After the 
immersion, the Fericity ratio decreased significantly at PISST/Pcr=l. Therefore, the Fericity 
ratio is effective for degradation estimation. On the contrary, the Fericity ratio did not 
decrease in the immersed specimens at PLAST/Pcr=2. This means that degradation which made 
the Fericity ratio decrease greatly occurred at P=P,, by the immersion. In the unidimensional 
position rating, remarkable AE arose near the span center when the flexural crack was 
generated, as shown in Fig. 9. Afterwards, AE generation frequency is small for some time. 
Then the generation area extended with load increase, which means the generation and 
development of the diagonal and debonding cracks were caught by the AE measurement. 
However, the effect of material type and immersion were not clear. 

The specimens became an unstable condition. 
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Concrete specimen test 

Ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity, 
Although the FRP layer tended to 
make the propagation velocity lower, 
1 layer of FRP did not perfectly 
inhibit the propagation of the 
ultrasonic pulse as shown in Fig. 10. 
However, the influence of the 
materials of the FRP layer on the 
velocity was not clear. After the 
freezing and thawing of 90 cycles, 
either measuring method did not 
indicate significant difference. 
Dynamic elastic modulus. The 
dynamic elastic modulus relative to 
the non-reinforced specimen tended 
to be larger in the case of carbon fiber 
sheet (C) than glass fiber sheet (G), 
and in the case of the normal resin 
(N) than the flexural resin (F), as 
shown in Fig. 11. These tendencies 
were especially clear in the flexural 
vibration. However, the influence of (Concrete, 0 Cycle) 
the freezing and thawing was not 
clear. 
Pull-off loading. 
observed in all specimens, all FRP layers had sufficient pull-off strength. 

Fig. 10. Ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity 

Since the tensile fracture of the mortar part of the concrete base was 
The pul lhff  
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strength is shown in Fig. 12. The 
material properties of the FRP layer 
hardly appeared in the normal 
specimen since the pull-off strength 
was decided by the destruction of the 
concrete as mentioned above. On 
the contrary, in the specimen after 90 
cycles, pull-off strength decreased in 
about 20%. Degradation of the 
concrete by the freezing and thawing 
might be the reason. The decrease 
was especially significant in the 
flexible resin (F). The flexible resin 
(F) of small elastic modulus could not 
sufficiently suppress the microcracks 
by the freezing and thawing cycles, so 
degradation of the concrete might be 
easy to progress. 

Flexural loading. The flexural 
cracking load increased with tensile 
rigidity increase of the fiber sheet. 
However, it tended to be smaller in 
the of the flexible resin (F) than Fig. 11 Relative dynamic elastic modulus 

normal resin (N). Even when (Concrete, 0 Cycle) 

carbon fiber sheet (C) of high tensile 
rigidity was used together with the 
flexible resin (F), the flexural 
cracking load was almost the same as 
the specimen with the glass fiber 
sheet (G) and normal resin (N). 
After the freezing and thawing of 90 
cycles, the flexural cracking load 
decreased. Especially this tendency 
was remarkable in the flexible resin 
(F). This result was similar to the 
result of the pull-off loading test 
result. 
Ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity 
in flexural loading. Large change 
could not be recognized at either 
distance of the symmetric method and 
surface method until the flexural 
cracking load, as shown in Fig. 13. 
On the contrary after the flexural 
cracking, while the influence of the 
flexural crack could hardly be recognized in the symmetric method (400mm distance), it 
could be detected by reduction of the velocity in the surface method (100, 200mm distance). 
In addition, restoration of the velocity was small even if the crack width decreased to some 

Fig. 12 Pull-off strength (Concrete) 
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extent after unloading. Although 
influence of the flexural crack 
appeared the most remarkably in the 
case of l O O m m  distance, 200mm 
distance may be sufficient since 20% 
reduction of the velocity was 
observed. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, several non-destructive 
and destructive tests were conducted 
for mortar and concrete specimens 
with FRP sheet subjected to sulfuric 
acid solution immersion and 90 
cycles of freezing and thawing 
respectively. The main results 
obtained in this study are summarized 
as follows: 

In the sulfuric acid solution 
environment, degradation of the 
FRP layer can be grasped by the 
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Fig. 13 Ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity 
(Concrete, C-N, 0 Cycle) 
.: 0.OkN (before loading), 

0: 9.8kN, 
A: 18.5kN (just after a flexural cracking load), 

V: 15.2kN, +: 0.OkN (after loading) 

- -  - 
element distribution analysis of sulfur (S). 
The ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity of the mortar of 40 X 40mm cross section by 
the symmetric method receives material influence of the FRP layer. However, the 
influence is small in the lOOX 1OOmm cross section. 
The ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity by the surface method is significant under the 
existence of 1 layer of FRP. It is detectable for existence of the flexural crack under the 
FRP layer. 
The dynamic elastic modulus in 100 X 100 X400mm concrete receives the material 
influence of the FRP layer, especially in the case of the flexural vibration. 
AE measurement can detect propagation of diagonal and debonding cracks of the FRP 
layer as well as generation of the flexural crack. Degradation under sulfuric acid 
solution environment can be expressed by Fericity ratio. 
While the flexural cracking load increases as tensile rigidity of the fiber sheet is bigger, 
influence of the resin is not clear. However, by immersion of 10% sulfuric acid 
solution for 1 month, 15% reduction was observed in the case of the flexible resin. 
Severe degradation can cause reduction in the flexural cracking load. 
Even if significant decreases of ultrasonic pulse propagation velocity and/or dynamic 
elastic modulus are not observed, the freezing and thawing cycles can affect the pullhff 
strength and/or the flexural cracking load. Although degradation of concrete seems to 
be a cause on this, type of the resin and/or its degradation level affect the degree of 
degradation of concrete. 
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SPECTRAL IMAGING OF IMPACT ECHO TECNIQUE FOR GROUTED DUCT IN 
POST-TENSIONING PRESTRESSED CONCRETE BEAM 

T WATANABE and M OHTSU 

Department of Civil Enpeering, Kumamoto Univeiwty, 
Kurokami 2-39-1 Kmamoto, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

An impact echo technique recently draws an attention as nondestructive evaluation of defects in 

concrete structures. Since it is found that the technique is available to identify embedded defects, an 

application to the evaluation of grouted ducts in post-tensioning prestressed concrete structures is 

promising. Although a variety of attempts are reported, it is realized that identification of resonance 

frequencies due to ungrouted ducts is not easy. To improve the impact echo, a specimen containing 

an ungrouted duct is tested. Theoretically, frequency responses of the specimen depend on the size of 

the member, and the location of the void and P-wave velocity, because wave motions in concrete 

structures are characterized by material properties, incident waves, and the representative length. The 

frequency response is investigated in respect to the relationship between the wavelength and the 

depth of the duct. Then, applying scanning procedure, spectral imaging is conducted. Results show 

that the procedure is quite effective to identify the ungrouted ducts. 

KEYWORDS 

Impact-echo technique, frequency response, impact test, spectral imaging 

INTRODUCTION 

An impact-echo technique is a kind of pitch-catch procedure in ultrasonics. The technique has been 

developed for nondestructive evaluation of defects in concrete [l]. It may lead to the conclusion that 

an application to the evaluation of grouted ducts in post-tensioning prestressed concrete (PC) 

structures is promising. A variety of publications are reported, so far which suggest that it is not easy 

to identify peak frequencies due to ungrouted ducts. Concerning a similar procedure, a concept of 

ultrasonic spectroscopy was studied [2]. The procedure was already applied to estimation of grouted 

ducts in post-tensioning tendon under construction [3] and a limited success was reported. To 
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improve and apply the impact-echo technique to identification of ungrouted ducts, a basic research is 

conducted. Further, a spectral imaging is developed for classifying grouted ducts and ungrouted 

ducts. 

IMPACT-ECHO TECHNIQUE AND RESONANCE FREQUENCY 

Theoretically, frequency responses of a PC member depend on the size of the member, the location 

of the void, and P-wave velocity. This is because that wave motions in concrete structures are 

characterized by material properties, incident waves and the characteristic lengths Concerning the 

frequency responses of post-tensioning ducts, the following two relationships between the 

wavelength and the depth of the duct are known [ 11, 

Where fT is the resonance frequency of the plate thickness T, and fvoid is the resonance frequency of 

the duct at the depth d. C, is the velocity of P-wave. 0.96 is a shape factor determined by the 

geometry and is not directly related with the theory. The presence of these resonance frequencies is 

illustrated in Fig. 1, along with the resonance frequency of grouted steel duct, fd,l. 

Concerning dynamic motions of concrete members, the dimensional analysis has been carried out 
[4]. Among such parameters as frequency f ,  characteristic length L, and wave velocity v, the 

following non-dimensional parameter is obtained. 

a = f  * L / v  (3) 

fT : Resonance frequency ofplate thickness 
fSt,,, : Resonance frequency of grouted steel duct 
fvold : Resonance frequency of duct containing a void 

Impact 
and detcction 

Frequency(Hz) 

Fig. 1 Frequency responses of post-tensioning concrete. 
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In the case that a is larger than 1, it is found that the fi-equency response is significantly influenced by 

the characteristic length. Considering the case that a is equal to 1, L is replaced by the depth of a 

void (duct hole) d, and v by P-wave velocity C,, the following relationship is obtained. 

Thus, three characteristic frequencies, are fT, fvo,d and f void are defined. 

SPECIMEN 

A specimen containing a grouting duct was tested. Dimensions of the specimen are 250 X 250 X 

1000 mm and the diameter of the duct is 30mm, as shown in Fig.2. Mixture proportion of concrete is 

given in Table 1. Mechanical properties of moisture-cured at 20°C for 28days are shown in Table 2. 

Thus, resonance frequencies fT, fv& and f v o i d  are computed as 8.6kHz, 19.lkHz, and 39.9&, 

respectively. 

/? Steel duct3Omm in diameter 

Fig.2 Specimen. 

Tablel. Mixture proportion of concrete 

gravel size W/C s/a Water Cement Fine Coarse Adlnixturc S l u q  Air 

(imn) (“A) (%) aggregate aggregate (CC) (cin) (YO) 
20 50 48 172 344 830 1021 104 3 0  6 

Table2 Mechanical properties of concrete. 

Tensile strength Compressive strength Young’s modulus Poisson’s ratio P-Wave velocity 

(MPd (MPd (GPd ~ m i S \  
~ 

2 76 33 07 27 37 0 20 4496 
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EXPERIMENT 

First, frequency response of the impactor was examined. Based on several trial and errors, shooting 

an aluminum bullet was selected as the impactor. The aluminum bullet is illustrated in Fig.3. The 

aluminum bullet was shot by employing air compressor and a cylindrical hollow guide of 1 Imm 

diameter, as the distance between the surface of the specimen and the tip of the aluminum bullet was 

kept IOOmm. Wave motions due to the aluminum bullet were detected by an accelerometer of 

broadband type up to 50kHz at the surface of the specimen. Fourier spectrum of the acceleration was 

analyzed by FFT. The receiver for the impact echo, which is commercially available, was first 

applied. But it was realized that the frequency range could not coverthe frequency f void. A result of 

FFT is shown is Fig.4. The frequency range of sensitivity is limited to around 30kHz. Therefore, the 

accelerometer system mentioned-above was adopted. 

Frequency(&) 
Fig4 Frequency spectra detected by the impact-echo device Fig.3 Aluminum bullet for an impactor. 

Cross-sectionA 
Cross-sectionB 3 (4 

1OOniiii 

n a i 
c 
C & output 

7 Impactof 
@ aluminum bullet 

Fig.5 Impact test : (a)elevation view and @)cross-sectional view. 

The tests were performed at cross-sections A and B, which are shown in Fig.5. Waveforms detected 

and their Fourier spectra analyzed by FFT are given in Figs.6 and 7. According to Fig.6, waveforms 

do not clearly show any effects of the duct. In Fig.7, one particular peak frequency is observed 

around 8kHz at both cross-sections A and B. It could correspond to the resonance frequency of plate 

thickness fT as indicated by arrow. At cross-section A, another resonance frequency is observed 
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around 4 0 e  which probably was regarded as the resonance frequency of the duct containing the 
void, f v o , d  The resonance frequency regarded as fvo,~(19.1kHz) cannot be observed at the both 
cross-sections, because there exist many other peak frequencies near fvo,d. 

In the impact-echo technique, it is reported that only particular resonance frequencies are observed in 

the spectra of detected waveforms [l]. But this is obviously not the case. As seen in Fig.7, many 

peak frequencies due to reflection, difiaction, resonance and so forth are normally observed. It 

implies that an applicability of the resonance frequencies in Fig. 1 may be marginal. 

At cross-section A At cross-section B 

4 5c- 
$' 
E $' 

v E 2  v 

4 
g 4 c- 

$2 $ 
-50- 

-4 

Fig.6 Waveform due to aluminum-bullet 

1500 

8 .z 
"a 1000 
B 
.2 
2 so0 

W 

...2 

2 

0 00 
Frequeiicy(Hz) Frequency(Hz) 

Fig.7 Fourier spectrum by FFT of impact waves due to the aluminum-bullet. 

SPECTRAL IMAGING 

The peak (resonance) frequencies could consist of reflections fiom the boundary surfaces of the 

specimen and from the duct containing the void. In order to identify the locations of reflectors, 

spectral imaging is developed. First, cross-sections of the specimen divided into squares elements 

An analytical model divided into 100 square elements is shown in Fig.8. Then, the resonance 

frequencies due to reflections from the center of the elements are computed. In this case, the travel 
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L" 

distance fiom the input to the output via the center of the element is calculated as indicated in Fig.8, 

and the total distance. R is 

Next, the resonance frequencies due to reflections at the element location are virtually computed as, 

In the frequency spectrum, spectral amplitudes corresponding to the above frequencies in eq.6 are 

summed, and the intensity of reflections at each element is determined. 

The effect of mesh division of the cross-section is studied. Results of the spectral imaging at the 

cross-section divided into 25 and 100 are shown in Fig.9 and 10. There exist no particular reflectors. 

The duct hole is indicated at cross-section A. These results suggest that the size of elements is too 

large to resolve the reflector due to the duct hole. A relationship between the P-wave velocity and the 

sampling time of detected waveform is studied and then characteristic length is obtained as, 

A x=1/2CP At (7) 

C, is the velocity of P-wave, At is the sampling time. In this case, Ax becomes 1 lmm. In the case 

that the size of the square elements is longer than Ax, it becomes difficult to resolve the particular 

reflectors. In the cases of the cross-section divided into 25 and 100 square elements, Ax becomes 

50mm and 25mm respectively, which are clearly longer than A x=l lmm. 
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At cross-section A At cross-section B 

Fig.9. Results ofthe imaging at the cross-section divided into 25 square elements 

At cross-section A At cross-section B 

Fig.10. Results ofthe imaging at the cross-section divided into 100 square elements. 

Results of spectral imaging at the cross-section divided into 625 and 2500 are shown in Fig 11 and 

12. In these cases, the sizes of square elements are lOmm and Smm, respectively, which are shorter 

than Ax=llmm. 

In Fig. 11, due to the presence of the duct-hole, high intensity regions of the spectral amplitude are 

clearly observed at cross-section A. In Fig. 12, the pattern of intense regions is almost the same at 

both cross-section A and cross-section B. Thus, there exist no particular reflectors due to the duct 

hole. In the case the size of square elements is comparable to Ax in eq.7, it is possible to resolve the 

particular reflectors due to a void. When the element size is even shorter than Ax, however, the 

resolution becomes poor. 
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At cross-section A At cross-section B 

Fig. 11. Results of the imaging at the cross-section divided into 625 square elements 

At cross-section A At cross-section B 

Fig. 12. Results of the imaging at the cross-section divided into 2500 square elements 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the impact-echo technique, the resonance frequency due to the duct containing a void is 

investigated by using aluminum bullets. Conclusions are summarized as follows: 

(1) By the impact test using aluminum bullets, the resonance frequencies due to the plate thickness 

and the duct containing a void are confirmed. Generally speaking, results demonstrate the difficulty 

to identify the resonance frequency of the duct containing voids only from the spectrum. 

(2) In order to clarify that the reflections at the cross-section, spectral imaging is developed. It is 

clarified that the reflector near the duct containing a void is effectively visualized in the case the size 

of square elements is properly selected. 
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(3) In the case that the size of square elements is comparable to the characteristic length Ax which 

obtained from relationship between the P-wave velocity and the sampling time, the feasibility to 
resolve the particular reflectors due to duct containing a void is confirmed. 
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ABSTRACT 

The "impact echo method" (IEM) has been developed in the eighties for non destructive 
testing of concrete structures. The basic principle of IEM is to study in the frequency domain 
the multiple reflections of the compression wave between the surface and a fault. 

The objective of paper is to present an original time-frequency analysis procedure (TFA) 
which enables the automatic research of an optimum temporal window of observation. This 
technique helps to interpret impact-echo data when the current method fails or when the 
diagnosis is not obvious. The use of TFA is illustrated on the example of the detection of the 
fault in concrete slab. TFA is presented both through the analysis of numerically computed 
signals, calculated with the finite element method, and through the analysis of signals 
recorded experimentally. The detection possibility is studied as a function of the size of the 
fault in regard to the wavelength and as a function of its form. The results obtained from 
computations and from experiments display an excellent agreement The main parameters that 
influence IEM are identified. The advantage of TFA is clearly shown by comparing with the 
results obtained by the ''classic'' IEM technique. 

KEYWORDS 

Impact echo, time frequency analysis, concrete, non destructive testing 

INTRODUCTION 

The non destructive impact-echo method is characterized by a frequency analysis of the 
transient seismic response of a structure to an impulse load. Impact-echo is classically used 
for the detection of voids and the measurement of thicknesses, or more generally, for the 
detection of interfaces between materials with different mechanical impedances. 
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This method has been developed in the National Bureau of Standards (USA) and in Cornell 
University (USA) in the middle of the eighties for concrete non destructive testing [ 1-31. 

BASIC EQUATIONS 

The impact-echo method relies on the study of the echoes in the frequency domain of the P- 
wave from the surface of a slab and a fault parallel to the surface inside it. The change from 
the time domain to the frequency domain, namely a breakthrough for the method [4], is the 
foundation principle of impact-echo method. For instance, for the search of the thickness e of 
a concrete slab supposed to be a homogeneous isotropic elastic medium, if vp is the P-wave 
velocity, the time t, required for a return travel from the top to the bottom is: 

te=2e/vp (1) 

Fig. 1 .  Experimental results for a slab of thickness e equal to 0.5m : (a) in the time domain 
(b) in the frequency domain. 

In the time domain, the periodical arrival of the P wave, of period t,, are difficult to 
distinguish because of the numerous wave groups that overlap (Figure la). On the other 
hand, in the frequency domain, the "thickness resonance frequency" & is clearly visible 
(Figure lb). Its expression is : 

A void at depth d will be characterized by a frequency fdequal to: 

f c v d 2 d  (3) 

The impact-echo method requires a calibration to recover a measure of depth in meter. If the 
thickness e is known in some place and if the frequency& has been measured, then vp can be 
calculated with Equation (1). And, if a fiequencyfd is measured somewhere else, the depth d 
of the default can be determined with Equation (3). 
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IMPACT ECHO : SIMPLIFIED MODEL APPROACH 

The main parameters that influence the performance of impact-echo are: the geometry of the 
structure and of the fault (size and shape), the fault depth, the materials mechanical 
impedance, the materials absorption coefficient, the source function, the sensor response. 

In order to better understand the influence of those parameters, we focus our attention on the 
determination of the thickness of a slab taking into account the P-wave only. The finite 
element modelling, in the next paragraph, will introduce the full wave field generated by an 
impact and consider the case of an embedded void. 

Let us consider an infinite slab of dynamic impedance 2 (r=2400kg/m3, vp=4500m/s, 
e=0.5m) overlying a half space (2'). If the slab is excited by a Dirac pulse which is 
perpendicular to its surface, if there is no material absorption and no geometrical spreading, 
and if Z'<<z, then the signal y(Q recorded close to the source is a periodic series of Dirac 
pulses of period te=2ehp (Figure 2a). The Fourier spectrum ofy(0, Y@, is a series of Dirac 
pulses of periodfc=vp/2e=4.5kHz (Figure 2b). The first maximum is the expected resonance 
frequency needed to calculate the thickness e with Equation (2). The other maxima are 
multiples offc that may either confirm or deteriorate the diagnosis if the first maximum is 
visible or not. 
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Fig. 2. Results of obtained with the simplified model (a) solid line: "Brush function" y(t) 
displaying the series of periodic Dirac pulses; dotted line: attenuation function C Q ( ~ )  for Q=50 
(b) Spectrum Y@ of y(t) in the case without attenuation (c) Output spectrum Ye@ in the case 
where attenuation is considered; solid line: Q=50 dotted line: Q=5 (d) dotted line: Ricker 
source wavelet s(t) with a central frequency 4kHz; solid line: 8kHz (e) Spectra of the Ricker 
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source wavelet Sy); dotted line: central frequency of: 4kHz; solid line: 8kHz (0 final 
spectrum Y Q ~ )  for absorption Q=5& dotted line: central frequency: 4kHz; solid line 8kHz. 

Then, we introduce geometrical spreading and a material absorption function that are 
gathered in the function q(t) equal to [5-71: 

Q is called the quality factor (used by [8]) and t is the traveled time (to is a reference time 
where the amplitude is known). The multiplication of the signal y(t) with the attenuation 
function q(t), gives: 

YQ ( t )  = y(t).q(t) (t=-tdO) (5) 

Figure 2a shows the function q(4 normalized on the first P-wave reflection (tp2ehp) for 
Q=50. In the frequency domain, we have (Figure 2c): 

Y&=Y@*QO (6)  

where Qy) is the Fourier spectrum of q(t). The influence of material attenuation is crucial for 
soils [5-71. For concrete a common value for Q is 50 [9]. This value is an apparent value of 
Q including all types of attenuation (intrinsic attenuation and diffusion by the aggregates). 
The maxima in the frequency domain of Y& are wider with Q=5 than with Q=50 (Figure 
2c) or in the case without attenuation considered (Figure 2b). As the attenuation increases, it 
becomes more and more difficult to isolate the first maximum. 

Now, if the source generated signal wavelet is s(t), then the recorder signal becomes: 

j ( t )  = YQ ( t )  * s( t )  (7) 

And, in the frequency domain, we have: 

The results presented in Figure 4f are obtained for a wavelet fonction s(t) equal to: 

S(t) = I1 - 2 @f.d)’JaPI-@fRit)’J (9) 

with a central frequency, fRi, of 4kHz or 8kHz (Figures 4d and 4e. With an impact source 
centered around 4kHz, the maximum of the Fourier spectrum is clearly the thickness 
resonance frequency. With a source centered at a higher frequency (8kHz), the maximum is a 
multiple of the thickness resonance frequency (2h) and Equation (2) cannot be used to 
recover the thickness. 

With this model, we see that the attenuation properties of the material, the source function 
and the thickness can be combined in a way that prevents a reliable diagnosis with the 
impact-echo method. The maximum source energy should be centered around the frequency 
expected. In practice, the source function should be wide enough in the frequency domain in 
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order to detect the resonance frequency changes. This remark appears in the literature under a 
recommendation of an optimal choice of the size of the steel ball source [2]for it is one of the 
parameters that controls the frequency content of the source signal. 

TIME FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF THE SIGNAL 

The aim of a time frequency analysis of the signal of length N is to follow the frequency 
content of a signal that varies with time. The signal is windowed by a window. Then, the 
window center is moved and a new Fourier transform is calculated. This process requires a 
trade off between time and frequency resolution. If the window is small, the time resolution 
will be high but it will be to the expense of the frequency resolution. 

Figure 3a shows the signal r(t) calculated near the impact point for a void of radius R=0.3m 
at depth d=0.3m with a Ricker central frequency of 6kHz with the finite element method [ 5 ] .  
The Fourier spectrum of r(t) (Figure 3b), R@ is dominated by the Rayleigh wave with an 
energy centered around the central frequency of the source function. The thickness resonance 
frequency, is not visible. Figure 3c shows the normalized amplitude of the Fourier 
transform of r(t) in the time frequency domain. The normalisation of the spectra overcomes 
the attenuation of the signal and puts forward the energy that arrives after the Rayleigh wave. 
The void depth resonance frequency is clearly seen after the 4th window. 

Fig. 3. (a) Signal calculated near the impact point for a void of radius R=0.3m at depth 
d=0.3m (b) spectrum (c) time frequency plot 

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION : APPLICATION ON A CONCRETE TEST SLAB 

A concrete test slab 2m x 4.5m was built to study the impact-echo method (before filling 
with concrete). The slab has three different thicknesses: step A (2m x 2m) is 0.5m thick, step 
B (2m x 1.5m) is 0.35m thick and step C is (2m x lm) 0.2m thick. 

A polystyrene bloc of 0.3m x 0.6m was put on the bottom of each step near one edge. The 
thickness of the bloc in step A is 0.15m, 0.15m in step B, and O.lm in step C. The top of the 
bloc in step A (resp. B) is at a depth equal to the thickness of step B (resp. C). 

Figure 4 (a,b,c) shows the Fourier spectra of 10 trials are superimposed as well as their mean 
above the middle of each step. The thickness resonance frequencies are clearly. 
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Fig. 4. Spectra of the measured signals above the middle of each step (a) O S O m  (b) 0.35m (c) 
0.2om. 

The source signal appears to be centered around 4kHz to 6kHz. This explains the reason why 
the Fourier transforms are very clear for step A and step B, whereas, for step C ,  the 
frequency content of the source can be seen as a undesirable "noise" before the thickness 
resonance frequency (the maximum source energy is not necessarily centered around the 
resonance frequency expected). 

The same experiment is carried out above the polystyrene bloc in step B. Figure 5a gives the 
frequency spectrum of the whole signal. There are several peaks that dominate. One around 
3kHz and one around 12kHz. Figure 15b is the corresponding time frequency. The time 
frequency plot help choose the right frequency to obtain more information on the default. 
The fresuency that dominates at the beginning of the signal after the Rayleigh wave is equal 
to 1 1 SkHz which give the correct void depth, actually 0.2m. 

i 

Fig. 5. Results above the polystyrene bloc included in the 0.35m thickness step (a) spectrum 
of the measured signal. The bloc depth resonance frequency, with vp=460Om/s, is equal to 
1 1 SkHz (b) Time frequency graph of the signal 
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CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE 

In this paper the influence of all the parameters that condition the use of the impact-echo 
method have been reviewed, through a clear signal processing model for P-wave propagation 
and with the finite element method for the full waveform study. In addition, a new signal 
processing method, based on the time frequency analysis of the signal, has been presented. It 
can help better interpret the results when the current method is not giving clear results, for 
instance when there are several maxima with similar magnitude in the Fourier spectrum of 
the whole signal. 
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AUTOMATED IMPACT-ECHO AND METHOD IMPROVEMENT: 2- AND 3-D 
IMAGING OF CONCRETE ELEMENTS 
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Division VII.3, Unter den Eichen 87, 0-12205 Berlin, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

The development of advanced NDT methods for structurehnfrastructure investigation and 
assessment is today an important topic in Civil Engineering, not only for the construction 
industry but also for infrastructure stock owners that could use NDT as a tool for evaluating 
structural safety as well as for performance criteria assessment. 

Point-measurement Impact-Echo (IE) has been used to investigate concrete elements and 
structures giving often encouraging results. Nevertheless IE data can easily lead to 
misinterpretation and require skilled personnel. This has been so far a limitation to a wider 
employ of the method. Instead, the use of scanning IE developed at BAM implements the 
method by giving complete and detailed information about the object under test. Furthermore 
an automated procedure has been developed for data collection. A description of the automated 
IE technique and its benefits is given, so that it is highlighted how this new approach is aimed 
at easing data interpretation and thus widening a reliable use of the technique in the practice. 

First, example laboratory applications on concrete specimens will be shown and data collection 
described for the plotting of 2-D and pseudo 3-D re-elaboration of the element sections. 
Secondly, site examples from testing railway high-speed tracks will be shown. 

KEYWORDS 

Impact-Echo, Concrete, Post-tensioning, Duct, Railway, Sleeper, Infrastructure, Assessment, 
NDT. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the assessment of concrete elements and structures, Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) 
techniques are being used to investigate integrity and locate defects. Non invasive techniques 
such as NDT techniques are clearly to be preferred in that they maintain the integrity of the 
structure. Additionally these methods offer in general the advantage of rapidity at the data 
collection phase, with minimum activitykraffic disruption, and with possibility of large areas 
coverage on the element. Nevertheless there is today a requirement for the development of 
NDT techniques which can provide quantitative instead of qualitative results. Therefore, on 
demand from a market with great expanding potential, research is moving towards 
development of reliable and easy to use NDT techniques for evaluating structural safety as well 
as for assuring concrete products quality. With these objectives, a procedure has been 
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developed at BAM to improve the measuring capabilities of the Impact-Echo (IE) technique [ 1, 
121. 

IE has been used since a number of years to evaluate concrete condition by locating voids and 
discontinuities in concrete and to determine concrete thickness, duct cover and delaminations. 
The method has often given encouraging results [2, 3, 4, 5, 7,  8, 111 and, thanks to 
commercially available IE systems, almost everybody is enabled to carry out the tests. 
Nevertheless, not always the results have been conclusive and reproducible. Especially in the 
presence of complex element geometry (box-girder bridge, multiple ducts, crossing 
reinforcements), the interpretation of the experimental results is not always unequivocal and 
can easily lead to misinterpretation [9, lo]. The requirement for skilled personnel that can 
provide a reliable and thorough interpretation of the IE data has been perhaps so far a limitation 
to a wider employ of the method. 

Traditionally, IE is a point method: the operator, based upon hidher experience with the 
method and knowledge of the structure, or at random, selects a number of measurement points 
for testing. With this method of local, punctual readings, important information can be missed 
when the points are badly selected or not enough. For example when the target of the 
investigation is to detect a flaw or other internal feature of small dimensions or a small 
variation in the element geometrical dimensions. In addition, the output of these punctual 
readings is single frequency spectra, whose interpretation and comparison is made difficult by 
a number of factors. Mainly these include variations in spectra peaks amplitude due to uneven 
coupling of the transducers, small frequency shift of the peak position due to influence of 
vibration of the element under investigation, and due to geometrical location of the 
measurement point on the element. To address these problems the research work reported 
herein was initiated. 

IMPACT-ECHO PRINCIPLE 

IE is a wave propagation based technique, which uses frequency domain analysis for data 
interpretation. Frequency spectrum analysis is performed on the waveform obtained from a 
mechanical elastic impact applied on the surface of the concrete element via a metal tip 
(instrumented hammer or steel ball). By applying such point impact, a transient stress pulse is 
generated and propagates into the concrete as compressional, shear and surface waves. The 
compressional and shear waves, which travel through the material, are partly reflected by any 
internal interface or discontinuity such as reinforcements, ducts, defects and delaminations. 
These waves are almost completely reflected if the second material is air, such as in the 
presence of a void or at the external boundaries of the element under investigation. The 
principle of IE testing is based on multiple reflections of an acoustical wave between the 
testing surface and any internal reflector. A receiver located besides the impactor picks up the 
reflected waves. A waveform is so built up in the time domain by the first and subsequent 
reflection arrivals. 

The interpretation of time domain data can be time consuming and uncertain if the geometry of 
the test object is complex and/or if the reflectors are located close to each other. Therefore, 
analysis of the data is performed in the frequency domain. The transient resonance frequencies 
contained in the time domain waveform are plotted in a frequency spectrum (a graph of 
amplitude versus frequency components) obtained by performing a Fast Fourier 
Transformation on the time signal recorded (Fig. 1). The relevant peaks in each spectrum are 
identified and the corresponding depth (d) of each reflector would be calculated by dividing the 
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wave velocity (v) by the measured frequency of the echo signal (0: d = v/2f. From this 
procedure follows an interpretation of the structural characteristics and conditions of the 
element. 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

Due to the complex information contained in the data, researchers and industrial users 
experience difficulty in unequivocal interpretation of single frequency spectra. So much that, in 

Frequency 

t 
V d =- 
2f 

Fig. 1. Impact-Echo principle 

case of complicated test situations, it is 
considered useful to aid data 
interpretation by comparing 
experimental with simulated data or by 
predicting the IE response through 
numerical modelling [6, 131. In any 
way, an overall, complete interpretation 
of the situation of the concrete element 
can be made more difficult by the fact 
that only local, punctual readings have 
been collected and the direct 
comparison of the frequency spectra is 
hard, because of the problems described 
above. 

Moreover, because of coupling 
problems that may be experienced at the 
impactor/surface or receivedsurface 
interface, the wanted freauencies may 

not be excited and a high level of noise is registered. The frequency of the impact produced has 
a considerable influence on the resolution of the method, in that a high frequency component 
signal will be capable of detecting smaller defects or closer to the surface. Nevertheless it is not 
easy to produce a high frequency signal because the impact of the hammer causes the surface 
to crumble and a lower frequency of excitation is achieved. Therefore a clear dominant 
frequency necessary to measure in the near field may not be excited. Two cases can then 
happen: 1) spurious data are occasionally collected; 2) relevant peaks are of difficult or 
impossible identification because hidden between the “noise peaks” produced by vibration of 
the tested element. 

The consequence is that the single frequency spectra are not directly comparable because: a) it 
is uncertain whether the amplitude variations of the relevant peaks are due to coupling 
problems or to changes in the structural conditions. b) Nor it is evident in single reading 
spectra whether shifts in frequency are due to interference with peaks caused by the 
geometrical dimensions and bonding conditions of the element or to the presence of an 
anomaly in the concrete. In fact it is reported in literature that the presence of a “target” inside 
the element can also be indirectly detected by observing an apparent increase in “thickness” at 
the backside of the element. 

The IE research work at BAM aims at addressing the problems above described and in 
particular at easing data collection and interpretation by proposing a procedure for collecting a 
complete set of data so to plot a 2-dimensional cross sectional representation of the concrete 
element under investigation. 
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INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE 

A commercial IE instrumentation (Olson Engineering IE-2) [14, 151 was used for data 
collection and run through in-house built software. The Olson hand-held unit, containing 
impactor and receiver, was mounted on an in-house built X-Y system frame with own driving 
programme. The frame allows for the position of the testing unit to be controlled exactly and to 
be recorded automatically in the file header with considerable time saving, without need for 
talung site notes or manual marking on the concrete surface. An in-house developed data 
display and analysis program was used for data collection, real time display and data analysis, 
including digital signal processing, imaging and plotting. 

It was noticed during initial IE experiments, that measurements were difficult to reproduce and 
that coupling had a strong influence on the data collected. Mounting the IE unit on the X-Y 
frame and ensuring, via a pneumatic cylinder, a firm constant force of the unit against the 
testing surface (fig. 2), a considerably reduced operator influence from experimental factors 
was achieved and so it was obtained a reproducible experimental procedure. During data 

collection, a computer program 
controls the stepping motors of the 
frame system and the valve for the air 
pressure cylinder which presses the IE 
unit against the surface. Furthermore, 
at each point the average of a 
selectable number of single readings is 
recorded (typically 3 to 5). The 
advantage of adopting this procedure 
is that more uniform data are collected 
(the spectrum amplitudes are more 
comparable) and reproducibility of 
measurements can be achieved on 
horizontal and vertical surfaces. 

The other advantage of mounting the 
system on a frame is that 

Fig. 2. Automated IE testing equipment with frame. measurements can be automatically 
taken along survey lines and with pre- 

selected spacing between the single measurements. The evident consequence of collecting 
measurements along lines is that data can be plotted in 2-dimensional cross-sectional images, 
allowing for a complete and immediate view of the element situation, and for an easier 
interpretation. This is to direct advantage of the engineer responsible for the structure, and who 
is often not a specialist in NDT. Thanks to the frame, measurements can be programmed along 
lines in any direction, almost removing the necessity for the presence of personnel. At present, 
the length of the two frame axes permits to move the IE unit in an area of 1.5 m x 2 m with a 
precision better than 1/10 mm. By collecting data on an array of parallel lines, testing areas can 
also be covered, thus permitting a 3-dimensional elaboration and plotting of the data. 

With the instrumentation and software presently available for this research work, digital data 
are collected using an A/D converter (frequency range 10 Hz to 18 kHz) and displayed 
simultaneously in real time on the computer screen both as time series and frequency spectra. 
The data from each measurement line are build up in real time also as B-scans (cross sections 
perpendicular to the testing surface, as it is known for ultrasonic tests) and are visible on the 
laptoplcomputer screen. B-scans are 2-dimensional plots of data, which present on the 
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horizontal axis the position of the reading station and on the vertical axis frequency. Different 
tones of grey represent values of the frequency amplitude. If the velocity of wave propagation 
in the element is known, B-scans of position vs. depth (or thickness) can be plotted. Files 
containing the collected waveforms are saved on the hard drive and data sets can be processed 
and plotted to easily identify features of interest in the data. 

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Experimental IE work was carried out in the laboratory on concrete specimens with simple 
geometry, as described in table 1. No surface preparation was performed before the 
experiments took place. The specimen dimensions are also shown in figure 3 and 4 together 
with the position of the IE measurement lines. 

Table 1. Summary description of laboratory specimens. 

No. Size (WLT) [cm3] Description 

1 100 x 100 x 16/20 Plate with a step and a steel pipe (0 4 cm) parallel to the step. 
Concrete with max. aggregate size of 8 111111, no reinforcement. 

Concrete specimen with reinforcement in one half side (along long 
axis) and a duct (diameter 10 cm). Maximum aggregate size 8 mm. 

Data collection was carried out in scan mode i.e. measurements were taken along lines made 
up of equidistant points (in these cases, 1 cm spaced). More extended experiments were carried 
out on specimen 2 to cover a large area. Here, IE data were collected in more than 20 parallel 
lines in a grid of 5 cm by 1 cm, covering areas of 115 cm x 90 cm (see fig. 4). The velocity of 
propagation of the sound wave in the specimens was determined by calibration on the same 
object (with IE or other NDT technique). The thickness corresponding to a given frequency is 
calculated through the equation given above. 

2 200x 1 5 0 x 5 0  

Fig. 3. Sketch of specimen 1 

Specimen I 

On this specimen (Fig. 3), the 
targets of the testing were the 
location of the duct and the 
difference in plate thickness. 
Because of the thin concrete 
cover over the duct a direct 
measurement of it was not 
possible with the 
instrumentation described 
above, therefore other effects 
caused by this feature were 
searched. 

E 

Figure 4 visualises the data collected along a line across the specimen (MOO4 in fig. 3) with the 
data plotted in measurement position vs. thickness. The line, 65 cm long, is made up of 65 
single readings, 1-cm spaced. The B-scan represents an IE vertical section of the specimen, 
where the signal from the backface of the plate is clearly identified by the horizontal dark line 
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at 22 cm (between stations 15 and 65), and the thinner part of the plate at 17 cm (between 
stations 1 and 10). These values are slightly greater than the true value, because of the wave 
velocity employed (4400 d s )  determined by laservibrometer and ultrasound techniques. 

The pale vertical lines are caused by data 
readings characterised by uneven 
coupling due to surface anomalies where 
the hammer tip hits the surface. As it can 
be seen, these readings still contain some 
information but this information can only 
be read and correctly interpreted thanks 
to the adjacent readings. The correct 
interpretation of these poor readings 
when isolated from the rest of the file 
would prove to be a challenge. 

There are other important features in this 

At the change of thickness no clear signal was detected for either thickness. Only a few 
centimeters away from the step the thickness is detected, but overlapped by additional 
thickness indications. 
Apart from the clear backside reflection, additional dark "spots" appear at greater and 
smaller thicknesses and overlapping with the backside signal. These features are not 
randomly distributed but form instead diagonal lines across the image when this is plotted 
in thickness. The magnitude of these signals can be the same as for the backside signal. 
These additional signals cannot correspond to internal features in the specimen and they are 
caused by the element geometry and bonded conditions. It is clear that from random point 
measurements, it would be almost impossible to reliably distinguish between the true 
signals and other of the plate specimen effects. 
At the position of the pipe (around station 40), this screens the direct measurement of the 
backside. Furthermore, the diagonal lines due to geometrical effects above described and 
crossing the backside reflection signal at the pipe position, seem the more intense. An 
increased signal intensity is measured at a much greater apparent thickness. It is almost as 
if the sound waves are focussed by the pipe. In this case the position of the pipe could not 
be read directly but as apparent increased specimen thickness. Its location is also revealed 
by the geometrical effect lines. 

Position (cm) 

Fig. 4. IE data from specimen 1, along line MOO4 

graph which have very practical consequences for IE testing: . 
. 

Specimen 2 

Specimen 2 (Fig. 5 )  has a built-in duct with concrete cover of 15 cm from one side. Previous 
IE tests did not locate the duct [9]. A large set of data was collected on this specimen: 27 
parallel lines with 90 points, each 1 cm spaced. At each point, the average of three single 
measurements was collected. This 3-D array of data was used to visualise projection slices 
through the specimen. Figure 6a shows the B-scan in the X Z  plane, fig. 6b the B-scan in the 
YZ plane and fig. 6c the C-scan in the XY plane. All figures are plotted in frequency i.e. dark 
grey tones represent higher intensity of the frequency signal. 

The X Z  and YZ projections show no indications of a direct measurement of the duct but they 
reveal the backside specimen echo. This is not a single straight line at the thickness of the 
specimen as expected, but it is a collection of several slightly shifted reflection horizons. 
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Both these projections reveal a multitude of geometrical effects due to the specimen 
dimensional characteristics. When plotted in frequency, like in this case, these effects appear as 

ua 

Fig. 5. Sketch of specimens 2.  

curved lines that start at 
higher frequencies near 
the edges of the specimen, 
to decline towards lower 
frequencies in the middle 
of the specimen. When 
these curves pass in 
proximity of the peaks due 
to features of interest 
(like, in this case, the 
backside reflection) their 
peaks overlap and merge 
causing a shift in the 
position of the peak. This 
effect is particularly clear 
in the YZ plane of fig. 6b: 
the middle portion of the 

vertical line representing the backside reflection is shifted towards higher frequencies. This 
causes an incorrect reading of the specimen thickness: in this case a reduced thickness. 

The shift of the backside reflection 
visible in the YZ plane towards the 
bottom middle third of the image is 
due to the presence of the duct. As 
already described for specimen No. 
1, the presence of the duct screens a 
correct reading of the specimen 
thickness and shows up as an 
increased specimen thickness. 

Figure 6c is a projection created 
with a sub-set of data: by plotting 
only the frequency range 
corresponding to a depth between 
20 and 50 cm, a depth slice is 
visualised. This image indirectly 
reveals the presence of the curved 
duct in the bottom half of the 
picture as a lower intensity of the 
specimen thickness signal: Whilst 
the presence of the duct is also 

Fig. 6. Result of scanning IE testing on specimen 2 

detectable in the YZ plane, a depth slice in the XY plane reveals-also the curvature of the duct. 

Creating a projection through the data set using only data beyond the element thickness results 
in fig. 7 which shows clearly the position of the duct in the XY-plane. This is again an indirect 
reading of the duct. What happens is that the back side signal is screened by the presence of the 
duct, the path for the waves is longer around the duct and the backside signals appear ,,behind" 
the specimen. These findings confirm the measurements on specimen 1 where the steel pipe 
had the same effect at a much thinner specimen. 
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SITE WORK 

IE tests were carried out on non-ballasted trackforms, 
for the investigation of the bonding condition of 
concrete railway sleepers with the underlaying 
carrying layer. Measurements were collected along 
lines on the surface of the railway system, as from the 
sketch in fig. 8. Lines run transversely to the 
direction of the track and are all collected on the 
sleepers, except for line 2, which is positioned 
betweeen sleeper 1 and 2, thus directly on the 
concrete carrying layer. This line is made up of 100 
stations, approximately 2 cm spaced. In each other 
line between the rails, the stations are 1 cm spaced, 
for a length of approximately 58 cm. Two small files 

Fig. 7. C-scan in the thickness range were also collected on the head of sleepers 1 and 2. 
56 to 58 cm. 

From tests on the carrying layer (29 cm thick), a peak 
maximum corresponding to the reflection from the underside was identified at 7 kHz allowing 
calculating a wave velocity of 4090 d s .  On the head of sleepers 1 and 2, the data in fig. 9 were 

Fig. 8. IE lines location and site photo. 

collected. It is evident that sleeper 1 is not bonded to the underlaying layer, because it does not 
present a reflection at the underside of the carrying layer (4 to 5 kHz region), whilst this is a 
clear peak on sleeper 2. On this sleeper, a weak reflection at 8.1 kHz, represent the bottom of 
the sleeper (24 cm thick). Figure 10 compares data from the 4 sleepers: it is clear that file 06 

5 10 15 20 
Fnqum/kHz 

belongs to the 
sleeper with bad 
bonding. In fact, this 
is the only file 
presenting a 
maximum in the 12 
kHz  region, and no 
peaks in the 6 kHz 
region. With a 

Fig. 9. Average plot from sleeper head No. 1 and 2 velocity of 4200 m/s 
in the sleeper, a freq. 

of 12,9 lcHz represents the reflection from the underside of the sleeper (17,5 cm). The next 
reflection, from the underside of the carrying layer, should be expected at 6,6 kHz, keeping 
into account the different velocities in the two layers. This peak is not present in file 06 and 
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constantly present in files 04, 05, 03. When debonding under the sleeper is present, almost all 
of the wave energy is reflected at the bottom of the sleeper; instead, when there is bonding, the 
wave propagates also in the carrying layer giving then a reflection at the bottom of this layer. 

CONCLUSIONS 
AND FURTHER 
WORK 

It was discussed 
how local IE 
readings require the 
need for skilled 
personnel to avoid 
mislead in data 
interpretation, and a 
procedure was 
proposed for easing 
data collection and 
interpretation and to 
evaluate the object 

Fig. 10. B-scans from sleeper 1 and 2 (top), 3 and 4 (bottom). thoroughly. By 
automating the data 

collection phase a higher reproducibility of measurements can be achieved; the work also 
aimed at collecting more reliable data independently from the operator. Furthermore, by 
collecting more complete sets of data, it is possible to plot cross sectional representations of the 
element under investigation. It was described how 2D projection images and depth slices, not 
only locate the position of features of interest embedded in the concrete, but also reveal their 
shape. This is of evident advantage to the engineer or manager of the structure, who can so see 
visualised the information needed. The improved understanding of the IE results will be 
reflected in a greater confidence in the technique's possibilities and use. 

It was also shown that plotting IE data in 2D images allows to visually distinguish relevant 
data information from noise, geometrical effects or false readings, therefore easing data 
interpretation. It was seen that geometrical effects play an important role in IE (it is intended to 
study this further) and how they affect correct data interpretation by overlapping with peaks of 
interest and distorting depth information. In particular it was described how features such as 
ducts and pipes mask information related to deeper features, like in the case of the backside 
reflection, which will appear thicker than in reality. Therefore, result considerations underline 
the necessity to do IE measurements in scan mode to avoid incorrect interpretations. 

It can be foreseen that the automated measurements as described in this paper with the use of 
the frame, because they do not require the presence of personnel during data collection, could 
be usefully employed for remote controlled measurement applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper descllIbes applications of Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) to idenw and 
quanw delamination, stripping, and voids in airport pavement. The applications have been 
carried out at airports in Denmark and Norway. At Copenhagen Airport, two conditions were 
addressed. The first was a delaminated anti-skid surface layer of asphalt, about 25 mm thick. 
The delaminated areas could not be seen eom the surface, and there was concern that spalling 
asphalt could cause damage to airplane engines. The objective of the GPR survey was to idat% 
the locations and extent of this condition. A second condition was the presence of stripping (and 
associated asphalt disintegration) within the pavement structure. At the Stavanger Airport in 
Norway, the condition of concern was settlement due to voids under the concrete slab. The 
objective of the GPR survey was to determine the cause and extent of the problem GPR was 
selected for both projects because it provides subsurface data, which can be obtamed quickly 
and without interruption of service. The equipment used in these projects is non-contact, and 
collected from a survey vehicle, which drives continuously across the pavement. The paper 
describes: the equipment used, the method of data collection, the procedures and principles used 
for processing the data, the results of the survey; and the correlation of survey results with 
known conditions. The use of the r e d s  by each agency for planning fbture maintenance and 
rehabilitation is also discussed. 

KEY WORDS 

Grow4 Penetrating Radar, GPR, Pavement, Airfield, Runway 
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INTRODUCTION 

The maintenance of airport pavement is an ongoing job in airports around the world. The 
demands on airport pavements have increased as a result of heavier wheel loads fiom the larger 
passenger and cargo planes. Airport pavements continue to age and exhiit various distresses 
that need to be treated as a result of the high volume of tr&c on airport runways. Many 
airports have old pavement whose complete structure is not well defined or documented. 

Pavement condition data is important for prediction of remaining life and for planning, 
designing, and evaluating rehabilitation work. It is important to obtain pavement information 
using a method that will cause the least disturbance and interruption of semice. For this reason, 
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is being implemented on a more regular basis for airport 
pavement evaluation. GPR is a subsurface measurement technique that can determine pavement 
layer thickness, and identi@ local variation m moisture content, problems, and anomalies in the 
pavement structure. Since GPR can be done at normal driving speeds it is particularly useM for 
evaluating airport pavement. 

PRINCIPLE OF GROUND PENETRATING RADAR 

Ground Penetrating Radar operates by transmitting short pulses of electromagnetic 
energy mto the pavement using an antenna attached to a survey vehicle (see Fig. 1 and 2). These 
pulses are reflected back to the antenna with an arrival time and amplitude that is related to the 
location and nature of dielectric discontmuities m the material (aidasphalt or asphalt/concrete, 
reinforcing steel, etc). The reflected energy is captured and may be displayed on an oscilloscope 
to form a series of pulses that are referred to as the radar waveform. The waveform contains a 
record of the properties and thicknesses of the layers within the deck, as shown schematically in 
Fig. 1. 

volts 

Measurement Setup 

Fig. 1 - Principle of GPR Pavement Evaluation 

+ 2 

3 P  Time 

GPR Record 
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The presence of disturbances in the asphalt structure, such as delaminations or stripping, 
will alter the GPR record fiom what would normally be expected. Similarly, voids under the 
concrete slab will also produce anomalies. The anomalies in the GPR record created by these 
conditions can be identified and tracked by the user, using both manual and automated methods. 
Previous work has shown that this method can be successful when the method of analysis is 
calibrated using data fiom areas where the damage is known to have occurred (Scullion, 1994; 
Maser, 1996). The result of this process is a linear or a plan area map of the conditions detected. 
These results provide information on the location and total quantity of damaged pavement. 

DATA COLLECTION 

The equipment used m this work is shown m Fig. 2. The radar system uses a 1 GHz air- 
coupled horn antenna positioned fiom 0.3 to 0.5 meters (12-18 inches) above the pavement sur- 
face. This is a non-contact arrangement, which allows for surveys to be carried out at any 
normal driving speed. Typical horn antenna systems generate 50 scans per second, with a pulse 
width of approximately 1 nanosecond. The radar analog signal is transmitted to a PC-based data 
acquisition system where it is digitized and stored to hard disk, and later archived to zip disk or 
CD-ROM. A fifth wheel or DMI (distance measuring instrument, typically operated off of the 
vehicle transmission) provides position pulses, which are encoded mto the digitized radar for 
location referencing. Pulse Radar Inc., of Houston, TX man&ctured the equipment used in the 
reported work 

Fig. 2 - 1 GHz Horn Antenna GPR Equipment used for m e l d  Runway Surveys 

A GPR runway survey is carried out by travelling down the runway with a series of 
longitudinal passes typically spaced transversely at 1 meter. Thus, a runway 20 meters wide 
would be surveyed by conducting 20 parallel passes of the same length, each offset one meter 
transversely fiom the other. Since airport work must often be carried out at night, it is 
sometimes di6cult to maintain a straight linear survey path. To address this need, a special 
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arrangement was designed to facilitate night surveying. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. An 
outrigger boom has been designed, which is supported on one end at the survey vehicle and on 
the other end by two independent wheels. A video camera is mounted onto the boom, and a 
video monitor is positioned in the vehicle within view of the driver. For each survey pass, the 
camera is positioned over the white pamt stripe down the center of the runway. The driver can 
then maintain a iked offset fiom the centerline by observing the centerline on the video monitor. 
For each subsequent survey pass, the camera is repositioned so that the o&t is changed to the 
appropriate position. Runway lights are turned on during this process to illuminate the white 
stripe. 

Fig. 3 - Survey System for Night Surveys on Runways 

COPENHAGEN AIRPORT 

Two diEerent situations of concern occurred in the asphalt runway pavement, which are 
described below. 

Delamination of the Anti-Skid Laver 
The problem here, initially addressed m the summer of 1996, was the delamination of a 

thin anti-skid layer of asphalt approximately 25 mm in thickness (see Fig. 4). The delaminated 
areas could not be seen fiom the surface, and there was concern that spalling asphalt could 
cause damage to airplane enghes. The area of concern was 20 meters wide by 500 meters long 
in runway 04R-22L. The objective of the GPR survey was to identi@ the locations and extent of 
the delamination condition within the area of concern. 
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In order to determine the ability of the GPR system to reveal this condition, the GPR 
data was collected over the area as described above, and the data was evaluated at specific 
locations where delamination was h o w  to exist fiom core data. The evaluation at these 
locations showed that the dielectric contrast between the anti-skid layer and the structural 
asphalt layer became more pronounced at the delamination locations. This contrast was then 
used as an indicator to analyze the remainder of the data. 

Fig. 4 - Cores fiom Area Showing Delamination of Anti-Skid Layer 

Data analysis using this algorithm was carried out using DECAR@ (DECK CONDITION 
ASSESSMENT USING RADAR), software which was originally developed for bridge decks but whose 
use has been extended to airiield pavement. An example of the results of the analysis is shown in 
Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5 - Sample of Processed GPR Output Showing Locations of Delamination 

The horizontal axis m the Fig. 5 plot shows the longitudinal distance fiom the start of the 
runway, and the vertical axis shows the offset from the centerbe of the runway. A total of &e 
plots similar to Fig. 5 were generated to cover the entire area of interest. 

The areas indicated in Fig. 5 are presented in color, where the color level represents the 
value of the dielectric contrast between the anti-skid layer and the layer below. The more intense 
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the color, the higher the probability that delamination is occurring. Based on the data analysis, 
the total area where delamination is likely to occur is 18.1% of the surveyed area. 

Subsequent to the presentation of the above results, additional 18 cores were taken. The 
cores were located in areas where delamination was predicted, as well as in areas which were 
considered sound. All core results agreed with the GPR findings. 

Based on the results of the GPR survey, the airport authorities decided to wait a year to 
see if the problem had stabilized or if it was progressing. In the summer of 1997, the airport 
authority conducted a repeat survey to investigate whether or not the delaminated area was 
increasing. The data was collected and analyzed in an identical fishion. The results for 1997 
showed that 29.6% of the surveyed area was likely to be delaminated; therefore, the estimated 
area of delamination increased by over 50% in one year. The airport authorities are currently 
planning to remove the entire anti-skid layer in the area of concern. This decision will address 
the delamination problem. 

Strbping Within the Asphalt Lavers 
Stripping of an asphalt layer occurs when the bitumen is “stripped” fi-om the aggregate 

due to the interaction of moisture with the aggregate. There are certain aggregates that are 
particularly susceptLble to this process, and these are referred to as “stripping aggregates”. 
Sometimes stripping occurs within an asphalt layer, and sometimes it occurs at the boundary 
between two asphalt layers, causing debonding. 

At Copenhagen Airport, problems associated with stripping were identified in the 
‘’touchdown” area of runway 04R-22L. The area of concern was in the center of the runway, 20 
meters wide by 900 meters long. Fig. 6 below shows core samples, which display the type of 
damage that was occurring to the asphalt pavement. 

Fig. 6 - Examples of Cores Showing Stripping (No.’s 4,5, and 6) 

A GPR data analysis approach was employed similar to that used for the debonding of 
the anti-skid layer. Stripping was identified as a layer with reduced dielectric permittivity. 
Previous studies have shown (Scullion and Rmeq 1997) that the occurrence of stripping results 
m increased void content, which leads to an anomalous reduction m the dielectric constant of the 
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stripped layer. Using this algorithm, a threshold dielectric level was established so that the areas 
identified as stripped matched the results &om available cores. A typical result of this survey is 
show in Fig. 7. The figure also shows the match between the GPR results and the core data. 

Fig. 7 - Map of Potential Areas of Pavement Strippmg 

The airport authority plans to utilize this GPR data m conjunction with a Falling Weight 
Deflectometer (FWD) and other results to develop a rehabilitation plan for the runway. Follow- 
up GPR surveys will be conducted to continue to monitor the problem. 

Pavement Layer Thickness Variations 
As part of the stripping study, the airport authority conducted a pavement thickness 

evaluation to determine if tire loads were causing dii%aential deformations m the pavement 
layers. In order to carry out this evaluation, pavement layer thickness measurements carried out 
in 1997 were repeated m 1998 to evaluate the progression of pavement deformation over time. 
The data was collected transverse to the runway axis at various stations. A typical result of this 
evaluation is shown m Fig. 8 below. 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
DISTANCE (meten) 

Fig. 8 - Cross Sectional Thickness Plot at Station 0, Runway 04R-22L 

In Fig. 8, the horizontal axis is the survey distance transverse to the runway, and the 
vertical axis is the depth below the pavement surface. Note that the main runway pavement goes 
fiom 8 to 50 meters m the cross section. 
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The results of this survey show that there are small Merentiak, which have developed 
over the year, but none of the differentials appear to be signiscant fiom a pavement damage 
point of view. 

A second objective of this survey was to examine variations in the base dielectric 
constant as a means of evaluating moisture infiltration problems, which would be associated 
with pavement damage. The results of this analysis, however, were dominated by overall 
changes, which appeared to be related more to seasonal changes than to local pavement 
conditions. 

VOIDS UNDER RUNWAY PAVEMENT AT STAVANGER AIRPORT IN NORWAY 

The Stavanger Airport runway in Norway, originally built during World War II, extends 
over 2,000 meters long. Sand, gravel and approximately 15-20 centimeters of concrete originally 
built up the main runway. About 15 years ago between 5 and 15 centimeters of asphalt was 
added over the concrete, and in some areas the concrete was broken down before overlaying 
with asphalt. 

In the mid 1980’s, the airport authorities began to see settlements on the airport shoulder 
where asphalt had suddenly disappeared (see Fig. 9). These areas were repaired, but the problem 
reoccurred and repair of the damaged areas had to be continued. In 1996, the airport authority 
had to repair over 300 square meters, including small settlement areas. The airport authorities 
believe that these settlements are due to voids under the concrete caused by a drainage condition 
that removed the sand materials. This belief was supported by excavations at specific locations 
which revealed voids on the order of 20 cm. in height by 10 meters in length. Based on this 
mechanism, there was some concern about the possibility of the pavement collapsing into a void 
under a wheel load. 

Fig. 9 - Example of Pavement Settlement due to Voids 
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In order to address the safety issue, as well as formulate an effective rehabilitation plan, 
the airport authority wished to have more detailed information on the cause, location, and extent 
of the pavement settlement and voiding under the concrete. 

In the summer of 1996, a survey was conducted to estimate the location and extent of 
voided areas. GPR was selected as the method of investigation since it can be applied without 
interruption of service, and because it is the only method available that has the capability of 
detecting the conditions of interest. The data was collected using multiple parallel passes as 
descnied earlier. Due to the qualitative nature of the problem, the GPR data was analyzed 
visually, and the findings were plotted on plan view maps. An example output map is shown in 
Fig. 10. 

100 120 140 160 180 200 
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Fig. 10 - Map Showing Void Locations 

In Fig. 10, the horizontal axis shows the distance along the runway, and the vertical axes 
show the offset &om the south edge of the runway. Smce these were shoulder areas, there are 
two areas with a 50 meter width in between representing the main runway area. The highlighted 
areas m Fig. 10 are color coded to represent Merent degrees of probability of the existence of 
voids. The areas that appear darkest are the most likely void locations. Other features identified 
m the survey were subsurface utilities. The black dots around the periphery of the plot are light 
poles that were used for reference. 

The results of the analysis showed that there will be additional fitture settlements, 
predicted mostly on the south shoulder. Based on these results, the airport authority has now 
adopted a plan in which they will repair the worst areas first, without having to break down the 
entire shoulder. This knowledge has resulted in substantial cost savings for Stavanger and the 
ability to plan their work schedules accordingly. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this work have & o m  that delamination, stripping, voids, and thickness 
variations in airport pavement can be detected with Ground Penetrating Radar. The equipment 
used is non-contact, and allows for surveys to be conducted at night without interference with 
airport operations. The results provide valuable data for airport pavement management and 
rehabilitation programs. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) implemented a statewide bridge deck 
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) survey of 134 bridges. The deck component of this inspection 
was carried out using GPR, coupled with coring, half-cell corrosion potential tests, and chloride 
sampling. The GPR survey provided the first round of data, producing maps for each deck 
showing potential areas of concrete deterioration and depth of reinforcement. These maps were 
then used by field inspection crews to locate the subsequent tests, and to determine sample depths 
for chloride testing. The GPR field data was collected at normal driving speed without lane 
closures or interference to traffic. The total data collection effort for the 134 bridge decks, 
including mobilization throughout the state, consumed 35 field days. Data analysis was carried out 
at a rate of up to 15 bridges per week, so that the GPR maps were available for the field crews in 
time for their work. The project provided ADOT with 100% coverage data on deck condition and 
depth of rebar on over 1.5 million square feet of bridge, at considerably less cost than alternative 
methods. 

KEYWORDS 

Ground Penetrating Radar, GPR, Bridge Deck Survey, and State Wide 

INTRODUCTION 

The overall objective of the work described in this paper was to provide deck condition data for 
Arizona’s statewide bridge deck condition survey. The specific objective of the GPR survey has 
been to locate and quantify deteriorated and delaminated concrete, and to determine the depth of 
reinforcing. The GPR survey and data analysis has been carried out in advance of on-deck 
inspection in order to support the on-deck inspection activity. “Specifically, the GPR data was 
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used in the field to focus the engineers’ field inspection activities, including coring, half-cell 
testing and chloride ion sampling. Additionally, the GPR survey minimized the need for time- 
consuming chain drag surveys. 

A total of 134 bridge decks representing 1.5 million square feet of deck were surveyed with GPR 
under this project. The decks have been classified according to the type of superstructure as 
described in Table I. With the exception of the concrete slab, the typical decks thickness range 
from 6 ?4 to 8 inches, with a top rebar cover of 1 ?4 to 2 inches. The dominant reinforcement for 
the girder and T beam decks is transverse, and tends to be uniformly spaced throughout the deck. 
The concrete box decks also have significant longitudinal steel, whose density varies with 
longitudinal position depending on the location of the supports. The concrete slabs vary in 
thickness from 14 to 18 inches depending on the span length. They also have a tapered thickening 
as they approach the supports. Primary steel in the concrete slabs is longitudinal. 

Table I - Summary of Bridge Twes 

PRINCIPLES OF GPR FOR BRIDGE DECK EVALUATION 

Ground Penetrating Radar operates by transmitting short pulses of electromagnetic energy into 
the pavement using an antenna attached to a survey vehicle The principles for GPR as applied to 
bridge deck evaluation have been well documented elsewhere, and will not be repeated here (see 
Maser and Roddis, 1990; SHRP C-101). GPR was originally developed for overlaid decks, since 
access to the concrete surface via other traditional methods is limited. For overlaid concrete 
decks, the variation of the dielectric constant of the concrete is used to determine deterioration. 
Concrete with high moisture and chloride content, as associated with corrosion damage and 
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punky concrete, will produce highly variable reflections at the overlay/concrete boundary. This 
reflection is due to the higher dielectric permittivity associated with the moisture and chloride. 

With one exception, all of the decks included in the ADOT survey were bare concrete with no 
overlay. For non-overlaid decks, the concrete surface tends to dry out and the moisture related 
variations are not necessarily observed. For these types of decks, the attenuation (loss of signal 
strength) of the radar signal, as measured from the bottom of the deck, is used as the alternate 
measure of concrete deterioration. Contaminated and damaged concrete will cause the GPR signal 
to dissipate and lose strength as it travels through the deck and reflects back from the bottom. An 
alternative to the bottom reflection for this measurement is the reflection from one of the levels of 
reinforcing steel. The use of rebar reflection as a measure of attenuation requires that the density 
of steel be uniform in the longitudinal direction. 

Deteriorated concrete will show a higher dielectric constant (Carter, et. al., 1986; Maser, 1990; 
Maser, 1991; Maser and Rawson, 1992). The quantity of deterioration is then inferred from the 
percentage of deck area exceeding a threshold dielectric constant. For bare concrete decks, the 
concrete dielectric constant may not be an adequate indicator of concrete condition due the 
surface drying. In this situation, the concrete attenuation is calculated using the reflection 
amplitude either from the bottom of the deck, or from a rebar level ( S H R P  C-101, Volume 7; 
AASHTO TP36). The reflection from the deck bottom or rebar is normalized by the surface 
reflection, and areas of low reflection amplitude are identified with deterioration. 

The arrival time of the reflection from the top rebar is used to calculate rebar depth. A previous 
study with the Wyoming Transportation Department has shown that the longer paths to the side 
rebar require an adjustment factor of 0.88 to obtain an accurate correlation (Maser, 1994b). This 
factor has been incorporated into the analysis presented in this paper. 

DATA COLLECTION 

GPR data was collected during the period from December 11, 1998, until April 24, 1999. The 
actual number of survey days during this period was 35. The other time was associated with 
resolution of equipment problem and work on other projects. The survey log is shown in Table 2. 
The GPR equipment and operator were provided Terracon, Inc. of Lenexa, KS. The GPR 
equipment was a dual 1 GHz horn antenna system manufactured by Pulse Radar, Inc. of Houston 
TX and is shown in Figure 1. The radar antennas were oriented with transverse polarization, so 
that reflections from transverse reinforcement would be maximized in order to calculate the depth 
of reinforcement, and reflections from the concrete boundaries would be highlighted. The vehicle 
was equipped with an electronic distance measuring instrument (DMI) mounted to the drive shaft 
which provided continuous distance data as the GPR data was collected. 
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Fig. 1 - Field Setup of GPR Equipment 

The GPR survey was carried out at normal driving speeds, which ranged from 20-30 mph on 
secondary roads to 35-55 mph on major arteries and interstate highways. Each survey was carried 
out by conducting a series of longitudinal passes each at fixed offset from the curb. The overall 
objective of the survey layout was to generate passes at 3 foot transverse spacing from curb to 
curb. The actual location of each pass was determined approximately by visually reference using 
lane markers and other visual reference points. Data collection for each pass was initiated about 
100 feet before the vehicle reached the actual start of the deck. The actual beginning of the deck 
is identified in the GPR data, as discussed in the data analysis section. 

The data was collected using the Pulse Radar system, which was operated from inside the survey 
vehicle. Data was digitized and stored to hard disk as the survey progressed. The DMI distance 
data was continuously recorded into each GPR record, so that each GPR data scan had an 
associated distance. Manual markers were placed in the data at the beginning and end of each 
deck. Normally, the beginning and end of the deck can be observed directly in the GPR data (see 
Figure 2). However, for situations where this was not clear, the markers provided location 
backup. For the bulk of the survey, the air temperatures during data collection ranged from near 
freezing in the Flagstaff and northern areas, ranging within the mid 60’s and 70’s (“F) in the 
southern areas, and the conditions were generally damp. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

The bridge deck analysis is camed out using Infrasense’s DECAR@ software, which calculates 
and maps areas of high attenuation and dielectric constant, and estimates total deterioration 
quantities. The computation is based on the percentage of concrete attenuation and dielectric 
constant values, which exceed a threshold. 

Fig.2. Data Sample - Typical Girder/Slab Deck 

Note that the start of the bridge deck is very clear in the GPR data. This fact allows for data 
collection at driving speed without having to start specifically at the beginning of the deck. Note 
also that the top rebar and deck bottom are very clear in the radar data. This is typical for slab-on- 
girder decks. The picture is somewhat different for one way slabs, where the concrete is thicker 
and the reinforcing is not transverse. An example of this type of deck is shown in Figure 3. Note 
that the bottom of the deck is not as clear, and the thickening at the supports is evident in the 
data. Note also that the top reinforcement is not as clear, since it is mainly longitudinal, and it is 
not easily picked up with the antenna orientation used. Also, note that the reinforcement is more 
evident in the areas around the piers, where it is heavier to withstand the negative moments. 

In these concrete slab decks the method of analysis had to be altered to take into account the 
thickening of the deck. In the thickened areas, the GPR signal becomes weaker due to 
attenuation. Therefore, this signal can not be used as a reference for concrete conditions. In these 
cases, the analysis was only considered valid in the areas where the concrete was uniform, and the 
other areas were ‘%blanked out” on the GPR condition maps. 
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Fig. 3. Sample GPR Data - Typical 3-Span One-way Slab Bridge 

RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS 

The analyzed data is presented in the form of contour plots and total percentages, as shown in 
Figure 4. Two types of contour plots have been prepared: (1) plots of top rebar depth; and (2) 
plots of potential areas of deteriorated concrete. The plots of rebar depth are generated directly 
from the output of the processing, and are presented as contour intervals spaced at 0.5 inches. 
Accompanying the rebar depth contour plots are percentages of the total deck area which fall into 
the following 3 categories: % < 1.0 inch; 1.0 < % < 1.5 inch; and % > 1.5 inch. These statistics 
identify the severity of shallow rebar in the deck structure. 

The potential areas of deteriorated concrete are identified by a threshold, which is calculated from 
the mean value. The indicators used for identifjrtng potential deterioration are the surface 
dielectric constant and the attenuation of the radar signal through the deck, as discussed earlier. 
Experience from other work (Maser, 1990; Maser and Rawson, 1992) has shown that a threshold 
of 20% from the mean value is a reasonable value. This threshold has been used for the plot and 
for the computation of the total estimated area of deteriorated concrete. 

The results of the GPR survey have been correlated with chloride and half-cell measurements, and 
with selected decks where chain dragging was carried out for comparison. A correlation between 
GPR deterioration quantities and chain drag quantities for eight concrete slab and steel girder 
decks is shown in Figure 5. The figure shows reasonably good correlation, with a slope of 0.89 
and an R-squared of 0.69. 
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Fig. 4. Standard Output of GPR Data Analysis 
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Fig. 5 .  GPR vs. Chain Drag for Percent Deck Deterioration (concrete slab and steel girder decks) 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The ADOT GPR project, as described herein, demonstrated the value of GPR as an initial 
screening tool for an in-depth bridge deck inspection program. The GPR data can be collected 
quickly without lane closures, and the GPR data maps can be provided to field crews in advance 
of the detailed inspection. The availability of the rebar depth and deterioration maps minimizes the 
amount of time that crews spend on the decks, thus reducing project cost and risk to field 
personnel 
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ABSTRACT 

The use of ground penetrating radar (GPR) in pavement evaluation has been developed over 
the past 30 years. In rigid pavements, GPR is reported as a feasible method to locate dowels, 
estimate thickness variations, and detect voids or loss of support under slabs. In flexible 
pavements, GPR has been used to detect moisture in hot-mix asphalt (HMA) layers and to 
locate moisture in aggregate or treated base layers. Ground penetrating radar is also used to 
locate thickness changes in individual structural layers. This is one of the most important 
applications of GPR in pavements. These data are useful for overlay design, predicting 
pavement life, and as input for other testing techniques such as Falling Weight Deflectometer 
(FWD). Ground penetrating radar technology was used to assess the causes of the distressed 
condition of the 2680-m-long road at the National Wildlife Visitor Center in Laurel, 
Maryland. The 3.4-m-wide roadway was failing prematurely, and a number of localized full- 
depth repairs were required in the first four years after the road was constructed. Two types 
of GPR systems were used to evaluate the structural profile of the road. The first is an air- 
coupled system operates at a center frequency of 2 GHz. The second system is a ground- 
coupled GPR with a monostatic antenna operates at a center frequency of 900 MHz. Data 
were collected from the inner and outer wheel paths using both systems. For the 2-GHz 
system, data were collected along the length of the road at a speed of approximately 25 km/h 
and stationary at 100 m intervals. The stationary measurements were taken because a “time 
jitter” in the pulse was noticed by the authors. For the 900-MHz system, data were collected 
along the road at a speed of approximately 8 km/h. The 2-GHz system was capable of 
predicting, using some calibration cores, the HMA layer thickness, while the 900 MHz system 
was used to predict the total pavement thickness (HMA and base layers). The results of the 
GPR surveys indicated significant deficiencies in as-built thickness of each layer and the total 
pavement thickness in comparison to the design thickness. The ground-coupled system was 
successfully used to detect moisture trapped in the base layer. The moisture accumulation 
was thought to be the result of an inappropriate base and subgrade drainage. The results have 
been verified by visual survey, ground-truth cores, and the results of FWD tests. 

KEYWORDS 
Ground penetrating radar, nondestructive evaluation, flexible pavements, hot-mix asphalt, 
base material, drainage. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Radar (Radio Detection and Ranging) is an application of electromagnetic (EM) energy. In 
the early 1900s, the principle of radar was found to be applicable for detecting airborne 
objects. This principle consists of transmitting EM waves and receiving the reflected signals 
from any object in the path of the beam. During the second World War, rapid development of 
radar technology took place because of its application in the military. It was later discovered 
that different objects interfere differently with EM energy. The main material properties that 
have an adverse effect on the electric and magnetic fields that constitute the EM wave are 
permittivity, conductivity, and permeability. It was also discovered that EM waves travel in 
free space with a constant speed comparable to the speed of light. With these discoveries, 
radar could be used to detect airplanes, ships, and clouds. In 1926, Hulsenberg used the same 
principle to detect buried objects; this was the first application in which EM waves were 
“intentionally” transmitted through solids [ 11. In 1929, ground penetrating radar (GPR) 
surveys were performed in Austria to sound the depth of glacier [2]. 

Ground penetrating radar technology was forgotten until the late 1950s, when a U.S. Air 
Force plane crashed into the ice in Greenland as it tried to land because the radar system was 
“seeing through the ice” and misread the actual altitude. This event initiated investigations 
into the ability of radar to “see” into the subsurface strata, especially for mapping ice depth, 
subsoil properties, and locating water tables. In the late 1960s, some advances in radar 
technology were made through NASA lunar investigations when a GPR system was built and 
flown to the moon to characterize its surface electrical properties. During the Vietnam War, 
the US Army developed a radar system called “Combat Radar” for locating mines, tunnels, 
and bunkers. This radar system, through further research, led to the development of other 
ground probing radar systems used to identify and profile subsurface geological features. 
Since the 1970s, GPR has been used in many applications, including locating sewer lines and 
buried cables [3], measuring the thickness of sea ice [4], and profiling the bottom of lakes and 
rivers [5]. Since the 1980s, GPR has been used for different applications to assess civil 
infrastructure. 

For the roadway project described in this paper, GPR was used to evaluate the variation in the 
thickness of the structural layers and to predict any internal flaws of a newly constructed road 
that failed very prematurely. The road was designed in 1990 and constructed in 1993/1994. 
It is a 4.3-m-wide one-way road that has a total length of approximately 2680 m. The 
pavement design required a stable subgrade of compacted native soils, placement, and 
compaction of 254-mm granular base, and placement and compaction of 102-mm HMA. The 
road surface shows several types of increasing surface distresses with continuing use. The 
distresses include fatigue cracking, raveling, rutting, shoving, and mix segregation. In some 
areas, subgrade soils have pumped through the pavement during wet seasons, and after ground 
freezing, potholes have formed. Ground penetrating radar, along with FWD testing, visual 
surveys, and coring, was used to examine the integrity of the structural capacity of the road in 
order to prepare a work plan for reconstructing the pavement to provide a 20-year design life 
that accommodates the anticipated traffic. In this paper, the use and effectiveness of GPR 
technology are discussed. 
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SYSTEM AND PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

The GPR system used in this study is of the pulsed type. Figure 1 shows its major 
components. Trigger pulses are generated in the control unit by the radar circuitry. These 
pulses are sent through the control cables to the antenna, where each trigger pulse is 
transformed into a bipolar transmit pulse. These transmitted pulses encounter different 
materials in the subsurface with different dielectric properties. At the interface, signals are 
reflected back to the surface, where the receiving antenna will detect them; they are then sent 
to the control unit where they are processed and displayed. The air-coupled mode system 
used in this study utilizes a pair of 2-GHz horn antennae, while the ground-coupled mode 
system uses a 900-MHz transceiver (a device that transmits and receives electromagnetic 
signals). 

Fig. 1. Components of a pulsed GPR system, 

In the air-coupled mode, the horn antennae were mounted behind a truck at a distance of 457 
mm above the surface, and the truck was driven at 25 km/h. For the ground-coupled mode, 
the transceiver was attached to the back of the truck (insuring its full contact with the ground), 
and was towed at a speed of 8 km/h. The control unit generates 32 scans per second. This 
translates into approximately one scan every 200 mm for the air-coupled system, and one scan 
every 70 mm for the ground-coupled system. 

There is a trade-off between penetration depth and resolution. As the frequency of the GPR 
system decreases, the penetration will increase; however, the resolution will decrease. This 
means that the 2-GHz air-coupled GPR system has a better resolution than the 900-MHz 
ground-coupled system, but its penetration depth is smaller. Knowledge of how to adjust the 
gain of the GPR system is usually important. 
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In this study, air-coupled system was used to estimate the thickness of the HMA layer, while 
the ground-coupled system was used to estimate the total thickness of the pavement structure 
(HMA and base layers), and also to locate areas where moisture was present inside the 
pavement structure. The data were stored as they were collected. 

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the reflections of a GPR signal from a layered 
pavement structure. Ro is the reflection from the air/HMA interface, R1 is the reflection from 
the HMA/base material interface, and R3 is the reflection from the basehubgrade interface. 
Figure 3 shows the GPR output resulting from these reflections. To calculate the layer 
thickness, the following equation is used: 

where c is the speed of light (3x108m/s), At is the two-way travel time, and E~ is the dielectric 
constant (relative permittivity) of the layer. 

For example, if the first layer is HMA with a dielectric constant of 5 and the pulse measured 
time At is 1.5 x s, then the HMA layer thickness, using Equation (l), would be 100 mm. 
The same procedure is used to find the thickness of the other layers. Therefore, prior 
knowledge of the dielectric constant for all the pavement materials is needed to accurately 
determine the thicknesses. Typical values for the dielectric constant for different materials 
are shown in Table 1 (at a frequency of 1 GHz). If the materials contain moisture, these 
values will be increased significantly (e.g. soil with free moisture). The dielectric constant of 
the layers could be estimated using calibration cores. 

If a layer thickness is smaller than the resolution ability of the GPR system, then the reflection 
from that layer will overlap the reflection from the previous layer; hence, it will be difficult to 
accurately distinguish that layer from the one above it. 

Air 

Hot-Mix Asphalt 

Base 

Subgrade 

Fig. 2. Reflections from the interfaces in pavements. 

The amplitude of the reflected signal depends on the contrast between the dielectric constants 
of the two materials. The reflection coefficient is given by Equation (2): 
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where R is the reflection coefficient, cr1 is the dielectric constant of material 1, and ~2 is the 
dielectric constant of material 2. 

To determine if moisture exists in the pavement structure, changes in amplitude of the 
reflected signal were monitored. When moisture is present, the amplitude of the reflected 
signal becomes high due to the strong contrast between the dielectric constant of water and 
that of the pavement materials. When moisture is not present, the amplitude of the reflected 
signal would be much lower since the contrast between the dielectric constants of the 
pavement materials is usually small (see Table 1). 

Fig. 3. Radar scan obtained from the pavement section shown in Figure 2. 

Table 1. Real part of the dielectric constant at 1 GHz for pavement-related materials 

Material Er 
Air 1 .o 
Clay soil (dry) 2.4 
Loamy soil (dry) 2.5 
Sandy soil (dry) 2.6 
Hot-mix asphalt 3-6 
Granite 4-6 
Concrete 3-15 
Limestone 4-8 
Water 81 

Radar data may be visualized in three different ways. In the oscilloscope mode, each scan (or 
waveform) is plotted separately, showing the reflected signal amplitude versus time (or 
depth). In the wiggle mode, all the sequential scans are graphically stacked to create a profile 
of the pavement structure showing the horizontal distance, time (or depth), and the amplitude 
of the reflected signals. In the color linescan mode, an intensity-modulated image is obtained 
by assigning different colors to different intensity ranges. This will also lead to a profile of 
the pavement structure showing the horizontal distance, time (or depth), and the intensity of 
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the reflected signals. In this mode, different color transforms could be used in order to 
highlight low-reflected signals or high-reflected signals. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Data were first taken using the air-coupled system in the inner and outer wheel paths at 25 
km/h; stationary measurements were also taken every 100 m to verify the effect of a “time 
jitter” in the pulse, which was noticed by the authors. Figures 4 and 5 show typical data 
obtained with this system. The wiggle trace is overlapped over the color linescan to help in 
the data interpretation. For this particular data, a weak reflection is represented by dark green 
(homogeneity in the scanned material, which leads to no wave reflection), while red and dark 
blue represent great changes in the dielectric properties. From these figures, one can notice 
the high variability encountered in the pavement structure. Due to this variability, calibration 
cores were needed for better interpretation. Since some cores were also needed for material 
testing, the GPR data helped in selecting core locations that would best provide ground truth 
measurements to calibrate the data evaluation. The cores corroborated the structural 
variability seen in the GPR scans. It was found that some sections had one layer of HMA 
over the subgrade (no base layer), and layer thicknesses varied significantly along the length 
of the road. 

Fig. 4. Variability in the pavement structure (air-coupled system data, inner wheel path). 

Fig. 5. Variability in the pavement structure (air-coupled system data, outer wheel path). 
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Data were then collected using the ground-coupled system in the inner and outer wheel paths. 
The calibration cores were used to calculate the dielectric constant of the H M A  layer and the 
base layer. The same values were used in the nearby area of the cores. However, because of 
the high variability in the pavement structure of the road, this assumption could affect the 
accuracy of the results. Using Equation (l), the assumed dielectric constant and the measured 
travel times were used to calculate the layer thicknesses. 

Figures 6 and 7 show the pavement profile along the road for the outer and inner wheel paths, 
respectively. Figures 8 and 9 show typical data taken by the 900-MHz system. Moisture was 
detected by this system along the road either deep in the subgrade or at the interface between 
the layers. This means that there was a drainage problem, which has been verified by 
identifying clogged ditches. The presence of moisture in the pavement structure would 
greatly reduce the structural capacity of the pavement. Moisture in the base or subgrade 
lowers the pavement support; in addition, loads may induce pore pressure, which ultimately 
results in pavement deterioration. Moisture is also known to cause stripping of the HMA, and 
thus raveling, which reduces its capacity to support loads. 
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Fig. 6. Pavement profile for the outer wheel path. 
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Fig. 7. Pavement profile for the inner wheel path. 
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Fig. 8. High moisture content in the subgrade (900-MHz system, outer wheel path) 

Fig. 9. High moisture content in the HMA/base interface and in the subgrade 
(900-MHz system, outer wheel path) 

FALLING WEIGHT DEFLECTOMETER SURVEY 

The falling weight deflectometer (FWD) is one of the nondestructive devices that has recently 
gained widespread acceptance (since the introduction of the static Benkelman beam at the 
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WASH0 Road Test in the early 1950s) for the structural evaluation of pavement deflection 
response [6]. This device drops a calibrated mass onto a circular plate (radius 152.4 mm) in 
contact with the pavement surface. The magnitude of the applied load and the vertical 
deformation response of the pavement surface at the center of the loaded plate and at eight 
locations (203, 305,457,610,914, 1219, 1524, and 1829 mm) offset from the loaded axis are 
recorded. Two types of analysis may be performed on FWD data. The simplest and most 
direct analysis relies on computing a Surface Modulus, b, defined as the applied load divided 
by the measured axial deformation at the center of the loading plate. This value is analogous 
to a spring constant (N/m) and provides a gross measure of the overall structural value of the 
pavement system, including the subgrade. A more sophisticated analysis is possible using 
various techniques of back-calculation, which seek to match the observed pavement response 
to that returned by a mathematical model of layered linear elastic half-space. This technique 
generally relies upon varying the linear elastic moduli of the component material layers until a 
satisfactory match to the observed surface deflection is achieved. 

A Dynatest FWD system was used to perform the structural evaluations of the road. Figure 
10 shows the measured deflections by the first three sensors along the road using a load of 
4400 kg. Comparing this figure with the GPR predicted thicknesses, shown in Figures 6 and 
7, it is clear that the regions of high measured deflections correspond to deficiencies in 
pavement thicknesses. The thicknesses as predicted by GPR were used as input for ELMOD 
(back-calculation software). With the GPR input, the variability in the back-calculated 
moduli of all the road layers was reduced, and therefore less iteration was required. 
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Fig. 10. Measured deflections along the road using a 4400-kg load. 

The results of the layer thickness as obtained from the GPR show that the road has an average 
HMA thickness of approximately 95 mm, and an average base thickness of approximately 65 
mm; both have high standard deviations. These results show significant deficiencies in the 
pavement thickness as compared to the design thickness (102 mm HMA and 254 mm Base). 
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SUMMARY 

Ground penetrating radar systems (air-coupled at 2 GHz and ground-coupled at 900 MHz) 
have successfully been used to estimate layer thicknesses of a distressed flexible pavement, 
and detect variation in the pavement cross-section profile along the length of the tested lane. 
In addition, the 900-MHz system was used to detect moisture trapped in the base layer due to 
inappropriate drainage. The collected data have been verified by visual survey, obtained 
cores, and EWD testing. The GPR proved to be a good tool to reveal the cause of surface 
distresses, however, the appropriate system and frequency band must be used. 
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ABSTRACT 

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) technology has been used for the past 30 years for a variety 
of applications to assess pavement performance and structure. The main issue after all these 
years remains: “How well does GPR work and under what conditions?” Results show that 
GPR works well for some situations, but is not an appropriate tool for other situations. GPR 
is currently not used on a routine basis by the US Departments of Transportations (DOTS) due 
mainly to difficulties encountered in data interpretation, as well as the expenses involved for 
conducting GPR surveys. Data interpretation difficulties are mainly attributed to the fact that 
images obtained from the reflected signals are dependent on the GPR frequency used, and the 
dielectric properties of the structural materials. To calibrate GPR systems and to better 
interpret collected data (signals), a project is currently underway at the Virginia Smart Road 
in Southwest Virginia. Twelve different flexible pavement sections and one continuously 
reinforced concrete pavement section, comprised of different layers/materials, are 
incorporated in the test facility. These sections provide a unique opportunity to explore the 
feasibility of using GPR to assess pavements, and to verify its practicality. Thirty-one copper 
plates are placed at different layer interfaces throughout the pavement sections. The copper 
plates serve as a reflecting material and thus allow the determination of the dielectric constant 
of the layers over the GPR frequency range. Two GPR systems were considered in the 
preliminary evaluation: an air-coupled system with a pair of horn antennae operating at a 
center frequency of 1 GHz, and a ground-coupled system operating at a center frequency of 
900 MHz. This paper presents preliminary results from both GPR systems. Early results 
revealed the capability of each system’s penetration and their capability to distinguish 
between layers. Due to the low dielectric contrast between pavement layers, especially 
basekubbase layers, the copper plates serve as means to indicate that adequate energy reached 
those deep layers. Reflection at the interface between layers with similar dielectric constants 
will be used to fine-tune GPR data analyses as the layer materials’ dielectric constants and 
layer thicknesses are determined at the Smart Road. 

KEYWORDS 
Ground penetrating radar, flexible pavements, nondestructive evaluation, hot-mix asphalt, 
base layer. 
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BACKGROUND: 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) has been used for the last 30 years as a Non-Destructive 
Evaluation (NDE) technique to evaluate and assess pavement structures and their 
performance. This technique is based on sending electromagnetic waves through the 
surveyed structure and then analyzing the reflected signal. The authors present the theory of 
GPR elsewhere [ 11; however, the three simplified basic equations currently used to interpret 
GPR data are the following: 

where h is a layer thickness or the depth to a buried object or hidden defect, c is the speed of 
light (3x10’ d s ) ,  At is the two-way travel time measured by the GPR unit, E~ is the material’s 
relative permittivity or dielectric constant, q is the material’s electrical impedance, y is the 
reflection coefficient, and p is the transmission coefficient. 

Ground penetrating radar has been used for a variety of pavement applications, including 
measuring pavement thickness, locating voids beneath pavements, detecting excess moisture, 
and evaluating geosynthetic effectiveness. Currently, the thickness of pavements is 
determined by using cores or test pit excavations. These methods are time consuming and 
expensive, they provide information at test locations only, and they disturb the pavement 
structure, which may initiate future deterioration. Maser [2] used GPR (RODAR) and 
PAVLAYER software to investigate the as-built conditions of pavements. The results of the 
pavement analysis were compared with several cores and test pits. An accuracy of &7.5% was 
found for hot-mix asphalt (HMA) layers ranging from 51 mm to 500 mm in thickness, and 
&12% for granular base layers ranging from 150 mm to 330 mm in thickness. 

Ground penetrating radar is also used to detect voids under jointed concrete pavement since 
reflection from the concrete slab/base interface is affected by the presence of air andor  water, 
which distinguishes areas where voids exist from sound areas. While some studies reported 
the success of GPR for such an application [3,4], other studies showed limited success. In 
fact, the first author, as part of SHRP H-103, evaluated three short-pulse GPR systems, from 
different manufacturers, at the Pennsylvania Transportation Institute’s test track. Artificial 
voids were dug underneath a known-thickness rigid pavement, and some were filled with 
water to wet the surrounding areas. None of the three GPR personnel were able to locate the 
voids. Sheftick and Bartoski [5] conducted a similar evaluation after eight years. Without 
knowledge of the slab thickness andor  the dielectric properties of the concrete, GPR 
operators may interpret the collected data erroneously. 
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Loulizi et al. [6] used a ground-coupled GPR system with a center frequency of 900 MHz to 
evaluate the effectiveness of geosynthetics when used as separators in secondary flexible 
pavement roads. Reflections from the subgradelbase interface of nine different sections were 
monitored to determine any soil movement at the interface. It was found that the amplitude of 
the reflected signal at the interface is higher when geotextile separator was used. Using 
Equation (2), it was found that a lower dielectric contrast occurs in the control sections due to 
contamination of the base layer with the migrated fines from the subgrade, and thus the 
development of a transition layer. 

Al-Qadi and Loulizi [7] used GPR on different rehabilitated pavement sections in 
Kernersville, North Carolina (USA) to evaluate the effectiveness of geosynthetics as moisture 
barriers. They established a spatial layout of the areas where moisture accumulated in the 
pavement structure by monitoring the high amplitude reflected signals. High-reflected signals 
were attributed to the presence of moisture because of the high dielectric contrast between 
water and pavement materials (the dielectric constant of water is around 81, while the 
dielectric constant of dry pavement materials ranges from 4 to 8). Moisture presence was 
reported in the sections without the geosynthetics in the base and subgrade. In the sections 
with geosynthetics, moisture was trapped over the geosynthetic material, and therefore, with a 
good transversal drainage in the surface layer, moisture damage could be significantly 
reduced. 

The application of GPR in pavement assessment has proven to be a powerful nondestructive 
testing tool. It is expected that there will be a growing interest and demand for GPR surveys. 
However, a number of limitations exist that are related mainly to interpreting the results of 
GPR testing: 

The images obtained from the reflected signals (using signal-processing packages) are not 
photographs of the features that are beneath the surface being investigated. The images 
show the amplitude of the GPR-reflected signals from the interfaces with different 
dielectric properties. These amplitudes are plotted in colors using user-defined color 
codes. Therefore, a considerable amount of experience and operator skill may be required 
to interpret sub-surface radar results correctly. 
Extensive amount of data. 
Determination of the exact location of a reflecting feature beneath the surface relies upon 
a prior knowledge of the dielectric properties of the material. These dielectric properties 
are also frequency dependent, and therefore a frequency domain method of analysis is 
required to accurately measure thicknesses. 
Change of the dielectric constant with depth mainly because of the presence of moisture. 
Losses in the pavement materials, especially with the presence of moisture or conducting 
subgrade soils. 
Reflections from thin layers may overlap depending on the GPR system resolution. 
Insufficient dielectric contrast between layers may hinder the detection of the layers 
underneath. 

To address some of these limitations, field calibration testing is currently being conducted at 
the Virginia Smart Road facility. 
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THE VIRGINIA SMART ROAD 

The Virginia Smart Road in southwest Virginia is a unique, state-of-the-art, full-scale 
research facility for pavement research and evaluation of Intelligent Transportation Systems 
(ITS) concepts, technologies, and products. The Smart Road is the first facility of its kind to 
be built from the ground up with its infrastructure incorporated into the roadway. When 
completed, the Smart Road will be a 9.6-km connector highway between Blacksburg and 1-81 
in southwest Virginia, with the first 3.2 km designated as a controlled test facility, which has 
already been constructed. This connection will serve an important role in the I-81/I-73 
transportation corridor. After construction, provisions will be made to route traffic around 
controlled test zones on the Virginia Smart Road to allow for ongoing testing. The 
construction of the Virginia Smart Road project has been made possible through a cooperative 
effort of several federal and state organizations, including the Virginia Department of 
Transportation, the Virginia Transportation Research Council, the Federal Highway 
Administration, and Virginia Tech. 

In addition to a one continuously reinforced concrete pavement section, the flexible pavement 
part of the Virginia Smart Road test facility includes 12 (heavily instrumented) sections. As 
noted in Table 1, each section is approximately 100 m long. Seven of the 12 sections are 
located on a fill, while the remaining five sections are located in a cut. Different layers, 
accurately surveyed for thickness, are used in each section (all designations are in accordance 
with Virginia Department of Transportation specifications): 

Table 1. Sectional profile of different pavement sections at the Virginia Smart Road 
Section Length Wearing BASE BASE OGDL 21-A Aggr. 21-B Aggr. 

(m) Surface BM-25.0 SM-9.5A (mm) Cem.Stab. (mm) 
(38mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 

A 371 

B 90 

C 87 

D 117 

E 76 

F 94 

G 90 

H 90 

I 98 

J 92 

K 86 

L 104 

SM-12.5DlCP 15OlCP 

SM-9.5DlCP 150 

SM-9.5WCP 15OlCP 

SM-9.5NCP 15OlCP 

SM-9.5D 225lCP 

SM-9.5D 15OlCP 

SM-9.5D 10OlCP 

SM-9.5D 100 

SM-9.5 A */CP 1 OOICPIGM 

SM-9.5D 225 
OGFC" 244lSRlCP 

SMA-12.YCP 1 501GM 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5OlCP 

5O/CP 

50 

0 

0 

0 

75lCP 

75 

75 

75 

0 

0 

0 

75/CP 

75lCP 

75lSWCP 

75/CP 

75lCP 

15OlCP 

150 
150 

15OlCP 

150 

15OlCP 

150 

150 

150 

OIGT 

OIGT 

150 

175lCP 

1751 GTICP 

1751 GT 

1751 GT 

751 GTICP 

1 SOICP 

1501 GTICP 

75 

75 

15O/CP 

150 

75 
CP: Copper plate 
SR: Stress Relief Geosynthetic 
A 19-mm-thick over 19-mm SM-9.5D 

Low lab compaction 
GT: Woven GeotextilelSeparator 
GM: Galvanized Metal Mesh 

Wearing surface: Seven types of wearing surface are used (SM-9.5A, SM-9.5A with low 
laboratory compaction, SM-9.5D, SM-9.5E, SM-12.5D, SMA-12.5, and open-graded 
friction course (OGFC)). Five of these seven mixes are SuperPaveTM mixes. All mixes, 
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with the exception of the OGFC, were constructed at 38-mm-thick; OGFC was 
constructed at 19-mm-thick. 
Intermediate HMA layer: BM-25.0 at different thicknesses, ranging from 100 to 244 mm. 
Three sections have the SuperPaveTM SM9.5A fine mix placed under the BM-25.0 to 
examine the benefits of such a design on reducing fatigue cracking. 
Open Graded Drainage Layer (OGDL): Out of the 12 sections, three sections were built 
without OGDL. Seven sections are treated with asphalt cement, and two are treated with 
Portland cement. The thickness of this layer is kept constant at 75 mm throughout the 
project. 
Cement Stabilized Subbase: A 21-A cement-stabilized layer is used in 10 sections at a 
thickness of 150 mm. 
Subbase layer: A 21-B aggregate layer was placed over the subgrade at different 
thicknesses with and without a woven geotextile. 

The Virginia Smart Road offers a unique opportunity to explore the feasibility of using GPR 
to accurately measure layer thicknesses and monitor pavement performance over time. To 
achieve this objective, copper plates were embedded in the road at different layers. Copper 
with a conductivity of 5.7~10’ Siemens/m is a very good conductor, and therefore was chosen 
to serve as a reflecting material. Copper sheets (914 x 1219 x 0.7mm) were placed at several 
locations in all tested sections, as shown in Table 1; Figure 1 shows a copper plate placed on 
top of subgrade in section B. These copper plates serve as a tool to measure the dielectric 
properties of the pavement materials over the GPR frequency range (100 MHz to 3000 MHz). 
Another benefit of the copper plates is that they indicate where the interface between each 
pair of layers occurs. As stated earlier, some of the pavement materials do not have 
significant differences in their dielectric properties, and therefore a very small amount of 
energy will be reflected back from their interface. Sometimes this reflected energy is 
obscured by the radar system noise; therefore, accurate determination of the interface 
becomes difficult. 

PRELIMINARY DATA 

Over the next three years, data will be collected periodically over different environmental 
conditions using an air-coupled GPR operating at a center frequency of 1 GHz, and a ground- 
coupled system operating at a center frequency of 900 MHz. Other systems may be 
considered for evaluation in the near future. The periodic collection will allow monitoring of 
any changes occurring inside the pavement that might affect the GPR response. Data were 
collected as the different layers were constructed. Figure 2 shows a line-scan representation 
of the GPR data obtained over section A using the 900 MHz ground-coupled antenna. The 
data were taken over the BM-25.0 layer while driving at a speed of approximately 8 W h .  In 
this figure, the x-axis represents the scan number (or distance along the road) and the y-axis 
represents the reflection time or depth. In this representation, the amplitude of the reflected 
wave is quantified and then depicted using a color table (left of Figure 2) that maps each 
discrete value of the amplitude to a distinct color. 

Reflections from the copper plates at the subgrade/21-B, 21-B/21-A, 21-A/OGDL, and 
OGDLBM-25.0 interfaces are clearly seen. Figure 2 shows a weak contrast between the 
subgrade and the 21-B materials, as well as the 21-B and 21-A materials. The copper plates 
clearly define the interfaces. This indicates that enough energy is reaching the subgrade, but 
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due to low dielectric contrast, energy is not reflected back. Figure 3 represents the 
oscilloscope waveform of the scan obtained over the copper plate at the 21-B/21-A interface 
in section A (location 2 in Figure 2). In this waveform, peak 1 represents the reflected signal 
from the 21-NOGDL interface, while peak 2 represents the reflected energy from the copper 
plate at the 21-B/21-A interface. 

Fig. 1.  Copper plate under 21-B material in section B. 

Fig. 2.  Radar scans over section A using the 900 MHz ground-coupled antenna: reflections 
from the copper plates at interfaces ( I )  subgrade/21-B, (2) 21-B/21-A, (3) 21-A/OGDL, and 

(4) OGDLISM-25.0. 
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Fig. 3. Reflected waveform obtained using the 900 MHz ground-coupled antenna over 
section A: (I) 21-A/OGDL interface, and (2) copper plate at 21-B/21-A interface. 

Figure 4 shows the GPR output obtained with the air-coupled system over the same section. 
As stated earlier, the air-coupled system has a lower penetration depth than the ground- 
coupled system, and therefore less energy is reflected from the interfaces. In order to highlight 
these weak reflections, non-linear color-coding was used. All copper plates at the different 
interfaces are clearly visible. Figure 5 shows the scan obtained at location 2 in Figure 4. 
Figure 6 shows the data obtained from section J with the air-coupled system, while Figure 7 
shows a single scan from the same section. 

Fig. 4. Radar scans over section A using the 1 GHz air-coupled antenna: reflections from the 
copper plates at interfaces (1) subgrade/21-B, (2) 21-B/21-A, (3) 21-A/OGDL, and 

(4) OGDI4BM-25.0. 
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Fig. 5. Reflected waveform obtained using the 1 GHz air-coupled antenna over section A: 
(1) surface, (2) 21-NOGDL interface, and (3) copper plate at 21-B/21-A interface. 

Fig. 6. Radar scans over section J using the 1 GHz air-coupled antenna: reflections from the 
copper plates at interfaces (1) 21-B/OGDL, and (2) subgrade/21-B. 
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Fig. 7. Reflected waveform obtained using the 1 GHz air-coupled antenna over section J: 
(1) surface, (2) 21-B/OGDL interface, and (3) copper plate under 21-B layer. 

SUMMARY 

A new facility, the Virginia Smart Road, has recently been constructed for pavement and ITS 
research. The facility includes a one continuously reinforced concrete pavement design and 
12 different flexible pavement designs (including different materials and layer thicknesses), 
which positions it as a unique facility for GPR calibration. To accomplish this calibration, 31 
copper sheets were embedded at different layer interfaces during construction, and 1 GHz and 
900 M H z  GPR systems were used for preliminary testing. Early results revealed the 
capability of each system’s penetration and its capability to distinguish between layers. Due 
to the low dielectric contrast between pavement layers, especially basehubbase layers, the 
copper plates serve as a means to indicate that adequate energy reached those deep layers. 
Reflection at the interface between layers with similar dielectric constants will be used to 
fine-tune GPR data analyses. 
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ABSTRACT. 

Sub-surface radar is becoming increasingly popular as an inspection method. Interpretation can 
be enhanced if uncertainties about the dielectric properties of the concretes under investigation 
are removed. The need for reliable data to identify possible variations of the dielectric 
properties of different concrete mixes and their condition on site has led to a systematic 
laboratory based experimental programme under the auspices of a major Brite-Euram 111 
Framework 4 project. Some key results from this recently completed work are presented in this 
paper with practical implications related to field surveys of structural concrete. 
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NDE, Radar, Permittivity, Conductivity, Concrete, Pulverised Fuel Ash, Gound Granulated 
Blast Furnace Slag, Moisture, Temperature, Fibres. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Sub-surface radar has become established over the past ten years as a valuable inspection tool 
for use as part of non-destructive surveys of structural concrete. Applications range from 
determination of major construction features, including element thickness and location of 
metallic reinforcing bars and ducts, to location of voids, honeycombing, delamination, cracking 
and moisture ingress. Such applications have been reported in many technical papers and are 
reviewed and illustrated in Concrete Society Technical Report No. 48 [l]. Interpretation is 
largely qualitative and based on comparative study of radargrams produced by scans across an 
area of interest, with appropriate calibration by drilling or physical exposure. 

Efforts to enhance quantitative interpretation capabilities, and to extend viable applications, 
have encompassed physical model testing, numerical modelling and development of signal 
processing and analysis techniques, including neural networks [Z]. All of these rely upon the 
availability of information about the dielectric properties of the concrete. Development of such 
information has formed a focus of research by the Authors over several years [3] with support 
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from EPSRC and has continued under the auspices of a recently completed Brite-Euram 
project from which the results here have been obtained. 

The impulse radar signal generated by a transmitting antenna at the concrete surface propagates 
through the material with a speed which is related to the relative permittivity cr and with 
attenuation principally influenced by the apparent conductivity 0. Reflections from internal 
interfaces, at which there is a defined change in these properties, return to the surface and are 
detected by the receiving antenna. Refractions will also occur at these interfaces, depending 
upon the magnitude of the property changes, and part of the signal will continue to penetrate to 
greater depth. The relevant theory has been considered in detail elsewhere [4, 51. 

This paper presents results on the influence of mix design, more specifically the concrete 
strength, and cement replacements like pulverised fuel ash (PFA) and ground granulated blast 
furnace slag (GGBS). Steel fibres are increasingly being used in overlays and they are expected 
to lead to differences in dielectric properties. The condition of the concretes in structures may 
vary according to environmental factors such as wetting and drying cycles and temperature 
variations. Dielectric properties of concretes may therefore be affected not only by the moisture 
level at the time of testing but also by whether the concrete has previously been allowed to dry. 
In addition concretes may have honeycombing due to poor compaction or may have areas of 
high salt concentrations. It would be useful to an inspecting engineer if radar can detect either 
of these features. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME. 

Dielectric Determination 

A coaxial transmission line accommodating a concrete sample 200mm long and lOlmm 
diameter has been developed to provide frequency domain measurements over the range 
lOMHz to lGHz when used in conjunction with a Hewlett Packard HP8753B Network 
Analyser, see Fig. 1. This encompasses the frequency range of most commercially available 
field systems in use for testing concrete. The basic development of the equipment, and the 
interpretation of measurements to provide values of cr and 0 at discrete frequencies has been 
described elsewhere [3, 61. 

Concrete Mixes and Scope of Testing. 

Table 1 shows the concrete mix proportions used for the transmission line specimens. The 
ordinary Portland cement mixes were designed to give three target strength levels (20, 40 and 
60 MPa). Three specimens for each target strength were cast but were cured differently; they 
were either left to air dry or were fully saturated for ten months so that they could be compared 
with the third set that was oven dried and resaturated. 

The effects of salt impregnation, honeycombing due to poor compaction, cement replacements 
and the inclusion of fibres in the concrete have also been studied. 

Materials. 

All the concrete mixes contained Staffordshire Pink lOmm gravel aggregate with Hope Quarry 
sand. Ordinary Portland cement was supplied by “Castle”, pulverised fuel ash by Powergen 
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Fig. 1 The Transmission Line connected to the Hewlett Packard HP8753B Network Analyser. 

Ltd., ground granulated blast furnace slag by Appleby Group Ltd., and microsilica (CSF) by 
Elkem Materials Ltd.. Steel fibres were from Bekaert and they were of type Dramix ZP30/.50 
whilst the superplasticizer (SPA) used was naphthalene based and supplied in powder form by 
Tillman (Netherlands). 

Casting and Conditioning Procedures. 

Specimens were cast in a vertical orientation using the central portion of the split cylindrical 
outer casing of the transmission line as the mould. This was fixed to a base plate with the 
central brass core attached and placed on a 5OMHz vibrating table. Concrete was placed by 
trowel in 3 layers and compacted until no further air bubbles were discernible on companion 
cubes (approx. 2-3 minutes). The top surfaces of the cylindrical specimens were trowelled to 
give a smooth finish. After casting, the mould was covered with damp hessian and polythene 
until stripping at 24 hours. Specimens were then wrapped in damp hessian and polythene 
sheeting for a further 3 days before weighing and the start of the specified curing regimes. 

Honeycombed concretes were based on reduced sand and paste contents. Steel fibre concretes 
required particularly careful casting, and incorporated a layer of heavy duty plastic coated cloth 
waterproof tape wrapped around the brass core to prevent electrical short-circuiting by the 
fibres during testing. 

Specimens 7 - 9 were not allowed to air-dry, but were stored under water at approx. 2OoC until 
required for testing, when they were wiped dry, weighed and wrapped in cling film prior to 
fixing into the transmission line. They were removed from the transmission line, re-wrapped, 
re-weighed, and returned to water storage immediately after testing. For the remaining 
specimens, transmission line test were carried out over a range of moisture levels, which were 
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Table 1 : Transmission Line Specimens - Mix Designs. 

Ref. Nominal Variable to be Free Cementminder lOmm Sand 
No. Strength investigated W/C kg/m3 Gravel 

level ratio 
m/mrn*) 

1,477 20 Curing 0.82 225 1085 890 
2,598 
3969 9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

40 
60 
20 
20 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
100 
25 
35 

Curing 
Curing 

Salt 
Salt 

Honeycombed 
Honeycombed 

30% PFA 
70% GGBS 
16% PFA 

CSFRFAISPA 
30kg Fibres 
50ke Fibres 

0.59 340 
0.44 455 
0.82 225 
0.82 225 
0.49 165 
0.37 180 
0.41 3051130 
0.47 1201285 
0.61 3 10160 
0.35 4201105142 
0.69 300 
0.58 390 

1070 
1085 
1085 
1085 
1462 
1462 
1050 
1075 
1060 
1215 
1210 
1135 

715 
735 
890 
890 
0 

240 
700 
715 
705 
470 
650 
610 

achieved by a combination of air and oven drying. Air drying of specimens was in a laboratory 
atmosphere at approximately 2OoC and 34% RH, with specimens resting on wooden blocks to 
facilitate air circulation. All specimens were weighed immediately prior to placement into the 
transmission line and were removed and returned to air storage immediately afterwards. Once 
air dried specimens were seen to be losing no further weight, oven drying was commenced at 
approximately 35OC and was increased to a maximum of 80°C as moisture contents reduced. 
Specimens were removed from the oven and allowed to cool to approx. 2OoC prior to testing. 

To differentiate between the effects of cement hydration and moisture content during early 
ages, some mature specimens were resaturated after oven drying and were re-tested using the 
transmission line at a range of moisture contents. Resaturation of these specimens was 
achieved by immersion in potable tap water, with appropriate periods of wetting time 
determined by trials on companion lOOmm cubes. For transmission line testing during the 
resaturation process, specimens were treated in a similar manner to that described above for 
Specimens 7 - 9, except that they were left wrapped in cling film for 24 hours before testing to 
allow differential moisture levels to equilibrate within the specimen. 

The influence of temperature changes upon dielectric measurements was studied by 
temperature conditioning of Specimens 4 and 6. This involved placing the specimen together 
with the transmission line assembly in a freezer at approx. -1OOC or in an oven at approx. 50°C 
overnight. 24 hours before testing, the transmission line was assembled with a thermocouple 
attached to the outer surface adjacent to the concrete sample and placed in an insulating box 
which was again placed in the freezer or oven overnight. Polystyrene end caps were placed 
over the end of the transmission line during transfer for measurement with the Network 
Analyser, which was located in a nearby building. Temperatures were measured both before 
and after the test, whilst weighing was undertaken after dismantling of the transmission line 
and return of the specimen to ambient temperatures (typically about 2 hours). 

The influence of external chloride contamination on dielectric measurements was investigated 
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by using a vacuum impregnation technique. An oven dried concrete sample plus companion 
cubes were placed in the vacuum chamber and subjected to a pressure of 0.05 bar overnight. A 
solution prepared from an appropriate amount of aqueous sodium chloride dissolved in tap 
water was admitted and the specimen kept immersed for 6 hours before removal, weighing and 
storage. The target % chloride ions by weight of cement were 1% for Specimen 10 and 0.5% 
for Specimen 11. Salt concentrations were evaluated by measuring the increase in weight 
following impregnation by a solution of known concentration. Confirmation of these salt 
concentrations were obtained by the extraction of drilling dust on the transmission line 
specimens, and the use of the “Quantab” method, at the conclusion of testing. 

The volume of water in each transmission line specimen was calculated from the difference 
between the weight of the specimen immediately after the transmission line test and the weight 
of the specimen after it had been oven dried. The percentage of water by volume could then be 
calculated from the ratio of the volume of water to the volume of the specimen. 

3 No. companion 150mm cubes were used for strength measurements. These were tested after 
28 days of moist curing to provide compressive strength values relating to each transmission 
line specimen. 

RESULTS 

The general relationship between relative permittivity, conductivity, frequency and moisture 
obtained for each specimen are illustrated in Fig. 2, which may be regarded as typical. It can be 
seen that the frequency dependence of the relative permittivity between 5OOMHz and 1 GHz is 
relatively small, particularly for the dry specimens, although permittivities may increase 
significantly at lower frequencies. It should be noted that previous work [3] suggests that single 
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Fig. 2. Typical variations of permittivity and conductivity with frequency and moisture content. 
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frequency values at SOOMHz may best represent the results obtained by a lGHz broadband 
impulse antenna on concrete. Thus subsequent typical comparative plots are given for 
SOOMHz. 

Moisture content appears to be the dominant factor in determining the relative permittivity and 
conductivity of all concretes. Both of these properties increase with increasing moisture, as 
might be expected, indicating the dominant effect of matrix rather than aggregate (except 
where steel fibres are present). 

Whilst relative permittivities increase approximately linearly over the whole range, as typically 
shown by Fig. 3, there is a tendency for conductivities to experience greatest change in the 
region above about 6 to 7% water volume. These % water volumes are associated with mature 
concretes in wetter conditions than achieved by air-drying in a laboratory environment. 

The specimens shown in Fig. 3 are of same concrete mix but have received different 
conditioning regimes. In general, results fit together in a single curve although a number of 
general features are noted when all such plots are studied: 
0 There is a tendency for the initial value of permittivity and conductivity to lie slightly 

above the curve produced by subsequent drying and resaturation. This is possibly due to 
incomplete hydration effects at the time of initial testing. 
There is a tendency in some cases for the slope of the permittivity curve to decrease 
marginally decrease at very high moisture contents. 
Results for continuously saturated specimens are not invariant with age, but no consistent 
pattern emerges. 

Figure 3 also illustrates the minor effects caused by temperatures in the range O°C to 4OoC on 
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Fig. 3. Relative permittivities and conductivities with varying water volume (6OMPa OPC 
Concrete). (All values are at SOOMHz). 
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Fig. 4. Relative permittivities and conductivities for OPC, PFA, GGBS and high-strength 
concretes (HSC). (All values are at 5OOMHz). 

air-dry concrete. The greatest effect noted here is on conductivity where a small increase can 
be seen as temperature increases, for moisture contents at approximately 7% by volume. There 
is, however, no significant change in permittivity with temperature. 

Figure 4 combines all the results obtained for lOmm gravel concretes and the close grouping of 
permittivities for all concrete strength levels, irrespective of any cement replacement materials 
or chemical admixtures in the mix, is a key feature. A range of k0.5 can be seen at all moisture 
levels. It is noted however that conductivities for GGBS concrete appear to be reduced in 
comparison with similar plain concretes although PFA effects are minor. 

The influence of steel fibres upon both permittivity and conductivity is very significant, see 
Fig. 5, leading to substantially increased values in each case with increasing fibre content. 
These were such that it was impossible to analyse results at frequencies above SOOMHz, 
leading to the view that testing of such concretes in field situations is likely to be restricted to 
low frequency antennas. 

The effects of salt content on the relative permittivity at 500 MHz were negligible, as can be 
seen in Fig. 5, (even in low strength concrete), although increased conductivity was noted as 
moisture content increased. It is clearly the dissolved salt content which is important. Al-Qadi 
[7] has suggested that greatest sensitivity to salt is at very low frequencies, thus at normal radar 
frequencies it is not possible to quantify salt content from permittivity measurements. Salt 
contamination may however in practice often be associated with high moisture contents, as in 
leaking bridge decks subjected to de-icing salt for example. In these circumstances, the 
increased conductivity may assist identification of such regions through increased signal 
attenuation. 
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Fig. 5. Relative Permittivities and Conductivities for Fibre, Honeycombed and Salt 
impregnated Concretes (all values are at 5OOMHz). 

Honeycombing was found to reduce both the relative permittivity and conductivity in 
comparison to similar strength but normal density concretes. It should be noted that it was not 
possible to obtain higher moisture contents than those shown in Fig. 5 due to the inability of 
the specimens to retain water as a result of their porous nature. On the other hand, transmission 
line tests were not possible at very low moisture contents due to disintegration of the 
specimens caused by oven drying. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The co-axial transmission line system has successhlly and fully enabled the determination of 
the dielectric properties of laboratory concrete samples and a comprehensive set of data has 
been established for future reference. Specific conclusions arising from this work, within the 
ranges considered, are that: 
1. 
2. 

Relative permittivity and conductivity both reduce with decreasing moisture content. 
Differences due to mix constituents or strength level have minor influence compared to 
the effects of moisture (except when steel fibres or honeycombing are present). The 
influences on conductivity are however greater than on permittivity. 
Resaturation appears to produce similar values for permittivity and conductivity to 
those obtained during drying. 
Salt impregnation does not affect permittivity but slightly increased conductivities may 
be expected. 
Steel fibres increase both permittivity and conductivity and such concretes are unlikely 
to be testable with higher frequency antennas. 
Results for the specimens tested over a range of temperatures suggest that there is only 

3 .  

4. 

5. 

6. 
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a small effect in relatively dry concrete. Supplementary tests on saturated concrete 
indicate similarly small effects on permittivity but suggest that the conductivity may 
increase with temperature. 

The results of this work provide extensive and comprehensive reference data relating to the 
influence of variables considered upon the relative permittivity and electrical conductivity of 
concrete mixtures and conditions likely to be encountered in practice. The single frequency 
results have successfully permitted comparisons of the effects of the different parameters. 
Relationships between these discrete single frequency values and those obtained by broad-band 
commercially available field testing antennas are currently being investigated by comparison 
with results obtained on similar concretes by Building Research Establishment. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, three case studies are presented of non-destructive radar investigations of the 
internal structure and moisture content of historic brick- and stonework. Part of this work was 
performed in the frame of a Brite EuRam project titled “Subsurface Radar as a Tool for Non- 
Destructive Testing and Assessment in the Construction and Building Industries”. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the last ten years, the impulse radar technique has been increasingly adopted and applied for 
the non-destructive evaluation of the inner wall structure and moisture content of historic 
buildings. This includes the location of foundations [ 11, the investigation of the internal 
structure of pillars [2], masonry bridges [3] and stonework [4] and the assessment of old 
sluices [5]. Despite the inhomogeneous structure of historical brick and stone masonry which 
still remains a problem for data interpretation, several structural features could be detected. The 
great advantages of this technique are that it is completely non-destructive and the 
measurements can be performed quickly without a special coupling of the antenna to the 
surface. 

In this paper, three case studies will be presented which demonstrate further important fields of 
the application of radar to the evaluation of structures and moisture condition of Cultural 
Heritages. Two of these case studies had been part of the Brite EuRam project No BE 95-2109 
with the title “Subsurface Radar as a Tool for Non-Destructive Testing and Assessment in the 
Construction and Building Industries”. 

EXPERIMENT ALS 

For the impulse radar measurements, the GSSI SIR 10 A system was used together with the 
nominal 500 and 900 MHz antennas. This method is based on the propagation of short 
electromagnetic impulses which are transmitted into the building material using a dipole 
antenna. The impulses are reflected at interfaces between materials with different dielectric 
properties, i. e. at the surface and backside of walls, at detachments, voids, etc. When the 
transmitting and receiving antennas, which are often contained in the same housing, are moved 
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laterally over the surface of the object under investigation, radargrams (colour or grey scale 
intensity charts over position of the antenna and wave travel time) are produced. For more 
information about this technique, see [6]. 

CHURCH OF S. MARIA ROSSA IN MILAN, ITALY 

The Church of S. Maria Rossa was built in different phases from IX-X" cent. to XIIIth cent. 
over older buildings [7]. Some modifications and repair were made in 1783 and 1966.*The 
present building shows parts of various ages. Excavations under the floor allowed to find 
portions of floors, mosaics and fragments of walls of the previous roman (ageing IInd cent. a 
C.) and paleocristian buildings (Vth cent.). The walls were made of solid bricks and lime 
mortars. The Church was originally all frescoed, but at present it is possible to see only some 
traces of the ancient decoration. The water table is high, nearly superficial, in the area where 
the Church is situated. The Church is at present under the street level (see Fig. l ) ,  close to an 
artificial channel (Naviglio). Furthermore the soil leans against the Church walls in the north 
side on the Naviglio channel. The area of the Church is characterised by the presence of several 
small channels built for agriculture necessities. All these factors produce a great presence of 
moisture which rises by capillary through the walls. Two photographs from the Church are 
shown in Fig. 2. 

For structural as well as for moisture investigations, radar measurements were performed at 
three areas which are marked in the plan view in Fig. 1. For the determination of depth 
resolved moisture distribution, microwave transmissions measurements in thin boreholes using 
two small dipole antennas were accomplished [8]. At area 1, the brickwall is almost the 
original one with a texture of solid brick and hydrated lime mortars. The thickness of the walls 
is about 52 cm. This area is localised under the street level, in direct contact with the soil. 
Thus, a very high moisture content was expected. In the radargrams recorded with the 
500 MHz antenna as shown in Fig. 3 left, reflections from the backside are hardly visible due 
to the very high moisture content and due to the presence of soil directly at the backside, which 
has a similar dielectric constant as the wet brick material. From some of these very weak 
reflections, a mean integrated real part of the complex permittivity of about 12.8 could be 
calculated with an absolute error of 1.0. Extrapolating the calibration curves of [9], this 
corresponds to an absolute moisture content of about 25 ~01%.  In Fig. 3 right, the depth re- 

Fig. 1. 
areas investigated are indicated by arrows. 

Plane view and section of the Church of S. Maria Rossa. The location of the three 
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Fig. 2. The Church of S. Maria Rossa. 

solved real part of the complex permittivity determined with the microwave borehole system is 
presented. Here, the real part of the complex dielectric constant increases up to 17 in the 
middle of the wall while it decreases to 11 and below at the front and back sides. The mean real 
part is equal to 12.4, which is close to the value obtained by radar. Both values are included in 
Fig. 3 right as parallel lines. 
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Fig. 3. Radargram recorded with the 500 MHz antenna (left) and depth resolved distribution 
of the dielectric constant and thus the moisture content as determined with the microwave 
borehole system (right) at area 1. 

Area 3 is localised in the most ancient part of the Church dating IX-Xth century, located at the 
south side. Close to this area there is an infilled door. This work was done during the repairs of 
1966. The brickwork is characterised by new brick and cement mortars. Figure 4 left shows the 
radargram of a horizontal scan in the middle of area 3, recorded with the 900 MHz antenna. On 
the right side of the radargram, the reflection from the backside is very clear. Thus, the depth 
scale of the radargram was calibrated from the known thickness of the wall of 60 cm (length of 
the boreholes). From the backside reflection, a real part of permittivity of about 4 was 
calculated. On the left side of the radargram, no backside reflection is visible but a very strong 
reflection occurs at a depth of approximately 20 cm. This reflection might be due to a 
detachment at the interface of the new brick material to the old material. After the radar 
measurements, a brick was removed from this area and a void was found with a thickness of 
about 25 cm. Thus it can be concluded that this region consists of two leaves: The internal 
leave is made of new brickwork having a thickness of about 22 cm while the external leave has 
a greater depth and is made of old brick material. The depth resolved real part which was 
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determined at 10.4 GHz is demonstrated in Fig. 4 right. This shows a maximum value of the 
real part of 5.8 at a depth of 11 cm and a mean value of 5.1 being relatively dry. 

Fig. 4. Radargram recorded with the 900 MHz antenna and depth resolved distribution of the 
dielectric constant and thus the moisture content as determined with the microwave borehole 
system at area 3. 

More details about the investigations at the Church can be found in [ 101 

PETERSHOF IN HALBERSTADT, GERMANY 

The Petershof in Halberstadt, Germany, is a former episcopal see which was built from 1035 to 
1059. In 1552 and 1566, the Romanesque building was replaced by a Renaissance castle. The 
chapel called Petrikapelle was changed to the today's hall building during the 14" century. 
Below the main building, there are several barrel vaults, which go back to the Romanesque. In 
1650, the building was utilised by the government of Brandenburg. In the 19" and 20" century 
until the end of the Second World War, the Petershof was the seat of the Inferior Court. Then, 
the building was used as a prison and also as the Public Record Office. Since several years 
now, the building is empty and has to be refurbished for further use. 

Fig. 5. Two barrel vaults below the floor of the chapel of the Petershof. 
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Fig. 6. Position and size of the barrel vaults (grey rectangulars) below the floor of the chapel 
localised with radar. The values in the rectangulars are information about the depth of each 
vault. The radargram is an example showing a large hyperbola representing one vault at a depth 
of 0.54 m. 

For this refurbishment, the structure and moisture content of stonework and subsurface ground 
flour had to be investigated. Below the floor of the chapel, two barrel vaults were found by 
careful digging. These vaults are shown in Fig. 5. It was expected that further vaults are 
existing, therefore a grid of traces was recorded with radar using the 500 MHz antenna as 
displayed in the plan view in Fig. 6. Several vaults were localised with radar, which are all 
shown as grey rectangulars in Fig. 6. In this plan, also one radargram of a vault is displayed as 
an example. The reflection from the vault appears as a large hyperbola at a depth of about 
0.54 m. 

A L E S  MUSEUM IN BERLIN, GERMANY 

The Altes Museum in Berlin, Germany, was built from 1822 to 1830 by Karl Friederich 
Schinkel (see Fig. 7). For the planning and preparation of restoration, the internal structure of 
the brickwork of the rotunde in the centre of the building, had to be investigated non- 
destructively by radar. The main aim was the location of voids and larger hollow spaces which 
might be used as installation wells. 

All radar measurements were performed with the 500 MHz antenna in reflection configuration 
along both sides (surfaces) of the exterior walls of the rotunde in horizontal traces. These 
horizontal traces are all included in the plan view of the rotunde in Fig. 10 as arrows and are 
marked by numbers. The height of the traces related to the ground floor of the rotunde was 
1 m. 
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Fig. 7. Left: Portico facade of the Altes Museum as shown from the Lustgarten [ l l ] .  
Right: Perspective from the inside of the rotunde [ l l ] .  

In the following, two selected radargrams are presented. Figure 8 shows the radargram of trace 
No. 4 which was recorded from the inside of the rotunde along a distance of 16.6 m. In this 
radargram, many reflections are visible. Five of them as marked with letters can be easily 
related to hollow spaces: 

a: Reflection directly below the surface reflection along a distance from 0.96 to 2.6 m: 
This reflection can be related to a niche which was used for the room heater (radiator). 

Reflection at a depth of 1.5 m at a distance of 6.4 m. This reflection occurs at the inner 
side of the staircase. 

Reflections at depths of 1.9 and 1.13 m at distances of 9 and 12.5 m. These reflections 
can be related to small chambers inside the brickwork. 

Reflection at a depth of 1.55 m at a distance of 13.7 to 14.6 m: Reflection at the 
backside of the wall. 

b: 

c, d: 

e: 

Figure 9 shows a radargram containing the traces No. 12, 13 and 14 which were recorded at the 
backside of the same wall as trace No. 4. Here, seven reflections can be related to the following 
structures: 

a: Reflection from a depth of 1.57 cm, which can be related to the backside of the wall 
(comparable to reflection e in Fig. 8) 

Reflections from depths between 0.1 and 0.3 m and in distances of 10.37, 11.38, 
13.19 and 15.1 m related to the beginning of the trace. From the shape of the 
hyperbolas it can be concluded that these reflections belong to regular voids or 
to vertical pipelines (electricity, water etc.). 

Reflections from a depth of 0.3 m at a distances between 13.7 to 14.6 m and 17.9 to 
18.8 m: These reflections belong to two small chambers (comparable to the reflections c 
and d in Fig. 8). 

All pipelines and hollow spaces inside the brickwall of the rotunde which were detected by 
radar are visualised in Fig. 10. In addition to the known chambers and structures, three 
additional chambers and several voids andor  pipelines could be localised. In some areas, the 
actual thickness of the wall could be determined. In all radargrams, the reflections were very 
clear which is a hint for homogeneous and dry brickwork. In some radargrams additional weak 
reflections could be observed deep inside the brickwork which were not related to any 
structures and which might not be relevant for the restorations. 

b, c, d, e: 

f, g: 
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Fig. 8. Radargram of trace No. 4 recorded with the 500 MHz antenna from the inside of the 
rotunde. 

Fig. 9. Radargram of the connected traces No. 12, 13 and 14 recorded with the 500 MHz 
antenna from the outside of the rotunde. 
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Fig. 10. Plan view of the rotunde inside Altes Museum showing the radar traces and the 
localised voids and larger hollow spaces. 
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ABSTRACT 

The presence of voids under concrete slabs (such as pavements) or behind tunnel linings results in 
the deterioration. One method of detecting such voids by non-destructive means is radar. This 
research is devoted to easily evaluating the efficiency of such non-destructive tests with radar. As 
a foundation to this ongoing research, which aims to detect only voids and estimate the cross- 
sectional size (thickness and width) of voids using radar, a new method based on radar image 
processing is carried out with various void sizes and depths. 
The regression relationship between void size (thickness and width) which has different depth and 
the amplitude characteristics of the radar return is considered in a new method of this research. 
For the purpose of examining this regression relationship, experiments with change of void depth, 
surface area and thickness were carried out. Finally, the threshold value for image processing 
which aims to represent only voids to be fitted size (width) can be obtained. 
As a result, a proposed method in this study has a possibility of detecting only voids and 
estimating void size (thickness and width) with good accuracy. 

KEYWORDS 

Radar, Void thickness, Void width, Concrete slab, Image processing 

INTRODUCTION 

The presence of voids under concrete slabs (such as pavements) or behind tunnel linings is very 
likely to result in settlement or structural collapse. However, a characteristic of such voids is that 
they cannot be detected easily by visual inspection. To effectively locate voids using non- 
destructive methods is not easy, but one method using radar has been proposed. The advantage of 
radar is that it can be used to survey a broad area at relatively high speed. Consequently, radar can 
be regarded as the optimum method for detecting voids under the pavements or behind tunnel 
linings. 
More than simply judging the existence of voids under pavements or behind tunnel linings, this 
research aims to develop an analysis technique of non-destructive test (NDT) capable of 
evaluation of void size. In order to achieve these goals, the following issues are investigated in 
this research: (i) an identification system for the size and location of voids from image data; (ii) 
the prediction of void thickness and width by low-resolution radar. The results of this work verify 
the possibility of a labor-saving NDT system using radar. Subsequently, experiments are 
conducted to detect the thickness and width of voids under non-reinforced concrete pavements (or 
tunnel linings). 
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ANALYSIS METHOD AND EXPERIMENTAL 
Basic Principles and Concepts 
Materials under concrete pavements or behind tunnel linings are commonly composed of soil or 
rock material. The relative dielectric constant of a void, which represents electrical properties of a 
material, is 1, and that of soil or rock material is in the range of about 10-30. As the electrical 
property of a void under concrete pavements or behind tunnel linings is different from that of 
surrounding materials, it shows high amplitude of electromagnetic radar return. The relative 
dielectric constant of metallic material such as steel bar being almost infinity, the shape of 
reflected radar pulse of metallic material is clearly distinguished from that of a void. Also, each 
wave shape appears differently in same medium, the reflected radar pulse of metallic material 
may be distinguished from that of a void in advance. 
From the above characteristics, if the signal from a void in radar image can be thresholding by the 
threshold value of certain amplitude of radar return, both the detection of just a void and the size 
of a void can be displayed in image. Though those shapes of voids are confined to co-axial ones, 
it is reported that the generally discovered shapes of voids under pavements are nearly co-axial. 
Fig. 1 shows the results of displaying the gradient vectors for radar image of voids in Fig. 10(a) 
into a vector larger than a definite value. Fig. 2 shows the results of three-dimensional 
transformation of these light and shade distribution of images. In Fig. 1 ,  it may be known that 
only the most strongly reflected group located at the nearest distance between a void and an 
antenna remains finally. This group becomes an assembly of signals reflected after the vertical 
incidence of electromagnetic wave on the surface of a void. Therefore, if this group may be 
thresholding by defining threshold value so that only the images which are correspondent to the 
size (width) of a void can be remained, just a void and its width may be displayed on image. 
These concepts may be understood easily by thresholding of light and shade distribution reflected 
from a void (radar image of Fig. 2) as shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 1. Gradient vectors for radar image of voids Fig. 2. Three dimensional image of a void 

Fig. 3. Concept of thresholding 
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In the present study, we selected and tested the influential factors of embedding depth, size and 
thickness of voids, characteristics of attenuation compensation of radar, and so on. The 
relationship equation was induced to define the threshold value to perform the mentioned 
thresholding through the integration of test results for each factor. As various influences of each 
factor were considered, this equation may be applied, regardless of void size and embedding 
depth, and so forth. But, in the application of the present solution, it is assumed that surrounding 
medium has comparatively constant electrical property, and also detectable voids are confined to 
ones having co-axial shape. 

Estimation of Void Thickness 
A void under concrete slabs (such as pavements) or behind tunnel linings will cause radar returns 
(reflected radar pulses) to appear as shown in Fig. 4. Since the dielectric constant of concrete or 
soil is greater than that of air, the reflection coefficient at a concrete/void or soilhoid interface is 
positive. However, the reflection coefficient at a void/soil interface is negative. Thus, the reflected 
pulses from these two boundaries are of different polarities, as indicated in Fig. 4. 
The time separation between the pulses from the top and bottom of the void is proportional to the 
void thickness in the direction of incidence. The relationship between an air void thickness, 
D(cm), and pulse separation t(nanoseconds) is as follows[ 11: 

(1) 
2 0  ~D, /E ,  - D,/E, 
V C 15 

t = - =  

where E, is the relative dielectric constant of the medium and c is the speed of light (3x108m/s). 

Fig. 4. Behavior of radar returns at multiple boundaries. 

The radar used in this study (central frequency: 600MHz) has a pulse length of about 1.7 
nanoseconds. Thus, a void thickness must be greater than 26cm if the reflected radar pulses from 
the concrete or soilhoid and void/soil interfaces are not to overlap in time. Since many voids are 
expected to be less than 26cm, the radar returns from the top and bottom of the void will overlap. 
However, the amplitude of the composite pulse will vary depending on the time separation 
between the two pulses. Thus the amplitude characteristics of the radar return can be used to 
estimate void thickness even if actual radar returns from the top and bottom of the void cannot be 
distinguished. 
The regression relationship between void thickness and the amplitude characteristics of the radar 
return is considered in this study. For the purpose of examining this regression relationship, the 
following experiments were carried out. The experimental design is indicated in Table 1. 
First, the regression relationship between the maximum amplitude characteristics of the radar 
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return and void depth was examined under conditions of constant thickness and surface area. Next, 
to be examined was the regression relationship between the maximum amplitude characteristics 
of radar return and the void surface area under conditions of constant thickness and depth. Last, 
the regression relationship between maximum amplitude and void thickness was examined under 
conditions of constant depth and surface area. The equation given below was obtained by 
arranging the regression equations as above using a proportional expansion of each equation. 
In particular, equation (2) includes the parameters STC. STC is a function compensating for the 
exponential attenuation of electromagnetic waves according to additive propagation distance 
(depth) in a dielectric medium. This function is useful in that it allows detection of the radar 
return from objects at comparatively deep locations. However, it has different properties 
depending on the actual radar apparatus used. Equation (2) allows STC to be applied to any radar 
apparatus. 

where, TSTC~ is the estimated value of void thickness and R,,,,sTc~ is the maximum amplitude of 
the radar return from the void when parameter STC is not applied. Coefficients A and B can be 
calculated by equation (3), which is obtained from the relationship between maximum amplitude 
of the radar return and the void depth when STC is applied. D is the void depth. 

Fig. 5. Relationship between maximum 
amplitude characteristics of radar 
return and void depth when STC 
1,20, and 80 are applied 

Fig. 6. Relationship between maximum 
amplitude characteristics of radar 
return and void surface area 

where, R,,,,sTc~ is the maximum amplitude of the radar return from the void when STC is applied. 
The values of STC used this study range from 1 to 80. The larger this number becomes, the 
greater the attenuation compensation. The relationship between the maximum amplitude of the 
radar return and void depth is compared in Fig. 5 for representative STC values of 1, 20, and 80. 
As is clear from this Fig., the maximum amplitude of radar return varies not only with void depth 
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but also with STC. Thus, a suitable STC has to be chosen according to the properties of the radar 
apparatus in use when this function is applied. 

Table 1. Experimental design for estimation of void thickness and width (W, D, and H are defined 
in Fig. 7) 

Void condition ( Unit: cm ) 
Fixed factor Variable factor 

Depth30,HlO 
Change in void depth W40,D40,H10 Depth 10,30,50,70 
Change in void surface area 

w10 D 10,20,30,40 
W40 D10,20,30,40 
D10 W20,30,40 
D40 W20,30,50 
w20 D20 
W30 D30 
w50 D50 

Change in void thickness[H] Depth30, H2,10,20,30 
W40.D40 

Fig. 7. Examples of experimental conditions for detecting voids of square plane form (co-axial 
type) and of different thicknesses (lOcm, 30cm) under non-reinforced concrete slab 

This method is valid only for the estimation of void thickness when the void surface area is 
greater than W40cmxD40cm. [Definitions of W and D are given in Fig. 7.1 The reason for this is 
that the maximum amplitude of the radar return from voids of this surface area is uniform, as 
shown in Fig. 6. Thus, void thickness can be estimated from equation (2) regardless of the 
influence of void surface area only if the void surface area is greater than W40cmxD40cm. 

Experimental Conditions 
Experiments on the detection of voids (estimation of thickness and width) under concrete slabs 
(such as pavements) or behind tunnel linings were performed as shown in Fig.7 under 
experimental design of table 1. As one example, Fig. 7 shows the experimental conditions in the 
case of voids with a square plane form (co-axial type) and various thicknesses (lOcm, 30cm) 
under a non-reinforced concrete slab. 
Mix conditions of the concrete slab were w/c; 55%, s/a; 46%, slump; Scm, maximum aggregate 
size; 22mm and compressive strength at 28days; 240kg/cm2. In all cases, the water content of the 
sand in the material under the concrete slab was from 1.7 to 3.4%. 

Measurement system 
Ground probing radar was used for measurements in this experiment. The frequency of this radar 
is from 20 MHz to lGHz (central frequency: 600MHz) and the antenna system is a 3-dipole type. 
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Image Processing to detect the signal and size(width) of a void 
Fig. 8 shows a flowchart of the procedure of image processing by thresholding to detect the signal 
and size of a void from measured radar image. The details of the procedure are as follows. 

( 1 )  Performance of preliminary test for medium to be detected 
It should be performed to measure the sample voids that are arranged in constant depth to define 
representative characteristic values under the real condition of measurement. Being difficult to 
form these arranged voids realistically, those sample voids should be made artificially of the 
medium of which the relative dielectric constant is nearly zero, for example styrofoam, etc. If the 
relative dielectric constant of the artificial medium is n. it should be corrected in the ratio of n to 1, 

(2) Definition of threshold value of the amplitude of radar return from a void 
After test for a sample void under the real condition of measurement, the threshold value of the 
amplitude of radar return from a void is defined to obtain, in the axis of distance, the signal of the 
size of a void which is almost equal to its size in test. Because the depth and thickness of a sample 
void from the threshold value determined by the equation (2) become a standard value, the width 
of the void in the optional field condition can be naturally known from the result of image 
processing, and then the thickness can be calculated by the equation (2) 

(3) Input of information and threshold value of a sample void and Correcting the equation as a 
proper one under the measurement condition 
The equation is corrected to meet properly the measurement condition by making use of the 
information(thickness and depth) and the threshold value of a sample void. 

(4) Performance of operation of measurement 
The operation of measurement in the field is performed through the above procedure. 

(5) Removal of reflected waves from continuous boundary layer 
In radar image obtained by the mentioned procedure, reflected waves from continuous boundary 
layer such as concrete slab or lining, is removed by the common method which can remove 
surface wave. 

(6) Judgement for possibility of discrimination of voids and Application of threshold value 
The obtained radar images are reprocessed according to the distinguishable degree of a void. If 
the distributed domain of voids can be known from a measured image(ab1e to discriminate voids), 
the threshold value may be defined in advance by inputting the depth of the domain of voids to 
the equation (2) that is gone through the above procedure (2) and (3). If  the depth of voids cannot 
be defined in advance(unab1e to discriminate voids), voids may be automatically detected by the 
discriminative application of the threshold value for each depth from the equation (2). 

(7) Thresholding of images by weight function 
From the above threshold value, all images are processed by thresholding using the weight 
function that define images over the threshold value as O(b1ack) and images under the threshold 
value as l(white). 

(8) Correction of depth of voids 
For the detective apparatus by radar, the depth of voids should be corrected properly to field 
condition by a sample void. As radar apparatus, according to its type, displays the depth of an 
objective by assuming that the relative dielectric constant of medium is a constant value, the 
depth of the objective may be displayed differently from its real depth, and, therefore, this 
operation is performed to correct these effects. 
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Performance of prellmlnety test 

Deflnltlon of threshold value for a sample vold 

Input of lnformatlon and threshold value of a 
sample vold 

Correctlno the equetlon(2) 

Performance of operetlon 
of measurement 

f 

Dlscrlmlnetlve appllcatlon of threshold 
value for each depth from eq.(2) 

I 

amplltude of radar return 

value 

Thresholdlno of lmaoes for 
each depth by weloht functlon 

+ 
Thresholdlno of Imaoes by welaht 

functlon 

Correctlon of depth of volds . 
of wldth and 
thickness of 

voids) 

Fig. 8. Flowchart of the procedure of image processing by thresholding to detect the signal and 
size of a void from measured radar image 
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(a) W40,D40,HlO,Depth lOcm (b) Maximum amplitude of radar return from void of (a) 

(c) W40,D40,HlO,Depth 20cm (d) Maximum amplitude of radar return from void of (c) 

(e) W40,D40,HlO,Depth 30cm (0 Maximum amplitude of radar return from void of (e) 
Fig. 9. Examples of radar images in case of different depths (10,20 and 30cm from surface) 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Results of image processing and discussion 
Fig. 9 shows the radar image for a representative case (change in void depth) among the results of 
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Table 2. Results of detection of a void size (width) by image processing for each condition 
(unit:cm) 

measurement obtained under the former experimental condition. Fig. 10 shows the result of image 
processing for Fig. 9 through the mentioned procedures. Table 2 shows the result of detection of a 
void size (width) by putting together the results of image processing for each condition. As shown 
in this result, it shows good result that the average of the errors for relative values of the size 
(width) of a void is -1.Ocm and the average of absolute values is 2.8cm. Therefore, it is analyzed 
that the solution for the detection of voids suggested in the present study is effective. 

(a) Removal of surface wave in Fig. 9(a) 

(c) Removal of surface wave in Fig. 9(c) 

(b) W40,D40,HlO,Depth lOcm 

(d) W40,D40,HlO,Depth 20cm 
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(e) Removal of surface wave in Fig. 9(e) (f) W4O,D,40,HlO,Depth 30cm 
Fig. 10. Results of image processing for Fig. 9 

CONCLUSIONS 

1 .  The availability of a new method for detecting voids under non-reinforced concrete slab has 
been verified. The precision of the results obtained by this proposed method is considered 
acceptable. It shows good result that the average of the errors for estimated values of the size 
(width) of a void by the proposed equation in this study is -1.Ocm and the average of absolute 
values is 2.8cm. Therefore, it is analyzed that the method for the detection of voids (or the 
estimation of size of it) suggested in the present study is effective. 

2. In the case of estimating void size (thickness and width), it should be noted that the new 
method is only available for co-axial shape voids, such as voids with a square plane form, and 
is valid only for the estimation of void thickness when the void surface area is greater than 
W40cmxD40cm. But, this method is can be applied for the detection of just a void and the 
estimation of void width by image processing when the void surface area is greater than 
W20cmxD40cmxH10cm. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper introduces research and development of the method of evaluating concrete strength 
using ground-penetrating radar. It has been presumed that concrete strength can be estimated from 
the propagation velocity of radio waves and attenuation there of. Concrete strength is a very 
important factor for the assessment of deterioration and the residual load carrying capacity of 
concrete structures. 

Ground-penetrating radar can provide a complete inspection along each scan line, obtain 
quantitative and continuous data, save time, and make the investigation work safe. 

KEYWORDS 

Ground-penetrating radar, concrete strength, electric properties of concrete 

1. Purpose of study 

penetrating radar. 
The purpose of this study is to develop a method of evaluating concrete strength using ground- 

2. Backgrounds of study 
Concrete strength is a very important factor for the assessment of deterioration and residual load 

carrying capacity of concrete structures. The rebound number method and ultrasonic pulse velocity 
method are used to evaluate concrete strength, but they are point-by-point tests. Continuous 
nondestructive test methods are useful to investigate the concrete properties of tunnels, bridges and 
pavements, which have long concrete structures. Ground-penetrating radar (in this report, it will be 
called “radar”) can provide a complete inspection along each scan line, obtain quantitative and 
continuous data, save investigation time and make the investigation work safe. It is difficult to 
estimate the strength of honeycombed concrete using the rebound number method and ultrasonic 
pulse velocity method, and it is very hard to obtain core samples for the unconfined compressive 
strength test by boring works. 

Therefore, this study developed an estimation method for low strength concrete, in particular. 

3. 
This study assumes that concrete strength can be estimated from the propagation velocity of 

radio waves and the attenuation ratio of radio waves. The radar method utilizes electromagnetic 
waves for measuring the electrical properties of concrete. The properties of electromagnetic waves 
propagating through various materials can be expressed using values of complex dielectric 
constant. Electromagnetic waves propagate at a speed specific to the material and attenuate at a 

Principle of method of estimating concrete strength using radar 
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1 Electrical properties 

Corresponding 
dielectric constant 

Measuring method 

Major factors 

ratio specific to that material. Table 1 shows the electrical properties of concrete and major 
contributing factors. In other words, this method attempts to derive water content and effective 
porosity of concrete based on the propagation velocity and attenuation ratio of electromagnetic 
waves measured using the direct wave measurement method developed for this study as described 
in chapter 4. To achieve this, the following two technical problems need to be solved: 
( i ) Establishment of technology to measure effective porosity of concrete using radar 
( ii ) Investigation of the relationship between concrete strength and effective porosity 

Propagation velocity of radar Attenuation ratio of radar wave 
wave 

& l  & )’ 
(real part) (imaginary part) 

Direct wave method 

Water content by volume Effective porosity, saline content, 
aggregate ratio 

Water Vw 

S o l i d  

Effective porosity = ( V a t  V w ) / V 

I Water content by volume = V w  / V 

4. Improved method to estimate propagation velocity of electromagnetic waves in a medium 
Conventional measuring techniques using radar can not accurately measure the propagation 

velocity (V) of electromagnetic waves in concrete. For this reason, in tunnel investigations, drilling 
has been performed in actual surveys at intervals of approximately 200m, for checking the lining 
thickness and time required for wave propagation. Propagation velocities (V) were obtained from 
these measurements, assuming that V is constant in the 200m section. It has therefore been 
impossible to obtain accurate values at regions having water inflow, etc., where the water content of 
lining concrete varies greatly so. More frequent drilling was required for these regions. Furthermore, 
drilling is usually conducted at high locations, which causes problems such as poor working 
environment due to carbon dioxide emitted from generators. 

A new technology has been developed for more accurate radar measurements and improved 
working environment. Figure 1 shows the conventional transmission-receiving system for 
underground radar, and Fig.2 shows the improved system. The newly developed technology involves 
estimation of the propagation velocity of radar waves in a medium, and is used for deriving the 
propagation velocity of electromagnetic waves by measuring the waves directly transmitted between 
the transmission and receiving antennas. This is very difficult by the conventional technology, since 
the distance between the transmission and receiving antennas is very short and the transmission time 
to be measured is in the order of several nanoseconds. 

In the transmission-receiving system developed for the present study, electric energy in the form 
of an impulse generated by the transmitter is diverged by the electric distributor in part into a coaxial 
cable of length 2LAL, and the remaining substantial part into a coaxial cable of length L, the latter 
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being delivered to the transmission antenna. Here, the impulse is converted into radio energy and 
then radiated into the ground. A part of the radiated energy is received directly by the receiving 
antenna (direct wave), while another part by the receiving antenna after being reflected by 
underground objects (reflected wave). The waveform produced is converted by the receiving antenna 
into electrical energy again, sent to the electrical synthesizer, where it is combined with the 
waveform of the impulse that was diverged initially. Figure 3 shows a model waveform. As seen in 
the figure, the waveform of the basic wave Tr via the coaxial cable of length 2L-AL appears first, 
followed by that of the direct wave T1 and then by the reflected wave T2. Here, the value Tr-TO is 
obtained by dividing the difference A L  of coaxial cable length by the propagation Vc of ratio 
waves through them. By improving the system, propagation velocity Vg of radio waves through a 
medium can be estimated using Eqn.1 below. This technology enables accurate estimation of 
propagation velocity, which is not affected by fluctuation of the circuit or other reasons. 

V g  = D /  { ( T l  - T r ) -  ( T O -  T r ) }  
= D /  { ( T l  - T r )  - ( L /  V c ) }  

Transmission I 
antenna 

Receiving I ante;: 

'\, ,,' Reflected wave 

Fig.1. Transmission-receiving system for 
estimating velocity of electromagnetic 
radio waves using conventional 
underground radar 

Cable of 
length L 

Cable of 
length L I 

Transmission Pecei ving 
antenna Cable of length 

21 - AL 

,,, Direct wave ,,,' Medium 
,-, 

,,&flected wave 
\ I  

'\ 

& 
Fig.2. Transmission-receiving system for 
estimating velocity of electromagnetic radio 
waves using the technology developed for 
this study 

(Note) TO indicates the t /ne.of  radio wave emission 
from the transmission antenna 

Direct wave ''G''GCbrU V I Fundamental wave 

Fig.3. Model wave forms received using the technology developed for this study 
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Items 
Maximum size of 
coarse aggregate 
Required strength 

Required slump 

5. Fundamental laboratory test 
(1) Preparation of concrete specimens with different void ratios 

When a lining is made of lean concrete or when lining concrete has been exposed to 
deteriorating conditions (such as streams or water inflow) for a long period of time, the concrete 
becomes porous (the void ratio increases) due to accumulated micro-cracks and leaching of cement. 
In order to reproduce concrete that has deteriorated over a long period of time, specimens ( lOcm 
X 20cm) made of concrete with the composition shown in Table 2 were prepared. 

Mixing conditions 
20mm 
(crushed aggregate) 
150,180,210 kgf/cm2 
(based on the air content of 5%) 
10 k 2cm 

I Required air content I 5 k 1 , 1 0 k 1 , 1 5 f 1 , 2 0 f l %  

( 2 )  Relationship between the effective porosity 
An unconfined compression test was performed using the concrete specimens in order to 

investigate the relationship between the effective porosity and strength. The same 
investigation was performed for drilled cores sampled from an existing tunnel. Figure 4 shows 
the relationship between the effective porosity and the strength of the concrete specimens. The 
relationship between the effective porosity and the strength of drilled cores sampled from an 
existing tunnel is illustrated in Figure 5. These figures indicate the tendency that concrete 
strength of the prepared specimens and drilled core samples decreases linearly as the effective 
porosity increases. It has also been shown that the effect of the amount of cement on the 
concrete strength decreases as the air content increases. 

250 500 

* 400 
h 

0 
- 

0 

0 0  
0 0  5 100 

M 

0 
+ 0 

50 
4 2  

c I ) o  100 
20 25 30 35 40 0 10 20 30 

Effective poros i ty(%)  Effective poros i ty  (%) 

Fig.4. Relationship between the Fig.5. Relationship between the effective 
effective porosity and the strength of 
concrete specimens 

porosity and strength of the drilled core 
sampled from an existing tunnel 
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(3) Electric properties of concrete specimens 
The basic experimental system shown in Photograph 1 for measuring electrical properties of 

concrete specimens was assembled, and used for measuring the specimens placed in connection 
jigs of the horn type. In order to clarify the electrical properties of concrete with various water 
contents, the specimens were dried naturally, and the measurement continued for a year. Figures 6 
and 7 show the relationship between the complex dielectric constant (real and imaginary parts) and 
water content under a constant air content. These figures show that the complex dielectric constant, 
which indicates the electrical property of concrete, varies linearly as water content changes, when 
the air content is constant. Also, the effect of required concrete strength (the amount of cement) is 
insignificant. These results indicate that when the effective porosity of concrete is constant, the 
complex dielectric ratio is fairly consistent, regardless of the composition (the amount of cement) 

Figures 8 and 9 show the relationship between the effective porosity and complex dielectric 
constant for a series of specimens prepared to fulfill the required strength of 180 kgf/cm*. Figure 8 
shows that the relationship between the real part of the complex dielectric constant and the water 
content is fairly linear, and even though the slope of the graphs changes slightly with the change of 
the air content, its effect is minimal. Figure 9 on the other hand, shows that the slope of the graphs 
for the imaginary part of the complex dielectric constant - water content relationship varies 
considerably with the changes of air content. These results indicate that the real part of the 
complex dielectric constant corresponds to the water content of concrete, while the imaginary part 
corresponds to the effective porosity. Thus, it has been shown that the information needed for 
estimating concrete strength (is. the water content and effective porosity) can be obtained through 
the measurement using radar. 

Photograph 1. Basic experimental system 

Fig.6. Relationship between real part of Fig.7. Relationship between imaginary 
complex dielectric constant and water 
content by volume 

part of complex dielectric constant and 
water content by volume 
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2 12 Mixing 
g conditions 

(strength- 
air content) 

Mixing 
conditions 
(strength- 

air content) 

A 180- 5 
180-1 0 

0 180-15 
x 180-20 

* 14 

c )w 10 
8 .u 10 

$: 4 

f 2  
5 0  

0 180-1 0 
0 180-15 

f ._ 6 
T J a  

- 
0 0  

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 

Water content by volume (X) 
0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 

Water cantent by volume (5) 

Fig.8 
complex dielectric constant and water 
content by volume 

Relationship between real part of Fig.9 Relationship between imaginary 
part of complex dielectric constant and 
water content by volume 

6. Field tests 
In laboratory tests, it became clear that the measurement accuracy of the complex constant (real 

and imaginary part) was improved by increased water content. The field test was therefore carried 
out on an actual concrete structure which is sometime covered by water. 

(1) Type of radar antenna 
Photograph 2 shows the antenna and control unit. The antenna is a bistatic dipole antenna and 

monocycle transmitter with 800MHz frequency, and is moved in contact with the surface of the 
structure to be surveyed. The radar equipment, as shown in Figure 2, could measure the 
propagation velocity of radar waves. 

Photograph 2. Antenna and control unit 

(2)  Concrete core drilling and radar measurement 
Concrete core drilling and radar measurement were carried out at the same points on the 

dewatered concrete structure. After radar measurement at 12 points, 12 concrete cores were 
obtained by boring. 

(3) Results of test 
1) Laboratory test 

The relationship between the water content by volume and the concrete compressive 
The concrete strength obtained by unconfined compressive strength are shown in Table.3. 

tests was less than 110kgf/cm2, and all the data of water content by volume were over 15%. 
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P 

Table 3. Results of laboratory test 

0 
0 

Figure 10 shows the relation between compressive strength and effective porosity, using 
data for another concrete structure. This figure indicates the concrete strength decreases 
linearly as the effective porosity increases. 

500 
0 

N- N- 

0 

0 
0 10 20 30 40 

Effective porosity (46) 

Fig. 10. Relationship between compressive strength and effective porosity on actual structure 

2)  Relationships between electrical property and strength of concrete 
Relationships between the electrical properties (velocity of ratio wave propagation and 

attenuation coefficient'")) and the unconfined compressive strength are shown in figure 11. 
The concrete strength decreases linearly as the velocity of ratio wave propagation and the 

attenuation coefficient'") increase respectively. 
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Propagation( x 1o8m/s) 
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0 0  
0 ., 
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0.00 2.00 4.00 

Attenuation coefficient(*" 

Fig. 11. Relations between electrical properties and concrete strength 

Attenuation coefficient(*'): refer to figure 3 
Attenuation coefficient(*') 

= amplitude of direct wave / amplitude of fundamental wave = Al/Ar 
The attenuation coefficient"') is affected by the characteristics of the radar measuring 

equipment, because the cable length and attenuator of the transmission-receiving system 
are different in each equipment. We have to investigate the attenuation characteristics 
by only concrete in the next study, to be able to discuss the relationship and difference 
between the results of laboratory and field tests. 

3) Assumed equations of concrete strength 
Equation ( 1 ) was obtained by laboratory tests, and equation ( 11 )by field tests. 

6.00 

y = - - 7 4 . 5  + 14 .2X1  + 1 1 . 1 X 2  ....................................... ( I )  
y = 486.8 - 4.8 X x 1 ' - 17.7x  ' ..................... ( 11 ) 

where, 
Y : Unconfined compressive strength of concrete (kgf/cm2) 
X : Real part of complex dielectric constant 
X : Imaginary part of complex dielectric constant 
X : Propagation velocity of electromagnetic wave 
X : Attenuation coefficient(*') of electromagnetic wave 

In order to investigate the accuracy of the results of laboratory and field tests, figure 12 was 
made. Figure 12 shows the relationship between the real strength obtained by tests and the 
assumed unconfined compressive strength of concrete calculated by equations ( 1 )and ( 11 ). In 
this calculation, the numerical values of x ,X , X  ' and x ' were obtained by tests. 
Figure 12 is for the data of water content of 15% or over by volume, because all the data of water 
content of concrete core in the actual structure were 15% or over. It is clear that the concrete 
strength can be evaluated by the radar method within about k25kg€km2 accuracy for a water 
content exceeding 15%. 
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0 50 100 150 200 
Real strength (kgf/crn*) 

Fig. 12. Accuracy of results of laboratory and field tests 

7. Future Studies 

0 In order to clarify the limitations of this method of evaluating concrete strength using 
radar, more field tests on actual concrete structures having strength of more than 100kgf/cm2 
will be carried out. 

In order to clarify the attenuation characteristics of only concrete of an actual structure, the 
attenuation of the cable and attenuator of the radar circuit system used in the field tests will 
be investigated. 
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RADAR TECHNIQUE FOR DETECTING VOIDS UNDER CONCRETE PAVEMENT 
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ABSTRACT 

In Haneda airport, land subsidence has occurred due to reclamation. The existence of voids under the 

surface of the pavement results in the deterioration of pavement. To effectively detect the voids by a 

non-destructive technique, a radar technique is proposed. In this study, a model pavement was cast for 

investigations. Radar measurement against the model was carried out to monitor the change of height of 

voids. It was found that the radar frequency of 800 MHz is the most suitable for NC slabs. 

Characteristics of radar wave propagation with increase of the height were clarified and formulas for 

estimating of void thickness were proposed. 

KEYWORDS 

radar, void, concrete pavement, airport, reclamation 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In order to deal with the rapid increase in aviation demand in the Tokyo metropolitan area and to solve 

noise problems of airplanes, The Second District Port Construction Bureau, Ministry of Transport has 

been undertaking the offshore development project of the Tokyo International Airport (Haneda Airport). 

The construction site extends over extremely soft ground which was reclaimed with sludge dredged 

adjacent to the present airport. Therefore, estimation and countermeasures against differential settlement 

after completion of the project have become a very serious problem [1,2]. 
Principal airport facilities such as runways, aprons, and taxiways are strictly maintained, their 

surfaces must be flat for safe takeoff and landing of aircraft. Furthermore, it is necessary to maintain 

uninterrupted operation of the airport. Asphalt (AS), normal concrete (NC), and prestressed concrete 

(PC) are generally used for airport pavements. Damages such as voids under pavement and cracks on 

pavement surfaces may occur due to differential settlement of the ground. If such voids and cracks occur, 

they will obstruct airplane and other traffic. Crack inspections are usually carried out visually. Pavement 

excavation is carried out for void inspections. These are certain methods to confirm the existence of 

voids. However, it requires a great deal of labor for excavation and it is difficult to cover a wide area 
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without damaging the pavement. For this reason, it is necessary to develop an effective method for 

inspecting voids under pavement. 

2 REQUIREMENTS FOR VOID INSPECTION 

The requirements for inspection of voids under pavement at airports are as follows; 

I) It does not damage the pavement. 

2) It is continuous. 

3) It is quantitative. 

4) It does not take a long time for measurement. 

5) It is safe. 

6) It is economical. 

A nondestructive technique meets these requirements. 

3 RADAR TECHNIQUE 

To develop an effective method for inspection of voids under pavement, we conducted a comparative 

study of non-destructive techniques. The results are shown in Table 1. Table 1 shows that radar, laser 

measurement and infrared thermography are effective methods for inspecting voids. Laser measurement 

is an effective inspection for cracks and deformations on the pavement surface. Radar and infrared 

thermography are more effective methods than laser measurement. In these methods, infrared 

thermograph is affected by rain and snow, because the method determines the distribution of surface 

temperature. Radar is not much influenced by weather, and it is used for void inspection for tunnels and 

road pavement. Therefore, radar is considered as the most suitable method for inspecting voids under 

pavement at airports. 

Table1 applicability of nondestructive test for surveying on pavement 
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Frequency of antenna - 

Possibility for surveying under !char 
Possibility for surveying undeyp~vemcn 

Thickness of caveriug concretc 

Pitch of rebars 

Diameter of rebar 

4 APPLICABILITY OF RADAR FOR VOID INSPECTION 

In Haneda airport, three types of pavement are employed. 

1) Asphalt pavement (AS) 
(15 cm thick, no rebars) 

2) Prestressed concrete pavement (PC) 

(Slab is 25 cm thick, there are rebars and PC bars) 

3) Normal concrete pavement (NC) 

(Slab is 44 cm thick, no rebars) 

On sample pavements of AS, PC and NC, tests of five radar antennas of different frequency were 

carried out (Photo 1 and Photo 2). The results are shown in Table 2. Using a suitable antenna, it is 

possible to survey NC and PC pavements. The survey measures the thickness of pavement, thickness of 

covering concrete, interval of rebars and existence of voids. On AS pavement, it is possible to survey the 

thickness of the pavement. 

NC pvvemenl PC pnvemeot AS pavement 

600,800 MW 800, 1000M€Iz 600, 800 MHZ 
- 0 0 -  

A A -. A -  
0 0 
0 0 

- 

- 

X X - 

Photo1 radar antenna Photo2 test at airport 

Table2 applicability of radar antenna for surveying on pavement 

0 : yes 

A : possible 

X : impassible 

- : out of the subiect(no rebus) 
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1 

2 

3 

5 ACCURACY OF VOID DETECTION BY RADAR 

5.1 Purpose of test 

We tested the ability of radar to detect voids under airport pavement. The NC is the thickest slab 

among AS, NC and PC. The NC slab does not follow the bend due to occurrence of voids under the slab. 

For these reasons, we tested the accuracy of void detection by radar using NC slab. 

This test investigated the following; 

1) Suitable frequency of radar antenna for detecting voids under NC slab 

2) Limitations of radar for detecting void thickness 

3) Ability of radar to detect voids quantitatively 

We made an NC slab model and carried out radar measurement for varying void thickness. 

28.65 6.35 

28.58 6.17 6 22 5 

21.96 6 13 

5.2 NC slab model 

The NC slab model was based on the specifications for construction of airports. The size of the NC 

slab is 2.0 X 2.0 X 0.44 m (Photo 3). Reinforcing bars 010)  are arranged at 25 mm pitch. The thickness 

of covering concrete is 13 nun. The mix proportion of the concrete is shown in Table 3. After placing 

fresh concrete, the model was cured by spray curing. The period of the curing was three months, 

whereupon hydration of concrete had almost finished and the electrical properties had stabilized. 

Properties of the concrete strength are shown in Table 4. The base of the NC slab model was made with 

materials shown in Table 5 (Photo 4). Comparing the data of radar measurement on the NC slab model 

and the NC slab in the airport, we confirmed agreement of these data and the accuracy of the NC slab 

model. 

Photo3 NC slab model 

Table3 mix proportion of NC slab concrete 

D m ~ ~ ~  

- 

(nm) Water Cement Sand Gravel 
-. 

40.5 35.7 , 152 375 640 1135 40 
__ 

Table4 result of bending test 

Table5 materials for basement of NC slab model 

Subbase course crushed %one 320 

Prepared Subgrade 

Photo4 basement of NC slab model 
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5.3 Accuracy of void detection 

In the accuracy test, the thickness of voids was adjusted by inserting steel between the NC slab model 

and base. The NC slab model was lifted up by a 25 ton crane. The conditions of this test were as follows 

(Photo 5 )  ; 
a) Type of radar antenna 

dipole antenna 

b) Frequency of antenna 

400,600,800,1000,1500 MHz 

c) Thickness of void 

0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30 cm 

d) Pitch of measurement 

e) Length of measurement 

1 cm 

1 m 

6 RESULTS OF THE TEST 

6.1 Suitable frequency for void detection 

Photo5 accuracy test 

Graphic recorder outputs for scans over the NC slab model are shown in Fig. 1. Graphic recorder 

outputs using a high frequency antenna are sensitive around the surface and radar waves are attenuated 

greatly. On the other hand, graphic recorder outputs using a low frequency antenna are vague and radar 

waves are attenuated only a little. Considering these characteristics of every antenna, 800 MHz is the 

most suitable frequency of radar antenna for detecting voids under the NC slab model (Table 6). 

6.2 Minimum thickness of void detected by radar 

In the case of 10 cm void thickness, the received signal using the 800 MHz radar antenna is shown in 

Fig. 2. In the signal, the peak marked with a double circle changes with increase of thickness of the void. 

This peak was generated by a phase difference between concrete and void. This characteristic was 

observed from 2 cm thickness of void. For the same reason, a change of the graphic recorder output was 

observed from 5 cm thickness of void. Therefore, the minimum thickness of void detected by radar is 2 
cm in the signal and 5 cm in the graphic output. 

6.3 Quantitative detection of void under NC slab model 

The received signal using 800 MHz is shown in Fig. 2. Peaks of the signal are marked A to K. The 

relation between width of the peak of A to K and thickness of the void is shown in Fig. 3. Widths of peak 

H and I change with increase of void thickness (Fig. 4). We approximated the relation as an exponential 

function, and obtained formulas for estimating the thickness of void under the NC slab model (Fig. 5). 

The relation between estimated thickness of void and actual thickness of void is shown in Fig. 6. It is 

possible to estimate the thickness of a void of less than 6 cm using the peak of I. The peak of H is able to 

provide an estimate of the thickness of a void of less than 20 cm. Using these peak I and H appropriately, 

it is possible to estimate the thickness of voids under the NC slab model. 
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Frequency of radar antenna : 400MHz 

Frequency of radar antenna : lOOOMHz 

Frequency of radar antenna : 600MHz 

Frequency of radar antenna : 1500MHz 

Frequency of radar antenna : 800MHz 
Fig1 graphic recorder outputs (thickness of void is 0 cm) 

Table6 result of accuracy test 

i 4w MHz 1 m MHz mG&iG&ZZ 
sharp- of piclure at rebar 

sharp- of picture unda NC sla 

applicability of void detection A Q 0 A 

Q 

Q : veiy good A : poor 

x : very paor 0 : good 
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Fig.2 a received signal 

(800 MHz, 10 cm of void thickness) 

Fig.3 peaks of a received signal 

R=0.996 

1.0 1 2  1 4  1 6  1.8 2.1  

Width of peak (IS) 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Thickness of void (cm) 

Fig.4 relation between width of peak and thickness of void 

d = 7.56e - 0.5e g2w R=0.969 

i_~1 
1 6  1 8  2 2 2  2 4  2 6  

Width of peak (ns) 
d : Thickness of void, w; Width of peak, e2.7182 ... d : Thickness of void, w : Width of peak, e-2.7182.. 

Fig.S(a) formula of void thickness using peak I Fig.S(b) formula of void thickness using peak H 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Actual thickness of void (cm) 

Fig.6(a) relation between estimated thickness 

Actual thickness of void (cm) 

Fig.6(b) relation between estimated thickness 
and actual thickness (peak 1) and actual thickness (peak H) 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

We conclude the radar application for void detection under NC slabs as follows; 

1) The radar method is the most suitable for detecting voids under pavement at airports. 

2) 800 MHz is the most suitable frequency for void detection under NC slabs. 

3) It is possible to detect voids of over 2 cm thickness using 800 MHz radar antenna. 

4) It is possible to estimate the thickness of voids using peaks of H and I in the received signal. 

By placing the outputs of radar measurement and visual test on the surface of pavement, it could be 

possible to detect deterioration early on. By storing the outputs of radar measurement at regular, 

prediction of the generation and growth of the void could be possible. 

8 FUTURE WORKS 

8.1 Improve the performance 

It was shown that radar can detect voids of over 2 cm. In designing the NC slab, thickness is decided 

by ultimate destruction. When the NC slab is in the ultimate limit state, the deflection of the NC slab is 

1.5 mm due to differential settlement. Therefore, the radar can not easily detect voids which makes the 

NC slab reach ultimate destruction. 

However, due to differential settlement, cracks and voids have occurred in NC slabs in service, so it is 

necessary to conduct radar measurements on an actual NC slab and to study the relation between the 

output of radar and actual voids under the NC slab. 

8.2 Study of efficiency of measurement 

For efficient void detection over a large airport area, it is necessary to investigate the extent of voids 

under the NC slab by integrating the radar technique with GPS (Global Positioning System). 
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GPR EXPERIMENTS USING SMALL TUB 
AND APPLICATION FOR DETERMINING FRACTURE 
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ABSTRACT 

Electromagnetic(EM) wave characteristics are obtained by experiments using a small tub with 
silica sand are carried out and the results reveal phase changes of EM reflection waves at the 
boundary of sand and water tilling in an acrylic pipe buried in the tub. Signal processing and 
migration for the EM wave field provides precisely an image with the pipe size and its depth. 
For the purpose of more expanding the use of EM waves to civil engineering, the method is 
developed to determine the dip angle, the strike angle and the depths of boundaries under the 
ground. Experiments of the method at a granite quarry, at least 3 open cracks are found and 
they are confrmed from the rock section at the quarry. 

KEYWORD 

electromagnetic wave, reflection method, exploration of fracture/crack 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the technology based on electromagnetic waves has been used not only in 
archaeology but also in civil engineering., for examples, EM wave tomography of underground, 
locating the life lines buried at underground as gas or water pipes, finding air pockets under 
roads, etc. Moreover, recently, radar system installed on the shield machine which excavates a 
tunnel at urban area and the system is utilized to find the life lines as gas or water pipes and the 
metal or woody old piles existing ahead of the machine. 
In this paper, the basic theory on the propagation and the reflection of electromagnetic waves 
are introduced at first and, followed by the description of the experimental results at small tub 
and at the field of granite quarry. 

THEORY 

Electromagnetic wave is described as an energy wave and its propagation is the phenomena made 
by the chain of electric field and magnetic field which are generated each other by the other. This 
is confirmed by Hertz and its formulation is done by Maxwell. 
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Propagation 

Maxwell's equations describe completely the characteristics of EM waves are as follows: 

d D  V X H = J + -  
a t  

VxE=---- ,  
d B  
d t  

where p , J, H ,  D, E and B are, respectively, the electric charge [C/m3], the electric current 
density [A/m2], the magnetic field intensity vector [AT/m], the electric displacement vector 
[C/m2], the electric field intensity vector [V/m], the magnetic flux density vector [TI, also, p =O 

and J = 0 in the air, vacuum or silicate rock. Vectors H, D, E and B are related to the 
electromagnetic field. Also, 

D = E  E ,  
B = p H ,  
J = J , + o  E ,  

where E , ,u , u are the dielectric constant or pennitivity [F/m], the magnetic permeability 
[H/m], and the electric conductivity [S/m] (equal to the inverse of resistivity) of the material, 

respectively. In general, Jo= 0 because there is no origin of electric current in the case of 
investigating under the ground. Using Eqs.( 1)-(7), E and H are defined by 

d E  
V X H = O  E+E- 

a t  
d H  V X E = - ~ -  
a t '  

Doing differential calculus and using a formula: V x V x A = V(V . A) - V'A, 

are obtained. Thus, E and H satisfie the same differential equation. As a general solution 
concerned with E, the following equation can be assumed: 

E = E,exp{i (wt - kx)} (14) 

where E is propagating along x direction with its initial intensity vector E, and i = 
Eq.( 14) into Eq.( 12), 

. Putting 

VZE + k2E = 0,  where k Z  = &po2 - iopw . (15) 
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As k is a complex, k = a - i p (a  > 0, p z 0) is assumed. Then, 

E = E, exp(-px)exp{i(wt - a)} - (16) 

and so a is related to phase velocity and /3 is related to attenuation factor, and 

In the case of exploration under the ground or inside of rock, 0 = w = lo6 and E = 10. 
Then, ( o / E ~ ) ' < <  lcanbesetinEq.(17). Also, p = y ,  , E / E o = E ,  and c = l / &  , 
where p,, E, , E, and c are magnetic permeability in vacuum ( , - 4~ x 10-7[C-ZNs2] 1, 

the material ( e . g .  rock) and ray velocity in vacuum ( c = 3 x 108m/s ), respectively. Using these 
assumptions and expansion formula, Eq.( 17) is approximated as 

dielectric constant or permitivity in vacuum ( E, = 107/4m2[C 2 N - I  m -3! I), - '  &electric permitivity in 

a = ( w / c ) & ,  p =(0/2)21,UIE . (18) 

Therefore,the phase velocity V is described as 

Reflectivity 

The assumption of cr = 0 is a good approximation for exploration under the ground or inside of 
rock. Then, Eqs.(S) and (9) are 

d E  d H  V X H = E - ,  V X E = - p -  
d t  a t  

Considering components of vectors E 
and H, the coordinates is right hand 
system with their order. Also it is found 
that E . H = 0, which means that E I H  
in homogenous material. Using Eqs.(8), 
(9) and (16) with the assumption of 
o=o, 

is obtained. Fig. 1 shows incidence, 
reflection and transmission of EM wave. 
By the continuation condition: 

Ein +Eref = Etra and Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of EM incident 
Hi" - Href = Htra 1 (22) wave resultant in both reflection and 

transmission at the boundary of EM wave 
velocity change from VI in material 1 to V2 
in material 2. 

reflection coefficient R and transmission 
coefficient T are formulated as follows: 
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where p, = p2 in the present case, then, the above equations are simplified to below: 

Fig.2 shows R as a function of E .  The abscissa is the dielectric pennitivity in the material land 
the ordinate is the reflection coefficient derived from dielectric permitivity of materials 1 and 2.  

Dielectric Permitivity 
i n  Material 2 

- E =3 
----_ - _ .  - .  

€ =12 - E =15 
- € = 2 0  

E =25 
E =30 
E =40 
E =so - E =60 - E =70 

- - -  ----- 
- _ .  - .  

-_. E =a1 

0 9 1 8  27 36 45 54 6 3  72 81 
Dielectric Permitivity in Material 1 

Fig.2. Nomogram of reflection coefficient derived from dielectric permitivity of 
materials 1 and 2.  When it is negative, phase change (reverse) occurs in wavelet 
reflected from the boundary of mareials 1 and 2. 

According to Eq.(24) or Fig.2, for example, when the material 1 is completely dry rock or sand 
(e.g. ~ = 4  ) and the material 2 is water (&=81 ), R = -0.64 , therefore, the phase change occurs 

in reflection wavelet at the boundary. 

EXPERIMENTS BY USING SMALL TUB 

Reflected Waves 

For the purpose of confirming the above characteristics in reflection EM waves, experiments are 
carried out by using a small tub as shown in Photo. 1 and 2. The small tub is filled with silicate 
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Photo. 1. The condition of pipe 
buried in slicate sand in a small tub. 

Fig.3. Phase distortion in direct wavelets in the right 
case where antennas are untouched by 10 cm to silicate 
sand results in the possibility of misunderstading the 
shape and position of direct wavelet. 

photo.2. Wave Guides as 3 
GHz antennas. 

sand and acrylic pipes are buried inside. In the experiments, two wave guides as antennas of 
sending and receiving EM waves with frequency of about 3 GHz. The velocity is estimated as 
17.8 cdnsec  (ie. E =2.8 ) from the observed reflection wave data. And the data were obtained 
by moving antennas by 2 cm through 100 cm. Therefore, the data of each run consists of 51 
traces. As shown in Fig.3, the shape of direct wavelet is recognized as zero phase wavelet, when 
antennas touch the sand surface. In the case as shown right side in Fig.3, however, it is possible 
to cause misunderstading by the distortion in the shape of direct wave, as if direct wavelets have 
big amplitudes with reverse phase compared with wavelets as shown left side in Fig.3. 
Fig.4 shows the wavelets which propagated directly and two kinds of wavelets reflected, from 
the boundary of sand-to-air, and, from the boudary of sand-to-water. These data are obtained 
when antennas are touched to the sand surface, by using a air-filled acrylic pipe and a water-filled 
one buried inside at the same depth. At the boundary of sand-water, phase change in reflection 
wavelets can he confirmed as shown in the right side of Fig.4. 

Fig.4. Direct wavelets (center) and phase change in reflection wavelets from the 
sand-water boundary (right) and no change from the sand-air boundary (left). 
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Migration Processing 

Reflection wave traces are treated by the usual signal processing methods which are used in 
seismology in general (e.g., filtering, deconvolution, migration). Though these methods are not 
described in detail in this paper, exmaples of applications using migration processing developed 
by Stolt [ l ]  are shown in Fig.5. In this experiments, water-filled acrylic pipes with 10 cm in 
diameter were buried in the tub at the depths of 20 cm, 40 cm and 60 cm, respectively. Traces of 
raw data, which means the data have never been processed, are shown at the upper part of Fig.5, 
where the reflected wavelets form in the line of hyperbolas. By using migration processing, each 
acrylic pipe can be imaged into the corresponding traces at the same depth as shown at the lower 
part of Fig.5. The time-depth conversion is made by multiplying the half of travel time and the 
velocity of EM wave. 

Pipe fillal with W3tr.r Pips ltlld uiih Wawr Pipe filled with Wuer 
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Fig.5. Imaging process by using migration technique for the buried crylic pipes 
filled with water at depths of 20 cm, 40 cm and 60 cm. 

APPLICATION TO FIELD TEST 

Reflection Plane Determination by Circle Line 

The strike angle ( a ), the dip angle ( /3 ) and the distance to the reflection plane (L) under the 
ground as the representative of fractures are obtained from data by a circle line observation. As 
shown in Fig.6, the definitions of the parameters are drawn in X-Y-Z 3D cordinates of which the 
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origin is 0 and Y axis is taken in depth direction. 
Reflection plane is formed by points A, B, C and 
D. Line PR is the closs line between the reflection 
plane ABCD and the plane YOZ. The observation 
point E is moving around the origin 0 with a 
distance r and a rotating angle 0 measured 
counterclockwise from 0 - X  axis. In this case, 
coordinates of points P, Q, R and E are (0, L, 0), 
(-Ltan a , 0, 0), (0, 0, Ltan /3), and(rcos 0 ,  
0, r sin 0 ), respectively. Then the reflection 
plane is determined by the points P, Q and R as 
follows: 

1 rcose tan p - rsin 6 tana + L tana tang I Fig. 6. Coordinate system and parameters 
representing a reflection plane. he = 

,/tanZ p + (tan a tan + tanZ a 
(25) 

where he is the distance between the observating point E with rotating angle I9 and the reflection 
plane PQR. Fig.7 shows the simulation of reflection wave arrivals in the observation traces 
obtained by using Eq.(25). Therefore, the parameters ( (Y , /3 , L) relative to the reflection planes 
can be determined automatically by using Least Square Method with Eq.(25). 

0.00 

2.00 

4.00 
h 

E 

8.00 

10.0 

Reflection Plane in I Quadrant 
-Reflection Plane in I1 Quadrant 

Reflection Plane in I11 Quadrant 
Reflection Plane in IV Quadrant 

.................... .......................... - - - - -  
--..- 

0 60 120 180 240 300 360 
Rotating Angle (degree) 

Fig.7. Reflection wave arrivals in traces expected from the position of reflection planes, 
assumed that (Y =135, /3 =45 in I quadrant; a =45, /3 =45 in I1 quadrant; (Y =45, /3 =-45 
in I11 quadrant; a =135, /3 =-45 in N quadrant, with r=3 and L=10. 

As known from Fig.7, the nearest position and the farthest position are 180 degree apart from 
each other. Therefore, the parameters ( a , /3 , L) can be determined when 2 points are 
designated in the traces. When 3 points are designated, moreover, the reflection plane can be 
specified as a plane facing three spheres wth radii obtained by Eq.(25). This technique is used 
when determing reflection planes by hand on a computer display as shown below. 
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Field Experiments 

Field experiments with GPR's of which 
antennas are 150 MHz, 350 MHz, 1 GHz 
were carried out by using a circle line with 
the radius 4 m at a granite quarry as shown in 
Fig.8. Among the data in this paper is 
focused the data obtained by 350 MHz 
antenna and the traces are processed by the 
migration technique as shown in Fig.9. 
Photo 3 of cross section at the wall was taken 
from the direction as shown in Fig.8. In this 
photo, three fractures are recognized, shown 
as A, B and C within about 9 m from the top 
to the bottom. 

Photo 3. This was taken from the 
direction shown in Fig.8. 

Fig.8. Layo-ut of a circle line at the bench 
of granite quarry. 

Fig.9. Tree fractures are determined as A, B and C by designating 2 points or 3 points in 
the traces (upper), and interpretation of the reflection planes in 3D display method (lower). 
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The parameters of the three fracures are determined by designating 2 points or 3 points in the 
traces as shown in Fig.9. Also it is found that all reflection planes include water, because of 
phase investigations. At the lower part of Fig.9, the thick lines represent the data from this side 
and the thin lines represent the data from the other side and the straight lines are the closs lines 
between the reflection planes and X-Y plane.The strike and dip angles in degree and distance of 
the reflection planes: A, B and C are obtained as 

A 94.8, 89.6, 3.1 m, 
B: 95.5, 80.9, 5.3 m, 
C: 87.2, 81.7, 7.7 m, 

respectively. The results are consistent to the fractures A, B and C, found by watchng, shown in 
Photo 3. 

APPLICATION TO CIVIL ENGINEERING 

Here, the application of this technique into the field of tunnel excavation by TBM (Tunnel Boring 
Machine) can be considered. When the antennas of GPR mount to a TBM cutter face, the 
antennas move along a circle line with the radius determining the distance between the antennas 
and the TBM rotation center and the obtained reflection data can be used to determine the faults 
or the fracture zones existing ahead of tunnel face. 

CONCLUSIONS 

At first the basic equations are described assuming parameters so as to apply Maxwell's 
equations to the current study. Using a small tub with silicate sand and acrylic pipes filling with 
air or water, phase chenges are confirmed at the sand-water boundary inferred from reflection 
coefficient derived from the baseic equations. Next the methods to determine the reflection planes 
existing under the ground are developed with the circle line and it is found that the method is 
good enough to determine the reflection planes existing under the ground. 
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DETECTION OF STEEL REINFORCING BARS 
INSIDE CONCRETE USING RADAR 

HONG C. RHIM 
Department of Architectural Engineering, Yonsei University 

Seoul 120-749, Korea 

ABSTRACT 

An imaging scheme has been developed and proposed for the use of radar in detecting 
steel reinforcing bars embedded inside concrete. The scheme utilizes the measured data 
of electromagnetic properties of concrete and impedance mismatch between concrete and 
the steel bar. In the paper, the electromagnetic properties of concrete measured over a 
frequency range from 1 to 6 GHz are also presented. The results provided a ground 
work in improving imagery from radar measurements for nondestructive testing of 
concrete structures. 

KEYWORDS 

Radar, concrete, steel reinforcing bar, nondestructive testing, electromagnetic properties 

INTRODUCTION 

For the radar method to be successfully used, it involves the understanding of concrete 
as a material with electromagnetic properties [l], the modeling of electromagnetic wave 
propagation inside concrete [2], and the utilization of different features of radar systems 
for civil engineering applications [3, 41. In addition, proper signal processing schemes 
need to be developed which can provide a spatial distribution of electromagnetic 
reflectivity sufficient to characterize the object probed [5]. 

The use of radar is becoming more popular in the nondestructive testing of concrete 
structures. However, the interpretation of radar measurement data are still dependent on 
the experience of the operator. In some cases, time to depth conversions are guess 
work based upon assumed material properties. Without knowing an exact value of the 
electromagnetic properties of concrete, the rest of interpretation process can be 
incorrect. 

In this paper, the electromagnetic properties of concrete are measured prior to the radar 
measurements. Both real and imaginary parts of the properties are measured using 
open-ended coaxial probe method [6]. Then, the radar measurement data are processed 
using the electromagnetic properties and impedance mismatch of concrete and a steel 
bar. The imaging results successfully identified the bar. 
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MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE 

Characterizing the electromagnetic properties of concrete is essential to the enhancement 
of accuracy and reliability in nondestructive testing using electromagnetic techniques, 
such as radar method. The electromagnetic properties of concrete affect radar 
measurements in many ways. The velocity and attenuation of the wave are influenced 
by the electromagnetic properties. Thus, the establishment of a data base for the 
properties is needed for a frequency range that a radar is operating. 

For the measurements, a measurement technique using an open-ended coaxial probe and 
automatic network analyzer have been applied. Both real and imaginary parts of 
complex permittivity are measured over the frequency from 1 GHz to 6 GHz as shown 
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1 .  Measured Dielectric Constant of Concrete 
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Fig. 2. Measured Loss Factor of Concrete 

Moisture content is varied as it affects the properties significantly. The measured data 
showed the frequency dependancy of the properties. The importance of the moisture 
variation is also demonstrated quantitatively. It is expected that the results obtained 
from this study will serve as a basis for the development of the radar method as a 
useful nondestructive testing techniques. 
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At a given moisture content, the dielectric constant does not change much over the 
measured frequency range. However, the change of the dielectric constant is significant 
when the moisture content varies as in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, the loss factor of concrete 
measured is shown. The loss factor increases as the frequency increases. The effect of 
moisture content on loss factor is clearly shown in the results. 

RADAR MEASUREMENTS OF CONCRETE SPECIMENS 

Concrete targets used for the measurements have the dimensions of 1,000 mm (width) 
x 1,000 mm (height) x 140 mm (thickness) with different inside configurations. A 
specimen with a steel reinforcing bar is modeled for a simplified reinforced concrete 
structure. Concrete specimens are cast with water/cement/sand mix ratio of 1 : 2.22 : 
5.61 by weight. Portland cement of Type I was used. The age of the specimens at the 
time of the measurements was 4 weeks. The radar system used for the measurements 
has a center frequency of 1 GHz and bandwidth of 1 GHz. Measurement scheme is 
illustrated in Fig. 3 

antenna movement 

I i 

50 50 

Fig. 3. Dimensions of Concrete Specimen for the Radar Measurements in cm 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

An imagery obtained by processing raw data from the measurements is shown in Fig. 
4. The imagery represents an typical output from a commercially available radar 
system. Improvement is made by using the measured electromagnetic properties of 
concrete. Thus, the vertical scale (range direction) in Fig. 4 is exact. 

In Fig. 5, the data in Fig. 4 has been processed using a signal processing scheme 
developed and the mismatch between concrete and the steel bar is now clearly seen. 
Locating the bar is much easier compared to Fig. 4. 

CONCLUSION 

The radar method has been studied experimentally by improving the output of 
measurements by utilizing dielectric constant and impedance mismatch of concrete and 
steel bar. It has been shown that the developed technique significantly enhances the 
accuracy of the output compared to raw data. Further study includes the investigation 
of concrete specimens with multiple steel reinforcing bars. 
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Fig. 4. Display of Radar Measurement 

Fig. 5. Radar Imaging with Improved Signal Processing Specimen 
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ABSTRACT. 

A full scale seven-storey insitu advanced reinforced concrete building frame was constructed in 
the Building Research Establishment's Cardington laboratory encompassing a range of 
different concrete mixes and construction techniques. This provided an opportunity to use in- 
situ non-destructive test methods, namely the Lok and CAPO tests, on a systematic basis 
during the construction of the building. They were used in conjunction with both standard and 
temperature-matched cube specimens to assess their practicality and their individual 
capabilities under field conditions. Results have been analysed and presented to enable 
comparisons of the performance of the individual test methods employed. 

KEYWORDS 

In-situ non-destructive tests, strength development, temperature matched curing, maturity, 
temperature, pull-out test, Lok and CAPO tests. 

INTRODUCTION. 

In most countries in the world the quality of the concrete in a structure is assessed indirectly by 
measuring the strength of cubes or cylinders which are made from the concrete supplied to the 
site. Whilst this is well accepted by industry, it has its limitations in that problems are not 
detected until it may be too late for economical remedial action as testing is generally carried 
out at 7 and 28 days. In addition, these procedures can be the subject of abuse - either by 
making cubes prior to the addition of water to the mix or, in extreme cases, by the contractor 
supplying cubes from a specially prepared mix which will meet the specifications. Fortunately, 
the latter practices seldom if ever arise in the United Kingdom, but all these shortcomings 
could be eliminated by measuring the strength properties of the concrete in-situ and at an early 
age. This also permits the effectiveness of compaction and curing processes to be incorporated 
in providing a reliable indication of the condition of the finished product. 
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Fig. 1 : The in-situ concrete frame building project at Cardington. 

Another advantage to be gained from in-situ testing is that the speed of the overall construction 
programme can be increased if an accurate assessment of the early-age in-situ strength is made 
because this allows a much faster ‘turn-around’ for formwork and back-propping. 

This report describes work undertaken as part of the insitu concrete frame building project at 
Cardington. The overall objective of that project was to re-engineer the business process of 
such buildings in order to reduce costs, increase speed and improve quality. The need, 
established through industry-based studies, was addressed by a thorough re-appraisal of the 
supply chains and construction processes. A full scale seven-storey insitu advanced reinforced 
concrete building frame, see Fig. 1, designed to Eurocode 2 by Buro Happold was constructed 
in the BRE Cardington laboratory encompassing a range of different concrete mixes and 
construction techniques. This provided a focus for a number of construction-phase research 
investigations involving several Universities and including that reported here, which was 
concerned with the practicality on site and the individual capabilities of non-destructive test 
methods. 

The in-situ concrete test building at Cardington provided an ideal opportunity to establish a 
benchmark for alternative systems of concrete strength assessment to cube testing for early age 
strength monitoring. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME. 

An important feature of the Project was the need to balance the ‘research’ requirements of the 
Academic Institutions involved, with the practical and commercial requirements of the 
Contractor (Byrne Bros.) to complete the work with a minimum of delay and disruption. 
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Compromises were necessary on both sides, and one consequence was the limitations that were 
necessary upon the number of tests performed. These numbers were relatively small in 
comparison with those typically associated with laboratory based studies, and in some 
instances were further curtailed as a result of operational circumstances. Some conflict of 
requirements between the five Universities involved in parallel projects was also inevitable. 

Test Methods. 

Previous studies by Bungey [ l ]  have established that surface hardness testing is unreliable at 
early ages, and that whilst Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity measurements can yield good early age 
strength estimates usage is usually precluded by the need for access to two opposite faces. 
Where testing is required on one face, penetration resistance testing is quick and suitable for 
large members such as slabs, but this again has been shown to be unreliable at low strength 
values. Internal fracture tests are generally recognised as having high variability and are thus 
similarly considered unsuitable for early age work. The previous studies concluded that pull- 
out testing, maturity testing and temperature-matched curing were the most reliable and 
practicable techniques at low strength levels. It is on this basis that these three techniques were 
selected for use in this programme of work. 

Pull-out testing involving preplanned inserts cast into the pour is particularly suitable for direct 
insitu measurements of early age strength utilising cut-out panels in shutters where appropriate. 
The Danish Lok-Test system was selected for this project since this is the version which has 
gained greatest commercial acceptance worldwide. A companion CAPO-Test system is also 
available in which tests may be conducted on hardened concrete without preplanning, except to 
avoid reinforcement, utilising drilling and under-reaming with specialist equipment. This was 
also used in the project to provide supplementary information and to permit a controlled 
comparison of the two techniques under ‘field’ conditions. One key feature of these pull-out 
methods is the good sensitivity to compressive strength and the relative insensitivity of 
correlations to mix variables such as aggregate type. 

Maturity and Temperature Matched Curing techniques are both well established and are based 
upon measurements of within-pour temperatures. Both can provide reliable results but suffer 
from potential practical disadvantages [ 11. They were adopted for this project to permit overall 
comparison with the two partially-destructive techniques, and to assist interpretation of results 
as well as further examination of the benefits of test combinations. 

Scope Of Variables. 

The flat slab insitu concrete frame was designed to encompass a range of different concrete 
types and construction procedures. The ssix different mixes that were covered in this study are 
detailed in Table 1. It must be noted that the ready-mixed concrete supplier reserved the right 
to make adjustments, during construction, to the mix proportions originally submitted for 
approval, e.g., to make savings when the target mean strength was proving to be higher than 
what was needed, see Table 1, Mixes C37N-10 and C37N-11. It is understood that these 
adjustments are a norm during the construction of a project. The principal variables for the 
concretes covered by this study were: concrete grade (C37 and CSS), admixtures (plasticiser 
and superplasticiser) and aggregate type (gravel and limestone). 
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Table 1 : Concrete mixes used for the construction of the in-situ concrete frame building 
project. 

CONCRETE TYPES AND DRY BATCH WEIGHTS (per m3). 
C85MS C85MK C37N-10 C37N-11 C37P C37F 

Microsilica Metakaolin Normal Normal Plasticised Flowing 
Location 

Column 2+3 1 -+2 3+6 
Slab 122 5 3 4 

Portland 400 400 380 355 330 335 
Cement (kg) 
Sand (kg) 732 717 755 785 815 810 
20-5mm Coarse 
Aggregate (k). 

Limestone 1 170 1146 
Gravel 1025 1025 1010 1010 

Admixtures (ml) 
Plasticiser’ 1232 1232 990 

Superplasticiser 8800 8800 5000 
CRMs (kg) 

Microsilica 40 
Metakaolin 40 

GGBS 
Fibres (kg) 
Free WIC 0.25 0.32 0.50 0.53 0.52 0.52 
Target 

Flow (mm) 550 600 550 
Slump (mm) 100 100 100 

Tests were performed on columns at different heights (top, middle and bottom), and on slabs, 
both adjacent to columns and in mid bay (top and bottom). The selected test methods were 
each used at similar locations to further permit assessment of their practicality on site e.g. 
speed, relative cost, disruption and accuracy, and to assist determination of an optimum 
balance between insitu tests and cube testing. 

Insitu tests using the Lok and CAPO, were undertaken at 1 day (or as soon as practicable), 3 
days, 7 days and 28 days. Temperature measurements were made (by BRE) from the time of 
casting at several locations on columns at a depth of 25 mm below the surface and on slabs at 
25 mm above soffits and 50 mm below top surfaces. Results for corresponding temperature- 
matched cured cubes (based on sensors at a depth of 50 mm below the tops of slabs midway 
between columns), air cured and water cured cubes were also made available. These were 
designed to enable comparisons of insitu strength with cubes experiencing differing curing 
regimes. 

Data Collection. 

During the development of the work programme, extensive discussion and pre-planning was 
undertaken with the staff of BRE, leading to the programme outlined above. Preparation of 
correlations between measured property and strength is a key issue for insitu testing, and it is 
recommended that for normal practice these should be prepared in advance of the construction 
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starting date. In this case, however, bearing in mind the number of mixes involved, the short 
time-scale for preparatory work, the BRE intention to set up a laboratory on site, and the need 
to avoid duplication of effort, correlation specimens were cast on-site during concreting of the 
structure. In each case these comprised four 200mm timber moulded cubes (Lok-tests), four 
200mm timber moulded cubes (CAPO-tests) and one 150mm cube containing a temperature 
probe connected to a data logger (maturity). Results from these specimens were compared with 
cube results provided by BRE. Records of ambient temperature and humidity were also made. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 

The objective of an in-place test is to obtain an estimate of the properties of concrete in the 
structure. Very often the desired property is the cube compressive strength. To make a strength 
estimation it is necessary to have a known relationship between the result of the in-place test 
and the strength of the concrete for the particular concrete mix concerned. Correlation 
specimens, air-, water- and temperature matched cured cubes, cast on site by BRE during 
concreting of the main structure, were tested by STATS Ltd. 

Strength Correlations. 

Lok-Test Strength Correlations. Historically, most strength relationships have been assumed to 
be straight lines, and ordinary least-squares analysis has been used to estimate the 
corresponding slopes and intercepts, as shown in Fig. 2, with results from this project. The Y 
intercepts and the slopes of the strength correlations vary considerably for each individual 
concrete mix, but the combined correlation for all mixes is surprisingly very close to the 
Manufacturer’s correlation [2]. 
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Fig. 2: Lok test strength correlations. 
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This line crosses the Manufacturer’s recommended correlation at a Lok force of 10.5 kN but 
because of its different slope it starts deviating resulting in an estimated in-situ strength which 
is higher by 4.8 N/mm2 at a Lok force of 37 kN. Beyond this Lok force the Manufacturer’s 
recommended correlation has the same slope as the Cardington correlation but the Y intercept 
is lower by 4.8 N/mm2. It was also found that grouping all the results together to obtain one 
strength correlation for all the mixes that were tested improved the confidence in the strength 
prediction; the 95% confidence interval was +4 N/mm2 for a concrete strength of 43 N/mm2. 
This single strength correlation, based on all the results, was therefore used for estimating the 
in-situ strength from Lok. These strength estimates will be discussed in the next section. 

CAPO-Test Strength Correlations. The possibility of using the Lok-test correlation to interpret 
the CAPO-test results has been investigated. It was found that because of the similarity of the 
best-fit line, for all normal strength concretes, with that obtained for the Lok-test, one strength 
correlation can be used for both the Lok and CAPO-tests 

Maturity Strength Correlations. The ambient temperature inside the Cardington hangar varied 
between 5 and 1 O°C during the construction period. The air-cured cube temperatures dropped 
to the ambient temperature within 2-days after casting. This resulted in almost linear 
relationships between the maturity, expressed in OC Hours, and time after casting in days. The 
compressive strength was plotted against the natural logarithm of the maturity to determine 
equations relating the two. These equations have been plotted on normal axes as shown in Fig. 
3. It is clear that, as expected, one strength correlation cannot be used for all concrete mixes. 
The same maturity, say 12000 OC Hours, corresponds to 47 and 104 N/mm2 for mixes 
C37N(modified) and C85MS respectively. Fig. 3 also shows that modifications to the concrete 
mix proportions of the C37N concrete affected the maturity strength correlation. Individual 
strength correlations for each mix were therefore used to estimate the in-situ strengths, 
described in the next section. 
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Fig. 3: Maturity strength correlations. 
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In-Situ Strength Estimates 

The strength correlations determined in the previous section have been used to estimate the in- 
situ strengths based on measurements on the structure. These are compared to strengths 
obtained from air-, water- and temperature matched cured cubes. 

Lok-test strength estimates. Fig. 4 shows the estimated strengths for columns and slabs, versus 
the measured compressive strengths obtained from air-cured companion cubes. The average 
coefficients of variation from the equality line are: (a) 27.9 % for the concrete mixes used in 
the columns and 22.2 % for the strength of the mixes used in the slabs. It must be noted that 
some deviation from the equality line is expected from the in-situ strength results. This is 
because of the difference in the compaction and temperature curing regime of the concretes in 
a structural element and in air-cured cube moulds. The peak temperatures in the column and in 
the air-cured cube for the C85MS concrete were 41 and 16OC respectively. Similar trends were 
obtained for the other mixes but the temperature difference was smaller, e.g., for the C37N-10 
the peak temperatures were 24OC and 14OC in the column and in the air-cured cube, 
respectively. The ambient temperature was approximately S0C. 

The in-situ strengths should ideally be related to strengths obtained from temperature matched 
cured cubes. The average coefficient of variation from this equality line was found to be 
13.9%. Unfortunately, this comparison was only possible for the C37 mixes, as no temperature 
matched cured cubes for the C85 concretes were available for testing. 

In-situ strength estimates quoted above included different locations on structural elements; top 
middle and bottom for columns and top and soffit for slabs. In the columns with the C85MK 
and the C85MS mixes the highest strength was obtained at mid-height. The average strength 
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Fig. 4: Estimated in-situ compressive strengths using one Lok-test strength correlation 
for all the mixes tested. 
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for all ages at the top of columns was 3.3 % lower than at mid-height, while the strength for the 
bottom of columns was considerably lower at 5.0 %. Only one column cast with the C37N-10 
concrete mix was tested and the highest strength was obtained at the top. The average strength 
differences, for all ages, were 4.6% and 8.0% lower from the top, for mid-height and bottom 
respectively. These differences appear to be due to different insertion times of the poker 
vibrator. 

The average difference between the top and soffit strengths of slabs at mid-bays was 13.6 %, 
the highest compressive strength being at the soffit. This difference is however affected by the 
location; the strength difference increases to 34.8% for concrete placed adjacent to columns. 

CAPO-test strength estimates. The similarity of the strength correlations for the Lok and Capo 
tests was discussed in the previous section. The estimated in-situ strengths showed similar 
average coefficients of variation about the equality line with air-cured cube compressive 
strengths as those of the Lok test; 16.0 % and 22.2 % for the CAPO and Lok test respectively. 
The small difference in these values may be due to the fact that CAPO tests were only 
performed on the lower strength (C37) concretes and did not include the C85 concretes. It may 
therefore be concluded that the CAPO test may be used to complement data obtained by the 
Lok test since the same correlation can be used. 

Maturity strength estimates. Individual strength correlations only have been used to convert 
maturities into in-situ strengths. Fig. 5 shows the estimated in-situ strengths plotted against the 
compressive strengths obtained by testing air-cured companion cubes. Coefficients of variation 
from the equality line are 16.3% and 21.9% for columns and slabs respectively. Similar trends 
as with the Lok-test results were found, i.e. (a) early-age in-situ strengths are higher than 
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compressive strengths of air-cured cubes but are similar to water-cured cube compressive 
strengths, (b) the 28-day in-situ strengths are lower if compared to the water-cured cube 
compressive strengths, and (c) the in-situ strengths should ideally be related to strengths 
obtained from temperature matched cured cubes. Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, 
temperature matched cured cubes were only available for the C37 concretes that were used in 
the slabs. 

The above trends and their similarities with the Lok-test results implied that the strength 
estimates from the two tests might be similar. The strength estimates from the maturity 
measurements are plotted against the Lok-test estimates in Fig. 7. The strength predictions 
from the two tests show a very good correlation for the C37 concrete mixes. The scatter of 
results about the equality line appears to increase with higher strengths. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

The project created a massive amount of data, some of which are presented in this paper. The 
main conlusions are: 

There are definite advantages in being able to rely on the manufacturer's recommended 
strength correlation, as was the case with the Lok and CAPO tests, in the absence of a 
specific strength correlation. Concrete mixes to be used on site may not be finalised until 
just before the construction start date. In this case if the appropriate facilities exist on site, 
specific confirmatory strength correlations can be developed if deemed necessary from 
companion cubes cast during concreting of the structure; thus minimising the cost of 
expensive pre-construction laboratory work. 
The norm for determining when to strike has been to use, on small sites, cubes that are air- 
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cured alongside the structure, and only on bigger sites, temperature matched cured cubes. 
Air-cured cubes have been used on the assumption that their maturities do not differ 
significantly from those in the structure. In this project, however, the in-situ maturities at 
the early-age of one day were considerably higher (by a factor of 2.4 in some cases) than 
those of air-cured cubes. 
Relating maturity to Lok-test strength estimates offers a way of validating the values and 
thus increases the confidence of the strength estimates obtained from each test. The values 
estimated should be within k5 N/mm2. If any results fall outside this equality line band 
width then further tests may be performed using the CAPO test apparatus. If maturity 
measurements consistently overestimate the in-situ strength as determined by the Lok or 
CAPO tests then it is likely that the concrete mix proportions have changed. 
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ABSTRACT 

Nonlinear temperature distributions in concrete structures are a cause of thermal cracking that 
results in shortening of the usehl life of these structures. To predict a possible occurrence of 
cracking, accurate estimations of thermophysical properties of concrete in-situ as well as the 
convective heat transfer coefficient are required. Among the various variables, the convective 
coefficient in particular plays a key role. Field tests on concrete specimens have been conducted 
and specimen temperatures and meteorological data have been acquired. Using these sets of 
data, a procedure to identify all necessary parameters is developed in this paper. 

KEY WORDS 

Gauss-Newton method, convective heat transfer coefficient, thermal cracking, field tests, 
thermal analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

Techniques for estimating the possible occurrence of thermal cracking in concrete structures 
have been established and are used in practice. It is well known that concrete cracking poses a 
serious problem for concrete structures from a viewpoint of their hnctionality and durability. 
Nonlinear temperature distributions in a concrete body due to heat released by cement hydration 
are a cause of thermal cracking at an early age of the concrete and may result in shortening the 
useful life of concrete structures. Temperature distributions in a concrete body are affected by a 
number of parameters. A thermal analysis of concrete is normally conducted using standard 
values of these parameters given in references or concrete codes. However, the temperatures 
that are computed using reported values for these parameters often do not agree well with the 
experimental data. This lack of agreement is because the properties of in-situ concrete differ 
from those of laboratory tests due to the difference in the environment and casting conditions. 

Chikahisa et al.[ 11 evaluated a convective heat transfer coefficient by using the simplex method. 
The authors [2, 31 proposed a Gauss-Newton method to estimate the values of five parameters 
(thermal conductivity and specific heat of concrete, convective Coefficient, and experimental 
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constants of adiabatic temperature rise Qm and y )  using construction site data. However, 
discrepancies between predicted and actual measured surface temperatures often occur. 
Furthermore, among the identified parameters, the convective coefficient may differ greatly from 
that given in references. This is due to the fact that the coefficient is identified without considering 
the effects of solar radiation, infrared radiation, and latent heat on the concrete surface. 

The factors affecting the temperature distribution within concrete may be divided into two 
types. The first are the thermal characteristics of concrete that are affected by aggregate types 
and concrete mixture (e.g., density, thermal conductivity, specific heat, thermal difisivity, 
emittance, and solar absorptance). The second are climatic conditions of surroundings (e.g., 
ambient air temperature, relative humidity, and velocity; solar radiation; infrared radiation from 
surrounding atmosphere; and rainfall). 

In this paper, a boundary model at the concrete surface that considers climatic factors is 
proposed. We have conducted field tests using concrete specimens and have automatically 
monitored concrete spatial and temporal temperatures as well as meteorological data. An 
inverse analysis algorithm for estimating all necessary thermal parameters from the data is 
developed, and the effectiveness of the algorithm is demonstrated. 

ENERGY BALANCE AT CONCRETE SURFACE 

The net radiation QNT at the concrete surface is the sum of the solar flux Q S ~ T  and infrared 
radiative flux Q N E T ,  and is given by 

(1 )  
Equation (1) is termed the radiant energy balance equation and can be rewritten as 

(2) 
QaWn is the global solar radiation that is the sum of the downward components of direct and 
diffuse solar radiation. Qsy0 is the reflection of global solar radiation at the concrete surface. 

is the downward infrared radiation from the atmosphere to the concrete surface. Q T ~  is 
the upward infrared radiation and is the sum of upward radiation emitted from the concrete 
surface in the infrared spectrum and the reflection of downward infrared radiation at the 
concrete surface. The terms in parentheses in Eq. (2) represent the absorbed solar radiation and 
the net radiant energy exchange between the atmosphere and concrete surface. 

QRNET = QSNET + QINET 

QRWT = (Qsdown - Qsup) + (Q,down - Q I ~ )  

The net non-radiative flux QMT is expressed as 

(3) 
Equation (3) is the sum of the convective flux QCH between the concrete surface and the 
surrounding air and the latent heat flux Q L H  due to water evaporation from the fresh concrete 
surhce. 

QNNET = QCH + Qm 

The sum Q E B  of Eqs. (1)  and (3) is termed the energy balance equation and is written as 

Equation (4) illustrates that the fundamental energy balance for the concrete surface is divided 
into four terms: solar and infrared radiative fluxes, convective heat flux, and latent heat flux. 

QEB = QNT + QNT = (QSNET +@NET)+ (QCH + Q L H )  (4) 
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MODELING OF CONCRETE TEMPERATURE PREDICTION 
Governing equation 
The internal temperature distribution of concrete is modeled using the one-dimensional, 
transient heat conduction equation 

dT(z I )  d T ( z  t )  p C A =  K A + Q ( t )  d t  d Z2 
(5) 

where p is density [kg/m3], C is specific heat [J/kg-"C] , K is thermal conductivity 
[W/m-C], at) is heat generation for cement hydration in concrete[W/m3], z is the depth 
below the concrete surface[m], t is time[hr] and T(z,t) is internal temperature distribution 
PC] of concrete at depth z and time t . 

The heat generation rate is written as 

where Qm is ultimate adiabatic temperature risePC], y is a constant for the rate of 
temperature rise[l/day] and t is time[duy]. This cement hydration model is considered only 
for the early age of the concrete. 
Boundary condition between concrete surface and surroundings 
The boundary condition between the concrete surface and surroundings is expressed by 

Q ( t )  = p CQmy e-7' (6) 

where Q E B  is the rate of energy transfer between the concrete surface and surroundings per 
area[W/rn2]. The energy balance at the concrete surface in Eq. (7) is expressed by the 
following equation: 

where QsNET is the net solar radiative flux[W/m2], QNET is net infrared radiative flux[W/m2], 
Q c H  is the convective flux[W/m2], and Q L H  is latent heat flux[W/mZ]. 
Solar radiative flux 
The short-wavelength solar radiation absorbed at the concrete surface is calculated using 

where a is solar reflectance for the concrete surface and is called the solar albedo, and S is 
the global solar radiation energy per unit area incident on the concrete surface [FV/m2]. 

QEB = QSNET + QINET + QCH + QLH (8) 

@NET =(l-a)s (9) 

The albedo is calculated by dividing the reflected global solar radiation at the concrete surface 
esUp by the global solar radiation Q s ~ " ,  which is the sum of the downward component of the 
direct solar radiation and the diffuse solar radiation, all measured quantities. Then, 

The albedo depends on such factors as the physical properties of the material, the roughness 
and color of the surface, and the solar angle. 
Infrared radiativeflux 
The infiared radiative exchange between a horizontal flat concrete surface and the sky can be 
estimated by [4] 

QNET = E (%y4 - Z w 4 )  (11) 
where E is a radiative property of the concrete surface termed the total hemispherical 
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emittance and applies to the infrared spectrum, CT is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
(5.6686 x [W/m' - K4]), i'& is the equivalent blackbody temperature of the atmosphere 
[K] and is termed the sky temperature, and T,, is the concrete surface temperature [K] . 

It is known that the sky temperature changes considerably with atmospheric conditions. 
Several equations have been proposed to relate the sky temperature for clear skies to the 
measured meteorological variables. 

Swinbank [5]  relates the sky temperature to the local air temperature using a simple relationship, 
and Brunt [6] relates the sky temperature to the water vapor pressure. Bliss [7] relates the sky 
temperature to the water vapor content of the air and/or air temperature. The result of his 
investigation can be expressed in terms of the local air temperature and dew point temperature. 
Berdahl and Martin [8] used extensive data from the United States to relate the sky temperature 
to the dew point temperature, dry bulb temperature, and time using the expression 

(12) 

where T,,, is the local air temperature[K], Tdp is the dew point temperature["C], and t is 
time [hr] . The expression covers dew point temperatures ranging fiom -20 to 30°C. The range 
of the difference between sky and air temperatures is from 5 OC in a hot, moist climate to 30°C 
in a cold, dry climate. Equation (12) is adopted in the ASHRAE Handbook [9]. 

TsRy = T,,r[0.711 +0.0056T+ +0.000073Tdp + 0 . 0 1 3 c o ~ ( ? i j j ; ) ~ ~ ~  

The emittance is a radiative property of the concrete surface and its value has a range of 
0 5 E 5 I . This property provides a measure of how efficiently a surface emits radiant energy 
relative to that of a blackbody. It depends strongly on the surface material, surface temperature, 
and finish condition (e.g., roughness and color). The value of emittance is given by 

where Q(UP and Qjdown are the measured upward and downward infrared radiative fluxes, and 
Q ~ c  is calculated from 

Equation (14) is the infrared radiation emitted by a blackbody (E = I )  according to the Stefan- 
Boltzmann law. Because E 5 I ,  the radiant energy emitted by a real surface is less than that of 
a blackbody at the same temperature. 
Convective heat transferjlux 
The convective heat transfer between the concrete surface and its surroundings is described by 

which is known as Newton's law of cooling. In Eq. (15), h is the convective coefficient 
[W/m2-C]. For T,,r < T, , energy transfers from the concrete surface to the adjacent air. 
The convective coefficient for forced convection is expressed as a linear function of wind 
speed using 

where v is wind speed [mlsec] and parameters A and B are constants. 
Latent heatjlux 
The latent heat flux is due to water evaporation from a fresh concrete surface. It is known that 
the magnitude of evaporation from surface depends on the air temperature, relative humidity, 

Qbc = CT Kt,: (14) 

Qcx = h (L - L) (15) 

h = A + B . v  (16) 
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and wind speed as well as the temperature of ffesh concrete surface. Furthermore, the 
temperature change in fiesh concrete, amount of plastic shrinkage, and plastic shrinkage 
cracking depend to a large extent on the rate of evaporation fiom the eesh concrete surface, 
which influences the amount and microstructure of the hydration product and the strength and 
durability of the concrete. The latent heat flux is a significant factor that affects the concrete 
temperature. 

The latent heat flux is expressed by [ 101 

QM =O.O865A H(Po-P,XO.253+0.201~) (17) 
where AH is the latent heat of vaporization for water[kJ/kg]; PO is the saturated water 
vapor pressure at the concrete surface temperature[kPa]; and Po is the water vapor in the 
surrounding air [kPa] . Equation (1 7) is called Menzel’ s formula. 

AH is given by a regression formula of experimental data between temperature and 
vaporization heat. [ 111 

where AH is has units of [‘C]. 
AH = 2503.526-2.454.T,, (18) 

OUTLINE OF FIELD TESTS 
Concrete mixture and test specimens 
Field tests have been conducted on concrete specimens shown in Fig. 1 starting at 11 am. on 
Nov. 7, 1997. The tests have been continued over a one-year period during which time the 
concrete body temperature, heat flow at the concrete surface, and meteorological data are 
recorded at a time interval of 30 minutes. The concrete mixture and aggregate are shown in 
Table 1 .  The concrete has a compressive strength 30 N/mm 2 ,  and its initial temperature is 
21.4-C. Test specimens are of 6 types that are described in Fig. 1 and Table 2. The convection 
at the concrete surface for type B and C are forced and natural, respectively. The infrared 

Fig. 1. Location of thermocouples and heat flow sensor 
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Table 1. Mixture of concrete 
G,, Slump W I C  Air s l a  Unit weight &g/m3] 
[mm] [cm] [Yo] [Yo] [“h] W C S G A 

20 12k2.5 50.0 4.5f 1.5 45.9 164 328 819 983 1.230 

G : coarse aggregate, W : water, C : normal portland cement, s : fine aggregate, A : admixture 
Fine aggregate (sl: Pit sand, s2: Crushed sand) 
sl ;  fineness modulus: 1.61, specific gravity: 2.58, water absorption: 2.43% 
s2; fineness modulus: 3.19, specific gravity: 2.61, water absorption: 0.84%, solid volume perc.: 55.6% 

G1;fineness modulus: 6.46, specific gravity: 2.64, water absorption: 1.01%, solid volume perc.: 58.0% 
Coarse aggregate (GI: crushed stone) 

Ratio of aggregate mixing (mass mixing) sl : s2 = 20 : 80 

Table 2. Effective items and boundary conditions of surface 
Note O t  Type .E 

> I W  v 
A S I W V  QER = Qwm + QNET + Qcn + QLH - 12 Exposed 
B I W V  QEB = QNET + @H + QUI 12 Covered by roof 
C I V  QEB = QNET + QCH + QLH 12 Covered by roof with side 
D S I W  Qm = QSNET + @NET + QCH 12 Covered by vinyl sheet 
E QEB= 0 12 Simulated adiabatic condition 

AA S I W V  Q f i ~  =@NET +@NEI. +&I +& 10 Exposed 
* 1 S :  global solar radiation, I infrared radiation, W wind, V vaporization of water 
‘2 See Eqs. (7) and (8). 
*3 SeeFig. 1. 

Table 3.  Measured items and its’ instruments 
Items unit Instruments Location 

Concrete temperature OC Thermocouples 
Air temperature *C Thermohygrometer 
Relative humidity % Thermohygrometer 
Dew point temperature ‘C Dew point thermometer 
Wind direction & velocity mlsec Breeze type anemometer 1 ,2  and 3m height 
Solar radiation W/m2 Albedometer Type A 
Infrared radiation W/m2 Pyrgeometer Type AA 
Heat flux W/m2 Heat flow meter Type A, C and D 
Precipitation mm Rain gauge 

Fig. 2. Diagram of meteorological observation 
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radiative flux QmT occurs between the horizontal concrete surface and the adjacent air. 
Therefore, the sky temperature in Eq. (1 l), is changed to the ambient air temperature T,,? . The 
shape of the specimen is cylindrical and all surfaces except the top surface shown in Fig. 1 are 
covered with insulation. Thus, a one-dimensional thermal analysis in the depth direction can be 
applied. 
Measured items and measurement procedure 
The concrete internal temperatures are measured using thermocouples. The deployment of 
thermocouples is shown in Fig. 1. It is difficult to measure the concrete surface temperature by 
a thermocouple affixed to the concrete surface, because the effects of solar and infrared 
radiation depend on material and its color, etc. A non-contacting type thermometer has 
deficiency in accuracy. Referring to reference [12], a thermocouple was installed at a location 
of 0.5 cm below the concrete surface, and its value was regarded as the concrete surface 
temperature. The measured temperature data of all specimens have noise due to an unstable 
supplied voltage. A heat flow meter, which directly measures conductive heat flux, was 
installed 1 cm below the concrete surface. 

The measured variables and their instruments are shown in Table 3. A diagram of 
meteorological observations is illustrated in Fig. 2. Meteorological data were scanned every 6 
seconds for 30 minutes and their averages computed to represent the measured data for the 30- 
minutes time interval. 

METHOD OF INVERSE ANALYSIS 

The temperature distribution in a concrete body is a function of thermal properties X and time 
t and can be expressed as T, (X,r) ,  where subscript i refers to the location of ith thermal 
sensor. X is an unknown vector composed of six parameters XI, XZ , Xj , Xd , XJ , and X6 
that represent the thermal conductivity and specific heat of concrete, constant values of A and 
B for the convective coefficient from concrete to air in Eq. (16), and parameters Qm and y 
for the hydration heat generation model in Eq. (6). 

The remaining parameters in the model are considered as known. The six unknown parameters 
are determined using the least square method to achieve agreement between computed and 
measured temperatures at the thermocouple sensor locations. The temperature measurements 
are taken at N locations and are defined by u,(t) , ( i  = 1, ...., N ) .  A least square functional is 
defined by 

f ( X ) =  ri~~#,(j)-T,(X,t)~z~~ 0 ,=I (19) 

T,(X + A X) = T,(X)  + $(%)A x, 

where to and t I  are the lower and upper limits of time used for the analysis. The unknown 
parameters X, (i = l;..., N)are determined so as to minimize Eq. (19). Because Eq. (19) is a 
nonlinear least square problem, an iterative computation is required to achieve the minimum of 
Eq. (19). To introduce the Gauss-Newton method, the following linear approximation 

(20) 

is utilized. Inserting Eq. (20) into Eq. (19), we want to determine A X ,  such that the 
functional attains a minimum assuming X is given. The necessary condition is written as 
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Fig. 3. Flow of an inverse analysis 

(k=1; . . . , 6 )  
Equation (21) is a set of linear equations with respect to A X ,  . The coefficient matrix is 
referred to as a normal matrix that often manifests singular or nearly singular characteristics. 
Taking numerical instability into consideration, a singular value decomposition is employed to 
solve for A X ,  ( j  = I ,  ...., 6). The flow of the computations is shown in Fig. 3. In the figure the 
maximum allowable change for / A  X,l is set at 10 % of X ,  , because the linear approximation 
in Eq. (20) has to hold. 

RESULTS OF INVERSE ANALYSIS 

For evaluating the validity of the methol kom field test data, we usel Four sets of therm jata 
for the test specimens: type A, B, C, and AA. Ten or twelve thermal sensors are embedded in 
the concrete specimens and their locations are shown in Fig. 1. However, all the data for the 
thermal sensors are not used in the inverse analysis. The time periods of duration for the 
thermal analysis are 7, 14, and 28 days for the measuring time that has extended over one year 
after the concrete placing. The thermal sensors used for the inverse analysis are 0 , @ , @ of 
type A, B, C and 0 ,@ ,@ oftype AA in Fig. 1. 
The known variables for the thermal analysis of emittance and albedo are calculated fkom Eqs. 
(1 3) and (1 0) using meteorological data. The mean values of these variables are 0.34 and 0.77. 
The six unknown variables K ,  C , A ,  B , em, and y are initially assumed according to 
the JSCE concrete code[l3]. Boundary conditions for the exposed concrete surface are shown 
in Table 2, and the bottom and sides are adiabatic. Six thermal parameters are estimated fkom 
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the field test data of concrete. The results of the inverse analysis are presented in Table 4 along 
with their initial values. 

Figure 4 and 5 show the comparison between the measured and computed temperatures. The 
latter temperatures were computed using the numerical values of the parameters found fi-om the 
inverse analysis. It may be stated the both temperatures show very good agreement for the 
measured time period. If a strong instability lies in an inverse problem, the computational 
process will show a slower convergence rate, will converge to different values, or will even 
diverge. The results depend on the following factors: 1) number of sensors and their locations, 
2) duration of measurement, and 3) computational algorithm involved in the analysis. The 
effect of each factor is now examined. 
Duration of measured datu 
Three different time periods for measured data, namely, 7, 14, and 28 days, are considered for 
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Table 4. Results of inverse analysis for different time periods of measured data 
K C A B Q- Y 

initial results initial results initial results initial results initial results initial results 
7 4.94 1250 2.3 3.0 69.8 0.816 

A 14 2.70 4.80 1256 1480 3.0 2.3 4.0 3.0 48.9 61.5 1.262 0.947 

Duration [ w / ~ - c I  [J /K~-"C]  [ w / ~ ~ - * c I  [w/m . s e c ~ ]  kc] [Way1 Type [days] 

28 4.84 1567 2.4 3.2 59.4 0.994 
7 5.24 1309 2.2 2.8 70.7 0.806 

B 14 2.70 5.17 1256 1627 3.0 2.1 4.0 2.7 48.9 60.5 1.262 0.969 
28 5.16 1687 2.1 2.7 58.8 1.008 
7 5.97 1430 6.5 - 76.1 0.771 

C 14 2.70 5.84 1256 1718 13.0 6.6 - - 48.9 62.1 1.262 0.903 
~ 28 5.78 1710 6.7 62.2 0.903 

7 4.23 1178 2.1 2.8 82.1 0.610 
AA 14 2.70 4.45 1256 1212 3.0 2.2 4.0 2.9 48.9 81.8 1.262 0.575 

28 4.50 1214 2.2 2.8 81.3 0.570 

Table 5 .  
Locations in K C A B Qm Y 

Convergent values of number of sensor locations (Type B, 7 days) 

Case Fig. 1 (a) [W/m-'C] [J/kg-"C] [W/m2-'C] [W/m.secC]  [.C] [I/day] 
1 a@@@@@a 5.85 1584 2.0 2.5 61.2 0.923 
2 0@@@>0 5.05 1252 2.2 2.9 72.4 0.783 
3 @@>0@0 7.76 2030 1.6 2.0 58.0 1.026 
4 000 5.24 1309 2.2 2.8 70.7 0.806 
5 000 5.70 1649 2.0 2.6 57.8 0.992 
6 0@0 5.89 1576 2.0 2.5 64.6 0.929 
7 @0@ 8.28 2136 1.5 1.9 58.9 1.063 
8 0@0 22.01 3570 0.8 1.1 59.4 1.024 
9 00 5.06 1352 2.2 2.9 67.5 0.866 

10 00 5.79 1474 2.0 2.6 60.8 0.834 
25.5 3742 0.8 1 .o 59.5 1.007 

17 cn ~ ~ ~ - - - 
1 1  00 

-: not converged 

each specimen type for estimating the parameters. The results of the inverse analysis for these 
time periods are presented in Table 4 along with their initial values. Changes in the results for a 
time period greater than 14 days are not significant. These results are mean values over the 
time period for each variables; however, slight variations within the time periods for the 
measured data, and Qm and C in particular, are found using different initial values. This is 
because the thermal properties change depending on the time and temperature of the concrete 
body. Type A and B in Fig. 4 demonstrate very good agreement. Fig. 5 shows inconsistency, 
because the identified parameter values are different depending on the time period. 
Noise in measured data 
Even if slight or strong noise is present in the measured data, the computed temperatures from 
the identified parameters should exhibit a good agreement with the measured temperatures. In 
the field tests, all measured data have noise due to an unstable supplied voltages and natural 
fluctuations in environmental conditions. Despite the noise, converged results are obtained for 
each specimen. 
Convergence rate and number of measuring locations 
The necessary number of sensors and their locations, and the status of convergence are 
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Table 6. Values of A and B for convective heat transfer coefficient in Eq. (16) 
Authors Year A B 

ASHRAE Handbook [9] 1987 5.7 3.8 
Watmuff [14] 1977 2.8 3.0 
Australian Standard [ 151 1989 3.1 4.1 
Molineaux [ 161 1994 3.1 2.1 
Yang [ 171 1997 6.0 3.7 
Current 1999 2.2 3.0 

investigated by conducting the inverse analysis using the Type C data in Fig. 5. 

The results presented in Table 5 show that the number of sensors and their locations influence 
the identified results. 

The cases that do not converge are observed not to include the temperature data at the 
locationa , which is embedded just below the concrete surface. For the inverse analysis to be 
successful, the data at 3 locations at least are required including the locationa and@ . When 
the thermal parameters including the convective coefficient of concrete need to be identified, 
thermal sensora at the concrete surface is found to be extremely important. The data for 
sensor@) includes thermal effects of external factors related to climatic parameters such as 
solar radiation, infrared radiation, and air temperature. 
Convective coefficient 
The convective coefficient can be expressed as a linear fimction of wind speed ad shown in Eq. 
(16). The constant values of A and B in Eq. (16) proposed in the past are shown in Table 6 
show a wide variation. The values of A and B are also determined from the inverse analysis 
using the measured data. 

For the constants in the convective coefficient correlation identified by the inverse analysis in 
Table 4, the following equation was obtained 

(22) 
The values of A and B in Eq. (22)  are similar to those of Watmuff in Table 6. When the 
boundary condition at the concrete surface considers only convective heat transfer, the 
identified constants are higher than the standard values given in references or concrete codes. 

h = (2.2 k 0. I)+ (3.0 f 0.2) v 

CONCLUSIONS 

An inverse analysis procedure based on the Gauss-Newton method was developed to identify 
the six thermal properties of concrete from measured temperatures in the concrete body and 
meteorological data. These limited preliminary studies yield the following conclusions: 

1. An identification procedure based on the Gauss-Newton method serves as an effective tool 
for estimation of the thermal properties in concrete. 
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2. It is possible to identify a more accurate forced convective coefficient by applying the 
meteorological data to the boundary condition of the concrete surface. 

3. Stable convergence is observed when the time period of measured data is more than 14 days. 

4. The results change slightly with the length of the time period for the measured data and the 
number of sensors and their locations. 

5. It is desirable to have at least three locations that include the locations at the top and center 
to identify the thermal parameters of new cast concrete fiom measured data. 
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A Quality Control Method of Thick Embankment by a Falling Weight Test 

Koichi Oniki, Katsutoshi Fujisaki & Keisaku Yasumoto 
Kajima Technical Research Institute, 

2-19-1,Tobitakyu,Chofu-shi,Tokyo,Japan 

ABSTRACT 
The thick-layer compaction method, in which the spreading depth of each layer is greater than 
the conventional depth of 30cm, has been considered a practical means of rationalizing fill 
work'). However, the conventional quality control method such as RI system standardized by 
the Japanese Geotechnical Society cannot be applied to this method. Focusing on a falling 
weight test as being fast and simple, this study explores feasibility in terms of correlation with 
the compaction characteristics of the ground and the vertical measurement range. As a result, 
d t, is adopt as a characteristic value of an acceleration wave, and this method was proved to be 

applicable to the thick-layer compaction method. 

KEYWORDS 
quality control, compaction characteristics, embankment, impact test, impact acceleration 

INTRODUCTION 
In view of rapid rationalization of civil engineering construction works, applicability of thick- 
layer compaction method, with a spreading thickncss greater than the conventional thickness of 
30cm, has been studied along with development of numerous large-scale compaction 
equipment. It has been clarified that a spreading thickness close to 60cm is possible for sandy 
or gravel soil and soft rocks'). However, it is difficult to apply conventional quality control 
methods such as RI system and sand replacement method for thick-layer compaction, since the 
measuring range in the depth direction in these methods is less than 30cm. Even though water 
replacement method can be applied for the purpose, greater amount of labor and time required 
for this method also pose difficulty. This study focuses on falling weight test as a prompt and 
simplified method for quality control of thick-layer compaction, and investigates its 
applicability in terms of correlation with characteristic values of ground compaction and 
measuring range in the depth direction. 

CHARACTERISTIC VALUES OF ACCELERATION WAVE 
In a falling weight test, estimation of characteristic values of ground compaction (density or 
strength) is attempted using characteristic values of acceleration w2ve upon the weight's 
collision onto the ground. The followings have been proposed as indices for quantitative 
assessment of characteristic values of acceleration wave upon the weight's collision onto the 
ground'): 
(i) the maximum impact acceleration(a,,,) 
(ii) the time needed until the impact acceleration becomes O ( d t ) .  
In this study, another parameter IS considered, 
(iii)thc time required until the decelerating velocity v becomes 0 (At,). (See Figure 1.) 
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CORRELATION WITH CHARACTERISTIC VALUES OF GROUND COMPACTION 
1. Estimation based on theoretical equations 
Based on the results of observation on the ground surface after collision of the weight, a 
ground deformation model caused by penetration of the weight into the ground is shown in 
Figure 2’). Using this model and numerical analyses, relationship between the characteristic 
values of acceleration wave and those of ground compaction (coefficient of sub-grade reaction 
K3J was derived based on theoretical equations’). As a result, It was revealed that relationship 
between the characteristic values of acceleration wave and those indicating ground condition, 
under various specifications of the falling weight test cases, can be approximated by Equations 
(1) through (2). Based on the information obtained by the theoretical equations above, the 
results of laboratory tests are summarized as follows: 

........................ (1) %== ,J l (~Jym) K 3o + p 
,&=- ,~,(m/A)logK +p  ..................... (2) 

30 Z 

where 
a ,  ,O : coefficients characteristic to soil material 
A: bottom surface area of the weight. 

Fig.1 Characteristic Value of Acceleration Wave Fig.2 Model of Ground Deformation 

2. Laboratory Investigation 
Laboratory tests were performed in order to investigate the correlation between the 
characteristic values of acceleration wave and those of ground compaction for a falling weight 
test. Sample soil used for the tests was sandy soil with almost uniform grain size (the 
maximum grain size D,,,=2mm and uniformity coefficient U,=3.27), and the maximum dry 
density ,o,,,=1.605g/cm3 when water content w=18.5 75, as shown in Figure 3. 
Figure 4 shows relationship between the coefficient of sub-grade reaction (K,) and dry density 
(Q,,), derived after performing a plate bearing test on a uniformly compacted ground of a 
specific density at a constant water content (w= 7.5 91) within a laboratory test mold (60cm in 
diameter and 60cm high). The results indicated positive correlation between dry density ( ,oJ, 
and the corlficirnt of sub-grade rraction ( K , )  of the sample soil used for the test. 
The laboratory tests were performed using mass of thc weight(m) and dropping height(h) as 
parameters, on a ground uniformly compacted in a mold at a specific density. The test 
conditions are summarized in Table 1. 
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Figure 5 shows the test results. It was revealed that both a- and dt, correlates well with the 
coefficient of sub-grade reaction (K3J similar to the results obtained based on  the theoretical 
equations, it was also shown that for materials whose dry density (od) correlates positively 
with the coefficient of sub-grade reaction(K,,,), such as that used in the study, the two 
parameters a,,,m and At, correlates also correlates well with the dry density( o,).On the other 
hand, when impact acceleration a is close to 0, error of measurement becomes significant 
therefore making it difficult to read out the value of At  accurately. Thus, we judged that dt is 
not suitable as a parameter for actual quality control of thick-layer compaction. 
Figure 5 shows that followings are possible in order to enhance measurement accuracy of the 
following parameters when diameter( 4 )  of the weight is constant: 
(i) for amax, mass(m) should be made smaller or dropping height(h) should be made higher. 
(ii) for At,, mass(m) should be made larger, regardless of dropping height (h). 
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Fig5 The rcsult of Laboratory test(1) 
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If falling weight tests are to be applied for quality control in actual construction works, it is 
necessary that accuracy of characteristic values of ground compaction (K,,,, p d) obtained 
through the tests should be about the same with that for the conventional RI system (in the 
order of 10"gicm'). The accuracy of measurements for characteristic values of the ground 
compaction (K,,, p,) under the test conditions was computed based on the test results shown in 
Figure 5 to reveal that the accuracy in the order of 10-'MN/m' is maintained with respect to the 
coefficient of subgrade reaction(K,,) and that in the order of lO-'g/cm' is maintained with 
respect to the dry density( pd) under the following conditions: 
(i) for amax, when the mass m equals 5.0 kg and dropping height h is greater than 30cm. 
(ii) for A ty, in all the cases. 
Thus, it was confirmed that parameters amax and Ah, among the characteristic values of 
acceleration wave, corrclate well with characteristic values of ground compaction(K,,, p d )  
under the test conditions of the study. Furthermore, trends similar to those obtained through 
studies on theoretical equations shown in Equations (1) through (2) were observed with respect 
to the relationship between the characteristic values of acceleration wave and those of ground 
compaction, under various specifications of the falling weight test cases. 
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MEASURING RANGE IN THE DEPTH DIRECTION 
The measuring range in the depth direction(d) was obtained based on theoretical equations and 
laboratory tests, for the characteristic values of acceleration wave (a,;,\ and A I"), which 
correlate well with those of ground compaction(K3,, p,) 
1. Estimation based on theoretical equations 
In the study, the measuring range in the depth direction(d) for falling weight tests was assumed 
to be the propagation distance of impact wave through the ground in a specific time interval( 6 
I) after the weight's collision onto the ground, as shown in Figure 6. Thus, it was decided that 
Equation(3) below, which was derived based on wave equations, is used for estimation of the 
range(d) 

where, 
d: measuring range in the depth direction 
vp: propagation velocity of impact wave through the ground 
E': a constant expressed as a function of Young's modulus (E) and poisson's ratio( Y )  

p,: wet density of the ground 
6 I: time interval after the impact acceleration started to accrue 
Here, 6 t was defined as follows for each characteristic value of acceleration wave: 
(i) for amax, 6 t equals At,.,,, which is the time required until impact acceleration a reaches the 
maximum value after the weight's collision onto the ground. 
(ii) for At, 6 t equals AI, which the time required until decelerating velocity becomes 0 after 
the weight's collision onto the ground. 

(3) d = vp. 61 ........................... 

E'=(l- ~ ) E / ( 1 - 2  ~ ) ( l +  V )  

Fig.6 The Measuring Range in the Depth Direction 

2. Verification thmugh laboratory tests 
Laboratory tests were performed assuming mass(m) of the weight and dropping hcight(h) as 
parameters. Here, thickness(H) of the ground compacted inside a mold at a constant dry density 
( ~ ~ = 1 . 5 2 g / c m ~ )  was increased gradually to arrive at a value where characteristic values of 
acceleration wave (a,,, and At,) would not be influenced by effects from the bottom surface o f  
the mold. The value o f H  was in turn defined as the measuring range in the depth direction. The 
test conditions are summarized in Table 2. 
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Weight 
- h(cm)  w(%) 

d(cm> W g )  

15.0 3.2,5.0 15,30,50 7.5 

The test results are shown in Table 7. It was shown that measuring range in the depth direction 
(d) would take the following values: 
(i) for amax, d was approximately 15 cm regardless of the valucs of m and h. 
(ii) for At, d was between 40 and 50cm when m = 3.2kg, and between 50 and 60cm when m 
= 5.0kg, regardless of the value of h. These values nearly equal to d obtained by substituting 
the values of 6t(Ata.,,,ax and At,,) that correspond to each characteristic value of acceleration 
wave (At,.,, and At,) which were read out from the test results for H=60cm under the test 
conditions shown in Figure 7. This indicates that the method for setting the values of 6t 
described above is valid. 
From the above, it was confirmed that in order to enlarge the measuring range in the depth 
direction(d), At, should be used as a characteristic value of acceleration wave. Furthermore, 
for At, it is possible to enlarge the measuring range in the depth direction d if mass of the 
weight(m) is made larger when the weight diameter( @) is constant, regardless of dropping 
height(h). 
In this test, however, mold conditions have confined the ground thickness to only up to 60cm. 
The ground thickness should be at least about l m  thick, for more detailed investigation (on the 
limit of applicability of Equation(3), etc.). 
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Fig.7 The result of Laboratory test(2) 
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A PROPOSED QUALITY CONTROL METHOD 
In order to apply a falling weight test for quality control of thick-layer compaction, At, should 
be used as a characteristic value of acceleration wave, and specifications of the test cases 
(weight diameter( d), mass(m), and dropping height(h) and quality control standards should be 
determined taking into consideration the features of fill materials, depth for measurement, and 
correlation with characteristic values of ground compaction(K,,, Q,). Figure 8 shows a process 
for reaching the decision. 

1. Specifications of the test cases 
(1) Diameter( @) of the weight 
Diameter( d )  of the weight should be determined so as to avoid any effect from gravels, etc., 
upon collision, at the same time considering for the maximum particle diameter D,,, of fi l l  
materials. Referring to the method adopted for determining diameter of a specimen q5 and 
maximum particle diameter of f i l l  material D,,, in plate bearing tests, it was decided that @ 
should be greater than 5D,,,. 
(2) Mass(m) of the weight 
Mass(m) of the weight should be determined in accordance with measuring range in the depth 
direction(d) required for in practical application works. The measuring range in the depth 
direction(d) should be calculated using Equation(3) described, by substituting At, which 
corresponds with the quality control standard for characteristic values of ground compaction 
(K,,, p,) obtained in a falling weight test performed along with field roller cornpaction test, 
into the said equation. In order to use Equation(3), it would be necessary to clarify beforehand 
the Young's modulus E and poisson's ratio n for the quality control standards of characteristic 
values of ground compaction (K,,, Q,), by triaxial compression test and other means. 
(3) Dropping height(h) 
Dropping height is known to have almost no effect on correlation with characteristic values of  
ground compaction and measuring range in the depth direction, it was decided that h=30cm for 
ease of the test procedure. 
2. Quality control standard for falling weight tests 
For clarification of the quality control standard for falling weight tests, relationship between 
the characteristic values of ground compaction (K3", p,) and At, was derived after performing 
falling weight tests assuming mass(m) as a parameter, along with field roller compaction tests, 
at four or five spots in a vicinity of the point where the characteristic values of ground 
compaction(K,,, p,) had been measured through plate bearing tests and RI systems. Based on 
the above, it was decided that At, corresponds to quality control standards for ground 
compaction would be the quality control standard for falling weight tests. 

CONCLUSION 
We have chosen falling weight test as a prompt and simplified method for quality control of 
thick-layer compaction, and studied its applicability (in terms of relationship with 
characteristic values of ground compaction and measuring range in the depth direction). The 
followings were clarified under the test conditions (on sample soils, dimensions of a mold, 
etc.). 
(i) If a falling weight test is to bc applicd ib r  quality control of thick-layer compaction, At,, 

which has a large measuring range in the dcpth direction, should be used as the characteristic 
value of acceleration wave. 
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(ii) Accuracy of measurement of At" is cnhanced and its measuring range in the depth 
direction is enlarged if mass(m) of the weight is made larger when diameter( 4)  is constant, 
regardless of dropping height(h). 
(iii) Specifications of the test conditions should be determined as follows, for instance the 
diameter( 4)  in accordance with the maximum particle diameter D,,, of till materials, and the 
mass(m) in accordance with required measuring depth. 
(iv) Quality control standards for a falling weight test should be determined after duly 
considering the correlation with characteristic values of ground compaction ((K?,,, od), which 
are clarified based on a falling weight test performed along with field roller compaction test. 
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COMPENSATED HALF-CELL POTENTIAL TECHNIQUE 
FOR NDE OF REBAR CORROSION 
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ABSTRACT 

Concerning nondestructive evaluation (NDE) for corrosion of reinforcement (rebars) in concrete, 

the half-cell potential measurement can provide information on the probability of corrosion. It 

is reported, however, that the potentials measured are really sensitive to moisture content of 

concrete, thickness of concrete cover, surface coating, and internal defects (voids). As a result, 

the estimation on corrosion is somehow inconsequent. To compensate these effects, the 

boundary element method (BEM) is simplified for the data analysis. The potentials measured 

on the surface are analyzed and converted into those on the rebars. From the experiments, it is 

found that the ASTM criterion on the potential values are practically available for the estimation 

of corrosion in the case that the values are compensated. Further, the electric current analysis 

is performed from the compensated potentials. Results demonstrate that the corroded zone on 

rebars can be identified precisely. It is noted that a software developed for the compensation is 

so simple as to be readily implemented in a microcomputer. 

KEYWORDS 

Rebar corrosion, NDE, Half-cell potential, BEM 

INTRODUCTION 

For reinforcement of concrete, steel bars (rebars) are extensively employed. Chemically, 

rebars embedded are protected from corrosion by the surrounding alkaline of concrete. So far 

the concrete is as porous, chloride can penetrate into it and the passivity of the steel is destroyed. 

Due to salt attack, thus, chloride contamination of the concrete causes corrosion of rebars, which 

leads to cracking in reinforced concrete (RC) structures. In order to prevent from cracking, 
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nondestructive valuation (NDE) for corrosion of the rebars is desirable. At present, two 

techniques of the half-cell potential and the polarization resistance are commercially available. 

The former provides information on the probability of corrosion, while the latter is associated 

with the corrosion rate [l]. As for the half-cell potentials, the criterion for estimation of 

corrosion has been already coded in ASTM C876 [2] ,  by employing a copper-copper sulfate 

half-cell electrode (C. S. E). It is reported, however, that the potentials measured are so 
sensitive to moisture content in concrete, thickness of concrete cover, surface coating that the 

estimated results are somehow inconsequent [ 3 ] .  Further, the testing procedure is analytically 

investigated on the effect of internal defects [4]. It is found that the presence of internal void or 

cavity provides more negative values of the potential. 

These undesirable effects on the half-cell potential measurement result mainly from the fact that 

the potentials are measured not on the rebars but on concrete surface. One compensation is to 

measure the potentials as near the rebars as possible, applying an embedded probe [5] .  Another 

compensation is to determine the potentials at the rebars analytically. Previously the boundary 

element method (BEW was applied [6]. The three-dimensional (3-D) analysis, however, was 

not only time-consuming but also impractical. Thus, the procedure was modified and the 

charge simulation method (CSM) was developed [7, 81. The potentials measured on the 

concrete surface were quantitatively converted into those on the rebars. It was demonstrated 

that the ASTh4 criterion on the potential values converted were practically available for the 

estimation of corrosion, although the CSM still needed improvement. 

In the present paper, the half-cell potential measurement is theoretically clarified. Simplifying 

the BEM, the CSM is improved and a compensated procedure is devcloped for the half-cell 

potential measurement. An applicability of the procedure is examined in reinforced concrete 

(RC) slabs of which rebars were corroded by an electrolytic test. Further, the electric current 

analysis is performed from the compensated potentials to identify the corroded regions of the 

rebars. 

HALF-CELL POTENTIAL 

Potential field and BEM 
In the half-cell potential measurement, electrical potential u(x) in the domain of concrete, D, is 

measured at the surface. The potentials in the concrete is satisfied with the Laplace equation, 

V%(X)/R(X) = O  in D, (1) 

where v is the gradient (nabla) operator and R(x) are concrete resistivity at point x in D. On 
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boundary conditions for eq. 1, concrete surface S is classified into the potential boundary S p  and 

the current boundary Sc. The surface, where the half-cell potentials are measured, corresponds 

to the potential boundary. Other surfaces are referred to as the current boundary where 

outward flow of the current is electrically free. These are presented, 

u(x) = E(x) [C. S. E. ] on Sp, (2) 

1/R(x)* d u(x) i d  n = 0 on Sc. (3 )  

Here E(x) are the potential values obtained by the copper-copper sulfate half-cell electrode[C. S. 

E.], and n is the outward normal vector to the boundary surface. 

Provided that the concrete near the rebar could be assumed as homogeneous, the resistivity R 

becomes constant and then the solution u(x) can be represented by the boundary integral, 

C*u(x) = J” {G(x, y)[ d u(y)/ d n] - [ d G(x, y)/ d n] u(y)}dS. (4) 

C is the configuration coefficient. 

concrete, and C = 1/2 on the smooth surface. 

Sc), surrounding the domain D. 

C = 1 in the case that the point x is located inside the 

Points y are located on the boundary S (S = Sp + 
G(x,y) is the fundamental solution, as follows; 

G(x,y) = 1/(4nr) 

G(x,y) = 1/2n-ln(l/r) 
for the three-dimensional (3-D) body, 

for the two-dimensional (2-D) body. 

Here r is the distance between points x and y . 

Analytical procedure 
The charge simulation method (CSM) is known as the indirect BEM. 
are located inside D, ey. 4 is mathematically formulated as, 

In the case that points x 

u(x) = J” G(x,y) [ d u(y)/d n - d G(x,y)/ d n/G(x,y) u(y)]dS 

= J” sL G(x,y’)  f (y’)  dS, (7) 

where the boundary S is replaced by the virtual boundary S‘ . The virtual boundary is considered 

to circumvent the singularity (r = 0). The potentials measured are substituted into the left-hand 

of eq. 7, and the surface densities f(y’) are determined, solving integral equations. Internal 

potentials u(x) on the rebars are then computed from the surface densities, providing new 

G(x,y’) for the rebar locations. Here, one problem remains still unsolved with respect to the 
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location of the virtual surface, although an iteration procedure was proposed to minimize the 

error [ 8).  

To improve the CSM, BEM formulation on the half-cell potential is alternatively simplified. 

Thus, the potential boundary, Sp, is only taking into account, because d u(y)/d n is normally 

equal to zero on the current boundary Sc. Then, eq. 4 becomes, 

The potential boundary is divided into M surface elements of area AS. 
measured at the center of the element as uj and eq. 8 is digitized, 

The potentials are 

M 
ui = C -[ d Gij/dn]  uj AS. 

j= 1 
(9) 

The potentials at rebar surface, ui, are computed, substituting the potential values ui and area AS. 

To identify the regions of corroded and non-corroded on the rebar, the current analysis is 

available [9]. From potentials ui on the surface of the rebar, electric current at location xk can be 

computed from, 

N 
I, = 2 (u~-u,)/R*D&~. 

i= 1 

Here, the rebar is divided into N elements. 

from x, to x, in the rebar, and DL, is the distance between xk and x,. 
of concrete, which is assumed as constant as 10 kQcm. 

The difference (uk-u,)/R represents a current flow 

R is a specific resistivity 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

Hulf cell potential simulation 
To study the potential field in the half-cell potential measurement, 

BEM analysis was carried out. 

concrete block of 30 cm length and 6 cm depth is divided into 72 meshes of 1 crn length. 

anode region and the cathode region are assumed at the bottom boundary as shown. 

potentials were given as 

a two-dimensional (2-D) 

The boundary of a 

The 

The 

A model analyzed is shown in Fig. 1. 

-0.4 Vat the anode region and -0.2 Vat the cathodc region , setting 
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6cm A 

a I 1 

at concrete 

I ----..-___ 15cm . . 30cm Lx 

I Anode region Cathode region I 
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  L _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _  J 

Fig. 1 2-D BEM model for potential analysis 
in concrete. 

Specimen Lcngth (m) 

Fig. 2 Potential distribution at the top surface 
a d  current charge at the bottom. 

-0.3 V offset potential. Two cases of concrete resistivity, R = 0.1 kQ and R = 0.2 kQ, were 

analyzed. Results of the potentials at the surface and the current density at the rebar are shown 

in Fig. 2. Due to the change of concrete resistivity, the current densities at the rebar arc 

varied, while potential distribution at the concrete surface is identical. This clearly shows that 

the potentials are independent of the resistivity in a homogeneous body. It implies that the 

effect of concrete resistivity on the half-cell measurement is not significant in the area where the 

concrete could be referred to as homogeneous. 

Compensated procedure 
To confirm an applicability of the procedure in eq. 9, a numerical experiment was performed by 

employing a three-dimensional model as shown in Fig. 3. An RC model of dimensions 3 cm 

x 25 cm x 40 cm, which corresponds to cover concrete, was analyzed. Potentials were given at 

the rebar elements as -0.1 V at the anode region and +0.1 V at the cathode region. Here, the 

offset potential was not taken into consideration. By using the BEM analysis, first, 

potentials at the concrete surface were determined. Some of results over the rebars are shown 

in Fig. 4 as dotted curves. 

From these potential values on the top surface, the potentials at the rebars were determined from 

ey. 9. This means that the potentials on the rebar were recovered from only the potentials 

measured on the top surface. A result of the rebar located at the 

end is shown in Fig. 4 (a), and that of the center in Fig. 4 (b). It is confirmed that the 

proposed compensation could reasonably recover the potential distribution at the rebar. 

Results are shown in Fig. 4. 
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I I I 1 W = 
.l Rebar location 

Cover thickness 

= 3 c m  

Mesh division 

- Anode region (-0.1 V) 

Cathode region (+0.1 V) 

Fig. 3 3-D BEM model for the analysis. 

- - - Potentials at the rebar 
- - - Potentials at the corresponding top surface 
_. Potentials prescribed at the rebar 

Potential distributions at the top surface 

and at the rebar. 
Fig. 4 

EXPERIMENT OF RC SLAB 

Specimen 
An applicability of the proposed compensation to an actual half-cell potential measurement was 

examined. An RC slab specimen of dimension 40 cm x 25 cm x 10 cm was madc as shown in 

Fig. 5. Mixturc 

proportion of water : cement : sand : gravel is 0.5 : 1.0 : 2.41 : 2.97. The maximum size of 

aggregate is 20 mrn. Uniaxial compressive strength of concrete was 46 MPa at 28 days. 

To accelerate an electrolytic corrosion, 3% NaCl solution was mixed for shadcd portions of the 

model in the figure. After removal 

Rebars of 10 mm diameter were embedded at 3 cm cover thickness. 

The specimen was moisturc-cured at 20°C for 28 days. 
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from the mold, rebar surface out of the specimen and the top surface of concrete block were 

epoxy-coated to protect from corrosion. 

Fig. 5 Sketch of RC specimen. 

Rebars in the concrete were artificially corroded by an electrolytic corrosion test. A test set-up 

is shown in Fig. 6. A copper plate was placed on the bottom of a tub. The specimen 

was mounted on the copper plate and 3% NaCl solution was filled up to the top surface of the 

specimen. By using a current supply, constant 100 mA electric current wa5 charged between 

the rebars and the copper plate. To monitor corrosion of rebars, an AE sensor was mounted 

on the top surface of the specimen, and continuously AE generation was monitored [4]. The 

AE sensor was of 50 kHz resonance frequency. Total gain was 90 dB and frequency range 

was 1 kHz to 200 kHz. 

AE system 

3% NaCl solution 
I 

L I 

Fig. 6 Set-up for the electrolytic test. 

Results and discussion 
At 200 hr. elapsed, high AE activity and minor surface cracks were observed. 

electric charge was stopped. 

Then, the 

A contour mapping on the potentials observed at 200 hr. are 
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given in Fig. 7 (a). According to the ASTh4 criterion, potentials more negative than -0.35 V 

(C. S. E) indicate very high probability (more than 90%) of active corrosion. The potentials 

between -0.20 V and - 0.35 V imply uncertainty on corrosion. The potentials less negative than 

-0.2 V suggest high probability of no corrosion. Results in Fig. 7 (a) suggest corroded 

portions corresponding to 3% NaCl solution mixed. Then, the specimen was broken and the 

rebars were removed to identify the corroded area. Results are shown in Fig. 7 (b). 

Comparing the results in Fig. 7 (a), the agreement between the concrete surface of the potentials 

more negative than -0.35 and the actually corroded region is fairly good. 

L -  
(b) Results of visual inspection Fig. 7 Results of the electrolytic test. 

By applying eq. 9, potentials at rebars were computed and then the ASTM criterion was 
applied to the potentials at the rebars. Except for one portion 

at the left top, reasonable agreement between the actual corroded region and the estimated is 

observed. The result confirms that the procedure for compensation is useful for quantitative 

information on corrosion of the rebars, 

Results are given in Fig. 7 (c). 

Since the procedure for compensation could provide direct information on the potentials at the 

rebar, the current analysis of eq. 10 can be conducted to identify corroded regions of the rebar 

precisely. A result of the rebar located at the lower side in Fig. 7 (b) and (c) is shown in Fig. 

8. Concerning the potentials at -0.35 V, the boundaries between corroded and non-corroded 

are a little different from those of visual observation. In contrast, agreement between the 

boundaries and he zero-current locations of the current analysis is remarkable. Thus, a reliable 

procedure to identify corroded regions of rebars is developed. 
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Fig. 8 Results of the rebar at the center. 

CONCLUSION 

A compensation procedure for the half-cell potential measurement is developed. 

are summarized as follows: 

(1) In the numerical analysis by the BEM, it is found that the effect of concrete resistivity on the 

half-cell potential is not significant in an area where the concrete block is referred to as 

homogeneous. It is demonstrated that the proposed compensation could reasonably recover the 

potential distribution at the rebar, which is available for applying the ASTh4 criterion to the 

estimation of corrosion. 

(2) The potentials at rebars were compensated in the electrolytic test. Reasonable agreement 

between the corroded region estimated and that actually corroded is observed. A software is so 

simple as to be readily implemented in a microcomputer. 

(3) To identify corroded regions of the rebar, the current analysis is performed. Agreement of 

the corrosion boundaries with the zero-current locations is remarkable. Thus, a reliable 

procedure to identify corroded regions of rebars is developed, on the basis of compensation. 

Conclusions 
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ABSTRACT 

The linear polarisation resistance (LPR) method can be used to measure the active rate of 
corrosion of steel reinforcement in concrete structures. However a single measurement may be 
sensitive to the ambient environmental conditions and thus may not be representative of the 
mean annual rate of corrosion. The LPR measurement may be dependent upon the temperature 
at the time of sampling and on any wetting/drymg effects resulting from rainfall and wind or 
sunshine. 

Recent studies have examined the behaviour of a series of reinforced concrete specimens subject 
to chloride contamination or carbonation induced corrosion in a controlled laboratory 
environment. LPR measurements taken at fiequent intervals have been related to a wet/dry 
cycle imposed upon the specimens to promote corrosion activity. In addition similar studies 
have been carried out of an insitu reinforced concrete specimen exposed to the ambient weather 
conditions. The study is only partly completed, but interim results show the variability of LPR 
measurements and the influences the environment may exert on single spot measurements. 

KEYWORDS 

Corrosion, linear polarisation, environment, reinforcement. 

INTRODUCTION 

For several decades the Civil Engineering industry has relied upon half-cell potential mapping 
[ l ]  to assess the scale of a corrosion problem in reinforced concrete structures located in 
aggressive environments. Whilst with care this technique can be used quite successfully to 
identify regions of the structure which may be suffering &om corrosion attack, it gives no 
certain information about the rate at which corrosion may be occurring. An active corrosion site 
indicated by half-cell mapping may have steel reinforcement corroding at a serious rate or may 
be corroding so slowly as to be of negligible significance during the design lifetime of the 
reinforced concrete structure. 
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An ancillary test method which is sometimes used is the measurement of concrete resistivity. It 
has been suggested [2] that the presence of a low concrete resistivity in regions indicated as 
being actively corroding by half cell potential mapping can be used as an indicator that the rate 
of corrosion is probably quite high. 

Whilst both techniques are relatively simple to cany out, they are both passive methods which 
can only be indirectly related to the active rate of corrosion. Hence the linear polarisation 
resistance (LPR) method, which measures corrosion rates directly, has seen a growth in 
popularity in recent years and is beginning to be used as an effective NDT technique for the 
evaluation of reinforced concrete structures at risk of corrosion attack. LPR measurements are 
routinely used by electro-chemists in laboratory corrosion rate studies. However, when the 
method is to be used in the field there is some concern about the variability of measurements and 
the influence of fluctuations in ambient environmental conditions on spot readings. An ongoing 
collaborative project undertaken at the University of Liverpool and at Heriot-Watt University is 
presently investigating the effect of various environmental influences upon LPR corrosion rate 
measurements. The project is not yet completed but some interim results will be presented in 
this paper. 

LINEAR POLAFUSATION RESISTANCE METHOD 

The corrosion of steel in concrete is a dynamic electrochemical process involving an exchange 
of ions between passive (cathodic) and active (anodic) locations on the surface of a steel 
reinforcing bar. The process is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A simple electronic circuit 
known as a Randles Circuit [3], shown in Fig. 2 can represent the corrosion interface. The 
resistance R, represents the “solution resistance” which is the electrical resistance of the concrete 
cover between the reinforcing bar and the surface. C,, is a double layer capacitance, which is 
provided by charged ions on the surface of the steel. & is the polarisation resistance at the 
surface of the steel and represents the ease with which charged iron ions can leave the metal 
surface and enter solution. The rate of active corrosion is inversely proportional to \. 

Fig. 1 The corrosion process of steel in concrete 
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Corrosion 
interface at 
steel surface 

Fig. 2 Simple electronic circuit (Randles) for steel bar in concrete 

To apply the LPR technique a small polarisation perturbation is applied to the steel reinforcing 
bar from the surface of the concrete and the resulting response is measured after a suitable time 
delay for equilibrium to be established. Using a potentiostatic method an overpotential, A E of 
between 10 mV to 30mV is applied to the corrosion potential, as shown in Fig. 3. After a delay, 
typically of about 30 seconds, the resulting current A1 is recorded. In practice, both over and 
underpotentials are applied in order to maximise A1 while minimising the disturbance to the steel 
potential. 

Steel 
potential 

ECO,, 

Equilibriation I 
period - 

Input perturbation 

Fig. 3 Potentiostatic LPR measurement 

Current 

Response 

Although the corrosion of steel in concrete is an electrochemical process and does not obey 
Ohm’s law (V=IR), it has been shown [4] that Ohm’s law will be approximately true if 
polarisation applied to the steel reinforcement does not exceed 30mV. Thus the polarisation 
resistance % can be found from: 

AE 
%= 

For steel in concrete, the solution resistance of the concrete cannot always be ignored. By 
applying a second AC perturbation at a high frequency, typically of 300 Hz, the double layer 
capacitance provides a short circuit bypass to % and hence a measurement of R, alone can be 
made. This is subtracted from the overall potentiostatic resistance measurement to give %. 
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The polarisation resistance directly controls the rate of corrosion, I,, that may be found using 

The value of B is normally assumed to be 25mV for actively corroding steel in concrete [5] and 
50mV for a more passive situation [6]. Polarisation will normally only be applied to a small 
area, A of the reinforcing steel and the evaluation or assumption of a value for A can present 
some practical difficulties [7]. However if the polarisation can either be confined to a known 
area, or if a small section of reinforcement can be electrically isolated, then the density of the 
corrosion current can be found using 

From this the average corrosion penetration (in cdsec) may be evaluated from 

Micorrt 
P F  

P =  - 

Where M = gram atomic weight (=55.85g/mol for iron) 

t = duration (in seconds) 

p 

Z 

F 

= density of iron (7.95 g/cm’) 

= number of electrons transferred per atom (e.g. 2 for Fe+ Fez’ +2e-) 

= Faraday’s constant (96500 C/mol) 

Typical values for corrosion measurements are given in Table 1 [3]. 

(4) 

LPR measurements are normally made using a three-electrode system, see Fig. 4. A stable 
reference electrode enables the corrosion potential and over-potential of the steel to be measured 
between the steel reinforcing bar and an auxiliary electrode placed on the surface of the 
concrete. LPR measurements can be shown to be an effective means of directly evaluating the 
rate of corrosion activity and hence the severity of risk to a reinforced concrete structure. 
However one particular concern is that corrosion is a dynamic process which may fluctuate both 
up and down with changes in ambient environmental conditions. If the degree of fluctuation is 
not known, or if ambient fluctuations are not compensated, then it may be difficult to place 
confidence in a particular LPR measurement when evaluating the corrosion risk to a structure. 

Fig. 4 Three-electrode LPR measurement 
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ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS 

The current study is focused upon the effect of corrosion upon the bond of steel bars in concrete. 
The influence of carbonation of concrete is being studied together with the effect of chloride 
ingress through the cover zone, incorporating the effects of surface wetting and ambient 
temperature fluctuations. The study incorporates laboratory manufacture and conditioning of 
corrosion damaged bond specimens, supported by study of externally exposed corrosion 
specimens. 

Laboratory studies 

A series of 27 bondcorrosion specimens have been fabricated. Each specimen contains 16mm 
bond bars both confined by shear links and unconfined. Nine specimens contain deformed steel 
bond bars. A further nine contain plain round bond bars and the remaining nine contain hooked 
bond bars, Fig. 5, with a minimum concrete cover of 25mm. Bond tests were planned for just 
before cracking was predicted and after cracking was observed - 0.lmm and 0.5 mm crack 
width. 

Fig. 5 Hooked bond bar corrosion specimen, before casting 

In addition two small 6mm weight-loss bars were included in each specimen. These will enable 
a correlation between electrochemical corrosion measurements and actual weight loss at the end 
of the study. In addition, some specimens contain sensors to measure internal temperature and 
relative humidity of the concrete. 

Three environmentally controlled cabinets were fabricated, each to control the corrosion 
conditioning of 9 specimens, see Fig. 6. These were designed to study carbonation, chloride 
attack and a non-corrosive inert atmosphere. Carbonation was achieved by placing specimens in 
a 100% CO, atmosphere after 14 days of conventional curing. Full carbonation to a depth 
beyond that of the steel bars was achieved in one month and was verified using phenolphthalein 
on test cubes. Following carbonation the specimens were placed in a normal atmosphere and 
were subjected to a 2-hour spray wetting cycle followed by a 22-hour fan assisted drying cycle 
to promote corrosion. 
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Fig. 6 Environmental control cabinet 

Specimens in the chloride cabinet were not exposed to CO, in the same way but were spray 
wetted with a 1 molar sodium chloride solution under the same 24-hour cycle. The control 
specimens had the same wetting and drying cycle but were placed in an inert nitrogen 
environment to minimise any corrosion activity. An oxygen sensor was used to confirm the 
absence of oxygen in the nitrogen environment. 

The temperature and relative humidity in each cabinet was regularly recorded every 60 minutes. 
LPR measurements on each of the 6 bars in each specimen were taken on a 3-week cycle. 

Laboratory results 

Over a period of 7 days, temperature and relative humidity measurements inside a concrete 
specimen were logged. It was seen that although the relative humidity in the environmental 
cabinets cycled as expected between 60% RH and 90% RH as the 24 hour drying and wetting 
cycle proceeded, the relative humidity inside the concrete specimens was invariant, Fig. 7. It 
should be noted that capacitive relative humidity meters lose their accuracy as a value of 100% 
is approached so that the actual value may in fact lie somewhere between 95% and 100%. 
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Fig. 7 Internal and external relative humidity of carbonation specimens 
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The temperature inside the concrete specimens however followed the external temperature very 
closely. The environmental cabinets were located inside the laboratory and hence ambient 
temperature changes were relatively small. However from Fig. 8 it can be seen that the two 
temperatures are always within 2 “C of each other. A short daily drop in temperature is seen as 
the cold water spray is activated for 2 hours. 

25 .. ... ... ___ .. .. __ .. __ . .. . .- - .. .- 

5 ~~ 

0 -  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Time (days) 

Fig. 8 Internal and external relative temperature of carbonation specimens 

The effect of relative humidity and temperature on the LPR measurements is seen in Figs. 9 and 
10. The influence of the concrete wetting and drylng is seen clearly as the concrete solution 
resistance rises and falls in synchronisation with the spray and fan cycle. However this appears 
to have very little influence on the polarisation resistance. If the small temperature changes that 
were present in the laboratory are plotted against the rate of corrosion, it can be seen that there is 
a definite increase in the corrosion rate as the temperature rises. There is however significant 
scatter in these results, which cannot be accounted for. It can be seen that a corrosion rate of 1-2 

A/cm2 places this steel in the “High” corrosion category in Table 1. 
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Fig. 9 Concrete solution resistance and steel polarisation resistance for carbonation specimens 
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Fig. 10 Influence of temperature on corrosion rate on carbonation specimen 

When the drying period was extended from 22 hours to 3 days, this did have an influence on the 
rate of corrosion. From Fig. 11 it is seen that the polarisation resistance begins to rise after 2 
days of drying, indicating that the corrosion rate is reducing. During the wetting phase there is 
an immediate drop in %, indicating an increase in the rate of corrosion. Similar results were 
obtained from the chloride-contaminated specimens. 

4000 1 r . Solution k s i s z  7 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
Time (days) 

Fig. 1 1  Effect of extended dryng period on solution resistance R, and polarisation resistance % 
for carbonation specimens 

Externally exposed corrosion specimens 

To study the influence of ambient environmental fluctuations on externally located reinforced 
concrete, a 100 mm thick slab was cast containing a zone of concrete contaminated by chloride, 
mixed into the fresh concrete (5% NaCl by weight of concrete). The slab contained a number of 
lOOmm lengths of reinforcing bar with a cover of 40mm, located in both the chloride 
contaminated and the uncontaminated zones as shown in Fig. 12. The slab was located 'in an 
external urban environment in Liverpool. 

Results from external study 

The trends shown in the environmental cabinets were replicated in the study on externally 
exposed reinforced concrete. Whilst the internal temperature of the concrete followed the 
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external temperature closely, the internal relative humidity remained above 95% in spite of 
fluctuations in the external relative humidity kom 30% to loo%, Fig. 13. 

Fig. 12 External slab specimen 

Fig. 13 Relative humidity of external slab specimen 

Fig. 14 Polarisation resistance (Rp) for external slab specimen 
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A study of the polarisation resistance, Fig. 14, of a bar in a chloride contaminated zone showed 
a mean value of about 15OOCl. Using Equations 2 and 3, this corresponds to a corrosion rate of 

0.4 pA./cm2, placing it at present in a 'Lowhioderate' corrosion rate category, Table 1. 
However it can clearly be seen that there is significantly more scatter than seen in the 
environmentally controlled cabinets. The corrosion rate fluctuates between 0.06-1.2 pA / cm2 . 
If a short section of the results is examined in more detail, Fig. 15 then the effects of diurnal 
temperature fluctuations can be clearly seen. 

15-Mar 16-Mar 17-Mar %Mar 19-Mar 20-Ma1 

Fig. 15 Diurnal fluctuation of % with temperature 

CONCLUSIONS 

The study is continuing and the results presented are only interim results. Nevertheless results 
show that in a UK environment the concrete cover around reinforcing steel may never really dry 
out. Thus the presence of rainfall wetting the concrete surface may have little direct influence 
on the rate of corrosion. The ambient temperature however appears to have a significant 
influence on corrosion activity, with an increase in temperature causing an increase in the rate of 
corrosion. Whilst the LPR method promises to be a valuable technique enabling the rate of 
corrosion activity to be directly evaluated, it should nevertheless be used cautiously. It may be 
necessary to take a number of consecutive measurements to obtain a reliable measure of the 
mean corrosion rate. 
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Table 1 Typical corrosion rates for steel in concrete. 

Rate of Polarisation resistance Corrosion current Corrosion 
density, i, penetration, p 

(CIMcm2) (@Ye4 
RP corrosion 

(sZcm2) 

Very High 2.5 to 0.25 10 to 100 100 to 1000 

High 25 to 2.5 1 to 10 10 to 100 

LowModerate 250 to 25 0.1 to 1 1 to 10 

Passive > 250 < 0.1 < 1  
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A RAPID FIELD TESTING METHOD FOR CHLORIDE ION 
CONTENT IN CONCRETE USING DRILLED POWDER 

N. YUASA and Y. KASAI 
Dept. of Architecture and Architectural Eng., College of Industrial Technology, 

Nihon University, Japan 
1-2-1 Izumi-cho, Narashino-shi, Chiba-ken, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with a rapid field-testing method of estimating chloride ion content in concrete 
using drilled powder. 
First, all drilled powders of concrete were enabled to be gathered with a cover of the drill and a 
saucer. Next, the portable extraction device of chloride ion was developed to estimate chloride ion 
content in concrete on-site. The extracted chloride ion was measured with portable chloride ion 
meter or chloride ion testing paper estimated by Japan Institute of Construction Engineering. 
In comparison with the standard method using concrete core, the proposed method can not only 
evaluate the chloride ion content in concrete on-site but also be expected a great improvement in 
respect of the destruction extent, work amount and testing expenses. 

KEYWORDS 

Mini-destructive testing method, Concrete, Chloride ion content, Drill 

INTRODUCTION 

The reinforcing bar of a concrete structure needs to be protected from corrosion by chloride ions. Therefore, 
it becomes necessary to examine chloride ion content in the concrete. However, this measurement is 
conducted by gathering cores from concrete, and requires large amounts of energy and costs. And, 
destruction to the structure itself is not slight, and repairs become necessary after each examination. Further, 
for the results of chloride ion to be obtained, many processes and working hours are required. At present, 
such tests cannot be planned or conducted easily. 
However, noting that concrete powder can be obtained easily by a portable drill also by 
mini-destruction [1,2,3], we would hereby like to introduce a rapid field testing method for chloride 
ion content in concrete using drilled powder, which our research group have proposed and 
developed. This testing method can be diffused widely both domestically and abroad, as the 
evaluation of the chloride ion content is possible in a field test using comparatively simple and 
inexpensive equipment. 
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OUTLINE OF TEST METHOD 

Gathering of drilled powder and adjustment of samples 

The sample for the measurement of chloride ion content has to represent the concrete of the object 
spot. Then, as a method of gathering all drilled powder using a portable hammer drill (hammer 
about Y40,000.), a cover to be attached to the drill was made by a PET bottle, a wire and a 
transparent tape for packing as shown in Fig. 1 and Photo 1. Further, the total of the mass of powder 
sample gathered by drilling by a drill attached with a cover and the mass of the test body is 
confirmed by experiment to correspond to the mass of the test body before drilling. 
Further, drilled powder was crushed using a mortar [outside diameter 120 mm, about Y 800 
(porcelain)], until the grains cannot be sensed by finger touch, and this powder was used as a 
sample for the measurement of chloride ion content. 

The trial manufactures of portable type chloride extractor and measuring of a powder sample 
and refined water 

A portable type equipment shown in Fig. 2 was manufactured by way of trial in order to make an 
extract in the study field “soluble salt content” in JCI-SC4 “Analysis method of salt contained in 
hardened concrete” included in “Test method and standard regarding corrosion, anti-corrosion of 
concrete structure (draft)” by Japan Concrete Institute. This equipment, having a heater, can 
maintain the temperature of water at 50°C by thermo-regulator. Further, the equipment was so 
structured that the test tube could swing from right to left using a motor so that the sample of 1.0 g 
could be mixed fully with 5.00 ml of water in a test tube. 
However, it was found that the concrete powder could not be fully mixed, as the powder tends to 
settle. Then, two plastic square bars were wound to the mouth of the test tube by a tape so that a 
further vibration may be given every time the test tube swings. Further, a mixing bar consisting of a 
wire of with a looped end, was inserted in the test tube to avoid sedimentation as shown in Fig. 3. 
Using this equipment, it was found that the full mixing of a sample was possible. Further, the 
material cost of the equipment was about Y30,OOO. 

Fig. 1 Gathering of concrete powder by drill Photo. 1 Gathering of concrete powder by drill 
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Fig. 2 Portable type chloride extractor Fig. 3 Test tube 

Measurement of sample and refined water, and extract and measurement of chloride 

For the measurement of a concrete sample of 1.0 g and refined water, an even balance (basic weight 
100 g, sensibility 100 mg, about VlS,OOO), a measuring cylinder (capacity 10 ml, minimum division 
O.lml, about V600) were used considering portability, accuracy and inexpensiveness. Further, a 
measuring apparatus easily usable in field study or a disposable measuring apparatus of chloride ion 
content are necessary for the measurement of chloride ion content of concrete in the field. Further, 
accuracy, short measuring time and easy handling are required. In conclusion, soluble chloride ion 
content was measured in concrete (fresh concrete) mode using a measuring apparatus for chloride 
ion content or chloride judgement paper that have received the technical evaluation of the National 
Land Development Technical Research Center Foundation. 
Soluble chloride in concrete is extracted using a chloride extractor manufactured by way of trial 
putting sample and refined water in a test tube. Here, measurement was decided to be effected by 
a chloride ion measuring apparatus (portable type, about V300,OOO.) made by Y Company of 
electrode-current measuring type. (Disposal chloride ion measuring apparatus of 0 company is 
about V9,000/36 pcs.) Fig. 4 shows the relationship between mixing time and the concentration of 
chloride ion extracted. By this, it was judged that even with 10 minutes of mixing, the extract of 
chloride ion is fully possible. 

Study of the number of holes required to be drilled and mixing of samples. 

Considering the diameter of the coarse aggregate, there may be cases where drilled powder 
including more aggregate content may become a sample because of having the drilled diameter C$ 
1Omm. It, then, becomes necessary to evaluate chloride ion content based on the results of many 
drillings. However, considering the simplicity aimed at by this study, the fewer holes required to 
make an evaluation, the better. In order to use the concrete powder of at least three holes, a mean 
value of three drilled holes and a mean value of six drilled holes were compared. Fig. S shows the 
difference in these values. No big difference was observed. Many of the results measured showed 
a difference of within 2 10%. The number of holes to be used for evaluation was, therefore, 
decided to be 3,  judging from the serious consideration of keeping the simplicity of the test. 
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Fig. 6 shows the necessary time, in case of the test of chloride ion content in one spot by two 
engineers, for the case 0 to calculate a mean value obtaining chloride ion content for each hole of 
the three drilled holes and the case @ to obtain chloride ion content by first mixing, the drilled 
powder of the three drilled holes. Here, in order to gather quickly and exactly concrete powder in a 
layer of fixed depth, a stopper is attached to a drill edge as indicated in Photo 2. In case 0, to 
calculate a mean after obtaining values for each sample required about 75 minutes of measuring 
time, and in case 0, to mix powder when drilled, required a little over 35 minutes of measuring 
time. The latter enables simplification of work in addition to a considerable time reduction. 
Therefore, it was decided in principle to measure chloride ion content after mixing, drilled powder 
obtained from the three holes 0. 

0.051 

0 , " " , ' " ' ~ ' " ' " ' ' ' ) "  . I I I I I ( I I I I  

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Time (minutes) 

Fig. 4 Change of concentration according 
to elapse of time 

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0:1 
Concentration of soluble C1- in 
case of six drilled holes (%) 

Fig. 5 The relationship between soluble C l  
concentration (%) and the number of 
drilled holes in one spot. 

Fig. 6 Mixing of samples and shortening of test time Photo. 2 The stopper attached to a drill edge 
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TEST METHOD PROPOSAL 

From the study results conducted so far, “A rapid field testing method for chloride ion content in 
concrete using drilled powder” is proposed as follows. 

A rapid field testing method for chloride ion content in concrete using drilled powder (draft) 

1. Scope of application 

This standard covers the rapid field testing method for chloride ion content of concrete structures using 
drilled powder. This test method applies to the vertical face of walls, columns and the joists of concrete 
structures. However, this standard can not be applied to the concrete using recycled aggregate. 

Remarks: 
JIS Z 2300 
JIS A 0203 Concrete terms 

The standards quoted for these standards are shown as follows. 
Non-destructive test terms 

2. The definition of terms 

The definition of terms used in this standard besides JIS 2 2300 and JIS A 0203 are as follows. 

(1) Drilled powder: Powder produced when a hole of about @ 10 mm is drilled into concrete using a 
hammer drill. 

(2) Soluble chloride ion: Chloride ion, which is soluble in warm water of 50°C contained in hardened 
concrete. 

3. Test engineers for chloride ion content 

Test engineers for chloride ion content (hereinafter called engineers) have to have sufficient knowledge 
regarding concrete structures and their deterioration. 

4. Related studies 

Chloride ion content is studied as a object. 
beforehand, and before and after the execution of the test for chloride ion content. 

(1) The outline of the object structure for the test: Address, year of construction, construction space, 
floor space, number of floors, use of structure, history, surrounding environmental conditions 
(especially information about distance from the sea, wind), direction the building faces, etc. 

However, the following are studied as related matters both 

(2) Concrete: Materials (especially the presence of use of sea gravel), mixing, etc. 

(3) Test spot: Inside or outside the structure ? In case outside the structure, is the structure exposed 
directly to rain water or not ? 

(4) The finished materials: The presence of the finished materials, in case there exist finished materials, 
their type and thickness, their age, cracks, presence and degree of delamination. 

(5) Others: Matters, which are deemed necessary for the test of chloride ion content. 

5. Testing method for chloride ion content 

(1) Test apparatus 
Hammer drill: Portable and vibration type stipulated by JIS C 9605 
Drill edge: Used only for concrete drilling and @ 10 mm. 
Drill cover: Which can gather all drilled concrete powder used together with a receiving tray. 
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Mortar: Approximateiy 120 mm in outside diameter 
Test tube: Q 18 ~ 1 8 0  mrn, capacity about 30 ml 
Test tube holder: Holder to hold about 12 test tubes 
Balance: Capacity 1009, sensitivity approximately 100 mg 
Spoon for medicine: 
Paper for medicine: 
Water: Refined water 
Measuring cylinder: Capacity lOml 
Chloride ion extractor: Portable type that can fully extract sc 
temperature of 50°C. 
Beaker: 50ml 
Wiper: For chemical analysis 

Vernier calipers: Maximum measuring length 150 or 200 mm stipulated by JIS B 7507 
Brush: ADDroximatelv 30 mm in width 

loride ion from concrete pow 

A receiving tray: A tray to gather drilled powder falling down, fixed in a position where the drilled 
Dowder falls down when drillina or when drill cover is removed. 

?r at ible c 

Measuring apparatus for chloride ion content: Technically evaluated by the Land Development 
Technical Research Center Foundation 

(2) Weather at the time of testing: 
The test should not be executed, when concrete is exposed directly to rain, or in strong winds. 

(3) Handling of chloride ion content test: 
0 In case that there are tiles or mortar on the test spot, these must be removed so that the concrete is 

fully exposed. 
@ Drilled concrete powder in the layer of fixed depth of all three holes is all gathered using a drill and 

drill cover, receiving tray and brush. 
@ Drilled powder sample gathered by mortar is crushed to the point that no grains can be felt by finger 

touch. 
@ 1 .O g of the sample of drilled concrete powder is measured by a balance. 
@ 500ml of refined water is measured by measuring cylinder. 
8 Soluble chloride ion is extracted by chloride ion extractor for 10 minutes, putting measured sample 

and refined water in a test tube. 
0 The solution of supernatant liquid in the test tube is transferred to a beaker, the concentration of 

chloride ion content is measured in concrete (fresh concrete) mode by chloride ion content 
measuring apparatus. 

(4) Calculation 
Chloride ion content per unit mass of concrete is measured by the following equation (1). The 
results are shown to two significant figures. 

Clc = V w l p  I WCX Clm 
Here, Clc: Chloride ion content per unit weight of concrete (%) 
Vw: Volume of refined water (ml)= 5.0ml 
p: Density of water (glml) = 1 .Og/ml 
Wc: A sample weight (9) = 1 .Og 
Clm: The concentration of chloride ion measured (%) 

6. Repair 

After the test, the holes are filled by mortar or caulking compound. 

7. Safety 

To secure safety of engineers, The Occupational Safety and Health Law has to be observed. Further, 
engineers have to be given a rest at proper intervals. 

8. Report 

The following matters have to be stipulated in the report 
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(1) Name and the address of the structure 
(2) Outline of the structure 
(3) Date of the test, weather 
(4) Names of engineers 
(5) The scope of test 
(6) The results of related study 
(7) The test results 
(8) Other necessary matters 

Further, the report has to be kept for a necessary period. 

APPLICATION EXAMPLES OF THIS CHLORIDE INON CONTENT TEST 

When in dismantling No. 10 building of the College of Industrial Technology of Nihon University, 
this test method was applied. The equipment and tools used for the study were as shown in Photo 3. 
The dimension of the box to keep all, necessary equipment and tools such as the drill, electric cord 
reel, etc. except chloride ion measuring apparatus made by Y company, was about 45 x 60 x 40cm 
and the mass was about 23 kg. Further, the drill and electric drum weighed about 8 kg altogether, 
the chloride ion measuring apparatus made by Y company was about 6 kg, and total mass was less 
than 40 kg. 

Photo. 3 The equipment, tools used for the test 

Fig. 7 shows the process of a test to measure chloride ion content of 8 layers (every 1 cm from the 
surface) in one spot by two engineers. By this method, the measurement of chloride ion content of 
one spot (8 layers) was executed in about 90 minutes. Also, to measure 8 spots (only fixed layers) 
could be considered possible within the same period of time. 
Fig. 8 shows a comparison between chloride ion content measured by using core and chloride ion 
content measured by the method using drilled powder. Although the value measured using drilled 
powder was a little larger, there was a tendency for the chloride ion content to decrease with 
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neutralization, and it was possible to approximately evaluate chloride ion content. This method is 
thought to be the optimum method for the first examination of chloride ion content. 
Further, according to writers studies in the past, the result that chloride ion content increases when 
using drilled powder is assumed to be because the drill edge drills more of the cement paste and 
avoids aggregate, as indicated in Fig. 9''' and Photo 4[41. 

Fig. 7 Process of test (Samples from three Fig. 8 A comparison of soluble 
drilled holes were mixed in one spot by Cl-concentration between core method 
two engineers) and drill method. (Examples of 

measurement of wall of 1st floor, 
No.10 building of this Faculty) 

Fig. 9 Mixing value and presumed value of unit 
cement content 

Photo. 4 Drilled situation 
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SUMMARY 

Major  findings c a n  b e  summar ized  as follows. 
(1) All hole powders produced during drilling can be gathered by the cover installed at the drill. 
(2) The portable chloride extraction device was made. 
(3) Mixing time for the extraction of chloride ion in dilled concrete powder is 10 minutes. 
(4) The number of grinding holes was three at a place, and the powders obtained from these three 
grinding holes are mixed as a specimen. 
(5) ”A Rapid Field Testing Method for Chloride Ion Content in Concrete using Drilled Powder” was 
tentatively specified. 
(6) With this method, chloride ion contents of eight samples can be determined by two workers in 
about 90 minutes. 
(7) Because the cement paste part rather than aggregate in concrete is selectively drilled, chloride 
ion content is likely to be measured greater than that using cores. So the proposed testing method is 
located as a suitable method for the preliminary inspection. 

CONCLUDING REMARK 

For the evaluation of the quality of a concrete structure and a diagnosis of durability of the structure, 
it is important how much data suitable for the object study can be obtained and how easily this data 
is obtained. 
The test results obtained by concrete cores gathered from concrete structure and obtained by 
chipping are high in reliability. However, there are cases of problems from the viewpoint of 
structural durability, because this is in fact a destructive test, even though on a small scale. Further, 
even on a small scale, test costs are quite high, and tests are also resisted by the owner of the 
structure and large-scale work and repairs are involved. 
It is possible to obtain large quantities data, and in many cases information at only one point can be 
obtained. 
The test method of the test method of chloride ion content introduced here eliminate these problems. 
We hope that this method will be recognized widely both domestically and abroad. 
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ABSTRACT 

Since 1990 a special macrocell system, the so-called Anode-Ladder-System, is used world- 
wide to monitor the corrosion risk of new concrete structures, besides other systems, which 
have been developed later. This sensor-system indicates the depth of the critical chloride 
content initiating corrosion, i.e. the critical depth of the reinforcement with respect to 
corrosion. Subsequently the time-to-corrosion can be determined, enabling the owners of 
buildings to initiate preventive protection measures before cracks and spalling occur. By 
measurement of the potentials and the electrical resistance of the concrete around the sensors 
an estimation of the humidity, the availability of oxygen and the corrosion behaviour after 
depassivation is possible. 

To be able to monitor also the corrosion risk for existing structures a new sensor system has 
been developed called Expansion-Ring-System. It consists of 6 measuring rings (“anodes”) 
separated by sealing rings as parts of the main sensor and a “cathode-bar”, which are installed 
into small holes to be drilled into the concrete. The durable connection to the concrete is 
established by special patented expansion mechanisms for both sensors. 

KEYWORDS 

Corrosion, monitoring, steel, concrete, reinforcement, anode, cathode, sensor 

INTRODUCTION 

Corrosion of the reinforcement has become a major problem world-wide, especially for 
structures exposed to aggressive environments such as bridges, parking decks, tunnels, offshore 
structures or other buildings exposed to seawater or de-icing salts. As result, the repair costs 
nowadays constitute a major part of the current spending on the infrastructure. 

Many new systems and materials have been developed to repair the damages and to increase 
durability, e.g. high performance concretes. However, there is only limited long-term 
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experience with these developments. Therefore sensor systems are needed enabling the owners 
of the structures to monitor the corrosion risk and to take protective measures before the 
damaging processes start. 

As known, the costs for repair measures increase more than proportionally with time, when the 
reinforcement already has started to corrode. However, the traditional monitoring systems like 
reference cells only show the local onset of corrosion, but not the time-to-corrosion, which is 
measurable using the macrocell-systems. 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

The development of the corrosion monitoring sensors was based on an extensive research 
program on the main factors influencing chloride induced macrocell corrosion of steel in 
concrete (see e.g. [1]-[5]). More than 500 concrete specimens with different concrete 
compositions have been investigated under varying environmental conditions. These investi- 
gations have been carried out using macrocell current measurements between anodically and 
cathodically acting steel surface areas. 

The tests have shown, that this technique can also be used to monitor the ingress of aggressive 
substances like chlorides or carbonation by measuring electrical signals between different steel 
bars installed at defined locations. 

The operation of a macrocell consisting of a piece of black steel (anode) and a noble metal 
(cathode) is shown in Fig. 1. In chloride free and non-carbonated concrete, both electrodes are 
protected against corrosion due to the alkalinity of the pore solution of the concrete (passive 
state). The electrical current between both electrodes is negligibly low under such conditions. 

Fig. 1 Macrocell consisting of a black steel anode and noble metal cathode 

If, however, a critical chloride content is reached, or if the pH-value of the concrete decreases 
due to carbonation, the steel surface of the so-called anode is no longer protected against 
corrosion. Provided that the selected cathode material is corrosion resistant in chloride 
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contaminated or carbonated concrete and sufficient moisture and oxygen are available, oxygen 
reduction takes place at the surface of the so-called cathode-bar. The local separation of 
anodically and cathodically acting areas leads to an electron flow between the black steel and 
the noble metal, which can easily be measured using an external cable connection. 

Fig. 2 shows as the result of a demonstration test in the laboratory the electrical macrocell- 
currents flowing between a black steel anode and a stainless steel cathode embedded in two 
concretes with different w/c. The macrocells were embedded with a concrete cover of only 
5 mm (0.20 in.) to initiate corrosion by applying a chloride solution on the concrete surface 
within a short period of time. The results of the macrocell current measurements showed that 
the critical chloride content reached a depth of 5 mm (0.20 in.) at the specimen with w/c = 0.7 
about 80 days after concrete placement. This caused a significant increase of the macrocell 
current while the specimen with a lower w/c and a higher resistance against chloride diffusion 
remained passive. 

Macrocell - current in pA 

20 

10 

n 

42 52 62 72 82 92 102 
Time in days after concreting 

Fig. 2 Time-dependent behaviour of the galvanic currents 

The basic measuring principle to monitor the time-to-corrosion is to place several electrodes 
into different depths related to the concrete surface and to measure the onset of corrosion of 
these electrodes one by one according to Fig. 3. 

The measuring electrodes are made of steel with a similar composition as reinforcing steel to 
ensure that they will start to corrode at the same time, when a rebar at the same depth would 
start to corrode. Comparative tests have been carried out at the Institute for Building Materials 
Research of the RWTH Aachen, showing that there was no significant difference in the 
corrosion behaviour of the steel used for the measuring electrodes (anodes) and reinforcing 
steel also when using different degrees of pre-rusting before installation into the concrete 
specimens. 

Using adequate calculation models the time-to-corrosion can be determined at any time related 
to the cover depth of the reinforcement. 
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Fig. 3 Basic principle to determine the time-to-corrosion 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANODE-LADDER-SYSTEM FOR NEW STRUCTURES 

A typical layout of the corrosion sensor consisting of 6 single anodes is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 
Each of the 6 black steel anodes is positioned 50 mm (2  in) from the next one to prevent in- 
teractions between the anodes. 

Figs. 4 and 5 Photographs of the Anode-Ladder-System to monitor the corrosion risk of the 
reinforcement installed during construction 
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Figs. 4 and 5 also show that the cables are lead through stainless steel fixtures to the measuring 
device. The cable shafts within the stainless steel frame is filled with epoxy resin that acts as 
mechanical protection for the wires and the integrated PT 1000 temperature sensor. Two cables 
are connected with each single anode to get a redundant system. This allows the cables and 
cable connections to be checked after installation by short circuit tests. 

The fixture is separated from the anodes by an insulation. This geometrical design of the sensor 
ensures that the concrete cover above every single anode is not affected by parts of the sensor, 
and that the penetration of chlorides into the concrete and the carbonation process are 
consequently also not influenced. 

Since 1990 this so called Anode-Ladder-System has been used world-wide in different types of 
structures to monitor the corrosion risk for new reinforced concrete structures in aggressive 
environment [6].  More than 800 Anode-Ladders have been installed into tunnels, bridges, 
foundations and other structures exposed to aggressive environment in Germany, Austria, 
Denmark, Hong Kong, Japan, Croatia, Egypt, Switzerland, The Netherlands, Sweden, Taiwan 
and Australia and several installations are actually running. The actual state is given in the 
internet-homesite: www.sensortec.de. 

Fig. 6. shows the results from the calibration tests of single reinforcement bars with the same 
geometry as of the single steps of the Anode-Ladders in high performance concrete with 
addition of different chloride contents mixed to the fresh concrete. As reference concrete a 
poor-quality concrete with waterhement-ratio of 0.7 has been investigated with a chloride 
content of 1.5 % / cement. 

Fig. 6 Results from calibration tests of the Anode-Ladder-System in high performance 
concrete with different chloride contents and a concrete of poor quality 

To investigate additionally the most suitable short circuit time between the single anodes and 
the cathode bar, five different short circuit times between 1 sec. and 30 sec. have been tested. 
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As expected, it was found that the high performance concrete without addition of chlorides 
showed very low macrocell currents lower than 15 pA independently from the short circuit 
time. On the contrary, when 1 to 5 % chlorides/cement had been added to the concrete, 
considerable macrocell currents in the range of 50 pA have been measured. The effect that the 
el. currents didn't increase with chloride content can be explained by the limited size of the 
cathode bar, because the cathodic process seems to be the rate controlling factor for the 
investigated corrosion conditions (see e.g. [7]). 

However, as it is not intended to measure absolute corrosion rates, but the critical depth of 
corrosion, the size of the cathode bar is sufficiently large to separate between the passive and 
active state of the so-called anodes. The sensors within the reference concrete show much 
higher currents in the range of more than 200 pA as result of the poor concrete quality. 

Regarding the most suitable short circuit time Fig. 6 shows that generally all selected times 
could be used to be able to differentiate between passive and active state. As for practical 
reasons a short measuring time is most convenient, a short circuit time of 5 seconds has been 
defined as standard short circuit time. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPANSION-RING-SYSTEM FOR EXISTING STRUCTURES 

The Expansion-Ring-System consists of the Expansion-Ring-Anode and a cathode-bar. Both 
electrodes are inserted into holes, which have to be drilled into the concrete. Usually the hole to 
be drilled to fix the drilling equipment by a dowel is later used to insert the cathode-bar into the 
concrete. Fig. 7 shows the installation- and measurement-procedure schematically. 

Fig. 7 Installation procedure of the Expansion-Ring-Anode 

The main measuring sensor is the Expansion-Ring-Anode (see Fig.8). Similar to the six bars of 
the Anode-Ladder-System [6] the Expansion-Ring-Anode consists of six measuring rings in 
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different distances from the concrete surface, in 1 cm-steps from 1 to 6 cm. In this way the 
ingress of chlorides and/or carbonation from the concrete surface into the concrete and the 
subsequent corrosion risk of the reinforcement can be measured as it was shown in Fig.3. 

Above, between and below these metal rings altogether seven insulation rings are established to 
seal the area between the rings, i.e. to prevent water or chlorides penetrating along the drilled 
surface deeper into the hole of the Expansion-Ring-Anode. 

The cathode (see Fig. 8, at the right to the ring-sensor) consists of two pieces of a platinum- 
coated bar to be expanded by a special mechanism to ensure a durable contact to the concrete. 

Figs. 8 and 9 Photographs of Expansion-Ring-Anode and cathode-bar as well as the system 
installed into a bridge cap during measurement with removed protection cap 

The Expansion-Ring-Anode and cathode bar are connected to the concrete by turning nuts at 
the upper part of the sensors, leading to an expansion of the rings in a way that both sensors can 
be tightened sufficiently strong. During installation of the sensors the torque of the sensors will 
be measured to ensure that the tension between sensor and concrete is sufficient for a durable 
contact and not to high to induce problems of cracking of parts of the sensor or the concrete. 

The distance between anode and cathode should be in the range of 5 to1 5 cm. Additionally the 
electrolytic resistance between the rings can be measured to check the electrical contact 
between the rings and the concrete. 

In the head of the Expansion-Ring-Anode a socket is integrated, which allows to insert a plug 
of the measuring instrument. Between the measurements a sealing cap is put onto the socked to 
protect it from corrosion. Cables are lead from the measuring rings to this integrated socket 
inside of the Expansion-Ring-Anode. After production of the electrode all inner open spaces 
are filled with resin and sealing material to insure that no water or chlorides can penetrate to 
the inner part of the sensor. 

Laboratory tests have shown that the formation of rust at the first anodes after depassivation 
has an additional sealing effect. Therefore, the depth of the critical chloride front is not 
influenced by the presence of the sensors, because chlorides can only enter into the concrete 
besides the Expansion-Ring-Anode through the existing concrete. 
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MEASUREMENTS AND EVALUATION 

To detect the onset of corrosion of the “anodes” (measuring bars or rings) the electrical 
currents, voltages, electrical resistances and temperatures of the installed sensors are measured 
using a specially developed hand instrument, e. g. one to four times a year. 

As long as the critical chloride content and the carbonation depth have not reached the surface 
of the outer anode-ring, all electrical currents between the “anodes” and the “cathodes” are low. 
In the course of time the “anodes” will be depassivated one after the other. By measuring the 
electrical currents and voltages in regular intervals, the critical depth regarding reinforcement 
corrosion is measurable continuously. 

To be able to estimate additionally the potential corrosion behaviour of the reinforcement after 
depassivation, the electrical AC-resistance-distribution of the concrete between the six single 
“anodes” is also measured. Generally the maximum possible corrosion rates decrease with 
increasing resistance of the concrete. Additionally the temperature is measured using an 
integrated PT 1000 sensor. 

For the measurements an automatic portable instrument CANIN-LTM has been developed (see 
Fig. 9). Using this battery-powered instrument the electrical currents, potentials, electrolytic 
resistances and the temperature are measured automatically. The critical values are indicated 
simultaneously within the large display. The data of the measurements of 1.000 sensors can be 
stored and transferred to a personal-computer by the integrated serial port. For further 
evaluation of the data software is available, which builds up a database and shows the data 
versus time including alarm-values (see following section). 

RESULTS OF LABORATORY TESTS 

To investigate the correct functioning of the Expansion-Ring-System comparative tests have 
been carried out using concrete specimen with embedded Anode-Ladders. Expansion-Ring- 
Anode and cathode have been installed 137 days after placement of the concrete. At this stage 
the first two anodes of the Anode-Ladder indicated activity showing that the critical depth 
related to reinforcement corrosion was between 2 and 3 cm as the single anodes have been 
installed in 1 cm - steps. To achieve this situation a chloride solution containing 1 % C1- had 
been applied onto the concrete surface beginning from 1 week after placement of the concrete. 
After installation water has been applied onto the concrete surfaces in regular intervals (see 
Figs. 10 and 1 1) to investigate the influence of wetting and drying on the measured data. 

Figs. 10 and 11 show the standard plots produced by the MACRO-software developed for the 
monitoring systems. To get a direct overview of all data, the time-dependent values of voltage 
of all anodes against the cathode, electrical currents 5 seconds after coupling of the anodes 
against the cathode, the AC-resistance at 100 Hz between neighboured anodes and temperature 
of the integrated PT 1000 sensor are plotted together on 1 page. 
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Fig. 10 Results from a laboratory test of the Anode-Ladder-System under cyclic water 
application (A1 is the single anode next to the concrete surface, etc.) 
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Fig. 1 1 Results of the Expansion-Ring-System installed near the Anode-Ladder; (compare to 
Fig. 10, A1 is the single anode next to the concrete surface, etc.) 
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As limit values for activity of the single anodes under usual conditions 150 mV and 15 pA 
after a short circuit time of 5 seconds are used from experience. For special conditions 
regarding concrete composition or environment, e.g. for permanently submerged concrete, 
other limit values might be relevant, which can be determined individually by calibration tests 
using the same concrete under the same conditions. 

Fig. 10 and 11 show the data taken from both sensor systems beginning at the time of 
installation of the Expansion-Ring-Anodes during cyclic application of the 1 % C1- solution, 
which can especially be seen at the data of the outer anodes near the exposed concrete surface. 
Voltages and currents of the Anode-Ladder show that the 2 outer anodes 1 and 2 are 
depassivated, while the remaining anodes 3-6 are passive (Fig. lo). 

Fig. 11 shows that it takes about 1 month until voltages and currents of the single anodes of the 
Expansion-Ring-Anode above and below the critical depth separate clearly from each other. 
This can be explained by the fact that it takes a certain time until the surfaces of the rings 
passivate due to the alkalinity of the surrounding concrete and until the chlorides cause an 
activation. After this period the further ingress of chlorides can also be monitored. 

The differences in the absolute values for the electrical currents and resistances are caused by 
the different geometry of both types of sensors. For these comparative tests an Expansion- 
Ring-Anode with a diameter of 30 mm has been used. 

This preliminary test shows that the Expansion-Ring-System is suitable to monitor the critical 
depths related to corrosion of the reinforcement. The long-term-tests are still running and will 
be presented later. 

Fig. 12 Photograph of a prototype of the Expansion-Ring-System installed into a column of a 
parking garage to monitor the durability of the coating and the area above the coating 
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MONITORING OF THE DURABILITY OF REPAIR MEASURES 

The Expansion-Ring-System can especially be used to monitor the durability of repair 
measures. Fig. 12 shows e.g. the installation of Expansion-Ring sensors into the columns of a 
parking structure, where a coating had been applied to prevent further ingress of chlorides and 
to dry the concrete increasing the electrolytic resistance of the concrete. The actual results 
show, that the concrete is drying out and no corrosion has to be expected. However, this 
situation is likely to change after several years. 

OTHER FIELDS OF APPLICATION 

The corrosion monitoring system has the following advantages compared to other monitoring 
methods: 

It is not only shown, whether the reinforcement corrodes or not, but it can also be 
estimated, when the reinforcement will start to corrode. 
The corrosion monitoring system shows directly the depth of the critical chloride content 
and not the absolute chloride contents. Compared to the measurement of chloride profiles 
this is a decisive advantage, because as known from experience the interpretation of 
absolute chloride contents is generally difficult. Therefore the installation of corrosion 
monitoring sensors can not be replaced only by taking concrete samples for chloride 
profiles. 

The use of the corrosion monitoring system is especially economic in not accessible locations, 
e. g. at the outer surfaces of tunnels or in the tidal zones of pier shafts, etc.. 

When the corrosion monitoring systems are used as an effective integrated part of the 
maintenance program, the operating costs i.e. the inspection, maintenance and repair costs, can 
be reduced significantly. Interesting fields of application are the following: 

Reinforced concrete structures exposed to aggressive environments (offshore structures, 
buildings near the coast, bridges, parking structures, tunnels, foundations, etc) 
Areas with difficult or without access (outer areas of tunnels and pipes, foundations and 
tanks, piers, piles of bridges near the water level, etc.) 
Monitoring of the durability of special protection systems for new structures especially 
with a high designed service life, e.g. 100 years (high performance concrete, coatings, 
inhibitors, etc.) 
Monitoring of the durability of special repair systems (cathodic protection, desalination, 
coatings, inhibitors, etc.) 

OUTLOOK 

Experience from 10 years has shown that the Anode-Ladder-System is suitable to monitor the 
corrosion risk for the reinforcement in new concrete structures. Laboratory tests and first 
installations on site have shown, that it is also possible to monitor existing structures using the 
Expansion-Ring-S ystem. 
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Since September 1998 the Brite Euram Project “Smart Structures” is running to develop an 
integrated monitoring system for concrete structures. One task of this project is the hrther 
development of the Expansion-Ring-System, especially optimisation of the installation 
procedure and testing in different concretes in laboratory and in critical locations of bridges. 
The further results will be presented within the next years. 
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ABSRTACT 

A test method for neutralization depth of concrete with drilling powder has been developed. It can 
be applied very easily in site to wall and to column concrete by drilling a hole of diameter of 10 
mm. 
This method evolves measuring the drilled depth stopping drilling immediately the drilled powder 
discharged from the hole changes to a red color when the powder contacted to a phenolphthalein- 
ethanol solution soaked to a filter paper. 
Accuracy is very high and these are no problems in practical use compared with conventional 
methods i.e. digging holes or boring cores. 

KEYWORDS 

Concrete in structure, Neutralization depth, Drilling test method, Rapid neutralization test. 

INTRODUCTION 

This test method was first proposed by the Ministry of Construction of Japan in 1988 [l] and the 
authors have been improved and developed [2]. The Japanese Society for Non-Destructive 
Inspection (NDI) composed of a committee for establishing a NDIS Test method for neutralization 
depth of concrete in structure with drilling powder, in 1998. 
In this paper, some considerations on this test, an example of application, and finally, outline of 
NDIS “The method of test for neutralization depth of concrete with drilling powder-1999’’ [3] are 
presented. 

FEATURES OF THE DRILLING METHOD 

There is no standard method for the neutralization depth of concrete. The conventional methods and 
the drilling method are compared as follows. 
(1) Digging a hole by a chisel: A test liquid with one percent of phenolphthalein ethanol solution, 
contained about 15 percent of water is sprayed on the surface of the dug hole. Neutralization depth 
is defined as the depth from the original surface to the red-colored portion of concrete. 
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(2) Core method: Sample core is washed well with tap-water, and surface water dried out in the air 
and test liquid is sprayed to core and neutralization depth is measured from original surface. Depth 
of 4 or 6 portions should be measured. 
(3) Drilling method: The drilling method is very simple, easy and rapid compared to the 
conventional methods. The characteristics of the drilling test method are as bellow. 
a) The only 6 10 mm holes are drilled, so defect of the structure is very small, and repair works 
are very easy with cement paste or cement mortar or caulking compound. 
b) Number of testing spots can be increased. 
c) Testing spots are mainly walls though columns and vertical plane of beams could be tested. 

IMPORTANT FACTORS AFFECTING THE NEUTRALIZATION OF CONCRETE 

The neutralization depth is influenced by the individual condition of structure and test spot. 
(1) Conditions of structure 
a) Neutralization depth becomes larger, when the age of structure is older. 
b) The structures used for house or office, the neutralization speed of indoor of structure is faster 
than the outdoor, because in general indoor concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) is larger than that 
of outdoor. 
c) The outdoor concrete get wet directly by the rain, the neutralization speed becomes slow because 
the moisture content of concrete is usually large, and moving of carbon dioxide gas is prevented by 
the moisture. 
d) When the position of testing spots are lower than 20-30 cm from the ground line, the 
neutralization speed becomes very slow, because the concrete get wet by the rebounded rain or 
capillary suction water. 
e) In general, concrete under soil or water does not get neutralization, although concrete in acidic 
soil or acidic water and acid gas neutralization is very faster. 
(2) Quality of concrete and type of used cement 
a) The neutralization speed of concrete is faster when water-cement ratio of concrete is larger. 
b) When moisture curing of concrete is incomplete, neutralization speed becomes faster. 
c) When blast furnace slag cement and fly ash cement are used, the neutralization speed becomes 
faster. 
(3) Surrounding condition of structure 
In the case of exterior wall, moisture content of concrete is smaller in west side or south side, so the 
neutralization speed is faster, and it is slow in east side and north side, and under the shadow of 
trees. 
(4) Finishing Materials 
a) When finished with mortar, neutralization of concrete starts after finishing mortar is neutralized. 
If there are clacks in mortar and separation boundary of concrete and mortar the neutralization 
progressed from the interface between mortar and concrete. 
b) When exposed concrete is subsequently finished with mortar, the mortar does not neutralized 
though the neutralization depth of concrete is some time large. 
(5 )  Testing apparatus or tools 

drill bit is fixed to 10 mm. 
- Hammer drill: A hammer drill should be used. A rotation drill can not make holes. Diameter of 

- Slide calipers and filter paper of 6 185mm or white hydrophilic neutral paper are needed. 
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* Chemical reagent: 1% of phenolphthalein-ethanol solution contained 15 % of water. - Test paper: It is made by a chemical reagent spread on the filter paper using a hand sprayer. 
Photo 1 shows spraying phenolphthalein-ethanol solution onto filter paper. 

Photo 1 Spraying of phenolphthalein-ethanol solution onto filter paper 

TESTING METHOD 

Fig. 1 shows an illustration of neutralization depth test, and Photo 2 shows the testing situation. 
Two engineers are working for the test. One is drilling a hole using hammer drill attached it in right 
angle to concrete. Another one is receiving the concrete powder with a test paper slowly rotating 
under the drilling hole as shown in Photo 3. 

of phenolphthalein-ethanol solution 
Blotting paper soAked with 1 % 

(containing 15 %water). 
This paper is turned so that 
concrete powder always falls on 
a new spot 

Y 

Fig. 1 Testing image for neutralization depth Photo 2 The neutralization depth test 
with drilled powder using drilled powder 
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Photo 3 Drilling a hole and how to move paper 

If the engineer could use an apparatus which receive concrete powder automatically, he could test 
only himself. Photo 4 shows a testing apparatus, which can test only one engineer. 

Photo 4 The neutralization depth test using drilled powder 
for only one engineer 
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Before test, it is better to execute a preliminary test. 
When testing, the ordinal rotation speed of drill and drilling speed of the hole may be maintained 
until it comes final stage of drilling, then switch the power on and off, so as to see the color of 
concrete powder turning to red. When the powder color turns to red, stop drilling immediately, and 
measure the depth of hole using depth bar of slide caliper as shown in Photo 5. 
Drilling position should be decided after the discussion with the client. When the test spot is 
specified, number of testing holes are three with a distance of more than 5 cm. 

Photo 5 Measuring the depth of a hole 

COMPARISON OF DRILLING AND CORE METHOD 

Relationships between both methods are shown in Fig. 2. The neutralization depth measured by the 
drilling method is a little larger than that of core spreading method, because the drilled powder 
travels from drilling front to the exit. 
However, close correlation can be found between the results, obtained with these two methods, and 
those obtained by the drilling method are generally safety side compare to the core method. 
Table 1 shows test results of the neutralization depth obtained by drilling method and the 
conventional (core spreading) method with 10 X 10 X 40 cm specimen under accelerate 
neutralization conditions. 
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Fig. 2 Relation between the drilling method and the traditional method 

10 14.0 11.6 2.4 22.2 22.2 0.0 

11 30.6 27.3 3.3 11.1 4.6 6.5 

9 37.8 35.0 2.8 7.2 6.5 0.7 

- - - 2.1 13.7 15.5 1.8 

Table 1 Comparison between test results of the neutralization depth obtained 

by drilling method (D.m.) and the traditional method (T.m.) in laboratory 
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This table shows, the difference of the test methods is as follows. 
a) The neutralization depth obtained by drilling method is a little larger than that of the spread 
method. In the average value of the former is 2.1 mm larger than the latter. The differences are 0.8 
mm in minimum and 3.3 mm in maximum. 
b) The neutralization depth obtained by the drilling method is 10 % larger than that of the spread 
method and there is no remarkable difference between them. 
c) The variance of drilling method is a little larger than spread method. The average of variance of 
drilling method is 1.8 % large than that of the spread method. 

EVALUATOIN OF TEST RESULTS 

A neutralization depth is an average of three measurements. When one depth is 30 % larger than the 
average, the one most likely to drill a coarse aggregate, in that case, one more new hole should be 
drilled and an average will be calculated for four depths including the new one. If there is any hole 
that has the neutralization depth over 30 % larger than the average, one more hole should be drilled 
and the neutralization depth is calculated as average value of the five depths. This average value is 
the final neutralization depth of the spot. This method for calculating the average value is due to an 
engineering judge to avoid increasing the number of drilling holes. 

RECOVER 

Tested holes will be recovered by mortar or other suitable material to maintain the durability and the 
appearance of the structure. 

AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE OF THE NEUTRALIZATION DEPTH TEST 

The neutralization depth test with drilling powder makes it possible to have more test spots than 
that with gathering cores, and makes it possible to indicate a distribution of the neutralization depth 
which has not previously been indicated. An example, east side, 2nd floor, a outside wall, not 
exposed directly to rain water of the College of Industrial Technology, Nihon University, 
constructed in 1968 (not existing at present) and studied in 1992 for the concrete structure is shown 
in Fig.3 [4]. 
This distribution of the neutralization depth was made on the whole wall with a representative area 
of 25 X 25 cm for one spot, and the results measured ware processed by a computer. The results 
show that the higher the spot is located the greater the neutralization depth becomes. Further, 
reinforcement spots, the covering thickness of measured by non-destructive test using 
reinforcement probes, are shown on the same figure of the distribution of the neutralization depth. 
Thus, by the simultaneous use of the reinforcement probe, the corrosion risk degree of every spot of 
the reinforcement can be clarified without any great destruction. 
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is the portion where the neutralization is thought to have reached the reinforcing bar 

Reinforcing bar 

-I&-- 

+--- 
Figures in 0 show the covering thickness (mm) of reinforcing bar at that position 0 200(cn 
Further, figures on the line show the neutralization depth (mm). 

Fig. 3 The distribution of the neutralization depth and covering thickness [4] 

OUTLINE OF “METHOD OF TEST FOR NEUTRALIZATION DEPTH OF CONCRETE 
WITH DRILLING POWDER” (NDIS 3419-1999) 

This NDIS is established in August 1999. Outline of the test method is described as follows. 

SCOPE OF APPLICATION 
This standard test method is applied to test the neutralization depth of concrete in structures. The 
main application is to vertical face of walls, columns and the joists of concrete structures. 
However, this standard can not be applied to the concrete using recycled aggregate. 

THE DEFINITION OF TERMS 
The definition of terms used in this standard are as follows, and may also be referred to JIS Z 
2300-1991 “Terms for non-destructive test” and JIS A 0203-1999 “Terms for concrete”. 
(1) Drilling powder: Powder exhausted from a hole of about 10 mm in diameter bored into concrete 
using a hammer drill. 
(2) The neutralization depth of concrete: The depth at which concrete dose not colored by one 
percent of phenolphthalein-ethanol solution, as a consequence of migration of the atmospheric 
carbon dioxide, other gas or acid liquid into the concrete, resulting concrete alkalinity. 

TEST ENGINEERS 
Test engineers for neutralization depth test (hereinafter called engineers) are those who satisfy the 
following conditions. 
(1) The color sense for red colors has to be normal. Further, the test methods for eyesight and 
color sense are based on NDIS 3413. 
(2) Engineers have to have sufficient knowledge regarding the concrete structure and its 
deterioration. 
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PRELIMINEARY INSPECTION AND P R E P a T I O N  
The following are related studies to be done before the execution of the test for neutralization depth. 
(1) The out line of the structure: Location, construction year, scale of structure, building area, floor 
space, number of floors, use of structure, the history of the structure and outline of direction of the 
structure. Matters related to the materials and mixture of concrete. 
(2) The test spot: Inside or outside the structure. If the structure exposed directly to rain or not. 
(3) The presence of the finishing materials: If finished, their types and thickness, the age, cracks, 
presence of separation etc. 
(4) Other matters: Those necessary for the testing of neutralization depth. 

EQUIPMENT 
(1) Test apparatus 
Hammer drill: Portable and vibration type specified by JIS C 9605 
Drill bit: To be used only for concrete drilling and 10 mm in diameter 
Slide calipers: Maximum measuring length of 150 or 200 mm specified by JIS B 7507 
Filter paper: Filter paper foc chemical inspection specified by JIS P 3801 
(2) How to make the one percent phenolphthalein-ethanol solution 
Phenolphthalein: Specified by JIS K 8001 
Ethanol first class reagent: Specified JIS K 8102 
Water: Distilled water or ion-exchanged water. 
One percent phenolphthalein-ethanol solution can be made based on JIS K 8006. 
(3) How to make test paper 
Test paper is a filter paper absorbed 1 % of phenolphthalein-ethanol solution applied with hand 
sprayer. 

TEST METHOD 
Lighting on testing and the lighting method 
In order to evaluate the color of drilled powder by 1 % phenolphthalein-ethanol solution, the 
necessary light must be secured. When illumination of visual range and visibility are insufficient, 
e.g., at night or in rainy weather, etc., the test should not be executed. When the test is likely to be 
affected by unsatisfactory conditions, proper lighting is required. When necessary, the lighting 
method, the distance from the test face, and observation direction, etc., should be recorded. 
Operation of neutralization test 
(1) When mortar or ceramic tiles are covered at the test spot, they have to be removed to expose the 
concrete. 
(2) Work have to done by two engineers. One engineer drills a hole slowly by holding the hammer 
drill right angle to the face of walls, columns and joists etc., of the concrete structure. The other 
engineer, before the drilling is started, watches and waits with holding the test paper in a position 
where the concrete powder can be expected to fall. 
(3) The test paper is rotated slowly so that the falling concrete powder does not accumulate only on 
one spot of the test paper, and drilling is to be stopped immediately when the fallen concrete 
powder turns to be red. 
(4) After pulling of the drill from the hole, the depth of the hole is measured in units of mm using 
the depth bar of slide calipers and is recorded as the neutralization depth. 
Note: When concrete is finished by mortar or ceramic tiles, any the neutralization depth of concrete 
can be confirmed clearly, the finishing are not necessary to be removed. 
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CALCULATION OF NEUTRALIZATION DEPTH 
(1) Neutralization depth of a spot can be calculated by the average value of three holes. 
(2) If one hole of neutralization depth measured is over k30 % than the average value, there is the 
possibility of the test penetrating coarse aggregate. The neutralization depth is measured by opening 
another one hole, and calculate the average including new hole. 
(3) If there is the difference in neutralization depth between the average value and those of the four 
holes over *30 % from average, a fifth hole is to be drilled and the neutralization depth measured, 
and calculated the average value of five holes and it is considered the neutralization depth of the 
spot. 

REPMRS 
After the test, mortar or a caulking compound is filled into the drilled hole. 

REPORT 
The following matters have to be stipulated in the report. 
(a) Name and address of the structure 
(b) Outline of the structure 
(c) Date of the test, weather 
(d) Names of engineers 
(e) Scope of the test 
(0 Test results 
(g) Results of related studies 
(h) Other necessary matters 
Further, the report has to be kept for a necessary period. 
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ABSTRACT 

Natural potential measurement is one of the simplest methods to evaluate corrosion of steel 
bars embedded in concrete. But natural potential has been used only to judge whether 
corrosion is occurring or not. 

This study aims to establish the estimation method of corroded portion and mount of 
corrosion quantitatively by using natural potential. Amperage distribution is calculated using 
natural potential at the surface of steel bar, which was calculated from natural potential 
measurement data by €EM. Amounts of corrosion are estimated by integrating cumulative 
amperage by time. In these processes, all estimation methods are based on electrochemical 
theories. 

It becomes possible to know more worthwhile information from estimation analysis based 
on the result of time-dependent measurement natural potential. 

KEYWORDS 

Natural potential, amperage, cumulative amperage, electrochemical theories, crack 

INTRODUCTION 

Electrochemical method is very convenient to evaluate corrosion of reinforcing steel bars 
embedded in concrete by non-destructive method. Natural potential measurement is one of 
the simplest methods to evaluate corrosion. But the relationship between corrosion and 
natural potential has not been clarified in details.According to the standard of ASTM, natural 
potential is only used to judge whether corrosion is occurring or not. This study aims to 
clarify the estimation method of corroded portion and amount of corrosion quantitatively by 
using natural potential measurement. 
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ESTIMATION METHOD FOR THE AMOUNT O F  CORROSION BASED ON NATURAL 
POTENTIAL MEASURMENT 

Estimation of Natural Potential at the Surface of Steel Bar 

The result of natural potential measurement does not show natural potential at the surface 
of steel bar. Therefore natural potential at the surface of steel bar was estimated from the 
result of natural potential measurement by FEM analysis [l]. 

figurel. This analysis is aimed to remove the effect of cover concrete and get therigorously 
natural potential at the surface of steel bar. 

If concrete is considered as homogeneous material, the distribution of natural potential can 
be obtained from the solution of Laplace equation as shown below: 

The flowchart of natural potential analysis and the model of analysis were shown in 

At first, the result of natural potential measurement at the surface of concrete is  considered 
as a boundary condition for the equation (1). And then, natural potential at the surface of steel 
bar is estimated by reiterate calculation. 

v = v, (2) 
Where, v,: natural potential measurement at the surface of concrete 

Secondly, the boundary condition of the surface of concrete is shown as below byFourier’s 
low: 

i: current density on boundary 
R: resistance of concrete 
n: vertical vector 

It is possible to say that this analysis is easy andeffective method to estimate natural 
potential at the surface of steel bar from the result of natural potential measurement. 

Estimation of Amperage Distribution and Amount of Corrosion 

The boundary between cathode and anode is considered as the inflection point of natural 
potential distribution. The inflection point of natural potential distributioncan be obtained 
from the amperage analysis.Because the relation between amperage and potential followsthe 
law of Ohm, the amperage distributioncan be estimated as shown below: 
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(4) 

Where, I: total amperage into optional point k (Ncm) 
ik :current density into point k from each point x(A/cm2) 
vk :potential difference per unit length of point k and each point x(V/cm) 

Rk: resistance of concrete on each point (kn .cm) 

natural potential 
at the surface of concrete 

I calculated result -experimental result I 
1 

remainder S ImV s 
I natural potential at the surface of steel bar I 

1 
vc'=vc 

Fig.1 Flowchart and model for natural potential analysis 

The result of natural potential measurement 
(natural potential at the surface of concrete) 

Natural potential analysis I' 
natural potential at the surface of steel bar 

I Amperage analysis -1 Resistance of concrete 1 (Ohm's law) 

(Amperage distribution) at the surface of steel bar 

-Starting point of corrcsion 
.Corroded portion 

( Estimated amount of corrmion 1 
Fig.2 The flowchart of analysis 
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It was assumed that the resistance of the general concrete is constant value for 10k n. The 
current density in reinforcement at each point can be estimated from equation 5. Integrating 
equation.5 by time, the cumulative amperage is calculated Amount of corrosion and 
cumulative amperage are proportional by Faradayb law. Therefore it is able to estimate the 
amount of corrosion from the cumulative amperageas shown below: 

W, = kI(t)dt 

Wk: amount of corrosion (g/sec) 
k: electrochemical equivalent 

d 
Where, 

The flowchart of those analyses is shown in figure 2. By usingelectrochemical theories, it 
is possible to know the progress of the corrosion from the time-dependent measurement of 
natural potential. 

RESULT OF ESTIMATION ANALYSIS 

Environmental Condition of Specimen for Estimation Analysis 

Specimens used for estimation analysis were exposed for 5years in marine environment 
Water cement ratio of concrete was 0.5. Beam specimens (10cm*10cm*120cm) were 
produced with 2 steel bars, which were 10mm in diameter and 110cm in length, and they 
were embedded at the depth of 20mm of cover. Cracks were generated at the center part of all 
specimens. During exposure duration, natural potential was measured continuously by 
saturated silver chloride electrode at the period of exposure for 1, 2,3,4,  Syears. 

Natural Potential Analysis 

The results of natural potential measurements are shown in figure 3, and the results of 
natural potential at the surface of steel bar by FEM analysis using equation (1)(2)(3) are 
shown in figure 4. Comparing figure 3 with figure 4, there are no big difference between 
experimental result and calculated result. Therefore, when cover concrete is within 20mm, it 
is possible to consider the result of natural potential measurement at the surface as natural 
potential at the surface of steel bar. But incase of large thickness of cover concrete, the result 
of natural potential measurement at the surface of concrete may not coincide with the values 
at the surface of steel bar. Therefore, it is important to remove the effect of cover concrete 
and estimate the natural potential at the surface of steel bar. Using this analysis, it is possible 
to calculate the amperage distribution, which is the next step to estimate corroded portion and 
the amount of corrosion of steel bar, exactly. 

Amperage Analysis 

The results of amperage analysis using calalated result of natural potential is shown in 
figure 5. In this figure, amperage inminus value is shown on the anode side and amperage in 
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Fig.4 Distribution of calculated result of natural potential 

plus value is shown on the cathode side. Therefore, the integrate value of amperage at each 
period have to become zero. 

Observing the result of calculated natural potential is shown in figure 4, natural potential at 
each points of steel bar are shown in the anode values. But in figure 5, theposition judged as 
corroded portion in experimental data of natural potential is not always shown in the anode. 
The gradually changes of anode area is observed in the amperage distribution. In center part 
of steel bar, the amperage is shown in high anode value in the period of 1 year. Because the 
anode area in figure 5 became large after lyear exposing, corroded portion is seemed to 
expandgradually. At the right side of steel bar, the amperage is shown in the cathode in initial 
stage, but it changed to anode in the period in 4 and 5 years. Therefore, It seemed that 
corrosion is occurred after 3 years exposing. 

From these results, though it is not enough to judge the corroded portion from the natural 
potential measurement, it is possible to estimate the inflection point between cathode area 
and anode area and the aspect of corrosion from the amperage analysis. 
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Fig.6 Corroded area and estimated amount of corrosion 

Comparison Between Estimated Results and Experimental Results 

The distribution of estimated amounts of corrosion calculated by equation (5) is shown in 
figure 6. Experimental measurements of corrosion area observed at both tension side and 
compressive side are also shown in figure 6. Corrosion area and estimated amount of 
corrosion were located in the almost the same position. It seemed that corrosion area was 
formed around the cracked portion. The results of total amount of corrosion both in 
experiment and estimation aR coincide well. Estimated amount of corrosion in each point 
was calculated by integrating amperage in each point by time. Therefore, continuous 
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measurements are necessary to know amount of corrosion as exact as possible. It is 
considered that the error between estimated result and experimental result is  based on the 
interval of the measurement. So in order to estimate the aspect of corrosion, both current 
amperage and estimated amount of corrosion should be used. In addition, it is considered that 
giving specific resistance would bring the exact estimation. 

EFFECT OF CRACKS ON CORROSION 

The effect of crack on corrosion is examined especially by numerical simdation [2]. This 
simulation is based on the experimental result of specimen exposed in cyclic Wing and 
drying environment for 13weeks. Using the relationship between natural potential and 
chloride ion content at each point of steel bar and equation (4), the amperage distribution can 
be calculated. The relationship can be shown as below [3]: 

E = -a x ln( NaCl .wt .%) - b 

Where, E: Natural potential (V) 
a, b: coefficient 

The analyzed results of amperage distribution at different period of exposure is shown in 
figure 7 in case of the model which have 6.5cm as crack depth The amperage of the cracked 
portion is anode at the initial stage, but it gradually changes to cathode. At the same time, 
though reaction rate becomes gentle than the initial stage, corrosion occurs at other parts of 
the reinforcement steel bar. Therefore, in the case of cracked concrete, it is considered that 
crack especially affects at the initial stage. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Natural potential has been used only to judge whether corrosion occurs or not, but it 
become possible to obtain more worthwhile information from estimation analysis based on 
the result of natural potential measurement. In this study, estimation analysis is based on 
electrochemical theories with theoretical assumptions. It is concludd that corroded portion 
and aspect of corrosion can be estimated accurately by this estimation analysis with 
continuous timedependent measurement of natural potential. 
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